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ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS.
By Professor Theelpall, m.a.,

Professor of Physics in the University of Sydney.

[Delivered to the Royal Society of N. 8. Wales, May 1, 1895-2

On looking back through the goodly list of twenty-eight volumes

which form the Journal of the Royal Society of New South Wales,

I find that it has been customary for your President in vacating

the chair, to address you in the first place on the affairs of the

Society, and in the second on such matters of general scientific

interest as may have attracted his attention. I propose to follow

the example which my predecessors have set, and shall accordingly

commence with some notes on the history of the Society during

the past year. In this matter I have had the advantage of the

assistance of our indefatigable Assistant Secretary, Mr. W. H.

Webb, for which assistance I desire to thank him.

It is a matter of congratulation, that in spite of the bad times,

our numerical strength has only fallen from four hundred and

forty-five to four hundred and twenty. During the year we
have elected eighteen members ; we have lost twenty-seven by

resignation, seven through default in payment of subscription";

ten ordinary and one honorary member through death ; the com-

plete list of the last is as follows :—

Ordinary Members :

Dixson, Craig, m.d., elected 1880.

Hall, R. T., elected 1878.

Hills, Robert, elected 1879.

Jones, E. L., elected 1877.

Low, Andrew S., elected 1880.

Manning, Hon. Sir W. M., m.l.c, elected 1881.

Montefiore, E. L., elected 1875.



Murnin, M. E., elected 1865.

Nowlan, John, elected 1878.

QuodHng, W. H., elected 1876.

Hon. President :

His Excellency Sir R. W. Duff, p.c, g.c.m.g.

Sir Robert William Duff accepted the office of Honorary

President of our Society soon after his arrival in the Colony. His

official duties prevented him from taking an active share in the

conduct of our affairs ; we can only add our share to the tribute

of sympathy and regret which came from the whole Colony at

the death of a kindly gentleman.

The financial position of the Society may be regarded on the

whole as satisfactory. Our total receipts during the year ending

March 31st, 1895, were £1,234 10s., and we commenced with a

balance of £63 12s. 3d., making in all £1,298 2s. 3d., of this we

spent £1,140 17s. 4d.; we have transferred £106 14s. to the

building fund, and carried forward £50 10s. lid. to next year.

Of the amounts expended we have only been able to devote about

£100 to the purchase of books and periodicals, though the general

library expenses, including binding, may be put at about £200.

The publication of our Journal has cost us a little over £300

;

and we may look forward to this source of expense increasing as

time goes on and the influence of the University extends. Those

whose business it is to consult the proceedings of learned societies

must have noticed the enormous rate at which the bulk of these

works increases year by year, and our own journal has swollen

with the rest. It will soon become a matter for consideration as

to whether \ expenditure i

direction, or limit it by publishing papers or exceptional interest

only. No great saving can be made in the preparation of plates

and engravings, for we have always employed cheap processes of

reproduction
;
financial stress appears to have driven the Royal

Society of London to reproduce plates in a manner similar to that

which we adopt, but this must always be a source of regret to



those who have been used to the artistic beauty of their engravings,

and is in my opinion quite unworthy of the leading scientific

society of a great country.

The prize essay awards have cost us £50, and in my mind the

time has now come for us to reconsider the whole question of

spending any part of our limited means in this direction. In spite

of the possibly valuable papers which the offer of rewards has

brought us, I am inclined to think that scientific investigation

might be more efficiently assisted by devoting the money at

present spent on awards to the purchase of apparatus or material

for those who require such assistance, or in improving our library.

It is right I should add that this is my individual opinion only,

and that I know my views are not shared by several members of

the Council, whose opinion I value.

An inspection of the Society's house discloses the fact that con-

siderable repairs will be required during the current year, and we

must expect to have to meet a heavy charge on this account. The

li-a-in- you

lurning to our building fund, we find that it is increasing

slowly, and now reaches the sum of £1,286, which is invested on

fixed deposit at the Union Bank. The Council has devoted a

considerable time to the question of the investment of this fund,

and it is possible that it may be found desirable to vary the mode

of investment, provided that an eligible security can be found. It

must not be forgotten, however, that our present premises are

becoming too small for the accommodation of the library, which

even now makes the conduct of the office work difficult by trench-

ing on the Assistant Secretary's room. Some temporary relief

has been afforded by storing books behind the dais in our meet-

ing room, but the time is not far distant when the building fund

will have to be employed in providing us with the actual space

which we require.

The Clarke Memorial Fund and the Abercromby Fund stand

respectively at £360 and £68, and require no special (
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During the year we have held seven general meetings, at which

thirty-two papers were read. This is an average of about four

and a-half papers per meeting. On several occasions, if not on

all, the time at the disposal of the writers of papers has not been

sufficient for an adequate presentment of the results of their

labours, and discussion has had to be compressed within very

narrow limits. It appears therefore, that in the event of our

continuing to receive so many valuable contributions, we must

either refer more of them to the sections, or hold more meetings.

The former course is in my opinion rather undesirable, for it must

mean the banishment of perhaps the most important and interest-

ing communications to sectional meetings, while the full meetings

would be occupied in dealing with those subjects only for which

no sections are appropriate. If we increase our general meetings

to two per month, it would I think be easy to arrange for the

division of subjects into two groups, and apportion one meeting

per month to each, in this way an engineer would not require to

sit through a paper on anthropology, etc., in order to hear one

in which he was interested, or vice versa.

I do not propose to append a list of papers read during the year

for out of the thirty-two, twenty-eight will be found published in

the journal, and the other four may be published with those we

shall receive during the current year. The list of exhibits will

also be found in its proper place.

During the year the average attendance of members was thirty-

seven, and visitors four, so that our meetings have certainly not

lost in interest. The activity shown in the sectional meetings,

especially on the Medical and Engineering sides, forms a subject

for congratulation. The engineering section held eight meetings

and the medical three meetings. The interest shown in the

engineering section may be judged of by the fact that only two

papers were read at the sectional meetings, the whole of the rest

of the time being devoted to discussion. It is not too much to

say that the engineering section is certainly thp most important
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With regard to the conversazione held at the University on

December 5th last, we may congratulate ourselves on having

previous time a j the exhibits r

numerous or interesting, though the removal of many of them

from the Great Hall of the University to the Laboratories, natur-

ally rendered the exhibition so large that few people could have

seen everything. Amongst a number of most excellent exhibits

perhaps Mr. Russell's magnificent stellar photographs, exhibited

by means of a magic lantern, were the most striking. About six

hundred visitors and members were present, and the cost was

only £70.

Library.—It was stated above that the cost of the library

might be put at about £200, excluding superintendence. The

actual outlay was £173 9s. lOd. We exchanged our journal with

three hundred and ninety-five kindred societies, receiving in

return one hundred and ninety-six volumes, one thousand and

fifty-eight parts, fifty-nine reports, one hundred and fifty-two

pamphlets, one atlas of geological charts, fourteen hydrographic

charts, and fifty-four meteorological diagrams, a total of one

thousand five hundred and thirty-four publications. The "Institut

de Carthage " of Tunis has been added to the exchange list.

Clarke Medal.—At the meeting of the Council on the 31st

October last, it was resolved that the Clarke Memorial Medal

for 1895 be awarded to each of the following gentlemen :—Mr.

Robert Logan Jack, f.g.s., f.r.g.s., Government Geologist,

Queensland, and Mr. Robert Etheridge, Junr., Government

Palaeontologist, Department of Mines, Sydney.

Hon. Member.—At the General Monthly Meeting of the

Society held 3rd October last, on the recommendation of the

Council, W. Baldwin Spencer, m.a., Professor of Biology, Univer-

sity of Melbourne, was unanimously elected an Honorary

Member of the Society.

Original Researches.—In continuation of the practice originated

in 1881 to publish yearly a list of subjects peculiar to Australia,



the investigation of which would be of great interest and value

to the Colony, the Council invited original contributions and

offered its medal, together with a grant of £25, for the best

original paper on the following subjects, viz.—

Series XIII.—To be sent in not later than 1st May, 1894-

No. 43—On the Timbers of New South Wales, with special

reference to their fitness for use in construction,

manufactures, and other similar purposes.

No. 44—On the Raised Sea-beaches and Kitchen Middens

on the Coast of New South Wales.

No. 45—On the Aboriginal Rock Carvings and Paintings in

New South Wales.

One paper was received on subject No. 43. Two papers were

sent in on No. 44, the first of which could not be received the

writer having failed to comply with the conditions laid down,

and the Council did not consider the second one of sufficient

merit to receive the reward. One paper was received on No. 45.

At the meeting held 25th July, the Council awarded the prize

of £25 and the Society's medal to the writers of the following

papers:— 1. "On the Timbers of New South Wales" by
" Experto crede," Mr. J. V. de Coque, Roads and Bridges Branch,

Public Works Department. 2. "On the Aboriginal Rock
Carvings and Paintings in New South Wales " by " Gsesar aut

nullus," Mr. R. H. Mathews, l.s., Parramatta.

The list of subjects for prizes now offered is, as follows :—

Series XIV.—To be sent in not later than 1st May, 1895.

No. 46—On the Silver Ore Deposits of New South Wales.

No. 47—On the Physiological Action of the Poison of any

Australian Snake, Spider, or Tick.

No. 48—On the Chemistry of the

J XV.—To be sent in not later than 1st May, 1896.

. 49—On the origin of Multiple Hydatids in man.
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No. 50—On the Occurrence of Precious Stones in New-

South Wales with a description of the Deposits

in which they are found.

No. 51—On the effect of the Australian Climate on the

Physical Development of the Australian-born

Population.

Series XVI.—To be sent in not later than the 1st May, 1897.

No. 52—On the Embryology and Development of the

Echidna or Platypus.

No. 53—The Chemical Composition of the Products from

the so-called Kerosene Shale of New South Wales.

No. 54—On the Mode of Occurrence, Chemical Composition,

and the Origin of Artesian Water in New South

Wales.

Abercrornby Fund.—The prize of £25 offered by the Hon.

Ralph Abercrornby for the best essay on " Southerly Busters
"

was awarded by the Committee to Mr. Henry A. Hunt, Second

Meteorological Assistant, Sydney Observatory.

During the past year considerable activity in the pursuit of

knowledge has been exhibited. Much of the work done has

been reported in the Journal by our Society, and in the pro-

ceedings of the Linnean Society. The following particulars are

appended, but the list does not profess to be complete, as some

difficulty has been experienced in obtaining information.

In the observatory the regular astronomical and meteorological

work has been fully maintained, owing to the increased sensi-

tiveness of the plates now used, which make it possible now to

do in one minute what used to take eight minutes, when this

work was begun in 1890, thus virtually increasing the size of

the camera eight times. One thousand one hundred and forty

photographs of astronomical objects have been taken. Nine

hundred and forty-six of these were devoted to the photographic

survey of the heavens, and complete the Sydney section of that

^ork for catalogue purposes. Seventy-nine photographs have

been devoted with very satisfactory results to the investigation



of nebulae and nebulous places, and star clusters, comets, etc.

The transit of Mercury was satisfactorily observed. A valuable

series of cloud photographs of typical forms has also been taken

for the more accurate study of weather conditions in Sydney.

These show that the clouds here come under the usual classifi-

cations, but have a distinctly local stamp.

During the year the original Kater pendulums were swung

in the observatory by Mr. Love, Demonstrator to the Professor

of Physics at Melbourne, acting for the Gravity Committee of

the Royal Society of Victoria, and the opportunity was taken

to carefully test the stability of the frame on which they are

swung with extremely satisfactory results. The apparatus was

sufficiently delicate to show a flexure in a massive cement-

concrete floor produced by a 141b. weight, but did not show the

slightest flexure in the pendulum supports when the pendulum

was in motion.

The ten feet standard bar of Queensland has been fully com-

pared with the two standard ten feet bars of New South Wales.

A new chart of southern circumpolar stars has been prepared

and published, and an Act of Parliament providing for the

adoption of standard time on February 1st. 1895, was carried

into effect on that day ; and now New South Wales, in common

with Victoria and Queensland, use the time of the 150° Meridian

east of Greenwich.

The results of the study of ocean currents on the coasts of

Australia during the past twelve years have been published, and

a special effort made to interest captains of ships trading to

Australia in ocean currents and meteorology with much success.

At the Technological Museum the Director and his staff have

been engaged chiefly on the following works :—Additions to the

systematic botany of the Colonies, investigation of the chemistry

of some of the vegetable products of the Colony, especially the

eucalyptus oils and the barks of certain trees from Queensland

;

classification of the collections of economic geology;



entomology
; literary work dealing with the flowering plants of

the Colony.

At the University the following subjects have been investi-

gated, or are in progress of investigation :

—

Biology.—Development of marsupial teeth.

Physics.—Magnetic properties of bismuth, gravimetric work.

Electrical properties of selenium.

Chemistry.—Investigations on occurrence of gold and allied

chemico-mineralogical matters. On the specific gravities of some

gem stones. On the separation of gold, silver, and sodium from

sea water by muntz metal sheathing. On certain new minerals.

On the occurrence of gold in the Hawkesbury Rocks about

Sydney. On variations in the amount of ammonia in waters on

keeping. On the corrosion of aluminium. On crystallised carbon

dioxide. On the waterproofing of bricks and sandstones with

oils. On the porosity of cements and plasters.

Engineering.—Tests of the strength of materials, chiefly

colonial timbers and cements.

Geology.— Examination of volcanic glasses of the Tweed district.

Geology of the Macdonald Ranges. Evidences of the Palaeozoic

Ice Age in Australia.

Wnjsiohgy.—ThB physiological action of snake venom. Coagu-

lation of the blood. Colouring of wool by micro-organisms.

As one of what I may, perhaps, be permitted to call the

current generation of Physicists, I feel that no account of the

history of physical science of the last few years would be adequate

^hich did not place the death of Helmholtz in the foremost place.

It is, perhaps, impossible for the present generation of Physicists

who have been born and bred in the doctrine of the conser-

vation of energy, to estimate at its true value the assistance

they have received at all stages from this all-embracing

generalization. The physics presented to us from our earliest

youth was already a definite structure of which the " Erhaltung

<ter Kraft " was the very corner stone. It is not true to say that



the principle was discovered by Helmholtz—but for some reason

on other his essay seems to have had greater persuasive powers

than the work of other and earlier labourers in the same field.

The reason of this was in my opinion—and I offer it with the

utmost diffidence and every possible reservation—that he was

the first to recognise that change of the potential function is in

a certain aspect the measure of a distinct entity, viz.—that

knowable, but unknown thing potential energy—thus christened

by Rankine. But Helmholtz's claims to immortality, rest on a

broader basis than is afforded by any one discovery. He laid the

foundation of that science of Bacteriology, which promises to

assist mankind in coping with his environment more powerfully

than any discovery since the steam engine. It is understood

that Ophthalmic surgery is based largely on his work on Physio-

logical optics. Electrical theory is indebted to him not only for

many notable discoveries but for the training and inspiring of

Hertz. To his mathematical powers we owe the theory of vortex

motion, and many important advances in Hydrodynamics. His

great " Tonenempfindungen " in which he appears as Physicist,

Physiologist, Anatomist, and Psychologist might well have been

the life work of an ordinary mortal, to him it was a mere

episode. There was a time when we hoped that he had built the

bridge leading from the physical and mathematical theory of

sound to the doctrine of harmony, but fate has been against

this courageous and ingenious effort, and at the present time it is

very doubtful if it can be said to have materially advanced the

position. The energies of Helmholtz's later life were partly

absorbed in the councils of his country ; and partly devoted to

the organisation of the great testing and standardising Laboratory

at Charlottenburg.

Though it is generally desirable to subdue the personal element

as far as possible
; on an occasion of this kind I feel that perhaps

the members present might like to know something of the

personality of this, probably the most versatile and learned philoso-

pher that ever lived. In the winter of 1888 I presented myself at
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the house attached to the Physical Laboratory of the University

of Berlin, armed with an introduction to Von Helmholtz. I was

contemplating devoting many years, perhaps all my life, to the

investigation of physico-chemical problems, and I wished to hear

what Helmholtz would have to say as to the utility of such an

undertaking. I presently found myself in a study of extra-

ordinary neatness and of a sumptuous yet forbidding aspect, and

in the presence of a soldierly-looking old man. I should have

taken him for an officer of engineers had I not often seen his

portrait. I stated my business without preamble. He con-

sidered awhile, and then declared it to be his opinion that the

next advance must be made in the border land of chemistry and

physics, especially on the electrical side, and that I could not

hope to advance our knowledge better than by doing as I

proposed. He spoke in German, and I in English, for our

mutual convenience, and gave me an indescribable impression of

being before all things a man of business-like habits and rapid,

decisive action—a soldier, in fact, in the best sense of the word.

It was with something not unlike relief that I bowed myself out

of his presence, and, as I walked away, I thought I understood

the man who many years ago criticised the English University

fellowship system, and regretted that so much money produced

so little scientific work " amongst the well-nurtured youth of the

British Isles." His theory was that English students had not

during their training been brought in contact with the " living

spirit of research," and he recognised that in physical science

stagnation means retrogression, and that the man who has not

the curiosity to attempt to widen our common knowledge is not

fit to set himself up as a teacher, nor are the pupils of such a

man likely to receive any lasting benefit. If Helmholtz's words,

so fruitful first through Germany and France, and then through

England and America, could find even at this late date some

echo in the Colony, we might be gradually educated up to seeing

that the commercial value of a teacher is not to be measured by

the number of hours of lecture that can be dragged out of him,



i a laboratory to be regarded as an expensive luxury t

l away at the first breath of retrenchment. The time 1

weapon in the fight of mankind against the forces of nature is

not yet, but it will surely come, and woe to that nation that

I turn to a very different personality in approaching Helm-

holtz's great pupil, the simple, gentle, kindly Heinrich Hertz.

Nearly all the electrical work of importance of the last six

years—for I do not include such things as dynamo making, or

transformer testing—has been on the lines laid down by Hertz

in his study of electro-magnetic waves. I do not propose to

detain you here by referring to those researches, for I gave an

account of them before the Australian Association for the

Advancement of Science in 1 890 at the Melbourne meeting, and

shall have something to say about them again presently ; rather

will I refer to the man himself. Hertz began life as an

engineer, but his taste for physical work was too strong, and

he gradually drifted into Helmholtz's laboratory, where his

powers were soon appreciated, and where he began that study

of electro-magnetism which ended in persuading Continental

philosophers of the truth of Maxwell's mechanical theory of

electricity. I say Continental philosophers advisedly ; for in

England and America (for in this matter America is Rowland),

the theory had taken firm root, and though Hertz supplied much

interesting confirmation and opened up an experimental road of

vast interest, it cannot be said that he did more then confirm

what we had always believed. In character Hertz was probably

one of the most kindly and gentle men that ever lived, and just

M his work has that peculiar directness and simplicity that

characterises the work of Faraday and of Darwin, so was he

himself a man of much the same character—i.e., the highest

reached by the human race. He died on New Year's Day, 1894,

the brightest and best beloved of physicists.

On May 21st, 1894, there died August Kundt, Professor of

Physics in Berlin, formerly in Strassburg. Though I expect his
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name is unknown to many present here to-night, that must be

regarded as a mere local misfortune. Kundt was one of the most

brilliant of modern experimentalists, and made great advances

in acoustics, optics, and magneto-optics. It is of interest to

note that the monatomic and probably elemental character of

argon discovered during this year was established (in so far as

it is established) by a method invented by Kundt. Exact inform-

ation has not yet come to hand as to the method employed,

but as Kundt's method is probably the best available in dealing

with small quantities, it is pretty safe to assume that it was

employed in this instance. To Kundt the rapid rise of the

University of Strassburg is in great measure due, and to his

energy we owe one of the finest physical laboratories in the

world. Before all things, Kundt was what the Germans call

" gemiithlich "—a jolly fellow. His method of teaching was

copious and admirable conversation in the laboratory, and there

probably never was a teacher who had so strong a hold upon his

pupils—a hold both of heart and head. There was nothing in

the way of experimenting he could not do; his spirits were

always at boiling point ; he was never seen without a smile on

his face, or heard to breathe an unkind word. He had a magnifi-

cent adoration for the work of Faraday ; in all things he was

eager—a great human lion with flowing hair and beard, and

inexpressible good humour. He was a thorough German, too.

His surprise at seeing me, a man who had been to Australia

and actually returned, was exquisite. He was even late for

lecture to celebrate the event. " Eheu fugaces "—the least of

all thy servants bids thee adieu dear master, there is no other

man like thee. Helmholtz, Hertz, Kundt—what a gap their

loss makes !

brief account of some of those

ade in physical science since I last

opportunity of compiling a report, viz., in 1889. It

e understood, however, that I do not profess to refer to

esearch of importance, for no address could contain more
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than a bare enumeration of them, nor do I claim anything

except indulgence for the choice I make. I can only deal with

those matters coming under my immediate notice which seem to

me individually to be of the most importance, and I have given

a preference for work done within the last year.

Commencing with electricity, the road marked out by Hertz

has been followed by a host of observers who have devoted them-

selves to the examination of both stationary and progressive

wave fields. The general results up to last year are contained in

a work on " Recent Researches in Electricity and Magnetism/

by Professor J. J. Thomson, of Cambridge—a work intended as

a supplement to Maxwell's immortal volumes, and forming, in

fact, a "third volume" worthy of the other two. The pro-

duction of this work is probably the most important electrical

event of the last five years.

In order to take up the story of electrical developments I must

briefly refer to the state of the subject where it was left by

Hertz. Maxwell had given sound reasons for believing that

electric force is a quantity propagated, not instantaneously

through space, but at a finite though very rapid rate. If a

conductor, therefore, could be charged, discharged, and charged

again in an opposite manner each feature of the process could be

followed at a distance—a sutficxent interval of time being allowed

to elapse for the propagation from the source to the point in

question. If this process can be repeated regularly, we shall have

a succession of corresponding states at the point of observation,

in every essential similar to the succession of states as to vertical

position passed through by a cork floating on water over which

a train of waves is passing. If the regular process be repeated

very rapidly, we have according to Maxwell, a series of electric

waves—or periodically varying electric conditions—propagated

outwards with the velocity of light and, in fact, constituting light

itself. Now this electrical theory of optics, the electro-magnetic

theory as it is generally called, was found to fit in with observation

on light, very well indeed on most essential points, but it
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undoubtedly seemed to be opposed by other results, almost

equally trustworthy and important. In consequence of this

discrepancy—for without it the theory must have been only read

to be accepted—many philosophers waited for " more light " and

in the meanwhile worked at matters not immediately depending

on any theory, such for instance as the exact fixation of the

electrical units. 1 will not detain you by referring to the process

of thought by which Hertz was led to study electrical waves

produced by purely electrical means, and of a length enormously

greater than the vaves of light : suffice it to say that he discovered

a means of producing such waves and was able to show that they

actually existed and behaved as Maxwell had indicated. At the

same time, being anxious to establish the main points, Hertz,

with that rare insight which in experimental work is the chief

test of genius, laid aside a number of anomalies and unexplained

results. His followers naturally took up these points and ran

them down. The first thing was to get some means of detecting

the nodal points more simple and convenient than the spark gap

used by Hertz, and accordingly we now have an abundance of

such means. The latest, the simplest, the most delicate is

probabably a tube of filings regarded as constituting part of an

electrical circuit and whose resistance, viz., that of a large

number of bad or " microphone " contacts is found to be affected

by electrical waves. It was observed by M. Edouard Branly in

1890* that a bit of glass covered with " porphyrised " copper had
its resistance enormously diminished if it was placed near to a

discharging Leyden jar. A similar observation as to the improve-

ment of a shaking contact under the influence of electrical waves
had been noticed in 1889 by Prof. Lodge.

If a tube of filings be arranged as one arm of a Wheatstone's
bridge, then it is found that the resistance is diminished by the

impact of even feeble electrical radiation. On tapping or

shaking the I

It has

tube, the old resistance approximately reappears

3ng been known that commercial selenium in th

* C.E. Ill, page 785, and 1J2, page 90.



crystalline or dull grey form, has its resistance altered by the

incidence of light waves and recovers somewhat slowly, and that

it is sensitive to radiation of somewhat limited range as to wave

length. Curiously enough, Professor Lodge has noticed that

tubes of filings are sensitive also to waves of a more or less

definite wave length, but of course on a much larger scale. This

gives us incidentally a hint as to a possible cause of the light

elenium.

In addition to the loose contact method we now have a large

number of others, some on the " trigger principle," in which a

small spark precipitates a greater from a convenient source, some

involving the use of a galvanometer, some an electrometer, some

using vacuum tubes, others the heating of wires—a whole host of

methods whereby the study of electrical waves may be facilitated.

Among the phenomena discovered by Hertz, none have given

rise to so much uncertainty as the apparently contradictory

results obtained by different observers as to the velocity of waves

concentrated in space by means of wires. These doubts have

practically been set at rest by investigating the expectedly large

influence of the walls and floor of the rooms in which experiments

have been made. The ambiguity from this cause was removed

before Hertz's death. Another trouble arose as to the question

whether the waves observed had a wave length depending on

the natural period of the oscillator, or on that of the receiver.

These questions have been considerably elucidated by a consider-

ation of the general conditions of a vibrating system subject to

damping, whence it appears that a heavily damped oscillator or

exciter—or, in other words, one which emits energy very fast

—

can only give one or two waves appreciably affecting the resonator,

whose "free "period then becomes of chief importance. The

wave length observed in experimental work accordingly depends

on whether the exciter or receiver is the more heavily damped.

If we look at the matter from the point of view of the i

we see that a resonator will respond almost equally well t
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tions of widely different periods if only it be of such a type that

when speaking itself it is heavily damped. The sounding board

of a piano or the body of a violin, or indeed the air in the ear

passages of any animal, is such a body. If on the other hand the

resonator be only slightly damped, it will require much greater

accuracy of tuning to set up resonance, but when once this is

attained the resonance will be much stronger. In acoustics a

tuning fork or closed organ pipe is a resonator of the class to

which I allude. In the electrical case, so far as I understand it,

the matter is made more complex by the fact that both electric

and magnetic energy are radiated, and one kind of radiation may,

and generally does, proceed faster than another, so that a vibrator

may be heavily damped as far as electrical radiation is concerned,

and only slightly so far as magnetic energy is concerned, arid

vice versa. Ultimately the energy per unit volume of both kinds

will be equal in the wave held, but meanwhile the effects may

become too attenuated for observation. We owe a good deal to

Bjerknes* in this connection. A clear but brief account is also

given of the leading results in the Archives des Sciences Physiques

et Naturelles de Geneve—a most useful and pleasant publica-

tion. By the application of the principles just referred to, the

study of electro-magnetic waves as produced by resonators of

varying form is greatly assisted, and most if not all of the out-

standing difficulties have now been removed. This brings me
naturally to a consideration of the brilliant work of Nikola Tesla

in this field—work which exhibits the highest genius at every

step. The advance made by Tesla is briefly this. Hertz worked

with comparatively short waves which damped down after a very

few vibrations, occupying a time perhaps in all of the order of the

ten millionth of a second. With the apparatus used by Hertz

the phenomena only occurred perhaps forty times a second, so

that the time occupied by the phenomenon itself was only a very

small fraction of the whole time involved, just as if one were to

i bell for
: every ye;
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acoustical principles from its performance. Tesla, with immense

experimental resources behind him, succeeded in constructing

apparatus which, while emitting longer waves, and waves which

were less damped, repeated the process much oftener, so that

referring to the analogy again, the bell might be supposed to be

kept ringing a considerable fraction of the time. With this radi-

ation Tesla was enabled to perform experiments of a quite new

order—especially in high vacuum lamps—where an electrostatic

discharge (in old fashioned language) was caused to converge on

infusible bodies, such as carbon or carbon silicide. Incidentally

it turned out that air ceases to act as an insulator for such high

frequencies, and this is probably the greatest drawback to the

utilisation of such radiation for lighting purposes. Within the

last two or three years the matter has been taken up by E.

Wiedemann and Ebert, who find that in a high vacuum the dis-

charge produced by almost continuous but individually feeble

oscillations is capable of exciting the phosphorescence of certain

substances in a most remarkable manner. As I believe that it

is legitimate to hope for improved means of illumination in this

direction, and as T know that this is a subject interesting to most

people, I will refer to Ebert's arrangements rather more closely.

A description of the apparatus employed is given in Wiedemann's

Annalen, Vol. nil, fig. 144, and it may be regarded as a simple

arrangement of a Tesla apparatus for small output combined with

an arrangement for securing very persistent oscillation. It may

be mentioned in passing, that though the energy of an elect rically

vibrating system is greater, the greater the capacity— still the

damping is in general greater also—so that if one wants to

keep the oscillations going, one must not use too great capacities;

while on the other hand too small capacities must not be employed,

or the energy available becomes too small. This is independent

of the frictional damping or loss in the apparatus itself which

depends directly on the resistance. The apparatus on the table is

an exact copy of that described by Ebert. It consists of a "spark

gap" fed in any suitable manner, (by a Wimshurst machine in this
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case) and two primary condensers arranged in Lodge's manner, the

" outer coatings " forming the terminals of the primary of a small

induction coil. The secondary of the coil terminates in another

condenser, from which the leads pass to the lamp. All the con-

densers are adjustable. Another point about it is that in order

to secure a minimum of damping, the primary and secondary cir-

cuits are turned to respond as closely as possible, as indeed must

follow from the general principles laid down above. The oscilla-

tions are produced by the discharge of the primary air condensers

arranged in the most symmetrical fashion. Ebert considers that

the loss observed in condensers having dielectric materials other

than air is due to what is now generally called the " hysteresis
"

of the dielectric. I do not think that this is necessarily the case,

but it may pass. The ends of the secondary circuit are connected

to external electrodes surrounding or partially surrounding an

exhausted globe in which is placed the phosphorescent substance.

This substance is then excited by the radiation from the electrodes

or rather by the kathode rays starting from inside the glass under

the electrodes and falling on the luminous paint.

The phosphorescent substance which Ebert uses, he describes as

the " blue-green luminous paint," made by a firm of German
chemists. The most interesting point in connection with the

matter to the general reader, is the extraordinary efficiency of

such a lamp, as claimed by Ebert. Everybody who pays for

his electricity by meter knows that an ordinary 16 C. P. lamp

uses up energy at a rate of about sixty watts ; or say one-twelfth

of a horse power. In other words, if no energy were wasted

between an engine and the lamp, each horse power developed by
the engine would keep about twelve lights of 16 C.R going ; of

this energy however, vastly little affects our eyes—not more than
say nve per cent. But all energy affecting the eye does not affect

the eye equally; it takes, according to Langley, about one

undred thousand times as much energy to produce perceptible

vision with red light as with yellow-green light. The ordinary

incandescent lamp however is rather poor in yellow-green rays,
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so that not only does ninety-five per cent, of the energy coming

from such a lamp refuse to affect our eyes at all, but the greater

part of what does so affect them does it by means of rays to which

they are only slightly sensitive. That a much higher efficiency is

attainable we know by Langley's study of the glow worm, the

most efficient lamp in existence, for the heating power of the

energy emitted is too small to be measured by ordinary means, or

a glow worm " burns cold." Ebert claims that his lamp will give

a ' serviceable ' light for an expenditure of a millionth of a watt.

Suppose ' a serviceable light ' means half a candle power, then for

a fifteen candle power lamp we should require only three

hundred thousandths of a watt, instead of the fifty watts say we

require at present ; of course further experience may show that

this estimate of Ebert's is too small, but it is possible, and in any

case there is no doubt that an enormous efficiency is gained. This

is not quite new by the way, we always knew that phosphorescence

was an efficient form of illumination, but the figures given, are

I believe, the first to have been anything like fairly estimated.

In connection with this I might remark that incandescent burners

of the Welsbach type, using gas, probably work in virtue of the

substance of the mantle being rendered phosphorescent by rise of

temperature. Whether anything will come out of Ebert's lamp I

cannot say, for the practical difficulties appear insuperable at

Before I leave this subject, I will mention a result I got some

years ago in a discussion on sensitive galvanometers. I found

that I could make an instrument so sensitive that a definite

motion of the mirror corresponded to an energy supply of 10

ergs per second. This I have now increased so that an effect is

produced by a supply of 10 ergs per second, or, say, 10

horse power. Langley's numbers for the most efficient light

required to produce vision are about 10 ergs per second.

Consequently, the human eye must look to its laurels, or its claim

as the most sensitive mechanism will have to be rejected.



Though not exactly a matter of the last year or two alone, I

feel I ought to refer to the work done by Wiener and by

Lippmann in photographing the effects of standing waves, by

which I mean the interference effects produced near to a

reflecting surface by the incident and reflected trains. The

objects of the two experimenters were by no means identical

Wiener deliberately tried to reproduce the experiments of

Hertz, using light waves and a photographic film, instead of long

electro-magnetic waves and a resonator. He succeeded in

making a sensitive collodion film with a thickness of only one-

thirtieth of the wave length of sodium light

—

i.e., about one five

hundred thousandth of a centimeter. By tilting this film with

respect to the reflecting surface, Wiener was enabled to obtain

evidence of the nodes and anti-nodes of the chemically active

vibrations, in the form of interference strhe ; and, moreover,

was able to show that the striae were standing wave effects, and

not the ordinary interference effects of thin films. By applying

the results of Trouton on the laws of reflection at the polarizing

angle of electro-magnetic radiation, and assuming that the

chemical effects are the outcome of the electric rather than the

magnetic vibration, Wiener has been able to show that the view

taken by Fresnel as to the " direction " of vibration refers to the

electric vector. It has been suggested that the photographic

film may be affected by the magnetic component, but most

Physicists would, I think, take Wiener's view of the matter, as

being the more probable.

Lippmann, on the other hand, uses ordinary thick but trans-

Parent films, and obtains many nodes and antinodes in the film

thickness. In this way he is able to produce a photograph of

the nature of a diffraction grating, and by a train of reasoning

which is exceedingly acute, though a good many hypotheses

are involved, he shows that this grating photograph will yield by

reflected light a colour which will correspond more or less closely

Wlth the colour of the light falling on the film originally, and this

whether the colour was pure or not. Success is the only test of
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work of this kind, and M. Lippmann appears to have had a

fair share of it, and has actually photographed simple objects-

such as a pot of geraniums, the photographs (negatives in the

ordinary sense) exhibiting the colours of the original. So far as

I know, he has not succeeded in printing in colours. The

suggestion of the method appears to have been due to Zinker in

1868, and so is of considerable antiquity. I see no reason why

we should not have coloured photographs of some kind within a

reasonable penod.

The next point on which I will touch refers to the use of

the electric furnace, for within the last few years a magnificent

series of researches has been carried out with its aid by

Moissan on hitherto infusible substances. The simplest form of

electric furnace merely consists of a lime block hollowed out and

provided with a lid. Two carbon poles meet in the centre of the

cavity, and are the seat of an arc light whose power is only

limited by the engine power available. The end result is that

a considerable fraction of the energy of the boiler fire is con-

centrated in the space of a few cubic inches, and the temperature

attained is correspondingly high. By this furnace Mr. Moissan

has not only been able to produce small diamonds, but he has

been able to prepare considerable quantities of the metals of the

chromium group, (and lately with an improved furnace of titanium^

which, it is not too much to say, were unknown hitherto in any

tiling approaching an ingot forn

This process we owe to Mr.Wil
likely to have some influence in the arts; for th

calcium carbide, when acted on by water, yields acetylene in »

\ery pun- state, and this either as a means of enriching gas, orasa

starting point f - »r organic synthesis is a very valuable substance.

meed a theory of the production

of petroleum from its elements under the influence of high tenr



ews to those who still think that rock

nd therefore not likely to exist in unliu
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While weighing nitrogen Lord Rayleigh found he got one density
j

when the nitrogen was taken from air, and another when it came

from chemical sources. The results of each set of observations

were consistent, and after trying to explain the discrepancy in

every way, Lord Rayleigh fell back on the conclusion that there

must be some constituent of air hitherto unrecognised. An

investigation of the basis of our knowledge of the composition of

air showed that there was a possibility of a small quantity of

some other substance existing in it, besides those usually considered.

Accordingly the nitrogen and oxygen, water vapour, and

acid were successively removed, and Raleigh and Ramsay isolated

the new substance, to which they have given the name of "argon."

It appears to be a singularly inert gas, (to which property it owes

its late discovery), heavier than nitrogen, and most probably an

element, since there is strong evidence that it is monatomic.

Should this be the case, room will have to be made for it in

Mendelejeffs' series—one can only pray that it may fit a vacant

place and not turn the whole of chemistry upside down by refus-

ing to come in under the periodic law. It would come in if its

atomic weight were twenty, but the discoverers think it is forty.

However, out of such catastrophes, advances are apt to be made,

and if we have to amend our periodic law we shall probably get

something better in its place, perhaps some light on the dynamics

1 1} ng t I cannot close this brief notice without directing

obtained for the method c

gnificent triumph which this dis

: enquiry by i

ions, and exact measurement, as opposed to the method ot

y inspiration. Contrary to the popular idea, the vast

•nty of discoveries have been made by the methods employed
Lord Rayleigh, of which the essence is that no obscurity,

ever small, ia to be passed over until it is completely sifted.

th.-f ivtleetion is as to whether this discovery does not illus-

the deleterious effects of scientific instruction out of text

ffl, from which all of us have suffered. It is impossible to go

ro detail in a text book, and consequently investigations as



reported therein are usually made to appear much more absolute

l their results than is actually the fact, and a reader gradually

gets to accept their conclusions as quite beyond question. In

England there is a rare white butterfly which is seldom or never

captured, except by little boys, for it cannot be immediately

distinguished from the 'white cabbage ' butterfly, and so is only

taken by those who are inexperienced in butterfly hunting.—

Verbum sap.

I have hitherto spoken entirely of matters involving new prin-

ciples and capable of enlarging our general ideas. I now turn to

the humbler task of referring briefly to some of those applications

of science—which too frequently pass for science itself. No

mistake is more fatal to progress than the idea that the discovery

of application is as important as the discovery of principles, or

of facts of general significance. The first matter I shall refer

to is one on which an enormous amount of scientific knowledge

has been brought to bear. I refer to the polyphase current.

Within the year we have witnessed not only the approximate

completion of the first instalment of the Niagara Electric Works,

but the successful introduction of two and three phase plants

elsewhere. Happily for the inventors, the greater number of

the problems had been already worked out for optical purposes

and form a part of the theory of " harmonic motion." The

works at Niagara will always be remarkable for the extreme

care which has marked every step of the undertaking. The

Corporations involved have from the beginning spared no pains or

money in calling to their assistance the best advice available, both

for their hydraulic and electric works. Most of the machinery

is novel at all events in its magnitude and in its structural detail.

The most interesting point to me was the arrangement for " float-

ing " the long vertical turbine shaft, and so dispensing with a step

bearing. Prof. George Forbes, who has had to stand a rather hot

fire of criticism, is to be congratulated on the success of the under-

taking. Though on a very much smaller scale, a transmission of

power works is now almost completed within this Colony. In



this case arrangements have been made for the transmission of

about live hundred horse power from the falls of the river Gara to

the mining town of Hillgrove, distant some seven miles. The

system adopted in this case is the three wire direct current system,

but the voltage employed, 1600, is such as has never been used

before with currents of the magnitude here involved. The mere

fact that a contractor was found willing to guarantee the perform-

ance of machines yielding, say 250 h.p. at over 1,600 volts, is the

strongest evidence of the immense advance which has been quietly

going on in the design of direct current dynamos. One of these

developments of great interest is what is known as the " Sayer's

winding," by which means practically no field winding is required

—a most original idea.

Late last year (too late for reading at our last meeting), a

paper on Cellular Kites was sent into us by Mr. Lawrence
Hargrave, and I cannot let this opportunity pass without

expressing my strong conviction of the importance of the work
which Mr. Hargrave has done towards solving the problem of

artificial flight. Mr. Margrave's work is so well known here

that I need do no more than allude to it with the remark that

we may expect to see Mr. Maxim adopt the cellular principle,

and thus reduce the space occupied by the aeroplanes of his

machine. The problem of flight is one which requires for its

solution not only a great deal of inventive capacity, but a sound
knowledge of the properties of materials, and the fact that both
these qualifications appear to be possessed in a high degree by
those working at the subject, allows us to indulge in the most

ution of the problem has been

y working on a suggestion made

othing about it here, except that

mere are much more important

upposed— i.e., that all winds are



gusty to an unexpected degree. Lord Kayleigh supplied the

idea of the use of intermittent wind, and the evidence showing

that winds are, in fact, extremely intermittent has been put

together by Langley, if not indeed originally discovered by him.

Before I conclude I should like to make a few remarks on that

particular branch of physical chemistry in which I am chiefly

interested. I refer to the electrical properties of substances.

Both electricity and chemistry are in this state. Neither science

can make much progress in fundamental principles without the

assistance of the other. It has long been a truism that when we

know the nature of electricity, we shall know a little about the

fundamental mechanism of chemical action and vice versa. The

extraordinary defiuitness of the relation between the time integral

of an electric current and the amount of decomposition in an

electrolytic cell through which it passes, shows how necessary a

theory of electricity is to chemistry. Within the last few years

a number of experimenters have been busy on the passage of

electric currents through gases, with the result that there is now

little or no doubt but that gaseous conduction is also electrolytic.

We have no means of deciding at present whether conduction

through metals is electrolytic or not, and I shall show, if time

permits, that with bad conductors the probability is in favour of

electrolysis. We, therefore, have the fact that, setting metallic

conductors aside as ambiguous, whenever we get a conduction

current we get, not only magnetic effects, but chemical effects as

well ; and any respectable theory of electricity must embrace them.

We see, therefore, that this road, like all others, leads to our

requiring to examine the relation between ether and matter, or,

in other words, all physical roads in the long run lead equally to

chemistry. It has been my endeavour, therefore, for many years,

to elucidate some of the relations involved, but I was stopped on

the threshold of enquiry by the difficulty that the electrical

properties of elemental substances with the exception of metals

*ere unknown. With the assistance of Mr. Pollock and two of

! -sis. Allen and Brearley, I made a beginning by
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examining the properties of sulphur—a substance chosen for

reasons I do not need to go into here—but which ultimately

turned out to have the immense practical advantage of being

commercially obtainable in a state of extraordinary purity. Most

Leblanc alkali makers now recover their sulphur by the Chance

process, which consists in liberating sulphuretted hydrogen from

the waste and then half burning it, so as to oxidise the hydrogen

and deposit the sulphur. This sulphur is generally pure to about

one part in ten thousand, the residue consisting of a trace of water

and dust. By melting and filtering, the dust may be removed,

and then a single distillation yields a substance so pure that no

tests I have been able to devise will indicate any impurity. It

is well known that sulphur exists in two main modifications ;
one

of them is the form in which it is deposited by the electrolysis of

sulphides, the other by the electrolysis of its chloride or bromide.

This important observation we owe to Berthellot.' I considered

it of the first importance to examine the relations of these two

forms of sulphur, and to make a very long story short I found

that one modification certainly and the other probably, refuses

to conduct electricity at all. On the other hand a mixture of

these substances conducts, not well, but distinctly, and the

evidence, so far as it goes, tends to show that the conduction is

electrolytic in a sort of way-for it is accompanied by the

phenomenon of electric absorption, which is most satisfactorily

explained on the whole by a sort of electrolysis. There are a large

number of subsidiary phenomena also tending to support this view.

W e are then in this position. The two sorts of sulphur insulate

eparately but conduct when mixed, that is they combine, for

the mixture has different properties from either of its constituents.
If this is granted, what is there to prevent us from assigning to

each of the two modifications something of an elemental character?
Similar results have been attained by totally distinct means by
chemists working on the metals of the rare earths and on

Beryllium. Is it possible that the idea of an absolutely hard and
fast element may have to give way, and that we shall have to
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modify our views as to elements by "correcting terms'"! Long

ago, Faraday drew attention to the supposed absolute similarity

of molecules in the phrase that they behave like " manufactured

articles." This phrase has been worn rather bare in the course

of its use in theological argument, and was long ago shown by

Clifford to be a statement going beyond what is known of the

facts. In the case of sulphur, so far from the molecules being

almost identical, they have no more than a family likeness, and

form groups with properties gradually changing from the most

stable amorphous variety on the one hand, to the quite stable

crystalline variety on the other. I am persuaded that the high

and dry view of the absolute similarity of molecules as roughly

taught in text books has done much harm as well as good, and

the science of chemistry is now sufficiently advanced to allow

the more correct view to be habitually used without disadvantage.

One consequence of the chemical theory of electricity—we will

not quarrel as to the name, though, as a matter of fact, there

must be a new science lying equally behind both electricity and

chemistry—is that the possibility of charge without the interven-

tion of free atoms cannot be admitted. It was for this reason that

in 1889 I suggested a purely chemical theory of the action of the

ordinary frictional machine, in which I postulated the decom-

position of glass or water or both as a consequence of mechanical

friction. The idea was new to me at the time, but it has probably

been advanced before. At that time I had made a few «>xp« Ti-

ll the change of composition produced by pressure on

substances, with the result that the majority of the

substances I examined had their melting points changed when

trh as high a pressure intensity as soft steel will bear.

Since then I have made a good many more experiments which

I have not published hitherto, as they were perhaps too informal

and intermittent, but the general result has been with some

exceptions the same. Since then xMr. Carey Lea, in America,

has succeeded in decomposing substances by rubbing them in a

mortar, and that in at least one case where rise of temperature



would not account for the result. Consequently, the chemical

theory of the friction al machine may be said to be placed on a

sound basis. At the same time it is only fair to say that Mr.

Lea's experiments have not yet been confirmed. A year ago I

began to conduct a check series of experiments by another method,

but I have not had time to carry them through.

I ought perhaps to have curtailed my remarks on my own

work rather more, but I wished to show that problems of the

very first importance are to be approached in the domain of

physical chemistry, and I naturally took that part of the subject

with which I am best acquainted, to form a basis for my

rRiBUTiON to the CHEMISTRY op AUSTRALIAN
MYRTACEOUS KINOS.

J. H. Maiden, f.l.s., &c, and Henry G. Smith.

lead before the Royal Society ofN. S. Wales, June 5, 1895.']

ivestig.-.tions that have been carried out at the TechnO-

Vluseum during the last few years, on the exudations of

:rulian Myrtacese, it has been found that these substances

s kinoa fall into three classes, which have been respec-

iamed the Ruby, Gummy, and Turbid groups. The

5 of the first of these are soluble both in alcohol and water,

ruby coloured solution, those of the second are practically

I in alcohol, and the third, when treated with hot water

wed to cool, contain a body or bodies which render the

>w deal with kinos belonging to this last group, the present

rtion having been carried out with the view to identify

tances causing the turbidity already referred to.



In the papers already published* it was suggested that this

body was catechin for the following reasons—it was mostly

dissolved in boiling water but separated again on cooling, it gave

an intense purple colour with concentrated sulphuric acid (in the

precipitate of the Eucalyptus kino tested), it gave a yellow colour

with caustic potash; for these reasons, which are admittedly

inconclusive, the substance was at the time considered to be

catechin. Work on these kinos has been since proceeded with,

though slowly, in consequence of other demands on our time.

At the recent meeting (January 1895) of the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science, held at Brisbane,

Dr. Lauterer of that city, read a paper on " Queensland native

astringent medicines," and the paper has since been published.!

The most interesting observation in this paper from a scientific

stand point is where the writer seeks to show that the substance

causing turbidity in kinos is ellagic acid. As the presence of

ellagic acid had not been detected by us in kinos, we considered

that the time had arrived 11 It of our experiments in

it be usefully published. It is with pleasure

> the results of our investigation before this Society,

B the separation of two new organic substances, to

oi which, either singly or in company, the turbidity
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EUDESMIN (C 26H 3 o0 8 )

We give this name* to one of the substances causing the

turbidity of solutions of kinos of the turbid group, and proceed to

give an account of the method adopted for its isolation, prior to

dealing with its properties and composition.

It is not necessary to enumerate the many methods adopted to

isolate this substance. We will at once proceed to describe what

we at present believe to be the best method for its extraction,

and by this process it can be easily obtained crystallized, and in

When the kino is finely powdered and treated with ether in a

dry state, practically nothing is taken into solution, but if a small

quantity of water is added to the fine powder and gently heated,

a thick paste is formed. If on cooling, this paste be transferred
to a separator, ether added and well agitated, it partially goes

into solution, the ether presenting a yellow colour. By repeated
agitation, removal of the ethereal layer, addition of fresh ether,

and repetition of the process for about two days, the greater portion
of the substances soluble in ether are removed, no emulsion being
formed. The ether used in these successive extractions is mixed,
distilled off at a low temperature, and the residual mass, partly

resinoua looking and partly crystalline, is digested in absolute
alcohol, (in which it is readily soluble with the aid of heat), trans-



lustre resembling spermaceti. [t is necessary that the successive

01 the slow evaporation of the alcohol, so that the remaining

crystals of eudesmin may form and so be removed, or the filtrates

may be evaporated to dryness, and again treated with absolute

alcohol with the aid of a gentle heat, and the previous process

repeated. If care is taken in the manipulation, it is possible to

almost entirely remove eudesmin from these solutions, and so

separate it from the resinous looking body, which is readily

soluble in even dilute alcohol. A special reason why it is necessary

to endeavour to obtain this substance as free as possible from

eudesmin will appear presently.

Eudesmin has been found in the kino of Eucalyptus hemiphloia

F.v.M., (atypical turbid kino); in what other kinos it is contained

will form the subject of a separate investigation. The kino of

used in these investigations was all obtained from

The crystals which are however obtained by slowly evaporating
an alcoholic solution are rhombic prisms ; larger crystals are

" 'tamed by slow crystallization from amyl alcohol ; these crystals

illel to the principal axis and polarize at times in

They show faces of the right rhombic prism with

The termination planes are mostly macrodomes,

I o< having yet been detected. The formula

(ooP + DC F x + Too)

"luble in hot water but crystallizes out again on

-sing but the slightest solubility in cold water.

surface of mercury at 99° C. (result of several

As it melts below the boiling point of water,

<^n not to raise the temperature too rapidly or

determining its solubility in water, as it fuses into

J C. ia approached.



It is soluble in cold alcohol (not too dilute), readily on warming;

also in amyl alcohol, ether, acetic ether, chloroform, but not m

benzole, petroleum spirit, or bisulphide of carbon. It is neutral l

when in solution in either water or alcohol.

Eudesmin when obtained from absolute alcohol is anhydrous,

(whether one or more molecules of water are found in crystals

ertained). When fused

,
no loss of weight takes place. I*

melts into a whitish resinous looking mass partly transparent.

When ignited it readily burns with a very smoky flame.

When eudesmin is dissolved in hot alcohol, water added until I

the slightest precipitate appears to form, and the solution left to

stand for some hours, beautiful acicular crystals are obtained,

having a length, in some cases, of nearly half an inch.

Eudesmin is soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid with a dark

colour ; after a few minutes the edges of the drop of acid become

purple, and in about half an hour the whole acid in the watch

glass becomes of a beautiful purple colour ; after some time the

colour fades and a dark precipitate separates, this is also the case

when water is added to the purple liquid.

Eudesmin is soluble in strong nitric acid with a beautiful yello*

colour ; after a time dendritic forms make their appearance, and

continue to increase until the alteration is completed ;
these are

light yellow and insoluble in water. These two reactions with

H 3SO* and HNO s appear to be characteristic.

Eudesmin dissolves with explosive violence in fuming nitric

acid, forming a yellow liquid after the lapse of a minute, and with

the same insoluble alteration-product as obtained with strong

nitric Mid. it is to these alteration and decomposition products

that we must eventually look, to determine the molecular con-



Eudesmin is soluble in glacial acetic acid, but separates on the

addition of water.

Eudesmin is odourless and almost tasteless, being very slightly

sweetish.

Chemical Composition.

Two combustions were made, the results obtained being practi-

cally the same in both cases, as will be seen from the following

figures:

No. 1. -2253 gram gave -1338 H B and -5464 CO a

or 66142 per cent, carbon

6-598 „ hydrogen

27-260 „ oxygen

4 gram gave -1447 H 2 and -6060 C0 3

or 66-268 per cent, carbon

6-447 „ hydrogen

27-285 „ oxygen

Mean of the two combustions :

—

66-2050 per cent carbon

6-5225 „ hydrogen

27-2725 „ oxygen

100-0000

From which we may deduce the formula C38H 30 1)

The pecentage composition of a compound having the abovi

66-383 per cent, carbon

6-383 „ hydrogen

27-234 „ oxygen



As this shows a loss of less than two-tenths per cent in the

carbon, and less than one and a-half tenths per cent, excess in the

hydrogen, on the mean of the two combustions, and as these

differences are allowable, and in correct order as errors of experi-

ment, we may consider C„ 6 H~ K as the correct empirical formula.

The molecular formula is a matter for future consideration, when

decomposition products of a satisfactory nature shall have been

obtained.

Do "Turbid" Kinos contain Ellagic Acid?

As eudesmin is soluble in hot water and but slightly in cold

water, this property of course indicates that it assists to give

turbidity to aqueous solutions of kinos, but the large proportion

of a resinous looking body extracted by ether, and left on removal

of eudesmin, points to the fact that eudesmin is not the only

substance that causes this turbidity.

As before mentioned, it has been stated emphatically that the

substance causing this turbidity is ellagic acid. We will submit

that ellagic acid is not present in either the kino of Eucalypti

hemiphloia or in that of Angophora lanceolata, (the only two

turbid kinos exhaustively examined). The ready solubility in

boiling water of the precipitated substances on cooling from a hot

aqueous solution of the kino, by itself tends to indicate that the

substance cannot be ellagic acid, as this acid is practically insoluble

in water even on boiling.* Its ready solubility in alcohol also

tends to indicate that it is not ellagic acid. As the precipitated

powder causing the turbidity when the kino of Angophora lanceo-

lata is treated with water, has been particularly mentioned a3

consisting of almost pure ellagic acid, and as the kino of Angophora

lanceolata does not appear to contain eudesmin, a portion of the

above precipitated powder (from cold water) was taken and

decomposed by fusing with potash. The products of decomposition

were found to be protocatechuic acid and acetic acid; these

* Vide Watt s Uirt n y <f ( 'hemistry, (Morley & Muir) Vol. n., P*?6



decomposition products at once point to the fact that the powder

was not ellagic acid.

The protocatechuic acid is readily obtained in a crystalline state

by removing the volatile acids from the acidified solution (using

H 2S0 4 ) by petroleum spirit, and then agitating with ether. An
aqueous solution of these crystals gives the reactions for proto-

catechuic acid in a most satisfactory manner.

We subjoin a tabular statement of the reactions obtained with

ellagic acid freshly prepared from "Divi Divi" (pods of Ccesalpinia

coriaria), and with the precipitate from Angophora lanceolata,

prepared exactly in the same way, namely, by concentrating a

solution of the material in alcohol, pouring into water, filtering,

washing, dissolving in alcohol, again filtering and evaporating to

Strong HN0 3 dissolves with
sou colour; on add-

ing H 2 light yellow is produced.
.
Fuming HN0 3 dissolves, form-

preceding.

KHO dissolves dark yellow.H 2S0 4 dissolve*

pie, becoming pur-
plish-black on standing.

dissolves ^the solution
7

when
'
i-aVi I w ith Fe, Cl 6 gives a purple
colour changing to blackish (ink).

The dried powder placed in

crystalline deposit

HNO.; dissolve.-, fori

dark brown on standing.

Boiled with H 2 diss<

The dried powder placed in

Pe a CI 6 solution becomes greenish-

brown, becoming greener on stand-



obtained by precipitating the aqueous solution of Eucalyptus

hemiphloia kino, (from which the bodies soluble in ether had been

removed) with neutral acetate of lead, and also that obtained by

adding basic acetate of lead to the filtrate from the first precipitate,

(which precipitates substances not thrown down by the neutral

salt), were taken. The lead from these precipitates was removed

by sulphuretted hydrogen and the filtrates evaporated to dryness.

By heating these two tannins in glycerine for half an hour at

200° C. the decomposition product was in both cases catechol and

not pyrogallol, and a yellowish resinous looking body, difficultly

soluble in cold water, but soluble in boiling water, was also removed

by the ether at the same time.

This reaction shows that the tannic acid was not one likely to

give ellagic acid as a decomposition product. When portions of

these same tannins were heated in a closed tube for one hour at

100° C. with dilute hydrochloric acid, a body in appearance allied

to one of the red decomposition products known as kino red, elm

red, hemlock red, <fcc, &c, is obtained as a product of decompo-

sition. From these results, although we might be inclined to look

for two tannic acids, yet from the products of decomposition we

must conclude that there is but one tannic acid in the kino of

Eucalyptus hemiphloia.

As the whole of the tannin of Angophora lanceolata is precipi-

tated by neutral acetate of lead, we may infer the same also of

this kino, the decomposition products of the tannin obtained

from the lead precipitate being catechol when decomposed by heat-

ing at 200' C. for half an hour, and protocatechuic acid and acetic

acid when decomposed by fusing with potasln The reactions for

the protocatechuic acid obtained from this tannin are most clear

and distinct, no other product appearing to be present to interfere.

From the decomposition products of the tannins from Eucalypti

hemiphloia kino and from Angophora lanceolata kino, we consider

that these tannins are identical.



The Second Body Isolated prom the Kino of Eucalyptus

hemiphloia, F.v.M.

As already stated, there is a resinous looking substance extracted

with eudesmin by ether from the kino of E. hemiphloia. As this

is soluble in boiling water (with difficulty, as it melts into greasy

looking masses), but separates again on cooling, we must consider

that this substance also plays a part in the turbidity of this kino

as well as eudesmin. This body, when allowed to precipitate from

boiling water is removed from the aqueous solution by ag-'iating

with ether, the liquid becoming quite clear, demonstrating tnat

the whole of the bodies causing this turbidity have been removed.

As the ether slowly evaporates, crystals form at the junction of

the ether and water ; these fall through the liquid to the bottom

of the vessel, either by themselves or when the vessel is gently

agitated. We have only just succeeded in crystallizing this sub-

stance, and a subsequent communication will be made to the

Society when its chemistry has been worked out.

As seen under the microscope the crystals are plates. In the

early state of crystallization the rhombus is the principal form,

but as they become larger they form six sided plates. These

polarize most beautifully in bright colours.

One determination was made of the melting point, it was found

that the crystals melted on the surface of mercury at 16'J' C.

Its colour reactions are as follows, and from the results at

present obtained it appears that the characteristic colour reaction

previously given to ellagic acid, of forming a crimson colour with

fuming nitric acid, will have to be modified, as the body of which

we now write, gives this crimson reaction most beautifully clear

*ad pure, not only with fuming nitric acid, but with nitric acid,

and also when the nitric acid is slightly diluted.

KHO gives a bright yellow colour, which colour is permanent

in the air even until it is dried up. Sulphuric acid dissolves it

ng brown on standing. Fe 3 Cl« solution has but

little co



It crystallizes from boiling water in plates. Ether dissolves it,

although not readily; the ethereal solution dries into an almost

amorphous substance. Alcohol dissolves it easily.

The distinctive colour reactions given by eudesmin and this
:

body serve at once to distinguish them in the absence of any

determinations of crystalline form. We have provisionally named
J

this substance Arumadendna.

The chemistry of the substance causing the turbidity in the

kino of Angophora lanceolata will form the subject of a later com-
j

munication. We have succeeded in isolating a few well developed

crystals of the body, after numerous failures, and hope now to be

successful in crystallizing it readily for purposes of investigation.

PAPER ON AERONAUTICAL WORK.
By Lawrence Hargkavb.

[With Plates I. - IX.]

[Read before the. Royal Society of N. S. Wales, June 5, 1895.]

The paper read before this Society, Vol. xxvn., p. To, on Flying"

Machine Motors and Cellular Kites concluded with some remarks

about a motor that was exhibited on that occasion The motor

was No. 21, and Plates i, 2
, 3, show three views of it. The

ghts are remarkably low, but the thrust chronograms made

attempt a free flight with No. 21by the apparatus show

The burners and spirit holders that have been tried fail to

produce uniform results. The fault is now thought to be in the

method of discharging the spirit vapour into the mixing chamber,
ihe amount of the vapour depends on the heat under the holder,

and this again on the amount of air that is admitted to the mix-



mg chamber, which is determined by the pressure in the holder

pausing the induced current of air for combustion. This cycle of

events is readily disarranged. The cure that suggests itself is to

make the holder of large capacity, and charge it with about one

of spirit and four of compressed air by volume, placing a cock

between the holder and the discharging orifice. The vaporising

must be effected between the orifice and the cock, preferably by

means of a few turns of the pipe at the point where the mixed

That is, on the principle

and Condrup lights and

The twin-screws and gear weigh 3-75 ounces, which is the same

as the single screw, shaft, and crank shaft coupling. The best

results have been produced by the single screw. The screws have

flat blades and the pitch is varied by twisting them in the tin

sleeve that represents the boss. The long blade and fine pitch is

thought to be most effective ; but this may not be true, as the

back pressure on the pistons prevents a high piston speed being

A weight driven thrust measuring and recording apparatus for

comparing the screws was tried and showed, amongst other things,

that the effective pressure on the pistons, necessary to produce -64

pounds of thrust and 340 revolutions per minute, was only 109
pounds per square inch.

The lubricator is unscrewed, partly filled with oil, and replaced

before each trial. Live steam condenses in the lubricator, and

the oil overflows into the valve cover and thence through the

3 cylinder face and valve cover. The steel valve now in

*-orks satisfactorily. A spring was on the back of the

* and made it in effect a safety valve. The spring has

ved, and the bridge now holds the valve cover by two

the steam pipe of the top cylinder and the post that

ne engine on the top of the water tank.
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The feed pump is the exact thing required. There is a pestle-

shaped knob on the lower end of the pump rod. This works in a

cup at the bottom of the hollow pump ram. The ram is held
j

against the pump rod by two springs. When the fire is fairly

lighted and the pump crank on the top centre, the ram can be

worked by hand till the engine starts.

The following table shows the approximate capabilities of No.

21 motor. The revolutions are only recorded when the engine

causes sufficient vibration to give a tremor to the pen of the

jj

u || !
d

Ji || if 111
Screw Propellers.

; m
Si il 21

iliS JLiil
1-73 10-81 80 •4 Twin screws 39°!

735
4 2-6 11-245 128 •5 Twin screws 30°

|

5 26 11-245 107 •75 Single screw, 31" diain. 30°
;

6 Single screw, 31" diam 30°

7 2-6 1384 145 10 Single screw, 31" diam
lit; 15-57 130 Single screw, 27" diam

10 2-6 12-54 85 •7 Single screw, 34" diam
2-6 908 66 1-5 Single screw, 34" diam 30'

1

12
1

2 "6 144 106 1 -75 Single screw, 34" diam.| 30jj#4_

The experiments are now being carried out at Stanwell P»rk»

situated about thirty-two miles south of Sydney. This somewhat

isolated locality is favourable for kite flying when the wind is

from the eastward, between S.S.E. and E.N.E. In spite of

unavoidable delay and interruptions some progress has been nW*

-xpor r and flyin

to provide a handy means of lifting tn

; machine from the ground, and to afford

kite ia the germ that has been modified i

in all probability it will prove to be the periua"
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type of the supporting surfaces of flying machines. A single

experiment will show anyone that absolute stability and certainty

of action may be relied on ; and that the careful adjustment and

balancing of single planes and affairs with a diedral angle is

wasted labour.

The earlier forms of cellular kites had the planes altogether

edged with wood, and they needed much diagonal staying. Pin

and eye joints would have been necessary at all the corners if they

had been made to collapse, and want of space for storage began

to be felt. The distance between the cells has been greatly

reduced ; the exact distance that they can be apart without im-

pairing the efficiency of the after cell is not known ; but, as far

as stability is concerned, a single cell is in stable equilibrium.

There is a single celled kite in the collection, measuring two feet

six inches long, two feet six inches deep, and six feet wide, and

i been made with curved wooden

cellular kites. Efforts have been made to induce them to soar to

windward of the peg to which the string was fastened. Plate 6

shows the nearest approach to soaring that has been attained

Ihere is a wedge and screw that secures the forward cell at an

angle with the stick and tail cell, so that various degrees of tilt

may be tried.

Plates 4 and 5 show a variety of stable forms of kites. Some
are probably new and may be useful to the readers of this Journal.

A great deal has appeared about Mr. Otto Lilienthal's long

jumps from an eminence on an apparatus weighing about forty-

four pounds, and spreading one hundred and fifty square feet of

*ing surface. The weight seems very high for a structure intended
tor aeronautical purposes, but doubtless it is skilfully designed and

material found to be requisite. The writer put together and
ftada ttrera] jumps with a trussed affair having four wings eight

feet by four feet nine inches, equal to a total area of one hundred
*nd tifty-two square feet of arched surface; it weighed under



twenty-five pounds. This line of experiment was discontinued as

|

it was seen that an accident might readily occur without making
|

any real progress with the flying machine.

The three decked type of cellular kite has disappeared, Flat*]

being probably the last that will be made. This was the first

kite that any attempt to raise the experimenter was made

with. A screen fifteen feet by eight feet was erected on the sea

beach. It was thought that a comparative calm would exist

behind the screen ; this proved fallacious, the eddies being more

embarrassing than the unchecked wind, which was blowing at
.

20-1 miles per hour. However, the kite was expanded, and when

the screen was lowered the upper deck collapsed, and with it of

course the rest of the booms.

The second attempt at making an ascent was also a failure,

caused by one of the booms of A, the highest kite, (see Plate 9)

bending and breaking. The booms were not pinned at the cross-

ing as they should have been. The kite of course fell and damaged

ath. This left only G and E, having a total

3 hundred and fifty-r

liles per hour no ascent could I

surface of

as the wind ^

that day.

Plate 8 shoWS kite D with all details. This is the last two

celled folding kite constructed, and of course contains all the

that experience has shown to be necessary.
The

kmg the top and bottom members of the main frai»e

bbui allows the corners to come inwards, and the kite

to fold to eight feet six inches, by 2 feet 3-75 inches, with »

out 1-5 inches. The nails at the crossing of the

ed when furling, in fact they facilitate

'"'•ms getting mixed. When the kite is

tui f* the main frame has no strength to stiffen it against w"1 "

mgj but when the corners are boomed out the whole kite #
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d ; unci, with

™-n, the sling seat being attached below E. The strain on the

ne was about eighty pounds, and the distance of E from the

round, eight or nine feet.. The line was then Blacked away to

>rty-two feet, when the pull reached a maximum of one hundred

nd sixty pounds.

The velocity of the wind on the beach was 168 miles per hour,

ncl falling lighter ; so that the result of the third trial was that

wo hundred and thirty-two square feet of kites pulled two

lundred and three pounds: that is, one hundred and sixty pounds

'» the .-pring balance plus forty-three pounds wei-
'

Lte line being about G.V with the horizon. The

rdocity of the wind on the beach, might be, and i



way, this necessitated hauling down E and C, and toggling on V

in place of C. Two gentlemen assisted and it was safely accom-

plished. A, B, D and E were now flying, E being about six feet

from the ground, the lot pulling one hundred and eighty pounds.

E was secured by a guntackle purchase to the spring balance and

the spring balance to two sacks of sand.

The sling seat was toggled on and the writer got aboard with a

hand anemometer and a clinometer. James Swain, the assistant,

slacked away the tackle fall to the end. The apparatus was then

forty-two feet to leeward of the sand bags and veering with the

wind round an arc of 40°. This was unexpected, as the wind was

well to the eastward of S.S.E., and the coast trends N.N.E. and

j

S.S.W. At this stage there were only a few pounds weight un-

supported by the kites. The velocity of the wind was 14 7 miles

per hour. The pull on the spring balance one hundred and twenty

pounds, and the slope of E with the horizon was 15°.

In about a quarter of an hour the wind freshened and raised

the experimenter, when he found the velocity of the wind to be

18-6 miles per hour, the spring balance reading one hundred

and eighty pounds maximum. The wind falling lighter, kites

and experimenter came down. Several more ascents were made,

but not of sufficient duration to read the anemometer, which has

a two minutes and glass. However, a long and strong Putf

eventually came and sent everything up like a shot. A careful

reading showed the wind velocity to be twenty-one miles V#

hour, with two hundred and forty pounds maximum pull on the

spring balance, the total weight aloft being two hundred a*1

eight pounds live ounces. The angle at which A, B and D *ere

flymg above was measured from E to be about 60°, and also the

height from the sling seat to the ground, sixteen feet. The upl*r

kites and E were sloped to the horiz

so that the forward ends of the cells

On coming to the i
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haul down. The kite line used is common Manilla clothes line,

and is not easy to handle when strained. A small winch on the

sling seat will make an ascent possible without any assistance

From experiments previously made with the three cornered

calico kite in Plate 4, it is gathered that an increase in the velocity

of the wind on this occasion would have brought A, B and D

nearer and nearer to the zenith, when a point would have been

reached where the kites and line would begin to lean over side-

ways and come nearer to the ground, making a considerable

azimuthal angle with the direction of the wind. Supposing the

twenty-one mile wind to have a force of two pounds per square

foot : then two hundred and thirty-two square feet of kite at 15'

slope would exert a lift of two hundred and seventeen pounds and

a drift of fifty-eight pounds. If the line were moved further for-

ward so that the slope became 10°; an equal velocity of wind would

only produce one hundred and fifty-three pounds of lift, and the

drift would be reduced to twenty-seven pounds. So that, if the

kites are merely to lift weight, the line might with advantage be

H . If the kites are to be driven by a motor on board the

tie, the weight must be moved forward when the thrust

exceeds the drift.

It is thought that this experiment marks an epoch in the series

of aeronautical contrivances recorded in our .Journal. Although

th« altitude attained was trifling, the conditions would be identical

K the kites had been held by a mile of piano wire instead of

articular steps gained are the demonstration that an

• simple apparatus can be made, carried about, and flown

by one man
; and that a safe means of making an ascent with a

%ing machine, of trying the same without any risk of accident,

*nd descending, b now at the service of any experimenter who

^iahestouseit.



Notes ox two New MINERAL SUBSTANCES from the

AUSTRALIAN BROKEN HILL CONSOLS MINE.

By E. F. Pittman, A.E.s.M., Government Geologist, Sydney.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. 8. Wales, June 5, 1895 ]

In November 1893, a new mineral named Willyamite from the

Australian Broken Hill Consols Mine was described at a meeting

of this Society, and the following notes relate to two new mineral

substances, which are somewhat remarkable in their composition,

ami which are from the same interesting mine, having been for-

warded to me by Mr. Geo. Smith, the General Manager. Although

both these substances differ materially from anything hitherto

described, neither of them is regarded as a distinct mineral species.

They appear to be merely mineral mixtures and may be described

as alteration products, the one having evidently been derived

from the mineral dyscrasite and the other from argentiferous

galena.

I.—The first substance was found at a depth of from one hundred

to one hundred and forty feet (vertical) in a limonite gangue and

•ii stromeyerite, bindheimite, volgerite, »»"



Moisture at 100° C.

Combined water ...

Silver

Antimony ...

Copper

Lead

Arsenic

Gold

Lime(CaO)

Magnesia (MgO) ... .

Ferric Oxide (Fe aO s )

Chlorine

Insoluble matter (gangue).

Oxygen (by diSerence)

resent as chloride, and

ny, as antimoniate (with possibly

monite) of silver. The lime, copper, lead and magnesia

•robably present as antimoniates.

iilyses taken in conjunction with the somewhat handed

:e which polished sections of the substance presented,

o the probability of its being a mixture and not a mineral

;
' chemical composition, and with the object of settling

ion it was suggested to Mr. Mingaye that he should

ne of the finely powdered mineral with strong ammonia,

done with the result that practically the whole of the

't silver was dissolved, only a trace remaining at the end

Mr. Mingaye of the residue insoluble in

HOWS : -

Mo. Rot. Garden,



Lead...

Calcium

Magnesium

Insoluble i

Chlorine

Water

Oxygen

At the suggestion of Professor Liversidge a polished surfaced l

the substance was then etched by allowing a solution of strong I

ammonia to stand on it for some hours. The result clearly sho*»
|

that the chloride of silver has been removed leaving the an«- I

moniate of silver in relief.

II.—The second substance is clearly an alteration product

derived from argentiferous galena. It is dark grey in colour-

has a cubical structure, being in t'.u-i |is(nu!ouiorphous after galena-
]

Tt is soctile has a variable specific gravity—that of the specimen

on the table being 6*38. its chemical composition is chien.
j

sulphate of lead and sulphide of silver in widely varying prO||

tions, %vith small quantities of sulphide of iron, sulphide of copFr
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C PARABOLA as applied to thk BASH
OULAB CURVES ox RAILWAY LINKS

By C. J. Merfield.

(Communicated by Mr. G. H. Knibbs.)
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applied to the circular arcs. The advantage of such a system

cannot be overestimated. It is however not the object of this

paper to discuss these matters.

Mr. Shellshear in his paper read before this Society, has given

nearly all that can be desired about this particular curve, and his

method of location is carried to a fair degree of appr<

is practically exact, provided that the radiu

at the point of contact with the circular arc. Increasing the

transition to say four chains, the error becomes noticeable, and

seems to require a more exact method of location.

In the following pages the necessary equations are deduced,

which upon solution, will give data for the location of the <

parabola to any circular arc, so that the radius of curvature

be equal to that of the circular arc at the point of contact. Table

No. 1 gives the offsets, and other quantities, according to I

exact method, in several useful cases.

This degree of accuracy may not always be required, it depends

upon the solution of an awkward equation, which woul<

deter some engineers from employing the formula;.

During the author's duties in the Railway Construction Branch

Public Works, N.S.W., he was called upon to prepare tables of

the offsets to this curve, for several cases, to be used by tl

surveyors of the department.

The method adopted in their preparation, was to compU

the offset, at the point of contact, from the equation yc

!: { R -
N R - (

'V) *

J

the intermediate offsets being varied as t!

the axis of X. This wo

ait, at the poi t of contact with the ci

tiiri.ntiy large to injur

cimate method.

culararc.
This

iously affect the

iy the method of locating curves by a

. Tables of the angles, contained bet

system of
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vector and the axis of X, for every ten links from the origin

along the curve, have been computed. Other useful data are

added. Table No. 3 contains these quantities, computed by the

exact method.

Table No. 4 is similar to the above, and corresponds to the

parabola given by the offets tabulated in Table No. 2. The values

of log "wi" for various cases are given in Table No. 5.

The deduced formula will not only be found useful in the pre-

paration of tables, but will be advantageous in many of the

problems that beset the engineer or surveyor, in the location of

this curve. For this purpose the equations are collated, so that

a selection may be made for particular cases.

I>
= Radius of curvature at any point.

R m Radius of circle = p at point of contact C.

x = Values along axis of X.

.'/ = Values along axis of Y.

•' = Value of x at point of contact C.

Sfe= Value of y at point of contact C.

= Origin of curve.

A"= c = Constant.

••-' = Length T K=EB.
U = Length GK. (See fig. 1)

# = Distance of parallel tangent.

'/> = Angle contained between the tangent to the curve, and the

axis of X=CD B. (Fig. 1)

" Angle contained between the radius vector and the axis of X.

" Particular value of 6.

ngth of cubic parabola = C.

Any length along curve.

OL 0'. (See fig. 2.)

A Area contained between x, y, and the curve.

gleOCS. g = Gauge.

v= Velocity.



Where differential or integral calculus is employed the usual

notation.

The Cubic Parabola.

To overcome a train's centrifugal force, the outer rail of all

railway curves should be elevated. Every change of curvature

should have a corresponding alteration in the cant of the rails.

As this alteration can be made only gradually, changes of curva-

ture should be gradual. The cubic parabola, owing to its easy

application, seems to be especially suited for this purpose. In

the following pages, data necessary for their location are deduced.

Let the gradual superelevation of the outer rail be taken

uniform, for distances from along the axis X, or let * be the

rate of rise, then the rise at any distance x will be \. (See fig. 1)

If p be the radius of curvature at the corresponding point on

the curve, we have the superelevation equal to

gauge x velocity 3

.32-17 x radius '

in feet per second,
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Inch m = ~ It is in this form that we will use the equation,

xluce the formulae necessary for the location of the curve,

i the equation to the curve, the constant " m " may be fixed

leasure, according to the requirements of the case. Now it

icessary that the radius of curvature at some point, shall be a

B, so that when placed in a particular equation, the desired

-• o the point T, until its tangent beco

C JJ = >/, = m xe
>



The co-ordinate y varies as the cube of the distance along the

axis of X
Angle

<t>
= CDB=CFG

tan ^3» x*
x = E B = R Sin

<f>

y = G T = R _ R Cos <£

H = T E = yc - G T
E = ,-, _ ,'

The preceding investigation is an exact method of locating the

cubic parabola, as applied to the easing of circular arcs.

Before explaining an approximate method, we will deduce

useful formulas from the equation to the curve.

From e»|uatioi

in equation 3

the tangent at C, if produced to D, mal

axis of X, the tangent of which equals
'

we see from equation 6, that D B=\ xc, ai

D C = yc Cosec
<f>



n - S l+&Y

lding both sides of equation by x we obtain

membering that tan B = -" , we have

»»a;(l +1frtana 0-itaa*0...) 10

J first two terms of any of the above expressions will give

ngth of the curve approximately. In the computation of

ibles, the third term has been taken into account.

• are* A contained between the co-ordinates, x, y and the

multiplied by y

obtained in the following
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multiplied by the radius of the circular arc, we obtain the length

of arc T C or T C.

Now length of arc TT equals the circular measure of the angle

c. multiplied by the radius. Hence the following formula

CC'= B {
-2 (Sin ~1

^)]} '0002909 12

The angle within brackets being expressed in minutes.

Approximate Method of Location.

We shall now proceed with the investigation of an approximate

Therefore,; = -^ . m = ^
Tn the preparation of the tables (excepting table \a and lb) %

as been taken equal to four chains, this being the value adopted

y the Railway Construction Department. But really x could

»e varied inversely as the radius. That is to say, if we use four

hains as the length of transition to the ten chain radius arc, we

>f easement to a twenty chain radius arc, providing the velocity

s the same. However it is perhaps as well to keep x a constant

ralue, and so avoid complexity.

To locate the position of the parabola. Let the circular arc C C

be produced to 7', where its tangent becomes parallel to the axi

C D B = C FT = </>



that the point A' at ri.-ht

,arts nearly.



of curvature in terms of x and y.

substitute for m its value
3 and we obtain

To obtain p at any point on the curve, it is only necessary to

place the values of the co-ordinates x and y in equation 19.

Tables.

Table 1 contains the data necessary for the location of the

transition by the exact method. The first column gives the dis-

tance x = E B, E = x - E B. H equals the distance T E
of the parallel tangent, this quantity is to be set inwards, after

the lines L, L 0', have been fixed. This latter distance is

obtained in the following manner

LE = LE' = tan_£ (B+H)

L = L 0' = tan l.(B + H) +EO (See tig. 2.)

The angle <£ is also tabulated.

The offsets at various distances then follow. C equals length

of transition. K equals twice the circular measure of angle <£,
if

this quantity is taken from the circular measure of the angle »,

the result is the < re lar e sure of (w - 2 <£). This quantity

being multiplied by the radius, gives the length C C. All dis-

tances are in links, except where mentioned.

Table la and 16. These tables are constructed in the same

manner as above, and will be found useful to the tramway engineer.

Comparing these two tables with Table 1, it will be found easy

to extend, as may be required.

Table 2 is similar to Table 1, but by taking x = -?p we

eliminate the first quantity given in Table 1. The angle $ is not

tabulated, but may be obtained from the equation tan <j> = -J*"



Table 3. Extending over several pages, contains the angle

for every ten links along the curve. Also other data necessary

for the location of the parabola. The radius of curvature to the

nearest chain is also tabulated.

The following example will illustrate its use.

Having decided upon the radius of the arc C C, (See fig. 2.)

compute the length L = L 0' = tan " (R + H) + (xc - as').

Say R = 10 chains

Angle to = 50°

:LO = LO- = 660-14

Set instrument at and for the further illustration, say that

the mileage of the point is 320 m. 4 c. 14-5 1. The next chain

to be set out is therefore at a distance 85-5 links from 0.

Consulting the table we find at 80 links the angle is 9' 48".

To obtain the angle corresponding to 85 "5 we must multiply the

difference 15-6" by 5-5 = 1' 25-8". Adding this to 9' 48" we

obtain 11' 14", neglecting the decimal, this is the angle to be laid

out. In a similar manner we obtain the angles corresponding to

the mileages

320 m. 6 c. = 52' 43"

320 m. 7 c. = 2° 4' 33"

320 m. 8 c. = 3° 45' 38"

The angle 4° 4' 40", and the distance 401-818, brings us to the

(See fig. 2.)

DA = Sec~£ {R + H)-R
The arc C C" can then be located in the usual manner.

We may set out the arc C C from the point C. Having set

the instrument at C, sight to O. Revolve the telescope, towards

the axis of X, through the angle = (<f>-d) t
the telescope will

then point in the direction of the tangent to C. The curve C C
**7 then be located.
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Table 4 is similar to Table 3. The value of y used in

equation to obtain the angles, is found by the formula No. 16

This table may be called the approximate as it is exactly

same parabola, as that given by Table 2. The radius of curva

being in error to a small extent at the point of contact C.

Table 5 contai

rigorous method,

tions 3 and 4.

Table G. This table gives the log cubes, also the log squares,

of the distance along the axis of X for every ten links. The use

of these quantities will be made apparent by the following

examples.

Required the offsets to the transition to the ten chain radius

arc at the distances 3-50, 3*60 and 370 from along the axis ofX

y = m x 3 take x = 4 = xc

log m = 7-6489271 (See table 5.)

loga:e
s = 1-8061800

logyc = 9-4551071

ye = 0-28517

log ,v, 9-4551071 = 9-4551071 = 9-4551071

Table(3-50) = 9-8260240 (3-60)= 9-8627275 (3-70)= 9-89842g

[log offset = 9-2811311 9-3178346 9-35353$

offset = 0-19104 0-20789 0-22570



The angles for every ten links along the curve are not so easily

obtained.

In the computation of their values, the method adopted was a

mechanical one. After computing the values as above, for dis-

tances along the axis of X, also the corresponding distances along

the curve, take the difference (x - s) and interpolate. To be

more exact, this difference should be multiplied by the cosine of

some angle, the tangent of which is about equal to
3
j', before the

interpolation is commenced. Table 3 has been computed in this

Table 4 has been calculated, having no regard to the cosine of

this angle, the angle is small, its cosine is nearly unity, so that it

can be eliminated, without having much effect on the result. The

second difference has been taken into account in the interpolation.

It may be found impossible to locate the whole curve from the

point 0. In such a case, the curve may be laid out from the point

C Let EO = x, OB = xc as before. 9
t
= angle B C 0.

Then we have tan 8
d

= *£**
3

Appended will be found a list of the formula- collated.

, Cosec </,. or D (



LO = L0' = tan » (E + H) + (a:

L E = A £" = tan ? (i? + #)
DA = Sec w

(5 + H) - X
LV = L V = tan » H
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i-Chain Transition <

(Exact Method.)

Radius 8 Chains. Radius Chains.

8' * •:,-
:

;';::,; R' & SSlSk! E

10 12
1-2

9
20 48
30

3 13
104

2 27 u
60 7 13

13-2 68
5 31

10.1

12 50

20 3
110 24 16
l 7°

?!) -
2

301 22 \i
23-0

1 to 89 17 30 "'I
24-S

150
lOn

170
ISO

100
1 4 55
1 12 19

49-1

51-5

539
562

55 10
So

200 1 20 7 15 1 1 14
210
821

1

1 36 53 1 14 4
'Si'

2B( i

210
1 46 52
1 55 14

1 20 56

ii'iK6
280 2 16 7

60-8

631
653

12
1 43 21

15

280 2 36 :u
1 51 25

50 2

20,1 2 8 27

72-1 10 2 17 24
310 3 11 27
32o
33o 3 36 34 764 2 3G 11

5sii

:uo
:jt,o

3<;o

4 3 5
4 16 61

80-6

826 9 3 6 30
62-3

640 u

3N i

4 30 57
4 45 24

867
88-6

90-4

3 28 6
,3 39 19

65-6

:«h»

400
5 10

8
3 50 48
4 2 33

689
7*5

! 8 403101 401-818 j

5° 19' 53" 4" 4 40
«/. 15° 38' 25" 12* 4' 21"

640
A 05459438 0-4214090 I



foi*i

e
iTk

e r I

Eadius 14 Chains.

8

'/>

K

401-210

3° 10' 32"
9° 53' 19"

20608
541

400-868

2° 48' 56"

8° 23' 36"
20435

02929808



TABLE III.—ConthweJ.

Eadius 15 Chains. Eadius 16 Chains

s' o' EeSe
R' 0' KS /r

100 I 49
}J;J

120 14 8 *
Jjj

130 10 36 *?*

140 10 16 '1

,

150 22 t; ' ,

160 ! o 2.-» s ,,:
17i> ii 2S 23 .. •;

ISO 31 40
~Y-U

2<K) 31) Ti J Z
2
,''!

210 43 17 1 oto
22D 47 30 *%*
230 o -,i .-,.-> -J;2

I
MX. 2 3-

68

15

J J2 2 i7-i

o £ Ti
ls ' 2

.





TABLE IV.—Foub-Chain Transiti

(Approximate Meth

ins 10 Chains. Hi

TTTTT Hi



TABLE FV .—Continued.

Eadius 12 Chains. Radius 14 Chains.

S' 0'
1

'
:

,'\:.
:

' R'\\ & forlLink! K~
o ~r

0-7 *
O 6 °'6

x

lo
i ? i

2-2

36 \\o °o »
\ s

56 | lo
40 1 55 X 39 5-5

GO 4 19
7-9

96 2 34
j 6 .8

112

70 5 53
10-8 6 35 W

100 i i

4

4
123

110
120

130 17 23 jg.,3

1 10

150 32 23 8 ]l'''l
:
>~

100

O 34 44 o
* « %i

1

1
i 1

2

J 29-1 24
! s i S

2S

:£J 1 15 ^ 19 1 °4 14
li'l j

22

200 1 21 10
38-1

1 ;
* 2S 32-6 i

200 I *J J 42-3
16 \ 32 2*1

1 gj 19

£'«'
2 '1 lo

Si i 3j 39 ;;;.;

330
3 10

|| j

id
! S 2 S j

16

~~i~ 4(JH2 "1 400-82

2" 44' 25"
200

l_JL_L_ 0-3348962 0-2866951



TABLE IV.—Com

Eadius 15 Chains. Radius 16 Chains.

u^iuuv. R' H '^^ R'

20 23

ssisuuna



400-50
V.

1 2° 7' 40"
200

K 02226320

40040
1° 54' 50"

200
334



TABLE VI.-* = 4Cium

TABLE V.—Values

R x = 4 ,= 3 , = 2 x - 1

2

•v7<
-

> 122*5

* • :

85295623
80157325

"

7-7G5S550 7-si;t>6.;i. s-O^.^n ,

7^"'.'0S61 7-9748791
10 : -•'--;.; 7-9275024
11 7-7160541
12 7'5(»OHjs7

7-.-.222U05

7-4876906 : < -

7-l.-J ,>:iul.

Hi

17
18
10

1



The HISTORY, THEORY, and DETERMINATION of the

VISCOSITY of WATER by the EFFLUX METHOD.

By G. H. Knibbs, Lecturer on Surveying, University of Sydney.

[With Plate XL]

[Read before the Royal Society of N. 8. Wales, July 3, 189&."]

II.—The Theory of Efflux.

IV —Indications for a further Determination.

I.—History.

1. The recognition of the existence of internal friction in fluids,

and of its physical importance, was naturally followed by investi-

gations to determine its amount. Each observer's measurements

are in general, fairly consistent among themselves, but when

compared with others, discrepancies are found ranging over some-

what wide limits. This is true, even where the schemes of

observation have been identical : where they have differed the

divergence of results is very marked.

In the case of water, the measure of the internal friction,

expressed by the coefficient of viscosity, has been deduced from

observations of the following types, viz. of—
(a) the decrement in the oscillations in U-shaped tubes :

(b) the decrement in the oscillation of submerged discs :

(c) the volumes of efflux from capillary tubes :

{d) the decrement in the torsional oscillations about an axis of

spheres filled with water :

(«) the tangential force on the inner one of a pair of coaxial

cylinders, exerted by the liquids lying between, when the

outer one is rotated :

(/) a method similar to (e) the cylinders being replaced by

spheres.

In regard to the third method, (c), with which we are here

niore immediately concerned, it may be said, that although the



general theory of flow in small tubes, which contributed the

formulae employed in its analysis, leaves little to be desired, that

of the application of important corrections to the experimental

data has been considerably improved, and the whole problem been

brought more into line with rational mechanics. This, no less

than the fact that former reductions are sometimes not entirely

free from error of principle, indicates the desirableness of a more

rigorous analysis of observations by the efflux method, and an

inquiry as to the most suitable disposition of apparatus when

accurate results are desired. It will be shown also, that to reach

the highest possible degree of precision obtainable from experi-

mental data, corrections heretofore ignored must be considered,

and that the magnitudes of corrections already recognised m

theory, are to some extent uncertain, so that for measurements ot

great precision recourse must be had to methods of observation

permitting of their elimination. The manner in which this may

be effected will be illustrated, and a new reduction of the numer-

ous observations will be undertaken, in which so far as the data

permit, all the necessary corrections will be made.

2. History and Literature.—The recognition of the importance

of a measurement of the viscosity of water seems to have originated

in the practical requirements of hydraulicians ; the efforts of

Mariotte, 1 Guglielmini, Daniel Bernouilli, 2 Couplet,3 D'Alembert,
4

Bossut, 5 and Dubuat, 6 to establish a satisfactory theory of the flow

of water compelled their attention to the subject. Prony7 expresses

i Trait* da moavemeat des eaux—Paris, 1686.

1
iv.it. I'liuieutaire d'hydrodynanuqu<

xperiences sur la resistance des fluides, ]

« Principea d' hydraulique, verifies par «



his regret that Euler, who in the course of his great labours often

directed his attention to physico-mathematical problems, failed to

treat the theory of the motion of fluids having regard to molecular

cohesion and to some sort of internal friction (quelque espece de

frottement).

The first attempt to measure the viscosity of water, so far

as I am aware, was Lambert's, 1 about 1784, and was made by

observing oscillations in U-shaped tubes. Coulomb's2 celebrated

measurements by means of oscillating discs followed about 1799

or 1800. He expressed the frictional resistance under the form

au + bu 2
, u denoting lineal velocity and a and b constants depend-

ing upon the physical constitution of the liquid, a form earlier

employed by Newton, 3 Bernoulli, and s'Gravesande4 to express the

resistance of the atmosphere. Coulomb practically ignored the

influence of temperature in his experiments, stating that between

the limits 10° and 16° Reaum. 5 its effect was insensible. Gerstner6

however, had in 1798 noticed that the flow of water in small tubes

varied very perceptibly with temperature, demonstrating the fact

the observation of flow in capillary tubes and deduced a formula,

which however had no generality and must be regarded as errone-

ous. Nothing in the way of experiment seems then to have been
made till about 1840, but it should be remembered that in this

rhydrodynamique.—Mei

rence des fluides et les lc

^onal, t. 3, p. 261.

' Newton used au+bu%+ cuB.-Vide the Principia Lib II. Prop, x

fi

™s°Pki* Newtonani* Institutions. * Loc . ciU p. 349.

:ratn'I!

Che **** die Fllissigkeit des Wassers bei verschiedenen 1
'Ul*°" "~Abhaudl. Bohm Gesell. der Wiss. Prag Bd. 3, phys-m

Peraturen.-

-Mem. l'Acad. t. 1, p.
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interval Navier1 published his celebrated memoir in whic

theory of the motion of a viscous fluid is mathematically treated

The memoir was read in January 1817 at the French Academy

of Sciences. Shortly before 1835 the attention of Poiseuille2 wa

strongly directed to the subject of venous and arterial flow, t

establish the laws of which on a rational basis, 3 he undertook,

about 1838, a lengthy investigation of flow in capillary

This enabled him to correctly enunciate the law of flow for such

tubes, and to furnish an expression for the efflux therefrom

between the temperature limits 0° and 45° centigrade. Hi

experiments remain, I venture to think, unrivalled even to-day, a

regards their general precision. Girard's formula previously

mentioned, and Navier's intrinsically identical therewith, but

theoretically established, were shown to be inapplicable in regard

to efflux from capillaries. These researches were published in

great detail in 1846, in the Memoires des savants Grangers, and,

as we shall see later on, supply material for determining the

viscosity with a high degree of precision, and for testing the

validity of and evaluating the constants of necessary corrections,

to be applied to the immediate data of any observation. Poiseuille

himself did not, however, deduce the viscosity coefficient, nor

recognize the necessity for the corrections, and his enunciation of

the law, though accurate, left the matter in the empirical stage.

Before the above mentioned publication tolerably compte*6

information had already appeared from time to time

« Comptes rendus ' as to the scope and results of these researches,

and in April 1845, that is before the detailed results had appeared,

Stokes,* in his contribution to the mathematical theory of internal

".p- 389- HO, LS23.

J

K-luTthes .•sp.rimeatales sur le oiouvement des liquides dans K»

tube* dfl trvs-petits diametres.—Mem. des Sav. etrang. t. '.», P- 433 " °

Physiologists and pathologists had attributed th/po^r of spontane-

ous movement to blood corpuscles.—Ibid, p. 433.



friction, gave I believe, the first rational interpretation of the law

of flow in long narrow tubes.

In 1^47 Moritz followed with some observations on Coulomb's1

method. Seven years later (1854) Hagen2 attempted a more

general solution of flow in narrow tubes, following much on

Gerstner's lines. In 1858 Ludwig and Stefan3 made an important

contribution to the theory of this subject, but it was not until

January 1860, that the viscosity coefficient appearing in the

equations of Navier was included in an exact and general formula

for the efflux from tubes : it then appeared in Jacobson's4 contri-

bution to haemodynamics. This furnished the results of a some-

what extensive series of efflux experiments, and gave an exposition,

credited to Neumann, 5 of the theory of flow in cylindrical tubes of

c r 1 t i. The date of the first publication of this expo-

sition I have not been able to ascertain, but it must have been

prior to 1860. It contained an accurate and complete deduction

of the law of velocity in a right circular cylinder, on the assump-

tion of a velocity at the boundary of the liquid ;
employed terms

to represent the internal friction and that at the boundary
;
and

showed that when the boundary velocity was zero Poiseuille's law

was obtained. It dealt moreover with the fall in pressure at the

value for the coefficient of flow for short cylindrical adjutages. It

is also worthy of remark that the viscosity is expressed in the

absolute system in Jacobson's treatise, and that he experimentally

showed that the law held for larger tubes than were used by

Poiseuille.

1 Einige Bemerkungen ilber Coulomb's Verfahren, die Cohasion

a. -Pog*. Annalen. Bd. 70, p. 74-86, 181

li-wegun- d..«d W;iss..Ts in ensjen oylindris hon II -lire

Abhandl. d konigl. Akad. d Wiss. zu Berlin, 1854, Math. AM. p. 17.

3 L'eber den Druck den das fliessende Wasser senkrecht zu M
Stromrichtung ausiibt.—Sitzber. Akad. Wien., Bd. 32, p. 25 - 42, 18;

* Beitrage zur Haemodynamik.—Archiv fur Anat. und Physiol. :

p.80-n;i

ortrage uber Hydrodynamik.
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Hagenbach's1 memoir was published in March 1860.

deduced the general formula for flow in indefinitely long n

tubes of circular section, in which the velocity is zero at th<

of the tubes, and considered the fall of pressure occurring

entrance of the tube, for which he furnished a formula,

formula, though somewhat inexact, has been used for correcting

observed differences of pressures, at the tube terminals, by nearly

all subsequent observers.

Almost contemporaneously with Hagenbach's memoir, the date

of publication being but one month later, the results of Helmholtz'*

and Piotrowskvs2 researches appeared, the latter dealing with the

experimental, and the former with the theoretical side of the

subject. In their joint memoir Helmholtz developed an expression

as regards its first term with Hagenbach's, but containing W

addition a second term representing the influence of friction a

the boundary of the flowing liquid. This Helmholtz and h-s

colleague deemed necessary in a complete formula, in view of the

fact that their experiments pointed to the existence of a relative

movement and' consequent frictional effect at the boundary com-

mon to the liquid and the containing vessel, at any rate as between

a polished gilt surface and water, and their formula is substantial"

identical with the earlier formula of Neumann or Jacobson.

Neither Hagenbach nor Helmholtz refer to any earlier correct

expression for steady rectilinear motion in pipes of circular section,

Hagenbach all have a prior claim to this credit A second and



50 to a meeting of physicists at Konigsberg, and in this the

ults of measurements of efflux for temperatures up to 71 '5° C.

Magnus' 1 experiments in 1850 and 1855 should perhaps have

in mentioned as affording physical illustrations of viscosity

;

merical evaluation. At this period the general significance

1 importance of the viscous property of fluids was forcing itself

ongly upon the attention of physicists, particularly perhaps in

- direction of chemical physics, and in 1861 Graham's8 essay

peared " On liquid transpiration in regard to chemical compo-

ion," an early contribution in that department of research.

ahauis work" is of interest to our present purpose mainly

cause in his measurements of flow through capillary tubes he

*o greatly extended the range of temperature beyond Poiseuille's

nits, carrying it as far as 70° C— i.e. 25° beyond Poiseuille—

'

'i his. experiments heen mm '' have afforded

« opportunity of examining whether the mathematical expression

: the law of viscosity showed any peculiarity at the temperature

I maximum density.

In the same year (1861) Meyer's3 first contribution to the theory

« published. Seven years later (1868) at Bonn, RellstabV

dissertation on the transpiration of similar fluids traversed the

ie Transpiration homologer Flusaigkeiten.—Inauguraldisser-



the efflux method. In 1876 Sprung1 made a series of experiments

with water in connection with his physiro chemical res

The following year Meyer communicated the results of Rosen-

cranz's2 observations, the latter having died at Breslau in "February

of that year, i.e. in 1877. Rosencranz's investigation, i

to 90° C. were made, had for its object the I

nof the values of the viscosity coefficient beyond l'oisi-ui

limits, with the view of ascertaining how far Poiseuille's formula

accurately expressing the effect of temperature under a

algebraic form, could be safely extrapolated.

The viscosity research in the department of chemical

was continued by Pribram and Handl3 in 1878 and 1879,

Grotrian4 in 1870, the latter furnishing further observat:

the efflux method, and drawing attention to an analogy between

fluidity and electric conductivity. Slotte5 in 1881, and Wagner
5

in 1883, the latter continuing a line of physico-chemical researc

commenced by him in 1876, both supply efflux measurements fo

water made in connection with their investigation of the inter

frictions of chemical solutions.

In the year last mentioned, Reynolds7 demonstrated afresh t

the law of How in capillary tubes held also for larger tubes, provi*

• Experimented Untersuchungen iiber die Flussigkeitsreibung

Salzl ungen, Bd. 159, p. 1 - 35, 1876.

2 Beobachtungen von Adolf Rosencranz iiber den Einfluss der Temf^

ratur auf die innere Reibung von Flussigkeiten : mitgeteil

I. Annal. Bd. 8, p. 529-

lere Reibung der Loau

Salxlosungen.—Wied. Annal. Bd- * *

-Phil. Trans. Vol. 174, p. 935, 1883.
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the velocities were sufficiently small. He was under the impress-

ion that this had not already been done, but as previously pointed

out Jacobsonhad anticipated him. Although Reynolds' experi-

ments are not suitable for the derivation of an exact value for

viscosity, it may be observed that his results are consistent with

Poiseuille's. In 1884, Rontgen1 and Warburg and Sachs2 examined

the influence of pressure and density upon this coefficient and the

year following Konig 3 ascertained that there was no sensible

difference in the time of efflux when it took place in a powerful

magnetic or electric field. He made some further measurements4

in 1887 but not by the efflux method.

The next important contribution is Couette's5 whose experiments

embrace two methods, viz. that of measuring the tangential force

on an internal cylinder exerted by liquids lying between it and a

coaxial outer rotated cylinder—method (e)—and that of efflux (c).

In regard to the latter it may be said that he considerably advanced

the theory of the correction of the pressures registered by the

manometers in the vessels at the terminals of the tubes, and

indicated a method of observation by which the corrections may

'* entirely eliminated. Couette's correction for the fall of pressure

at the entrance of the capillary, though more exact than Hagen-

bach's (I860), and very much more exact than Reynold's (1883)

*as theoretically demonstrated by Boussinesq 6 in 1891 to be true

1
1','ber den Einfluss desVruckes auf die Viscosit <t der Fl issigkeiten,

Nassers.—Wied. Annal. Bd. 22, p. 510-518, 1884.
2 Ueber den Einfluss der Dichtigkeit auf die ViscosiUit tropfbarer

,18- 522, 1884.

v: £
•tlmimi

')

g

enten und Versucbe iiber den

and Electrisirung auf die Reibung der

i. Ann;.]. Bd. 25, p. 618-625,1885.

tt ,pfbarer Flussig-

lss-
n mittelst drehender Schwingungen —Wied. Annal. Bd. 32, p. 193,

trottement de liquides.—Annal. de Chim. et de Physique

j entree jusqu

jgime uniforme.—Comptes Kendus,

5. 1891. Calcul de la moindre longueur que doit avoir un
;e, eyase a son en1 - •" sensiblement

tablisse et de la depense de charge qu'y entraine 1 etab is-

rogime.—Ibid, p. 49.



only to a first approximation : a higher approximation requires

that it be increased about one-eighth, and it will be shown that

Boussinesq's theory is experimentally vindicated. In the same

year (1891) Brodmann1 published the results of bis researches

with the sphere and cylinder methods—(/) and (e)—and showed

that with both, but especially with the former, different values,

were obtained for the viscosity according to the size o

or of the cylinder, confirming Elie's2 observation tha

the viscosity deduced from experiments with concen

by Kirchhoff's formula, increased with the velocity of rotation.

In 1892 Cohen, 3 employing the efflux method, contin

research in respect of the influence of pressure on the coefficient,

for the temperatures 1°, 15°, and 23° C, and for pressures up to 900

atmospheres. His results therefore add to the material for

Many other contributors either to the theory or observi

the viscosity of liquids, or cognate matters, might be ment:

as for example, Hiibener 1<^73, Baumgartner '74, Guerout

'76, Villari '76, Koch '81, Grossmann '83, Graetz '88, W
Whetham '90, Briickner '90 and '91, and Rayleigh '92-

above sketch of the course of the investigation embraces i

historical outlines and subsequent references will be made

ally bear upon the partucular elemrn!

-Journal*

•lussigkeiten-



I radius B, and the pressure in a length L of the tube

p to p l} the volume q flowing in a unit of time across

section of the tube is expressed by the equation :—

onstant determined by the internal resistance

depending on the friction at its boundary, and

. In recent treatises on hydrodynamics1 the

8 = 8,T ^ +4^> (1) "

7, or Helmholtz's h*
t
being the coefficient of viscosity, and B that

of sliding friction. This latter form is the earlier and the better,

md i entially that deduced by Neumann some time prior to

I860. The reciprocal of the viscosity, /= I hi, has been called

I 9 lidity and 1 '8 that of slipping.

L. limitation of the Equation of flux.—The movements of

liquids may be classed under two regimes, a fact clearly recognized

by Darcy 2
in 1857, and since illustrated in a striking manner by

the experiments of Reynolds3 in 1SS3, and confirmed by those of

\ In the first regime no eddies are formed, and

the liquid, if limpid, has what has not inaptly been called a

ipearance. In the second, eddies or vortices are

:
;'• "id the "sheet-glass" appearance may be noted, the

• liquid being varied by the eddies. It is to flow

r< gime, that is to flow without vortices, that the

tl.ematisehe Physik (1883 edit.) p.

isT'.i Edit. p. 224-. Lamb uses ^
ha? been called by Maxwell the I



above equation applies. The physical characteristic of such a

flow in a cylindrical pipe, is that the motion of all particles is

parallel to its axis, and points of equal velocity lie, if the section

be a circle, in the circumference of a circle concentric therewith, the

velocity of course diminishing with increase of distance from the

axis. The liquid may therefore be imagined to be divided into a

series of coaxial circular cylinders, and the internal friction to be

the sum of the resistances exercised by each cylindrical stratum

upon the interior and more rapidly moving cylinder. It is this

conception, viz. that of steady rectilinear motion, which, together

with the consideration of tin- boundary condition, leads to the

5. Definition uj YUcodhj.—Navier, 1 in his treatise, gives a

equations), which may be thus expressed :—If we imagine a flm

to be divided into a series of planes parallel to some fixed plan

the motion in each being identical in direction, and in velocil

equal to its distance from the plane, then the constant ij repr

sents in units of weight, the resistance per unit of surface to I

sliding of one stratum on another. Hagenbach's2 definition is:

By viscosity we denote the force necessary to move with unite

velocity and in a unit (second) of time a stratum of fluid o

molecule in thickness and of unit Burface, the distance of t>

molecules past a second stratum. Both definitions lack generaW

the latter being moreover dependent upon a particular concept!

as to the physical constitution of a fluid. The following is I

posed as obviating these objections :—The coefficient of viscos

expresses the ratio, per unit of surface, of the tangential resist

between parallel strata of a fluid moving with different velociti

to the rate of variation of their velocity measured perpendicula

to the direction of movement. The resistance is conMqO"?

supposed to vary as the difference of the velocity, an assumpt

The translation i
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which lias been experimentally justified between somewhat wide

but ill-defined limits.

6 Coffficient of sliding friction for glass and other tubes.—

Navier assumed that a flowing liquid would glide or slip with a

finite velocity at its bounding surface, 1 and Piotrowski's experi-

ments-by method (d) § 1—interpreted by Helmholtz, 2 confirmed

this view to a limited extent, for although there was no slipping

in the case of ether and alcohol in contact with polished gilt

surfaces, with water and some other liquids slipping apparently

occurred, and values for the coefficient were deduced. 3 Piotrowski's

experiments did not include cases of How through tubes under

pressure, but Helmholtz, after developing the theory of Piotrowski's

method, turned his attention thereto, and deduced the formula to

which we have already referred. He concluded from an examina-

tion of Girard's observations that sliding friction, the assumed

existence of which seemed to explain Piotrowski's results, must

also be postulated in the case of flow through tubes, at any rate

somewhat larger than those used by

further deduced a value for his coefficient b—in our first equation

—by applying the formula on the assumption that the motion

might be deemed steady.4

The legitimacy of these conclusions was questioned by Whetham

in 1890* who judged, from his experiments by an efflux method,

that no slip occurs, at any rate in the case of surfaces which are

wetted by the liquid. 6 But Brodmann—in 1892—has demon-

strated, [ think beyond doubt, that water in contact with a gilt

• adhere thereto and that under such circumstances



slipping does occur, so that Wlit-'tham's conclusion must be

restricted. That it occurs in chsi-.s or How in glass tubes has

certainly not been shown, but in regard to copper tubes the inter-

pretation of Girards experiments s*>-m> ,1 to require that slipping

be postulated, 2 and it is somewhat singular that a recent deter-

mination by Brodmann of the value of tj/ft for water by the

sphere and cylinder methods gives a result 3
-,j /i = '0409—very

nearly identical with Helmholtz B \ alue* -- 0*03984—deduced from

the efflux observations of Girard. On the other hand it has been

pointed out by Jacobson that Helmholtz in criticising Girard's

experiments failed to apply any correction to the pressure, and

no support to the opinion that slipping occurs. 5 The general

theory of flow in tubes being however beyond the scope of this

ported by experimental results in cases of steady rectilinear flow

If we put

then we shall have from (1), by transposition,

>1 = nb{l+ |)
the term ajR depending on the existence and influence of sliding

friction, so that, if the viscosity be computed without reference

thereto, we shall obtain the results Vh instead of V , and these will

show a variation with widely different values of B, since « is

constant.

From the results hereinafter quoted, obtained from PoiseuiHe's

experiments on the assumption that slipping does not occur, *e

1 Wied. Annal. Bd. 4^7sl
2 As against this view see Couette's memoir Annal. de Chimie, 6 Ser.



V- C, (4) -0042

B-B, (4) -005 6

A-A
t (4) -0071

F-F, (3) -0326

The constancy of ;; ( , shows that it must be

;

i), that is to say a is zero for cases of efflu

as indeed is admitted by Helmholtz. 1 Nor does a more extended

comparison of values similarly deduced lead to a different con-

clusion. In the table hereunder tubes of different materials are

included, and of larger radius, that of the greatest being 907 times

that of tube M above.

,atl(TO. Authority.

•01313 Poiseuille

•01341 do.

•01305 do.

01308 do.

•01310 do.

•01308 do.

•01315 do.

upposed i lentical with

x through glass tubes

Tube. No. Expts. MT" atlO°C. Authority.2

•01400 Hagenbach

•01320 Grotrian

•01318

•01311 Konig

•01291

•01331 Slotte

•01356 Couette

•01319 Wagner

•01400 Hagenbach

•01341 Couette

•01324 Hagenbach

\
Sitzber. Wien. Acad. Bd. 40, p. 654.

2 These values I have reduced from the data published by the inv.

tor whose name is appended. The same remark applies to the pre<

B values obtained from Poiseuille's experiments.



atlO°C. Authority.

•01323 Jacobson

•01334

•01313

•01360 Reynolds

•01365

Lead

These results give no indication of slip, for though the final

value is somewhat larger than the mean, the difference is infini-

tesimal in relation to the supposed magnitude of the slip coefficient.
1

It may be remarked that Coulomb's experiments also appeared

to indicate an adhesion of the liquids to the submerged oscillating

discs,2 and that despite considerable alteration in the nature

substances with which they were covered : so also did Me

But what is more to the point, is that when the mot

undoubtedly steady and rectilinear, all experiments by the

method with glass tubes—and it appears from the above that there

is but a doubtful necessity even for this qualification—agree I

negativing the idea of slip, not only in the case of water whic

wets the tube, but also in the case of mercury which does no

The observations of Warburg,* Villari, 5 and Koch6 on the efflu

of this latter substance, may be taken as determining the question

of slip in regard thereto in the negative, and a fortiori in the case

1 Taking the values for tube M and for the largest lead tube, in "rder

to calculate the supposed slip, we would obtain for 7/,
"01365+ and fur ft

1968. This is sensibly infinite as compared with its value in Helmholte

»

deduction, for according to that authority nip is "03984, whereas the

the above value of p would give only -000007. Any variation of or p

gression in the several values of >> may be otherwise accounted for.

§ 22.

2 Mem. I'Institut National, t. 3, p. 389.
3 Ueber die Reibung der Flussigkeiten.—Pogg. Annal., Bd. 118, P-

®

* Ueber den Ausfluss des Quecksilbers aus gbisernen Oapilkrrohren.-

Pogg. Annal. Bd. 140, p. 367-379, 1S70.
5 Sail 'efliusso del mercurio per tubi di vetro di piccolo alaH****"!

Mem. dell 'Acead. d. Sci., Bologna, Ser. 3, t. 6, p. 1, 1876.

6 Ueber die Abhilngigkeit der Eeibungsconstante des Quecksilbers von
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of water. But apart from such theoretical deductions from

experiments, it may be noticed that the strong adhesion of the

bounding film to the tube wa> visually demonstrated in the

experiments of Duclaux. 1 Wp may therefore in dealing with the

theory of How in glass capillary tubes, u1i.il the motion is recti-

linear confidently assume that the coefficient (3 in equation (1) is

infinite—or in other words that there is no slip—that the velocity

at the boundary of the section is consequently zero, and that the

term in E"' vanishes, and this assumption will generally be correct

for any tube whatsoever for steady rectilinear flow.

7. The reduced equation offlux.—Denoting by P' the difference2

p -;>,, the original equation (1 ) becomes for zero velocity at the

-'^ »
a formula first given by Neumann, then by Jacobson, Hagenbach,3

and Helmholtz. If K be substituted for tt (2
r

?y) and D the

diameter for R the radius, Poiseuille's formula4—

derived experimentally about 1840, is obtained. The earlier

formulae viz. Girard's (1813), and Navier's (1822) were erroneous,

making the efflux proportional to the third instead of the fourth

power of the diameter.

8. The determination ofthefaU in pressure.—In large tubes, in

which flow is established, the fall in pressure due to viscosity or

other resistances between two cross sections any distance apart,

">\v be measured manometrically, or by observing the vertical

1 Recherches sur les lois dea mouvementa des liquides dans les espaces

used to denote a

1 Fogs?. Annal. Bd. 109, p. 397, 400, 401. In our notation 7/ = rjlg is

•geobach'a *> or *.

^Comptes Eendus, t. 11, p. 1046. 1840. Mem. des Savants etrang. 1. 9,

3 of K, P r) for arbitrary or for absolute units are

here we regard only theform of the expression.•-.-> It



Inch the liquid will rise in tubes attached normally to

of the pipe, 1 the connecting orifices being very small

;o the sectional area of the flow. Such an arran«e-

>t be realized with capillary tubes so that the fall iu

st be deduced from measures of the pressures in the

ipplying and receiving the flowing liquid. The sectional

Be should be, and will be assumed to be, very large in

he sectional area of the capillary.

in which A denotes the supplying and B the receiving

'.e. the flow being supposed to take place in the direc-

he points A and B lie in the axis of the tube EE' FF\

>ri«mtal ; to these points the measures of the pressures

rvoirs are referred, /'being the difference of those

It is immediately evident from the principle of con-

pressure at the section ee where the regime of

of ilow is established, is less than the pressure in the

I Hagenbaeh's equation is thus explained.



2V ir Lq
i absolute density—grammes per cubic centimetre—of

t. This will more clearly exhibit the reduction of the

put in the form

e terra in brackets denotes, according to Hagenbach,

it be called the reduced pressure, 1 say P . Hagenbach

:rved that this correction more particularly applied where
!

the tube is in the form of a conoidal adjutage. Since

3d pressure P may with greater generali

: the factor m for

>city in the pipe and g the acceleration of gravity, it will

U2 i(lg) or 1-505 U-X'l'j) according as the entrance

rf the tube is trumpet-shaped or cylindrical. He also

» would have math, thru, ,„,vH,m.- a dictum however



proposed correction is evidently based on the results of experi-

ments with sharp-edged cylindrical adjutages of 1 or 3 diameters

length applied to orifices, the effect of which is to cause a discharge

of about 0-815 of that theoretically due to the pressure on the

supposition that frictional and other resistances may be neglected,

This loss of head, arising from the contraction 1 at the entrance of

the adjutage, and the subsequent expansion to its full dial

together with the loss from slight frictional resistance an<

involved in establishing the How, gives according to treati

practical hydraulics U* j[2g (0-815)9
] = 1506 U*/{2p)- ]

edges of the cylinder be rounded off at the connection wit

vessel at £". Fig. 1, the value becomes very i

TJ-
l(2g), the coefficient 0-815 increasing almost to unity, acc<

therefore to Reynolds, for the condition assumed by Hagei

vi = 0-500, or for the reduction of Poiseuille's work ?« = 753.

This statement is not justified by an analysis of the experiment

referred to. The objection to unconditionally assuming that th

square of the mean velocity in the section may be regarded a

equivalent to the mean of the squares of the velocities at different

points throughout the section, in estimating the loss of he

necessary to establish tiow, is obvious. Couette, 2 treating *

problem more exactly, deduced for m the value unity, observing

that it is just double that obtained by the application of Daniel

Bernoulli's theorem, which attributed to all the molecules of the

fluid a velocity equal to the mean velocity. He proposed *

fore the more rigorous formula

ngen (22nd) for a solution in two dim

Hydrodynamics, Vol. 1, p. 13* tb«*£

'
j exists so far as he wa« a*

a by Boussinesq in 1872, see his " Essai sur Is

3 etrangers, t. 23, p. 56*«

21, chap, hi., p. 494, 1890.



i September 1860, in his Introduction to H*

evelopment being credited, as I have previously s

,k-mV +%Ftr (3a).

h denoting the pressure at the entrance to the tube expressed as

height of a column of liquid of the same density as the effluent,

and U the mean velocity in the transverse section. Couette was

evidently unacquainted with Neumann's or Jacobson's work, but

in this respect he is not singular. 2

Boussinesq3 has attacked the problem with greater rigour, and

—while admitting that Couette's solution, which is the same as

Neumann's, is legitimately derived, and to a first approximation

is accurate—shews that a higher approximation gives for m the

value 1-12. Thus according to the several authorities mentioned,

to = 0-50 Reynolds (after Bernoulli) 1883

to = 0-79 Hagenbach I860

to = 1-00 Neumann prior to ... 1860

to = 1-00 Couette 1890

to = 1-12 Boussinesq 1891

Poiseuille's series of measurements, at different pressures and at

10° C, for a number of tubes afford a means of ascertaining the

value of this coefficient for each series : and it may be remarked

that, a priori, one would expect the deduced values, if not identical

*ith, to be somewhat greater than Boussinesq's coefficient, inas-

much as it is said that the tubes retaining their cylindrical form

1 Arcuiv. fur Anat. und Phys. Eeiohert's, 1861, p. 321. In the original

formula both sides of this equation is multiplied by 2.

* That Hagenbach's correction should have been so invariably used, is

in itself an indication of how little is generally known of Neumann's fine

exposition of tbe theory of flow in a tube.
s Comptes Rendus, t. 110, p. 1160 - 1166, et p. 1238 - 1242, 1890. Ibid

t- 113, p. 9 - 15 et p. 49 ect. 1891. Theorie du regime permanent gradu-

ellement T«ie qui M produit pres de l'entrte evasee d'un tube fin on les

filets d'un liquide qui s'v ecoule n'ont pas encore acquis lour inegalites



throughout, terminated abruptly, and in such cases the r

are greater. Poiseuille in each series, measured the time

for a certain volume to flow at different pressures. Tf this volume

be denoted by Q, and the total efllux time by T, q ii

formulae—being the volume per unit of time—is equal to QjTlot

each pressure. Hence m denoting general value of the coefficient,

i.e. 1-12 theoretically, and supposing that the value P in (3) may

be substituted for P in (2), we obtain the following expression

for the viscosity, viz. 1

q = *R*

(P-m L2l
)

In this formula Qj T may be substituted for q

write T in the numerator, and Q instead of q in

and in this way may obtain by transformation an expression I

what may be called the corrected time of total efflux, viz.

T -T-ra PQ l - 8L ^ 1
i (Ofm*WP T~ VWP v '

For a series of experiments at a uniform temperature with the

one tube, the right hand member of (5) is a constant, and maybe

denoted therefore by C : thus we obtain the relations,

C-PoT-PT.-PT-mPQL. * M.JN (6).

7T- R* T TT B*

A very large number of experiments have been corrected, as befo

stated, by means of the equivalent of formula (5),
Hagenbachs

value for m however being used. The time T
t
, is the total efflox

time, when the loss of head at the entrance to the tube divided by

the product of the pressure into the time is negligible, and equ ;l

tion (6) shews that we may correct either the pressures, or

times. Reverting to Poiseuille's work, if the pressures in a sen

of observations made at a uniform temperature with the one tuW,

be multiplied by the corresponding times of efflux, the series o

products PT is obtained, which, since the right hand member o

.(6) under the supposed conditions is a constant, differ only by

»<**



corrective term whose factor is IjT, the other part being also a

constant. Hence (6) may he written

C=PT-~ (6«).

To determine C, the number must be found towards which PT

approaches when T is increased without limit, and therefore P

diminished without limit. The equation

PT=C +~ (
66 )-

is that of a straight line, such that if the several values of 1/Tbe

regarded as abscissa and the corresponding values of PT as

ordinates, the line passing through the points so determined will

intersect the axis of ordinates at the distance C from the origin,

and make with the axis of absciss* an angle whose tangent is c.

This value C corresponds to the value 1/^=0, or r-oo, the

corn t te i tl eief re u ling. 1 Fig. 2 shews the plot for

Poiseuille's tubes A s A, B s and <?,. Should the products PT shew

no progressive increase, as is sometimes the case, 2 no value can be

assigned to c, nor consequently to m, for, when c is found, m is

determined from (6) and (6a) by the equation

--t£ (7)

for absolute units. If the pressures be denoted by the lengths in

e t et of the columns of liquid in the manometers, h, it will

he generally convenient to form the products h T instead of P T.

Let ji denote the density in grammes per cubic centimetre of the

centimetres per second, then from the relation

from (6)

C'-hT-m l>Q1
.

{

=
SA (tL (8)



If the density of the liquid in the manometers (/*) be identical

with that of the effluent liquid (p), fi/p will be unity.

By formula (8a) and (9), I have ascertained where possible, the

values of m from Poiseuille's measurements with tubes A to /.

Those given hereunder are derived from a combination of numerical

and graphic methods. Through the points whose coordinates 1/7

and P T were drived from Poiseuille's series, as for example, the

series A $, A r , J! 6 , C„ shewn in Fig. 2, a mean line was drawn.

Two members of the series most nearly agreeing with this line

were usually then selected and the values of .- and C found hy the

c.
P
-f'-

ff (10)

C-P.Tl
- £ (11)

When for each tube designated by the one letter as A^ A t ,
eta »

c had been determined, its multiplication by the fractional factor

m. The radius used was not the mean for the whole tube but the

1000 -00567 1-23 I\ 260 „
u

'

•90 „ 1-14 I\ 1-07 „
°'

Mean 1-14 : Mean rejecting C s,F„Ft 1 -13

;ually h,c' and C ' were used. Thus in (10) c ' replaced e, and

C , h and c' replaced C, P and c.

mean radius ia meant hern the mean proportional between
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Tubes A, and A 2 , B 1 to A, C to C 4 , D x to 2) 4 , E to JS 2 , and F
give no satisfactory indication as to the value of this factor. For

tubes A and D the following results were obtained, viz., 0*4 or

0-5, and 1-2, these values however are entitled to but little con-

fidence inasmuch as they depend on lines the directions of which

are determined by the positions of three points only, two of these

being close together so far as the abscissa? are concerned, but in

regard to the ordinates, not sufficiently concordant to warrant

confidence. For tubes A s and B the results depend respectively

on 2 and 3 points : in the other cases on from 7 to 10.

It is difficult to assign a reason for the values 0*82 for Fi and

f\
; possibly the flow was turbulent j the values for the viscosity

—see the table hereafter—point to that. But one would have

expected that A , would also have given similar indications, which

it does not excepting for the last member of the series. The

value is of course that for the fall of pressure known to occur in

efflux through a short adjutage. The value for C A may perhaps

be accounted for by the presence of a particle at the entrance of

the tube interfering with the flow. The general result however

agrees remarkably well with Boussinesq's deduction from kinetic

theory, and since in the instances of some of the tubes showing

discordant values the amounts of the corrections are much smaller

than the discrepancies among the observations themselves, no

doubt need be entertained as to the propriety of its application

where there is no evidence of the particular value of m.

It may here be noticed that in illustrating his theory of the

correction to the pressure Couette selects series A4 and A t to

exhibit the advantage of his formula over Hagenbach's1
. For

these tubes m is respectively 1-02 and 1-08. For the former the

ctor is sensibly unity and therefore the agreement with Couette's

factory; in regard to the latter the progressive

corrected values of rj is clearly a consequence of

*« correction factor is too small. This leads me

1 Annal. de Chimie, 6 ser. t. 21, p. 502, 1890.
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to remark that this correction must be not only well ascertained

but also small, for ac<

is ample evidence the

ditions where one would anticipate constancy. In illustration of

this we take for data the

of pressure-heads and vek

by Jacobson, 1 with his brass tube C, whose radius s

were respectively 0-14328, 62-04, and 1576 cm., anc

so fitted that its influx terminal was flush with the inner surface

of the large reservoir which supplied t

ments of pressure-head and mean velocity we have, sinceU=qf(^)

u~~
in which c" = 8 L ;,l(pgR*\ and is therefore constant while the

temperature is so. The value of m was found by the graphic

method, the above being a linear equation. 3

Values of m deduced from Jacobson's experiments.

No. of experiments in series 5 4 7 5 9

Deduced value of m ... 1-38 1-25 1-44 1-30 H|
Another result from a series of five measurements with a tube of

0-12516 radius and 1577 cm. length, 4 was m= 1

The fall in pressure at the entrance of the tube was also directly

observed by Jacobson,5 his experiments being made with a

tube of 0-2545 radius and lengths as shewn, and the temperatures

maintained constant for the measurements of any one series. Th«

tube was bored through at a point 0-15 cm. from its infl«*

terminal" and the fall in pressure ascertained from the difference

Archiv. fur Anat. u. Phys., 1860, p. 93 and 1861 p. 327.
2 tbid. I860, p. S3.

^ Jacobson's coefficient t. p. 94, said to be obtained from the obses-
sions by the method of least squares, should, when multiplied by M
give values sensibly equal to these. They are nearly so.

""»u™ mat ! Ftneioo* ~

"is out"**'
&°" WheU multiplied ^ 9 and ^pressed in tbe C$*'

i hereinbefore given.



.eight of the water in the reservoir, and in the manometer

d at the bore ne*ir the terminal. I ha\ e computed the

int by the formuh

•n-£,(H-K)

the height, above i the axis of the tube, of the water in the

tr, and h that ir i the manometer : the derivation from

l (4) is evident.

ea of m deduced from Jacobson's urements of the

Lees of pressure between the reserve,ir and within the tube

i entrance :

- 134 71 n 212 101 101 242 212

- 106 1-09 1 •22 1-10 1-38 •91 •93 1-09

•99 115 119 -94 1-28 1 -oo •87 -96

1-31 1 •26 -94 1-54 •96 •79 '88

•89 1-41 -82

1-40 1-42

The mean of these 28 results is 1-10, of these with the 6 pre-

ceding, 1-14; this average gives a general confirmation to

Boussinesq's theory, but the individual results shew how, even

under circumstances in which uniformity might be expected, it is

not realized. Tin; differences are certainly not due to mere errors

of observation. We see therefore that Hagenbach's correction

must he increased 41%, Couette's 12%, and that Reynolds' dictum

negatived: and further, that if this correction be of sensible

magnitude, the deduced viscosity is to the extent of the uncertainty

e length of the tube.—In the preceding

article it has heen shewn how the product of the pressure and

time of efflux of a given volume of fluid may be found, when the

los* of bead at the entrance of the tube vanishes or is eliminated.

Following Hagenbach it has usually been assumed that this

direction is the only one necessary, or that the corrected differ-

ences of pressures may be regarded as the differences at the

terminals of the tubes; and Reynolds tacitly admits this view



when he affirms that the correction 1*605 U* (-.'/)
'

Poiseuille's experiments consistent. Clearly however tin

pressure for the entrance of the tube gives the value, not for tl

being unknown, and probably somewhat uncertain as t(

It is however unlikely that it ever reaches two diameters wh<

the end is sharply cylindrical or even one where it is

rounded off. Couette, 1 Boussinesq approving his

greater rigour takes into consideration the features of the fl

not only at the entrance but also at the point of efflux from t

tube. He recognises (a) that its length should be reduced for the

distance between the sections EE' and ee; (b) that frictional

resistance is suffered by the liquid before it reaches this latter

section—where parallelism of flow is fully established :
(c) that

the effluent liquid penetrates that in the receiving reservoir, an

maintains for an appreciable distance its cylindrical form without

sensible change2
: (d) and that the surrounding liquid offers

frictional resistance to this penetration by the effluent. If lengtbs

of tube whose resistances are equal respectively to the resistances

(b), and (d) above mentioned, be denoted by h »nd h, and tbe

distances Ee = E'e' and Ff=F'f respectively by h and / 2 ,

corrected length L will be

L =L-ll+ lt + lt+ l4 (12)

Couette argues that the part of the 'charge' expended by frictiona

resistances in the vicinity of the extremities of a tube ought to

at least approximately proportional to the efflux, as is the ca

with regard to the tube generally, and he therefore expresses the

consequent reduction of the pressure under the form S/ /
'/ (

r/l
'

so that I will denote the algebraical sum of the terms h to L? l

is affirmed by Couette4 that this quantity I may be assumed to

always positive : we shall shew however that it appears sometin^



mined in the general case. Let F denote the pressure corrected

for these frictional resistances etc. at the terminals, then since

L = L + l,v?e obtain from (2)

ttR*P\

I, as we have said being either positive or negative. Combining

this result with (3) and (4) and remembering that I, a function of

R, denotes a small length of tube producing an equivalent loss of

pressure to that arising from the friction at the ends, at the same

time taking account of the positions of sections ee and//"/ and

therefore that it may legitimately l»e put under the form l = nR,

the general formula for the evaluation of the viscosity may be

expressed :

—

-,,=
~ E * (p- m PJl.) (13)

in which n may have a positive or negative value, since I may be

positive or negative. P 'then in this formula, is the measured

differences of pressure in the reservoirs, and L the actual length

of the tube. It remains to ascertain whether n has a constant

value as supposed, and if so what the value is.

Assuming that C has been found from l\ reduced by (3), or

from T reduced as indicated in (5), or preferably perhaps by

extrapolation of a series of measures (11), we have at once from (13)

^r="<i+4» (14)

or if C" be used instead of C the numerator' of the left hand

member will be tt p g C R* . If now the values of R/L be regarded

as abscissa} and those of the first member of this equation as

ordinate, a line passing through the points so determined will

intersect the axis of ordinates at the distance ?/ from the origin,

a,«l this line will make an angle with the axis of absciss* whose

^"gent divided by (/ is n, the required factor. The intercept on

5 of ordinates corresponds to the values R = 0, or L = *>

,

• for the

3 is infinitely s elation to the resistance
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of the tube itself. Fig. 3 illustrates the method applied to

Poiseuille's series B and F, the former giving a negative and the

latter a positive value for n, viz. about — 5-2 and + 11 '2, these

however, especially the latter, 1 being subject to considerable

uncertainty, as is manifest from the tigure. The opposition of

the sign of n is very evident in the following values for the

viscosity (?j) computed without regard to the correeth e term nJ.

These results challenge the propriety of Couette*s statement that

I may be always regarded as positive and taken as nearly three

times the diameter of the tube. 2 His deduction seems to he

entirely based upon the fact that the indications of Poiseuille's
]

experiments with tubes A 4 and A 6 ,
happen to be in fortuitous

agreement with the results of his own ingenious method of simul-

taneous and equal flow through two tubes of equal radii, but ot

different lengths. In order to adequately test the question, *e

take the whole series of Poiseuille's experiments of flow at 10° C,

indicated hereunder, reducing them rigorously by the formes

given hereinafter for flow in tubes elliptical in section and conical

longitudinally. Whenever possible the values of h T were found

by extrapolation : when that method could not be followed »^
taken as 112 for the correction, and these instances are indicated

by an asterisk in the table hereunder. The results, arranged

according to increasing values of R\L, evidently afford
*>

immediate indication of a collateral increase in the value of I

Dividing them therefore in parcels of eight, we obtain almost

identical mean values for the viscosity, whereas if Couett^

1 Rejecting F 6 . see the figure.



•iv just i tied these means outfit eertainly

le conclude therefore that no general

value, unless it be zero, can be assigned to n as assumed by

Couette, that his deduction has been based upon an insufficient

number of observations : hence no correction should be applied

to the length of a tube unless experiments therewith clearly

indicate its propriety. One would perhaps be hardly justified in

declaring that n is in reality always zero, for the theory of the

correction is rational, and there are experimental indications of,

at least, its occasional validity : nevertheless in the absence of

specific evidence as to its sign and magnitude in particular

there is no alternative but to disregard it.

Viscosity of distilled water at 10° C. as determined from

Poiseuille's experiments with glass tubes.

Tube. Expts. * X 105 E * x 10
10 Length. •

%fl

D* 1-3 22 -24284 10030 -013074

\7 -22787 2-5 175 3078

>3 25059 7-58 3109

L5 10-303 4-9375 3070

19 25-183 511 3119

53 11187- 20-000 3065

Mean •013109

:
uncertain in respect of the i



Expts.

1-3
1-3

A * 1046 25-231 0-6775 W*

Mean -01:5113

F* 1251 11316- 2-600 *»»]

B' H55 10-368 0-39

*« 3034 11316 1-075 *»H
J ^ 7088 25-231 Oil 698()|

General mean, rejecting last four -01310'

XoTE._For an explanation of these experiments see § 19.

_

10. Flow in a right circular cylinder.*—The formula for ^
^

a nght circular cylinder may be readily deduced directly fr*

Javier's equations for a viscous illCompressible fluid by ****
one of the axes, X say, coincident with that of the pipe,

assuming that the motion of all particles is parallel thereto,

taat slipping does not occur • aotUa, a a it ,,,,1., nuisi '"



other components of motion consequently becoming zero. The

equation

,<*--£)-£ + , v—o (4

with similar expressions in Y, y, v, and Z, z, w,—in which v 2

denotes as usual Laplace's operator, p the density of the fluid, X
etc., the components of the external impressed forces per unit of

mass and u, v, w the components of velocity in the directions x,

y, z—reduce under the circumstances indicated to one, viz. that

above written. The condition of the conservation of volumes or

the equation of continuity becomes dujdx = 0, and that of steady

motion is dujdt = 0. In a circular section u is clearly a function

of r and t only : using therefore cylindrical coordinates, in which

case the operator, thus restricted, becomes

2 = iL+± A.V
dr'~ r ' dr

we have, neglecting external impressed forces,

The left hand side of this equation does not involve r nor the

right hand x, hence each must be a constant,—4 say. If therefore

essure in two sections the distance L apart be

le of this last equation givesP, the 1

a the right hand side

and C" being arbitrary constants, As the velocity at the

ntre of the pipe where r = 0, is finite, B must be zero : substi-

tmg therefore the above value of A in the expression for u, and

regard to the constant C" that when r = M, the

5 pipe, w = 0, there being no slip at the boundary, we

velocity at any point in the section at the distance r

« =^-4^- r2
)

(15)

(2) is obtained by substituting the value of u in the



-expression for the total flux <

The expression for the mean velocity U in the section is found by

dividing that for the total flux by the sectional area 8=*m

^ = J7 = JL.i> (16)

s regime therefore the resistance to flow varies as l/#
5

1 1 . Flow in an elliptical cylinder. —Capillary tubes have v

been assumed to be right circular cylinders, and their radi

been determined on that assumption by tilling definite lengths

with mercury, _.-. md from the weigh

volumes of the cylinders. Poiseuille however did not rely on

this method but made direct measurements. Discs of about 01

millimetre in thickness cut from the tubes, and prepared by

grinding and polishing, were mounted with Canada 1

between plates of glass.2 Under the microscope the com

the cavity of the tube appeared as a slightly opaque line, perr

the measurement of diameters. In thirty-four sections th

pared only one instance is recorded of uniform diameter, the

greatest difference of diameters being an instance in which their

ratio was 1
J
to 1—Tube F. On the supposition that the sec

were ellipses Poiseuille used the mean proportional of the diam

—i.e., the diameter of a circle of equal area—as the equiv

mean. As however the mean velocity varies as the square o

diameter, see (If,), this procedure, it is easy to see, will be inex»ct

when the ellipse differs sensibly from a circle. We proceed there-

fore to determine the equation of the flow in an elliptical ofamk

1 This development is that of ordinary treatises or hydrodynan^
cleared of the irrelevancy as to a boundary condition apparently n«*

realized, at any rate with glass tubes: gisof course the volumeol the A"

across a section, in a unit of time.
2 Mem. des Savants etrangers, t. 9, p. 450 et 457.



Navier's equations {a) give for the flow

lotion being parallel to its axis, X say,

d*-u
+

d"~u 1 rfp = Q

</, = F(
i,+ ts.)+/(j,- lz)+C (J)

If there be no slipping, the boundary condition u = is determined

ty (c>; hence, if we assume that in (d) each function Ft /ia the

square, 1 these two equations give for the boundary of the section

«W-*) -~(y 2 +z n
-) + c = o («)

in which M and C are undetermined constants. If we further

suppose the boundary to be an ellipse whose semiaxes are B and C
the remaining condition to be satisfied thereat is therefore

and these two equations completely determine the values of M
an( l t

, the solution giving

Mmm A B*-C*
. C

._A B <

1 * WT& '

C ~ 2 /;

' equal velocity are homothetic ellipses, and the

he same for homologous points on the radii vectores.



The integral for the total flux acros

4/.
J

*-(§££r <«>

i? will be the radius of a circular cylindrical pipe of equal e

From (18), since S = ~BC we obtain for the mean velocity i

U=-L .

P
.

B ~ C ~
(20)

The radius H' of a circular cylindrical pipe of equal mean velocity

is therefore

i2'o= ^ (21)
• {|<2>» +Cf)}

When Z = C these formula- become identical with those for right

circular cylinders, viz. (2) and (16). Poiseuille tacitly assume*

that R - J?' » ^ (jBC)i The error of this ig best Seen ty

repressing (18) in the form of a series, 1 and comparing the

result with /*»C a
similarly developed. Putting

(18) may be recast in the form

l-^d-^W.^...) (IN

If the radius of the circle of equal area be used, we have

*'Ca =iC(l-2««+€«)
relation to the degree of precision to i

The difference

Poiseuille has expressed his resultsI^nedmes appreciable.
For

example in the caso of the tube F, assuming the difference
o



1/16 and their sum to be 17/16, * will be 1/17,

hence the correction on Poiseuille's value will be - 2e- + 6e
4 - etc.

= 0-00685 or about 1/146.

12. Flow in a frustum of a rhjlit circular cone.—Not one of the

tubes used by Poiseuille was exactly a right circular cylinder, and

the assumption of a cylindrical form i.«, doubtless always unsafe,

for capillary tubes are probably always more or less irregular in

section. We proceed to consider the law of flow in a frustum of a

right circular cone whose generatrix is nearly parallel to its axis,

and more generally in a tube forming a series of conical frusta.

Since the motion of all stream lines is sensibly parallel—in the

case supposed—to the axis of the cone, it will be necessary to

have regard only to the variation of velocity with change in the

area of the right section, and thus to determine the fall in pressure

in terms of the radii of the tubes. Let 7?, Em Hn denote respec-

tively the radius of the tube at the terminal of efflux, and pro-

ceeding toward the point of influx, the radii of the terminals of

any conical length of the tube ; and let also ft, denote the radius

<»f a right section of this conical Length at the distance x from Rm



-W<*.
Remembering that for x = Ln , Rm + kx = Rn , this gives bj

integration and reduction

p = 8 >/ 7 Z„ (i?: + i?m ff„ + i?,;
}

s -,, ,, V„
(

o
;3)

77 3 //; fi ^ i?/;j#;

P, being the volume of the frustum ; and similarly for any other

length of the tube. The formula for a tube forming a series of

conical frusta may consequently be written—
P=P, + +Pft =il!/Jj + + r

- \ (24)

r" \R*Rl RlR-f
If the quantity in brackets be divided by ttL, L being the total

length of the tube, it will give the reciprocal of the fourth power

of the radius, say R\ of a right circular cylinder of equal length

and efflux, hence R may be called the 'mean radius of efflux 'ol

the tube. This value is different to that used by Poiseuille, *bc

neglecting variations of diameter between the terminals of thf

tubes, adopted for this mean radius I (R + Rn )} The error ol

Poiseuille's value is best shown by expressing (23) in the form ol

a series, which form is also more convenient for the purposes ol

computation. Putting

R = 1 //?.. - 7> \.,J - &n ~&m

venient expression wi »

e for any of Poiseuille's to

/iptical rune.—The depart



doubtless frequently sensible : it has already been pointed out

—

§ 11—that in those used by Poiseuille only one instance occurred

of uniform diameter. We proceed therefore to consider the flow

in a frustum of right elliptical cone.

The general considerations are identical with those of the pre-

ceding article. To determine the velocity for any section we

substitute in (22) BCj{Bx Cz )forR%\Rl\ hence taking account

of the law of velocity expressed by (20), or otherwise directly from

(18), we have

£-^-4±£ w

cht hand member. The

ilarly to (23) s

e Volu|Be Fn may be found by tilling the tube say with mercury.
6 Practical application of the formula is obvious.
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14. Flow in a tube whose riaht section is nit ellipse varying in

excentricity and area.—We now consider the case where the

sections of a tube are ellipses or very approximately so, the ellipses

being however dissimilar. The dimensions of the semiaxes for

any two sections do not, unless we know how the surface is

generated, determine the form or area of those intermediate;

consequently in regard to these some assumption must be made.

We may suppose that the terminal ellipses are similarly situated

throughout, 1 and that straight lines joining the extremities of

their axes lie wholly on the surface, every section notwithstanding

being sensibly an ellipse. Hence we may put

Bi = Bm + kx and CV = Cn + k'x

k and V being found similarly to (/)§12 substituting respectively

B and C for R in that equation. Then from (g) in the preceding

article we have

p =liii r L* dx
4. c Ln

-
dx ~-\

* \ J (Bm + kx) (c.n + k'xy ' J
(
Bm + kx) (C + i'x) 1

The integration of this expression by the usual method of decom-

position2 leads to unsuitable formula?. It will be necessary there-

fore to adopt some value as a mean radius and express the result

in a series of corrective terms, whose magnitude depends on the

variation from the form of a right circular cylinder. Let

Bm =i{B l + C l + B. + C.)

f = (*x -Ci) + yg«-C 3 )

The integration then leads to the following expressioi

The / h, and c terms are obviously small. If their sum

denoted by l+£ then instead of writing this quantity in

1 [f they be not similarly situated the formula; are less rigorous:

correction for a slow rotation of the axes is probably quite insensible

2 The integration by the usual procedure for rational fractions f

formulae which are indeterminate in the limiting case, i.e. when

ellipses become circles.



numerator it may be put in the denominator in the form 1 - £. The

general ' mean radius of efflux ' R is of course determined by the

=2 (#

a ce tain o tour.—Owing to its actual irregularities of form

perhaps the theoretically least exceptionable method of determin-

ing the volume of a capillary tube and its mean radius of efflux,

is to measure the former directly and compute the latter from

measurements of the greatest and least diameters of its sections.

The volume furnishes at once the radius of an equal right circular

cylinder, and this radius may then be corrected so as to give the

'mean radius of efflux,' the corrections involving terms depending

only upon the excentricities of the sections, and being therefore

small.

If in formula (25a) § 13 we put1

I&3^=«W)3 W
now the excentricity of the terminal sections be nearly the

same, or since we do not assume that the sections are ellipses if

*e ratio of the minor to the major axes be nearly equal for both

actions, we may put

T ,
«•-*(«: + «:)

ne s<
luare of the radius Ev of a right circular cylinder of equal

volume will then be

«-^-*: (
i +£)(i-.-)

*'th sufficient precision. This last equation enables us to replace

m y ^»» that is by the radius determined from actual measure-
ttentofthe capacity of the tube. After some reduction and



rejection of terms in p and e higher than the square, we obtain

Pn = Sjj
_ :jj|(i + 2«. + 4p.) appro* (28)

which may be used whenever e
4 and p* are negligible. This

limitation is not so serious as might at first appear, for one would

select for the purposes of a viscosity experiment a tube closely

approximating in form the right circular cylinder, or, if an oval

and conical tube must perforce be used, one would be chosen in

which the ratio of the axes was subject only to slight variation,

and in which the axes themselves were of nearly constant magni-

tude throughout its length.

The fall in pressure may also be approximately expressed m

terms of the mean of the diameters by substituting the value of

R*. in terms of R*m . This gives

'•-^L-I^l +*+**•> (29)

If the e and /> terms be written in the denominator they m"st

have the negative sign. This iormula will sometimes serve as a

rough check on (26).

1G. General result.—The equations of Sections 10 to 15 not

only supply the requisite mathematical material for an accurate

computation of the viscosity from experimental data, but they

furnish also ready means of estimating the consequence of any

observed or hypothetical defect of form in a tube proposed to be

employed for that purpose. And at the same time they indicate

that the method of measuring the mean radius of capillaries only

by contained volumes of liquid, is unsatisfactory when an accurate

determination is required, for if the tubes be even slightly elliptic1

in section, or conical longitudinally, the volume of efflux per unit

of time may sensibly differ from that of a right circular of equ*1

length and volume. The degree of precision with which the

'mean radius of efflux ' must be ascertained will always be four

times as great as that required in the deduced viscosity, that is *

say, ,f the latter is to be exact to say 1 in 1000, the mean radios

must be accurate to 1 in 4000. For, if we put £ for the ratio of



e other elements in a measurement are involved only to the

;t power, and therefore their determinations need be only to

3 fourth the precision of that required in the case of the radius,

III.—Determination of i

M.-General-Units.—C.G.S. units 1

and the viscosity is expressed in absolu

to pressures expressed in dynes per squ

Density of Water—The relative densities of water are derived

from MendelejefTs table based on his formula 1

(94-1 +t) (703-51 -t)1-9

P T denoting the relative density at the temperature t centigrade.

The absolute density at V C. has been taken as 1-000013

Density of Mercury2—The density has been computed on the

assumption that its value at 0° C. relative to water at 4° C. is

13-5956, and its absolute density at 0°—grammes per cubic centi-

metre—therefore 13-5958. The density at other temperatures has

been derived through Broch's value for the coefficient X of total

cubic dilatation, viz.

x^msos+o-nsT+o-oss^sr^io 9
(31)

7 being the temperature in Regnault degrees3
i.e. the 1/100 part

°f the expansion 0° to 100
J

C. The volume for the temperature

\ p
Urnal Ru3sia* Physical and Chemical Society, No. 5, 1891.

Prati

0r

a^
formatiou concerning the density of mercury at 0° C. see Traite

qu? de la thermoin.'ti-ie ,le pr.Vi.sion : par Ch. Ed. Guillaume, p. 36,
3 '- Pans 1889.

P y

Mestes^f
6 TraVaux et Memoires du Bureau International des Poids et

followi
'

2
' P "

2°' The exPansion s 0° to 100° C. are according to the

«»e abo?
aUth°ritieS Bosseha "018241, Wullner -018253, Levy -018207;

VG COeffi'-ients give -018217.



t, that at 0° being unity, is therefore simply 1 + r\. For the air I

thermometer the coefficients are respectively 181792, 0175, and I

0*035 1 I 6, according to the same authority.

Dilatation of Glass.—Poiseuille adopted 1 for the coefficient of I

cubic dilatation for glass, £, Dulong and Petit's estimate viz., I

£ = 0-0000258 (32)

to which, though somewhat less than later determinations, 2
1 have I

nevertheless adhered as being sufficiently exact for the purpose I

Thermometry.—The degree of rigour in the theroic-metric

element of the various measurements of viscosity has not been

explicitly indicated by each observer. Most of the measurements

however are to an order of precision which rendered this of little

moment. In the future it is to be hoped that rigorous methods

of thermometry will be employed3 and that the determination will

be carried to a higher degree of precision : merely verificatory

investigation.

18. Poiseuille^ experiments 1846. Volumes oj the efflux.-^

volume discharged in a given time was measured by the content

of bulbs, such as that shewn in Fig. 4, in which V denotes the

bulb. These were filled with mercury and weighed with a precision

of about 0-5 milligramme, 4 the temperatures being recorded. The

results were then reduced so as to express the volumes at 10°

|
Poiseuille assumed the density of mercury at 11°.5—the temper*

ture of one of the experiments, vide p. 515 of his memoir—to

13-569675. By the constants used by me this should be 135674.

1 Mem. des Sav. etrang. t. 9, p. 515 et 526, 1846.

fa dilatation of glass 0* - 100° C. Eossetti and Levy g*»

'

" I -'-, 0000267, and the mean of Eegnault, Wiillner, and Levy's v

is -0000269
:
see Pogg. Annal. Ergbd. 5, p. 529, 1871.

3 Such for example as are developed in Dr. Guillaume's Traite Prat
'q°*

de la thermometrie de precision, Paris, 1889 ; an indispensable wort w

the practical physicist in matters relating to thermometry.



The volumes given by Poiseuille have therefore been multiplied

by the factor 13-5697/13-5674 = 1-00017.

Pressures.—Pr< re 1 1 centimetres of mercury or 200

centimetres of water were measured by a water-manometer, those

above that amount by a mercury-manometer.1 The relative

density of mercury to water at 10° 0. was assumed by Poiseuille

to be 13-57G981.2 I have taken it as 13-5746, and since the effect

is to make Poiseuille's pressures under 15 centimetres too small,

have multiplied them by the factor 13-5770/13-5746 = 1-00017.

relatively so large that the application of this correction would

be futile.

The acceleration of gravity for the place where Poiseuille made

his experiments is given by him as 980-8 centimetres per second. 3

Taking the absolute density of mercury at 10 C. to be 13-5711,

and of water to be 0-99975, we get for the absolute pressures P,

by multiplying these numbers into the value of the acceleration

• P = 13310-5 hm = 980-55 K, (33)

K being the pressure expressed in centimetres of mercury, and

hm in centimetres of water, both at 10° C.

Dimensions of tubes and bulbs at different temperatures.—The

dimensions of the tubes and bulbs used by Poiseuille were evalued

for the temperature 10° C. 4 Four of the tubes were tested by

tilling with mercury and finding the area of the section from the

volume. 5 The results were then compared with the direct

measurements of the diameters of the sections, on the assumption

3 of the

i found. In the illustrative case given by Poiseuille

ly stated by Poi
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the volume method gave for the diameter of a circle of equal area

•00376 cm., while direct measurement and the assumption of an

elliptical contour gave -00377. The difference 1/376 is small but

by no means insensible, for since the diameter is raised to the

fourth power this difference will lead to an error of 1/94 in the

deduced value of the viscosity.

Computation of mean radius o/\
;

//7//..-.—Poiseuille used for the

mean radius the half sum of the geometrical m^ans of the terminal

radii. 1 But it has been shewn in $ 1 1—formate (18) and (18a)-

that the geometrical mean is too great, and in § 12 and § 15—

formulae (23a) and (29) that the mean of the terminal means is

also too great. I have computed the ' mean radius of efflux' by

the principle of formula (24) using formula (26) and occasionally

checking by (29). With regard to the neglect of small terms in

the computation <fcc, the condition has always been secured that

the error shall be small in relation to the probable uncertainty in

the data.

Dimensions of the tubes.—Poiseuille measured the lengths of

the tubes used by him by means of a beam compass2—compas I

verges—reading by a vernier to -005 cm. and permitting, by

wnen a series of efflux experiments with a given length ot tun»

was completed, a portion of the free end was cut off by means

of a file,
3 a procedure that was several times repeated. This

permitted the measurement of transverse sections at different

distances along the axis, and the regularity of these gave a

general indication of the symmetry of the tube. The measure-

ments of each section are taken in account by me in the compu-

tation of the 'mean radius of efflux.'

Effect of temperature on dimensions.—-When, as was the case

in Poiseuille s experiments, the whole of the reservoir of supply

the bulb V Fig. 4—the flowing liquid, and the capillary are at-

tained at the one temperature by immersion in a bath, or otherwise,

1 Ibid. § 114, p. 513. 2 ibid. § 83, p. 497.



- temperature, so far as the dimensions

srned, assuming that their original

evaluations are all for the one temperature. This is evident if

we consider the effect on the elements of the fundamental formula

(4). For supposing the factor (1 + C) to express the linear correc-

tion for expansion for the particular temperature to which all the

parts are subject, then, on substituting for q its equivalent QjT, we

shall have1

rfl'Jl + O* P^T = *R*P„T
(34)

BX(l + 0«(l + 0* * L Q

This indicates the desirableness of securing this condition.

EotJ nation of the viscosity at 1<

—The results of the computatic

at 10= C. are given in the table in § 9. It is worthy of remark

that the satisfactory determinations depend on tubes whose radii

and lengths range between somewhat wide limits, viz.,

5 = 0-0006975 £ ~0-l35c.ro. Tube M*

R = 0032537 L = 38-382 Tube F

that is, for the radii the range is from 1 to 47, for the lengths 1

to 307. The whole series of observations given in one of

Poiseuille's tables is involved in the determination of V wherever

the extrapolation method—formula (6a) and {6b) § 8—has been

used. These cases are distinguished in the table by the absence

of an asterisk. Those marked with an asterisk give the mean

result deduced from the first three members of the series,
2 as I

1
Poiaemlle's method of reduction, vide his memoir, § 142 - 144, p. 526

' "" u ULUy unnecessarily operose, it is erroneous, j-^ -??--*
radius correction

( 1 + £)
* and the volume correction ( 1 + ()

3
, but negle.

.

length correction
( 1 + (')• see his note p. 525. He computes the ms

"jstead of the volume of efflux, a procedure which, without compensate

advantage,
complicates the reduction.

2 There are three exceptions to this statement. There is only o

«Penment each, in the case of tubes Jf, and Mi . In the case at Ait
^Peratureof the first experiment was not 10% so that the followii

ft«* were taken.



believe them to have the greatest weight. The

pressures in these instances have been applied on the assumption

that m in formula (3) is 1-12.

There are thirty-six tubes in the series, the flow in the last four

is probably unsteady, and therefore the formula of reduction is of

doubtful application, as it applies only to the case of steady motion.

and seems to be reliable to four significant figures.

20. Values of the viscosity and relative fluidities beticeen 0" ad

4o° C. as deduced from l'oneuW<;s > .^.erinients.—Interpolations-

—Poiseuille's measurements with tubes A, C, D x and E, give, to

quarter seconds, the times of efflux, for a volume constant for each

tube—excepting in so far as it is modified by the expansion of th«

apparatus—underpressures ranging between 77-3 and 7 7 '6 cm.

of mercury at 10° C., 1 and their reduction to a common pressure,

viz., that last mentioned. These reduced values I have taken as

data. The temperatures are about 05°, 5°, 10° etc. to 45°, but

frequently differ 0-1 or 0-2 from the whole number of degrees.

The efflux times have consequently been corrected by interpola-

tion, having regard to second differences, so as to give their value

for flow exactly at each fifth degree from 5° to 45°. These again

have been corrected for the fall in pressure at the entrance of the

tubes, by formula (5) assuming m to be M2,2 the results being

expressed to 01 second. The efflux times so corrected are as

I do not remember that this is explicitly stated by Poiseuille, bun

ma; be ol Berved that the values at 10° are those of the earlier series n»

his memoir, and the method of reduction indicates what I have stated to

be the case.

2 In § 8 it is mentioned that tube A indicated a value for m of 0-4*

o, and that C, D x and £ gave no satisfactory indication whatever o

value. 1 have not used this value for A because it depends on a deter-

,f the other three I thu*



Corrected times of effl
.

Temp. C. Tube A. Tube C. TubeDi. Tube E.

O1 *2358-7 *2848-7 13409-7 <^2735-8

0-5 2327-0 2809-2 2697-3

5 2014-6 24161 2894-1 2314-6

10 1739-7 2087-5 2501-3 2000-7

15 1518-2 1830-2 2191-0 1751-4

20 1337-0 1607-9 1923-0 15420

25 1186-7 1427-6 1713-2 1371-8

It happens, somewhat curiously, that if we take the reciprocals

of the efflux times their progression may be represented with

considerable exactitude by a curve of the second degree. Simplicity

of treatment, and a convenient comparison of the results obtained

from each tube, may be simultaneously secured by expressing the

fluidity2 for 0° C. as unity. We therefore divide the efflux times

for 0° by those for the other temperatures, the quotients so obtained

are entered in the following table.

1 The values for (T C. marked * are extrapolated through the values

*°r 0-5°, having regard to third differences, that is to say they are deter-

mined by a curve of the third degree whose ordinates for the abscissae

°. o, 10, and 16 are respectively the corresponding efflux times in the

ftbove table. The value for 0° C. marked f is the mean determined by
two methods (a) and (6) the results differing, it happens, only 0-2 second.
The method (a) was extrapolation through the points determined by the

efflus times at 0° for tubes A, C and E divided by the similar sum for

the same tubes between the limits 5° to 45° inclusive, was multiplied into

;•" M»J sum of the times for tube D t . In regard to the legitimacy of

™w extrapolation see § 25 hereafter.
2 The fluidity/ has already been defined, § 3, as the reciprocal of the

Viscosity: the relative fluidity/' will therefore be 1 >/
multiplied by some



Relative jhtuHfi.x ,>/,Ii*till,,/ »-aler, 0° to 45" C.

from Poiseuille's experiments with glass tubes.

Temp, , Tube A. Tube C. Tubed. Tube E. Mean. < 'ompul i

1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1 -oooo

0-5 1-0136 1-0141 1-0143 10140 1O170

2-4830 2-4793 2-4762

2-7402 2-7382 2-7340

3-0170 3-0096 3-0036

15 1-5536 1-5565 1-5562 1-5621 1-5571 IM
20 1-7642 1-7716 1-7731 1-7742 1 7708 1-7730

25 1-9876 1-9955 19903 1-9943 1-9919 1-9956

30 2-2227 2-2261 2-2271 2-2295 2-2264 22300

35 2-4721 2-4803

40 2-7354 2-7357

45 3-0155 3-0069

Taking out the second differences from the column of mean

values, we find no definite law of progression, that is to say the

third differences are irregular and variable in sign. As the second

differences are small, a curve of the second degree will express the

results with considerable precision. We therefore put

/'-1 + aT + Pr* (35)

/" denoting relative fluidity, t temperature in degrees centigrade,

and a and fi the constants to be determined. The mean of the

second differences for the 5 degree intervals is 0-01174, so that

2 /3x5 2 = 0-01174 or /3-0-0002351

By subtracting from each value of the relative fluidity the corres-

ponding value /3t3 we eliminate the second term from the values

of the function, and may thus obtain that of a. This is mo*

conveniently effected by the process represented in the following

1 More accurately 0-0002348. The change to 0*000235 ia not *»*S
advantage, for when the. first term is subsequently evaluat id, the Mg
number of figures used, more exactly expresses the observed < wo -~ "

|
if the change had not been made. I venture to think that for p****

|purposes the type of solution above indicated, together with the 90j*
_

ation of the reciprocal effect of small changes in the coefficients***:

view to securing a simple numerical expression that will represent

observed values, is preferable to the usual method by least squares-



Si (/'-!)-
..<:;.;>

The application of this to the case in hand gives a = 03395. The

I herefore

f'=\ 4- 0-03395t + 0-000235r 2 (37)

The values in the final column in the above table of fluidities are

computed by this formula. With the exception of the values at

0-5° and 40° they lie between the extremes of the observed values.

The absolute values of the viscosity at 10° C. deduced from these

experiments are1

Tube A 0013124 \

: S,0-ol3010f
Mean0013103

„ E 0013252)
This mean corresponds to the value 1-3628 in the relative fluidity:

in order to make it agree with the result from the whole of the

experiments it must be corrected so as to correspond with the

value 1-3630 of the computed curve. Multiplying therefore by

the factor 1-3628/1-3630 it becomes 013101, and this is the value

of >j 10 best representing the whole of these experiments. The

mean of the thirty-two determininations at 10° C. in § 9 gave

0013107. Taking the mean of the two we have for the value of

"»j =impie expression

9
'= 1832-4(1-

exactly expresses them.
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The expression of the result to any higher order of precision would

be misleading. The general exactitude of Poiseuille's experiments

leaves little to be desired : it is to be regretted however that the

dimensions of the tubes were not obtained to a much higher degree

of accuracy, and that the character of the thermometry has not been

more explicitly stated. That it was very good is manifest both

from an examination of his memoir and from a comparison of the

results. For from (37) and (38) we have for the relations of a

variation df in relative fluidity and a variation d<\ of the viscosity

to a variation in temperature dr

df = (0-03395 + -00047 r) dr (39)

— dn= (0-000606 -0KK)00328r)dT (39a)

hence a difference of 0°. 1 will account for the difference between

the mean and computed values of the fluidity at 0°.5 and at 45°.

Moreover 0°.l will alter the last figure in the coefficient of viscosity

for 0°C. by its whole amount. To determine the viscosity to

1/1000 the measurement of the temperature at 0° C. would have

to be to within 0°.03, and at 100° to much less than 0°.01, so that

to reach a higher order of precision than Poiseuille's results seem

to indicate has been attained, will involve an attentive considera-

tion of each element in a determination, and a complete discussion

of the attainable accuracy at every stage of the processes of

Jacobson's measurements of efflux were c

brass tubes, the pressure under which the f

that of the water in the reservoir of supply.

latter

e tubes are the hends

from the weight of the



taken into consideration. 1 Hagen's values are so nearly equal to

those of later determinations that corrections were unnecessary.

The viscosity was calculated from the formula

gh oP R>

The variations of the dimensions with temperature have not been

taken into account, so that they are uncertain to the extent of

the correction + £ see section 1 8 hereinbefore : this however will

not materially affect the result, and the data are certainly not of

sufficient precision to make the matter worth consideration. The

results have been reduced from the temperatures quoted to 0° C.

by formula (38). The value of g for Konigsberg, where these

Hagenbach, I860.—Hagenbach reduced his own and other

experiments by the application of a formula, which, for C.G.S.

units and an absolute value of .,, may be written

SQL *£ T V '

This was theoretically deduced and is identical with (4) if k = m/8,

hence k should be 0140—see § 8. Hagenbach however used

*/2V, * e. 0-0992, instead. The lengths of his tubes were measured

directly, and their radii computed from the contained volumes of

mercury. 2 The acceleration of gravity is not given, but I assume
it to be about 981-0 centimetres. The value for r, at 0° C. given

hereafter, is the mean of the results for four tubes of different

Graham, 1861—Graham measured the efflux times with two

ervals of temperature, never

,
recording generally to whole

ng occasionally shewn. From

nd B, I have reduced his observed

mlts to 0-1 second. The two

; yield anything like identical values for </, the results

' Anat. u. Phva. 1801, p. 315.



c 10= c. being, for tube D ' 01 ID

•0131. I suspect that the di
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nd for tube E -0081, instead

,
which if

I

-the reduction of T to
j

i of considerable magnitude in these experiments.

Despite this, they are valuable as to some extent confirraing-

contrary to Rosencranz's measurements—the propriety of extra-
j

polating beyond its major limit, the curve expressing the results

from 0° to 45° 0. Both bulb and tube were immersed in the

heating bath, so that no dimensional temperature corrections

were required.

Rellstab, 1868.—According to the specific viscosities quoted by

Wagner,1 Rellstab's experiments give for the relative fluiditiesfor

each 5° from 0° to 50° the following values, that at 0° being 1000,

1000, 1172, 1361, 1587, 1802, 2053, 2222, 2500, 2688, 2899,

3205. These agree well with Poiseuille's values, but in the absence

of the experimental data I have been unable to apply the revised

correction for fall in pressure at the tube entrance.

Sprung, 1876.—Sprung's observations have been reduced on

the assumption that the dimensions of the tube and bulb are giv»

for the same temperature, and that the 'head' H represen

pressure in grammes per square centimetre. Sprung used

Hagenbach's correction to the pressure.2 The reservoir an

capillary being both immersed during the experiments, dimension

Bosencranz, 1877.-1877.—In Rosencranz's apparatus the reservoir**

by means of which the volume of efflux
*8S

measured, was not raised to the temperature of the liquid in the

capillary. This complicates the reduction. Let Q denote the

volume of the reservoir at the temperature for which the dim*

sions of the tube are given, and p the density of water at th»

temperature, then the effluent volume Q' at r degrees above t

temperature, the density being then p, will be

1 Wied., Annal. Bd. 18, p. 263.

2 Pogg. Annal. Bd. 159, p. 6. 3 Ibid, p. 5, 6.



£ being the coefficient of cubic dilatation. Thus, for measurements

of dimensions at all ordinary temperatures we have with ample

precision

The correction represented by the term t£ is rejected by Meyer,

in his reduction of Rosencranz's observations, as negligible1
: its

maximum value is however about 1/500, and it atfects the com-

puted values of ,/ from 4 to 7 units in the last place of tigures, viz.

the fourth.

The pressure registered by the manometer was throughout 59-3

centimetres of mercury at 18
Q

C. Meyer takes this to be of 13415

density and equivalent to a column of water of 795-6 cm. height

:

to this has to be added 9 cm., owing to the disposition of the

apparatus, thus making a total of 804-6 cm. 3 But this value for

the density is, I suspect, an error, and I have therefore recomputed

the pressure, obtaining the result 812-59 grammes per square

centimetre. The bulb measuring the influx contained 11103
grammes of water, which I take to represent a volume of 111 178

cubic centimetres at 18
3

C., the laboratory temperature. 3 The
capacities of the tubes were found by filling with mercury and the

mean radius so determined.* The reduced results can be expressed

"iey do not appear to be satisfactory either intrinsically, when
compared with Graham's observed values, or with those obtained
by extrapolating the curve given by Poiseuille's

fen Betrages wegen unterbleiben."
Ibid.

p. 397. » Ibid. p. 397.
«*. SeealSoPogg.Annal.Bd.l48,p.:
>?o was 01*54 and « 04635.
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The values given by me are obtained by interpolation: in the

original work the temperature-intervals are irregular.

Pribram and ffandl, 1878.—I have not reduced the observa-

tions of these investigators. The times of efflux are short, about

84 to 199 seconds, the temperatures are at irregular intervals from

13-9° to 56-4V

Grotrian, 1879.—The lengths of the two tubes used by Grotnan

were measured by a cathetometer to -005 cm., at what tempera-

ture is not stated, and their sections were derived from measure-

ments of their capacity.2 The content of the measuring bulb was

40-3 lfi5 grammes at 16\57 C: its capacity was evalued by

Grotrian for 28' the middle temperature in his efflux experiments.

made at about 16°. 57 I have, as is requisite, found the capacity

for that temperature, the result being 40-390 c.cm. The apparatus

was wholly submerged in the heating bath.

Slotte, 1881.—With the one tube Slotte measured the efflux

four times at each of the temperatures 10, 20, 30 and 40 degrees

C, these being registered by a corrected (justirtes) thermometer,

graduated to tenth degrees. 3 No information is given in the

account of his experiments as to the conditions under which

dimensions of his apparatus was ascertained. The apparatus and

method of using it was similar to Sprung's, hence dimensional

temperature corrections are not needed. Slotte proposed

formula by which the viscosity might be put in the form*

He used Hagenbach's

l Sitzber. Akad. Wien., Bd. 78, A

I Pogg. Annal. Bd. 160, p. 264.

» Wied. Annal. Bd. 14, p. 13.

I According +o the Chemical News, Vol. 69,
-Thorp*

and Rodgers in the Bakerian Lecture of the Royal Society, g»ve .
eif

for preferring Slotte's formula
v = c/(l +br)n - I bave not seen

paper.



Wagner, 1883.—Wagner's measurements of efflux were all with

one tube, four experiments being made at every 5° from 15* to

50*. His apparatus was similar to Wiedemann's1 and Sprung's. I

assume, as I did in reducing Slotte's work, that Wagner's dimen-

sions are evaluated for the one temperature, though definite

information on the point is not given. He used Hagenbach's

correction. In regard to the pressures, I conclude that II indicates

grammes per square centimetre.

Reynolds, 1883.—Two of the tubes used by Reynolds were

leaden pipes whose radii were 03075 and 0-635 cm. In these

the fall in pressure between two points 152-4 cm. apart was

measured by the vertical height of columns of water sustained

at those points, i.e. by the ' hydraulic gradient ' of the pipe.

Though not exactly equivalent to the fall per unit of length

expressed in grammes per square centimetre, the agreement is

sufficiently approximate in relation to the order of precision in

the data, to render the application of a correction unnecessary.

In my reductions I have assumed the acceleration of gravity to

be 981- cm. The temperatures do not appear to have been

measured with great precision so that the deduced value of ij must
be considered as merely approximate. It is worthy of remark
however that it does not differ more than 1/27 from the value

obtained from a tube (M, Poiseuille's) the area of whoBe section

*as only about 1/800000 of the larger of these tubes.

Rontgen, 1884.~The object of Rdntgen's experiments was to

ascertain the effect of pressure on the viscosity. He measured

efflux under pressures varying from 19 to 29

i
as well as those under pressures of 1 atmosphere,

the temperatures being approximately 6° and 11° C. There is

^t sufficient information to determine the absolute or relative
UI ities at these temperatures, nevertheless the effect of variations

° Pressure can be fairly well ascertained. The change in the

"Wfty With such variations is so slight that

°gg- Annal. Bd. 99, p. 221, 1856.
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loss at the entrance to the tube is sensibly the same for efflux at

constant temperatures under any pressure, 1 for the times of efflux

are very nearly equal. The results have been reduced to their

values at 6° and 11° C. by formula (37), and the higher pressures

to the value for 24 atmospheres.

Konig, 1885.—TJsing two tubes of nearly equal sectional area,

Konig made five efflux experiments between the temperatures

15-5° and 18-1° C, correcting by Hagenbach's formula. In my

reduction I have assumed g to be 980-95 : its value was not

mentions! in Konig's account of his work.

Conette, 1890.—Tn his interesting 'Etudes sur le frottement des

liquides,' Couette gives a method of observation by which the

corrections for fall in pressure at the entrances of tubes and for

their end conditions—see (12a) and (13)—are eliminated. By

means of selected capillary tube3 of equal radii, but of very

different lengths, he connects three reservoirs, through which a

'flow from a still larger reservoir is established under pressure, the

efflux through both tubes finally becoming equal. The pressures

in the three reservoirs are then measured by a manometer of three

branches. Putting y = mpq*/^* ft*), I having the same significa-

tion as in § 9, /\ denoting the fall in pressure between the

reservoirs connected by L lt and P 2 the corresponding fall between

the reservoirs connected by L
2 , we have

-y, _ 7,Rt l\. -y,

~l[ ~ "8lT L,-t,q = " «-

if, as there is reason to believe, y 1 =y a
and h=h

were possible to employ two tubes of equal radii

Couette's formula.2 But more rigorously it may be i

this is not possible
; and therefore we are involved ir

1 The difference in the correction will probably always
the unavoidable errors in the recorded times of efflux.

2 Annales de Chiinie et de Physique, 6 ser. t. 21, p. 468-



the application of Couette's method when an inequality in the

radii is known to exist. Let, as in § 12 and § 14, R x
denote the

'mean radius of efflux' of tube 1, etc.—i.e. the radius of a right

circular cylinder of equal discharge—then putting, similarly to

our previous notation,

R* = i (Ri+RS) and e =|^||
we obtain

. =IIT l\-l\ z (/\+/\)e+ 2ey
(43)

'' Sq ' ' L 1
- L,

that is, the correction I is eliminated, but not y. The term 2 e y

is probably however always negligible, but not so (Pi+P-i) e -

This result is important as shewing that when the radn are

unequal the deduced value of the viscosity depends not merely

upon the difference of pressures in the reservoirs, but also upon

their absolute amounts.

I have not from Couette's data reduced afresh the values of the

viscosity, but accepting them for the particular temperatures of

his own observation, reexpressed them for other temperatures by

formula (37).

Cohen, 1893.—Cohen's extended series of experiments, by the

efflux method, to ascertain the effect of pressure on the viscosity

d liquids, cannot be used to obtain absolute measures, as only the

approximate dimensions of his tube, 1 and of the fall in pressure

therein," are given. In his own reduction his times are uncorrected

and although this does not sensibly affect the results, for the

ted out in referring to Rimtgen's experiments, the

riments seemed well worth rigorous reduction. For

* the reduction of the times, the volume of efflux

given—may be computed from the known value o

g
/', by (•"•) we must use

aula is of course derived by substituting for Q
2 in (5)il

equivalent in terms of the other quantities, supposed know
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k
*-r«*T -r^

which is quite satisfactory tdnce the correctivee term is small.

22. The value o/ Vo.—The value of 1:lu-visc<>sity of v,^ateraO'C.

—viz. >, =o-ouF86 formula , (38) correspondssig to 7710
== 0-013103,

and deduced by a rigorous reduction o I Poiseuillle's effliix measure-

j—is amocg the smallest of those obtained from the experi-

ments of different observers, see the second table of § 6. This is

j

probably attributable to the fact that, of all tubes of equal

sectional area, the right circular cylinder gives the greatest

discharge, whence it follows that where the radii have been

computed from the measurements of capacity on an erroneous
|

assumption of that form, the departures therefrom must necessanly,

as shewn, in § 11 to § 16, give values greater than the true one.

Poiseuille's tubes seem to have been the only ones whose sections

were measured directly, and at several points along the axes,

consequently it is to be expected that the value of % deduced

from his experimental data by the application of corrections for

the departure from the circular cylindrical form, will be approxi-

mately the minimum. Its smallness, as compared with the resu

of other observers whose data do not include material for these

corrections, in no way diminishes our confidence in it as a relia

value, and one really representing, in numerical form, a physic*

property of water; whereas in regard to the larger values one very

properly suspects that had such data been to hand, the appropriate

corrections, then possible, would have made the results more

accordant, since they are always negative in sign. At the sa

time we do not prefer the smallest value because errors o

measurement, either of dimensions, pressures or times, areas U e J

to be negative as positive.

For purposes of comparison the following values of the viscos

at 0° C. have been recomputed from the original data, usl

Boussinesq'a value for m in (5), the reduction to 0° being * *

by multiplying by the relative fluidity /'—formula (37)-

temperatures quoted are those of the experiments.



Viscosity of Distills! \\',<t>r it 0" C, computed from the efflux

various investigators.

Temp.

Grotrian 1879 2

Slotte 1881 4

Wagner 1883 4

Reynolds 22 lead

Konig 1885 5 glass

Couette 1890 2

white met

23. The relativefluidities of distilled v
for temperature 0° to 50" C—Small en

t ordinary pressures

* prejudice but slightly the reduction of the relative fluidities,

•smuch as they atfect only the correction for the fall of pressure

the entra»ce of the tube. That the dimensions given are, with
1 excePtion of Graham's, sensibly correct, is evident from the

t that the absolute values of the viscosity derived from them

> identical. The results however do not exhibit as

i agreement as one might perhaps have expected. The
Va Ue for °° C - has been taken as 1000 instead of unity.

I'TtWt »



e Fluidities of Distilled Water 0" to 50" C, computed f:

the efflux measurements of various investigators.

1000 1000 1000 1000

1363 1364 1373 1366 1363 ...

1557 1582« 137.-) 1566 1557 2 1563, ... 1568

1771 1802 1791 1775 1705 , ... 17G7 1795

1992 2053 1990 1983 2001 i 1996, ... 2002

2226 2272 2 207 221s 2227 3 ... 2213 2263

2479 2535 2152 2457 2511 2494. ... 2500

2738 2781 27nii 2 7 u:> 2721 2 2728 1 2719 276--

3010 3041 2985 2957 2944

3285* 3337 327!) 3218 ... 3213

-* Denotes thai the val trap, ,1a ted. The small numbers

denote the nuniberuf < whirh the value is based.

uille : Gd = Graham, tube D : G ham, tube E: S = Sprung:

rian, tube 1 : Gii = Gro trian, titbe 2: Sl = Slotte: W- Wag^r.

'he relative fluidities of distilled water for temperature

above 50
D C—So far as I am aware, only two observers have given

measurements from which the fluidity for temperatures above 50 G

can be ascertained, viz. Graham and Rosencranz. Meyer, who

reduced Rosencranz's data, concludes that above 50° the &$%
is related to the temperature by a linear function, viz.

A-/, (i + *T)

but Graham's results do not tend to confirm this view. In

g|
table hereunder, the design of which is to illustrate this point, the

first column P* contains the values of the fluidity obtained by

extrapolation from the results of Poiseuille's experiments, fornvul*

(37): the second and third columns those of Graham with tubes

D and E, his measurements being made at the temperatures quote*

the final column R*, contains the values roughly interpolated

from Rosencranz's measurements. 1 The fluidity at 0° C. is take
rements. 1 The fluidity i

interpolations
y represented by :



Relative Fluidities of Distilled

Temp. P# Gd

90 596 . . ... 546

The results indicate that the form of the curve best representing

the relative fluidity, is not well determined for temperatures above

50°, and that further experiments are required. Probably it will

he found that a in formula (37) must be slightly increased and (3

diminished.

mperature of25. Relative fluidity of distilled wat

maximum density.—The curve of rel

density 4
3

C. as will be seen from

temperatures 0° to 10
J

C.

ative fluidity

temperature <

the following

Temp. pa p Pe Gd
0° 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
05 - 1014 1014 ...

1022

1061 1039 ... 1050

1091 1076 .. 1084

565 1367 1364 1373 1366 1360

?e, are results from Poiseuille's tubes A, O and

mi's tul es D and E ; and S from Sprung's.

ilues obtained by assuming that the fluidit

I given by the expression 1000 + 36-5 T
,

fr(



those in the last column—the means—we obts

Temp. 0° 0-5 0-61234
Diffi 0-4 + 13 + 11 + 10 + 11

that is the differences are generally positive

The curve best representing the mean values !

the form
/'T =1000(l+ar-£'T

2
)

between these limits, and since from 5° to 45° C. the secon i

coefficient ft was positive—formula (37)—there is an inaexionm I

the curve. To determine the point of inflexion, extremely accurate

measurements of the viscosity would be necessary. The change

in the form of the curve from 0° to 5° somewhat vitiates the

extrapolation—though it be for only a half degree—by which the

efflux time for 0° C. was obtained in § 20.

oftheflui'tity with pressure. _The effect of

pressure is to increase the fluidity or to diminish the viscosity,
a I

least for temperatures under 30° C. 1 This is best shewn by Cohens I

method of expressing the value at each temperature for one I

atmosphere as unity : in this way the results become indepen e I

of the relative fluidities for the different temperatures.* *

values for a pressure of 24 atmospheres are from Rontgen's,*
11 I

those for higher pressures from Cohen's experiments.
3

Effect of Pressure on Fluidity at 15' C, according to Cohens

Experiments.

Atmos. = 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 1
j

I. +0072 0127 0150 0219 0208 o23° ^
II. +-0051 0126 0161 0223 0258 °245 -^
HI. +-0047 0152 0239

°"

Mean + -0057 0127 0154 0221 0233 0239 0237 «-

3 Cohen— VVied.

cannot be accurately d

ilways identical with Cohen's



The only anomalous result in the above table is that for 700

atmospheres ; the value is probably too small.

Effect of Pressure on the Fluidity at various Temperatures,

according to Kontgen's and Cohen's experiments.

Temp. Pressure in Atmospheres.

C. 24 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 900

1° 0215 0327 0670

1F + -0197

15° 0057 0127 0154 0221 0233 0239 0237 0277

23^ 0047 0077 0100

Note.—The fluidity under a pressure of one atmosphere is unity for

each temperature : that at any other pressure is 1 + the decimal in the
table.

The available information is insufficient for the deduction of a

general formula expressing the fluidity as a function of temperature

and pressure, for as pointed out by Cohen it is yet undetermined

whether at higher temperatures the viscosity instead of being

diminished by pressure, is increased. 1

27. The value of the viscosity by the rotating cylinder method.—
The values of the viscosity of water as found by other methods
have differed greatly from that obtained by the efflux method. In
a recent investigation by Brodmann, this difficulty though not

completely is at any rate partially resolved. From experiments

type («) § 1, using three cylinders of different sizes,
2 he obtains

the following values (i) and (ii) for the viscosity at 15° C. respec-

ive'y from the smallest and middle, and smallest and greatest

* Poiseuille's value (iii.) as deduced herein

' comparison

(i.) ,
/l5

= 0-01265 ± 000049
(ii.) >

hfi
= 001 228 ± 000011

(in.) ,
/l5
= 0-01143
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IV.—Indications for a further Determination.

28. Apparatus.—Some observations in regard to the general

disposition and dimensions of apparatus for a further determina- f

tion by the efflux method of the viscosity constant, may not be
|

inappropriate in concluding this examination of the subject,
j

Fig. 4 indicates the general arrangement of the essential parts
j

best adapted to the purposes of accurate measurement1—it is

|

essentially Poiseuille's. The pipe P is connected with the sourc*

of pressure—compressed air contained in a large reservoir in

Poiseuille's experiments,—continuous with it is the pipe M com-
.

municating with the manometer. When the cock-valves K and I

are turned the pressure compels the contained liquid in the
j

reservoir bulb V, to flow through the tube JA, the capillary Al

and the efflux tube B E, whence it emerges into the water in the

heating bath W, carefully maintained at constant temperature

and height, the temperature—that at which the viscosity is to °e

determined—being measured by the thermometers T, T. l be

tubes JA and B E ought to be of the same diameter, and the

terminals A and B of the capillaries may if possible be inserted

well within them. The small bulb U is intended to hold sufficient

liquid to permit the flow to be thoroughly established under t e

general conditions of an experiment, before the measurement

actually commences, and, with the rest of the apparatus mention^

is wholly submerged in the heating bath. R is a microscope-*

short-focus telescope—for noting the instant at which the base

of the concave surface of the fluid crosses the line / on the tu

This microscope after the observation has been made should be

lowered exactly the distance IJ, so as to observe the instant

o

passage across the line at J, the interval between the two betfg

the time of efflux (T). A chronographic record of these ins*"

is the more satisfactory.

The valves K and L should be closed immediately on the term*

ation of an experiment, so that impurities may not enter^

The figu. ,it,lyt
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capillary. It is almost unnecessary to say that the water used in

the flow should be most carefully freed from organic particles.

The pressure and temperature, which should be sensibly constant,

ought to be read at intervals during the efflux, and also the height

of the surface of the water in the heating vessel above I and J at

its commencement and termination, the latter in order to afford

material for correcting the pressures registered in the manometer.

The terminals A B of the capillary must be set exactly horizontal,

say by means of a cathetometer, and the parts K to A and B to E
firmly connected with the heating vessel, in such a way however

as to permit of their adjustment—not shewn in Fig. i.

The tube BE serves to ensure constancy in the terminal con-

dition of the efflux. It should be mentioned that the method of

allowing the effluent to drop from the tube terminal is unsatis-

i to the immediate data of an experiment are:

—

(ffl) Corrections of the thermometers.

(6) Reduction of the pressure registered in the manometer on

account of the pressure conditions in the apparatus.

In regard to (a) if we propose a precision of a higher order than

1 m a 1000, we must read to -001 degree C, and therefore must
follow the methods of rigorous thermometry. With respect to

(ty-if the bulb V be symmetrical in form, then since the general

h«ight of the water in the bath is not sensibly altered by the

addition thereto by the efflux, we have—putting /* for the height

the w»ter surface above / at the beginning of the experiments
and h ' for the similar height above J at the end—for the mean
pressure



H the density of the mercury therein, and p that of the water, both

at their own temperatures at the time of the measurement. 1

in bulb or capillary is needed, but these must be given for a

The only further corrections then are :—(c) the correction for

fall of pressure at the entrance of the capillary, (d) that for fall

in pressure producing the flow in the tube JA and B E, and (e) a

possible correction to the length of the tube to equate the terminal

resistances—§ 9. Of these (c) and (e) have been already fully

discussed : (d) only requires attention. Let R and S denote

respectively the radii of the capillary and supply tube, and L and

Z their lengths, then the fall in pressure ps in the tubes JA+BE

*>• -(Iff*. m
This must be so small as to be practically negligible.

29. Dimensions of apparatus.—The general principle which

determines the relation of the several parts of the apparatus is

that the resultant precision should be uniform throughout. The

following measurements are merely suggestions as to a suitable

size for the essential parts : they serve also the purpose of illus-

trating the application of the above principle. We shall assume

for g the value 980-6 cm. and for ,i 13-5958.

Pressure in manometer #=100 cm. mercury: hence /' = 1333200

Radius of capillary ^ = 001 cm. Length L = 50 cm.

Bulb V in Fig. i Q = 50 ccm< Rad< bu ib 2-28 cm. about

Supply tube not less than S= 0-1 cm. Total length ^=25 cm. say



rapid to allow of a record to a small fraction of a second, 1 whereas

the total time of efflux is more than 8000 seconds or over two

hours. The correction of the efflux time for fall in pressure at

the entrance of the tube is about 24900 sec. jT, or about l/2700th

for 0° C—formula (5)—or the correction to be applied to the

deduced viscosity about ,0445/2T—formula (40)—so that a small

unceitunty ^ to its proper magnitude will not greatly vitiate

the result.

The volume of the bulb V would be ascertained readily and

with sufficient accuracy from its capacity, by using quicksilver.

The measurement on the accuracy of which the result mainly

depends is the capillary radius, 0-1 millimetre. To obtain its

value to considerably under 1/10000 th part2 is not an easy task.

The whole volume of the tube represents only 0-214 gramme of

mercury, so that on this element of the work— -i.e. the evaluation

of the ' mean radius of efflux ' of the tube—by far the greatest

expenditure of effort to attain precision will be required. This

applies when the absolute determination of the viscosity is

req r 1

The following series of experiments seems to me to meet the

requirements of a thorough determination :

Temp, every 5°, 10°- 95° C; H = 100; L = 50

every 0°.5, 0° - 10' C. H = 50; L = 50

and H = 100 ; L = 25

also at 4 C. II = 100, 50, and 25 ; L = 00

and II = 100 L = 50, 25 and 12 5

•"ometry and generally good manipulation, to satisfactorily settle

1 The supply tube may he of any convenient size, but it is always

viewed by the microscope R. If constricted great care should be taken
that the constricted diameters are equal so that the concavity of the water
may be the same at each point.

2
Corresponding to a precision of over 1/2500 tb.

J-Julj3,1895.



the value of the constant, and determine with precision the iorm

of its variation with temperature. 1

1 I regret that the pressure of other duties prevents me from under-

taking this task, and of availing myself of the very kind offer of the

Professor of Physics—Eichard Threlfall, ji.a.—to place the resources of

his laboratory at the University of Sydney at my disposal for this pur-

pose. I may be permitted also to express my thanks to that gentleman

for some critical observations on the first two parts of this paper.

Ox the PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION of the VENOM of thk

AUSTRALIAN BLACK SNAKE (Pseudechis porphyriacns).

By C. J. Martin, b.sc, m.b. Lond.

(From the Physiological Laboratory of the University of Sydney.)

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, July 3, 1S95.]

The mechanisms associated with the life of higher animals are so

complicated and at the same time so interdependent, that it is

always a matter of extreme difficulty to ascertain, with anything

approaching to precision, which part or parts of the intricate

machinery are influenced by the introduction of a disturbing

element from without. When such disturbing element in the

form of a poison is introduced, the observer can see without

difficulty the end result, but the unravelling of the process requires

the closest observation and the assistance of every method of

analysis known to the physiologist. Even then, how far we are

from a complete understanding of the process ! Our conception

-of the method of operation of any particular poison is necessarily

limited by the present condition of physiological science, and the

most an observer working in any particular corner of this gre*

field can do, is to attempt to bring the level of knowledge of the

particular phenomena he is studying up to that of the science

generally, and perhaps to elucidate in some small way by obser-



vations on particular cases, the larger problems with which

physiology is concerned.

The research, the results of which form the subject of this paper,

was conducted entirely by experiments upon the lower animals.

Conclusions as to exact physiological action drawn from the

observation of cases of snake-bite in the human subject, while of

great importance, are necessarily unsatisfactory owing to ignorance

and want of control of so many factors concerned. When con-

fronted with a case of snake-bite our principal duty is to treat

the patient, and although we may carefully observe clinical

symptoms, the employment of those more accurate analytical

methods which can be performed on the lower animals, is im-

possible. Another disadvantage is that no single observer can

hope to witness a sufficient number of cases of snake-bite, but

must base his conclusions to a large extent upon the observations

of others.

On the other hand, it is true, that it is a mere inference that

results obtained upon lower animals can be applied to man.

Nevertheless when one considers the identity of mechanism which

underlies what differences do exist, together with the fact that the

higher mammalia react to snake poisons with striking similarity

to mankind, the inference would not appear to be an unfair one.

II.—Methods of Introduction of the Venom.

Venom may enter the body by a variety of channels. The time

of onset and the train of symptoms vary according to the rapidity

of its absorption. Usually in cases of snake-bite the poison is

deposited in the subcutaneous tissues, whence it reaches the

general circulation principally by absorption through the blood-

vessels. In some experiments I made with the object of determin-

mS the relative absorption through the blood-vessels directly, and

trough the lymphatics, I found that the symptoms of poisoning

*ere not appreciably delayed by previous ligature of the thoracic

duct. The poison was in each case injected into the subcutaneous
tlssue of the thigh. The venom is more rapidly absorbed when
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introduced into a serous sac, such as the pleural or peritoneal

cavity, and its effects are most rapidly manifested when it is

introduced directly into a vein. Absorption of venom takes place

from such mucous surfaces as the corneal conjunctiva.

Whether venoms can he absorbed by the mucous membrane of

the alimentary canal has been much discussed. Weir Mitchell

came to the conclusion from numerous experiments on pigeons,

that Crotalus-venom was not absorbed from the crop. If however

abrasions were artificially produced, symptoms of poisoning result-

ing in death occurred. Fayrer2 and Richards, 3 on the other

hand, found cobra-venom was absorbed to some extent, from the

alimentary canal. Mitchell has confirmed these statements of

Fayrer and Richards, but found that absorption through this

I have repeated Mitchell's experiments, to determine whether

Pseudechis venom was absorbed from the alimentary canal. In

my own experiments I used rats instead of pigeons.

Two white rats were fed daily for one week on bread and

milk, containing one hundred times a fatal dose of venom,

supposing it to have been administered subcutaneously. At

the end of the week both rats were in excellent health. Within

half an hour after partaking of the last poisoned meal, the

mucous membrane of the stomach of one of them was artificial J

abraded. This rat died in two hours thirty-five minutes after-

wards with the usual symptoms of snake poisoning. SillU *

abrasions produced in a rat on unpoisoned diet were folio*

by no untoward symptoms. The whole of the foeces of toe"

rats were collected and examined for venom. The filtrate
*»

treated with a large excess (ten volumes) of absolute alcohol, and

the precipitate which formed allowed to remain under
j

*

alcohol fourteen days. The precipitate was then extracted *J

1 Researches upon the venoms of poisonous serpents."-Smithson*n

Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. xxvi.

2 " Thanatophidia of India."—Churchill, London, 1872.

3 " On the nature of snake poison and its action on the blood-"



dilute saline solution. The extract which contained some

proteid'was quite harmless when injected under the skin of

If any quantity of the venom had heen absorbed by the rata

from the amount contained in their meals, they must have shown

symptoms, and had the feces contained any of the venom, symptoms

of poisoning would have occured in the small animals injected ,

with the last saline extract, for Pseudechis venom is unaltered by

sojourn under absolute alcohol. Accordingly, one must conclude

that the venom was either not absorbed, or if so only to a small

extent, and that the greater part was destroyed in the alimentary

canal. The venom is destroyed by artificial pancreatic digestion,

and that the same happens in the intestine is extremely probable.

The toxic properties of this venom are however not destroyed by

artificial gastric digestion, and the results of the experiments on

the rats show that the poison exists in the stomach in an active

condition. The walls of this organ are lined by a continuous

layer of living epithelium cells, and cannot be reckoned with as

if they were composed of a dead membrane. Indeed there is

abundant evidence to show that in the process of absorption from

the alimentary canal physical processes (osmosis, diffusion) are

overborne by physiological ones, 1 and that the lining cells exercise

a selective control over the process of absorption. 2 The toxic

Proteicls of some of the infectious diseases also, are not absorbed

from the alimentary canal, for Tizzoni has shown that the most

virulent tetanus toxines produce no ill effects when administered

y the mouth. Absorption does however probably occur to a

11 te t t)r the remaining white rat, was after the lapse of

a week, injected with one and a half times a lethal dose of venom,
from the effects of which it recovered after suffering slight malaise.

iLeubuscher, Jenaische Zeitschrift, Bd. xviii., 1885; Eohmann,

SftS
ArCMV- Bd ' XU - 1887 ;

Heidenhain, ibid., Bd. xliii., 1888; Bd.

El
TapPeiner

' Wien - Sitzungsberichte, Bd. lxxvii., Abtheil. hi., 1878;

c
ms

' Journ
- of Physiol., xin., 1892; v. Mehring, Verhand. d. xii-,

Sress f. innere Med z Wiesbaden, 1893, p. 471.
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This resistance may be accounted for by the immunising effect of

the absorption of small quantities of venom from its food during

the previous week.

Before considering the experimental results obtained upon

animals it is necessary to emphasise the fact that the effects of a

venom introduced directly into the circulation may be very

different to those which follow subcutaneous inoculation. These

differences although no doubt essentially dependent upon the

varying rapidity with which the poison reaches the blood, are from

the peculiar nature of its action on this fluid, of such a kind as to

be misleading. On reference to the portion of this paper devoted

to the consideration of the action of snake-poison on blood-plasma

it will be seen that the venom of Pseudechis if introduced with

sufficient rapidity into the circulation, occasions extensive intra-

vascular clotting. The venom may reach the blood with a rapidity

adequate to cause thrombosis, either when directly introduc

into the circulation or if subcutaneously injected in sufficient

quantity in a situation favourable for absorption.

When one sees an animal, within a few seconds or minute

after the introduction of the poison, seized with convulsions ove

which artificial respiration has no influence, and closely follow*1

by death or a condition of profound depression, one might naturally

imagine that the poison had exerted its influence directly «P°

the nervous system. In the case of such symptoms following

introduction of the venom of the species of u

have hitherto examined, such a supposition

just prior to death, venous system

Intravascular clotting is also in my opinion the explanation

the convulsions which have been observed by Wall1 and others,

to rapidly follow the introduction of viperine venom into mamffl^

and which form such a marked feature in the experiments ^



the venoms of this class of snakes. Such early convulsions must

not be confused with those due to failure of the respiration, which

immediately precede death from cobra poisoning.

With subcutaneous injection, the venom does not, as a rule,

reach the blood with sufficient rapidity to occasion any extensive

thrombosis, but under these circumstances the blood is found to

have its coagulability greatly diminished or lost. These opposite

conditions are in reality two phases of the same operation.

As thrombosis in different regions of the circulation produces a

great variety of sudden and surprising effects, which are generally

absent after subcutaneous injection of the poison, the comparison

of results obtained by the two methods of introduction of venom

III.—Action op Venom on the Blood and Blood Vessels.

Through whatever channel the poison may be absorbed it sooner

or later reaches the blood stream, and is distributed thereby

through all the tissues and organs of the body. Accordingly it is

necessary to ascertain in the first place what changes it may

occasion in the blood itself. Without such knowledge it would

be impossible to differentiate those effects produced on the various

organs of the body which are to be attributed to the primary

operation of the poison from those which are secondary to its

interference with the normal constitution of the blood.

When the literature of this part of the subject is examined, one

notices the entirely different results obtained by observers experi-

menting with various kinds of snake poison. Cobra poison would

SPear to exert little effect upon the blood, but that it does have

W>me action is evidenced by the fluidity of the latter in the human

object, after death from cobra-bite. Occasionally too, the mucous

discharges from the body are stained with blood. These blood

change are however relatively unimportant, and if an animal

6UFVlves the nervous symptoms it at once passes into a condition

0f comP^te health. With the poison of the viperidse, and to a

less exte»t with that of most colubrines, other than cobras, the
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blood and blood vessels are considerably affected. These changes

in the blood include both the corpuscular element and the plasma,

and also that little known relationship which normally obtains

between the blood and its containing vessels.

{a)—Effect of venom on blood corpuscles, in vitro.

Brunton and Fayrer1 were unable to discover any change in

the blood corpuscles of mammalia, when their blood was mixed

with a solution of cobra poison in isotonic salt solution, except

an occasional crenation of the corpuscles which might have been

due to some concentration of the salt solution by evaporation.

Ragotzi, 2 however, who has more recently experimented with

cobra venom, found that it produced considerable changes on the

corpuscles. He says—" Saugerthierbliit war stets verandert, sei

es, dass man das Gift subcutan injicirt hatte oder eine GiftlosuDg

dem Brute zusetzte. In beiden Fallen war die Tendenz zor

Rollenbildung vollkommen verschwnnden. Die Blutkorperclien

waren nur zum geringeivn Tli-ii normal. Die meisten batten

ihre biconcave Gestalt mit einer biconvexen vertauscht. Diese

Veranderung trat augenblichlich ein, wenn man einer normal*

Blutprobe unter dem Mikroskop ein Tropchen Giftlosung (in 6°/

NaCl) zusetzte. Eine vollstanclige Auflosung der Saugethier

blutkorperchen durch Zusatz von Najagift kam erst nach mehreren

Stunden zu Stande.

Setzte man dagegen zu einer normalen Froschblutprobe etwas

Gift zu, so blassten fast, augenblicklich die korperchen ab ;

das

stroma wurde vollkommen unaichtbar bezw. aufgelost. Der Kem

blieb noch einige Zeit erhalten. Das aufgeloste Blut besass

zunachst noch die oxyhamoglobinstreifen, doch verschwandeo

dieselben nach einiger Zeit, wahrend die Losung noch ihre rotbe,

klare Farbe beibehielt (die zum Zusatze verwendete Giftlos"°g

reagirte vollkommen neutral)."

1 Proc. Eoy. Soc. Lond.



Weir Mitchell and Reichert1 found that in a drop of mammalian

blood mixed with " a minute quantity " of crotalus venom the

activity of the leucocytes absolutely ceased. The red corpuscles

lost their biconcave form and became spherical and sticky, so that

they adherred together in strings. Ultimately the haemoglobin

dissolved out and they became invisible. "When pigeon's blood

puscles appeared to undergo a rapid necrotic change, which finally

gave rise to a gram terial which was seen float-

ing in large quantities between the corpuscles.

Feoktistow2 who worked with the venoms of Crotalus and Pelias

hems found that 2% solutions of these venoms produced dissolu-

tion of the corpuscles after 18-24 hours.

The first animal the blood of which J submitted to the action of

Reudeehia venom was the frog. A drop of frog's blood was mixed

with an equal bulk of a -7% solution of NaCl containing -1% of

venom. The mixture was made on a slide, and speedily covered

with a cover glass and the edges smeared with oil to prevent con-

centration of the salt solution by evaporation. Within a few

moments a disintegration of the red cells occurred. They lost

their shape, their nuclei became apparent, and the haemoglobin

dissolved out ; afterwards they appeared larger and circular, and

became more and more indistinct, until finally nothing could be

seen of them, but shrivelled granular nuclei. These shrivelled

mmlei soon began to swell, the granules became less distinguish-

able and eventually disappeared. The disappearance of the red

cells was so complete that at the end of fifteen minutes there was

nothing except the slight colouration of the field, to distinguish

the P^paration from one of lymph.

The action on the white cells was much slower. For the first

^en minutes I could discover no change in them, but they

2

Zoc
- «*• p. H3.

OrU
Ueber ^ WirkunS &* Schlangengiftes auf den thierischen

S^17^
mUS-"~M,?moires de l'Acad. imp. d. Sc. de S. Petersburg, VIL«



exhibited no amoeboid movem ents. At the end of this time the

nuclei in some of them were very distinct, as if fixed by acetic

acid. They then became hitensely granular, and soon began to

swell and their outlines to grow ' less distinct until they disappeared,

leaving a small heap of gramales to mark their grave. During

this time, control specimens siituated under similar circu instances

showed no change, and the leucocytes were exhibiting active

amoeboid movements.

The action of the poison oii the corpuscles of pigeon's boodis

similar to the above, but the dissolution of the red cells, with

i proceeds more slowly.

The blood corpuscles of different mammals present remarkable

diversity in their power of resisting the destructive effects of the

venom. Dog's blood is much more sensitive to this action of the

venom than that of any other animal I have experimented with.

The readiness with which the corpuscles of this animal are des-

troyed approaches that of the frog.

Some idea of the small quantity of venom which is necessary

to determine the destruction of the red corpuscles of dogs maybe

gathered from the fact that if 1 c.c. of fresh defibrinated blood

be mixed with an equal volume of -9% NaCl solution containing

•0000002 gramme of venom, and allowed to stand for four hours

at the temperature of the laboratory (15° C.) the serum winch

covers the corpuscles becomes deeply stained with haemoglobin,

and if a little of the sediment be examined under the microscope,

numbers of crystals of haemoglobin are to be seen, together with

some corpuscles. A control specimen under similar circumstances,

except that the salt solution contained no venom, showed the

corpuscles to be well preserved and the serum was only slightly

tinged with haemoglobin.

If the concentration of venom in the solution be increased, *

the blood be kept at body temperature, the haemoglobin dissoH*

out much more readily, and in a few hours no corpuscles can be
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Haemoglobin which has been dissolved out of the corpuscles

under the influence of the venom possesses a more than ordinary

tendency to crystallize, as is exemplified by the following experi-

ment :— 10 c.c. of defibrinated blood of a dog were poured into

a dry test-tube containing -0001 gramme of venom, and placed

in an incubator at 38' C. over-night. When examined in the

morning the contents of the tube were solid with haemoglobin

crystals, so that the mass could only be removed with a spoon.

The haemoglobin in the crystals was in part converted into

methaemoglobin. A solution of well washed crystals showed the

absorption spectrum of methaemoglobin as well as oxyhaemoglobin,

so that it would appear that both derivatives of haemoglobin were

present together in the crystals. As time went on, the amount of

oxyhaeinoglobin in the crystals diminished and that of methaemo-

globin increased.

This conversion of oxyhaeinoglobin into methaemoglobin does

not occur under the influence of the venom itself but is due to

organisms. It occurred in all the control tubes which were not

sterile, but took place in these much later than in those that con-

tained venom. This is probably to be explained by a much greater

growth of the organisms in the blood which had received a small

admixture of venom. I shall presently show that venom destroys

the power possessed by normal serum to inhibit the growth of

some micro-organisms, which would explain why they should

grow more readily in those test tubes to which venom had been

Ti, e process of corpuscle destruclion can be observed on

under th e microscope, in the same way as with frog s bloc

W|„,n mixed with salt solution (:ontaining '01 of vei torn t

is markedly coloured with hae moglobin after thirty minute

In t vo hours the corpuscles are largely destroyed, am 1 in b

hours ; nave entirely vanished and numerous crystals of liaeuloglob

are S("em They do not swell up, biit become globular, the

Rlobiia passes c>ut of them and the stromata become less i
and le

dittii'guishable
i until they can no h>nger be discerned.
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As I shall presently point out the same extensive destruction

of corpuscles occurs when the venom is injected into dogs in

quantities of -0001 gramme per kilogramme of the animal's weight

or even less. The lowest limit of concentration necessary to pro-

duce this destruction is about the same both within the body and

in vitro, viz.:—-00001 gramme of venom per 100 CO. of blood.
1

The corpuscles of rabbits, guinea-pigs, cats, and white rats are

much less easily destroyed by the venom than those of dogs, and

human blood is particularly resistant to its action. A concentra-

tion of venom of -005% produced no destruction of corpuscles in

my own blood, even when this was kept at body temperature.

When the strength of the venom was increased much beyond this

amount, disintegration of corpuscles occurred, but proceeded slowly.

The disparity in the amount of blood destruction following

injection of the venom into animals of different species, produces

a corresponding variation in symptoms, and is associated with*

marked difference in their susceptibility to the occurrence of

intravascular clotting. Dogs are, weight for weight, about ten

times as sensitive to this action of the poison as any other mammal

with which I h expe n e t 1

(b)—Examination of the blood of animals after the injection of

The injection of much above a minimum fatal dose of venom

produces some destruction of red corpuscles in every animal with

which I have experimented. When dogs are the animals used,

however, destruction of red corpuscles is very considerable even

with one-fifth a minimum fatal dose, and the escaped haemoglobin

presents the same increased tendency to crystallize as I have des-

cribed to be the case in vitro. The haemoglobin crystallizes
even

within the body. The urine nearly always contains such crystals,

and on three occasions an animal has died two or three days after

the injection of the poison with suppression of urine, and micro-

~^^^^^^on I have assumed thaTone-thirteenth
of

me animal's weight consisted of blood.—(Welcker)
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scopic examination of the kidneys has shown the tubules to be

completely blocked with haemoglobin crystals.

Haemoglobinuria is a frequent symptom with animals of other

species, except with minimal or sub-minimal doses.

Professor Halford and Dr. Ralph many years ago noticed

changes in the corpuscular elements of the blood of animals

which had died from the bite of the Australian tiger-snake

(Hoplocephalus curtus). Their attention was particularly drawn

to the enormous number of leucocytes together with granular

debris present under these circumstances. They described the

leucocytes as frequently heaped together like masses of grapes.

Halford also described some large transparent nucleated cells

which he found in the blood of animals eight to twelve hours

subsequent to death from snake-bite, but which were not present

immediately after that event. Halford at one time attached

considerable importance to these cells, which are indeed swollen

leucocytes, the condition of which must be attributed

They ted

out by Dr. Ralph, of Kew, Victoria, also seen in the blood of

animals poisoned by prussic acid, when it is examined at a similar

interval after death and cannot therefore be considered as patho-

gnomonic of snake poisoning.

On examining the blood

death from the injection c

those cases which have su

injection, always found inc

the occasional gathering to

of animals, immediately subsequent to

f Pseudechis poison I have, except in

numbed within a few hours after the

rease in the number of leucocytes and

gether of these in grape like masses.

(«)—Observations on the number of corp ucles after injection of

To obtain a measure of the extent to which the red cells are

destroyed, and also of the progress of the leucocytes, under the

influence of Pseudechis poison, I have made a series of observations

on the number of both the red and the white corpuscles present

in the circulating blood before, and at different periods subsequent

to the injection of the poison.



he animals used were dogs and in all cas,es the number of the

corpuscles was diminished. The ditninution commenced

ctly the poison reached the circulation, and progressed to such

rt'diK-t 'I within a ft

As regards the leucocytes, I expected to obtain evidence of some

degree of leucocytopenia immediately following the injection of

the poison, and preceding the onset of the leucocytosis which had

been observed in the later stages of poisoning. I was surprised

however to find that when the venom was introduced directly

into the circulation a great decrease in the number leucocytes,

amounting in many cases almost to their complete disappearance,

occurred immediately after the injection. This disappearance of

the leucocytes from the circulating blood was, however, only

temporary, and, in a time varying from one-half to five hours,

their number in samples of blood slowly increased until it reached

and often far exceeded the quantity originally present. I h»ve

always observed this extensive diminution in the number of the

leucocytes in those cases where the poison was introduced directly

into the circulation.

Such a sudden disappearance of leucocytes from the circulation

is not, however, peculiar to snake venom. A precisely similar

result has been observed to follow the intravenous injection of

peptone (albumoses), and Sampson Himmelstjema, 1 a pupil of

Alexander Schmidt, attributed the diminished coagulability

peptone blood to this absence of leucocytes. Low it
2 and Wrjg

have also drawn attention to the same fact. Both of these authors

were of opinion that the diminution of leucocytes was to

accounted for by active leucolysis. Leucocytes are, however, no

disintegrated in vitro by solutions of venom or of peptone of &f
greater concentration than they would ever encounter in the cir-

cumstances under which these bodies were injected intojheve^

1 Inaug. Diss. Dorpat, 1882.
2 Stud, zur Physiol, u Path, des Blutes, Jena, 1892.

3 Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond., Vol. lii., 1893.



Rieder1 has, on the other hand suggested, and Bruce2 has

adduced evidence to show, that these cells are not destroyed but

only temporarily withdrawn from the circulation, and are to be

found crowding the tissues of the liver, lungs, and medulla of

bone. A similar temporary disappearance has also been found

to follow the intravenous injection of a variety of other bodies

among which may be mentioned nucleo-albumens, 3 nuclein,4 tuber-

culin,5 bacterial proteins, 6 and carmine in suspension. 7 With all

these bodies the leucocytopenic phase is soon followed by one in

which the number of leucocytes is increased.

The cause of this disappearance of leucocytes after intravenous

injections of venom, I am inclined for the following reasons to

attribute to their collection in the tissues, and not to their rapid

destruction :

—

(1) Solutions of venom one thousand times as strong as any they

could possibly come in contact with in the blood-stream, under

the conditions of the experiment, exert no disintegrating effect

(2) It is almost inconceivable that the rapidity of their dis-

appearance and reappearance can be explained, if one supposes

them to be destroyed. In one of my experiments, a sample of blood

taken immediately after the venom injection was so devoid of

white cells, that it was necessary to search through many hundred

squares of the haemocytoineter in order to find one ;
whereas a

a sample of blood taken fifteen minutes after from the same

animal contained nearly as large a number as was found previous

to the injection.

(3) Sections of the organs especially the liver and lungs appear

any accurate quantitative observations.)

Kenntniss d. Leucocytose, Leipzig,
? Proc. Roy. „
5

Halliburton
* Horbaczew

p., 1894.
; Brodie—Journ. of Physiol., 1894.
" " Chem., Vienna, 1891, Vol. xi

Tchistowitsch, Berlin Klin. Woch.
' Werigo, Ann. l'lnst' Pasteur, 1892.
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(4) It occurs to a trifling extent only, when the poison is sub-

cutaneously injected.

Sherrington1 pointed out that most of the substances which

when intravenously injected occasion marked leucocytopenia are

also lymphagogues. Bayliss and Starling2 demonstrated that

lymph flow was a function of capillary blood pressure and that

the latter depends much more upon venous than on the arterial

pressure in the region concerned. The injection of venom into the

circulation produces an immediate diminution of blood flow, with

low arterial and high venous pressures, and it appears to me not

improbable that such a condition of diminished flow together with

high pressure, is accompanied by greatly increased diapedesisand

corresponding decrease of circulating leucocytes. If the animal

continues to live, the arterial blood pressure, after an interval of

a few minutes, steadily rises and the number of leucocytes in the

blood concurrently increases. A mechanical explanation is,

however, insufficient, for the introduction of fine particles of

carmine produces no alteration in the circulation, but is never-

theless the cause of the collection of leucocytes in internal organs.

The experiments form two series : (1) In which the venom was

introduced directly into a vein; and (2) In which the venom was

injected subcutaneously.

Enumeration of the corpuscles was accomplished in the following

way :—05 c.c. of blood just withdrawn from an artery, was sue"

up in a carefully graduated pipette and mixed with 995 c.c. of a»

8% solution of MgS0 4 slightly tinged with methyl violet.
Afe*

drops of the mixture were placed in the cell of a haeniocytometer,

and the red corpuscles in ten squares and the leucocytes in on*

hundred squares of the instrument, counted by two observers-

The numbers counted by each observer usually agreed fairly
*«,

and the numbers given in the protocols are the means of the

1 Proc. Boy. Soc Loud., lv.. p. 197.

3 Journ. of Physiol, xvi., 1894. aBd
3 The number of corpuscles in ten squares multiplied by ten

gives the number in une ruhi,- millimetre of blood.



disagreement,

,, ! r<

Sim, weight I'rS kilos. : grain 1 of morphia acetate sub-

injected.

) p.m., samples of blood drawn.

) „ -000025 gramme of venom per kilo, of body weight

injected into jugular vein.

) „ same quantity injected.

) „ same quantity injected.

r „ sample of blood drawn.

5 „ sample of blood drawn.

„ sample of blood drawn.

Ex. II—Dog, weight 8-2 kilos.; 2 grains morphia acetate.

350 p.m., sample of blood taken.

4-0 „ -000025 gramme of venom per kilo, of body-weight

injected into jugular vein.

HO „ sample of blood drawn.

1-20 „ sample of blood drawn.

50 „ -0001 gramme per kilo, injected.

6-0 „ sample of blood drawn.
9-0 „ sample of blood drawn.



Ex. III.—Dog, weight 15 kilos ; 2gi

injected subcutaneously.

12-35 p.m., sample of blood dra Vll.

12-40 „ -000025 gramme of venom

injected into ji gular \

1 2-55 „ sample of blood dra vn.

10 „ -00005 gramme venc m per

per kilo, of body weight

IV.-Dog, w ight 10-3 kilos

njected subcut neously.

j0 p.m., sample of blood c rawn.

) „ -00002 5 gramnif veno

i jected into jugu

„ sampk of blood rawn.

) ,. sample of blood rawn.

) „ sample of blood rawn

) „ sample of blood rawn

" samP le of blood

Number

rawn

Time .

Before injection

10 minutes &J

2 hours after

3 hours after

4 hours after



.hnals which had received a much larger quantity

1 which the poison was subcntaneously introduced.

scnmbed. The experiments show the same diniinu-

mber of red corpuscles. The quantity of white

>ased almost immediately after the injection of the

rd gradually decreased, but the leucocytosis persisted

so lo g i
o 1 f fortnight t tl o plete

haemoglobin),

nple of blood taken(walkswith difficulty).



Sept. 22, 8-30 a.m.,(more lively, had passed half a pint of haemo-

globin stained urine during night).

12-0 mid-day, sample of blood taken, (drank one pint

of milk, diarrhoea).

n 23 (lively, runs about, drinks plenty of milk,

urine contains haemoglobin).

„ 12-0 mid-day, sample of blood taken.

„ 24, „ (quite lively but weak, urine contains

haemoglobin; eats well), sample of

blood taken.

„ 25, „ (urine contains haematin and albumen),

sample of blood taken.

apparently v 3 albuminous, sample

of blood taken,

(urine albuminous), blood examined,

(urine contains a trace of albumen),

blood examined,

urine normal, blood examined,

blood examined.

Number of Corpuscles.

Time.
|

squads.

Before injection 583 20

30 minutes after ... 503

31 hours after

Sihours after
435

1-iay .J 202 465

2 217 65

I ;

197 80

; \ :: Z
79

485

49

10 ::; ™ 48

It ...| 402 39___
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-Dog, weight 11-5 kilos.

a.m., sample of blood taken.

p.m., sample of blood taken.

„ sample of blood taken.

„ sample of blood taken.

Number of Corpi

*^° WS^10°

Before injection 540

5^ hours_after | 402

12

15

31

33

Ex. III.—Dog, weight 11-2 kilos.

Sept. 29, 10-30 a.m., sample of blood taken.

n 10-35 ,, -01 gramme venom injected

nd passed t tied with haemo-

., sample blood taken, (very ill, refuses

food but drinks eagerly ; can walk

with difficulty. TJrine contains

haemoglobin),

sample of blood taken, (condition the same),

sample of blood taken, (condition worse, urine

intensely coloured by haemoglobin).

The dog died during the day.

Number of Corpuscles.



ut, weight 8*4 kilos.

, sample of blood taken.

•01625 gramme of venom subcutaneou

in lumbar region.

(very drowsy, vomited, shivering).

., sample of blood taken.

delirious, temperature 994, heart irregu

sample of blood taken, (comatose).

(comatose, temperature 9-~r6)

sample of blood taken.

(comatose, temperature 90 *3).

died.

Number of Corpuscles.

white cells. That the same interference with the vital activity

of the leucocytes occurs in the body is shown by the following

experiment, which is one of a series with similar results.

Two i l pieces of sterilised sponge about 1 m.r

aseptically introduced into the abdominal wall of a guinea-pig-

One of these little sponges had been soaked in a -7% solution of

NaCl containing 1% f venom, the other in the saline without

the venom. Both sponges were pushed about a centimetre away

from the incision, which was afterwards drawn together by *

horse-hair suture, and covered with collodion. After two hours a

swelling arose round the venom-containing sponge, whereas the

other ned of the original size. At the expiration

nal was killed and both sponges very

I plunged into absolute alcohol.

carefully



Sections of the two sponges treated in the same way presented

very different appearances. The control was infiltrated with

leucocytes which stained well with ordinary nuclear stains ; the

other contained leucocytes only near the margins, and many of

these were broken down and took the stain badly, or not at all.

From these sponge experiments I conclude that whereas into

the control sponge the leucocytes could by their amoeboid move-

ments penetrate unharmed, in the other their activity was

paralysed, they succumbed, and were eventually disintegrated by

the solution of the venom.

To recapitulate : the effects of the venom when introduced into

the body on the blood corpuscles are :—

(1) More or less destruction of the red corpuscles, the haemo-

globin of which escapes by the urine.

(2) A great increase in the number of leucocytes which may be

preceded by a certain amount of diminution.

(3) Inhibition of the vital activity of those white cells which

t with the venom in sufficient c

Alterations in the blood-plasma after the injection of venom.

exerts a destructive action upon the red blood corpuscles whereby

their disintegrated products are set free in the plasma. The

haemoglobin circulates in solution in the plasma and is eventually

discharged by the urine and bile. I do not know that there is

a»y evidence that haemoglobin exercises any baneful influence

by »ts presence in plasma, and I have not noticed any ill effects

to tollow the injection of two or three grammes of well washed

°g* 1 he remaining portion of the red blood corpuscle, the

<>f a highly complex substance which by various

Uing may be made to yield products which are not

% extraction with various solvents, stromata yield cholesterin,

' c 'in, » globulin, and a proteid compound of nuclein, which is
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compared by Wooldridge, 1 who first separated it from stromata,

to the substance found by Plosz in liver cells, and named by him

nucleo-albumen. Wooldridge refers to this body as
—

" Em

Eiweisskorper der mit einem anderen an phosphor reichen molecul

verbunden ist." He came to this conclusion from the fact that

by digesting this body with gastric juice, peptone, and a phosphor-

ous-containing body which he compares with Miescher's nuclein,

It would be an unwarrantable assumption to suppose that when

venom is injected into the blood stream, it produces precisely the

same decomposition in the stromata as can be effected by extract-

ing blood corpuscles with ether, alcohol and sodium chloride

solution outside the body. Nevertheless we have evidence, as will

be seen shortly, that bodies of the nature of nucleo-albumens are,

under these conditions the part result, and that some of the

changes which the plasma undergoes, after the introduction of

snake venom into the circulation, are to be attributed to the

presence of these particular products of the disintegration of the

red corpuscles.

Effect on the coagulability of dog's Mood.

In the general enquiry, I have frequently had occasion to use

such methods as are commonly employed for obtaining graphic

records of the blood pressure in arteries and veins, and have been

struck with the remarkably satisfactory manner in which the

blood has behaved as regards clotting. On more than one occasion

a tracing of the venous pressure in a dog has continued for so

hours, without coagulation occurring in the cannula.

This behaviour suggested some inhibition of the normal clo a

power of extravascular blood. During several experiments,

accordingly drew samples of blood. In all of these coa=u1^
was retarded, the specimens clotting only after the lapse o

<^

to twenty hours, or not at all. At this time I was working ™

1 Du Bois Reymond's Archiv. 1881, p. 387.
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the intravenous injection of very small quantities of the poison,

viz.—0-00001 to 0-00002 gramme per kilogramme of body weight. 1

I am aware that such an observation on the fluidity of the

blood, following the introduction of snake poison into the system,

Fontana, 2 more than one hundred years ago, noticed that the

blood remained fluid in animals dead of viper bite, and Brainard, 3

writing forty years back, states, that when death occurred im-

mediately (the italics are mine) in animals bitten by rattle snakes,

the blood was found at the post mortem examination to be clotted,

but if some time elapsed before the animal succumbed, the blood

remained fluid in the vessels. These observations of Brainard

were confirmed by Weir Mitchell4 in 1860, who explained the

difference by the hypothesis that in cases of very rapid death the

poison had not had time to affect the blood. A few years later,

Halford5 observed the same continued fluidity of the blood to

follow the injection of the venom of some Australian species.6

More recently Feoktistow7 has confirmed Fontana's observation

on the condition of the blood after the injection of viper poison

( V- ammodytes and V. berus). The continued fluidity of the blood

after death from the bite of the Indian viperine Bnakes, has been

frequently noted during past years by numerous observers in that

country, and contrasted with the negative results in this respect

following the injection of cobra poison in animals. In death from

'''•'• weights refer to the poison in the dry condition. The method of

Paring the venom has been described in a previous communication in

»J«B *ion with Mr. McGarvie Smith.—Proc. Roy. Soc N.S.W. 1891.

: " Fontana on Poisons," Translated by J. Skinner, London, 1787.

Smithsonian Reports," 1854.
" Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge," Vol. xn.

Medical Times and Gaiette," 1873, Vol. n.

Quite recently Dr. Skinner of Beechworth, Victoria, has recorded

Qinished coagulability of the blood during 1

ich occurred in his practice.-

1 hoc. at.



cobra bite in the human subject the blood is however very

frequently fluid, and non-coasulable.

On other occasions, when taking carotid pressure tracings during

the injection of larger doses of venom (0-0002 gn

or above this quantity), within a minute of the

poison was introduced, the record of the rise in

the heart's beat disappeared, but the pressure in

remained considerably above zero. On investigal

the artery, at some little distance from the cann

solid core of clot extending into the aorta, and lei

further dissection, the blood in the whole vasculai

ing only the pulmonary veins and the left auric

be solid. The clot in the portal venous system was particularly

hard. These experiments I have repeated very many times, in

fact one or the other phase of coagulability occurs every time this

snake poison is injected into a vein of a dog.

Pseudechis venom is not the only kind of snake poison which

influences the coagulability of blood-plasma. From the examina-

tion of the literature of snake poison in the light of knowledge

gained from the above experiments, I felt convinced that some of

the results obtained by other observers working with different

venoms, which results they attributed to quite other causes, were

in reality due to intravascular clotting. Within the last nion

also, I have had the opportunity of reading a paper by Heidensc n

dealing with the same subject. This author found that £**§

venom first raised the tendency of the blood to coagulate, *

thai followed by ;

.

He was of opinion that an excessive increai

occasion considerable thrombosis and the death of the aniw

Heidenschild considers that the sudden death from large doses

venom which has been observed by so many experimenters
wo

be explained in this way. ^^___-
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Owing to the fact that Heidenschild's results formed the subject

of an inaugural dissertation, and were not as far as I am aware,

published in any journal, I had not the advantage until recently

of consulting his paper in Sydney, and I regret that on this

account I omitted to mention his work in a previous publication

of my own on this particular aspect of the physiological effect of

the injection of Pseudechis venom. 1 We were however, both

forestalled bj Fontana,- who more than one hundred years ago

noticed that in those experiments which were followed by the

sudden death of the animal, the blood was solid throughout the

greater portion of the venous system, and who expressed his

opinion that the clotting of the blood in the living animal caused

deatli by arresting the circulation. Fontana, as previously

mentioned, also noticed the permanent fluidity of the blood in

other cases of viper poisoning, and he would appear to have

wondered greatly that two such apparently opposite effects could

be produced by the operation of the same agency.

Immediately after the introduction of the venom into a vein,

the coagulability of the blood increases, and this increase of

coagulability, in the case of moderate or large doses (more than

0-0001 gramme per kilo.), culminates in intravascular clotting of

greater or less extent. The smallest dose which I have found

to produce complete clotting in the systemic circulation was

000015 gramme per kilo. Such a dose, however, usually in dogs

gives rise to thrombosis limited to the portal vein and its branches,

and inhibition of coagulability elsewhere.

The injection of small doses,—i.e. below 0-0001 gramme per

kilo—also gives rise to a condition of increased coagulability of

the blood. This increase however, only manifests itself for an

extremely short time, and samples must be drawn within two

minutes from the time of the introduction of the venom, in order

° ° *enr« it. This transient positive phase is succeeded by a

ournal of Physiology, Vol. xv., p. 380.

on of Foutana's was also unknown to me until

: was not procurable in Sydney.



negative phase, for blood drawn three minutes after the injection,

either fails to clot at all, or does so only after the lapse of several

hours. The negative phase continues for one or two days after

the introduction of the poison in dogs which have received a nearly

fatal dose of the venom subcutaneously.

It is interesting to note that the duration of the phase of

diminished coagulability corresponds under such circumstances

with the period of blood cell destruction. When this cell destruc-

tion ceases, the coagulability of the plasma rapidly returns to the

normal. The blood in all parts of the vascular system does not

exhibit the same tendency to clot in the vessels. When dogs

are the subjects of experiment, coagulation, when present, always

occurs in the portal venous system, and the thrombosis is

frequently confined to this area. It also occurs more readily

with venous than with arterial blood.

Dogs evince varying degrees of susceptibility in this respect,

the same close per kilo, producing in one animal intravascular

clotting, in another inhibition of the coagulation of the shed blood.

Results with animals other than dogs.

I have examined the condition of the blood after the intravencnu

injection of snake poison in rabbits and cats. In +l,ocft

both positive a
Cats appr

mre resistant to the action of the venom than dogs and rabbits.

Conditions modifying the effect upon the blood plasma of t *

injection of venom.

(1) Influence of Respiration.
!
observe

I have previously mentioned that I have 01

the blood, which has just traversed the capillaries of the lung*

participate in an otherwise general thrombosis. Whateverc^
may be effected in the plasma during its passage throug

^
pulmonary veins and left auricle, where it remains fluid,

»>*o^

transient for the blood in the left ventricle and aorta is often

When complete clotting of the blood in both systemic a^
and veins follows injection of the poison, respiration

con
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often for a minute or more after the circulation is at a standstill.

If records of the arterial blood pressure and of the respiratory

movements be taken in these experiments, the moment of clotting

in the arteries is indicated on the tracing, by the disappearance

of heart-beats, and the straight line described by the style some'

distance above the abscissa. I have in my possession a number

of tracings showing the continuance of respiration for periods up to

two minutes after the circulation must have been completely

blocked.

These experiments show that as long as the blood will How

tli rough the pulmonary artery and its branches, there is nothing

to prevent its normal gaseous interchange, as far as the respiratory

movements are concerned. That it takes up oxygen as usual is

seen by the colour of the blood in the left heart.

To ascertain whether the modification of the coagulability of

the blood during its passage through the lungs depended on its

altered gaseous condition, I followed the method which Wright1

used, to determine the cause of the distribution of thrombosis

after injections of Wooldridge's tissue fibrinogen. This observer

rendered animals dyspmeic by compression of the trachea previous

to the injection of doses, which, as he had determined would,

without this treatment, only give rise to a very limited intra-

vascular clotting. The results of injecting " tissue-fibrinogen
"

into the circulation when in this venous condition were strikingly

Itered, My experiments were performed on rabbits of like

w«ght. Several were intravenously injected, under exactly

similar circumstances, with gradually decreasing doses of venom,

until a dose was found which produced a very limited clotting or

none at all. Other rabbits of the same weight were then rendered

dyspnoeic by compression of the trachea continued for one minute

before the subminimal dose of venom was introduced. These

subminimal doses produced in every case complete clotting

throughout the whole vascular system.

1 Journal of Physiology, Vol. . No 2.



Professor Wright has recently extended ]

shown that it is the increase in C0 2 and not the diminution in

the contained oxygen, which determines the greater tendency to

coagulate which occurs in venous blood. 1

(2) Influence of Digestion.

I find I have records of eleven experiments in which 0-0002

gramme per kilo, was injected into the jugular vein of a dog,

Seven of these animals died within eight

venous and arterial thrombosis. Three

minutes, from extensive

others died within two

hours, and one lived for upwairds of four hours. The post mortem

examinationof this last animal discovered no intravascular clotting,

and the shed blood remained fluid until it putrefied. In the three

which lived from one to two hours after the injection, there was

more or less thrombosis of the portal venous system, but the blood

from the rest of the body remained fluid for several hours.

These experiments were no

observing the effect of venom
every one of them records, inc

t performed

lading one oi

; with the sole object of

ing of the blood, and in

: arterial blood pressure,

were taken on a kymograph. Consequer

of the injec

,tly I have in each case

tion to refer to. U$
the experiments the above

by the injection, as registered

eight seconds. The imoortan

mentioned amount per kilo.

tionofNaCl, and the time occupied

1 on the tracing, was from five to

se of the knowledge that the rate o

i importance c

At the time of these experiments 1 attributed the varm ll

results to idiosyncracies in the dogs. On reconsidering the ma

however, I am inclined to attribute them to the effect of diges'

The seven first mentioned experiments were performed in sequ«

and the four last also in sequence. Durin_

was working in the afternoon, whilst the experiments fond**?

latter series were performed in the forenoon, and I hnd that t

dogs have always been fed at 11 a.m. Thus, for thefirB**»Jj

1 Proc. Koy. Soc. Lond., Vol. lv.

: sen* -
'



had fasted for nearly twenty-four hours.

(3) Influence of Rapidity of Injection.

The variations in effect caused by alterations in the rapidity of

injection are very marked. So much so, that it is impossible to

compare the results from different experiments, unless the rate

with which the poison is introduced is a constant factor. Intra-

vascular clotting is produced most readily if the dose be rapidly

ing the time of delivery of the poison into the circulation, either

by employing diluted solutions, or by pressing down the piston of

the syringe more slowly, the positive phase (increased coagulability

of the blood), is less and less pronounced. If the duration of the

injection be still further prolonged, the positive phase, if present,

is so rapidly succeeded by the negative variation that this latter

appears to be the only result. . The negative phast

more pronounced as larget
i, !

.wed

ire of which was controlled by a screw clamp. With tli

went I have been able to introduce large doses (0 0<

liscovery that the effects on the blood plasma after s1<

us, are vastly different from, in fact exactly opposite <

llowing rapid introduction of the \

iest experiments, I did not obtain t

log. Byth

methods delivery into the circulation woul

ar»d comparable with results obtained by
0nly in cases in which such injection



(4) Influence of previous injection of the venom into an animal,

on the result of a subsequent injection.

If a small close of venom (less than 0-0001 gramme per kilo.) be

introduced into a dog, the blood, as previously mentioned, exhibits

for about two or three minutes after the completion of the injec-

tion, an increased coagulability. That is to say, samples drawn

during this period clot sooner than control samples taken previous

to the injection. At the same time the arterial blood pressure

falls to one half or one third of its former height. After twenty

or thirty minutes the pressure begins slowly to rise, and thirty

minutes to one hour from the time of the injection may have

reached or even exceeded its original height. During the whole

of this period, with the exception of the first two or three minutes,

samples of blood taken from an artery show very marked retarda-

tion in coagulation.

If now, one hour or more after the first injection, a second

injection containing a much larger quantity (ten or twenty time*

the first dose) be made, the introduction of this second dose

increases the coagulability of the blood during the subsequent few

minutes, but samples of blood drawn five or ten minutes after the

second injection clot however only after the lapse of several hours,

and in many cases spontaneous coagulation is altogether in abey-

ance. I have always introduced, at the second injection, a quantity

of the venom which would inevitably produce complete arterial

and venous thrombosis in an animal which had not been pre-

viously subjected to an injection of a dose sufficient to establish*

negative variation.

On other occasions I have given a dog yet a third injection,

containing comparatively speaking, a very large dose, viz.:-—

gramme per kilo. This amount, dissolved in 3 c.c. of '7% NaC1

injected, as rapidly as possible,

jugular vein. This third injection

coagulability of the blood, and the samples drawn imm

after the injection did not clot at all.
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It would thus appear that the establishment of a negative

concerned, against further injections of the venom. This immunity

is very speedily produced ; how long it may last I am at present

not in a position to say.

These facts explain how it is that one can introduce large

quantities of the venom into the circulation, provided this be done

slowly, without producing intravascular clotting. The first portion

of the injection causes a transitory positive phase, i.e., increased

coagulability, but not sufficient to cause actual thrombosis. This

is immediately superseded by a negative phase and the establish-

ment of this inhibitory phase confers immunity against the

remainder of the injection.

Before discussing the bearings of these facts, I shall indicate

the results of an examination of shed blood which has been sub-

jected to the action of the venom, and of some of the reactions of

the non-coagulable blood, itself.

Action of a solution of venom on the coagulation of shed blood.

To determine whether a solution of venom were capable of

exerting any influence upon shed blood, I dissected out three

inches of the femoral artery of a dog, and bled from this directly

into a solution of the poison. The cut end of the artery was

immersed in a -9% solution of NaCl, containing 0-1% of venom.
By relaxing the compression of the fingers, a small amount of

blood—equal to the volume of the salt solution—was allowed to

flow into the vessel. The two fluids were at the same time freely

mixed by agitating the end of the artery. The blood began to

thicken in fifty-six seconds, but clotting did not proceed in a

normal manner. At the end of an hour, a small soft clot formed,

*hich on shrinking failed to entangle all the corpuscles. The
vessels containing the mixture of blood and venom solution could

J*

no time be inverted without upsetting the contents, as could

"* done to the vessel in a control experiment with salt solution

alone.
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On no occasion have I been able to prevent coagulation altogether,

as was done by Weir Mitchell and Reichert1 with the venom of

the rattle-snake. These authors drew the blood directly into a

vessel containing a solution of venom (a stronger solution than

mine), surrounded by a freezing mixture. On allowing the

temperature of the blood to rise gradually they found it remained

permanently fluid.

Examination of *am)>h-,< of !,/,,<>./ > •}, i'hii ln<j the negative

variation.

Negative phase blood always shows marked retardation in

clotting. The delay is so great in some cases that putrefaction

sets in before coagulation has occurred. The loss of coagulability

is the more pronounced the greater the amount of venom which

has been introduced. There is not the slightest difficulty in pro-

ducing this negative phase ; it is only necessary to introduce the

poison sufficiently slowly at first, in order that the initial positive

variation may not reach the pitch when intravascular clotting

The blood of the negative phase takes up oxygen and gives it

up in the usual manner, and with the exception of its loss o

spontaneous coagulability, and the fact that some of the hemoglobin

is dissolved in the plasma, does not obviously depart from the

normal. In my examination of this blood, the corpuscles
were

separated from the plasma by the centrifuge. The extent to

which the coagulability of the plasmas was diminished van

according to the amount of venom which had been introdu*\

and also, to some extent, according to the time which had elap**

between the injection of the venom, and the withdrawal of

sample of blood. In most cases I found that the greatest de
|

in clotting occurred in blood drawn about an hour after the m

duction of the poison. By increasing the dose of venom, I •**

been able to obtain plasmas in which coagulability wasdimin

^
to any degree, from slight delay in the onset of clotting, to*^.



disappearance of spontaneous coagulability. Those samples in

which clotting is delayed for a few hours, but which subsequently

clot well, I shall refer to as " weak negative phases," while those

in which spontaneous coagulation is entirely in abeyance, and

which can only, be made to clot under a few special conditions, I

shall designate "pronounced negative phases," but it must be

home in mind that individual samples show every degree of loss

of coagulability between these extremes.

In plasmas which exhibit only a weak negative phase, clotting

Qua be induced more or less i of the following

(1) Solution of nucleo-albumen (Wooldridge's tissue-fibrinogen).

(-) Calcium chloride.

i arranged in the c

erse order, although exceptions are not infrequent. In a really

pCOfxmnoed negative phase, each and all of these additions are

nicapahle of inducing coagulation.

ouch plasmas contain fibrinogen, for by heating, after previous

u-utralisanon, they yield a considerable precipitate at 55' C. The

Id appear, however, to be present in a somewhat
ered condition, for it is now no longer thrown out of solution

iration with NaCl.

Thf,se plasmas although absolutely devoid of spontaneous

coagulability, can be made to yield fibrin, though the amount
yielded appears to me to be very much less than that obtainable
r0m an e4«al quantity of blood plasma, previous to the injection

^e poison
; but as I have not made any quantitative determin-

* »on of the amounts, I am unable to speak with certainty on



Plasmas which have lost all spontaneous coagulability maj

however be made to clot by the following means

—

(1) Addition of a saturated solution of NaCl up to an equal

volume.

(2) Addition of an equal volume of a saturated solution of

MgS04 .

(3) Addition of acetic acid, until the plasma is just faintly acid

(4) Similar addition of weak sulphuric, hydrochloric, or phos-

phoric acids. (Oxalic acid is ineffectual).

The addition of the saturated solutions of NaCl and MgSO,

occasions a faint turbidity, and the plasma clots on standing*

few minutes. The acids must be carefully added, just to acidifi-

cation, when turbidity occurs. Until this point is reached, no

clotting ever occurs, and if too much be added, the fibrinogen is

precipitated. This precipitate readily redissolves in excess of the

acid, and when so redissolved I have never succeeded in producing

coagulation. The fibrin formed under these circumstances has all

the appearance of ordinary fibrin. It is insoluble in weak saline

solutions, or dilute HC1 ("2%), but swells up in the latter.
0*

digesting with pepsin it dissolves, leaving a perfectly clear solution

Since the observations of Arthus and Page's1 the influence of

calcium in coagulation has been recognised to be of the high*

importance. Blood, decalcified by drawing it into a solution of

»

soluble oxalate, or fluoride (Arthus and Pages), has lost its
capacity

to clot, although this may be restored by the further addition o

calcium salt. The intravenous injection of sodium oxa

(Halliburton and Brodie),2 or soap (Munk), also renders the b

incoagulable. Pekelharing3
is of opinion that the diminis

coagulability of blood after the intravenous injection of peptone

and sometimes of nucleo-albumens is to be explained in the sai

way.

1 Archiv. de Physiol., Ser. v., T. n., 1890, p. 739.

I Journal of Physiology, Vol. xvn., 1894.

» Centrbl. f. d. Med. Wisa., Bd. 45, 1892.



As the fluid plasma of the negative phase after venom injections

presents, in many respects, the closest analogies with the plasmas

obtained by both of these means, I made a series of experiments

to determine the influence of calcium on the coagulability of the

blood of animals after injections of venom. The effect of calcium

salts on plasmas in vitro, has already been mentioned.

I found that the results of these experiments could be arranged

in three classes

—

(1) The cases where only a very moderate negative phase has

been produced, and the clotting of the shed blood is delayed

from thirty minutes to two or three hours.

(2) Cases in which the negative phase is more pronounced and

the shed blood clots only after some hours or days.

(3) Very pronounced negative phases in which the blood never

clots spontaneously, and in which the addition of saturated

solution of sodium chloride etc. only occasions a very small

amount of coagulum.

The addition of a few drops of calcium chloride to a sample of

blood from the first class, causes almost immediate solidification

and if a few cc. of a 1% solution of this salt in -9% NaCl be

injected into a vein, the coagulability of the blood is raised above

the normal, and very frequently the animal dies in a few minutes

from extensive thrombosis.

With the second class, the calcium chloride is without influence

upon the extravascular plasma, but raises the coagulability of the

circulating blood towards the normal.

With the third class, CaCl 3 has no effect either when injected

or added to the plasma in vitro.

The following three experiments, chosen from a large number,

illustrate these effects of calcium salts. In these experiments the

carotid artery and jugular vein were dissected out, and cannula

tled "* both- The former was used for taking samples of blood,

*Dd the lat*er for the introduction of the venom and calcium



chloride solutions. After the withdrawal of each sample of blood

from the artery, the cannula? was carefully cleaned out.

Experiment I.—Dog, weight 4*8 kilogrammes.

11-45 a.m., 0-13 gramme of morphia acetate subcutaneously.

12-30 p.m., -000025 gramme venom per kilo, of body weight

(dissolved in 5 cc. of -9% NaCl solution)

injected slowly into jugular vein.

1 -0 „ -00035 gramme venom per kilo, injected into jugular

M0 „ sample of blood withdrawn. (A)

M5 „ 5 cc. of 1% solution of OaCl a in -9% NaCl solution

injected into jugular vein. This was followed

by immediate thrombosis and death.

Sample A centrifugalised.

(1) Plasma clotted alone in thirty-five minutes.

(2) Plasma + 4 drops of -5% solution Ca01 2
clotted almost

immediately.

Experiment II.—Dog, weight 5-3 kilogrammes.

11 a.m., 0-13 gramme morphia acetate subcutaneously.

12 p.m., -000025 gramme of venom per kilo, of body weight in

5 cc. -9% NaCl solution, slowly injected into

jugular vein.

1 p.m., -00035 gramme of venom per kilo, injected into tne

jugular vein.

2 45 sample of blood withdrawn. (A)
2-50 10 cc. 1% solution CaCl a in -9% NaCl solution inject

into jugular.

2-55 sample of blood withdrawn (B), which clotted in »**

minutes ; the clot was a soft one, and never became

a firm jelly.

Sample A centrifugalised.

Plasma A clotted slightly and spontaneously after 20
hours.

Plasma + CaCl a , clotted in the same time.
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III.—Dog, weight 14 4 kilogrammes.

11 a.m., 0'15 gramme morphia acetate.

12-10 p.m., -000025 gramme venom per kilo of body weight in

5 cc. -9% NaCl solution slowly injected into

jugular vein.

2 „ -00035 gramme venom per kilo, injected into jugular.

2-15 „ sample of blood withdrawn. (A)

2-30 „ -00035 gramme venom per kilo, injected into jugular.

30 „ sample of blood withdrawn. (B)

310 „ 10 cc. 1% solution of CaCl, in 9% NaCl solution,

injected into jugular.

3-30 „ bled to death. (0)

All the samples of blood were centrifugalised. The plasmas

fi, B, C clotted under the following circumstances :—

A—Plasma clotted spontaneously in 4 hours 14 minutes

Plasma diluted with water, in 2 hours 30 minutes

Plasma + CaCl 2 in 4 hours.

B and 0—Plasma did not clot spontaneously, nor on dilution.

Plasma + CaCl 2 no clot.

Plasma + CaCl 2
and 1 cc. of nucleo-albumen solu-

tion (from testis)—precipitate, which next

morning was partially converted into fibrin.

Plasma acidified with acetic, hydrochloric, sulphuric

and phosphoric acids until turbidity was pro-

duced, clotted in less than fifteen minutes.

Plasma + equal volume saturated solution NaCl, clotted in

aturated solution MgS0 4 ,
clotted in

i those cases where the negative phase is well pronounced,

ineffectual in producing coagulation, intra- and

e*tra-vascular plasma, it cannot well be maintained, as Pekelharing

"opposes to be the case with peptone blood, that this disappearance



of clotting power is due to the absence of free calcium salts from

the blood.

The analogous behaviour of blood after snake venom injection

with peptone blood, is not however, in this respect departed from;

for I find that both peptone plasma and the plasma obtained after

the slow injection of nucleo-albumens, behave in a manner

identical with snake venom plasma, provided a sufficient quantity

of these bodies have been introduced to produce a complete

disappearance of all tendency to spontaneous coagulation. As

Pekelharing's inviting hypothesis only explains the partial

phenomena of peptone injection, one cannot accept it as an inter-

pretation of the facts.

Significance of these jJe 01 1 i

These phenomena of intravascular coagulation exhibiting

positive and negative phases, together with the conditions which

I have found to modify the result, show the closest parallelism

with the effects observed by Wooldridge, 1Wright8 and Halliburton

to follow the introduction of tissue-fibrinogen
(nucleo-albumen)

into the circulation. This parallelism is still further evident when

one compares the behaviour of the fluid blood, drawn from an

animal poisoned with venom, in which the negative phase is p«-

• "On intravasc. coag."-Proc. Roy. Soc, 1886. "Ueber int«£j*

Gerinnung"—Du Bois Reymond's Arch., 1886. " Uebei si- ht enw *

der Blutgerinnung"-Ludwig's Festschrift, 1887. "On ^"^
Infarction of the Liver "-Proe. Path. Soc. 1SS7. "The ^
Coagulation "—Hainsworth & Co., London 1888. " Ueber Schu zii»P

auf chemischem Wege "-Du Bois Reymond's Arch. 1
*sS. -g

tion following the intravascular injection oi Wo' 1 «' l '-'/^t

fibrinogen."—Journal of Physiol., Vol. xn., No. 2. " A 6tndy
,

i

'

^.ni.

vascular coagulation produced by the injection of Wooldridge s ^
fibrinogen."— Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 3rd Series, Vol. 11.,

^Ty^J.*-
tissue or cell fibrinogen in its relation to the pathology °

Lancet, Feb. 27 and March 5, 1892. . . VoL

3 "The proteids of kidney and liver cells."-Journal of

^J^.^
Xin., Supplement Number. " The cheni. physiol. of the aniw

Goulstonian Lectures, lecture 3, B.M.J., March 25, 1893.
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nounced, with the reactions which have been found to characterise

the blood drawn during the corresponding phase following the

intravenous injection of " tissue-fibrinogen."

Wooldridge in one of his papers1 thus summarises the resu ts

obtained by injecting tissue-fibrinogen :-« If a solution of tissue-

abrinogen be injected into a dog in varying quantity, the effects

observed are : with very small quantities no discoverable intra-

vascular clotting occurs, but the blood drawn off after the injection

clots very slowly, 1 - 2 hours intervening ;
with larger quantities

intravascular clotting takes place, being, as a general rule, chiefly

confined to the portal venous system-

greater as more tissue-iibrinogen is ii

(from other areas) will not clot. The more tissue-fibrinogen there

hw been injected, the more complete is this prevention of the

(extravascular) clotting—the interval between the drawing off

and the clotting varying from two to thirty hours. In mos

cases the blood can be readily made to clot firmly by additions,

such for instance, as the ordinary fibrin-ferment, and in the great

majority of cases it clots firmly on standing."

A few pages further on in the same paper, he says :—" Further,

tbe injection of a very large quantity of tissue-fibrinogen always

l«d" to the production of a shed blood entirely

other spontaneously,

Woud

of leucocytes

injection of

the

The only difficulty is this, that frequently the circu-

s arrested before the required quantity is got in, and then

arked slowing of the shed blood is produced."

ommary of my experiments, showing the effect on the

ibility of the blood from the intraveno

words as those used by "Wooldridge, su

n for " tissue-fibrinogen."

>ldridge also found that variations in the

1 were followed by alterations in the amount

1 "Nature of Coagulation," p. 31.
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of the thrombosis, and Wright, 1 in following up the researches of

this observer, has very considerably extended our knowledge in

this respect, as regards both dogs and other animals.

One of the modifying conditions observed by Wooldridge was

that in fasting dogs, unless large quantities of the "tissue-

fibrinogen " were injected, the intravascular clotting was limited

to the portal area ; whereas the same dose given to an animal in

full digestion produced clotting extending to the general venous

system, right heart, and even into the arteries. I have shown

reasons for believing that the blood of animals in full digestion

exhibits the same increased sensitiveness towards the action of

the venom.

I have previously had occasion to mention an experiment of

Wrights, in which he rendered an animal dyspnceic by compression

of the trachea before injecting tissue-fibrinogen. Wright foun

that the injection of an amount of " tissue-librinogen "
which

would, in an animal not so treated, give rise to clotting only in

the portal venous system, under these circumstances followed by

intravascular clotting throughout the whole vascular system.

Similar experiments with venom produced results corresponding.

in every case, with those detailed by Wright.

Another experimental condition which influences in an exae

corresponding manner the results from injections of both "tiasne-

fibrinogen" and venom, is the rapidity with which they a

introduced into the circulation. Wright 1 has already dr»

attention to this factor as influencing the results from the HU<*

of "tissue-fibrinogen." I have experimented with " tlSS

fibrinogen " in order to determine this point, and I find tha

I have indicated to be the case with venom, one can produce a

will the positive or negative phase by the injection of the sa

amount of "tissue-fibrinogen," simply by varying the r»* L

which it is allowed to enter the circulation. Botb ****
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1ST

fibrinogen," and venom may be introduced in great quantity,

•Hfcnn* innrfiasins the coagulability of the blood, once the initial
sing the coagulability

5 passed, and ?
established, if the

l be allowed to flow very slowly into

888 Wooldridge1 publisl

obtained with the injection of

In 1888 Wooldridge1 published a remarkable result he had

• that the

injection of one dose conferred upon the animal immunity 1

further injections. Exactly the same occurs with the venom.

The first injection produces an immunity, as far as the clotting

of the blood in the vessels is concerned, from the effects of

future doses, even when those are very large.

I have had many opportunities of confirming this statement of

Wooldridge. An analogous result has been obtained with the

intravenous injection of albumoses, although the effect of these

upon the blood is of the reverse order. Schmidt Mulheim2 found

that when the coagulability of the blood had reappeared after it

had for the time being vanished owing to a first large injection of

albumoses, it was not influenced by a second injection. The

first injection must however be a full one or the immunity is not

complete.

The parallelism, as far as the coagulation of the blood is con-

cerned between the results of the injection of " tissue-fibrinogen"

and of venom, is, as has been pointed out, maintained when one

examine, the conditions under which the two kinds of fluid blood

fli ill's,, kinds of blood remain fluid, or cl

of some hours, the time intervening before the on

ilati.m depending in both cases on the amount of the

«d : and by injections of nucleo-albumens and of venoi

bum a series of plasmas which, as regards the

r which they may be made to yield fibrin, exactly c

SAufcdmpfung auf Chemischen Wege."-Da Bois Reya
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So close is the parallelism between the two series of phenomena,

that one is inevitably driven to enquire whether after all there

may not underlie both an actual identity of process. But

in thus enquiring, one is confronted by the very striking fact that

in the venom experiments, only an exceedingly small quantity of

the active agent is required to produce an effect negative or

positive on the coagulability of the blood.

Wooldridge stated that it required 15 to 2 grammes of his

" tissue-fibrinogen " to produce intravascular clotting, in a medium

sized clog. This I imagine, from my own experiments with

" tissue-fibrinogen," is a rather high estimate. However this may

be, it is certain that in the one case we are dealing with the

injection of grammes, and in the other with thousandths, or ten-

thousandths of a gramme. He also found that his " fibrinogen''

disappeared in the process of coagulation and presumably took

part in the formation of the clot.
1

On account of the minute quantity of venom required to pro-

duce the intravascular clotting, it is hard to conceive that it can

operate by any such direct action. An important differe

^
between the two series of phenomena which I have always noti

is, that whereas with injections of "tissue-fibrinogen" the clotting

occurs practically instantaneously, so much so, that it frequen J

causes blocking in the vein before one has had opportunity

J
finish the injection, with venom injections there is an in er

at least 90 - 100 seconds before clotting occurs in the arteries,

but notwithstanding this delay in onset, the clotting W cas

venom injections is much firmer and more extensive than

ever been able to obtain with " tissue-fibrinogei

Pekelharing, 2 Wright, 3 and Halliburton,
. recently sho™

that the bodies Wooldridge designated "tissue-fibrmogen

largely of nucleo-albumens, and that these i

leo-albumens
«

agents in producing intravascular clotting.

e of < emulation," and «' Ueber intravasc. Gerinn

t.'Bd. 1.

Eoy. Irish Acad." 3rd Series, Vol. «., No- &•

of Physiol." Vol. xin., Supplementary Number.
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The venom of the Australian black snake does not contain any

body of the nature of a nucleo-albumen. If a clear solution of

venom be subjected to artificial gastric digestion, it is quite

unaltered in appearance (no precipitate of nuclein). Moreover,

by such treatment it is not deprived of its toxic properties.

The question has now to be answered whether, notwithstanding

this negative result, there is yet any source from which through

the direct or indirect action of the venom {e.g. the production of

this substance within the organism itself, under the influence

of the specific toxic activity of the venom), a sufficient supply of

I have already shown that this venom is a powerful agent in the

destruction of red blood corpuscles, and evidence exists that bodies

like ether and tannates/sodiuin chlorate, glycerin, toluenediamine,

arsenic and phosphorus,2 which when injected into the circulation

disintegrate red cells, and occasion haemoglobinuria, also produce

thrombosis.

Wooldridge3 and Nauck* produced intravascular coagulation by

injecting the stromata of mammalian blood corpuscles, and the

similar results of Kohler5 obtained by injection of the hseroaglobin-

stained fluid expressed from warm blood clot, may no doubt be

explained as due to broken up corpuscles. Kriiger has confirmed

Wooldridge's results as regards the stromata of bird's blood.

Groth6 and Kriiger7 have found intravascular coagulation to

follow the introduction of a saline extract of lymph-glands, con-

taining leucocytes, into the circulation. Wooldridge criticised

e results of Groth and Kriiger on the groi nd that well-washed

rLehre von Thrombose.-

Dorpat. 1884.
7 " Zeitschr. f . Biologie,
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leucocytes have no such effect, and he ascribed the consequences

of their injection to the fluid and not to the cells. As nucleo-

albumens are set free by the disintegration of cells, Wooldridge

would by his washings separate the products of disintegration,

whereas Groth and Kriiger would inject them.

There is then abundant evidence that the disintegration of both

kinds of blood cells outside the body sets free nucleo-albumens,

which if introduced into the circulation may give rise to intra-

vascular clotting ; and also that some bodies which when injected

into the blood stream, cause destruction of the red cells, also

efore of opinion that the effect of

t secondary one, and due to the presence of

e circulation. This opinion is supported by

the fact that in two cases, after the injection of a comparatively

large dose of venom, in which the shed blood did not clot spon-

taneously at all, I was able to separate from the plasma, a small

quantity of nucleo-albumen.

Five per cent, acetic acid was carefully added to the plasma,

until the precipitate, which was at first produced, almost entire J

disappeared. Tins prt cipitate by acidulation with acetic aci

other weak acids has generally been considered to be fibrinogen.

Lilienfeld maintains however, that Hammarsten's fibrinogen »

by this means split up into two bodies : (1) "Thrombosin," whw

invariably clots in the presence of calcium, (2) a protei
,

^
he regards as an albumose, and which itself, hinders coagula

1-"

"Thrombosin" is readily dissolved by excess of the

albumin is not dissolved by this strength of acid.

Nucleo-

ing what remained of the precipitate. This was tfi

by filtration, and thoroughly washed with water, ** «- -

insoluble in water or dilute saline solutions but dissolved rea i

Hon Five cc. of this solution
**•

introduced into the jugular vein of a rabbit, and in 1

1 " Zeitschr. f . Physiol. Chem.," Bd. xx.



minute the animal died with complete thrombosis of the whole

venous system. Another portion of the precipitate was dissolved

in -2% HC1, and pepsin added, and kept at 40° C. overnight. In

the morning there was a precipitate of nuclein in the vessel.

From experiments with "tissue-fibrinogen" which I have quoted

in this paper, it will I think be obvious, that if by the action of

this agent, the coagulability of the blood is to be so increased as

to cause intravascular clotting, it must first be present in the

blood in some quantity. Even when large areas of cells are

disintegrated, as in pneumonia, the rate of absorption is so slow,

that this condition is not usually fulfilled, though Wright has

suggested that it may explain the increased coagulability of the

blood which has been observed in this disease. The more or less

extensive ante-mortem clots which are so frequently found in the

right ventricle after death from pneumonia, are probably to be

explained in the same way.

It would be quite otherwise, were the nucleo-albumens the

product of disintegration of cells in, or in proximity to the blood

stream, as the corpuscles or the endothelial cells lining the whole

of the vascular system. In such a case the conditions would be

practically the same as if these toxic agents were injected from

without.

We have already seen that in disintegration of the red corpuscles

Moreover, as I shall point out in the next section of this paper,

the venom also exerts a destructive action upon the endothelium

of the whole vascular system, whence a possible additional supply

of these proteids may be derived.

I am not aware of any instance in which sudden death from

thrombosis of an extensive character, has in the human subject

followed the bite of one of our Australian colubrines. To occasion

such an event it would be necessary for the poison to be injected

aubcutaneously in a very considerable dose, or else for it to be

discharged into a vein. The most rapid death of which I have



obtained a record, occurred in thirty minutes after the infliction

of the bite. The patient was an adult, and post mortem examin-

ation revealed decolourised (ante mortem) clots in the right

ventricle with a fluid condition of the blood generally. In this

case it would appear that death was directly due to intravascular

clotting, and it is possible that thrombosis in smaller areas of the

circulation may be responsible for some of the symptoms which

occasionally occur.

The fact that after death from poisoning in man the blood is

almost invariably fluid, together with the frequent occurrence of

hemoglobinuria in severe cases, shows that the venom produces

similar effects on human blood as on the blood of the lower

animals; and though these blood changes are not so obvious in

the human subject as in the dog, this fact is owing partly to the

relatively smaller doses inoculated, and partly to the lesser sensi-

tiveness of the blood of man to the action of the venom.

When small animals, such as birds, rats, mice, and frogs, are

bitten by Pseudechis, they run about for a period varying from 8

few seconds to two or three minutes : their breathing then

suddenly becomes dyspnceic, and convulsions and death speed y

follow. If, just before death they be withdrawn from the cage

and opened, the whole venous system and right heart wi

found full of clot.

The injection of a virus which occasions a sudden arrest of

circulation is one of the means acquired by this repti } for
securing

its prey. It would be hard to imagine a quicker

method. After a small animal has been bitten by

or more effectual

the death ol

latter would appear to recognise that it v

for its meal. During the interval which precedes the ae^«-

the bird or mouse, the snake carefully watches it, and as soon

the little animal is prostrate, proceeds, if hungry, to swallow

It is possible that the instances when an agitated bird

j

1

been seen to "flutter from a bough, almost into the moa
^

snake," which instances have frequently been mention
^

proof of the reptile's power of fascination, may more correc y



spoken of as cases in which the bird has been bitten, and the

snake is biding his time, until, from the sudden operation of the

poison, his victim falls dead beside him.

(e)

—

The gases of the blood after venom injections.

The analogy between the fluid condition of the blood which

may obtain after the injection of the venom, and its condition

subsequent to the intravenous injection of a solution of commercial

peptone has been pointed out. It must, however, be borne in

mind that this condition is produced in the case of peptone

injections only after the introduction of large quantities, e.g., '3

gramme per kilogramme of body-weight ; whereas the amount of

venom required to produce the same result is O0005 grammes

per kilo.

It has been shown that after peptone injection, the quantity of

CO., in the blood is altered. Lahousse, 1 Salvioli,2 and Blachstein3

have drawn attention to the fact that the total amount of CO a

contained in the blood of an animal after the injection of peptone

is very considerably decreased. Grandis4 has also shown that at

the same time the actual tension of CO a is considerably increased.

The C0
2 , combined with the sodium carbonate of the plasma is,

to a very large extent, carried by the blood from the tissues as

sodium bicarbonate. Solutions of sodium bicarbonate at the

temperature of the body very readily part with C0 2 to an

atmosphere in which the partial pressure of this gas is low.

Accordingly in the pulmonary circulation the C0 2 is to a large

measure discharged. When the partial pressure of a gas in a

fluid is higher than usual, though at the same time the actual

quantity of such gas is diminished, the only explanation of the

facts is, that the capacity of the fluid to dissolve or combine the

Salvioli5 pointed out that the alkalinity

al, injected with peptone, was less thanof the blood (

i Bois Reymond's

«*• Ital. de Biol.,

i Bois Reymond's
i Bois Reymond's
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that of the same blood previously
; and he indicated the analogy

between the effects of peptone on the amount of CO, combined

in the plasma, and on the alkalinity of the blood, with the results

obtained by Walter by the introduction of acids into the circula-

tion. Grandis2 showed that the decrease observed in peptone

blood was due to the diminution in that portion only of the CO,

of fixed C0 2 was the same as in normal blood.

The conclusion arrived at is that peptone diminishes the capacity

of the blood to carry away the CO, from the tissues. This

impediment to the removal of C0.2
has been considered to be the

probable cause of the narcosis which invariably follows the intro-

duction of peptone into the circulation. The general features of

venom into the circulation, present a striking similarity to this

normal alkalescence of the blood has been found to be diminisn

In fever Geppert, 8 Minkowski, 4 and v. JakscH 6 have recorded tl

the blood is less alkaline than normally. Kraus6 examined I

alkalescence and the contained CO,.

I have already shown that venom does destroy blood corpuscl

behaviour is anah.-ous to that <,f the above mentioned corpse



his on the alkalinity of the blood under such circum

>ecause the deter ' presents in tlii

scial difficulties, owing to the fact that the plasma i

t, however, a very serious omission, for the dete: 1 1 itio

ount of CO a contained in the blood is after all probabl

Methods of Experimenting.

morphia. On two occasions about 30 cc. of blood was drawn
;

once previous to, and once at an interval after the injection of

blood. As the blood drawn subsequent to the injection of venom

did not clot, the coagulation of the first sample was prevented by

drawing the blood into a suitable amount of 1% potassium oxalate

P™ sure. In order that the results from the two samples should

be strictly comparable, the same course was adopted with the blood

withdrawn after the venom injection.

The samples of blood were collected over mercury in the usual

connection between the blood vessel and the receiver

VW tilled with the oxalate solution. In most cases the samples

•w taken from the external jugular vein, but occasionally from

1 e carotid or femoral artery. They were then transferred from
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by means of a water bath. The gases were analysed by Bunsen's

method, and the quantities found, reduced to their volumes at a

temperature of 0° C, and 760 mm. of mercury pressure. In the

tables of experiments the amounts of gas are expressed in volumes

per hundred volumes of blood.

The determination of the partial pressure of C0 2
in normal

blood was not undertaken. The exhaustions, and analyses required

to ascertain the absolute amount of gases in two samples of blood,

and of the tension in the poisoned blood, together with the other

details of the experiment, occupied the entire day, and did not

allow time for any further aerotonometric observations.

The averages of the results arrived at by Strasburg
1 and

Nussbaum2 for the tensions of C0 3 in arterial and venous blood

for the dog are—2-8% and 4-5% of an atmosphere respectively,

and I have used these numbers for purposes of comparison.

In determining the tension of the gases in the blood of dogs

poisoned by venom, I have taken advantage of the fact that •

coagulability of the blood is under these circumstances etf.ff

greatly diminished or altogether in abeyance. The metho b»

modification of that used by Leon Fredericq
3 to ascertain

tension of the gases in peptone blood.

The apparatus consists of two glass tubes A and B d^

1 cm. internal diameter and 25 c

surrounded by a larger tube through which a current of «*
^

K)
a

G. is kept circulating. At both ends the tubes ^
attached by india rubberltubing 'to Y shaped^ga^__
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The third limb of the Y tube is connected in the one case to the

central, and in the other to the peripheral end of a vein by means

of another rubber tube and suitable cannula. At the end of the

instrument which is attached to the central end of a vein a piece

of glass tube bent in the shape of a horse-shoe is inserted in the

position h. Screw clamps c, c', d, d', are applied in the positions

Before using the apparatus, A and B were tilled, one with air

and the other with a mixture of gases containing 5 vols, each of

oxygen and carbonic acid and 90 vote, of nitrogen, and all the

clamps tightened. The rubber connections between the clamps and

the bloodvessels were rilled either with blood or salt solution, and

the cannnuhe tied in their respective vessels. I have found it

most convenient to connect the tube (a) to the peripheral end of

the femoral vein, and the tube (6) to the central end of the jugular

vein on the same side. The whole apparatus is inclined at a small

angle and by relaxing the screws d or d' and c or c and then

removing the clamp forceps on the veins, blood is allowed to enter

the tube (a) and trickle down the glass tube A or B which contains

the mixture of gases, and eventually escape through (b) into the

eirculation again. The horse-shoe shaped tube of glass (h) is

necessary in order that it may be seen at once if bubbles of air are

carried along with the blood and that they may be prevented

from entering the circulation. There is after a little practice no

difficulty in preventing this accident. The rate of flow of blood

trough the apparatus could be regulated with nicety by means
°f the screw clamps d and d'. Throughout the experiments the

los« of heat to the blood which took place during its passage

through the rubber tubes was minimised by enveloping these

A* the blood trickles through, it is spread in a thin layer over

"'• interior surface of the tube and so presents a considei

or gaseous interchange with the mixture of gases abo

^terchange proceeds until the partial pressure of the gases in the

ls the same as that of the blood. When a sufficient time

This



p forceps replaced or

Y tubes with a proa

two estimations of the tension of the gases in venous blood, the

Y tube at the upper end of the instrument has been discarded

and the two tubes A and £ connected with the femoral artery and

vein respectively. The procedure has then been exactly the same

stances were determined. From a few preliminary experiment*

it was ascertained that the interchange of C0 2
between the blood

five minutes when the mivt,,,, nf ,,,,,. ( ,-,„rained 5°/ of CO, »*

experiments the tension of C0 3 found is expressed in percentage

are marked (A), those in which the tube contained 5 of OOj w

begin with are marked B.

in every experiment -000025 gramme of venom per kilogramme

of body-weight was at the commencement injected into the jug" ar

vein. After an interval of one hour an amount of venom > a
.

°

in individual cases from -0001 to -001 gramme per kilo. *&

further injected. The reason this particular procedure *^
adopted was in order that the first small injection might prod"*

a sufficiently marked negative phase of coagulability in the H *

and that the larger injection might not occasion sudden death J





Experiment IV.

IS* Co»di««. 1

Q"^V ;iHpr
Kilos. Before injection ...; "0001 gramme

40 minutes after ...

Eespiration and circu- i

lation fairly good. 1

40-23 9-60

1 hour after injection tension of C0 2 in femoral vein A = 6'85
j
g ,

-

Before injection ...

20 minutes after injec-
'

tion, respiration and I

circulation failing.

injection, respiration

xperiment the aerotonometer i

C< ),

i the exception of Experimei

ntained in the venous blood

,
the absolute quantit]

s not decreased.
0n

contrary, the amount of CO„ was, in those cases wnere
^

was severely affected by the venom injections, conside*
J^

excess of that found previously. Under the same circum
^

the tension of CO„ was very much higher than has been ^
for normal venous "blood. In most of the experiments the num

^
representing both the absolute amount and the tension o ^
rose together as the condition of the animal became *°^*^
worse. After peptone injections, whilst 1' 1 of C0S



the absolute amount of the gas contained in the blood wa

contrary, decreased. I therefore conclude that altho

capacity of the blood to carry C0 3 may be, as one mighi

from the analogy to other blood-corpuscle-destroyers,

diminished, this is not a prominent feature of poisoning by the

venom, and is entirely masked by the operation of other and more

potent factors. The gradual increase in both the tension and

amount of C0 3 in the venous and also in the arterial blood of

the poisoned animal is to a large extent accounted for by the

enfeeblement of the circulation and respiratory movements.

Before this occurs it is not manifested, but afterwards it progresses

hand in hand with the circulatory and respiratory depression.

The exudation and haemorrhage into the lungs which is almost an

invariable sequel to the injection of the poison, and whereby con-

siderable areas are for the time being rendered useless, does no

doubt also contribute in some degree to the same end. The

existence of this factor is indicated in Experiment V., in which

artificial respiration was ineffectual in reducing the high tension

of C0 2 in the blood of the femoral artery to any great extent,

and it is interesting to note that examination of the chest of this

dog immediately after the experiment, discovered very extensive

oedema and hemorrhages throughout the greater part of the lungs.

This pathological condition had evidently so curtailed 1

able respiratory surface, that the larger portion

passed through the lungs without an opportunity of coming in

contact with the air in the alveoli. So that although the alveolar

air was maintained of a high degree of purity by artificial inflation,

the blood was not enabled to rid itself of its contained C0 2
.

(/)—Influence of the venom on the germicidal action of serum.

Weir Mitchell has drawn attention to the fact that the bodies

of animals dead from rattle-snake poisoning putrefy with extreme

^Pidity, and that during life the local extravasations which are

characteristic of this class of snake poisoning, as a general rule

suPPurate, or become gangrenous. Feoktistow2 also made the

of the blood



interesting observation that the bloody effusions in the pleural

and pericardial sacs sometimes contained organisms immediatshj

after death, and that cultures of these organisms when injected

into healthy animals produced no effect. Last year Dr. Ewing1

repeated some of Nuttall and Buchner's observations on the

germicidal power of serum, and instituted a series of comparative

experiments with the serum of animals poisoned with CrotiOm

venom. Ewing found that the normal germicidal power of serum

was entirely lost after poisoning with Crotalus venom.

To ascertain whether the same loss of germicidal power was

occasioned by Pseudechis venom, the following experiments were

made :—A healthy dog, weight 10 Kilos., was injected under the

skin of the back with -0065 gramme of venom, dissolved in 2 cc.

of weak salt solution, at 11-30 a.m. At 3 p.m. he was etherised

and blood taken from the femoral artery. In the mean time he

had vomited considerably, and at 2-4 T) p.m. he was very sleepy

and weak, although he could still walk. The blood was drawn

into a sterilised jar under conditions of the strictest asepticism.

At the same time the blood of another dog was d »
under

exactly similar conditions, except that this animal had not received

a venom injection. Both samples of blood were placed in an ice-

chest for forty hours.
. The venom sample clotted feebly after

some hours, and the exuded serum was stained with hsemogtobfc

Microscopic <

serum were then placed in two sterilised test-tubes.

The test organism employed to determine the relative germiaW

powers of the two serums was a twenty-four hours' growth of •

broth culture of Bacillus anthracis. This was a pure culture of

the organism and contained no spores. Each test-tube was

inoculated with a platinum wire loopful of the culture and well

shaken up. The serum tubes containing the organisms were kept

at the laboratory temperature 24 - 25° C. The effect
produced

1 -Med. Record," Nay 26, 1S94-.



The following notes represent some few of the

serum, on the other hand the serum from the
j

formed an excellent culture medium. In this pa:

< 1
; n n

:

i

lc i 1
1 u influence of the normal serum was less

the case.

The tables represent the number of colonies

which developed in the plate cultures after vari



IV.—After Thr e Hours' Sojourn in Serum.

v^u^

i Number of Colonies after

..
j

w I""; countless

Other agents which cause destruction among the blood corpuscles

would appear to produce a similar result. Gottstein1 found that

the injection of pyrogallol and acetyl-phenyl-hydrazin into the

circulation of animals naturally immune against definite micro-

organisms rendered them susceptible to invasion. Under the

same circumstances pathogenic germs which locally affect the

organism are capable of spreading throughout the whole body.

Action of Venom on the Blood Vessels.

The situation in which the poison is injected is always the seat

of some oedema. On cutting into the cedematous tissues, a serous

fluid, more or less stained with hemoglobin, escapes. This m

itself is an indication of some alteration in the walls of the blood

vessels in the vicinity of the injection, by which the normal

transudation processes are affected. Rattle-snake venom produce

changes which are of a similar nature, but in which the degree of

damage to the endothelial lining of the vessels is much greater.

That this venom was capable of playing considerable havoc wit

the cells lining the blood vessels, was demonstrated by ^
eir

Mitchell and Reichert. 2 These authors moistened the mesentery

of animals with Crotalus venom and observed under the microscope

the rapid formation of extensive capillary hemorrhages. n *

few minutes the whole mesentery became by the coalescen^
the numerous hemorrhagic foci absolutely infiltrated with blood-

I have repeated these experiments, using Pseudechis ve >

and although the action of this poison is less rapid than waB«
case in Mitchell and Reichert's experiments the results we

identical. The mesenteries of cats and dogs were arranged un

^
the microscope so as to obtain a good view of the circu *^__

1 " Deutsche Med. Woch., 18CJ0, 24. 2 Loc. cit.



the capillaries. A minute fragment of the poison was then placed

near to that portion of the mesentery in the field of the microscope.

In a few moments without any previous clouding of the field, or

stasis, small hemorrhages appeared. These invariably occurred

first in those positions where the hydrostatic pressure was greatest,

viz., from the wall of the capillary near to its origin from an

arteriole, and where these capillaries branched or joined one

another at right angles. These tiny haemorrhages increased in

number and extent until the whole field was one mass of corpuscles.

These appearances are very characteristic and altogether distinct

from the escape of corpuscles in diapedesis, and I think there is

no doubt that the venom first damages the capillary wall, and

that the pressure within causes an actual solution of continuity,

the blood escaping through this rupture-

One of the prominent symptoms in animals, after the intraven-

ous injection of a small dose of venom (i.e., so all tl it the

animal may live a sufficiently long time, for the full development

of the symptoms), is the occurrence of extensive haemorrhages. I

have often seen more than half the substance of the lungs solid

from hsemorrhage into the alveoli and mter-alveolar tissue. If

such an affected lung have its blood vessel washed out with saline

solution immediately after removal from the body and be then

»ijected with some colouring matter such as indigo-carmine, the

fluid injected will not enter tl e 1 oril a 3 portions of the organ

to any extent, so that it is probable that thrombosis in the small

branches of the pulmonary artery plays some part in these lung

hemorrhages. Silbermann1 has described an analogous condition

m the lungs after intravenous injection of various corpuscle

destroying agents. Ragotzi,2 using the same method as Silbermann,
found small thrombosed areas in the lungs of animals poisoned by

Haemorrhages of greater or less extent are nearly always to be

und in the kidneys, liver, and the walls of the alimentary canal,

--'>•-
-

' -. -.



and the intima of the aorta and large blood vessels. Then is

also another situation where a small hemorrhage is almost invari-

ably found, viz. : under the endocardium of the left ventricle,

Feoktistow 1 mentions tin- constant occurrence of a hemorrhage in

The full development of all these hemorrhagic phenomena

requires some hours. When venom is intravenously injected, the

immediate great fall in blood pressure prevents for the time being

the damaged condition of the vascular walls being demonstrated.

Subsequently, the escape of blood takes place more and more as

the pressure gradually rises after the initial fall.

All kinds of snake venoms which have hitherto been examined,

albuminous constituents a proteid or proteids coagulable by heat.

It is of considerable interest that the viperine poisons which contain

coaguable proteids in largest amount, exercise this destructive

action on blood corpuscles and the walls of blood vessels, to the

greatest extent, whereas cobra venom, which contains less than

2%of coagulable proteid, only exerts such action to a co pi u

slight extent. Boiling, or indeed raising the temperature of the

solution to 80 - 85
J

C. deprives venoms of much of their action in

this direction, and at the same time largely does away with t«

capacity of Pseudechis poison to produce intravascular clotting.

The power of this venom to both destroy blood cells and occasion

thrombosis is however not entirely lost, for by increasing the

death by
iiicli is required to produce instar

me result is attained. The whole

)t however attenuated to this ext

oison which when subcutaneoi

i fatal issue, was -0005 gramn

bbit. When the solution of th



previously heated to 85° C. for five minutes, the corresponding

amount required to kill was -0030 gramme.

These observations show that either

(1) Heating to 85° destroys the component of venom which

possesses the power of destroying corpuscles to the greatest

degree,—or

(2) Heating attenuates the toxic properties of venom in this

particular direction to a i 1 n >ater extent than it does

its toxic power generally.

Heating to 85° C. does indeed separate one of the proteid con-

stituents which at this temperature is coagulated and rendered

inert. It is therei
1

1

i ice in the action

of venom before and after heating to 85° 0. may be so explained.

We must however bear in mind that the action of heat on solutions

of toxic proteids is a twofold one—

(1) By converting some of the proteids into an inert precipitate.

(2) By impairing their toxic power, without influencing their

solubilities, or indeed changing them in any way recog-

nisable by chemical tests.

to a definite temperature, some portion of the proteid con-

Otuents is coagulated. The second is gradual, and the extent of

nuation depends on the duration of the heating, and the

mperature and dilution of the solution.

ie case of Crotalus venom Mitchell and Reichert have shown

v
™*e eoagulable proteids are the constituents which produce a

estructive effect on the blood cells and vessel walls to the greatest
xte "t, but I have not yet determined for Pseudechis poison to

extent the difference in physiological action between venom
^ously heated to 85° C. and unheated venom is to be attributed

atilr
iPltati°n

°f °ne °f the constituents or t0 Sradual atfcenU -

1 s Power in a particular direction.



IV.—Effect of Venom on the Circulatory Mechanism.

The poisons of all snakes with which experiments have hitherto

been made, depress the circulatory mechanism. Different venoms

however exercise this action in different degrees, so that whereas

interference with the circulatory apparatus plays a very important

rule in the general phenomena of poisoning by some species of

snake, with others such interference is, compared with its action

in other directions relatively unimportant.

In experiments with the frog's excised heart, when the orgau

is fed with a solution containing detibrinated blood, by means of a

Ludwig and Coat's apparatus, the introduction of all kinds of

venom into the feeding mixture, soon brings the contraction to a

standstill. If this has once happened, the further substitution of

fresh defibrinated blood for the venom-containing solution does

not effect a recovery.

By direct observation of the heart in the opened 1

mammals, in which artificial respiration was mf

Feoktistow 1 observed great diminution in the cardiac coning

tions, after the introduction of the venoms of Crotalus and

Vipera berus. When these poisons were intravenously introduced,

the contractions of the heart were at first diminished, and after-

and weaker until death occurred.

The best indication we possess of the efficiency of the circu*

tion is the arterial blood pressure curve. A variation in any

^
the factors concerned in the general circulation will soone

later be manifested in this curve. It possesses the »dditio

^
advantage that it lends itself in an admirable manner to

method of graphic record. A tracing of the pressure of an ar

may be allowed to run for hours, and at the end of the time we

are in possession of a record of every change of pressure which

t^t

occurred. Of course the chart has to be interpreted, and into

^
interpretation errors may creep, but by simultaneous

observatw^

-
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of the volumes of abdominal organs such as the kidney and

spleen, and by judicious variation of the conditions of the

experiment, by means of which the operation of a particular

factor can be eliminated, one is generally able to ascertain to

which of the factors concerned in the maintenance of the blood

pressure the change is to be ascribed.

The effect of several kinds of snake venom upon the blood

pressure in the higher animals has been investigated. Brunton

and Fayrer, 1 and Ragotzi, 2 worked with cobra poison. Mitchell,

and Reichert3 made a large series of experiments with the

venoms of species of Crotalus and Ancistrodon, Daboia russellii,

and also cobra. Feoktistow's4 observations were made with the

poisons of Crotalus and Vipera berus.

Weir Mitchell and Reichert confirmed those results which had

already been obtained by Brunton and Fayrer, with cobra poison

;

and the more recent work of Feoktistow and Ragotzi entirely

supports the older observations as regards the main characteristics

of the blood pressure curve after poisoning with either rattlesnake

or cobra venoms. The work of Weir Mitchell and Reichert is the

most important as they pursued their investigations with the

venoms of a very large number of different species of snakes,

thereby giving us the opportunity of comparing the action, in this

respect, of a variety of poisons. The results of these observers

possess the additional advantage of having been obtained from an

admirably varied and extensive series of experiments.

They found that when the venoms of all these species of serpents

Were lntravenously introduced, there was a distinct lowering of

^e blood pressure. It fell immediately after the injection, and
"deed sometimes before this was completed ; and the fall was
generally so marked as to indicate a most profound action of the

Poaon upon some part or parts of the circulatory apparatus. If
t e dose were not immediately fatal, the pressure gradually rose,

Ut fiually underwent a more or less steady decline until death. At

l
L<x.cit. iLoc.dt. HLocciL * Loc. cit.



other times the pressure sank without subsequent rise until death

ensued. With subcutaneous injection of the venom, the primary

sudden fall was in most cases absent.

The tendency in cobra poisoning was to a decided rise of pressure,

following the primary fall. In five out of six experiments with

the venom, the primary fall was followed by a rise which went

above the normal during the asphyxial condition preceding death.

After section of the pneumogastrics, they found that the same

alterations occurred in the blood pressure as those observed |
animals in which these nerves were intact.

When the cord was severed in the cervical region, the primary

fall of pressure was not so marked, but the subsequent slow, yet

deadly fall occurred. In experiments with cobra poison, on the

contrary, even under these conditions, a rise in blood pressure

usually preceded death.

Feoktistow found that when a very large dose of the venom of

Crotalus, or Vipera berus was subcutaneously administered, the

blood pressure fell as suddenly as when the poison was intra-

venously introduced. After the pressure had been greatly lowered

by the poison, he was unable to produce any effect by stimulating

the peripheral ends of the splanchnic nerves, from which he con-

cluded that the peripheral ends of these nerves were paralysed

This he considered was the explanation of the "collosale

sinking of the blood pressure.

Brunton and Fayrer found that the intravenous injection o

cobra poison occasioned a sudden temporary drop in the arter*

blood pressure, which, under most circumstances speedily regain

the previous height. Sometimes, however, this fall ** n0
}

recovered from, and the animal died in less than sixty secon

from the time of the injection, but the arterial blood preset

remained considerably above zero. This was considered notewo

by these authors, and they thought it showed « that the arteries

or capillaries must have been much contracted, thus opposing*

barrier to the exit of blood from the arteries into the veins."



In a previous section I have mentioned a similar occurrence in

many of my experiments with the intravenous injection of

Pseudechis venom. At first this maintenance of a considerable

pressure in the arteries after the sudden death of the animal

puzzled me greatly. There could be however only one explanation

of the phenomenon, viz.: that the blood could not empty itself as

usual into the veins. In my experiments the reason was that the

arterial system was blocked by the occurrence of intravascular

clotting, and it is quite possible that this was also the explanation

in Brunton and Fayrer's experiments.

In the experiments made by these observers death usually

occurred from asphyxia, during which the blood pressure curve

exhibited the same rise of pressure above the normal as obtains

when an unpoisoned animal is asphyxiated.

Speaking of this maintenance of circulatory efficiency, Brunton

and Fayrer say,—" The long continuance of the cardiac pulsations

after apparent death excludes failure of the circulation as the

usual cause of death ; and we are thus brought, by exclusion, to

regard death caused by the bite of the cobra, or by its poison

introduced into the body in any other way, as death from asphyxU.

The truth of this view is well illustrated by a series of experiments

which show that the vitality of the heart may be retained for a

considerable time if the respiration is kept up. It shows also

that the convulsions which have been remarked by Russell and

«H subsequent observers as almost always preceding death are not

due so much to the action of the poison itself on the nervous

centres, as that they depend on the irritation which is produced

b them by the venosity of the blood."

lfl)—The effect of Pseudechis venom upon the excised heart of cold-

blooded Vertebrates.

I have experimented with the excised hearts of frogs and turtles.

n the case of either of these animals a perfusion cannula was

"verted in the ventricle and tied. The cannula was connected

Wlth a Ludwig and Coat's apparatus, and the record of the heart-
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beat taken on a slowly moving cylinder covered with smoked

paper. One of the Marriott's tubes of the apparatus was pre-

viously filled with a mixture of defibrinated mammalian blood

one part, and -65% sodium chloride solution, containing 1 in

1,000 Na 2CO s , two parts. The other tube was filled with a

similar solution containing a known proportion of venom. The

amount of venom contained in the solution was either 0"1 or 1/,.

The former appeared to at first stimulate the heart, but it speedily

began to beat more slowly, then became irregular and feeble, and

eventually stopped in diastole after about thirty minutes. The

stronger solution of venom produced immediate slowing and

enfeeblement of the contractions, which became diminished in

rate and extent until in a few minutes the heart ceased to beat.

through the heart for only ten seconds, the substitution of the

unpoisoned feeding mixture failed to produce any recovery of the

Two experiments were made with the hearts of small turtles by

means of a Ludwig and Coat's apparatus. In the former -1% °f

venom was employed, and in the latter a feeding solution con-

taining 1% of the venom was allowed to flow through the heart

for one hundred seconds, and then replaced by the blood solution

only. This had however, no effect, and the beats became rapid?

less and less apparent until they were imperceptible in tweve

minutes from the introduction of the venom.

(b)—Effect on Mammals.

I commenced my investigations into the action of the veno

the circulatory apparatus, by taking tracings of the pressure

an artery, both during and after the introduction of the po^

The venom was introduced by injection subcutaneously, i»

peritoneal cavity, or directly into the circulation throug

or artery. I chose intravenous injection to begin with, beca^

the method of subcutaneous inoculation introduces an un

quantity—viz., rate of absorption. This method has °
w
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the disadvantage that the injection of even very small quantities

of the venom directly into the circulation occasions so great an

increase in the coagulability of the blood, that this fluid frequently

clots in the vessels. When this occurs at all extensively the

circulation is speedily terminated and death ensues. It is indeed

very difficult to prevent intravascular clotting, and before we can

draw conclusions as to the action of the venom upon the heart or

other portion of the vascular mechanism we must be sure that

thrombosis has not occurred. 1 In my earlier experiments I was

not aware of this action of venom upon blood plasma, and the

inconsistent results I obtained puzzled me greatly. The whole

matter was however cleared up when I discovered that the

extraordinary lack of uniformity in, and frequent sudden termin-

ation of my experiments, was due to the arrest of the circulation

by solidification of the blood.

The animals used were dogs and rabbits. The results were

substantially the same with both animals. The effect of the

poison on the blood pressure was investigated under a variety of

experimental conditions with and without curari. In some

experiments the vagi were previously severed, in others not.

Two experiments were made on animals in which the cord had

been divided at the level of the third cervical vertebra. In five

cases a simultaneous record of the volume of either the kidney or

the spleen was obtained, and in nearly every case the condition

of the respiration was recorded at the same time by connecting

the trachea with a Marey's tambour and writing lever. The

records were taken on a Hering's kymograph. In those experi-

ments which lasted many hours a continuous record was not taken,

but the kymographion was stopped, and set going again for a few

minutes at intervals of fifteen or thirty minutes, or less as occasion

demanded.

The general features of the blood pressure record following the

^ravenous injection of Pseudechis venom are the same as those

1 ilany of the results of previous experimenters with snake poisons

*w vitiated by their ignorance of this possibility.
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observed by Weir Mitchell and Reichert, and Feoktiatow, to

follow the introduction of the venom of Crotalw

Daboia russellii, and Vipera berus into the circulation. Directly

the venom reaches the heart there is a sudden great fall of the

arterial blood pressure. This fall is accompanied by diminution

in the extent of the accession of pressure due to each beat of the

heart, and is the more marked the greater the rapidity with which

the solution of venom is introduced, and the nearer the vein chosen

for its introduction is to the heart. The extent of this fall is

dependent on the degree of concentration with which the poison

reaches the heart. When its dilution with blood is accomplished,

by introducing it into a vein far removed from the heart, its effect

is lessened, and if the injection be carried out sufficiently slowly,

this steep descent is absent, and the pressure declines slowly and

steadily until death.

Also when the venom is injected into the carotid or vertebral

artery, so that it is carried away from the heart and well diluted

with blood before it is returned to this organ, the effect is

diminished, notwithstanding the fact that under these circum-

stances the poison reaches the nervous system in the greatest

concentration. If the fall in pressure is to be ascribed (as

Mitchell and Reichert concluded was the case in their experi-

ments) to the sudden relaxation of the arterioles in the abdominal

area, by paralysis of the vaso-motor centre in the medulla, one

would expect to obtain the most marked result when the poison

was enabled to operate upon the medulla in greatest concentration,

and not the reverse result, as I have always obtained.

The initial fall of pressure may be only temporary, and in the

course of a few minutes to one hour may rise again to nearly

normal, as is shown in the majority of the experiments.

This recovery, when it occurs, does not however last long i

fatal dose has been injected. After remaining as high, or near y

as high as before the injection, for a period varying from a

minutes to some hours, according to the dose which has been



injected, the pressure begins to slowly decline, and continues to

do so until it is only equal to a few millimetres of mercury, when

the enfeebled circulation is no longer adequate to support life,

This fatal fall of blood pressure also invariably occurs in those

cases where artificial respiration is maintained. Without this

assisted respiration the pressure declines more quickly as the

cardiac depression is accentuated by a diminished supply of oxygen,

due to simultaneous failure of respiration.

Up to within a very short interval before death, when the cir-

culation is almost ended, vagus stimulation produces the usual

slowing or stoppage of the heart, (cf. Exs. 10, 11, and 14.)

The intravenous injection of the poison, however, neutralises

that normal retarding influence which is exercised by the vagus,

and is so marked in some dogs. In these animals the large slow

cardiac contractions are almost immediately superseded by con-

tractions increased in rate, and much diminished in force after the

injection of venom. Section of the vagi under these circumstances

When the venom is subcutaneously injected, the decline of the

blood pressure is more gradual, and the primary sudden fall so

characteristic of intravenous injection is absent. The time which

elapses before the pressure begins to fall depends upon the amount

injected and the rapidity of absorption. A small dose (-005

gramme per kilo.) when introduced under the skin, may not

materially affect the blood pressure for three hours subsequent to

the injection, whereas the same amount introduced into the

peritoneal cavity may cause a marked fall in pressure during the

first fifteen minutes. Larger doses however act much more rapidly,

and if a sufficient quantity is injected the blood pressure often

Wis to one half of its previous height in three or four minutes

after the introduction of the poison.
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(c)

—

Explanation of the fall in blood pressure.

Weir Mitchell and Reichert, who observed the same diphasic

character in the blood pressure curve after intravenous injection

of various kinds of snake poison, were of opinion that the primary

fall was chiefly due to the depressant action of the venom upon

the vaso-motor centres in the medulla oblongata, and slightly

upon the heart, but that the ultimate fall of pressure was cardiac

in origin.

From the results of experiments the details of which are given

at the end of this section of the present paper, I have come to the

conclusion that in both cases the fall in pressure is mainly due to

a direct action of the poison upon the heart. The most important

evidence which has led me to this conclusion is drawn

(1) From observations on the blood pressure in experiments in

which the cervical cord had been previously divided, and

(2) From those experiments in which observation of the volume

of the spleen or kidney were made at the same time as a

record of the arterial blood pressure.

In experiments 16 and 17, the intravenous injection of *000o

and -0008 gramme of venom into two dogs with severed cervical

cord, produced precisely similar results to those which I have

frequently obtained with normal dogs. The only difference was

that in the experiments in which the cord had been previously

divided the blood pressure was reduced to almost one half 1

1

original height before the introduction of the venom. In experi-

ment 16 the larger dose killed the animal in ten minutes, and the

pressure fell steadily until death, whereas in experiment 1 h in

which the dose was smaller, the animal lived for nearly two hours,

and the blood-pressure record exhibited the same temporary

recovery as had been observed in the majority of the experiments

with moderate doses of the poison. Were the numbers tabulated

in these two experiments multiplied by two, they would correspon

exactly with those of experiments in which the cord was intact.

Experiments 30, 31, 32, and 33, in which a simultaneous
record

of the arterial blood pressure and the volume of the kidney or



spleen was obtained, show t]

together. The fall in pressure

and equally abrupt diminutio

kidney, and in those experiments in which the arterial pressure

recovered, the volume of these organs increased at the same time,

and again diminished as the pressure in the arteries finally fell.

Had vascular dilatation (provided it affected these organs), been

the explanation of the fall in pressure, the two curves would have

crossed one another and not run in a parallel direction.

I think these organs, and especially the spleen, may be taken as

fair samples of the area in which vascular dilatation due to vaso-

motor paresis would occur, and this evidence, taken in conjunction

with the results of the experiments on animals with divided spinal

cords, justifies the conclusion that the fall in blood pressure is

cardiac in origin, and that any result of vaso-motor paralysis is

insignificant in comparison with the direct weakening of the

cardiac contractions. Such a direct effect upon the heart would

nexpected, for, as I have mentioned, all venoms act as

upplied to the excised heart of c

vertebrates.

Diminished peripheral resistance, owing to vaso-motor paresis,

does no doubt contribute a share to this final fall in pressure, but

that vaso-motor action is not altogether in abeyance, and may
still be called into operation by sufficient stimulus is shown by

the effect of asphyxiation on a curarised animal in which the

pressure has sunk to less than one-half its previous height. In

experiments 14 and 15, the pressure was in both instances, under

such circumstances, doubled by suspension of the artificial respir-

ation. In other experiments upon rabbits, as soon as the respir-

ation showed signs of incipient failure, artificial inflation was

employed. Directly this was discontinued, and the animal had
t0 dePend °n its own inadequate respiratory movements for a

8uPPly of oxygen the pressure rose at once. The only

""* a rise is that brought about by the vaso-motor mechanism.
11,18 is still capable of about doubling the arterial pressure for



Far from considering interference with the

important, in the phenomena of poisoning by this venom, I think

that the manner in which this centre, and also the vagus centre

escapes, when, as I shall presently show, the activity of a closely

situated group of cells, the respiratory centre is absolutely m

abeyance, is one of the most remarkable instances of the selective

operation of a poison, with which I am acquainted.

Ragotzi1 has pointed out that the vaso-motor and vagus centres

enjoy the same comparative immunity from the action of cobra

That the enormous fall in blood pressure is not due to paralysis

of any peripheral termination of the splanchic nerves as Feoktistow

believed was the explanation of the corresponding fall in his experi-

ments with Crotalus poison, is shown by Experiment 5, in which

stimulation of the peripheral ends of these nerves, produced in the

late stages of poisoning, as great a rise of pressure proportionately,

as under normal circumstances. Feoktistow does not give a

detailed account of the experiments from which he drew his con-

clusions, but it is not improbable that he had occasioned extensive

thrombosis in the portal area by his intravenous injection, which

would be an excellent reason why any further peripheral resistance

in the same area, should not be manifest in the blood pressure

There is a further interesting point shown by the blood pressure

record, in those experiments in which I have given at intervals

two or three injections of venom intravenously. The injection o

a very small quantity of venom (-00005 gramme per kilo.) P

duces a very considerable and immediate fall of blood pressure,

which is, however, recovered from. If, after the lapse of one hour

when the pressure has regained, or almost regained its f°rn1

^

1 Virchow's Archiv., Bd. cxxn., S. 232.

2 Loc. tit.



height, a further injection, containing ten or twenty times the

former quantity be made, this causes a second drop in the blood

pressure. The fall is, however, in no way so great as in the

first instance, notwithstanding the fact that the quantity injected

is so much larger, and whereas the recovery from the cardiac

depression due to the first dose, was not complete until from forty

minutes to one hour, the pressure regains the normal, or about

the normal, in fifteen minutes after the second injection. If, after

this second recovery, a third dose of the poison, of the same quantity

as the second injection (or even double that quantity) be introduced,

it has little or no effect upon the blood pressure. The only explan-

ations of such results are either that the cardiac muscle has

become much less sensitive to the operation of the poison, or that

in the meantime, some body possessed of properties which interfere

with the operation of the poison, has become present in the blood

plasma. This point, however, opens up the whole problem of

immunity and the protective reaction of the organism against the

poison, which I hope to discuss at some future time.

Precisely the same result was observed by Wooldridge when

micleo-albumens were repeatedly injected, and the enormous fall

in blood pressure produced by injecting albumoses into a vein,

does not occur if a second injection be made after the animal has

recovered from the first.

Protocols of Experiments showing the influence of the Venom upon

the Arterial Blood Pressure.

These experiments were performed on dogs and rabbits. The

poison was introduced either intravenously, .subcutaneously, or

mto the peritoneal cavity. Most of the experiments in which the

Poison was injected into a vein were made upon dogs, whereas in

those cases where subcutaneous injection was employed, rabbits

w<*e usecL Graphic records of the blood pressure were taken

uPOn a Hering's kymograph by means of a mercury manometer.

The time and duration of the injection was indicated by raising

the 8iSnal line. Underneath the signal line a time marker con-
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those experiments which lasted some hours, a continuous record

was not taken, but the kymograph was stopped and set going

again for a few minutes, at intervals of fifteen or thirty minutes

or less as occasion demanded. In tabulating the curves, the

height of the pressure tracing at any particular moment above the

abcissa was measured in mm. and this number doubled. In every

case the mean pressure between the limits of the respiratory and

cardiac undulations was taken.

(1) Experiments with dogs in which the vagi had been previously

Experiment 1—Dog, weight 4-1 kilogrammes, -065 gramme of

morphia injected hypodermically ; ether during operation.

injection of -0002 gramme per kilo, of tody

weight into the external jugular vein.

Injection lasted 5 minutes.

Experiment 2—Dog, weight 3-4 kilos., -065 gramme morphia

hypodermically
; ether during operation. ^____

weight into juguli

i

dyspnceic struggles

I^^^nfSionlasted



rtem examination revealed clots in the

I portal vein.

Experiment 3—Dog, weight 5-4 kilos. -065 gramme of morphia

hypodermically ; ether during operation.

fa. TiTsecs
w?"|

Normal 108 1 -00005 gramme per kilo, of body weight
injected into jugular vein. Injection

lasted 2̂ minute.
901

3 54

5 64
72
78
83

10

20

124
116
113
112

1 9 ° 102
] bled to death.

Experiment 4—Dog, weight 5-5 kilos., -065 gramme of morphia

hypodermically
; ether during operation.

Time. Blood pressure!

».«* 180 1 -0005 gramme per kilo, injected in external

I jugular vein. Injection lasted 50 seconds

15

30
45

112
178
172
156

1 15
1 30 o
1 45

2 10 J

80
81
64
30
14

respiration greatly diminished in extent

dead. Respiratory gasps after cessation of



Experiment 5-

hypodermically
;

-Dog, weight 3*2 kilos., -075 gramme of morphia

^ther during operation.

When the pressure had been reduced from 136 t<

stimulation of the left splanchnic at its entrance into the

by a faradaic current caused the pressure to rise to 61 i

Experiment 6—Dog, weight 4 kilos., -065 gramme (

hypodermically
; ether during operation.

iion very slow and slight

fcion very slow and slight

l°/ solution of CaCl 2
injected[W

ila? vein, caused immediate throm

s of the whole vascular^system^^^

This experiment was terminated after thirty minutes by m^
ing a solution of CaCL which occasioned extensive intravascular



hrs. nZ'secs

B
£°mm

eS
o
U
f

re

B»„t,

Normal 204 •0006 gramme per kilo, injected into jugular
vein. Injection lasted l£ minutes.

10 181

!s°aS
108

respiration inspiratory in charactor
diminished respiration inspiratory in character

2

2 17 135
21

respiration nearly ceased
asphyxial convulsions during which pressure

dead

In this experiment the respiration was affected to a much
greater extent than is usual with dogs under the experimental
conditions, and the animal died of asphyxia. During the
asphyxia the pressure rose considerably.

Experiment
hypodermically

3—Dog, weight 15 kilos., -15 gramm
ether during operation.

morphia

l»U B
iu

!£r°
r Ke,„A,

Normal 186 •00005 gramme per kilo, injected into jugular

30

99
89
92

127
158
164 •0005 gramme per kilo, injected

1 20
1 30

2 5

162
•0005 gramme per kilo, injected

2 15
2 30

148
151

bled to death



(2) Experiments on dogs with vagi intact.

Experiment 9—Dog, weight 9i kilos., -1 gramme

hypodermically ; ether during operation.

Tlme. r=|H E,"*rks -

Normal 95

10 30 65

21-0
j
-00001 gramme per kilo, injected into

|

jugular vein; injection lasted 21

1-0 right and left vagi cut ; no effect

10 ___

The restraining effect of the vagus on the heart beat was very

marked in this dog. It disappeared in one minute after the

injection of the poison, and when the vagi were severed this was

followed by no alteration in heart beat or blood pressure.

Experiment 10—Dog, w

vpodermieally; ether duri

iiilit kilos., -065 gramme

operation.

formal 152 8-0 •0008 grammes per kilo, of bodj

injected into jugular vein- i

lasted 10 minutes.
10
12 right and left vagi cut. No eff

13 94 20 peripheral end of right vagus stu

pressure fell to 30 mm.
116
76 20

15
40 •7

30 32 •I
53 18
56 14 less dead _______^

the vagus beatsShortly after introduction of the poison

appeared. Subsequent section of vagi produced

Stimulation of peripheral end of right vagus stopped



Experiment 11—Dog, weight 135 kilos., "15 gramme morphia

hypoderinically ; ether during operation.

,££. ' v
/;:;

:

.

—
Normal 92 90 •00003 gramme per kilo, injected into

20 68 •75 trachea clamped.

25 85
74 :j right and left vagus cut.

50 70

54

•7

peripheral end of right vagus stimulated
caused pressure to fall to 26 mm.

•00045 gramme per kilo, injected

•0005 gramme per kilo, injected

2 20
2 40

36

69
:i

3 30 42

s \k dead

beats disappeared injection

6 venom
- Twenty minutes after injection of poison pressure

galled 68 mm., and iamping trachea raised it to 170 mm.
«ng both vagi produced no effect. Stimulation of peripheral

rigbt vagus stopped the heart.

S-V„;



Experiment 12—Dog, weight 15-8

hypodermically; ether during operatic

__<-ur».i.>n

_*__. J:.,-.
AVrK.'r

Ke_a__,

Normal 110 28 •00003 grammes per kilo, injected into

jugular vein. Injection lasted 1

30 146 32
1 96 22

5

66
60

3

10 •25

15 75
30 84 1

49 113
2

•0005 gramme per kilo, injected

50 1-5

52
53 64

1

55 1-2

56

108

1*6

17 1-75 •0005 gramme per kilo, injected

112 15
110 1-5

105 1-25

1 15 108 1-5

1 20 113 2 bled to death _______—

—

Experiment 13—Dog, weight 6-8 kilos., -1 gramme mor_

hypodermically ; ether during operation. Curare injected i

jugular vein.

)1 gramme per kilo, injected ^.^
vein. Injection lasted 10 seconds.



'eriments on curari«> << '/<>;/<, f'dh artificial respiration, ant

vagi severed.

riraent 14—Dog, weight 10-2 kilos., *125 gramme morphi

mically; ether during operation. Curare injected int

U 5

88
92

95

•000075 gramme per kilo, of body weight
inj.*. t>d iu jugular vein. Injection lasted

50 seconds.

30 142

1 *0 135

2

3

u
140
127

3

3

I 122
3 30

4 30 1
5 30

i
6 30
6 31
ti 32

s artificial respiration suspended

56
artificial respiration continued

7
peripheral end of right vagus stimulated,

? 30 33
pressure fell to 20 m.m.

IJo tl dead

! artificial respiration for



Experiment 15—Dog, weight 15-9 kilo., -2 gramme morphia

hypodermically ; ether during operation. Curare injected into

hrs. nZ'secs

BI
°n°

d
m
P
m
e

or
e _

Normal

30
1

IB

1 1

136 •00005 gramme per kilo, of body weight

injected into jugular vein.

62

64
103

76

•0025 gramme per kilo, injected

1 15

2

2 10
2 2

71

62
artificial respiration continued

is I
28
19 dead

(4) Experiments on dogs after severing the spinal cord in the

Experiment 16—Dog, weight 6-6 kilos., -1 gi

given hypodermically
; ether during operation.

severed at level of 3rd cervical vertewj

I gramme per kilo, injected into jugu^

29 slight inspiratory gasps.



iriment 17—Dog, weight 7 kilos.,

rmically ; ether during the operation

Tun, B] ipre^ur.

Norm
2

2

<

127
68

54

34

•OOO^amnTe .riiiu i^'i^ •u=uS

40
15 45
20 48
30

1 *o o
57

38

_I_o2_ 11 13 dead

(5) Experiments on rabbits, vagi intact; without artificial

respiration.

Experiment 18—Rabbit, weight 1 kilogramme; ether durin

operation.

^.It«e.
mr£or

\ n
injected into external jugular vein. In-

jection lasted 30 seconds.

70

—*"

",al

30 83
49
53
64
69
48

•00004 gramme per kilo, inject

vein. Injection lasted 30 se

intravascular clotting,

dead

con s.



Experiment 20—Rabbit, weight 1 kilo. ; ether during operation.

respiration increased i

spiration diminishing:,

extent than normal.

In the next two experiments the amplil

respiratory excursions of the tambour-lever :

lumbers representing the arterial pressure

?rom these it will be seen that the fall in

n any way dependent upon c nished respiratory efficiency.

Experiment 21— Rabbit, weight 1-6 kilos.; ether during

operation.

Time. Blood Bespiration.« L

Normal 126 15 58 •00002 gramme per kUo. °fbjg

weight slowly injected in»

1 30 66
52 52

130

jected into jugular vein.

51

2 15 65
50

55
40

2 42 26
21

16 2?
12
21

13 dead. -
—



In this experiment the respiration was well maintained for two

hours forty-two minutes, when asphyxial convulsions occurred,

due to the feeble circulation.

Experiment 22—Kabbit, weight 1-75 kilos. ; ether during

Blood Ee«pi *—
h«.n,iM.«c.. "ifm;!: r^r

:T|
107 13 72

GO
69

-?sjsw"""

i s i !

1
55

36

71

52

•000015 grm. per ki

large slow vagus be

dead.

amjected.

n this experiment the respiration showed signs of failure,

the asphyxial convulsions must be attributed to the simultaneous

enablement of the circulation.

In the next two experiments the venom solution was raised to

the temperature of 85° C. for a moment previous to injection.

Experiment 23—Rabbit, weight 1-4 kilos.; ether during

operation.



Experiment 24—Rabbit, weight 18 kilos.; ether during

operation. Venom solution heated to 85° C. previous to injection.

Time. B

ierEF" •—

.

Normal

0*0 82

•01 gramme per kilo, inject

vein. Injection lasted 3 minutes.

6

36

respiration doubled in rate and extent.

I 9 33 respiration diminishing but greater than

normal.

long slow gasping respiration.

10
o ii o

! 12

In this experiment when the pressure had fallen to 33 mm-,

asphyxial convulsions occurred, although the respiration at the

time was above the normal, both in rate and extent.

Observations on the blood pressure after subcutaneous injection of

the poison.

When the poison is subcutaneously introduced, the effect upon

the blood pressure is complicated by the results of simultaneous

paralysis of the respiration, to a much greater extent than under

the previous experimental conditions. The cause of this differ-

ence will be discussed in the section devoted to the consideration

of the effects of the venom on the respiratory mechanism, but it

is necessary to mention the fact now. Blood pressure records

taken from an animal into which the poison has been subcutane-

ously injected exhibit the effects of the primary asphyxial

stimulation of the vagus and vaso-motor centres, and the final

paralysis of both of these, together with the weakening of cardiac

contractions owing to diminish cm I oxygenation.

Accordingly, in studying the effect of the poison upon the blood

pressure when subcutaneously or intra-peritoneally injected, it lS

necessary to eliminate these secondary results due to its
operation

at the same time upon the respiratory mechanism, by means o



artificial inflation of the lungs. The effect upon the blood

pressure without artificial respiration can, however, be seen on

reference to the experiments at the end of the section on the effects

of the venom upon the respiration. In the detailed account of

those experiments, the pressure in the carotid artery at intervals

during the course of the experiment, is enumerated, together with

the rate and amplitude of the respiratory movements. On com-

paring the experiments with and without artificial respiration, it

will be seen that life is only prolonged to a very short extent by

maintaining the respiratory efficiency of the animal by mechanical

Tf death from asphyxia be prevented by such means, the animal

succumbs within a few minutes from heart failure. Experiments

-6, 27 and 28, in which the artificial inflation was suspended for

a few seconds at intervals in order to ascertain the extent of the

action of the poison on the respiratory mechanism, show that

the heart ceased to beat within five minutes from the time when

natural respiration had completely ceased.

The animals upon which these experiments were performed

were rabbits. They were anaesthetised with ether, and the carotid

artery connected with a mercury manometer. The trachea was

connected with a Marey's tambour and the artificial respiration

pump. The air was warmed by being passed through coils of

le*l pipe immersed in hot water before being pumped into the

ungs. The arrangement of these connections was such as to

admit of changing from artificial to. natural respiration or vice

wr«o by turning a tap, and without interfering with the registering

tambour
- A tracing of the normal blood pressure was first obtained,

and then ^e poison dissolved in 1 cc. of normal salt solution,

ejected. Further tracings were taken at intervals of fifteen

minutes or less, during the course of the experiment. The poison

was injected into the peritoneal cavity in two experiments and in

others under the skin of the abdomen. The result of all the



231

experiments was the same. The pressure fell slowly at first, and

rapidly at the end of the experiment. With large doses, Experi-

ments 25, 26, 27, it fell considerably, even during the first ten

minutes, but with the smaller quantities it remained nearly at the

normal for the first two hours and then fell rapidly until death.

At the same time the excursions of the style occasioned by each

beat of the heart were very greatly diminished until they became

imperceptible.

i 25—Rabbit, weight 1-3 kil

Experiment 26—Rabbit, weight 1-6 kilos.

hrs. mil^ecs

m^£*r *.„„*..

15

30

1 15

1 30

1 32

89

82
88

S

28

10

•0075 gramme per kilo, of body weight

jected into peritoneal cavity.

artificial respiration suspended for 7 seco

natural respiration slight and inadeq

artificial respiration suspended 5 seco

Natural respiration just perceptible.

artificial respiration suspended o sec

Natural respiration absent.

dead. ____-^



Experiment 27—Rabbit, weight 1-25 kilos.

Tune. *Krr K„„„.

Normal 91 •0075 gramme per kilo, injected subcutane-
ously into abdominal wall.

15

30

1

1 15
82

artificial respiration suspended during 7
seconds. Natural respiration very feeble.

1! i

64

42 artificial respiration suspended during 7
seconds. Natural respiration absent.

2 13
20
14 dead.

Experime nt 28—Bab bit, weight 1-75 kilos.

hrs. nZsecs
^nESTo?" Eemarks.

Normal 98 •0035 gramme per kilo, of body weight in-

30 99
90

jected under skin of abdomen.

45

89

1 2" n
88
92

1 45 artificial respiration suspended 5 seconds.

Natural respiration feeble.

2 15
91

92
2 45 84 artificial respiration suspended 5 seconds.

Natural respiration very feeble.

56 artificial respiration suspended 5 seconds.

3 15 22
Natural respiration just perceptible.

: -

^Jl_o_
Natural respiration absent.

dead.



Experiment 29—Rabbit, weight 1*2 kilos.

Normal 102 •0035 gramme per kilo, of body weight in-

1 under skin of abdomen.
15 100
30 97
45 97

93
1 15 90

87
1 45 89

2 45

69
3 15 52
3 25 31
3 30 26
3 35 22
3 40
3 44 15 dead. __—

—

Simultaneous observations on the arterial blood pressure and M
volume of the kidney or spleen following the intravenow

injection of the venom.

These experiments were performed on dogs. The animals were

given a hypodermic injection of morphia half an hour previously,

and inhaled ether during the operative procedure. The carotid

artery and jugular vein were dissected out. The former tfj

connected with a mercury manometer, and a cannula tied in &*

vein by means of which the venom containing solution was in

duced. The kidney was reached through the loin, and placed in

a Roy's oncometer and surrounded by hot cloths. Instead of

using oil as Roy originally did, hot water was used and the

membranes enclosing the organ were previously soaked in oi •

The oncometer was connected to the piston-recorder by an B> ia
'

rubber tube with stout walls. Unfortunately the range of m°ve
-

ment of the piston-recorder I have worked with is insufficient
to

register the great variations produced in the volume of the kidney

by the injection of snake venom. The spleen was reached by a



long incision at the outer border of the rectus muscle, and placed

in Roy's spleen box. Hot water was used to surround the organ,

In these experiments, however, the piston recorder was discarded

owing to its insufficient range, and the end of the rubber tube

farthest from the spleen box was connected with a small burette

graduated in -^-ths of a cc. The level of the water in the burette

was adjusted so as to be three inches above the level of the spleen

box, in order that the pressure on the outside of the organ should

approximately equal the pressure in the splenic vein. During

the progress of the experiment, the graduation opposite the level

of the water in the burette was read off by an assistant, and at

the same time an indication was made on the blood pressure record

due to increase in the capillary pressure within the organ, is

indicated by the water flowing into the burette. Diminution in

volume is indicated by a corresponding flow out of the burette.

burette, a measure of the alteration in volume is obtained.

In tabulating the graphic records, the height of the arterial

pressure curve has been measured as before, and in the spleen

volume
i spenments, the volume in cc. by which the orgai

diminished, has been placed opposite the value of the arterial

blood pressure at the moment. With the kidney experiments the

value of the ordinates on the curve in cc. was ascertained by
observing the extent of rise or fall of the lever of the piston

recorder which corresponded with the entrance or exit of 1 cc.

°* fluid into the piston box. This tabulation is not quite accurate,
°WlnS to the lever moving in an arc, and therefore the value of

the 0rdinates is not uniform, but this error may be neglected
f°r the present purpose.

In observing the volume at any particular time, the maximum
** ue and minimum value of the respiratory undulations were
*>*h recorded and the mean taken. With the spleen experiments

e Variations in volume caused by the rhythmic contraction of the



organ itself, were accounted for in the same way. These contrac-

tions diminished or disappeared when the arterial pressure sank

greatly after the introduction of the poison, and reappeared in

those cases in which the pressure temporarily recovered, to vanish

again as the pressure finally sank.

Experiment 30—Dog, weight 13-5 kilos.; curarised ;
artificial

respiration ; carotid connected with a mercury manometer ;
vagi

cut; poison introduced through a cannula in the external jugular

vein ; right kidney placed in oncometer.

Time. «ood VoW
Remarks.

Normal 146 normal •000035 gramme per kilo. njectci into

55
52

-2-lcc.

32
15

17 18 dead

* Denotes that the diminution in volume of the organ is greater

than the piston-recorder could indicate.

Experiment 31—Dog, weight 9 kilos.; hypodermic injection of

2 grains of morphia acetate ; ether; vagi cut; carotid connect

with mercury manometer; poison introduced through a cannula in

external jugular vein ; right kidney placed in oncometer.

hrs. IZ'see.
pressure

I2Cy
e

He..*.

Normal

10
5

20
25
30
42

120

96

75

112

-l-8cc.

-l-8cc.

•000015 gramme per kilo, injected

jugular vein.



* Denotes that the diminution in volume of the organ is greater

than the piston-recorder could indicate. During this time its

lever described a straight line on the drum. As the pressure

again rose the piston recommenced to describe the characteristic

volume curve, exhibiting the cardiac and respiratory undulations.

Experiment 32—Dog, weight 3*6 kilos. ; J grain morphia

injected hypodermically; ether; vagi cut; carotid connected with

a mercury manometer
;

poison introduced through a cannula in

external jugular vein ; spleen placed i

spleen when dead = 30 cc.

hrs. nZ'secs. ff= 31
Normal

30

3

20

30
45 O

1 30

58

122

63

28

-1-8 „
-2-1 „
-20 „

-0-9 ,"

-08 ',',

-2-0 "

•0001 gramme per kilo, injected into

jugular vein.

dead.

Experiment 33—Dog, weight 4-3 kilos., 1 grain morphia hypo-

lermically
; ether ; vagi cut ; carotid connected with a mercury

nanometer
; poison introduced through a cannula in the external

ugular vein
; spleen placed in oncometer. Volume of the spleen

»hen dead = 36-5 cc.

ns. gtCs

120

58

2e7 He.,*,

3
-20 „'

-31 „

•000075 gramme per kilo, injected into

jugular vein.



Time.
,l't:L

Volume
Remark,

spleen.

TIT
102

110
108 -0-3 "

45

1 30

103
-09 "

-10 "

2 30 -22 „
2 40 58 -2-9 „
2 50
3

3 30

54 -31 „
-33 „

3 50
36
32 -_l° ;;

4 13 18 -4-2
"

dead.

V.—Effect of Venom on the Nervous System.

The venoms of all snakes directly, or indirectly affect the nervous

system. The introduction of snake poison is followed by depression,

faintness, loss of coordinating power, and ultimately by paralysis.

These symptoms point to alteration in either the nervous centres

or the peripheral nerves.

Brunton and Fayrer concluded, from their experiments, that

the peripheral termination of the motor nerves were actually

paralysed by cobra venom. These authors repeated Claude

Bernard's classical experiments by means of which he demonstrated

that curare paralysed the peripheral terminations of motor nerves.

The results with cobra venom showed that this poison exerted a

similar effect. They were however, of opinion that paralysis of

motor nerves was not the only effect of cobra poison on the

nervous system, but that the spinal cord was also paralysed. n

some instances paralysis of the spinal cord appeared to cause

death, when little or no affection of the motor nerves could be

observed, but in other cases the peripheral paralysis was strongly

marked. They thought it was doubtful whether the cerebrum

was directly affected by the poison, as the intelligence both m

man and in animals often remained unimpaired to the last, an
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lie stupor and drowsiness which were sometimes noticed, might

ave been caused indirectly.

According to Wall, 1 the principal action of cobra poison on the

ervous system, consists of an extinction of functions extending

rorn below upwards, of the various nerve-centres constituting the

system ; and though, no doubt, other parts of the

3 system suffer, this poison acts especially on the respiratory

and on those other ganglia allied to it in the medulla

ita, which are in connection with the vagus, the spinal

ry, and the hypo-glossal nerves, and it is directly to this

tive action that we have to attribute death in most cases

Wall found, however, that there were marked differences

between the actions of the poison of the cobra, and Daboia

russelii, (a viperine snake) upon the nervous system. The poison

of the latter almost always occasioned violent convulsions, which

were not due as in cobra poisoning to failure of the respiration.

They occurred quite suddenly, and were in no way obviated by

artificial inflation of the lungs. Sometimes the animal died at

once, sometimes after a partial recovery. Wall thought these

convulsions were caused by the direct operation of the poison on

the nervous system and not by asphyxia. Nevertheless, I feel

convinced that they were in reality asphyxial convulsions, and due

to intravascular clotting, whereby the circulation was impeded, or

altogether stopped.

Another very interesting fact discovered by Wall was that if

Daboia venom was heated to 100° C. its power of producing these

convulsions was abolished. Injection of the boiled poison caused

a gradual cessation of the respiration, followed by a few convul-

8ions, due to respiratory failure.

Exactly the same result is obtained by heating Pseudechis

venom to 85' (J., and I have already shown that this is because

its capacity to occasion intravascular clotting has thereby been

almost destroyed.

1 " Indian Snake Poisons."

P-July3,l895.



Feoktistow on the other hand, experimenting with the venoms

of Crotalus and Vipera berus, found that even when complete

paralysis of the extremities had occurred, faradisation of the

peripheral end of a nerve produced perfectly normal contractions

of the muscles, and he was unable to find any interference with

the passage of nerve impulses to voluntary muscles. (No curare

effect).

These venoms produced a gradual paresis, involving, as a rale,

the hinder extremities first, and soon passing into a condition of

complete paralysis. The reflexes disappeared either before, or at

the same time as the onset of paralysis. He was unable to restore

the diminished or lost reflex activity of the cord by even intra-

venous injections of strychnine ; nor could he produce any move-

ment of the opposite limb by faradaic stimulation of the central

end of the sciatic nerve, even when the paralysis of the hind limbs

was still incomplete. During the later stages of poisoning he

observed dilation of the pupil.

Ragotzi1 has recently, by an extensive series of experiments on

frogs, confirmed the results obtained by Brunton and Fayrer, as to

the action of cobra venom on the peripheral termination of the

motor nerves. He has also by some ingenious experiments shown

that the same occurs in mammals, and is of opinion that to this

peripheral paralysis the nervous symptoms are almost entirely due.

In summing up the results of his experiments he says—"Ich

glaube daher, dass durch das Najagift eine specifische primiire

Liihmung der nervosen Centra nicht hervorgebracht wird. Tnn

sie irgendwo in die Erscheinung, dann ist sie wohl 1
unilaivr

Natur, d. h. die Folge von schweren Circulationstorungen.

When Pseudechis venom is introduced into an animal, after a

period of uneasiness which varies according to the amount injected,

it becomes sleepy and lethargic, and if a dog, it vomits. T e

lethargy increases, and is succeeded by weakness, which is at firs

most manifest in the hind quarters. The animal remains quiet.



ami disinclined to move. If made to walk its gait is unsteady,

and accompanied by incoordination of movement. At the same

time it responds less readily to any form of stimulation, and its

senses appear dulled. Later it is quite unable to stand, the

pupils become dilated and insensible to light, and the breathing

shallow and slowed. In this condition it responds sluggishly to

movements evoked by stimulation of the sensitive hair of the snout,

are still rapidly produced. Eventually no response can be evoked

by stimulation from any of the surfaces, and the corneal reflex

disappears last. By this time the respiratory movements have

become very sluggish, and with the exception of occasional long

inspiratory gasps, greatly diminished in extent. The respiration

ultimately ceases when with or without a few feeble convulsive

movements, the animal succumbs.

I have already shown that the venom paralyses the heart, and

thereby gradually depresses the circulation, and it is quite con-

ceivable that all these nervous symptoms could be produced by a

gradually diminished blood supply to the central nervous system.

Accordingly, before we can draw any conclusions as to how far

these results are due to a direct interference with the function of

the nervous system, it will be necessary to eliminate the operation

By varying the conditions of the experiment, it is however easy

to show that, although in many cases the circulatory depression

contributes to the gradual extinction of function of the nervous

•yrtem, the venom does itself exert a very powerful action upon

the medulla and cord, and more especially upon the respiratory

When the venom reaches the circulation in a considerable

quantity at one time, the heart is the more affected, whereas the

respiratory centre is sensitive in a higher degree to the continuous

operation of the poison in small concentration. This conclusion

Was wrived at from the fact that in those cases where the poison

18 raPidly introduced into the circulation, as when small quantities



intravenously, or large quantities subcutaneously, are injected,

the more obvious effect is that produced upon the heart, but if

the delivery of the venom be slower, as when it is subcutaneously

injected, in not too large amount, the function of respiration is the

one more particularly interfered with, whilst the circulation maybe

well maintained. In fact, were two separate observers to experi-

ment, the one with intravenous, the other with subcutaneous

injections, the conclusion of the former would be that the principal

action of the venom was that of a cardiac poison, while the latter

might consider -that any interference with the circulation was

altogether subsidiary to the action of the poison on the respiratory

Different species of animals also exhibit some variation in the

relative degree of sensitiveness of their vascular and respiratory

mechanisms to the poison. In dogs the effect on the vascular

mechanism is, under similar conditions, generally more manifest

than in rabbits, whereas the latter appear to be particularly

sensitive to the influence of the poison in that portion of the

nervous system connected with respiration. It must, however, be

distinctly understood, that in all animals the venom produces a

profound paralysing effect upon the heart, and even in rabbits,

life can be prolonged but a few minutes by means of artificial

respiration. In those experiments in which immediately any

respiratory activity were obvious,

inflation with warmed air was resorted to, the blood pressure teu

to within a few mm. of zero, and the animal died very shortly

after extinction of ordinary breathing had occurred.

It would appear as if the poison must reach a certain proportion

in the circulating blood, before it can seriously interfere wi

cardiac contractions, but once this proportion is reached, the heart

is very speedily and profoundly affected. When the absorption

of the venom is slow, it may however effect a gradual paralysis o

the more sensitive respiratory nervous mechanism, before i

present in the blood in sufficient concentration to produce any

appreciable diminution in cardiac activity.



owever, so easy to eliminate the influence of deficient

s a possible cause of the symptoms of general paralysis

of the cord which occur in poisoned animals, because the rest of

the nervous system does not exhibit the same degree of sensitiveness

as the respiratory centre. Nevertheless, one may infer that a

poison which produces so deadly a paralysing effect upon a special

group of nerve cells, will exert the same influence though in lesser

degree upon the rest of the nervous system. There is indeed

absolute evidence of this, in the case of cold-blooded vertebrates,

such as frogs, and although with mammals the evidence is not so

completely satisfactory, it nevertheless leaves no reasonable doubt

that a diminution of the reflex activity of the cord, due to the

direct action of this venom on the nerve cells, exists after the

injection of the poison.

In the section devoted to the consideration of the effect of the

poison on the circulation, I stated that after the introduction of

venom into a vein, a great fall of blood pressure occurred, which

was accounted for by a direct paralysing effect of the poison upon

the heart. When, however the quantity injected was a small one,

the blood pressure very soon regained its former height, and the

circulation was as well maintained as previously. Nevertheless

the condition of the nervous system of the animal is very different

to that immediately preceding the injection. When removed

from the table it shows great weakness, and is often unable to

*alk, or even to stand, but lies helplessly in any position in which

it may have fallen after a few incoordinate attempts to regain

a normal attitude. Its tendon reflexes are feeble or altogether

absent, and it reacts sluggishly to any form of cutaneous

stimulation.

Rabbits of about two kilogrammes in weight, which have

received 01 gramme of venom subcutaneously, die in from two to

three hours. The immediate cause of death, as I shall presently

Ehow
'
is d«e in most cases to respiratory failure. If, directly the

respiration becomes shallow, artificial inflation of the lungs be

employed, they live some fifteen or twenty minutes longer. In



three experiments in which under these conditions a tracing of

the arterial blood pressure was taken, this was maintained at, or

a very little below the original height, for some ten minutes after

the power of the animal to breathe, had absolutely disappeared.

In these experiments shortly before the cessation of ordinary

respiration the abdominal skin reflex which is so strongly marked

in rabbits could no longer be elicited, and its disappearance was

followed by that of the corneal reflex also, while at the same time

the efficiency of the circulation was maintained, as was shown by

the blood pressure remaining as high, or nearly as high as at the

commencement of the experiment.

(a)—Effect of venom on the reflex activity ofthe spinal cord infrogs.

After the introduction of -01 gramme of venom into the dorsal

lymph sacs of frogs, the animals soon show signs of advancing

paralysis. In about ten to fifteen minutes after the inoculation,

the respiratory movements become slow, and eventually cease.

It now responds only sluggishly to cutaneous stimulation, and if

turned over on its back can with difficulty regain the prone

position, on account of the incoordination of its efforts. A *eff

minutes later the animal is quite unable to turn over, when placed

on its back, and responds slightly or not at all to every form of

cutaneous stimulation. In about twenty minutes it is absolutely

paralysed, and even stimulation of the central end of a divided

sciatic nerve is unable to produce the slightest reflex response.

If a frog in this condition be opened, the heart may be beating

feebly, but in most cases the whole circulation is thrombosed.

Now it is obvious that one cannot draw any conclusions concern-

ing the direct action of the poison upon the nervous system from

such an experiment, as suspension of the circulation produces the

same result. Thrombosis may however be obviated, as I have

previously mentioned by raising the temperature of the venom

solution to 85° C. before injecting it. In the remainder of ntf

experiments on frogs this was done ; -01 gramme of this heat

venom never produced thrombosis, but the animals showed t ie
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same symptoms of gradual extinction of function of the nervous
system as those inoculated with the unheated venom. When the

animals were completely paralysed, the heart was found to be still

heat i iii; fairly strongly.

To test the effect of venom on the reflex activity of the cord,

Turc's method was employed. The brains of seven frogs were
destroyed, and the animals were then hung up in a row by the
lower jaw. About every five minutes the foot of each frog was
dipped in a -4% solution of sulphuric acid. The moment the foot

touched the fluid a chronograph was started, and the moment
there was any movement of the leg, it was stopped. The
chronograph measured to one-fifth of a second.

The time intervening between the commencement of the

stimulation and the beginning of response, (latent period of

response), was then noted, and the foot of the frog washed in a

beaker of water. The whole process was then repeated with the

next frog. As the activity of the cord diminished, the latent

period increased. When the seven frogs had been tested three

times in this way, -01 gramme of venom dissolved in -5 cc. salt

solution, and previously heated to 85° C., was injected into the

dorsal lymph sac of three of them, and the hearts of two were
cut out, while the remaining two served as controls. The effect

of the poison, and also the effect of cessation of all circulation

upon the latent period of response is shown in the following

e, where the columns of figures represent this latent period of
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While with the control frogs there was no very marked altera-

tion in the reflex excitability of the cord until the next day, those

frogs in which the circulation was abolished failed to respond in

twenty-five and twenty minutes after the suspension of the circu-

lation. For the few minutes previous to the absence of response

to stimulation, the latent period was increased. The poisoned

frogs whose hearts were still beating moderately after the cessation

of all reflex activity, however, ceased to respond after fifteen and

twenty minutes ; that is sooner than those in which the cord was

deprived of all blood supply. Under these circumstances the

effect on the nervous system must have been a direct one, and

wholly independent of any interference with the vascular

mechanism.

(b)—The effect of the venom on motor nerves.

The general features presented by an animal poisoned with the

venom are strikingly similar to those which follow the injection

of curari. The gradual cessation of all motor phenomena either

of a spontaneous or reflex origin might very well be due to the

poison operating in this way. The conclusion of Brunton and

Fayrer, and Eagotzi, that cobra poison paralysed the peripheral

ends of the motor nerves, lends additional support to such a view.

With the object of investigating this point, I made a number

of observations on frogs poisoned with the venom, in the same

way as the action of curari was determined by Claude Bernard.

I also determined whether there was any evidence of such inter-

ference with the terminations of the phrenic nerves, and also

with the motor nerves of the brachial plexus of rabbits. Ragota

found that the terminations of the phrenics were more sensitive

to the action both of curari and of cobra poison, than the other

motor nerve endings ; and he sees in this increased sensitiveness

the reason why so many observers have attributed a selective

action upon the respiratory centre to cobra venom.

I have both with frogs and mammals been quite unable to

discover any indication that Pseudechis venom produces an effect



upon motor nerve terminations. The

(i.)

—

Experiments with Frogs.

In all these experiments the sciatic nerve on one side was

dissected out for a length of about 1 cm. and a ligature passed

under it and tied around the limb, but so as to exclude the nerve.

The poison was then introduced either into the dorsal lymph sac,

or into the peritoneal cavity, and was unable to reach the ligatured

limb which was cut off from all circulation. As soon as all move-

ment either voluntary or reflex had ceased, the lower half of the

frog was cut off at the waist, the skin removed from the lower

half of the body and the sciatics of both sides stimulated as they

lay beside the urostyle in the abdominal cavity.

The capacity of the nerve to conduct impulses to the muscle,

was ascertained by stimulating it with the induced current from

a Du Bois Reymond's coil, and recording the greatest distance of

the secondary from the primary coil when a contraction of the

gastrocnemius was caused by breaking the primary circuit. This

circuit contained one Daniel cell, and a moderately constant

rapidity in opening the circuit was obtained' by allowing a rotating

cylinder to make and break a metallic contact. The cylinder was
kept rotating at a uniform speed, and made and broke circuit with
each revolution. The secondary circuit was short circuited by a

Du Bois Reymond key. This was opened, when it was wished to

stimulate the nerve, during one revolution of the cylinder, and
then closed again. As only the minimal stimuli requisite to pro-

duce a contraction were employed, the closing of the primary
circuit just previous to its opening, failed to cause any contraction

Experiment I.—Large male frog, weight 21 grammes; left leg

ligatured but so as to exclude the sciatic nerve.
L '

3~ p.m., -25 cc. of a 1% solution of Pseudechis venom injected

9
into dorsal lymph sac.

'20
., both legs kicked when foot was pinched.



4-0 p.m., both legs kicked when foot was pinched.

50 „ ditto ditto

7-0 „ responds sluggishly to stimulation; recovers with

difficulty when placed on back.

Next morning the frog was quite lively.

In this experiment the condition of the nerves was not tried as

an insufficient amount of venom had been inoculated.

Experiment II.—Sturdy male frog, weight 1 8 grammes prepared

as in Experiment I.

12-2 p.m., -5 cc. of 1% solution of venom injected into dorsal

12'20 „ respiratory movements ceased
;

pinching foot of un-

ligatured limb causes it to be drawn away slowly.

12 21 „ when turned over on its back makes no attempt to

regain the prone position.

12-24 „ corneal reflex gone.

12-25 „ sciatic nerves prepared for s

Maximum distance of secondary from primary

Si^nerT ISuoT
|

Ligatured limb...

1
TJnligatured limb

47 cm.

38 Z J

Experiment III.—Large female frog, weight 19 grammes, prepared

12-40 p.m., -5 cc. of 1% solution of Pseudechis venom injected

into dorsal lymph sac.

12-56 „ respiratory movements ceased.

l'O „ when turned over on back unable to recover prone

position.

1 '5 „ all reflex movements absent ; sciatic nerves prepared



I found that the venom had occasioned intravascular clotting

in both these frogs. The blood in the whole vascular system was

coagulated, except in the ligatured limb. It therefore appeared

quite likely that the venom had not been circulating sufficiently

long to produce any influence on the nerve terminations. In the

remainder of the experiments intravascular clotting was obviated

by using venom which had previously been heated to 85° C. for a

minute. Nevertheless the same paralysis followed, but it took

considerably longer to develope when the same weight of poison

was employed.

Experiment IV.—Large male frog, weight 20 grammes, prepared

1215 p.m., -5 cc. of 1% solution of venom previously heated to

85° C. injected into dorsal lymph sac.

4-30 „ respiratory movements feeble ; recovers with diffi-

culty when placed on back.
5 '30 „ respiration ceased.

7*0 „ no response to stimulation ; sciatics dissected out.

Maximum distance between coils when gastrocnemius

contracted.

ISSTSX E
dorsa?

d
co

S

rd
0n

Ligatured limb... 22 cm.

|
Unligatured limb 62o cm. 27 cm.

-Lusty frog, weight 18 grammes prepared as usual.

cc. of a 1% solution of venom previously heated

to 85° C. injected in dorsal lymph sac.

ements ceased. Moves both legs

slowly when feet are pinched ; turns over with

difficulty when placed on back.

» remains on back without attempting to recover.

II all reflex response gone ; sciatics dissected out.

Maximum distance between coils when gastrocnemius

jaass^l^sSd"

Ligatured limb...
1

53 cm. 34 cm.



Experiment VI.—Frog (male), weight 20 grammes, prepared as

4 -30 p.m., -5 cc. of a 2% solution of venom previously heated to

85° C. injected into dorsal lymph sac.

4-45 „ respiratory movements ceased ; recovers with difficulty

when placed on back.

4-50 „ all reflexes absent ; sciatics prepared for s

Maximum distance between coils when gast

1 S$?££ tartar
1 Ligatured limb...j 75 cm.

Unligatured limbl 79 cm.

37 cm.

Experiment VII.—Frog (female), weight 18-5 grammes, prepared

4-30 p.m., -5 cc. of a 2% solution of venom previously heated

to 85° C. injected into dorsal lymph sac.

4-40 „ respiration shallow ; reflexes dull ; recovers with

difficulty when laid on back.

5-5 „ no reflex response ; sciatics dissected out.

Maximum distance between coils when gastrocnemius

contracted.

jSffilSE
Err«n

,
Ligatured limb... I 61 cm.

Unligatured limb! 58 cm. 33 cm."

In nearly the whole of these experiments the contraction of the

gastrocnemius was induced by a less stimulus in the poisoned than

in the unpoisoned limb. Had the poison exerted any effect

analagous to that produced by curari, the opposite result wool

have been observed. The diminished sensitiveness of the

in the ligatured limb is explained by the fact that all circulation

had been cut off since the application of the ligature. The longer

the time which had elapsed since the limb was tied, the gred*r

was the difference in sensitiveness between the two sides.



Experiments to deter\

Ragotzi came to the conclusion that the terminations of the

phrenic nerves in the diaphragm were more sensitive both to the

action of cobra venom and curari than the endings of the motor

nerves in the muscles of the limbs. I accordingly chose the

phrenics for the purpose of ascertaining whether Pseudechis venom

in any way affected the passage of nervous impulses through

motor-nerve terminations.

When a dose of -005 to -01 gramme of venom per kilogramme

of the animal's weight is injected either subcutaneously, or into

the peritoneal cavity of a rabbit, within a few hours the respiratory

movements are much diminished both in rate and in extent The

diaphragmetic contractions become progressively weaker, until

they disappear altogether, and after a few feeble convulsions, the

animal dies of asphyxia. If artificial respiration be resorted to,

the convulsions speedily cease. Nevertheless, artificial inflation

does not prevent the death of the animal, which occurs within a

few minutes from circulatory failure.

I have already shown that this gradual failure of all respiratory

movement is not essentially dependent upon any alteration in the

circulation. It might however, be occasioned either by paralysis

of the respiratory centre, or by interference with the passage of

nerve impulses along the phrenics to the diaphragm, as Ragotzi

maintained was the case in cobra poisoning.

To test the latter alternative, I arranged a series of experiments

« which I determined the least stimulus which, when applied to

the Phonic, would cause a contraction of the diaphragm, both

before injection of the poison and at intervals afterwards, until

spontaneous respiration had entirely disappeared.

As the venosity of the blood from the failing respiration would

rtself produce a diminution in the excitability of the muscular

res of the diaphragm, the complete aeration of the blood was

86CUred b
.
v artificial inflation of the chest with warm air, and as
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enfeeblement of the circulation would also operate in the same

manner, a simultaneous record of the blood pressure was taken in

order to keep a check on this possible source of error.

Rabbits of about 1| kilogrammes in weight were used. The

carotid artery was connected with a mercury manometer, and a

glass cannula tied into the trachea. The glass cannula communi-

cated with a Marey's tambour, the artificial respiration apparatus,

and the external air by three taps. By means of the tap connected

with the respiration apparatus, artificial inflation could be turned

on or off at a moment's notice. The lever of the tambour and a

float with scribe on the mercury manometer registered on a travel-

ling surface, the respiratory movements and the blood pressure

respectively. The left phrenic nerve was dissected out in the

neck, and placed upon electrodes. The nerve was prevented from

drying by being, together with the electrodes, again covered with

the skin. The phrenic was stimulated by the induced current

from the secondary terminals of a Du Bois Reymond's coil,

and the primary circuit was broken by the same arrangement, as

was used in the experiments with frogs, described above. In the

primary circuit was a Daniel cell. At the commencement of

each experiment a record of the respiration, blood pressure, and

the greatest distance between the coils of the inductorium when

a contraction of the diaphragm followed stimulation of the phrenic,

was obtained. It was not found necessary to open the abdomen

and observe the diaphragm directly, as when a contraction of t e

left half of the diaphragm occurred, there was an unmistakeable

sharp movement of the fur on that side, owing to the sudden

retraction of the lower ribs. The same series of observations

were made every fifteen minutes after the injection of the poison,

and as soon as the respiration exhibited any signs of failure.

artificial inflation was brought into action by turning the tap

connected with the respiration pump. The animal's capably

to breathe by itself was recorded every fifteen minutes by turnip

off the artificial respiration for a few seconds. In the tabulated

account of experiments I have employed the extent of the resp



ratory excursions of the tambour, as a measure of the condition

of its respiratory mechanism. This does not however, indicate

the total disablement, for the respirations were diminished in

Experiment I.

''e!,iK

U r0

r«c<>r!r
y Remarks.

Before injection .. 46 cm. 1 12 mm.
15 minutes after

1 hour 10 *J
„Ll j 49 ',', 5-5 "„

respiration slowed.

"
very 'slow,

circulation began to fail.

\::j:x ™ g,"| —*

: ;-,
:;

35 cm.

36 cm.
36 „
29 „

lo ;:

2 blood pressure fallen

;

corneal reflex gone;
respiration very slow.



i III.—continued.

_*
2 hours minutes after

"
30 ',',

„ 45

-

41
'.',

10 mm.

I ;;

corneal reflex gone,

blood pressure as high

as at beginning of

blood pivssuiv fallinu'.

•;;,r
;

'_;: »-.

1 hour „ 40 „ \l
blood pressure falling,

pressure fallen to half.

:xperiments, the strength of the stimulus requisite

s diaphragm, when applied to the

phrenic nerve, was slightly greater at the end of some hours. Ihe

difference was however, very slight, and it is noteworthy that in

the only case where the circulatory efficiency was maintained,

strength of stimulus required was the same as at the beginning

of the experiment three and a half hours earlier, whereas all

spontaneous respiratory movement had ceased fifteen minutes

before. One would expect to find that the mere fact of having*

nerve on electrodes all this time would in itself have produced a

diminished sensitiveness to stimuli. The experiments I tni '

show conclusively that Pseudechis venom in no way affects

transmission of impulses from nerve to muscle.

VI.—Effect of the Venom on the Respiratory Mechanism.

The effect of cobra poison on the respiration has been carefa

J

investigated by Wall who has published some interesting
stet o-



metric charts, taken from animals injected with this venom. The

first change he noticed in an animal after the introduction of

cobra poison, was a decided quickening and deepening of the

respiratory movement. This increase was no longer to be seen

after the section of the vagi. The quickening was only temporary,

and after an interval of uncertain duration, the respiratory move-

tinued until the blood was no longer oxygenated, when the animal

died with the usual symptoms characteristic of asphyxiation.

When a large dose (1 cc. of fresh venom), was introduced directly

into the circulation of a dog, Wall found that thirty seconds after

the injection, the animal was suddenly seized with asphyxial con-

vulsions, in which it died in about one hundred seconds. Wall

attributed these convulsions to a stimulation of the respiratory

centre prior to extinction of the function of the same. This may

be the correct explanation of the phenomena, but the injection

of Pseudechis venom directly into the circulation produces pre-

cisely the same series of events, and the explanation in this case

is that the whole vascular system is quite suddenly thrombosed.

The gradual extinction of all respiratory movement is, accord-

>-« »*ail, due to paralysis of the respiratory centre. Brunton and

Fayrer1 ascribe it partly to this cause, and partly to a curare-like

action of the poison on the terminations of the phrenics in the

diaphragm, whereas Ragotzi is of opinion that it is due to the

latter alone.

"W all2 has also investigated the action on the respiration, of

the poison of the viper Daboia russellii. Its action in producing

convulsions has already been discussed. If only small doses are

subcutaneously injected, or if the venom be previously boiled, the

respiration, after a preliminary acceleration, becomes slower and

slower, until death occurs.



of the respirations, followed by a decrease in both. These

venoms affected the respiratory rhythm to a much greater extent

than the respiratory excursus in the majority of cases.

Feoktistow1 found a tremendous increase in respiration, followed

by asphyxia, after intravenous injection of the poisons of Crotaks

and Vipera berus. His conclusions as to the explanation of these

phenomena are not very valuable, as he was undoubtedly dealing

with cases of intravascular clotting, although he was quite

unaware of such a contingency. He does not appear to have

made any observation on the respiration after the subcutaneous

injection of the poisons.

After injection of Pseudechis venom the respiratory movements

become less and less, and ultimately cease. As I have shown

that this action of the nervous system may occur independently

effect on motor nerves, or their endings in muscle

its action directly upon the respiratory centre ii

Its action in this respect is best seen when the

cutaneously introduced in rabbits. Under these .

paralysis is often preceded by a period in which tr,

are increased both in number and in extent. The period of

increased respiratory activity is much more strongly manifested

in some experiments than in others, and is indeed not infrequently

entirely absent.

Both Brunton and Fayrer2 and Mitchell and Reichert3 state

that the primary acceleration of the respirations was absent after

cutting the vagi, and the first mentioned observers accordingly

attribute this increase in respiratory rhythm to the operation of

the poison upon the peripheral terminations of the vagi in the

lungs. My results with Pseudechis poison are however not in

accordance with such a view. The primary acceleration is often

absent both in animals with severed, and in those with intact vagi,

but occurs with about equal frequency under both conditions. In

* Loc cit. 2 Loc. cit. * Loc. cit.
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experiments in which the acceleration in rhythm and increase in

amplitude of the respirations have been very pronounced, sever-

ance of both vagi has had no influence upon the amplitude, and

only a slight retarding effect upon the rate. The diminution in

frequency of the respirations so produced, have not however been

proportionately more than occurs after severance of the vagi in

unpoisoned animals. I therefore conclude that the increase in

respiratory activity which so frequently occurs after inoculation

with Pseudechis venom, is due to a primary stimulating effect of

this poison upon the respiratory centre.

Sometimes these two phases of increased activity and diminished

activity alternate, but the latter gradually obtains the ascendency.

Eventually the respiratory movements become imperceptible, and

unless artificial respiration be immediately resorted to, the animal

dies of asphyxia. Just previous to the final cessation of all

respiratory movement, it is not infrequently the case that the

respirations occur in little groups separated by periods when the

breathing is in abeyance.

When the respiratory movements have ceased, the animal is

usually seized with a few feeble convulsions during which it makes

some inspiratory gasps of very considerable extent, showing that

although the respiratory centre fails to respond rhythmically to

the stimulus of blood of such venosity as to powerfully stimulate

both the vagus and vaso-motor centres, it does still respond when

this becomes excessive.

The more rapidly this cessation of the respiration is effected by

the operation of the venom, the more powerful are the convulsive

movements just preceding death. In cases of slow poisoning they

are altogether absent.

In Experiment 1 of this section, the respiration ceased before

the efficiency of the circulation was in any way diminished. This,

however, is not generally the case, and although suspension of the

respiration usually precedes cessation of the heart-beat, the activi-

ties of both these mechanisms decline together. The gradual
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enfeeblement of the circulation contributes to the respiratory

failure, and vice versa, and the simultaneous paralysis of the

rest of the nervous system prevents in most cases any marked

indication of its asphyxial condition.

Details of experiments to ascertain the effect of the venom upon the

respiratory mechanism.

The experiments with this object were performed upon rabbits

and dogs. The results were substantially identical with both

animals, but the former are much more suitable for the determin-

ation of this point, as their respiration is, under normal circum-

stances, more regular, and the individual respirations do not exhibit

the same variations in amplitude as is the case with dogs. Eight

experiments on dogs, in which the vagi were previously divided,

were made. Of these, only two are here tabulated ; the remaining

six curves exhibit the same general characteristics as those tabu-

lated, but the respiration both before and after the injection of

the poison was so irregular, that although the general effect of the

venom is clearly enough seen on looking at the curves themselves,

these are unsuitable for reduction to a numerical form. This

difficulty is chiefly owing to the fact that after the vagi were

severed the respirations occurred in groups. Four or five small

respirations occurred together and were succeeded by a deep

sighing respiration. In making a table it would be necessary

to state the variations in amplitude and rhythm of both kinds

of respiratory efforts. Such a table would be difficult to follow,

and I have therefore decided to omit the records of these

experiments.

The animals were anaesthetised with ether, and the carotid artery

connected with a mercury manometer, and the trachea wicn <*

Marey's tambour. The style of the manometer and the lever of the

tambour wrote upon a Hering's kymograph. The experiments are

arranged in three groups : in the first the venom was injected under

the skin, in the second into the peritoneal cavity, and in the third

series it was introduced directly into the circulation through the
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jugular vein. In some cases the vagi were previously severed,

in others left intact, or cut during the course of the experiment.

Graphic records were obtained in each case, both before and

after the injection of the poison, and these curves have been

measured and the numbers tabulated. Opposite the time

indicated in the first column are placed the amplitude of the

respiratory excursion of the tambour-lever, and the number

of respirations per minute, together with the blood pressure

for the time being.

a)—Observations on the respiration after subcutaneous injection

of the poison.

Experiment 1—Rabbit, 1-6 kilos. ; vagi intact.

Time Respiration. Shr, .ins. sees.

AS:de

Minute"

Eemarks.

Normal 17

15

68

106

•005 gramme per kilo, injected

under skin of abdomen

68

1

1 15

9

7
8 28

96

99

1 45 23 21

32

108 large slow cardiac contractions

(vagus)

36

3

3 15

3 17
3 20

2-5
33

20

92
113

101
68

large slow cardiac contractions

(vagus)

ditto

ditto, slight convulsions

ditto, convulsive inspiratory

ditto, occasional inspiratory

3 26 o 16 dead
gaSPS



Experiment 2—Rabbit, 1-1 kilo.

Ln this experiment as soon as the respiration showed signs of

ling, artificial respiration was employed. This was discontinued

twenty seconds at intervals during the course of the experi-

nt, and the animals natural respiration recorded. The arrange-

nt of the tubes leading from the artificial respiration pump

>wed this to be done, by merely turning off a tap connecting

) pump with the trachea.

Experiment 3—Rabbit, jight 1 -5 kilos. ; vagi

pressure

10 22 »
86

under skin of abd

b7

2 30 14
32

3 30 S 7
5 26

76

3 52
64
20



Experiment 4—Rabbit, weight 14 kilos.; vagi cut.

Time.
Reaction.

[ R,^ |

B
mte

Je
er

-
e

--
EemarkS "

111 s

40
J

8S -005 grammes per kilo, injected

aspiration after introduction of %

«„,„,„.

[°

•"m5 ^ramuii' per kilo, injected

1

49

" large slow contractions (vagus)

%
~T—"*.**



Experiment 6—Rabbit, weight 1 kilogramme;

Time Respiration.
D...I

hrs. nuns, sees

Normal 17 52 94 •01 gramme per kil... injected

5 10 56
20 8

13

...

27 pi ration started

dead

Experiment 7—Rabbit, weight 1 -3 kilogramme ; vagi

Time Selpl^tion: ~TiT1
hrs.mius.secs V£? ;;,;;•;' ^nmm

6 Remarks.

Normal

10

1 36
1 37

13

15
3

32
30

into peritoneal cavity

i 1

36 convulsions

Experiment 8—Rabbit, weight 1*5 kilogramme; vagi intact.

Time. Eespi atiun.

j£Z£*
hrs.mins.secs mtu^r

Remark.

54

55

54

44

125

into peritoneal cavity

convulsions

dead ______



ris on the respiration after

-Rabbit, weight 1-1 kilogramme ; vagi i

hrs.mins.soos lie v
.;

:.:

Normal

7

6

15
10
11

37

64

28

10

98

86

•01 gramme per kilo, of venom
previously heated to 85" C.
injected into external jugu-

three minutes.

heart heat imperceptible

dead

,s rhythmicalIn this experiment the activity of the respiration \

after the injection of the poison. It first became increased in
rate and extent, and then diminished in both until it was nearly
obliterated, and then again increased (Cheyne-Stokes respiration).
The period of these rhythmic alternations was about forty seconds.
The effect of intravenous injection of very small quantities

(;00002 gramme per kilo.) of the unheated venom, is precisely
similar to the above experiment both upon the blood pressure and
upon the respiration. (Compare experiments in the section"pun tne re

"Effects of venom on I

amplitude and rate of the respiratory
together with the blood pressure.)

Experiment 10—Dog, weight 575 kilos., -065 gr;

gyPggg™icallyj_ vagi uncut; ether during operatic

a morphia

Time. Eespiration.

E~,™ secs

A
n7mm

de

tsr
Remark,.

Normal

3 30

24

32
33
16

12

14 67

00075 gramme per kilo, injected

into jugular vein

heart beat nearly imperceptible

1 30

1 50
I

4
48

38
37

1_J2_0_
27
21

occasional inspiratory gasps

dead



Experiment 11—Dog, weight 5 5 kilos.,

hypodermically ; ether during operation ; -v

Time Inspiration.

pr^re
hrs.mins.sec,

Bemarks.

:T:
1

31 6 180 !•

90 1

112 !

3005 gramme per kilo, injected

-juratory gasps' .v .;-'

Experiment 12—Dog, weight 6 kilogrammes, -065 grar

mrphia hypodermically
; ether during operation ; vagi cut.

Time Respiration. BW
hrs.mins.see.

Rama*".

Normal

10

1

I
26

5
10

5

90
110
151

76

QQVoirva.mine per kilo, injected

into extern:
injection last

2 30 I s

:! 1
•

| 20

2 42
2 44
2 45 "o

slight convulsions
jaratory gasps

VII.—Effect of the Venom <

After the injection of the venon

The explanation is that the poison

n the Body Temphkaitke-

into a warm blooded animal,

all in temperature is observed

influences temperature in



ways, (1) there is a distinct thermogenic effect which is best seen

if a dilute solution of venom in a piece of sterilised sponge, be

aseptically inserted under the skin. Under such circumstances

absorption is very slow, and one obtains a maximum of local, with

a minimum of constitutional effects, and the temperature is

invariably raised a few degrees Fahrenheit.

(2) A diminished production of heat under the influence of the

profound depression and muscular resolution which usually follow

the injection of the poison, so that the temperature may often be

observed to be below 90° just previous to death.

As found by Sewall1 with Crotalus poison, an animal rendered

resistant to this venom by repeated injections of small non-lethal

doses, is able to withstand the effects of a quantity which would

) treated. The injection

>e followed by ai

:onsiderable r i temperature instead of the depression,

Calmette2 has recorded the same fact from his experiments with
cobra poison.

VIII.

—

Further Pathological Effects.

it the nervous symptoms which result from cobra poisoning are

recovered from, convalescence is wonderfully abrupt. With the

exception of the local blood-tinged oedema in the subcutaneous
inne, which does occasionally suppurate, there would appear to

be no further pathological effects. The excretion of the poison by
if kidneys does not excite pathological changes in these organs,

as •tawwed by the absence of albuminuria, and the fact that no
a temt ""i in kidney structure has been observed.

* »th the viperine snakes the case is very different. After the

WMOediate danger of cardiac and respiratory paralysis has passed,

* animal suffers from great local and wide spreading haemorrhage

" '
enia, which almost invariably suppurates, or becomes gan-

Physiology, Vol. vni.



grenous. The victim is, in addition subject to haemorrhages in

nearly all the organs, and from all the mucous membranes of the

body, together with bloody effusions into cavities such as the

pleura and pericardium.

Weir Mitchell and Jieichert, in their monograph on snake

poisons, have given an extensive record of the various situations

in which they have found haemorrhages after the injection of the

poisons of Crotalus and Ancistrodon. Their observations on the

mechanism of these haemorrhages have already been referred to.

In cases in which the animals died some days after the injection,

the post-mortem examination disclosed extensive ecchymosfein

the viscera, and haemorrhages at the base of the brain, and into the

serous cavities and lungs.

Wall1 found that even in rapid cases of Daboia poisoning,

haemorrhages into viscera, and from mucous membranes were

exceedingly common. When small doses of the venom were sub-

cutaneously inoculated, it was not unusual for an animal to die

in consequence of these secondary pathological changes alone, and

when not a single nerve symptom had occurred. In contrast to

cases of cobra poisoning, albuminuria, or hsematuria, usually

resulted, if the victim lived any time. Speaking of poisoning by

Indian viperine snakes, Wall says—" We may conclude then,

that in this form of poisoning, when the nerve effects have passed

away, there remains a period of blood poisoning, as fatal to life

as the nerve symptoms themselves." Wall found that the poison

of the Bungarus fasciatus produced a form of chronic poisoning,

which was remarkable for having an incubation period of fro*

two to six days. After recovering from the immediate depressing

effect of the poison, the animal enjoyed a period of perfect health.

Then occurred loss of appetite, great depression, and diminution

of urinary secretion, with rise of temperature and great muscu »r

weakness. Purulent discharges took place from the eyes, nose,

and rectum, but there was no tendency to haemorrhage.

1 "The Nature of Snake Poison, See."



contained no blood

These observations of Wall a

resemble tlie operation of any (

but as he points out, remind one of some infectious disease.

Perhaps they are indeed directly attributable to the operation

of some organisms, which have gained access, owing to diminished

resistance caused by the venom. In this respect EwingV obser-

vations on the disappearance of the germicidal properts of serum
after poisoning by Crotalus venom, are suggestive.

Feoktistow 2 confirmed Mitchell's observations on the extensive

haemorrhages in many of the organs, after the introduction of

Crotalus poison, and he found the same conditions followed, when
the poison of Vipera hern* was used. This observer never saw
any hemorrhages in the central nervous system, but the conditions

of the brain and cord were very seldom investigated. He came
to the conclusion that the severity of the hemorrhagic process was
dependent upon the quantity of venom introduced, and the time
which elapsed before death occured ; and he summed up his

remarks on this subject with the following statements :

—

(1) "By poisoning with large doses of concentrated venom,

hemorrhages were very severe and extensive, even when
the animal only survived a few seconds."

(2) " By medium doses which killed in two to three hours, the

hemorrhages with cats were usually confined to the endo-

cardium and lungs ; whereas with dogs, extensive hemor-
rhages were to be found in nearly all the organs."

(3) "By minimal lethal doses the pathological changes are

greater the longer the animal lives."

\) Intravenous injection is much more active in causing

ha-morrhages than when the poison is subcutaneously

introduced, whereas, after the bite of the reptile (concen-

trated venom) the hemorrhages are as marked as after

intravenous injection."



The further pathological effects of Pseudechis venom arise in

(1) Those due to the direct action of the venom on the cells of

the affected part.

(2) Those secondary to haemorrhage.

(3) Those secondary to thrombosis.

As regards its power to induce anatomical changes in the victim,

Pseudechis venom appears to occupy a position about midway

between cobra poison and the poison of the viperine snakes.

Its action in separating the haemoglobin from the corpuscles

has already been described. The free hemoglobin finds its way

out of the body, through the kidneys and liver, and so is found

staining the urine and bile, in the former of which it is often

present in crystalline form. It also passes into the fluid contained

in the pericardium, and other serous sacs, and even into the

aqueous humour. The staining of all these fluids is independent

of any hemorrhagic action of the venom, and has been of almost

constant occurrence in my experiments with different kinds of

animals, whenever they have lived more than one to two hours.

I have already shown that this venom affects the endothelial

wall of the blood vessels, so as to permit of the escape of their con-

tents, and although it does not appear to be nearly so active «

causing hemorrhages as that of Crotalus, or other viperine snakes,

extravasations of blood into important organs and hemorrhage

from the mucous surfaces, do however sometimes play an importan

part in the symptoms of poisoning. The distribution and exten

of the hemorrhages vary under the different experimental co

ditions in exactly the same way as Feoktistow (whose descrip «

I quote above), has observed the hemorrhages following Crotan

poisoning to vary. As was found to be the case with the »

poison, dogs are particularly sensitive to this action of the venom-

Hemorrhages are most marked in those animals which live a

two days. The operation of the venom in other directions is »*>

most favourable to the occurrence of hemorrhages, in addition



the alteration of the vessel wall, the coagulability of the blood is

greatly diminished, or altogether in abeyance, so that the blood

which escapes clots slowly, or not at all. In addition, the veins

in some areas are often thrombosed, thus raising the pressure in

the capillaries of that area, and so increasing the extravasation.

I have elsewhere mentioned that when dogs are the animals

experimented with, the blood in the portal vein is particularly

liable to be coagulated by the action of the poison. When this

has happened the whole of the alimentary track is the situation

of extensive hremorhages, and during life the animal passes blood

by the rectum, and vomits blood-stained fluid. When the portal

vein has not been thrombosed, the alimentary tract does not suffer

more than the rest of the organs.

Unless the poison be injected subcutaneously in large amount,
or else introduced directly into the circulation, the extravasation

of blood into the organs does not play a very important r61e in

poisoning by Pseudechis venom. There is however one organ
which has, in my experiments with mammals never escaped, viz.,

the lungs. These have invariably been the seat of haemorrhages

ent. Sometimes a considerable portion of one
or both ]

blood.
;

found more or less solid fron

of a hemorrhagic
animal which has succumbed in a few hours from the injection of
the poison, shows portions of the organ infiltrated with blood.
The alveoli, interalveolar tissues, and small bronchi appear one
mass of blood corpuscles. A similarly affected lung from an
animal which had survived two or three days, shows patches of

|

ung, in which the tissues are barely recognisable, and are

imbedded in a mass of fibrin, and more or less altered blood
Pigment. These necrosed areas are surrounded by a ring of small
celled infiltration separating it from the healthy lung around.

Ifc is quite possible that s
lnto the lungs is associated v
°f the Pulmonary artery.
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On two occasions I have seen some rather interesting patho-

logical changes in the liver following injection of the poison.

Wooklridgt', 1 in 1>>s, described some changes in the liver, which

he had obtained by producing thrombosis of the portal vein

through the injection of nucleo-albumens (tissue-fibrinogen). If

the animal was killed a few days after the injection, a clot was

found in the portal vein, and the liver showed more or less

extensive infarctions. When examined after a fortnight, the clot

in the portal vein had completely disappeared, and to the naked

eye there was no trace of the haemorrhages, but microscopical

examination revealed scattered patches of early cirrhosis of a

greater or less extent.

Precisely the same result occasionally follows the injection of

venom. Two dogs which were killed by a second subcutaneous

injection of poison fourteen days and twenty days respectively

after they had received the first, both showed interstitial cirrhosis

of the liver. I was not certain at the time of the first injection,

that the portal veins of these dogs had been thrombosed. Such

an event is, however a not uncommon occurrence in dogs after the

injection of the poison. There was unmistakable evidence that

hemorrhages had occurred in the liver, as the sections showed

quantities of altered blood pigment. The pigment was intra-

cellular, and was scattered through the lobules, but was present

in greatest amount at their external margins. I think, from the

remarkable analogy between these experiments and those o

Wooldridge, one may safely conclude that the portal veins had

been thrombosed. The dogs were very ill for two days and passed

bloody urine, and in one of them a large quantity of blood-

stained mucous escaped per rectum. They were both apparently

well on the fourth day, and the urine was normal again on the

There is some evidence to show that cobra poison escapes by

the kidneys. I am not yet satisfied that this is the case w»J

Pseudechis poison, but my experiments so far, point to thisjueth^



of exit. When a few milligrammes of venom are injected into a

rabbit, it is not an easy matter to find it again, even supposing it

has all passed through the kidneys, especially as in these circum-

stances the urine always contains albumen. The very simple

method which has been adopted with cobra poison of inoculating

frogs with the urine itself is open to the objection that 5 cc. of

rabbit's normal fresh urine kills the frogs we have in this part of

the world with symptoms of paralysis, exactly resembling the

effect of venom. Moreover, these frogs are actually more resistant

to Pseudechis venom than r ing the fact that

the latter are nearly one hundred times as heavy. Accordingly,

even supposing all the venom to have passed into the urine, it

would, in most cases, be necessary to inject the whole amount of

this fluid, to produce a fatal result, and although one could easily

drown the frog in the urine, the other alternative would be an

obvious impossibility.

Whether the poison makes its exit through the kidneys or not,

these organs are always more or less affected. It is not uncommon
to find radial haemorrhages in the cortex, from the interlobular

vessels. The kidneys undergo a further important pathological

change which is confined to the cortical portion, and consists in an

acute necrosis of the epithelium lining the convoluted tubes. The

epithelial cells of these tubes become vacuolated, and then burst,

eavmg the tubule to a large extent bare of epithelium.

Yet another affection of the kidney remains to be mentioned.

The haemoglobin from the disintegrated corpuscles exhibits an

abnormal tendency to crystallise, and this sometimes happens in

the tubules of the kidney to such an extent as to block the greater

"be urine in animals poisoned with Pseudechis venom always

contains albumen. Very frequently it contains haemoglobin, and

more serious cases, blood. Fibrinogen also passes through

idneys, and in three or four cases of severe poisoning in dogs,

have been able to cause the urine to clot solidly by the addition

a *ew drops of acetic acid. The blood of these dogs, at the



time, had lost its spontaneous coagulability, and the fibrinogen in

the urine did not clot spontaneously, but only after the manipula-

tions which I have already described to induce coagulation in the

blood itself under the same condition.

Brief Summary of the Action of Pseudechis Poison.

Pseudechis venom is comprehensive in its action. It affects

principally the three most vulnerable points in a higher organism;

the blood, the heart, and the respiratory centre in the medulla.

Its method of destroying life essentially depends upon the con-

centration with which the venom reaches the circulation. When

this concentration attains a certain limit, death may be almost

instantaneous, from coagulation of the blood in the vessels termin-

ating the circulation. This happens when small animals are

bitten, or when the poison is introduced in adequate amount

directly into the circulation. When the concentration falls short

of that necessary to raise the coagulability of the blood to such an

extent as to occasion thrombosis, the blood shortly afterwards

loses its capacity to clot when shed. In this condition any further

injection of venom is unable to produce thrombosis.

The action of the poison upon the heart and respiratory centre

is usually simultaneous. With higher concentration of venom t e

heart is the more rapidly affected, but the continuous operation*)

the poison in small concentration more quickly affects the

respiratory centre in the medulla ; so that, by varying the rapi^tf

with which the poison reaches the circulation, the death c "

animal may be compassed in any one of three ways

.

clotting the blood in the vessels, cardiac failure, or respiratory

paralysis.

Further, if the victim escapes the three possibilities of a a

issue above mentioned, it may succumb to the effects of the pa

logical changes in the lungs and kidneys. This last risk is ^
ever, not a large one, except with dogs, and if the animal ""^T
the nervous and circulatory depression, it usually recovers

wonderful rapidity.

either by
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IX —Comparison of Experimental Results with the

Symptoms of Pseudechis Poisoning in Man.

In comparing the results obtained by these experiments on

animals, with the clinical symptoms manifested by patients bitten

by this snake, the important fact which I have endeavoured to

emphasise, viz.:—that the symptoms depend to a large extent upon

the rapidity with which the venom reaches the circulation, must

be carefully borne in mind. If this is remembered, I think it will

be obvious that every observation from experiments on the lower

animals has its counterpart among the symptoms of some cases of

snake bite. Corpuscles are to some extent broken up, for I have

myself found haemoglobin in the urine. There are numerous

records of cases where the urine has been stated to be bloody, but

I am not aware that the reporter has taken the trouble to ascertain

whether the colouration of the urine was due to haemoglobin or to

corpuscles. In the cases which I myself examined, there were no

red cells at all, but only pigment. The positive phase of the

effect of Pseudechis venom on the coagulability of the blood of

animals, has been shown to be produced only when the venom

reaches the circulation rapidly, as when intravenously introduced,

or injected subcutaneously in large doses. In cases of snake bite

m man, such conditions are very rarely satisfied, for the poison

is usually deposited in the subcutaneous tissue and not directly

into a vein, and in the former case is, relatively to the size of the

victim, not sufficient in quantity to produce thrombosis. There

exist, however, records of cases where the individual has died in

less than half an hour, and in one of these cases there was a white

(ante-mortem) clot found in the heart at the autopsy. In this

«** death was very possibly due to intravascular clotting.

Although the conditions are unfavourable for the manifestation

of a pronounced positive phase of coagulability which would

occasion intravascular clotting, the after negative phase is always

^ore or less present. It has long been known that the blood

after death from the bite of this snake, clots only feebly, or else



remains permanently fluid, and Dr. Skinner of Beechwth,1

has also recorded the fact that the coagulability of the blood

appeared, during life, to be considerably diminished.

As regards the action upon the circulatory mechanism, experi-

mental results are in accord with clinical observations. Faintness,

feeble rapid pulse, with cold extremities, and blanched skin have

been usually recorded. The description of the nervous symptoms

coincides absolutely with the results of experiment. Thus the

respiration is usually described as being at first slightly quickened,

and then becoming progressively shallower. Sensation is blunted,

and eventually stimulation of the nerves of special sense fail to

evoke any reaction. The pupil is dilated, and insensible to light.

The patient becomes comatose, and death generally occurs from

failure of the respiration. All these symptoms occurred in those

experiments on animals in which the conditions are at a

comparable.

Furthermore, hemorrhages from the kidneys, and from mucous

tracts, are not uncommon in severe cases of bite from this snake,

and are generally looked upon as very unfavourable symptoms.

Experiments on animals show that the severity of these symptoms

varies with the concentration with which the poison reaches the

circulation. Albuminuria has been found when looked for, and

has persisted for some few days after the apparent convaleSC^
of the patient, so that it would appear as if the venom ex

the same pathological effect upon the kidneys in man, as upo

those of the lower animals.

I am not aware of any record of symptoms of lung compK***

Even in animals, the actual condition of these organs waS^
suspected until after death. The lungs have however ^
found after death from the bite of this snake to be t ifl s

of haemorrhages. ^^______-

1 "Austr. Me.l. Gazette," March, 1893.



Appendix—The Toxic Value of Venoms.

Calmette1 has worked out a table of thie relative toxicity of

venoms, as Roux and Vaillard have done \ for tetanus toxines,

based on the number of grammes of an an:imal (rabbit) killed by

one gramme of dry poison subcutaneously introduced. He found

the toxic value calculated in this way wiis represented by the

following numbers :

Cobra 4,000,000

Hoplocephalus curtus 3,450,000

Pseudechis 800,000

Pelias berus 250,000

My own experiments with rabbits place the toxic power of the

two Australian venoms higher, viz.:

—

Hoplocephalus curtus 4,000,000

Pseudechis 2,000,000

That is to say that -00025 gramme of the former invariably

tills a rabbit of 1 kilogramme weight, and -0005 gramme of the

latter is required to effect the same end. This is a very high

virulence, and much exceeds that of most of the poisonous proteids

of zymotic diseases hitherto separated, and is about the same as

the diptheria toxine of Roux and Yersin. 2 I append the toxic

values of albumoses from diptheria and anthrax toxine, 3 and toxo-

peptone4 from cholera cultures, calculated in the same way for

comparison
:

Diptheria toxine 4,000,000 (about)

Anthrax albumoses ... ... 80

Toxo-peptone ... ... 3,000

mal de l'Institut Pasteur, Tome, vin., 1894.

wted by Sims Woodhead—Bacteria and their Products, p. 307.

:'lney Martin—" Reports of Local Government Board," 1890-91

-tn, quoted by Vaughan and Norry—" Ptomaines and Leucomain*



CONSIDERATIONS on the SURVIVING REFUGEES a

AUSTRAL LANDS of ANCIENT ANTARCTIC LIFE.

By C. Hedley, f.l.s.,

Assistant in Zoology to the Australian Museum.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, August 7, 1895.]

To ordinary readers the most desolate region imaginable is that

within the Arctic Circle. Yet the intrepid explorers who have

furthest penetrated into the northern wilds, encountered there

hears, wolves, musk oxen, walrus, seals and other mammals, and

saw flocks of birds steering northwards beyond the utmost limit

of discovery.

Infinitely more desolate is the mysterious and pehaps impene-

trable Antarctic Continent or Archipelago. For aught we know,

here may tower loftier mountains than geographers have marked

in the Himalayas. From the ship's deck, voyagers1 have descried

volcanic peaks trending into an interior which extends as an

unbroken sheet of ice and snow. Beyond the beach, its whole

surface hardly now nourishes a single animal or plant. For the

lichen reported by Borchgrevink2 from Possession Island and Cape

Adare alone constitutes the recorded terrestrial flora. Enveloped

in an atmosphere of universal death, wrapped in its closely cling-

ing cerements of ice and snow, the one expression of the Antarctica

of to-day i:

But it v

that here stately forests i

green fields smiled, but he can picture what t

1 M'Cormick—A skoteh of the Antarctic K. -ions, emDracmg - -

Remarks, Geographical and Ornithological.—The Tasmanian Journa o

2 The Geographical Journal, Vol. v., June 1895, p. 583.

3 For the best physical and geographical description of Antarctica

Murray—The Geographical Journal, Vol. in., pp. 1 - 27.



forests, of what kind i

of what form were the

Early scientific travellers 1 remarked that the converging con-

tinental masses of the southern world held as common stock certain

forms of life. Closer enquiry elicited that these common forms

were primitive, often isolated types, survivors of some ancient

population overwhelmed and slaughtered by invaders from the

north. South Africa was found to stand somewhat apart from

the closer bond which united Tasmania and Australia to New
Zealand and South America, while New Zealand is in turn poorer

actually, if not comparatively, than Tasmania in South .

"Community of type," writes Dr. Gill, 2 " must be the expression

of community of origin . . . and recent palseontological finds

indicate that even the Thylacinids (or at least forms resembling

them) were formerly natives of southern America ... The

freshwater fishes [of New Zealand] must have been derived from

the same common source as those of the isothermal portions of

Australia (of course including Tasmania), and southern America.

There may not have been a continuity of land at any one time

between South America, Australia, and New Zealand, but, at

some remote period in the past, it is at least possible that there

was a region in which Galaxids and Haplochitonids were developed,

id subsequently representatives of those families might have

e regions where they now abound.

'

i of the genera common to South America, New

i Tasmania, and therefore probably of Antarctic origin

lits of this paper. Forbes3 quotes numerous,

more exhaustive data monographs of most

ntipodal Faunas—National Academy ot Sci

pposed former Southern Continent—Natural S



groups of animals and plants of these countries may be

consulted. 1

We may compare the shattered biological monuments of

Tasmania and South America to the broken columns found by

Oriental travellers in the ruined and deserted cities of a vanished

civilisation. And as an archaeologist may restore from such frag-

ments the fallen temples or disused acqueducts, so may a naturalist

trace the missing arches of life that once spanned the gap. Some

of the efforts to do so may be here reviewed.

Prof. Hutton has conjectured2 that such a bridge spanned the

South Pacific from Chili to Samoa and thence to New Zealand

Claiming South American relations for the New Zealand fauna

and flora, he accounts for their entry into New Zealand by this

assumed bridge. Against Prof. Hutton's arguments it may be

urged that though the relation of New Zealand to South America

is indisputable, it is less than between the latter and Tasmania

;

and that the demand for a former union may be satisfied by

supposing an approach but not a connection with Antarctic*.

1 For fungi see Darwin, Voy. Beagle, p. 236 ; mosses, Mueller, Trans.

N.Z. lost., xxv., p. 428 : grasses, Buchanan, Indigenous Grasses of M*
Zealand j trees, Kirk, the Forest Flora of New Zealand ;

lichens, Shirley,

Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensland, Vol. X., p. 54; earthworms, J3eddard\

*

Textbook of Zoogeography, p. 60 ; isopods, the same, p- 173 ;

crayns ,

Parker, N. Z. Inst., xix., p. 154 ; fluviatile mollusca, Hedley, P-L- s-

graph of the Temnocephalaj, Macleay Memorial Volume ;
ants, Emery.

Nature, Aug. 22, 1895, p. 400; planarians, Dendy, Trans. N.-w /.•****

Inst., 1895, p. 177 ; diptera, Skuse, Proc. Austr. Assoc. Ad. Sc
^f

6

â
'

pp. 526 - 540 and Osten Sacken, Berliner Entomolog. Zeit

1886, Heft ii., pp. 153 - 187 ; lepidoptera, Meyrick, various papers, 'J

New Zealand Institute. Mr. Skuse has drawn my attention fc .

interesting South American and Australian distribul

and other genera grouped around it, as enumerated in Gemminger

Harold's Catalogus Coleopterorum, Tome v., pp. 1392 -140o. «

Journal of Science,

..Tr:i:i-



The sole supports of the theoretical transpacific bridge are the

difficulties it is believed to explain. A biologist might object,

that had such a bridge existed, New Zealand being at thefurthest

extremity, ought to contain fewer South American affinities than

do intermediate Polynesian islands, like Samoa or Tahiti, lying

nearer to the source. On the contrary, these islands are devoid

of such. And a geologist might say that this supposed bridge was

discordant with the main orographic structure of the region Its

1 e 1 t t I by Prof. Hutton in an abyssal area two

thousand fathoms deep, which only in strained language can be

termed a " plateau." Of where he supposes that it lay, Geikie1

writes, " so abruptly does the continental plateau rise from the

ocean trough, that a depression of the sea level, or an elevation of

the plateau for ten thousand feet would add only a narrow belt

to the Pacific coast between Alaska and Cape Horn." Much of

the biological and geological data, on which Prof. Hutton's paper
was based, have since been refuted or withdrawn.

Another answer to the question at issue is tendered by Dr.
H. 0. Forbes. 2 After a lucid summary of the kinship of austral life

observed by earlier naturalists, and of facts collected by himself
m the Chatham Islands, he constructs an immense hypothetical

Antarctic Continent to explain these problems.

The impression left on my mind by a careful study of this paper
18 that a foundation so slender is insufficient to bear a super-

structure so vast. No geological era is assigned for the map of

ncient Antarctica accompanying the article. To this area the

ascarene Islands appear to be attached chiefly upon the strength
an extinct bird of dubious lineage. The difficulties of the

ange from ^e climate of primeval Antarctica and the change
6 deP th of circumpolar seas are not explained, or indeed the

Ranges proved. The Antarctic fauna and flora, so far as surviving
agments allow us to reconstruct them, do not suggest that wealth

*«<lresS Geograph.Sect.Bi

Vol „
C
c
hatham Islands

> their relation to a former
" ^PPkmentary Papers, Royal Geographica



of forms which so wide an extent of land should have developed.

A much harsher climate would have prevailed over Forbes' broad

land. Had the indicated by Dr. Forbes i

then each of the southern land masses should have preserved an

equal heritage of Antarctic life, which is not the case. A shar-

ing of population may not be invariably cited (as it is in this

paper) as indicative of former land passages, for it has been clearly

demonstrated in the case of the Azores and Galapagos that con-

siderable immigration may occur across wide expanses of ocean.

Mr. H. A. Pilsbry has remarked, 1 that " the presence of very

similar forms in southern South America and Tasmania and New

Zealand, has been accounted for by the hypothesis of a former

more extensive Austral continent or " Antarctica," which may

have been supplied with these snails, as well as with certain

marsupials, fishes, &c. from Australia, and subsequently became

united at Cape Horn, transferring the fauna. The connection

could hardly have been in reverse order, or why should not

Edentates and Hystricomorph Rodents have invaded Australia."

The opposite view, viz. that Antarctica transferred a fauna

from America to Australia is favoured by the facts that the fossil

marsupials from the Patagonian Eocene antedate2 any fossil

1 Guide to the Study of Helices, p. xxxix., Philadelphia 1895.

chiefly indebted to the .kindness of my friend Mr
Paleontologist to the Geological Survey of X.S.W., him
important papers on the subject. The oldest desc:
mammalia are Pliocene; viz

p. 119) from this

m (ProdromusJ
tology of Victoria, Decades i. - vii.) PA

m^en'^Some bones recognised by Johnston (Geol. i

Tate (Proc. Roy. Soc. N.S.W., 1893, p. 168) as H
eocene of Table Cape, Tasmania, can hardly be di-

i studied, described and named. Yet on a priori grounds
ontia can scarcely be suppose.: „ :

I Polyprotodont
! early date of the Eocene
incongruous environment tor a wa
•supials extracted from the Uppei

ipposed to have so far proceeded on the pa

'
'

'

'

Df the Eocene; fur
"

:tracted from the 1

Zittel, Geol. Mag.,
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marsupials recorded from Australia, that the marsupialia dawn

upon the Australian horizon as a highly differentiated group, and

that Prof. Spencer has demonstrated 1 " that the diprotodonts had

their origin in the Euronotian region," meaning that their centre

of dispersal lay to the south east of Australia. Von Ihering has

suggested2 that a large area of South America was separated in

Mesozoic times from the remainder and maintained a distinct

fauna and flora. If from this tract, which he terms Archiplata,

were excluded, as he holds, placental mammals, it may have

peopled Australia with marsupials and yet not have transferred

thence Edentates or Hystricomorph Rodents.

The relation of Antarctica to African lands is a subject on

which an Australian student has little chance to form an opinion.

Perhaps the faint though real affinity (as shown in the distribution

of the molluscs Endodontidse, Rhytididre, and Acavime), would be

explicable on the supposition that before either America or

Australia had united with Antarctica, Africa had already been

joined to and broken from it, receiving a colony thence or leaving

one there to mix with American and Australian forms when the

vicissitudes of continental growth permitted.

In an inquiry3 into the distribution of the pond snail Gundlachia
I lately proposed as the simplest solution of the problem. That

"Wtraa the Mesozoic or Older Tertiary, a strip of land
WITH A MILD CLIMATE EXTENDED ACROSS THE SOUTH POLE FROM

Tasmania to Terra del Fuego, and that tertiary New
W4LAHD THEN REACHED SUFFICIENTLY NEAR TO THIS ANTARCTIC
LA *L>, WITHOUT JOINING IT, TO RECEIVE BY FLIGHT OR DRIFT

Maxy PLa >>'ts and animals, as the Galapagos received their

Population from America, or the Azores theirs from Europe.

This conclusion was built upon the following evidence. A mini-

mUm of lan <* extension, compared with that asked for by Hutton
or Forbes, Was demanded. A milder climate is admitted by

|
Report Austr. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1892, p.

118~

Arans. New Zealand Institute, 1891, xxiv., p. 434.

^oc.Linn.Soc.N.S.W., (2)vm.,p.508.
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geologists, even by those who dispute its cause, to have formerly

prevailed in Arctic regions; a mild Antarctic climate should there-

fore be admissible. Dr. Murray remarks1 of the fossils collected

by Capt. Jensen, close to the Antarctic Circle, that they "are

probably of a Lower Tertiary age, and they indicate a warmer

temperature than now prevails in these high southern latitudes."

A cursory survey of a collection of Eocene Mollusca from the

Muddy Creek beds of Victoria, suggests to me that warmer seas

then prevailed. Its wealth of Cyprcea and Voluta point to a

tropical climate. I observe there tubes of Kuphus, a genus now

ranging from Sumatra to the Solomons, whose evidence is corrob-

orated by extinct allies of Nautilus. That New Zealand once

extended very far south of its present position to or perhaps

beyond the Macquarie Islands, is granted by all who have investi-

gated the subject. 2 Possibly this southward extension was

synchronous with the northward extension indicated3 by the range

of Placostylus. That this southward extension of New Zealand

did not, during the marsupial exodus, actually touch the highway

between Tasmania and South America, I infer from the fact that

such passengers as the venomous snakes, extinct Palimnarchus,

cystignathous frogs, monotremes and marsupials, failed to arrive

in New Zealand. The southward prolongation of Tasmania in

the direction of Royal Company Island is suggested by the

Tasmanian axes described4 by Prof. David.

The evidence collected tends to show Antarctica as an unstable

area, at one time dissolving into an archipelago, at another resolv-

ing itself into a continent.

How this would affect the marine shallow water fauna has not

been previously considered. Under the circumstances I have

1 Notes on an important Geographical Discovery in the Antarc M

Eegions-Scottish Geographical Magazine, Vol. x., p. 196.

2 Vide Blanchard, Comptes Eendus, 1882, p. 386.
3 Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., (2) vn., p. 335.

* Presidential Addresses, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., (2) vin.,p. 606,
*>d



described, the South Pacific would stretch within a few degrees

of the Pole into a deep bight or gulf extending from Tasmania

to Cape Horn. Into the wesl i open the long

and narrow tongue of what is now the Tasman Sea. When the

(.'lunate cooled, the fauna at the head of this Antarctic Gulf, as

I propose to call it, would be driven northwards to milder zones.

By diverging meridians a similar fauna would reach New Zealand,

N>->\ Sooth Wales and Chili. 1 In a precisely similar manner,

Darwin1 has shown how the northern Glacial period drove the

MOM Pular tiora by radiating paths to the Alps, Himalayas and

AUeghanies, where they now survive stranded on mountain tops.

If, when this northward migration occurred, continuous land

had reached from Australia to Chili, then none of the fauna of

the Antarctic Gulf could have entered either the Indian or the

South Atlantic Oceans. We have, however, no warrant for

believing that the Antarctic bridge long endured as continuous

and contemporaneous land ; and that it was pierced by channels

is proved by the escape of stray members of that characteristically

Antarctic genus Struthiolaria to Patagonian coasts (S. ornata,

Sowerby)3 on the one hand, and to KerguelenfS. mirabilis, Smith)4

on the other.

The destruction5 which the ancient fauna of the Antarctic Gulf

has endured and the length of time which has elapsed since its

^pulsion, deprives us of much hope of reconstructing it. Since

'
'

! • for instance, the genus Haliotis has probably altogether

feature of the modern Australian

urrenee of Concholepas, rec
wail in Australia.—These Proceedings,

1 Origin of Species, Chap, xi
3 ^rWin,Geol.Obs.3.AniericajPP.37t
rrans. Roy . Soc, Vol. clxviii., p. 170,

'!' We seem O the Pliocene] to be des

reJnT, ^PPearing rapidly before

Hutton,Macleay Memorial Vol p 36



molluscan fauna. A search among the more persistent of living

types may produce some torn pages of its history. One such is

recognised by the writer in Lucapinella, whose occurrence in

Australian waters is noted. 1 But paleontology must be chiefly

called on to relate the story of the decline and fall of the Antarctic

ICEBERGS IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN.

By H. C. Russell, b.a., c.m.g., f.r.s., &c

[With Plate XII.]

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, September 4, 1895.]

I have prepared this short paper upon icebergs, not because

consider myself an expert on the subject, but because I entirely

agree with Lieutenant Maury, a great authority, when he sal

that " a sudden accession of icebergs is a danger to naviga-

tion." We have had within the last two years, or rather

eighteen months, an extraordinary accession of icebergs between

the Cape of Good Hope and Australia, and the danger caused

by innumerable icebergs in these waters is so real that the publi-

cation of the facts cannot be delayed.

The literature known to me on the subject of icebergs in relation

to navigation is not very extensive, and very little is said about it

in the ordinary books of reference, and some of that 1

have been inaccessible to me but for the aid of Captain Bedford,

Examiner to the Marine Board, who has very kindly lent me

book that covers a greater part of the ground, seeing that it **

discussed every record of icebergs in the southern ocean from t e

time of Captain Cook to 1858. It is called a paper on " Icebergs

1 Proc. Koy. Soc.,
, 1694, p. 197.



in the Southern Ocean," prepared by John Thomas Towson, f.r.g.s.,

and was published by the Board of Trade and Admiralty, London.
But for the period intervening between 1858 and my own work,
I find very little in print. Mr. Towson claims to have selected

the well-known ocean tracks for vessels coming to Australia in

1848, and he adds that for six years thereafter there were no
complaints of icebergs as a danger in the tracks he had laid down,
until the latter part of 1854, when alarming accounts of ice in

the southern ocean began to come in. In November, both in the
outward and homeward tracks, more particularly between Cape
Horn and Cape of Good Hope, many icebergs were seen ; and
writing in 1858 he goes on to say, "Since April, 1355, however,
the only reports of icebergs sighted in this pare of the ocean are
much farther south and confined to a small area."

Noticing

collect

the frequent reports of icebergs recently I

them, and found in the Australian Shipping Net

two articles on icebergs, one copied from the
Nautical Magazine, the other from the Sydney Morning Herald.
The Nautical Magazine says, "Since November, 1891, reports of
Jce in the southern ocean have been very frequent."

In addition to these, I have collected all the reports from the
aily press, and record here my obligations to the following gentle-
men who have very kindly furnished me with detailed reports of
icebergs :—Mr. R. Woodget, master of the ship " Cutty Sark,"
^os. 69 and 70 on list ; Mr. Charles Dixon, master of the ship

^

Ws Isle," No. 103 ; Mr. T. Messenger, master of the barque

^

as>" No. 89; Commander Burgess, r.n.r., sub-lieutenant

^•"Bungaree/'No. 82; Mr. Thomas J. Cook, master of the
shlP " Oronsay " No 10<>

» reports detailed bsequent pages prove,
e as been of late another remarkable outburst of icebergs in

the ocean where they are very dangerous to navigation.

cond^
yearS SinCe

'
Lieutenant Maury studied this subject and

n ensed what he learned into the statement, " We can only say



that to the north of latitude 50°, Antarctic icebergs most abound

between the meridians 15° west and 55° east. Mr. Towson, after

an elaborate study, repeats the statement, but alters the limits to

50° west to 10° east ; and the result of my own work would make

these limits 50° west and 110° east. This, in itself, shews the

greater area now affected and the necessity for some one to take

the matter up. (See Plate 12).

It is, I think, evident that for a convenient study of these

records, one must have a chart, and I have marked each record

in the same way, viz., by a small circle on the ship's position

at the time, each circle is marked with lines which shew the

the date. Thus : a circle with one vertical bar is for 1891
;

two

bars, 1892 ; three bars, one being across, 1893 ;
four bars crossed,

1894 ; and a circle with a V in it, 1895 ; for 1888 a circle alone

is used. The convenience of this is at once obvious when we

come to use it. Each record also has a number, by means

which the original report can be found in the letterpress.

I have had put on the chart another remarkable record-the

track of the abandoned ship "Dumbartonshire." This exten s

from longitude 48° west to 14° 20' east, nearly the whole of it

being in latitude 40° The starting-point is in the iceberg region,

and her progress therefore is the best possible guide to the direo-

The several positions of the derelict are marked on the chart

by circles a little larger than the iceberg circles. The centre

the ring has been in each case placed as nearly as possible over

the position in which she was seen, and these have been jow

by a thick line. The derelict shews a very decided current
;

rom

a region crowded by icebergs in 1892, nearly due east,

icebergs followed the same course, their position in subseqU

^
years about the Cape of Good Hope and thence towards Austra

would be fully accounted for.

AS TO THE LOCALITIES OF THE ICEBERGS.

It will be seen on the chart that a very large group of iceberg*

found soon after passing Cape Horn northwards, are near y



group going northerly are marked

>uld look as if the icebergs had gone

;, but that view is obviously improb-

tlicy

.tive positions would be isatisfactorily account* »d for

)2 lot, being right 1 le fairway of vessels taki

•ack round the Horr >uld be avoided as s(

ported, and ships woaid shape a course nearer th<

'""I in L893 and find the icebergs recorded of that date. Mean-
time the whole lot were drifting eastward, like the " Dumbarton-
shire," and left a clear course near the Horn for homeward-bound
ships, and hence, so far as I can learn, no icebergs are recorded

From 1891 onwards, however, vessels bound for Australia via the
Cape of Good Hope found icebergs east of the Cape. At first a few
were seen, and the number has gradually increased, until now (July
26th, 1895) the chart is fairly strewn with record spots from the
Cape to the longitude of Perth, and from 40° to 48° south, 1895
having far the greater number to its credit. As a whole they are
more to the east than those of the preceding years; and in con-
si enng their numbers, it is necessary to remember that it is not
one iceberg but one position of the ship that is marked on the chart,
and that iu almost every instance great numbers of icebergs were

* Many of the ships saw forty or fifty a day, and others still

i hundred and fifty.
more and i

uimean ^ assert that all these icebergs drifted over from
6 °f Patagonia, but that many of them did do so I think

n be no doubt, in view of the very strong evidence of
]

y drift which we find in the derelict "Dura

£roy'sx

experience also favours this view, i

mediately round Cape Horn and the Falkla
a remains, as any that is drifted there is a

Weather/* 1862, p. 149, and Maury, p.
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by the current that always sets around the great southern promon-

tory, and the south-easterly winds help this."

From what little is known about the currents concerned in

transferring these icebergs, one would expect that such groups as

those of 1892 and 1893 under Patagonia would, when they began

to go eastward, separate and draw into lines as we find them in

1894 and 1895, because the current is more rapid from latitude

30° southwards, and therefore the most southerly icebergs would

travel fastest and also have fewer miles in a degree ; and we

cannot overlook the effect of the wind, which would necessarily

be greater on icebergs presenting large flat surfaces than on those

presenting sloping sides. Simply as evidence on this point, it is

to be hoped that the " Dumbartonshire " will be sighted again.

Although the evidence of easterly d^if t appears to me to be so

strong, I do not mean to assert that all the icebergs seen recently

between the Cape and Australia came from the icefields under

the lee of Patagonia. The experience of the master of the

" Ladas " barque, bound from South America to Australia, shews

that in latitude 50° to 53° he passed enormous fields of ice, and

after passing the prime meridian they became so thick that he

had to work northwards to avoid them, and it is more than

probable that some of these made northing and joined the others

Reference has already been made to the unusual position of

icebergs between latitudes 40° and 50°. Maury, as we have seen,

made the easterly limit 55°, Towson made it 10° east; the reports

now under discussion make it 110° east.

Similar, but not so great uncertainty as to the extent of ice seem*

to attach to the area between New Zealand and Cape Horn.

Admiral Fitzroy1 says :—" In the South Pacific, between 150° and

100° west longitude, and 50° to 60° latitude, every ship that

risks a passage through it finds numerous and some enormous

masses of ice. Immense islands rather than icebergs have been



passed thereabouts, eight hundred to one thousand feet above the

sea and several miles in circumference." And Towson1 says :—

" On the homeward passage to the meridian of 80° west, a great

number of icebergs are met with in the lower rather than in the

higher latitudes. But from June to December inclusive, the

parallel of 57° south should be preferred, since in most cases those

who have adopted the higher parallel have been impeded or en-

dangered by pack ice."

It will be seen in the accompanying chart that the limits of

this icefield in 1891 to 1895 was different from either of those

mentioned above, and lies between 172° and 109° west.

I find no record of icebergs to the east of New Zealand by

Maury, Fitzroy, or Towson, and yet they form in this outburst a

conspicuous feature about the Chatham Islands.

Lieutenant Maury, as we have seen, refers to a sudden accession

of icebergs, and Towson does the same, while we have now the

evidence of a third and more extensive outburst ; but, so far, I

have found nothing to indicate a repetition in regular periods, and

if the views expressed later as to the cause of the increase in

numbers is correct, there is no reason to suppose that these periods

should recur at regular intervals.

The discussion of the records on which this paper has been

written, brings before us such untold numbers of icebergs, that it

is difficult to believe that they have taken so many thousands of

years to form as some authorities demand. 2 Vast as the Antarctic

continent is, it does not seem possible that room could be found

0n lfc for the building up gradually from pre-adamite times all

these multitudes of icebergs. When we trace them in the ocean,

lt 1S evident that they drift northwards, get into warmer water,

* re they v>egin to break up with tremendous noise (see List

1 °- <•>) and grinding, which, aided by the solvent power of the

*ater
' destroys the iceberg in a comparatively short time.

How then can they have taken so many thousands of years

Towson, "Iceberg m the Southern Ocean," p. 7. 2 Ibid. (Note; p. =3.



to make as some authorities demand 1 Were the Antarctic

regions as large as the whole world, there would not be space to

make the icebergs which we see in process of destruction in the

ocean, if the origin of each iceberg was away back in pre-adauu-'

days.

When we come to look at these reports closely, we find the

great majority of the icebergs are of moderate dimensioiMK-fin

hundred to two thousand feet in extreme dimensions—and such

icebergs might, I think, be formed in comparatively short periods.

Slow as the motion of solid ice is known to be, it does make a

measurable progress from year to year ; that progress depending

upon the amount of snow, and the decline down which it is finding

its way to the sea. But taking an average glacier, it progresses

a mile in from twenty to thirty years, and therefore the great

majority of icebergs of the dimensions just given could be made

in comparatively short periods. Some are, however, very much

larger, and the number of icebergs seem to be va-tly greater*

some years than in others. As an explanation of this it has been

suggested that unusual falls of snow may account for it by acclerat-

ing the motion of the ice ; but I. think the circumstances forbid

the acceptance of this view, because the motion of the glacier,

as we have already seen, depends mainly on the declivity down

which it is descending, and that does not alter, and the piling

up of snow could not in one year cause such a marked increase

in the rate of flow as would be necessary to account for the

enormous increase in number of icebergs which appear from time

to time, as for instance in 1854 and 1891.

There must evidently be a force sufficient to break off the ice-

bergs which are slowly forming on shore, and to do it at irregular

periods separated by many years. Such a force seems to reside

in the volcanoes of the Antarctic continent, when they burst forth

in eruption and earthquake, and so shake the foreshores, that the

icebergs are broken off from the glaciers and set adrift to float



This view derives some support from the character of the ice-

bergs when outbursts occur, as at the end of 1854, and again

recently, for on each occasion there were great icebergs which

only some convulsion of nature could set adrift. One of these

was reported by twenty-one ships in 1855. It was a solid mass

of ice, measuring sixty miles on one side, forty miles on another,

and in the third side (for it was triangular), there a eat

bay, into which three vessels unconsciously sailed—two got out

by tremendous exertion, and the third became a total wreck.

Again, on January 17, 1893 (see No. 57 in List), the ship

"Loch Torridon," in latitude 53' 51', longitude 46° west, sailed

for fifty miles along one side of an immense ice island, and the

captain saw another estimated to be one thousand five hundred

feet high. Again (No. 55 in List) on January 11, 1893, the ships

"Wasdale" and " Strathcathro " sailed all unconscious of danger

into a horse-shoe shaped bay in an iceberg ; it was twenty miles

deep, ten miles across in the middle, and four miles wide at the

m 1855, and another seen by Dampier in his voyages, is note-

worthy, for they were all alike. It would seem as if there were
some forming place, or mould, in which these icebergs are built

If we accept the suggestion of the cause of sudden accessions

lcebergs here put forward, we have a cause known to be in

operation there, and quite sufficient to account for the enormous
nUmber of ^ebergs, and also of the large dimensions of some of

^em at these times of outburst.

1 have endeavoured to prepare the chart of reported icebergs
80 ^at it should be easily read. The locality of every report is

barked on the chart by a circle, the year in which the ice was

^
6n is shew* by the number of bars within the circle, a number

^
added so that the report can be found in the following list and

I
Particulars obtained. The positions in which the derelict

D^bartonShire"wasc^ 1 n« mai.i™l !« th» same wav. and



all particulars about her are given here. In cases where ice has

been seen day after day, the fact is indicated by a series of circles

all having the same year and number.

Note.—Captain T. Messenger, in his MS., remarks that his

barometer frequently rose rapidly when nearing any vast quantity

of ice ; the thermometer remaining steady. See No. 89.

The " Dumbartonshire " was loaded with nitrate from the west

coast of South America. After having been dismasted in a heavy

gale, she was abandoned by her crew in August, 1^94 (the day is

not given) in latitude 40° south and longitude 40° east. She

was next seen by Captain Prask, of the " Port Douglas," about

January 18, 1895 (day not given), in latitude 40° south and 5°

west. Assuming the date of abandonment to be August 15, we

have above an interval of one hundred and fifty-five days, during

which the ship drifted one thousand eight hundred and fifty miles,

which is at the rate of twelve miles per day. The derelict was

next reported by Mr. William McFarlane, master of the " East

Lothian," who, in a letter to me on the subject, says : "At 5 a.m.

January 27, 1895, I passed a derelict of about one thousand tons

register ; her mizzen-mast was standing. 1 hauled the " East

Lothian " as close to the derelict as was prudent, but 1 saw no

life on board of her. The position of the derelict was 40° 30

south, longitude 2° 20' east ; this position was verified at 8 a.m.

and at noon." Progress in nine days, three hundred and eighty-

nine miles, or forty-three miles per day, rate probably due to a

gale of wind. The "Dumbartonshire" was next seen by the

master of che barque "Brenhilda," on March 7, 1895, in latitude

40° 53' south, and longitude 14° 12' east. The interval in miles

here is six hundred and thirty in thirty-nine days, or sixteen miles

per day. These are the only reports about the "Dumbartonshire"

that have reached me.
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On reference to the chart of icebergs given with this paper

and the tabular statement, it will be seen that between January

and July 1895, a vast number of icebergs were reported between

the Cape of Good Hope and Australia, and it is remarkable that

from the end of July to the present time, (November 28th) no ice

has been reported in this region, except three icebergs sighted

on August 10, by the Gulf of Venice (No. 114), Lat. 45° S.,

Long. 54° E. The only reason for the sudden disappearance of

these vast fields of ice that I can suggest, is the prevalence of

strong ftorth-west winds over the Southern Indian Ocean, this

is shown by the logs of ships traversing these waters.

It is noteworthy that the ice which came with the great out-

burst in 1854-5 also disappeared quite suddenly, as we are told by

Towson, writing in 1858, who says, "Since April, 1855 however,

the only reports of icebergs are much farther south."

In the reports of various ships in the foregoing list, the question

of change of temperature in air and water in the neighbourhood

of ice is left in a very undecided state, the reports being very

contradictory, (Nos. 29, 32, 34, 36, 38, 63, 69, 89, 103, and 113).

Icebergs more or less discoloured are reported in Nos. 14, 15,

19, 26, 27, 38, 46, 55, 63, and 86, and in No. 46 it is suggested

that « Vigias " may originate by the grounding of one of these

coloured icebergs, thus giving rise to the report of an uncharted

island.

Very large icebergs are reported in Nos. 10, 13, 17, 24, 26, 27,

29
> 33, 34, 39, 47, 48, 55, 56, 57, 58, 69. 70, 73, 80, 81, 83, 84,

86, and 103.

In the foregoing list of icebergs the one farthest north (No. 31)

was in 37° S. We learn from " Towson," page 6, that in January

lg50, an iceberg was in sight from the Cape of Good Hope in

latitude 34° S.
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(Note No. 7.)

By A. LlVERSIDGE, M.A., F.R.S.,

Professor of Chemistry in the University of Sydney.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. 8. Wales, November 6, 1895.]

AUTIMONITE— Queensland.

V hard splintery variety, breaking with a conch'

h Bomewhat hackly surfaces; noticeable as coi I

1 barytes in thin veins or joints.

Analysis.

Antimony ... ... ... ... ... 64-47

Sulphur 26-59

The above is the mean of two analyses. Sp. gr. 443.

Apatite, Plumbiferous—Calcium fiuo-phosphate. Broken Hill.

Some specimens of apatite containing lead were forwarded to

me by Mr. S. Harris, from Block 14 Mine for examination.

The apatite is in the form of small grey imperfect crystals,

(some however are symmetrical hexagonal prisms closed by the

pyramid and terminal pinacoids) about -A/ long, in cavities in a

matrix of dark blue-black honey-combed crystalline zinciferous

galena
; the freshly fractured apatite has somewhat the lustre

and appearance of pyromorphite. It is probable that part of

the calcium phosphate of the apatite is replaced by the isomorphous

lead phosphate.



The crystals of apatite were separated as carefully as possible

from the galena, but this could not be done completely, as small

crystals of galena are seen within the apatite crystals, i.e., when

sliced and examined under the microscope.

Mr. Harris states that pyromorphite was met with in the

shallower parts of the same portion of the mine in considerable

quantities. He found 3 l

J;
' of fluorine, "5% manganese monoxide

;

and 36-25% of phosphoric pentoxide, but as all the specimens I

examined showed enclosed lead sulphide, I do not quote his

amounts of lead and lime ; the proportions of phosphoric oxide

and fluorine indicate that the mineral answers to the general

formula of 3 Ca 8P 9 8> CaF 2 , in which part of the Ca is probably

replaced by Pb.

Babklyite—Two Mile Flat, Mudgee, N.S.W*.

Collected by the late Prof. A. M. Thomson, Sydney University.

The specimens were in small well rolled pebbles, not more than

}" long. Most are of a kind of dull magenta colour and usually

show one or two light streaks or veins, in others, the colour

might be referred to that of lean beef. Hardness about 8-5, i.e.,

less than 9. Sp. gr. 3-738 at 18-5° C.

^nt, the powder is also of a pale pink tint. Before the blowpipe

it darkens a little and returns to its former colour on cooling.

After ignition it is a little more opaque, probably due to slight

disintegration. When strongly heated, it becomes brilliantly

luminous and gives a blue colour with cobalt nitrate. Large

l
u "tit es ave the chromium reaction with micro-cosmic salt and

Wax beads. The precipitate of AJ 3O s3H a O, fused with NaKCO,
gave the manganese reaction in one case but not in others.

No full description of this mineral appears to have been pub-

hshed
5 the name Barklvite was given to it by Mr. Geo. Milner

Stephen, ¥.Q .Sm} after ^ then Governor f Victoria. In a

catalogue of his collection, and in a lecture, he refers to



them as violet rubies, or barklyite, from the Ovens district in

Victoria. 2 Apparently, too, it has never been met with in any

quantity, and the variety does not appear to be sufficiently distinct

to warrant a special name.

It consists principally of alumina, (A1 3 3 ) but the analysis in

hand is not yet completed.

Chrysocolla—Hydrous copper silicate. Broken Hill, N.S.W,

As incrustations and stalactitic forms, with mammillated sur-

faces, of a sky blue and green colour. Vitreous lustre in parts.

Conchoidal fracture. Hardness 4. Streak, pale blue. Effervesces

slightly on warming with HC1, from the presence of a little copper

carbonate. Before the blowpipe, it darkens and breaks up slowly

with decrepitation. In tube it gives off much water and a nitro-

genous odour. Soluble in HC1 and HNO , with a residue of silica.

Beryl--Vegetabl Creek, New England, N.S.W.

• Sp.gr.

a paper read before this Society, December 2,

•80. Hardness, 7-5.

Silica 674

18-5

Beryllia

Iron sesquioxide

12-9

994

Crocoisite—Dundas, Tasmania.

In brilliant crystals of a deep orange-red colour, about h" l°nS>

seated on a mangano-ferruginous matrix. The Dundas mines

have yielded some fine groups of crocoisite crystals, with the

prisms several inches long ; associated with cerussite, galena and

occasionally anglesite and other lead minerals. Hardness, 2*5.

Sp. gr. 5-92.

1 Trans. Eoy. Sec, Vict., 1865, p. 70.



Lead monoxide .

Chromium tri-oxi.

Iron sesquioxide .

Which c

Fahi

Occurs i

h the formula PbCr0 4 .

a's Creek, via Brewongle, N.S.W.

. Collected in September, 1888. No

Sulphui

Nickel

Cobalt

The above corresponds approximately to -* CuS, i (FeZn) S,

Some silica was obtained m the analysis, but this was deducted
and an allowance made for it in the calculation, as it obviously
belonged to the matrix.

A special examination was made for gold and silver on a
"ger quantity, when 31 ozs., 17 dwts., grs. of silver, and
L ozs

-> 13 dwts., 8 grs. of gold per ton were found.

Ilmenite—Cloncurry River, Queensland.
Black, with traces of crystal planes, breaks with well-marked

metallic lustre.

Analysis.
I itamum dioxide, TiO a

49-85

Silicon
f> gi0a 1-01

hon monoxide, FeO 35-70
Tron sesquioxide Fe 2 3

13-22



er metals, although specially sought for, were n

3 specimen. Dana gives the following extremes :-

Ti0.2
= 59-20 to 3-55 %

FeO = 46-53 to 3-26 %
Fe 2 3

= 93-63 to 1-20%

Zinciferous Galena.

["his mineral was sent to me from Broken Hill as

selenide of lead. Before the blowpipe it yielded i

any reaction for selenium. Decrepitates strongly. It appears to

occur in nodular masses.

The mineral, in certain lights lias a dull grey colour and scoria-

ceous appearance, but in other positions the light is reflected

from it brilliantly with a bluish-grey metallic lustre ; this is due

to the fact that the surface is covered with minute cubical

crystals which have their planes more or less parallel, although

at different levels ; my specimens only exposed about two square

inches, but I think it would be found to extend over larger surfaces.

The effect is something like that of "shot" silk.

Under a 1" objective, the cubical character of the crystals are

clearly recognisable, so also are the well -marked cubical cleavage

planes, which have a strong metallic lustre. The mineral appears

to be homogeneous, and no separate portions of blende were detected

5 copper pyrites <

been analysed
; on assay they proved to be very rich in gold, I

gave me 5 ozs. 17 dwts. 4 grs. per ton, and oz. 19 dwts. 4
|

of silver per ton
; lead minerals are usually richer in silver tl

in gold.

The vein stuff gave—



Insoluble ... ... 3-16

Lead ... 60-20

Zinc ... 15-50

Sulphur ... 18-94

100-625

The proportion is about 3 PbS, 2| ZnS.

It seems to be related to the minerals huascolite and
kilmacooite1 but with fairly well marked differences. I do not,

however, think it need be named ; the term zinciferous galena
describes it accurately without adding to the already excessive
Hat of so-called new species of minerals.

Limestone with Cone-in-Cone Structure—Picton, N.S.W.

Evidently very impure, of a brown colour, and argillaceous
appearance. An analysis of this was made in 1876, and for-

warded to the Mineralogical Society, but lost in transit.

Composition.
Portion soluble in HC1 :—

Water - 2-10
Carbon dioxide, C0 3 30-01
Silica>Si0

2 ... 1-63
Iron sesquioxide, Fe a 3

4-35

Manganese oxide, MnO -52

Llme>CaO
... 38-19

Soda,Na
a O... 170

p°rtion insoluble iu HOI 22-21

100-71
f calcium carbonate being 68-20. The portion

a hydrochloric acid was not further examined.

1 Dana's System of Mineralogy, 1892, p. 51.
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The specimen was from a layer about three inches thick ; the

cones are fairly regular in size and shape, and run right through

the deposit in vertical columns, like piles of small closely packed

conical paper sugar bags ; the average diameter being about half-

an inch, and the length perhaps a little more, the angle of the

cone being between fifty and sixty degrees, and incipient crystal-

lisation is visible in parts. The upper surface of the deposit

presents pits with thickened edges over some of the columns of

Mr. A. J. Sach, f.c.s., published an account of this deposit

(with an analysis) in the Report of the Australasian Association

for the Advancement of Science, Hobart Session, 1892, p. 328.

Molybdenite.

This was described in Note JSTo. 6, read before this Society,

December 2, 1891, as occurring in large crystals 3 x 31 x ;"H" long

from the Eleanora Mine, Kingsgate, near Glen Innes, N.S.W.

Composition.

I. II.

Another specimen yielded about 6% of manganese oxide j
but

this was probably mechanically enclosed between the plates of

molybdenite. Sp. gr. 4-6.

Proustite—Silver Sulpharsenide.

Mr. Edgar Hall, f.c.s., sent me, in August last, some specimens

from his United Mine at Rivertree, in which he had found some

minute red crystals. I have examined the crystals, and agree

with him in regarding them as proustite. They are quite micro-

scopic, and it is difficult to examine them and still more to separate

them from the matrix.

Mr. Hall states that they occur in a narrow vein, about half-

an-inch thick on the hanging wall, and that they have been



met with at seventy feet, one hundred and twenty feet, and

one hundred and eighty feet levels, in fact all the way down

so far. The lode is a contact one, between a dyke of quartz

diorite and the massive granite of the country. The fissure is

about eight feet wide at the one hundred and twenty feet level,

of which about four feet is quartz carrying argentiferous minerals

;

the yield of silver is found to be much greater where the prou-

stite crystals are present.

The crystals are on a bluish quartz, containing mispickel ; they

are of a full red colour, translucent, with vitreous lustre, and

about f& to I millimetre in length. I was able to obtain the

reactions for arsenic, sulphur, and silver, but no attempt was

made to make a quantitative analysis as it was only with diffi-

culty that a few hundredths of a grain were obtainable.

Proustite is reported by Mr. C. Marsh 1 to occur also at Broken

Hill.

Scheelite—Calcium tungstate, CaW0 4 .

Lady Hopetoun Mine, Glen Innes, N.S.W.

Massive, coarsely crystalline, of a pale brownish stone colour.

Hardness, 5. Sp. gr. 5-93, another portion 53 only.

A fairly pure calcium tungstate, containing a little water,

2"23% of silica, 1*52% of iron sesquioxide, and a trace of

manganese.

Tinstone Crystals—Elsmore Mine, Inverell, KS.W.

In stout pyramids, usually about half-an-inch through, but

some of them are much larger. Very slightly water-worn at the

<%, otherwise the crystals have the faces of the pyramid well

developed and of a high metallic lustre. Yielded a white powder.

S
P- gr. 6-68. Hardness. 6-5.

Tin oxide, SnO „
94-60

Silica, SiO, 2-00

1 Geology of the Broken Hill Lode, 4c, by J. B. Jaquet, p. 90.



Iron sesquioxide, Fe 2O s

.Manganese oxicb\ MnO
Tungstic acid, W0 3

[IS-^S

Another specimen from the same locality, but water worn, was

found to be harder = 7, with a sp. gr. of 6-54. The powder of

this was brown.

. Analysis.

Tin oxide, SnO„ 92'52

Silica, Si0 2
1*68

Oxide of manganese, MnO... ... ... '98

Iron sesquioxide, Fe 2 3
3-21

Tungstic acid, W0 3
'36

98-75

The loss of 1-25 on this, and 1*42 on the previous specimen,

may indicate the presence of some of the rarer elements not

specially sought for, and that the specimens are worthy of further

Topaz—Shoalhaven District.

In the form of short columnar prisms, the terminal pyramidal

planes not well developed, seated on granite. Of a greyish tint,

more or less opaque, but translucent in parts.

Most of the crystals were about \" to 1" in diameter, and about

V long, closely packed together so as to form a solid layer of

topaz next to the supporting rock. The crystals are brittle, some

of the faces are slightly rough, as if etched. Hardness, 7 5 only.

Sp. gr. 3-56.

Before the blowpipe it decrepitates, darkens, but becomes

nearly colourless again on cooling. Gives off a little water when

28-19

62-66

14-01



The above are the mean of the results of two closely agreeing

analyses. The oxygen equivalent to the fluorine must be allowed

for in the above analysis.

In the foregoing paper I was assisted by Mr. A. 0. Black, a

student in the Chemical Laboratory, who. under my direction, made
several of the analyses

; Mr. 0. Walker, another student, analysed

the ilmenite; Mr. J. A. Schofield, A.E.S.M., f.c.s., Demonstrator,

the zinciferous galena ; and Mr. J. M. Petrie, Junior Demonstra-

te a NATURAL DEPOSIT of ALUMINIUM SUCCINATE
m the TIMBER of GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, R. Be.

By J. H. Maiden, f.l.s., and Henry G. Smith.

[Read before the Royal Society of X. S. Wale,. November 6, 1895.']

HE Material upon which this investigation has been made was

obtained from a Sydney timber merchant who was engaged in

cutting up the well-known Silky Oak (Grevillea robusta, R. Br.)

into planks. Finding a deposit in the middle of a log which

''looked like whiting," as he expressed it, and thinking it curious,

e sent it to the Museum, but before the log could be examined
°r the whole of the deposit collected, the planks had been sent

*jay from the mill, and further examination of them could not

made
- Nevertheless, about six ounces of the deposit had been

secured, the examination of which forms the subject of this paper.

A larSe Proportion of the substance must have been lost ;
what

6 amount was that the cavity originally contained we have no
tteans of knowing. The investigation of this deposit has proved

Interesting, that we would like to take this opportunity of

rect»ng the attention of those who are likely to become possessed



of like material, to the importance, from a scientific point of view,

of submitting for investigation earthy-looking deposits which may

be found in timber.

Physical Description.

The material is quite soft and almost white in colour, except

on the exterior of the lumps, where they are slightly stained

brown in places, by some organic substance. It has a sourish,

rather unpleasant odour, arising most probably from the presence

of acetic acid. The whole of the cavity appears to have been

filled with the material ; the largest lump measures in the thickest

part 2 cm. or about three quarters of an inch, and impressions of

the tissue of the wood can be easily seen.

The original material is crystalline in part, minute acicular

crystals being seen between crossed nicols with a quarter inch

objective. The harder and more solid portion appears to contain

the crystals in very small quantity. The very soft portion con-

tains them in abundance. The best method to observe them, is

to mount a portion on a slide under a cover glass with water, no

other material answering so well for this purpose. These acicular

crystals were found to polarize when revolved between crossed

nicols, but were altogether too minute to determine their mode of

crystallization. The material is thus not quite amorphous.

Determination of the Base.

The organic matter is with difficulty entirely removed from

the original substance by burning, the last traces of carbon

requiring the heat of the blowpipe before being entirely removed.

The residue is perfectly white in appearance, and shows no signs

of fusion with the greatest heat obtainable with the gas-blowpiF

The residue is, when thus ignited, insoluble in acids, and require

fusion with bisulphate of potassium or other suitable substance

before solution can be obtained. This residue contains no other

base than alumina • absolutely no trace of lime could be detected

in several determinations, and only the slightest trace was obtain*

when testing for magnesia. Quantitative determination g»* e



almost exactly one hundred per cent, of alumina in the ignited

residue, as the result of two determinations. The method adopted

was to fuse the ignited residue with bisulphateof potassium until

solution was effected, and to dissolve in water when cold ; the

solution was then acidified, the alumina precipitated in the usual

manner, and ignited before the blowpipe until of constant weight.

The base therefore consists of alumina. Iron is absent.

Determination of the Acid.

In the systematic search for the acid, experiment showed the

absence of oxalic, tartaric, citric, malic and benzoic acids in the

solution obtained by boiling the acid solution of the original

material with carbonate of soda, filtering, and proceeding in the

usual manner; succinic acid alone being indicated, exclusive of

a trace of acetic acid. The crystals obtained, as described below,

answered all the tests for succinic acid. When the original

substance is treated with a small quantity of nitric acid, it

wholly dissolves, (the trace of organic matter other than the

acid being destroyed) ; the solution is of a pale amber colour.

On cooling, a mass of crystals separates out. These were filtered

off, drained on a porous slab, and when dry, again heated with

a small quantity of nitric acid, the crystals obtained by cooling,

filtering, and drying on a porous slab as before. These opera-

tions were repeated three times, and at the conclusion the

crystals were dissolved in water, a small quantity of animal

charcoal added and filtered. The solution thus obtained was

colourless
; this was evaporated in the air after concentration on

the Water bath, white crystals being thus obtained. Although

apparently
pure , yet, on ignition, a small residue was left, for it

aPPears to be exceedingly difficult to remove the whole of the

alumina by solution and recrystallization of the acid. The

crystal s thus obtained were used to identify the acid, and for the

Imitative tests generally, but for material for combustion sub-

Wion between watch glasses was resorted to, the sublimate

Ued with water for some time, concentrated, and allowed to

crystallize at the ordinary temperature. (Of course this treat-



[ qualitative tests had satisfactorily

iccinic acid only.) By boiling the

sublimate with water, the succinic anhydride formed at the tem-

perature needed for sublimation is converted into the ordinary

acid, as is proved by the melting point, the sublimate before

boiling with water melting at irregular temperatures between

125° C. to 150° C, while the normal acid, as obtained in crystals,

melts at 177° C. to 178° C. uncorrected. As the melting point

was determined in an open beaker in glycerol, the actual temper-

ature for the column of mercury could hardly be accurately taken

for correction of melting point, so the figures are given as obtained,

but the melting point may be considered as closely approximating

180° C. The crystals are acid to the taste. The adherent mois-

ture was removed from the crystallized acid by heating on the

water bath before taking samples for combustion. The combus-

tions were made of the acid obtained as pure as possible, absolutely

free from residue on ignition, and melting at 178° C. uncorrected.

•2090 gram, gave -3097 gram. C0 2

and -1000 gram. H aO
equal to 40-413 per cent, carbon

5-316 „ hydrogen

54-271 „ oxygen

5-316 H.
392 O.3-392 O.

from which we may deduce the formula C 4H 6 0.

Another combustion gave almost identical results.

Theory gives for C 4H«0,



Besides these results of melting point and combustion, the acid

gave perfectly all the qualitative reactions necessary for succinic

acid. When the succinic acid was crystallized in the most

successful luanner, good monoclinic crystals were obtained.

Solubility and of In ai.lstance.

Besides the property of soh'Jiii if .' in nitric arid, taking advantage

of which was found the besl the succinic acid,

the original substance is almost entirely soluble in hydrochloric

acid, a small brownish residue being left, the succinic acid being

precipitated on cooling the solution, providing the hydrochloric

acid is not too dilute. The original substance is also soluble in

sulphuric acid, with the exception of a small brownish residue,

the succinic acid separating from this solution also on cooling.

It is also soluble in both potassium and sodium hydrate. When

dissolved, forming succinate of ammonium, a more basic salt being

left. The material acts in this way the same as ferric succinate

does when boiled with ammonia.

When the original substance is boiled with carbonate of

ammonium for a long time, filtered, ammonia added, to precipitate

alumina, and evaporated to crystallization, with the occasional

addition of ammonia as evaporation proceeds, good crystals of

succinate of ammonium are obtained.

When the original substance is heated in a closed tube, succinic

acid is not given off, the water being in fact quite neutral at a low

temperature. When the temperature is raised, the water is found

to be acid, but when dried in the tube, no solid residue is left,

indicating that the trace of acid given off is volatile. Sufficient

material was taken to give a few drops of this acid liquid, which

gave the reaction of acetic acid with Fe 2 Cl 6 , but gave no precipi-

tate with that reagent in a neutral solution, showing the absence

°* succinic acid.

When the powder is heated with bisulphate of potassium, the

s**inic acid sublimes, principally as the anhydride. When the
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powder is directly treated with acids, the temperature rises con-

siderably as it goes into solution.

When the powdered original substance is boiled for a long time

in distilled water, practically nothing dissolves, nor is anything

dissolved when it is boiled with alcohol. There appears to be no

free acid in the material as determined by its insolubility in H 2

and C 2H e O, and because it is not possible to obtain succinic acid

when distilled in a tube without previously adding to the powder

some bisulphate of potassium, or some suitable substance, so that

the whole of the acid is present in combination with the base.

Nitrogen was sought for in the original material but was found

uettrimnafion
<>J

the presence of Acetic Acta.

When the original substance was first received, it had a sour

and rather unpleasant odour, which diminished somewhat on

keeping. In the systematic examination for acids, acetic acid

was detected in minute quantities. To determine the presence of

this acid, a portion of the original substance (between three and

four grams.), was dissolved in sulphuric acid and distilled: the

distillate was distinctly acid to test paper, had a slight odour of

acetic acid, and gave the reactions for that acid with ferric chloride.

Only a small quantity was present, as the distillate was readily

neutrah/ 1 with a very small quantity of an alkaline solution.

When the original material is dissolved in sulphuric acid,

alcohol added, and the whole boiled, the odour of acetic ether is

distinctly detected, especially on shaking as the liquid cools.

When dissolved in soda and the solution acidified with sulphuric

acid, alcohol added, and boiled, the odour of acetic ether is more

readily obtained. The identification of acetic acid in the original

substance is of some importance, as perhaps indicative of the mode

of formation of the succinic acid by fermentation.

Composition of the original substance.

When heated in a closed tube much water is given oft. A

portion of the powder was heated at 100' C. to 110° 0. for one



hour; the loss indicated 25-089 per cent, of water. Heated again

for one hour from 110° 0. to 120° C. no further loss was found to

occur, neither when heated for one hour from 145° C. to 150° C.

The powder was then ignited before the blowpipe until constant

in weight, when it was found that 43464 per cent, had been

burnt away, leaving 31-447 per cent, of alumina ; 100 per cent,

of alumina being found, as stated above, in this ignited residue.

As no other acid was detected other than succinic acid, with the

exception of a trace of -acetic acid, we may consider the compo-

Organic matter as

Succinic acid = 43-464 per cent.

Alumina 31-447

Water 25-089

100-000

From these figures we may look upon the material as a bas

aluminium succinate, corresponding to a ferric succinate, an

having the following formula :

Al 3 (0 4H4 4 ) 3 Al 2 3 .

On ignition we get 2 Al 3O s and C 12H 12 9 reimoved by bur

ing, which, calculated out and allowing the same percentage

water as obtained by experiment as above, we ha^^e

Organic matter taken as (C 1SH 1 s O„) = 44-484 per

Alumina 2 (A1 3 3 )
30 '4

:

t present has been ignored in the formula,

essential component of the



been discovered, although succinic acid in combination with lime

has been detected as an exudation on the stem of the White

Mulberry tree (Moras alba). 1 In another reference2 to the presence

of succinate of lime occurring in this exudation, the statement is

made that the occurrence of succinic acid in the juices of a large

number of herbs had long been known, but that it had not hiterto

been found in liquids from trees. It was thought in this instance

that the presence of a brown, humus-like substance, pointed to the

fact that the succinic acid in this case was the product of a patho-

logical process and not a physiological secretion.

The occurrence of succinic acid was considered to be due to a

fermentation process, in consequence of which the malic acid

occurring in the juices of the mulberry tree (Gmelin, 10,206) was

converted into succinic acid, a metamorphosis which according to

Fitz (Ber., 12,481) takes place somewhat readily in schizomycetic

fermentations.

The following
I formula i'epresents the chan

3 C 4H 6 5 = 2C 4H B 4 + C„H 4 3 4
(Malic Acid) (Succinic Acid) (Acetic Acid)

As we have found acetic acid in the original substance rrom

Grevillea robusta, we suggest that the succinic acid in this case is

also the effect of fermentation of malic acid, as this acid is of very

common occurrence in plants, and is by fermentation readily con-

verted into succinic acid. We have not yet succeeded in obtain-

ing the fresh sap of Grevillea robusta, so that we are unable at

present to state whether malic acid is present or not in the grow-

ing tree, and any more definite statement as to its mode of forma-

tion must be held over for the present. If malic acid be found to

occur in the sap of Grevillea robusta, we think there can be but

Httle doubt as to the origin of succinic acid contained in the

present material. Not only is the material of interest from the

presence of succinic acid, but that the base of the salt should be



aluminium makes it doubly interesting, because of the rare occur-

rence in plants of this element.

The following extract is from a recent work. 1 " In spite of the

wide distribution of clay in soil and in rocks, its chief constituent,

aluminium, is confined in its occurrence to very few plants (lichens

and club-mosses)." Another statement of the same kind is made

by G. Bunge, 2 as follows, " Aluminium is one of the elements

most frequently met with. . . . It is therefore remarkable

that alumina has scarcely anything to do with the nutrition of

living beings. It has been shown positively to exist in any notice-

able quantity only in a few plants, especially in a few kinds of

Lycopodium."3

We have also failed to obtain any evidence from other sources,

of the presence of aluminium having been detected in material

similar to which we now bring under your notice. That a salt of

aluminium has been circulating through the vessels of this tree,

Grevillea robusta, appears evident, but in what form it was origin-

ally deposited in the cavity of the wood it is now impossible to

decide. The probability that it was as a malate, is indicated by

the perfect solubility of aluminium malate in water, and the total

insolubility of aluminium succinate in that liquid. We may also

here point out that no inorganic acid could be detected in the

Portion taken for investigation.

In reference to the formation of artificial salts of aluminium

succinate little information can be gathered. "According to Gehlin

and Bucholz, 4
succinate of soda precipitates hydrochlorate of

alumina (not however according to Bansdorff from very dilute

solutions). Wenzel obtained by direct combinations an insoluble

salt which crystallized in prisms." Chemical text books as a rule

8fe silent as to the existence of any aluminium salt of succinic acid.

Treatise on the Physiology of Plants—Dr. Paul Sorauer. (Weiss' transla-
ll°* 1895) page 36.

\
^^^ical and Pathological Chemistry, p. 27, 1890 (Kegan Paul).

See also Text Book of Botany by Julius Sachs, 2nd Edition, p. 695.
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Attempt to prepare an artificial Aluminium Succinate.

When a neutralized solution of succinic acid is added to a

solution of aluminium hydrate dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and

neutralized with ammonia as much as possible without causing a

precipitate, a dense white amorphous precipitate quickly forms.

When this is thoroughly washed, dried at 120° - 125° 0. until the

weight is constant, then powdered and ignited, it is found that

664 per cent, of this dried residue is removed on burning, leaving

33-6 per cent, of alumina. This does not correspond to the

theoretical quantity of either the normal or basic salt of aluminium

succinate. When this dried powder is heated in a tube, before

charring commences a liquid collects in the tube, which soon

crystallizes into prisms of succinic acid, showing that succinic acid

is given off in this way while the same experiment with the

natural succinate of aluminium failed to give off succinic acid

when thus heated as described above. The artificial salt also

appears more harsh and brittle than the natural one.

The three following percentage results obtained by various

C = 41-22 C = 40-62 C = 40-34

H= 5-33 H= 5-28 H = 522

= 53-45 = 54-10 = 5444

D'Arcet analysed the acid from Amber, Zwerger that from

Wormwo< nd obtained by fermentu

solution of Asparagin

It is with pleasure that we place the results of our investigation

before you, because it enables us to describe a salt of an organic

acid rarely found except in small quantities, and forming a c°m"

bination with aluminium that does not appear to have ever been

found before in any tree, whether indigenous in Australia or not.

Although it is quite possible that this is an accidental and rare



deposit in this particular tree, there appears to be no reason -w

other trees of this and other species may not be found to cont

material identical in formation and composition, and all i.

appears to be required is careful search now that attention !

been drawn to the matter.

Ox the AMOUNT of GOLD and SILVER in SEA-WATER.

By A. LlVERSIDGE, M.A, P.R.S,

Professor of Chemistry, University of Sydney, N. S. Wales.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, October 2, 1895.']

Il the following paper are given the results of some experiments

made with the object of determining the amount of gold in the

sea-water off the coast of New South Wales.

The only reference that I can find in Sydney libraries relating

to the presonce of gold in sea-water, are those of Sonstadt, 1 which

*iU be made use of later on in this paper, and a reference by

Dr
- T - Sterry Hunt2 to a paper read before the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science in 1866, by Professor Wurtz,

In Wnich he expressed an opinion that gold would be found in

sea-water, but I cannot trace Professor Wurtz's paper.

Then in 1894, Mr. E. C. C. Stanford, President of the Society

J
Chemical Industry, in his address to the members, 3 stated :—

"
The P^nce of gold has not been satisfactorily proved ;

it was

expected it might accumulate in the copper sheathing of ships,

^d Messrs. Muntz obliged me with specimens of old sheathing,

th C0Pper and muntz metal. Mr. Inglis, who kindly examined

^Jwaical News, 1872, pp.159,160.

3pmical and Geological Essays, London, 1879.
Urn

- S°c- Chem. Ind., xin., July 31, 1894, p. 697.



these for me, found both gold

portion 1than usual."

The r<

Copper Sheathing.

Gold ... °0 2 21

but not in larger pro-

1 15

Silver 4 12 9 5 3 12

Professor Judd, f.r.s., informed me that a paper upon this

subject was published in a Norwegian journal by Miinster, about

1891, but I can find no reference to it in our Sydney libraries.

Sonstadt, in his paper on the presence of gold in sea-water gives

various methods for the detection of the gold, and in a later letter

to the Chemical News, March 11th, 1892, refers to his previous

communication of 1872, and states that the amount of gold is

" far less than one grain per ton."

His first process is as follows :—Two or three decigrammes of

pure ferrous sulphate are dissolved in the water, which is acidu-

lated by two or three drops of hydrochloric acid. The solution is

heated in a chemically clean well glazed porcelain dish, over a

small flame, so managed that the flame may touch the under part

of the dish without causing ebullition. Under these circumstances

a lustrous film of iron oxide forms in the dish, commencing from

tho portion directly heated by the flame. The heat is continued,

without boiling, until the sea-water is evaporated to about half,

or so long as the film increases in extent and in lustre. The

liquid is then poured off, the strongly adherent film is rinsed with

a little water; and then about 50 cc. of strong chlorine water is

allowed to stand in the dish for an hour or two, after which it is

slowly evaporated down (over the film) to a few drops, a drop of

dilute hydrochloric acid being added towards the end of the

evaporation. The liquid, which should be nearly colourless,^

then poured into a test-glass containing a few drops of solution?*

stannous chloride, when, after a few minutes, the liquid takes a

bluish or purplish tint, which may be exactly matched by a drop

or two of a suitably diluted solution of gold added to a corres-

ponding portion of tin-salt in another glass."
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The sea-water first examined was collected from the coast at

Coogee, away from any fresh water or other drainage. Eleven

trials of this water were made with 200 cc. as recommended by

Sonstadt, but no trace of a purple or even pink tint was obtained;

but, with 600 cc. a faint amethyst tint was obtained after stand-

ing some time. As a rule, after adding the stannous chloride, a

white or grey precipitate came down in the course of a few days,

and this precipitate in many cases became pink, purple or slate

coloured.

To check Sonstadt's method, various experiments were carried

out. Gold chloride (from pure metal dissolved in chlorine water)

was added to Coogee sea-water in the proportion of one grain of

gold to the ton, and 200 cc. of this was treated by Sonstadt's

process on March 19th, 1895, when a light brown precipitate was
thrown down by the stannous chloride; on the 27th the precipitate

was of a red colour below with a pale pink layer above ; on the

3rd April the pink tint was more decided. Hence if allowed to

stand for a few days, the test will detect in 200 cc. the presence

of added gold in the proportion of one grain to the ton of sea-

water, the gold originally present only being recognisable in 600 cc.

On December 11th, 1894, a litre of the Coogee sea-water was

concentrated and the test applied, no trace of pink or purple

appeared, but on February 8th, 1895, a slight brown sediment

tad formed, which may have been due to gold.

Next two litres were treated on December 28th, 1894, and

allowed to stand until February 8th, 1895, when a faint pink tint

Was observable on the surface of the white precipitate. The second

chlorine water extract of the film yielded a white precipitate which
also had acquired a pink tint on February 8th.

0n August 14th, 1895, two more samples each of two litres of

Coogee water were tested. On the 15th the precipitates were

brownish, the brownish tint seems to be due to the presence of

8°ld
- The contents of the two test tubes were mixed together,

^ and scorified with 250 grains of assay lead free from gold,

eQ a small bead of gold was obtained.
V-Oct.2>1895.
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Sonstadt's second method was also tried, i.e.. with banam

chloride as follows :
—" From half a litre to a litre of sea-water

should be taken for the experiment. As much solution of pure

chloride of barium is added to the water as will give a grain of

precipitate. A day or two should be allowed for the precipitate

to settle. The precipitate is collected, dried, mixed with borax

and lead, and the button of lead obtained before the blowpipe on

charcoal is cupelled. The bead obtained is yellowish-white, of the

same colour as an alloy of sixty parts of gold to forty of silver,

or thereabout. For confirmation of the presence of gold the bead

may be dissolved in a very small test tube, in a few drops of aqua

regia, which is then evaporated, at a gentle heat, nearly to dryness.

A few drops of pure hydrochloric acid are added, and the solution

again evaporated, to destroy the excess of nitric acid. The solu-

tion is evaporated very nearly, but not quite, to dryness, a few

drops of water are added, and the mixture warmed, and when the

chloride of silver is settled, a drop of solution of stannous chloride

is allowed to fall down the side of the tube into the liquid, when

the characteristic gold reaction is obtained."

Sonstadt's barium chloride method was tried on sea water from

off Jervis Bay as well as from the coast at Coogee, but the yield

of gold was either much less than by the ferrous sulphate method

(see further on) or no gold at all was obtained, even when two or

more litres were used. Similar results were obtained from the

use of stannous chloride and mercuric chloride together. Mercuric

chloride alone and afterwards precipitated by hydrogen sulphide

gave fairly good results. It was thought that the previous

addition of sulphurous acid, oxalic acid and other reducing sub-

stances might increase the amount of gold obtained, but this

not found to be the case, on the contrary the yield was reduced.

As the result of a very large number of experiments with 1

1

film test upon gold chloride in distilled water and in sea-water, 1

was found that :

—

1. All the gold is not carried down by the film—not even by

repeating the process and obtaining a second film ;
a little go

still being obtainable by a third film.



2. Neither is all the gold extracted by one treatment of the

lm with chlorine water.

3. Some of the gold is left on the dish in evaporating the

ilorine water solution.

4. Several days and even weeks were required, in many cases,

>r the colour reaction to appear.

Gold in Sea-water along the Coast of New South Wales.

NV.vt a t experiments was made upon water collected out

at sea; twelve samples, two Winchester quarts of each, were

kindly collected for me by Captain Hutton, of the N. 8. Wales

Government steamer "Thetis," by direction of Mr. C. W. Darley,

then Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, to whom my
thanks are due for the ready assistance he has given me in this

and other similar matters. Prior to being sent out, the bottles

were carefully cleaned, numbered and packed in cases (each hold-

ing two bottles) so as to ensure purity and prevent error, and each

bottle was rinsed with sea-water when about to be filled.

Southern Sea- Waters.

In examining the southern sea-waters, in the first batch, a litre

of each was treated and the characteristic reaction for gold

obtained from Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. In the next batch of two
litres each, 1, 2, 3, and 5, showed the presence of gold ; the films

*ere treated a second time with chlorine water, when Nos. 3, 4
and

5, gave the gold reaction. In the third batch, Nos. 1, 2, 3,

and 6 reacfced for gold, and on a second treatment Nos. 3 and 6

again gave the reaction for gold. The details are as follows :—

No.
1, South—Collected 26th November, 1894, one mile east

of South Head Lighthouse. Latitude 33° 43' S.

T**tNo. 1. Upon one litre. SnCl 3 was added on December
ll% 1894, a white sediment was formed; this, on February 8th,

^95, had changed to a slate colour ; the slate colour was probably

^ to the presence of gold.

Test So. 2. Upon two litres. December 22nd, 1894, the white

Palpitate on February 8th, 1895 showed a pinkish ring at upper
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part evidently due to the presence of gold. The film from the

ferrous sulphate was extracted a second time with CI water, on

December 31st ; the solution became opalescent on the addition

of the HOI and SnCl 2 and acquired a bluish tinge (probably due

to gold) but by February 8th, this blue tint had disappeared and

only a white sediment remained.

Test No. 3. Upon 1500 cc. June 12th, 1895. On the 21st

June the white precipitate showed a pinkish layer at the top f

deep, the pink colour was more decided on the 24th. On July 3rd

and 4th it began to turn violet, and on July 7th, was of a distinct

violet tint, and on the 10th July the upper part of the precipitate

had darkened to a purple colour, which was doubtless due to the

presence of gold.

No. 2, South-Collected 26th November, 1894, three miles off

Bulli. Latitude about 34°.

Test No. 1. Gave a slight white sediment, on the 8th February

this was yellowish with a dark reddish-brown ring.

Test No. 2. On two litres. Put up on December 22nd, 18&

On December 31st, the sediment was white ; but had acquired

a pinkish tinge on the surface by February 8th, 1895. The iron

oxide film was extracted a second time with CI water on Decem-

ber 31st, this gave a brownish coloured solution and a white

precipitate, which had not changed by February 8th.

Test No. 3. Upon 1500 cc. June 12th, 1895. O^ 1^
there was a slight red

No. 3, South-Collected 27th November, 1894, five miles from

Black Head, Shoalhaven Bight. Latitude about 34°.

Test No. 1. Upon one litre. Clear, bluish tinge, sediment

slightly coloured.

Test No. 2. On two litres. A slight amethyst tint within three

minutes after adding the SnCl 2 . On February 8th, l89
^j7

sediment was bluish below with the pink colour above unchang



The second CI water extract of the film, on adding the SnCl 3

became opalescent with a faint amethyst tinge; on February

8th, 1895, the sediment was white with light reddish-brown ring.

Test No. 3. 1900 cc. June 21st, 1895. A buff sediment with

a pinkish tint at top ; on the 24th the pink tint was deeper, a

pale violet on July 3rd, and on the 6th July had become a full

violet; on the 10th July this had become purple—the buff below

remaining unchanged.

No. 4, South—Collected 27th November, 1894, from one mile

off Cape St. George Lighthouse, Jervis Bay. Latitude

about 35° S.

Test No. 1. Upon one litre. December 11th, 1894. After

standing five hours the solution was clear with a bluish tinge

;

sediment slightly coloured. On 8th February, 1895, the white

sediment was marked by a reddish ring.

Test No. 2. Two litres, on 22nd December, 1894. No colour

on the 29th nor on the 8th February, 1895. Nor from the second

CI water extract j afterwards yielded a bluish tinge with pinkish

colour to sediment.

Test No. 3. 1900 cc. 21st June, 1895. A bluish tinge on top

of white sediment observed 5th July, 1895.

No. 5, South—Collected 27th November, 1894, from two miles

off Brush Island. Latitude about 35° 5' S.

Test No. 1. Upon one litre, 1 1th December, 1894. Clear bluish

^ge
; on 8th February, 1895, the white sediment showed a bright

Pink ring.

Test tfb. 2. Gave no indication of gold, neither did the second

CI water extract.

Test No. 3. 1300 cc, 21st June, 1895. On addition of the

stannous chloride this gave a bluish tinge ; on July 10th the white

^iment was almost black at the base.

N<>. 6, South—Collected 28th November, 1894. From twenty-

seven miles off Broulee near Moruya. Lat. about 36° 5' S.



Test No. 1. Upon one litre, 11th December, 1894. No colour

tintil 8th February, 1895, when the light brown sediment showed

a reddish ring.

Test No. 2. Upon two litres. Amethyst tinge. Second extract

with CI water gave a bluish tinge and the sediment had a slight

pink colouration.

Test No. 3. 1225 cc, 21st June 1895. On the 24th June, the

white sediment showed a pink tinge at top ^V deep ; on July 10th

1895, the sediment was pale brown with an onyx-like layer near

the top, with faint purple tinge.

On April 3rd, 1895, the precipitate in each test tube of the

first batch of southern waters had changed to a dirty, almost hlack,

colour, i.e„ after an interval of nearly four months from the

•initiation of the experiment, viz., from 18th December 1894 to

3rd April 1895.

It was noticed, in some instances, that after long standing the

pink or violet tint gradually faded, especially on the side exposed

to the brighter light of the window, in some cases the colour

disappeared totally.

Northern Sea- Waters.

No. 1. Collected February 19th, 1895, about one and a half

miles off Sandy Point, Richmond River, Lat. about 28° S.

No. 2. Collected at North Solitary, Lat. about 29° S., February

19th, a strong southerly current.

No. 3. From about four miles off Smoky Cape, Lat. about 30°,

on February 20th.

No. 4. From two miles off Tacking Point, Lat. about 31° 30',

February 20th.

No. 5. From two miles off Cape Hawke, Lat. about 32° 2',

February 20th.

No. 6. About hve miles off Port Stephens, Lat. about 33',

February 20th.



All six samples of northern sea-waters also gave the reaction

for gold ; the details are omitted for brevity. As in the case of

the southern samples, some gave the reaction readily, others

required from one to several weeks. I should not however, like

to say that this is a sufficient indication of some being richer than

others, for the test appears to be wanting in precision.

Quantitative Tests.

Unfortunately all the samples had been used up in making

qualitative tests for gold, but, in default of more water, the

chlorine-water solutions and precipitates yielded by the stannous

chloride from each batch of tests were mixed together and evapor-

ated to dryness and then scorified and cupelled so as to determine

the amount of gold. The assays were not done separately on

each test, as it was thought that the gold beads, if any, would be

Southern Sea-ivaters.—The first batch of tests, Nos. 1 to 6, i.e.,

the extracts fiom si\ litres, give -003 grain of gold, i.e., -508

grain of gold per ton, or -38 grain per cubic yard, or -032 mgrn.

Second batch.—The precipitate from twelve litres used for the

second set of tests gave -009 grain, i.e., 76 grain of gold per ton,

or -37 grain per cubic yard, or -048 mgrn. per litre. The film was

treated twice with chlorine water, and the two extracts added

together.

Third batch.—9-025 litres gave -0069 grain of gold, i.e., 1 "09

grain per ton, or -58 grain per cubic yard, or -049 mgrn. per litre.

Northern Sea- Waters.

8> 100 litres gave -0060 grain of gold equal to -75 grain per ton,

0r "66 grain per cubic yard, or -048 mgm. per litre.

!n calculating the amount of gold per ton or cubic yard, the

speejfic gravity was in each case corrected to 1'026, i.e., the mean

**H> obtained by the "Challenger" Expedition, corrected to

18'5' C. for sea-water off the coast of New South Wales.
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Before proceeding with further determinations of gold in sea-

water, experiments were made to ascertain what loss of gold was

sustained in the case of solutions containing known quantities of

Experiments with Distilled Water and Added Gold.

The following experiments were made to ascertain whether

small quantities of gold in dilute solution could be recovered by

treatment with ferrous sulphate and other reagents. After adding

the ferrous sulphate the solution was exposed in large new shallow

photographer's developing dishes for some days, so that the ferrous

sulphate might be slowly oxidised and precipitated; in some cases

glass cylinders were used and air blown through the solution. To

complete the precipitation ammonia was added, the precipitate

collected, washed, dried, scorified, and cupelled.

From the following results it will be seen that there was but

little loss in some cases, but a good deal in others, partly due to

imperfect precipitation by the ferrous sulphate, and partly to the

loss during cupellation. In most cases the treatment with ferrous

sulphate, oxidation and precipitation was repeated upon the filtrate

from the first precipitate.

1000 cc. distilled water and 1 cc. of -01% AuCl 3
solution *

•00154 grains gold.

(1) Treated with -5 gram. FeS0 4 and NH 3 yielded "0015 gr.

(2) Filtrate treated with -25 gram. FeS0 4& NH 3 „ '0000 „

Gold = -0015 „

1000 cc. distilled water (containing 30 grammes NaCl) and 1 cc.

of '01% AuCl s solution = -0015 grain of gold.

(1) Treated with -5 gram. FeSO, and NH 3
yielded -0011 p.

(2) Filtrate treated with -25 gram. FeSO,&NH 3 „ "0000 „

Gold = -0011 „



1000 cc. distilled water and 100 cc. of -01% Au01 8 solution -

•1543 grain gold.

(1) Treated with 1 gramme FeS0 4 and NH 3 yielded -1253 gr.

(2) Filtrate treated with 5 gram. FeS0 4 & NH 3 „ -0010 „

•1263 „
i.e., a loss of -0280 grain gold or 18-14%.

1000 cc. distilled water and 100 cc. of -01% AuCl 3 solution =

•1543 grs. gold.

(1) Treated with

(2) Filtrate treat*

Experiments with Sea-Water and Added Gold.

1000 cc. Coogee sea-water and 100 cc. of -01% AuCl 3 solution

= 1543 grains of added gold.

(1) Treated with -5 gramme FeS0 4 and NH 3
yielded -1430 gr.

(2) Filtrate treated with -25 gram. FeS0 4 & NH 3 „ -0020 „

•1450 „
».«., a loss of -0093 grain gold or 6-027%.

1000 cc. Coogee sea-water and 100 cc. of -01% AuCl 3
solution

= •1543 grains gold.

(1) Treated with 5 gramme FeS0 4 and NH 3
yielded -1415 gr.

(2) Filtrate treated with -25 gram. FeS0 4 &NH 3 „ -0020 „

•1435 „
*•«-, a loss of -0108 grain gold or 7%.

500 cc. Coogee sea-water and 10 cc. of -01% AuCl 3
solution =

'

0154 grains gold.

(1) Treated with 1 gramme FeS0 4 and NH 3
yielded -0095 gr.

(
2
) Filtrate treated with -5 gram. FeS0 4&NH 3 » '0000 „

^ loss of -0059 grain gold or 38-31%.



500 cc. Coogee sea-water and 10 cc. of -01% AuCl s solution^

(1) Treated with barium chloride yielded -0013 gr.

(2) Filtrate treated with 1 gram. FeS0 4 & NH 3 „ -0069 „

i.e., a loss of -0072 grain gold or 46*75%.

2000 cc. Coogee sea-water and 50 cc. of -01% AuCl 3
solution

•0771 grains gold

(1) Treated with 1 gramme lead acetate in

acetic acid and precipitated by sheet zinc, yielded -OTOSgr.

(2) Filtrate treated with 1 gram. FeS0 4 & NH 3 „ '0000 „

i.e.. a loss of "0063 grain gold or 8-17%.

2000 cc. Jervis Bay sea-water and 25 cc. of -01% AuCl 3
solution

ins gold.

(1) Treated with 1 gramme lead acetate and

precipitated by sheet zinc, yielded -0235 gr.

(2) Filtrate treated with 1 gram. FeS0 4 k NH a » ^ "

•0251 „

i.e., a loss of -0134 grain gold or 34-8%.

It must be borne in mind that to the loss of gold sustained in

the above experiments should be added the amount of gold a so

present in the sea-water. The smallest loss seems to be sustain

when the gold is precipitated by ferrous sulphate and ammonia,

but even that process is far from satisfactory.

Additional determinations of gold in sea-waterfrom Coogee.

2000 cc. treated with -5 gram. FeS0 4 and NH ,
yielded -0015 gr-

= 0-76 grains per ton.

(1) 9000 cc. treated with 2-5 gram.

of FeS0 4 , air blown through

and NH s added, yielded "0028 gr. = 0-31 gr- P
er toa

(2) Filtrate treated with 1 gram.

FeS0 4 and NH 3 added yielded -0035 gr. = 0-39 gr- »

Total -0063 gr. = 0-7 gr- »



(1) 2000 cc. treated with I gram.

lead acetate and precipitated

by sheet zinc, yielded -0003 gr. = 0-152 gr. „

(2) Filtrate treated with 1 gram.

FeS0 4 and NH 3 yielded -0002 gr. = 0-101 gr. „

Total -0005 gr. = 0-253 gr. „

It was found when large quantities of Coogee sea-water, e.g.,

forty-five litres were treated with from 1*5 to 5 grammes of ferrous

sulphate, followed by exposure for oxidation, scorification, and

cupellation, that the amount of gold obtained was very much less

in proportion than that yielded by treating one or two litres.

Several trials were made, a larger quantity of ferrous sulphate

would doubtless have given results similar to those obtained from

two litres
; but I have not had time to repeat the experiments

with large quantities of ferrous sulphate—as dealing with large

quantities is slow and laborious with ordinary laboratory

i thirty-six gallon cask whThei

the Coogee sea-water was scraped; but very imperfectly, ab<

two ounces of scrapings obtained, they were incinerated, scorified

^d cupelled when a bead was obtained containing—

"0070 grain of silver = 5 dwt. 5-43 gr. per ton

°01 ~
„ gold = 1 „ 6-4:6

0nly a part of the barrel was scraped, and that not deeply, but

the above results are quite sufficient to show that the gold and
81 ver m sea-water are precipitated by the wood &a, hence water

Which has been kept in wooden vessels does not yield the full

am0Unt of ^ese metals, and the very small amount of silver found
m 8eawater by Malaguti may have been due to his keeping the

-Pt

my experiments were made upon sea-water collected and

,n glass vessels, with the exception of the later ones on

* water, which had been kept in the barrel.



Gold in Sea-icater collected off Jervis Bay.

(1) 2000 cc. treated with 1 gramme

of FeS0 4 yielded -0001 gr. = 0-05 gr. per ton

(2) Filtrate treated with -5 gramme

FeSO, and NH 3 yielded -0002 gr. = 0-101 „

Total -0003 0-151 „

(1)2000 cc. treated with 1 gramme

lead acetate and precipitated

by sheet zinc, yielded -0020gr. = l-016gr.perton

(2) Filtrate treated with 1 gramme

FeSO t and NH 3 yielded -0000 gr. = 0-000 „

Total -0020 1-016

1000 cc. treated with chlorine, and then with 5 cc carbon disul-

phide, to dissolve out any iodine or bromine which might have

been set free; decanted 1 gramme lead acetate added and

precipitated by zinc, yielded -0005 gr. =0-508 gr. per ton.

1000 cc. treated with two grammes mercuric chloride for four

days and then precipitated by H 2 S, yielded -508 gr. gold per ton.

Experiments with other processes are now being carried out;

but as they are not complete the results are deferred for a later

paper.

To test the ordinary Sydney water supply, collected over*

area, 124 fts. weight of the laboratory tap water

tested for silver and gold by adding 100 cc. sulphurous acid, rive

grammes ferrous sulphate and allowing to oxidise for several days,

the iron hydroxide was then precipitated by ammonia—scon

and cupelled—but neither gold nor silver was found.

The amount of gold obtained from sea-waters in the foregoing

experiments must necessarily be less than the total amount o

gold present in the water, since it was found that known quanti-

ties of gold chloride solution added to distilled and sea-wat«rs

then estimated by precipitation, scorification and cupella-



tion nearly always showed a loss, :

able one.

water off the New South Wales coast in the proportion of about

•5 to 1 grain per ton, or in round numbers from 130 to 260 tons

amount for the whole of the ocean, the cubic contents of which

used to be put down at 400,000,000 cubic miles, and if the gold

be uniformly present at the rate of 1 grain per ton the total

amount would be over 100,000,000,000 tons of gold ; a later

estimate is 308,710,679 cubic miles, this even would mean over

75,000,000,000 tons of gold. But at the present day it would

probably not pay to extract the gold by itself, although it might

as a bye product in the manufacture of salt, bromine, &c. The

enormous amount of gold in the sea is, however, probably very

small in comparison with the amount scattered through sedi-

mentary and crystallised rocks, i.e., apart from gold in veins and

other deposits.

Silver in Sea-Water.

All the sea waters gave some silver, usually from one to two

grains per ton, but I consider the scorification and cupellation

process lacking in the necessary precision for the exact determin-

ation of silver in such minute quantities as it exists in sea-water,

1 have therefore omitted all the determinations of silver from

this paper, but I may publish them later on with the results of

other experiments now in hand.

amount of silver in sea-water at -UUl

gramme P^ 100 kilos of sea-water, or at only -15 grains per ton;

Ut 1 hav« quoted him more fully in the next paper in this volume

"°» the removal of Gotd and Silver from Sea-water by Muntz

&M Sheathing"



By A. LlVERSIDGE, M.A., F.R.i

1 Chemistry, University of Sydn

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, October 2, 1895.]

Amongst the writers upon the occurrence of silver in sea-water,

we have Malaguti, Durocher, and Sarzeaudin 1850, Fred. Field in

1856, and Forchhammer in 18G5, and as it is difficult for many,

especially in this part of the world, to obtain or see the originals,

I quote the following extracts from their papers. None of them

make any mention of the presence of gold in sea-water or of its

removal.

The following extract is from a paper by Messrs. Malaguti,

Durocher et Sarzeaud, entitled—Recherches sur la presence du

plomb, du cuivre et de Vargent dans Veau de la mer et sur I'existence

de ce dernier metal dans les plantes et les etres organiques.
1

" Estimation of silver in sea-ivater.—A considerable quantity

of sea-water was taken from off the coast of St. Malo, a few

leagues from land, and preserved during the course of the experi-

ments in a wooden cistern, from which it was taken out as occasion

required, in glass vessels. The presence of silver in this water

was first demonstrated by the sulphuretted hydrogen process above

described
; but in order to obtain a more exact estimation of the

quantity, fifty litres of the water were evaporated to dryness, and

the crude salt thence obtained, weighing 1,300 grammes, was

divided into thirteen equal portions, and each portion fused wit

thirty grammes of pure litharge and 1-13 grms. of lamp-blac'-

This mixture, which was made very intimate by long trituration

in a porcelain mortar, was gradually heated to dull redness m»

1 Journ. Chem. Soc. in., 1851, pp. 69-70, extracted from Ann.

Phys. (3) xxviii., 129.
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crucible, and maintained at that temperature for fifteen or twenty

minutes ; the heat was then gradually raised till the mixture

fused, and afterwards increased to whiteness ; as soon as that

temperature was attained, the crucible was withdrawn from the

fire. Thirteen operations of 1
'

i grams, of lead,

and the silver contained in this was found by cupellation (deduct-

ing that which was yielded by the lead alone, in a test experiment)

to amount to 0-0005 grm. Now, as this demi-milligramme of

direr was extracted from fifty litres of sea-water, it follows that

one hundred litres—or for simplicity, say one hundred kilo-

grammes of sea-water—contain one milligramme; hence the pro-

portion of salt m sea-water is, approximately, one part in

100,000,000, so that a cubic myriametre of sea-water contains

1.000 kilogrammes, or a cubic mile (English) contains about 2^1bs. 1

avoirdupois. This estimation must be regarded as a minimum

;

for all the preceding operations are attended with slight loss."

In the same paper, they refer to the presence of silver in certain

fuci, amounting to
1 „ liV, l,„: in various trees such as oak, birch,

beech and apple, also in the blood of an ox and the vegetables

upon which it had been fed. They also found it in rock salt and

m coal, but as the coal contained pyrites, they do not attach the

same importance to its presence in this case.

"On the existence of silver in sea-water, by Frederick Field, F.c.s.
2

He examined the sheathings of certain traders as follows :—

"Ana Guimaraens," a Chilian vessel, trading up and down the

South Pacific for seven years. Yellow metal from the bottom of

v«ssel
; 5,000 grains were dissolved in pure nitric acid and the

action diluted
; a few drops of hydrochloric acid were added

and the precipitate allowed to stand for three days. A large

1 The amount obtained by Malaguti viz. : -0005 gramme of silver from

:ur in the original, where however,
*180 a great error, since -0005 g. for 50 litres is said to be equal t<

« of silver per cubic myriametre instead of to 10,000,000 kilos.

Proc
- ^al Society London, Vol. vin., 1856-7, p. 292.



quantity of white insoluble matter had collected by that time at

the bottom of the beaker. This was filtered off, dried, and fused

with 100 grs. pure litharge, and suitable proportions of bitartrate

of potash and carbonate of soda, the ashes of the filter also being

added. The resulting button of lead was subsequently cupelled

and yielded 2-01 grs. silver, or 1 lb. 1 oz. 2 dwts. 15 grs. troy per

ton. A piece of new yellow metal with which the vessel was

being repaired, yielded only oz. 18 dwts. to the ton.

"Nina," a brig just arrived in the Pacific from England. The

experiments were performed as before with results:— 1,700 grs. of

the new metal kept in the cabin for possible repairs gave -051 grs.

. 003% = 19 dwts. 14 grs. per ton.; 1,700 grs. from the hull,

where it had been three years, gave -400 grs. = '023% = 7 ozs.

13 dwt. 1 gr. per ton.

The amount of silver in the new metal for the "Nina "and

" Ana Guimaraens " are unusually low, being both under one

" Bergman," a piece from the hull gave 5 ozs. 16 dwts. 18 grs.

per ton
j a piece from the cabin gave 4 ozs. 6 dwts. 1 2 grs. per ton.

" Parga," 200 grs from a piece from the hull gave -072 grain,

and a piece of fresh metal -050.

"Grasmere," only coppered a few months ; 610 grains from hull

gave -075 and from the cabin -072 grain.

Mr. Field remarks :—« It will be observed that the amount of

silver in the above specimens of fresh metal is very high, and it is

probable that most of these are merely the re-rolling of masses of

metal melted down from old sheathing, and have derived the

greater part of their silver from the sea on former occasions. I*

is well known that the copper used in the manufacture of yello*

metal is very pure, containing two or three dwts. of silver per too,

frequently not so much, and silver is very seldom associated with

the other constituent, zinc. In order to arrive at more certain

results, however, I have granulated some very pure copper, reserv-

ing some in a glass stoppered bottle, and suspended the remainder



(about ten ounces) in a wooden box perforated on all sides, a few-

feet under the surface of the Pacific « >cean. When occasion offers

the box is towed by a line at the stern of a vessel which is trading

up and down the coast of Chili. It is almost too soon to expect

any decisive results at present, but in a few months I hope to be

enabled to send both the original copper, and that which has been

"On the composition of *<>.<t.->r,if,-r in different parts of the ocean,

by Professor Georg Forchhainmer. 1—"Silver—Malaguti first

showed that silver occurs in the organisms of the sea ; I have

subsequently proved it to exist in a coral, a Pocillopora, and

t;tted by the galvanic current between the copper coating of a

vessel and sea-water. It the last determination is confirmed, the

existence of silver in sea-water ia proved by direct experiment.

From the Pocillopora alcicornis I have separated it in the follow-

in- manner :_ I dissolved the coral in muriatic acid, precipitated

the solution by hydrosulphate of ammonia, and dissolved the pre-

P tate 1 h consisted of sulphurets, of phosphate of lime, and

fluoride of calcium, in very weak cold muriatic acid, which left

the Bulphurets of silver, lead, and copper probably mixed with

those of cobalt and nickel . These sulphurete were separated from

•*"<* were added a few drops of muriatic acid, and dissolved in

•*fcr, wind! leaves sulphate of lead and chloride of silver undis-

s iV "l. When the filter which contained the latter substances is

i reduced to metal ; a solution of pure soda will

Stained from Pocillopo

^id cubic foot of the c(

1 Phil. Transactions, 1865, pp. 211, 212.



Old Muntz Metal Sheathings.

Mr. Cecil W. Darley, late Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and

Rivers, was kind enough to obtain for me some pieces of old

muntz metal sheathing from the piles of wharfs undergoing repair.

These were examined for gold and silver with the results given

below.

The method used for assaying was as follows :—In each case

2,000 grains, except where otherwise stated, of the sheathing in

strips were dissolved in 1500 cc. of pure nitric acid (1 to 3 aq.),

free from chlorine. After being cut into strips, the sheathings

were boiled in water, beaten, and scrubbed with a brass scratch

brush so as to get rid of the dirt and scale as far as possible ; this

probably also had the effect of removing part of the portion richest

in gold and silver, as the assays of the separated scale show that

it contains more of the precious metals than the body of the

sheathing. In most cases, the residue was grey and contained

much lead. The clear nitric acid solution was decanted and

filtered off and some sodium chloride solution added to ensure the

precipitation of all the silver ; in the few cases where there was

an additional precipitate of silver chloride, this was added to the

gold and other insoluble matter on the filter. The solutions

varied from green to blue. The filter and residue were dried,

wrapped in special assay lead free from gold, scorified, cupelled

and checked in the usual way. In certain cases, the sheathing

was dissolved in sulphuric acid, (but, as the solution took place

more rapidly in nitric acid, the latter was preferred) when a yellow

sub tance wa generally found on the clock glasses used for cover-

ing the beakers ; this was found to consist of sulphur containing

a little copper, the latter carried up mechanically by spirting

j

the sulphur was doubtless derived from the sulphuric acid by part

of the acid being reduced by the nascent hydrogen given off from

the zinc of the alloy or more probably by the reaction between

the hydrogen sulphide and sulphur dioxide evolved.

Sheathing from an old trader, purchased in Sydney about l87i

The solution was made in sulphuric acid as already mentioned.



Silver. Gold.

4 ozs. 15 dwts. 9-2 grs. per ton. 1 dwt. 2-4 grs. per ton.

This sheathing was referred to in a paper on the " Origin of

Gold Nuggets,"1 and was remarkable for containing a good deal

•of iodine, but none of the other sheathings, since examined, have

yielded any iodine.

(a) From pile in Mr. Thomas Nobbs' wharf at Ballina, N.S.

Wales, between high and low water mark. Exposed four years

to sea water. Corroded but not so deeply as (d).

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 6 ozs. 9 dwt. 8 grs. per ton. 11 -8 grs. per ton.

Metallic copper 64%.

(b) From longitudinal brace in Ballina Government wharf,

N. S. Wales, between high and low water mark. Exposed six

years to sea water.

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 2 ozs. 2 dwt. 22 grs. per ton. 4-7 grs. per ton.

Metallic copper 64 .

(c) Frc p le in ( o srnment wharf, Ballina, N. S. Wales,

between high and low water mark. Exposed six years to sea

*ater. Not much corroded and fairly thick metal.

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 3 ozs. 19 dwt. 5 grs. 196 grs. per ton.

2158 grains gave 4 ozs. 5 dwt. 14 grs. 1 dwt. 7 grs. „

2394 grains gave 4 ozs. 12 dwt. grs. 1 dwt. 22 grs.

Metallic copper 60-37.

In the last, the solution was made with sulphuric acid.

(d) From the pile of Mr. Fenwick's wharf, I

wholly submerged for thirteen years in sea-wa

So brittle as to break readily between the fi

coloured granular fracture, hence in parts :

1 Journ. Koy.
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apparently been dissolved out. The sheet is much corroded, and

very thin on the edge, stained green and brown.

Heated in a tube it emits a " sea-shore " odour, and gives off

water which has an acid reaction ; it also yields a fusible subli-

mate of tarry matter mixed with sulphur. Dissolves entirely in

nitric acid, one to three water. The metal when 1 .oiled with

water, yields a solution containing chlorine and a trace of sulphuric

acid from sulphates. After boiling with pure dilute sulphuric

acid, the metal acquires a copper-red colour and shows a granular

or crystalline structure ; a black residue is left, and the solution,

on cooling, deposits crystals of lead chloride.

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 3 ozs. 14 dwt. 21 grs. 9 grs. per ton.

Metallic copper 62-2%.

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 5 ozs. G dwt. 8 grs. 19-6 grs. per ton

Metallic copper (i
2

-:i .

extracted with nitric acid and the residue scorifie.

and cupelled—

70 grains gave 1 oz. 7 dwt. 23-10 grs. 9 dwt. 8-22 grs. per tor

(./') From Coraki, N. S. Wales. Exposed to brackish water.

2000 -rains gave 5 ozs. 6 dwt. 12 grs. 13 grs. per ro:

Metallic copper li3-."> .

(g) From Newcastle and Hunter River Steamship Company'

upper wharf at Morpeth, N. 8, Wales. Supposed to havi

on piles about four years, exposed to brackish water. Ver;

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 5 ozs. 15 dwt. 20 grs. 11 grs- Per

Metallic copper 62 5 .



(h) From Newcastle and Hunter River Steamship Company's

upper wharf at Morpeth, N. S. Wales. Supposed to have been

on piles four years in brackish water. Clean, i.e., not coated witli

green or red scale as usual, and but slightly corroded.

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 5 ozs. 7 dwt. 10 2 grs. per ton.

Metallic copper 62-4%.

(i) From front of pile, No. 1 jetty, (between Nos. 4 and 5

cranes) Bullock Island wharf, N. S. Wales. Submerged about

twenty years in sea-water. Green, somewhat corroded, but still

fairly thick and solid.

Silver. Gold.

2000 grains gave 4 ozs. 1 dwt. 16 grs. 16-5 grs. per ton.

Metallic copper 61 -6°/.

(j) From Circular Quay, Sydney, N. S. Wales. Submerged

about forty years. The old Tank Stream, now a sewer, has its

outfall at Circular Quay, but I do not know how near to the

samples of sheathing examined. Much corroded, the sheets being

eaten into large holes.

Silver. Gold.

4000 grs. gave 7 oz. 19 dwt. 18 grs. 6-5 gr. per ton.

The following were treated with sulphuric acid :—

Silver. Gold.

2000 grs. gave 3 oz 17 dwt 8-4 <'rs. 11 '90 gr. per ton.

40°0 „ 4 oz. 15 dwt" 8-5 grs. 8-62 gr. „

Metallic copper 61-6%. Metallic zinc in the much corroded

s
, in the thicker parts 3.V4H .

Thf: '-'m^> extracted first with 500 cc. of nitric acid (1-3 a<j.):—



The loose easily removed scale of a second lot of sheathing from

Circular Quay was assayed, but was first roasted and then extracted

with pure sulphuric acid before scori6cation and cupellation. As

will be seen from the results, this scale was richer in silver, the

gold was very irregular, and was found to contain platinum derived

from the H 2S0 4 , hence the amounts are omitted. The H 2 S0 t

had probably taken it up from the platinum stills used in concen-

Silver.

100 grains gave 25 12 5*12 per ton.

100 „ 16 1 10-56 „

100 „ 18 11 10-08 „

(*) Mr. Hickson forwarded to me a supply of sheathing from

the square piles of the original Queen's Wharf, Nev 1 1
e

'

it had been exposed for probably thirty-five years.

The outer scale, which could be removed by a spatula, was

dissolved as usual in pure nitric acid and the residue scorified and

cupelled. Two assays of 150 grains each gave

2 oz. 8 dwt. 18 grs. per ton of silver, but no gold

1 oz. 3dwt. llgrs.

Then 200 grains of the hard and adherent scale under this, with

scrapings of the metal itself gave—
6 oz. 10 dwt. 16 grs. per ton of silver.

6 „ 1 „ 12-4 „

Next the metal sheathing itself, dissolved in sulphuric acid,

after removal of the above two scrapings, gave

—

6 oz. 8 dwt. 15-3 grs. of silver per ton.

7
"

4
"

12 '4
"

The amounts of gold are omitted since the beads were found

contain platinum,

(?) Mr. Hickson also forwarded some of the old sheathing
&*

the bottom of the lighter "Topsy " which was built in 1881, an

had been employed at Newcastle.



Two assays were made of the scale from this, and first treated

with nitric acid as usual ; unfortunately there were only sufficient

for seventy five grains for each assay. The results obtained were :

Silver. - Gold.

2 oz. 3 dwt. 13-2 grs. oz. 1 dwt. 17-8 grs. per ton.

1 ,. 5 „ 6-3 „ „ 20-9

The metal dissolved in sulphuric acid yielded

—

5 oz. 4 dwt. 9*5 grs. silver per ton.

The gold is omitted on account of its containing platinum ; but

an assay on 1000 grains dissolved in nitric acid gave 5 oz. 5 dwt.

12 grs. of silver and 15-68 grains of gold per ton.

Experiments with New Muntz Metal.

Mr. Darley was also kind enough to have plates of muntz metal

Placed for me on the piles of certain wharves, according to the

following list, so that they might be examined from time to time,

to ascertain whether they really do become richer in gold and
S1lver; each plate was divided as shown by the accompanying

diagram, the central strip, 6" x 14" was sent to me for assay, and

the two other pieces 21" x 14", were placed on a Southern and

Northern wharf respectively, numbered and marked so that they

can be readily identified when wanted for examination.

.5 1 foot 9 inches. .— .«.-

The assays of the new muntz metal, before exposure to the sea
*a<*r, were made for me in the University Laboratory by Mr

*
•

SPeak, A.B.8.M., lecturer in Metallurgy and Demonstrator ir

emi8try,now fJohannesberg.



from hydrochloric acid ; a few drops of hydrochloric acid were

afterwards added to precipitate the silver, allowed to stand, then

filtered, and the residue scorified with 500 grains of granulated

lead and cupelled.

No. 1. Richmond River.—Placed on back of fifth pile in middle

row from eastern end of twenty ton crane wharf, south training

wall, Ballina, Richmond River. Fixed 1st November, 1893; in

salt-water.

The assay of the new metal gave

—

Silver Gold.

1000 grains gave 5 oz. 1 dwt. 6 grs. 11-8 grs. per ton.

1000 „ 4 „ 19 „ 11 „ 4

The trial sheet No. 1 after exposure at Ballina, as above, from

November 11th, 1893 to September 30th, 1895. or about twenty-

months gave the following results

—

Scale—Consisted mainly of organic matter, 211 grains gave

Metal—Dissolved in sulphuric acid gave

—

Silver—t oz. 17 dwt. 19 grs. per ton. Gold contained platinum.

No. la. Moruya.—Placed on the pillar pile of the crane at the

town wharf, say live miles from the heads. Fixed 1 lth November,

No. la. }loruya. The plate was taken off in October, 1895,

after being exposed to the sea-water for twenty-three months, and

on assaying, it yielded the following results. Four assays were

made, 1000 grains being taken ; two of these were first treated

with sulphuric acid and the other two with nitric acid, and the

residues scorified and cupelled separately.

By sulphuric acid, mean of two assays—
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It is noticeable that the treatment with nitric acid gives a lower

plate (110 grains) gave no gold, and under two ounces of silver

per ton, hut as the scale was largely organic matter, and copper

oxychloride, much importance need not be attached to the per-

centage of silver, The inner scale from this (100 grains) treated

with sulphuric acid gave

—

Silver—% oz. 4 dwt. 5-76 grs. per ton. Gold contained platinum.

No. 2. Clarence River.—Placed on No. 4 pile, Yamba wharf.

No. 2a. Shoalhaven River.— Placed on hack of second pile,

eastern end of public wharf. Nowra. Fixed 31st October, 1893,

(
D«P-) 11 „ 9 „ 8 „ 16

(Trip.) 11 „ 4 „ 2 „ 16

ide of pile from front of Belmore River wharf, and on second pile

h(. Shoalhaven River.—Placed on back of second pile,

i end of public wharf, Terrara. Fixed 31st October, 1893,



ter. The new metal gave

—

Silver. Gold.

is gave 6 oz. 3 dwt. 19 grs. 1 dwt. 7-3 grs. per ton.

Clarence River.—Placed on No. 3 pile, second row,

irf. Fixed 3rd November, 1893, in salt water.

Newcastle.—Placed on third front pile from end of

Pilot Station, Newcastle. Fixed 30th November, 1893,

ter. The new metal gave

—

Silver. Gold.

is gave 12 oz. 18 dwt. 17 grs. 1 dwt, 4-1 grs. per ton.

No. 6. Macleay River.—Placed on fourth pile se o i ter

front of Jerseyville wharf, and on front of pile, Fixed 25th

November, 1893, in brackish water.

No. 6a. Shoalhaven River.—Placed on back of corner pile of

Government wharf, Appletree. Fixed 30th October, 1893, in

salt water. The new metal gave

Gold.

) grains gave 10 oz. 5 dwt. 3 grs. 1 dwt. 73 grs. per ton.

No. 7. Richmond River.—Placed on second pile northern end

of middle row, low level wharf, Coraki. Fixed 4th November,

1893, in brackish water.

No. la. Newcastle.—Placed on No. 45 pile (front) near No. 11

Hydraulic Crane, Bullock Island. Fixed 30th November, 1893,

in salt water. The new metal gave-

Gold.

.10 grs. 1 dwt. 2-6 grs. per ton,

September 25 th, 1895, after having

'ee months, and Hvamitied with th'/

lOOn ,

K)M, .

300 grains gave 6 oz. 15 dwt.

Plate No. 7 was I taken off on
aen exposed aboiut twenty-thr
Mowing results-

Silver.

% H,80
4 I » oz. 19 dwt. ;

By HNO, (1 » „ ;

«ns) from the pla



2 dwt. 4-2 grs. gold per ton., but the amount available, thirty

grains only, was so small that the results are of but little value.

No. 8. Newcastle.—Placed on No. 11 pile from west end of

Newcastle and Hunter River Steamship Company's wharf,

Morpeth, at low water spring tides. Fixed 24th November, 1893,

in salt water.

No. 8a. Moruya.—Placed on an iron bark pile (sleeper) western

end of Pilot's Main boat-shed at the heads. Fixed 1 1th November

1893, in salt water. The new metal gave—

Silver. Gold.

1000 grains gave 6 oz. 7 dwt. 14 grs. 1 dwt. 2-6 grs. per ton.

No. 9. Clarence River.—Placed on No. 3 pile, Bushgrove

wharf. Fixed 3rd November, 1893, in salt water.

No. 9a. Moruya.—Placed on centre pile of third pier of Moruya

bridge, counting from Mullenderree side. Fixed 1 1th November,

1893, in salt w-ater. The new metal gave

—

Silver. Gold.

1000 grains gave 11 oz. 10 dwt. 2 grs. 1 dwt. 4-1 grs. per ton.

No. 10. Moruya.—Placed on the pile of Pilot's tide gauge at

the heads. Fixed 11th November, 1893, in salt water.

No. 10a. Shoalhaven River.—Placed on the back of third pile

from south end of wharf (front row of piles). Fixed 28th

October, 1893, in salt water. The new metal gave—

Silver. Gold.

1000 grains gave 5 oz. 18 dwt. 21 grs. 15*6 grs. per ton.

No. 11. Clarence River.—Placed on second row Lower South-

gate wharf, No. 4 pile. Fixed 3rd November, 1 893, in salt water.

No. Ha. Macleay River.—Placed on second tier of piles from

face of Stuart's Point wharf, on second pile on up stream side,

also nailed on up stream side of pile. Fixed 18th November,

1893, in brackish water. The new metal gave—

Silver. €Md.

1000 grains gave 11 oz. 19 dwt. 18 grs. 1 dwt. 7 3 grs. per ton.



No. 12. Richmond River.— Placed on back of fourth pile,

middle row from southern end of High Level wharf, Coraki.

Fixed 4th November, 1893, in brackish water.

No. 12a. Macleay River.—Placed on middle pile of outside tier

and on back of pile from front of Centra] Kempsey wharf. Fixed

21st November, 1893, in brackish water. The new metal gave-

Si/ver. Gold.

1000 grains gave 11 oz. 14 dwt. 5 grs. 23-5 grs. per ton.

Only three of the experimental plates have been removed and

assayed, viz., No. 1 Ballina, No. la Moruya, and No. 7 CoraH

after an exposure of twenty-three months ; the others will be left

on for a longer period. In all three cases there was a loss in

silver and an increase in the amount of gold.

It is unfortunate that the presence of the platinum in the

otherwise pure sulphuric acid was not detected earlier, as T have

not the time now to repeat the determinations of gold which had

to be rejected on that account ; but even without them there are

perhaps sufficient assays to settle the question..

The average amounts of gold and silver obtained are :—

Werage decrease ... ... 4 10 12-6 68 „

npare the assays : .:n,l

of new ones, but the old specimens

oi muntz metal are not likely to have originally contained less

gold and silver than the new, in fact they probably contained

very much more, so that the difference is all the more striking.

The assays of the metals from the « Topsy," the second lot from

the Circular Quay and from Newcastle are omitted from the above

because some of them were made with the sulphuric acid after-

wards found to contain platinum.



Next the scale from the ten old sheathings gave an average of

Silver. Gold.

5 oz. 17 dwt. 8 gr. per ton. 8 dwt. 1-8 gr. per ton.

The amount of gold yielded by the old metal and the scale is

probably understated, since the chlorides could not be entirely

removed from the old metal and they were very abundant in the

scale, hence on dissolving in nitric acid some of the gold passed

into solution as chloride and was lost.

The results do not altogether agree with the previously pub-

tion. The silver has not accumulated, but on the contrary

decreased, the scale however, contains a larger amount of gold.

The increase of gold in the scale may be due to the deposition of

gold from the sea-water on to the surface of the metal, or it may

comparative non-solubility of gold in sea-water;

ine muntz metal bavin- ; ^.solved away,

together with much of the silver leaving the gold behind ; it is

probably due to both causes, i.e., partly to deposition and partly

to accumulation, for the superficial parts of the experimental

Plates Nos. 1, \ a and 7, obtained by scraping them, show an

increase in the amount of gold and a decrease in the amount
of silver, the increase in the gold cannot in these cases, well be

due to mere accumulation, since the plates do not appear to have

lost sutlicient weight to materially increase the proportion of the

residual gold.

Under the microscope some of the old sheathings show

minute specks of what looks like filmy gold, they may be particles

oi bright muntz metal, which have been deposited on the crust of

oxychloride, oxide and other compounds forming the scale, for

brass is deposited electrolytically ; on treatment with nitric acid

ftey disappeared in the effervescence set up by solution or other-
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wiSe—these filmy specks are quite distinct from the points of

bright muntz metal which are seen on the old sheathing, and

penetrating, as it were, the scale or crust, and I am inclined to

regard them as gold.

As I have pointed out elsewhere, under certain conditions gold

is thrown down from very dilute solution by the action of reducing

agents, in the form of bright particles or crystals—the amount of

gold in such a particle might be extremely small, for .^o^hn-,^

grain of gold leaf is visible under the microscope, a piece of cor-

responding size set free from gold lace would of course be far less

in weight. I hope to investigate this matter further, and in the

course of another two years it may be desirable to complete this

series of experiments by examining the twenty-one plates which

have been left on the piles for a longer exposure.

SOME FOLK-SONGS and .MYTHS from SAMOA.

By John Fhasee, ll.d.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, August 7, 1895.]

'O LE TALA I LE SEGA.

" The story about the Senga bird."

Introduction.—The three myths, which I now present to you, about

the Senga parroquet, again show us how intimately Fiji and Samoa were

connected in the minds of the early myth-makers. The incidents of the

story are laid in the time of Ta'e-o-Tangaloa, the first king of the Samoan

group, and the immediate successor of the gods who had previously ruled

there. And yet in this myth, as in several others, there is a coining and

going between Fiji and Samoa—a black race and a brown race-a»

there is a familiarity of intercourse which draws me to the opinion that

the people of these two groups are related as to their history. In pother
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myth Tangaloa, the great creator-god of the Polynesians, is said to have

had two sons, the one black in colour and the other reddish. So it may be

that the brown inhabitants of the islands of the eastern Pacific are only

the descendants of a fair race grafted on to a black race, the original

occupants of these isles.

The Senga of the story is a parroquet, having a remarkably bright

crimson plumage. It is still common in Fiji and Samoa ; its feathers

are used for personal and artistic decoration, but those from Fiji are the

most valued. This particular Senga, however, is the first progenitor of

the present breed, for it was born, not hatched, in the first heavens, and
was the child of semi-divine parents. So says this ' tala.' Nor let us

wonder at that; for such fables have a place in many old mythologies;

the classical scholar will remember the parentage of the Cretan Minotaur,

and even Livy's history has now and again chapters which tell of prodi-

gies of a similar kind. And from the Samoan Story of Creation and
other Samoan myths which I have read to you on former occasions, it is

and women such as we are, all except the Ninth Heavens where Tangaloa,
the Supreme, sits alone in his Fale-ula, his ' Palace of Brightness,' far

removed from the turmoil and storms and passions of earth and the lower

heavens. These heavens are occupied by the Sa-Tangaloa, the children

of the creation of Tangaloa ; they behave there like ordinary men, for

they feast and chat together round the fire-light at night ; they lie down
to sleep, and the cocks crow to tell them that the day is-coming; they
marry and are given in marriage ; up there they have the food of mortals,
hut of a more excellent kind—' taro ' and yams and bread-fruit to eat, and
'kava' to drink ; they hold fonos or councils and talk there to their heart's

content; they have visitors from the earth below; for, if you go round

y the north, says this myth, you can easily get up to the sky; these

visitors sometimes cheat the Sa-Tangaloa, or rob them, or steal from
hem

;
sometimes they fight them and overcome them and carry off the

spoils of victory, as is shown in the myth (No. 31) about Losi and Malae-

Y>
'
^e war of the gods and the giants.' The heavens also have natural

features, such as those we see on earth ; there is a vaitina, a pool in which,

seems, the Sa-Tangaloa may bathe ; there is a puna-langi, ' a heavenly
Pnilg,' which issues from a cave ; near this there is a raised heap of

*ae, something like an altar, on which offerings may be laid. In short,
lngs go on there in Tangaloa's heavens very much in the same style as

on the Polyne8ian islands below. All these views of heaven show them-
86 V6S m this myth and in the others which I have published.



where the sun is, the tenor of the rest of this story proves that

3 something divine in the bird ; for, on one occasion, when buried

;h its master, it still lived on in the grave, and sprang up again

,ana) of Le-Folasa, ' the prophet,' could induce it to come down,

e reasons I think that the Senga, to the Polynesian mind, was

in of the sun and connected with sun-worship. In the Yedic

;s colour is a sun-colour. The sixth hymn of the Rig-Veda (first

3 many passages to that effect ; such as :—The red birds (of the

ame back by day; The red birds shield you (the Asvins) around

•om the heat ; The night retires from her sister the dawn, the

yields the path to the red ; May the winged beautiful horses,

red birds bring you (the Asvins) back near to us ; Like the red

heaven [i.e., the sun] ; The red [i.e., the sun], with beautiful

wings; The r<:d horses, the bejlutiful, are seen bringing to us the daw

Shine, Agni , red among the dark ones ; Powerful red horses, drawi

together, dravr him, Brihaspati [i.e., fire, the sun], horses clothed in r

colour like the sky; Agni, borri red in the place of the altar j
They yo

the bright red horse [i.e., the s un]; Agni yoked the two red horses; a

so on. Even the Fijian and Samoan languages tell the same tale
;

i

the Samoans, -svhen the sun shh

is daylight and . 'mata-ni-singa : 1

is • the sun.'

Having thui3 disposed of the surroundings of this tola, I will now g

you the gist oi : the narrative itself. Ua, the daughter of Tangaloa of 1

second heaven s, was the motheir of the Senga. She expected a son, bui

was a bird—the Senga—whicll at once took to the Heavenly Pool as

place of abode . There Ua and her husband faithfully fed their feather

child night aiid morning wittl 'taro' and breadfruit and fish. Wl

about. One day it went down to eai

below and visited Fiji; there its brilliant plumase charmed Tui-Fi

:he king of Fiji,' and, like many a despot, he resolved to possess it.

e got two of his strong men to go up to the heavens to get hold of it by

aft and bring it to him. Thus it was brought to Fiji and lived there,

bout this time Ta'e-o-Tangaloa, the first king of Samoa, who, like some

' the Homeric heroes, was both Aiot/^v/? k.lI Aioyen/s /WAers.
•»»*

I visit his sister, the wife of Tui-Fiti. He too saw the bird and coveted

e asked it from Tui and got it. He took it back with him to ilanu'-*
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A sneaking fellow of Tutufla, a neighbouring island, next desired to

have it
; for the fame of the bird's beauty had spread far and wide. So

he came to King Ta'e pretending disinterested friendship, and brought
him a present ; for, in Samoa if you give a present, etiquette requires

that you get a present in return, especially from a king. But the stingi-

ness of the visitor was such that he thought to gain his end by present-

through his craftiness and gave him like for like—some roots of kava so

stale as to be unfit for growth, when planted. Finding that the kava

roots did not grow, he came back to Tangaloa, and, on the confession of

his fault, he got the Senga and took it away to Tutuila.

Upolu, another island of the group, now wished to have the wondrous
bird, and a man whose name was End-of-the-Sagar-cane-leaf thought to

money for it. The beauty of this « Eainbow ' canoe was too much for the

possessor of the Senga ; so he gave the bird for it. But ill-gotten gains

do not carry a blessing with them ; for the Upolu man had scarcely got

home rejoicing in his success, when an aitu—' a spirit-god '—struck him
dead because he had stolen the canoe. These old Samoans evidently

ad some sense of the equity of divine justice. He died and was buried,

and they buried the Senga with him as part of his property. But the

Senna's heavenly origin enabled it to live still in the grave, and soon it

^as up among the trees again and flying about from island to island.

One day it visited the island of Savai'i and king Malietoa saw it ; the

usual effects followed ; he must have it ; so he sent for the whole priestly

bis magicians when they failed to interpret his dream, Malietoa ordered

Some one suggested that such a man could be found only in Manu'a. So
311 ambassador was sent to fetch Tangaloa who was the Tui-Manu'a; he
readily came, and by his divine power soon brought the bird dowu and
gftvt •* to Malietoa. The Savai'ian magicians were spared, but they were
inverted into courtly barbers and family priests. And so ends this tala.

XXXV.—The 'Senga'—A 'Tala.'

* The 'Senga' was the child of O and Ua. O was the son of

Tangaloa-pU 'u of the first heavens, and Ua was the daughter of

Tangaloa-lua-lua of the second heavens. Ua conceived, and
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brought forth; it was not a man-child but a bird, the 'Senga'; it

sprang into the fresh water of the Heavenly Pool. Then they

(two) gave it food ; in the evening they fed it before sleep ; in

the morning they went early to feed it. They used to go with a

tray, and cut up the ' taro ' and bread-fruit and fish ; they placed

[the food] on the tray when they went to feed the 'Senga'; they

laid it out on a raised heap of stones at the stream which sprang

from a cave at the end of the pool.

2. The bird was [soon] full-grown ; it sprang down ; it went

about [on earth] below. [One day,] it stood in the boat-opening

of Fiji ; Tui-Fiti saw it, and desired it. He summoned the Fijians

to assemble ; so Fiji held a council. < Who is a strong man that

will get this bird for me"! Olo and Faua offered themselves.

Tui-Fiti showed them [what to do] :
' You two will go by way of

the north side ' [said he]. They went and found the road to the

heavens ; they arrived there ; it was fire-light [time]. The family

were talking [and said to them], ' Have you two come'? 'Yes.

'What is your errand '? ' Is it true that there is a Senga sleep-

ing there "I ' Yes, the child of Ua and 0, which is fed night and

morning.' ' What is it fed on "I ' It is fed on bread-fruit and taro

and fish, placed on a tray.' Just then the Senga came gliding

down behind the cave [to be fed].

3. The family took their fish [to it] ; but they two went off and

hid ; and thus they saw [where] the tray of the family [was put].

The cooks crew [that is, morning was coming on], and they ran oft

with the tray. They placed it on the heap of stones at the pool,

along with the things which they had prepared. The bird came

gliding down [for its morning food], and they at once seized *

Then they ran away with the Senga. They took it to Tui-Fiti-

It remained with Tui-Fiti. It was there at the time that Ta'e-o-

Tangaloa visited his sister Moe-u'u-le-Apai. He saw the Senga

and desired it. And when the Fijians had gone inland [to work],

he told Moe-u'u-le-Apai that he desired it. Then Moe spoke to

Tui-Fiti, and he gave it to Ta'e-o-Tangaloa. He came back to

Manu'a and placed it in Fiti-uta.
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4. Langafua came from Sita or Nu'u-uli in Tutuila. He
wanted to become the bosom friend of Ta'e-o-Tangaloa. He came
with a crowing-hen. Then Ta'e-o-Tangaloa [guessed his errand
and] brought the < kava.' He divided it and left the knot, but
he threw to Langafua the ' va-i-ata ' [rooty fibres ?] to pay for the
fowl which does not hatch. Langafua went to Sita with the
1
va-i-ata.' He thrust them [into the ground] and they did not

grow; the [roots] were rotten, for they were stale. Then he
came again. Tangaloa asked, ' What is become of your kava 1 is

it dead'? 'Yes.' 'I gave you the 'va-i-ata,' because you brought
the hen that does not hatch ; but, come now, take the Senga if

you wish it.' Then he went off with the Senga; he took it to

Sita or Fanga-fu'e.

5. Then tidings came to Upolu that Langafua had the Senga
at Fanga-fu'e. Then they greatly coveted it. Then a purchaser
came from Ua-fato [in Upolu] ; it was the son of Le-Anga that
«ame, whose name was Ngata-lau-tolo. He came with a canoe
that was stolen

; it was called Se-mata-e-'emo. Then Langafua
coveted the canoe and he gave the Senga for it. Immediately
thereafter the Upolu man died, [for] the 'aitu' was angry because
i;he canoe was stolen. Then he was buried and the Senga was
buried with him

; but the Senga still lived. There is a Solo

b-e., song] about that
;

[as follows] :—

The 'Solo.'

! Langafua entered into friendship with him.
2- He desired a family alliance with Ta'e-o-Tangaloa.
3- He brought the bird that does not hatch

;

4- He brought the crowing-hen
;

• He brought it and Tangaloa guessed his mind.
7. He gave him the < vaiata,' but left the knot in Manu'a.

jj-

The ' Rainbow ' canoe went out a-fishing.

• [With it] Ngata-lau-tolo bought [the 'Senga'] of his desire.

,?'
TheU the 'Senga' went [with him] to Ua-fato.

your bird.'
1

12
- The son of Le-Anga was gone [i.e.,



13. They buried the Senga with him ; they two slept together;

14. The bird lay [there] with rottenness—

15. [But soon] it sprang up with a desire to eat.

16. [Thus] the Senga hatched through Malietoa's [care],

17. And overspread the whole group of islands.

18. "Malietoa, receive your bird."

O!

The Narrative continued.

6. The Senga lived on in the grave, and fed on the body of

the man. But [soon] it went up into a 'pua' tree, among the

hollow roots of the tree ; it sprang into the ' pua.' It moved

about from place to place ; it wandered to Upolu ;
it wandered

to Savai'i. Malietoa saw it and greatly desired it. Then he

called a council ; he collected the whole divine power of Savai'i

[to ascertain] whether the Senga would come clown ;
whatever

[person having] divine power should be able to bring clown the

Senga, he shall \ e mand and kill tl t who are not able.

[They tried, but] the Senga did not come down, and all the

priests were about to be put to death. Then Malietoa said that

I'ite should come to this Manu'a to seek for a priest to bring

down the Senga. So I'ite came to Tui-Manu'a. Then Tui-

Manu'a said to Tangaloa-le-Folasa that they two should go with

I'ite. They went, and were invited by Foisia, the god of Ofu, to

call in. "Leave thy title and report to Pili-tafao."

7. They got to Upolu. Malietoa was set on high on a seat; *

great multitude of people was gathered together ; all the priest*

were prostrate on the ground ; they were bound ; they were about

to be killed, because they were not able to bring clown the Senga.

They were covered over with native cloth. They were lying down

for the blow at the direction of Pili-tafao.

8. Then Tangaloa-Tui-Manu'a stretched forth his hand; »

perched upon his hand ; then first he saw its head ; the feathers

on its head were short. He said to Malietoa, "That's your bird

Malietoa said, " Take the authority over these priests ;

if voa

decide that they are to be killed and eaten, it is well." Tangalo*



XXXVI.-Tiie 'Sbnga'—A 'Sob:

Folasa came from Anga'e
;

He was invited by Foisia to call in—
" Call in and signify your royal will

And report it to Pili-tafao,

Because I wish to be directed" [what to do].

The two guests [enter and] are pillowed on the threshold.

[Now by their power] the Senga that was borrowed is coming

The Senga that was so famed is coming. [down]

—

The Senga wandered to the heights of Atua
;

The Senga wandered to Tuamasanga
;

The Senga comes down and perches on the cocoa-nut tree

;

The Senga comes down and perches on the house's ridge pole;

The Senga comes down and perches on the house's upper beams;

The Senga comes down and perches on the middle beams

;

The Senga comes down and perches on the lower beams;

The Senga conies down and perches on lowest tier of thatch;

The Senga is about to alight.

" O Malietoa, there is thy Senga [says Le-Folasa];

Let it suffice to turn aside thy wrath,

And let these sacred priests live,

And let the rain, the showers, and the sun still come on them."

He unloosed the priests that were bound

;

The priests lived through Tangaloa

From the wrath of Malietoa.

" Change them [said he] into a band of barbers and house-priests

To shave offyour offensive [hair] and cut your beard."

Savai'i and Atua and A 'ana and Tuamasanga,

You had Folasa afterwards ; I was first, I was first.

O!

XXXVIL—The 'Senga'—A 'Solo.'

Ua and were princes of the Sa-Tui-Atua.
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2. When you go to Atua seek for the land—an inland place,

3. And you will find it
;
[then] speak about O and Ua.

4. As to the Senga, they gave birth to the child
;

5. They grasped it [in their arms] ; it was not there
;

6. It had been changed into a Senga and sprang into the water,

7. And became the god of the water,

8. Moe-u'u-le-Apai [his wife] said,

9. " Tui-Fiti, do you bring the Senga here,"

10. When [her brother] Ta'e-o-Tangaloa came to visit them.

11. It stood fast in the Le-tau-potu of Fiji,

12. And in the midst of their daily labour in fishing,

13. And at the fresh-water where they went [to bathe].

14. It bathed in the small boat-opening of Fiji.

15. When it was noon, it flapped its wings
;

16. The Senga did not come down ; it was cold.

17. Tangaloa the chief took it [away with him],

18. And let it go about over Savai'i.

19. "0 lite, if you seek divine power, seek it in Taele-fanga."

20. Atua and A'ana with Tuamasanga came [and their priests],

21. [But] the Senga did not come clown ; it was not familiar.

22. [Then] it wandered over Fale-ata [in Upolu].

23. " lite, if you seek power divine, seek it in Manu'a

;

24. When you come back with the divine power of Tui-Manu'a,

25. Upolu will laugh at the beaching of your canoe.

26. To your right is the thing you are to look to
;

27. Its hair is short ; it has been clipped."

28. The red bird is jumping up and down
;

29. The divine power lies in the front part of the house.

30. Tui-Manu'a holds out his hand for the Senga.
31. It stands on the back of his hand j he places it on a perch.

32. "Malietoa, [says he,] there is your Senga;
33. I am going away, and shall not return

;

34. Allow the Senga to wander about [at liberty]

;

35. Hide it away when there is continual war.
36. Look up to To'elau, [for]
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37. From Fale-'ula all honours come.

38. [If you donot,] you will put me in danger [of losing my honour],

39. For my honour will be scattered to and fro,

40. And, dispersed, will disappear;

41. For, from this achievement comes my title of Pe'a.

42. [So, I say,] unbind the wise men of the long hair,

43. But let the short-haired ' foiasa ' have the divine power."

44. Upolu, this is the [real] tale of thy ancestors,

45. [Although now] you are a troup of idle talkers.

46. So also is Tui-A'ana—

47. The Tui-fa'atu-Lalofata—

48. The child of the worm and the rotten « fue.'

49. [I assure you] this Senga grew up in Manu'a;

50. The Senga came down through my divine power.

51. Bring him along and place him on his perch

;

52. Put him to rest on his sleeping place.

53. [But] in vain do you contend with our Manu'a

;

54. You will grasp at [the honour] in vain
;

55. [For] the Senga did grow up at Fiti-uta.

Notes to No. ]XXXV.
Par. 1. Senga (pronounced saynga) is a ,

small crimson parroquet, much

valued for its bright-coloured feathers wh

have come originally from Fiji, on both there

and in Samoa. The feathers from Fiji are the most valued

Child; fanau; son, atalri, « a commoner's son,' but alo is
' a chief's son';

short, pu'

WeT
child; se tagata; Heavenly Pool, puna-lagi, 'the spring of

Tray; laulau, which is a plaited cocoa.-nut leaf.

Cut up
; tofi-tofi, « to split up,' ' to divide '; the food is c ut up for the

ise
; the islanders still feed birds thus on bread-f

r

T» feed the Senga • 'feed.' taumafa. a chiefs word, in 1lonour of the

Senga. The Samoans often ;i-l 1i>-sh tho ir pet birds in chiefs' language;

Senga.

Spread it, fcc.
; the whole clause here Ls

_< fofola ileau tanu o le vai,



-Dout this au tanu, ' heap of stones '; it may have been an old altar.

2. He summoned the Fijians to assemble; ' ua fond ia potopoto Fiti.'

Strong man; fita-fita, « courageous.' There is something divine about
he Senga, and he who attempts to capture it runs a great risk.

Olo is a 'fortress.' Faua may be from fan ' to tie together, to build.'

3 get something in exchange.

Were rotten; • ua pala '• ,/„/,, < lmlti; from being too long ]cept

s f"
e; avatu

- AW*. ' action'; Ngata-lau-tolo, « end of a sugar-cane
sa. Se-mata-e-'emo,' a flashing eye.'
>' ''-': a punishment for impiety.
T„e Solo-1.£W„v,, •*'•'/' W-r; fa'auo. 2. Family allian«; aiga.

3- TAe 6irti that does not hatch ; < le manu e le fofoa.'
8. ' Rainbow'; Aulima'o, the name of L mg it a i's can

J2.

Gon,
; maliu, ' gone, dead;' son, <alo,' a chief's wo:

J''

|',''-'
"' H

' '•""i>»~; «e tnaga i le palapala.'

shows the divine power of the bird.
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-' ; the original here is,—' tuu lou ao s<

i Pili-tafao.' The meaning is not clear. Pili-tafao or Mo'otags

ie sister of Ta'e-o-Tangaloa and wife of Foisia, an aitu or god <

Ofu.

7. Sit on high c

i ; u'a ; made from the bark of the paper n

m; • e fai taumafa,' a cannibal feast 5 don'

Notes to No. XXXVI.

, nobody else could sit ; no one could tou

tests ; 'tataluma,' which is the front part of the house, and honoured
are set there; pillou ,1 du_ 1. iw \ as a verb. There must be

ecuHar reason here for their laying their heads on the threshold

> The 'lagolaai' or threshold is a few inches above the ground

y thus be used like the wooden pillow of the natives ; lago means

» the threshold: compare also I. Sam. v., 4.

trrowed; nono; referring to its first coming from Fiji.

'ported ; logo
; that is, ' much heard of, famous.'

andered ; the word thus translated here and elsewhere is the cau-

Ifi. These lines represent the gradual descent of the bird under

gic influence of the ' folasa.'

•• 'tu,' stand; ridge-pole, 'au-au'; heo.as, ' tau=oaga'; upper, 'luga';

Ina 'e liu falesoga ma



Notes to No. XXXVII.
Line 1. Princes; tui ; Sa-Tui-Atua is 'the race of the princes of Ati

2. Land ; laumea—the land which is the birth-place of the Senga.

Water; vai, 'fresh water'; * god/ atua; 'changed,' liu.

8. Moe, &c. ; she hears of the Senga from her brother ; she hears of

beauty of the Senga of Atua in Samoa and covets it ; but when brou^

to Fiji, it "stood fast," it would not come down to them (v. 11).

12. Daily labour, &c. ; faiva o tili ; tili is the casting of the small nel

13. Fresh water ; they bathe in a swamp or lagoon of fresh water.

15. Noon; ao-uli; the original of this line is :—'0 ao-uli a sua tai

which may also mean, « At noon (or at full tide) a wind springs up.'

19. Bathing place; taele faga.

20. Atua, &c. ; that is, all the priests of these districts in Upolu cai

distinguishing mark it

28. Jumping; this is 1

3o. Continual war; u

probably as an emblem

the bright palace of Tangaloa in the highest heavens ; and To'elau

group to the N.W. of Samoa, but it seems to mean something else her

40. Dispersed; that is, scattered to the winds; disappear : maulu, »<

41. Pe'a, 'a bat,'—a title of nobility in Samoa ; the line is, Tupu a

tonu max Pe'a. 42. Wise men; folasa.

48. Rotten fue; fu'epala; for explanation of this, read the Sam
Story of Creation, No. xxx. 51. Perch; sunuaga.

XXXVIII.—The Story op Moi-u'u-le-Apai and her husb.

Tui-Fiti, the king op Fiji—A ' Tala.'

a semi-divine Ta'e-o-Tangaloa, ai



his sister, Moi-u'u-le-Apai ; and the time of the story is again t

dawn of Samoan history, when Ta'e was the first king. Ta'

bigamist > he had two wives at once, and they seem to have m

committing herself to the deep, she at last reached Fiji ; here her charms

as a brunette captivated Tui-Fiti and he married her. To this honr the

Fijian princes like to marry brown Polynesian women, and, the Tongan

group being nearest to them, they get wives from it. But in these myths

Tonga is of no account ; it is Samoa only that has intimate relations with

Fiji,—a black race with a brown one. But this foreign lady was not ac-

ceptable to the subjects of Tui-Fiti ; for, had her presence not brought on

that land this sore dearth of food from which they now suffered so much!

And so, in heathen lands, it is the stranger among them who is accused

of bringing the destructive epidemic, and he must be driven away that

it may be stayed. Some philologists say that the Latin word hostis,

'enemy,' originally meant only 'a stranger/—truly a striking glimpse

of the philanthropy of the time when every stranger was reckoned an

enemy. So poor Moi was again a wanderer ; for the king of Fiji had to

send her away to satisfy the clamours of his people. And yet, when she

was gone, the famine still remained. We see her tramping on inland

towards the high mountain ranges of the island, carrying her own little

% on her back, and leading by the hand Tui's sister's son, an adopted

child. At last they reached a spot where they thought to rest ;
they sat

down and wished for a house, when, lo ! at the wish, a band of artificers,

'tufunga/ came down and built a house for them, sent for that purpose

by the great god Tangaloa, her ancestor, who hears all the wishes of his

own people. But he did yet more for her. Dwelling in that forest, how

was she to get food ? The family of Tangaloa in the heavens consulted

together, and Ufi, 'a yam/ offered to go down and plant herself around

the house, and bear fruit. Next morning, the exiled queen saw the yam,

d«g up a branch, took it into the house, roasted it and ate thereof, she

«id her two children; thus they did for many . days—all through the

^eficence of the great god.

Meanwhile her brother Ta'e-o-Tangaloa in Manu'a had dreamed a dream,

al8° 8ei»t by the supreme god of the Polynesians-does not Homer also say

N^t dreams come from Zeus ? kcu yap fovap U Aios

Fiji
He

) her help.



stem and a bread-fruit branch, and, reaching the spot just as they were

getting off, he hailed the canoe and said, * I want to go with you: ' Afitt

churlishly refused and pulled out of the harbour. Tangaloa hurried by

land to two points which they had to pass in succession, and from each

The canoe now got out to sea ; but Tangaloa, irritated by Afono's repulses,

called to his sea-boys (mermen, I suppose) and ordered them to bring the

vessel by force back to the rock where he stood ; thrice this was done, but

to no avail ; for Afono still refused ; until his men expostulated with him

on the danger they ran ; then he yielded so far as to let one of them Bay

to Tangaloa, « Come here.' So Tangaloa jumped on board.

lifjht t s ,.-,, i, n , p n Fiji in the tar distance to the south-west

crew passed Tutuila as if it were not there and continued heading oi

for many days. Food and water began to fail them. Hungry and t

Afono and his men cried to their miracle-working passenger. H

them look into the hold; there they found bread-fruit to eat, and

Tangaloa carried in his hand when he leaped on board had been

in the hold, and they had speedily grown there, and now they si

the c. .ral-that-wrecks-canoes,' probably something nv> u»

rocks which of old so bothered the Argonauts when they

al between them ; then inside there was a second danger

of shoals of mullet which, by some magic influence, were

on board with the intention of swamping the canoe
;

t e »

. inmost bulwark stood on a promontory Tui-Fiti himself,

:ing finger, to lead astray and to destruction those who wo

lirections. From all these dangers Tangaloa, by his skil

ledge, delivered Afono and the crew. At the last point, he

or divine power on Tui-Fiti for punishment ; for he had only

nger upwards and the Fijian king fell prostrate and stunn .

B land of Fiji was scorched with heat. From thi= inC1 ' 1'^

it he who possesses the mana is superior to magic and p ° •

wickedness of the wicked only recoils with double force upon



As Ta'e had now no further need of the canoe, he dismissed the Tutui-

lans with the assurance that he would enable them to get back to their

own land in a few hours ; but, if they wished to have prosperity and

happiness, they were not to clear out the hold of their vessel till they

were ashore; for the scales of the fish, and the skin and refuse of the

'taro,' bread-fruit and cocoa-nuts that they had eaten would be of much

value to them. Perversity and unbelief seem to be congenial to the mind

whole lot overboard. And Tui-Afono thus missed having the plenty and

comfort which the fruitful growth of these things would have given him.

Meanwhile, Ta'e was moving about on Fiji in search of his sister ; at

last he found her
j they fell on each other's necks and wept. Next morn-

ing he commenced to plant her land with everything good to eat, and

while there was miraculous abundance there, Tui-Fiti and his people on

the coast were still pinched with the famine and dying of hunger. In

these circumstances, Moi resolved to return to her husband good for the

weak to travel inland, she had him carried up next day to her home ; all

his people soon followed and settled inland there, and thus escaped the

famine. Then Tangaloa returned to his own Manu'a, and, in memory of

his journey in search of his sister, he gave to a district in it the name of

Rtt-uta, ' inland Fiji/ and that name remains till this day.

The ' Tola.'
An account of the praises of the boy of Moi-ulu-le-Apai, the relation

b7 the mother's side of Ta'e-o-Tangaloa ; an account of his going to Fiji.

I Probably Moi-u'u-le-Apai went away [from home] at the

time when her brother, Ta'e-o-Tangaloa, married Le-lau-lau-a-le-

F°lasa and Sina. She travelled on and reached Fiji, and married

the chief of Fiji, who was called Tui-Fiti.

oi, the daughter of Tangaloa-a-Ui, became the wife

>fTui-Fl

'"'
<<

> Fit

and she brought forth s

as very great Then the peQple gaid to Tui.Fiti,
' Wl

***! should we drive away the lady? for she is not

kwg but a god ; because, since she came, we have consta

0Ur food is eone ' Tl.An =1^ «x««, co«+ »m bv the chie:



3. Then the lady caught hold of her boy, and carried him on

her back; she went away also with her child whom they two had

adopted ; it was the child of the sister of Tui-Fiti ; Fili was the

name of that boy ; these are the three that went. They walked

far inland to the backbone of the island, to the place called Tau-

potu of Fiji ; they dwelt there ; they got a house because they

expressed a desire for it ; thus they spoke as they walked :—

4. Then Tangaloa looked down from above. He appointed a

great many to hasten down to build a house for the lady. Then

the sons of the Sa-Tangaloa went down; they built the house; the

lady with her sons went there and the building of the house was

finished, and the Sa-Tangaloa went back to the heavens; then the

lady dwelt there and her sons. When morning light was come, a

council was held in the heavens of those who built the house,

together with all the Sa-Tangaloa, about food for the lady. Then

Tangaloa said, « Present an offering of food to her quickly, because

the lady is hungry.' Then Yam offered herself saying, 'I here

<I this) am Ufi-tolo-tie.'

5. Then the Sa-Tangaloa said, 'How will you go'? She said

[the yam], 'I will go and grow at the side of the house, spreading

there
; when the lady goes out to look for food, then will her foot

be pierced by me ; then shall I be observed ; she will look down

and perceive that I am good ; she will then take me to eat.' The

Sa-Tangaloa were agreeable. Then the yam went down to the

side of the house and spread itself along. When it was morning

light, the lady said to Fili, 'Come here and stay with your young

brother," while I go and search for something to eat for us three;

it is doubtful if I shall get any in this great forest.' When she

came behind the house, the yam was spreading there, and her

foot was at once pricked by the yam. The lady looked down;



?,*:>,

the branch of the yam was broken ; it was scattered about ; she

took hold of it ; broke it with her teeth and tasted it to see

whether it was sweet ; she perceived that it was good ; then she

dug it up. Then she went info the house, bearing the branch of

the yam in her hands. Thus she brought it and roasted it for

herself and her children. And they ate of it. Thus she did every

day ; that yam became food for the lady and her children for

many days.

6. Then it became known to Ta'e-o-Tangaloa by a dream ; for

he dreamt that his sister had been ill-used by her husband, the

king of Fiji. Then he prepared to go there ; but there was,

towards the east, a travelling party from Tutuila ; the travelling

party of the king of Afono had come to his friend, '0 Le-puia-i-

lama. Then came Ta'e-o-Tangaloa at the time when the travel-

ling party was about to return to Tutuila ; he seized hold of two

things of his, a cocoa-nut stem from which the nuts have been

picked and a bread-fruit branch with leaves and blossoms on it.

The travelling party of Tui-Afono went on board, and Ta'e-o-

Tangaloa said, ' I will make a sixth in your canoe.' Tui-Afono

was unwilling [that is, refused]. Then his canoe passed through

the boat-opening, and the chief (i.e., Ta'e) went inland. The

canoe passed through behind the breakers, but the chief went by

land; the chief came and stood by Le-Loto ; that is a rock on the

seaside of the Pu'e-mapusanga. The canoe came there, and the

chief said to Tui-Afono, ' Let me be a sixth to your crew.' He
Was billing

; Tui-Afono would not answer. The canoe went
0n

,
but the chief went by land. He came and stood on a reef-

rock
;

its name was the < to'a ' of Tangaloa ; it is on the sea-side

°f ^na-lefu in Fale-asao. The canoe went on and reached it.

Jangaloa said to Tui-Afono, 'Let me be a sixth in your canoe.'

6 Canoe *ent on ; for Tui-Afono was unwilling. It went on,

and was far out at sea.

7
- The heart of Tangaloa was pained. Then he called to his

P*>Ple who were there in the sea, Au-salia and Au-fanua-mai,

011 boys there give heed to me (lit., turn your eyes towards me);
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I am tired of this fellow, who has been fooling me ; come now, do

you two bring him to me ; bring him to the place where I stand.'

Then his men went ; they brought the canoe ; notwithstanding

the sail and the paddling with oars, they brought the canoe to the

place where the chief stood. Then he called again, ' Tui-Afono,

let me be a sixth in your canoe.' He was unwilling ; and the

canoe went on ; the chief let it go on. They went on and reached

the spot where they had been [a little before] ;
it was brought

back again ; it was brought to the place where the chief stood.

He called again, ' O Tui-Afono, let me be a sixth in your crew.

Tui-Afono did not speak. Then one of the crew—Gai-uli-ma-

gai-sina it was—said, to Tui-Afono, ' Let us say the word that

the chief may come ' [on board]. He was unwilling and said,

' Pull away.' They reached the spot where they had been before;

then the canoe was brought back to the place where Tangaloa

stood. Then he cried, ' Tui-Afono, let me be a sixth in your crew.'

Tui-Afono was unwilling. Then stood up his steersman and said,

• Tui-Afono, the chief, do you say the word to that chief ;
for, in

consequence of your acting thus and your provoking ways, the

end of it will be that we shall all be made to suffer for it.' Tui-

Afono was unwilling, but answered, ' One of you, call out.' So

one called, 'Come here.' Then the chief came and jumped into

the canoe.

8. Then Tangaloa performed a miracle ; he covered the sky

and all the lands with darkness ; only Fiji remained bright sky;

there was light there : and the prow of the canoe was directed

toward it; the crew and Tui-Afono were frightened; they thought

they were turned towards Tutuila. Then they voyaged on; they

continued to voyage on ; the food was all consumed and the drink,

and the days of the canoe were ended. The crew grumbled j

Tangaloa asked, 'What is it'? Tui-Afono answered, 'Tangaloa,

this crew is going to die ; there is no food ; the food is all <**

sumed.' Tangaloa answered, ' Look into the hold of the canoe,

towards the starboard side.' Then they looked carefully:
the

bread-fruit branch had fruited and become a live bread-fruit,
and



now bore fruit. They brought it out and ate ; for there was a

cooking place in the canoe. Then the crew murmured for water.

Tui-Afono again called out, ' There is plenty of food ; but this

crew is dying of thirst and there is no water.' Then Tangaloa

bade them examine the port side of the hold. And when they

examined, the cocoa-nut stem had fruited; it bore fruit well,

both the young cocoa-nut and the full-grown nut.

9. The canoe continued its course and reached Fiji; it reached

the back of the surf in Fiji. Then Tangaloa told them of the

might of Tui-Fiti. Tangaloa gave them his final instructions.

But he first said to the crew, 'In this land are the spirit-gods called

the 'Wrecking Coral,' and the 'Leaping Mullet,' and the 'Fiti's

Finger ;' that is the pointing-hand that makes canoes to err and

be broken, and the men die, but they do not altogether die; they

only lie stretched out ; this implies the divine power of Tui-Fiti,

that a canoe should com.- safely to land.' Then Tangaloa made a

last command, 'When we reach the boat-opening and I say, "Pull

lustily," see that you obey me at once ; for there, in the boat-

opening, is the mullet that leaps, the 'anae-oso'; when you see

that you have enough of [them for] food, do you bid me cover up

the hold, because of the pointing of Tui-Fiti ; when you see me
paddling on the right side, do you paddle also on the right-hand

side
; when you see me paddling on the port side, do you also

paddle on the same side ; do you paddle as I do ; thus will ye

10. So then the canoe entered the opening in the Fiji [reef].

Tangaloa stood on the half-deck and called, ' Paddle the canoe.'

They pulled stoutly
; the coral reef [that is the dreaded Panga-

solo-va'aj was at once pierced and broken through, and the canoe

*ent through the middle of the opening. Then the ' anae-oso

'

fishes jumped up and the canoe was nearly swamped. The crew

shouted,
« Tangaloa, cover the hold.' Then the mullet jumped up

[on deck] and wriggled about, and fell back into the sea. They
Wen t on, but there they saw the pointing [finger] of Tui-Fiti.

Then Tangaloa paddled on the port side and all the crew paddled



likewise. Then came the pointing of Tangaloa ; and Tui-Fiti fell

prostrate and was stunned. Then the Fijians directed their

attention to their chief and gave no heed to the boat : they did

not stand and look towards it.

11. Tangaloa at once jumped ashore and placed the canoe on

the supports there; the Fijian supports were at once broken: and

is the song about the voyage of Tangaloa, thus :

—

"The fleet of Afono prepared to go a-fishing.

Tangaloa stood up with the food for the journey.

The 'tusi' of Fiti pointed down
;

Tangaloa paddled on the larboard

;

[The canoe] swerved with its crew and went too far

;

The ' tusi ' of Tangaloa pointed up
;

All Fiti was swamped by that."

12. Then he said, 'Now, you Tutuilans here, you will reach

land in this very hour
; you will not sleep [another night] on the

deep; don't bale out your canoe; don't remove the refuse from it;

you Tutuilans here, drag up the canoe at once and its cargo; bale

out the canoe for the first time when you reach the land.' They

answered, « Aye, aye; let it be so.' He said also to them, 'There

is great happiness in store for you, if ye do these things ; for that

[refuse] will produce fruit greatly—bread-fruit and cocoa-nut—

and fish will grow also from the scales.' But they did not obey,

for they baled out the canoe and threw out the refuse at the back

of the breakers. Thus their happiness was wasted. Hence the

proverbial saying, ' They have despised the good fortune of Tm-

13. Then they speedily arrived at Tutuila. They were near

the land
; the surf was behind them; they rejoiced that they had

come so quickly. But they had baled out the hold and collected

the refuse and thrown it into the sea, before they beached the

boat. Then they reported to the people of Afono all the tale of the

journey, and the great usefulness of the food of Tangaloa, and the

final injunctions of Tangaloa
; and how they were grieved because



they had baled the canoe, and gathered up the refuse [to throw it

away]; because if they had brought these things with them, that

is, the scales of the fish and tin- skins of the ' taro ' and of the

bread-fruit, and the stems of the cocoa-nut, they all would have

had great plenty. Therefore the people said, 'Tui At'ono, you

have made light of your good-fortune': Imnce sprang the proverb,

'The good-fortune of Tui At'ono was made light of.'

1-1. But Tangaloa went on for the place where his sister was
;

it was far off, far off inland. He reached [a house] about fire-

light time, and went on early in the morning. When he got to

the place, they were having a dance to the praises of Moi-u'u-le-

Apai and her son Le-ata-ata-o-Fiti ; thus :—

1. "The fleet of Afono prepared to go a-fishing.

2. Tangaloa stood up with food for the journey.

3. The fleet of Afono prepared to go a-fishing;

•i. There was a search for Moi-u'u-le-Apai

;

5. The whole lands were covered over [with darkness].

6. The Sa-Tangaloa voyaged
;

7. They voyaged and he stood up at the boat-opening :

8. [There were] the mullet and the coral-that-wreck-canoes.

9. First the pointing of Tui-Fiti went down [i.e., south]

;

10. Tangaloa paddled to larboard and so did the crew.

11. [Then] the pointing of Tangaloa was upwards [i.e., north]
;

12. The whole of Fiti was scorched ;

13. The Samoan group was covered [i.e., protected]."

They [brother and sister,] greeted each other and wept; he stayed

there, for it was night.

le-Apai, 'Shut down the flaps of your house ; let me prepare and

Plant your ground.' Then he planted the land everywhere.

Bread-fruit lived there, and cocoa-nut and papaw-apple, and

^iiana, and taro, and yams ; everything grew

and very great indeed was the quantity of food.

T°ey were free to use everything on the land ; only the bread
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fruit crop was forbidden until the first fruits of it were taken

to Tui-Fiti, who was oppressive to his lady. And Tangaloa's

injunctions were obeyed.

16. In course of time, the crop became ripe, and the boy was

grown up. But the famine continued in the towns in Fiji : one

man was almost eating another ; and Tui-Fiti was nearly dead

with hunger. Then said Ta'e-o-Tangaloa, ' Gather some bread-

fruit at sieeping-time, and early in the morning go and take it to

Tui-Fiti.' Then they went and gathered the bread-fruit ; four of

these were a burden for the one boy and the lady. And with it

they went down towards the sea to Tui-Fiti ; they made their

oven ; there were three of them ; they made their oven ; the fruit

was cooked and they took it down to the chief who was oppres-

sive to her ; the chief and his family partook of it and were

17. Then the lady told Tui-Fiti that she was going back [home]

with her child and that if there were any who were still strong

in his land, that they should come with her and carry the abund-

ance of food that was inland—taro, bread-fruit, bananas. The

chief replied, ' What does my lady think about carrying the sick

man inland to be taken care of there.' The lady said, 'Pleasfr

yourself
; only your people will not be able to carry you, the sick

man, inland until to-morrow ; when to-morrow comes, you, the

sick man, shall be taken ; but to-day, if there are any that are

strong, let us go ahead to bring down food to satisfy the hunger

of the people.' Then a great number crowded up and went

inland—men, women, and boys. They reached the plantations

and saw white bananas
; they ate, but did not gather burdens to

take to the town ; they ate ; they were gorged ; they were sick;

then they slept inland and did not go down to the town. WK»

the morning arrived, the sick man Tui-Fiti was brought up J
tflen

they remained inland
;
gradually all the houses of the Fijian*

were brought up ; they took up all the town to the place where

Moi-u'u-le-Apai lived,-to the abundance which grew in the plan-

tations of Ta'e-o-Tangaloa.



18. They all went inland, and Ta'e-o-Tangaloa was there still.

Then Ta'e-o-Tangaloa said to Tui-Fiti and Moi-u'u-le-Apai, ' Come

now, set your country in order, but I will go away; I have got a

name for my country; it is Liu-Fiti-i-uta "Changed-into-Fiji-

inland "; that was shortened into Fiti-uta. Then he came here

with that name for his land, Liu-Fiti-uta ; he came and dwelt in

it. I suppose that was at the time when Ta'e-o-Tangaloa was a

to No. XXXVII.

metimes the I is dropped and the name be-

ler boy is 'faa-nana-aga,' a 'song of praise.'

e toai se fale." The word * nati-nati ' means 'to be busy about ;' ' to

Present an offering of food ; ' fe-ofoai mai ia ni 'ai ';
' ofo ' means '

UjUolo-H'e < the yam which spreads along on the surface of the groun.

o. Morning light; malama. Scattered about ; pae-pae, lit., 'piled up.

6. Afono is in Tutuila : his friend; xul, 'a bosom companion'; Le-puia

lama, ' Shut-up-torch.'

Cocoa-nut stem from which the nuts have been picked is au-loso-los

only fit for firewood when the nuts are gone.

Bread-fruit branch with the leaves and blossoms on is tau-'ulu-'ulu.

Le Loto; 'the pool'; Pu'e-mapu-saga. 'the pu'e (a spreading tree) re

iag place.' Reef-rock
j to'a ; Ana-Ufu, ' cave-bad.'

• Au-saha or Au-agae, ' cross-current to the east '; jitt-/anua-mai, '
cro

; playing tricks. Chief; ali'i ; the gods also are chiefs.

"' tdMno-wno, « Gai- black-and-white '; gai, as a verb, means 'to be in

Jired internally', ,,aigah 'to be exhausted ' as by work in the sun.

Let us ,„y ; Ut .,
< iet your speech go forth.' Pull away; that is, 'paddle.

Provokingness ; fa'a-masei-sei ; masei, 'to be uncovered as the body'
to use words giving offence,' although not so intended; masei (adj.,



Young cocoa-nut is full .>f liquid : the full grown nut is fu]

9. Might; lit., 'troops '; ^xt rf//i ,7 cow mand, ' tofiga/ like t;

winch a dying father gives to his sons.

Qod ; aitu, ' >; : a, ' the coral (that

slip'; Anae-oso, 'the mullet that leaps': Tusl-a-FUi, 'the poi

through the reef, or coming inshore.

12. The refuse or rubbish ; this is explained further on, P

Flaps; these are moveable flaps, ]

country in order; that is, appoint magistrates, <

Introduction. -Some persons may perhaps say that there is nc

mind. To that I reply that the general cast of the stories proves

to be brethren of the ancient folk-lore tales of other nations, altl

modified by the tale-teller to suit his Polynesian environment. A

taster at once knows the quality of the wine offered to him and pe

also the district from which it comes ; so likewise can a folk-lorist di

from its very setting that a tale is genuine. Sometimes also there

ternal evidence to the same effect ; the language is old-fashioned and

tory of the nation, well-known to them, but scarcely intelligible t

national proverbs are quoted, and such sayings are usaally of very ai

date ; and conceptions of the gods and their doings present thems

which are quite foreign to the current modern ideas of the race.

Occasionally, however, we have a Folk-song like this, which looks

charter of nobility taken from the muniment chest of some noble fc

Such a solo tells of the rival claims to precedence made by some ialai

the group, and the song is of such antiquity and well-known antl



that a mere qu station frjm it is enough. Of this nature is the following

Boag about Yd la and Tiapa, founders of the tribes of Savai'i. Some of

the people of thit island deny the statement that Valua and Tiapa came

10. Tou afe a'e i Aleip

i U-Laulala,

16- Na Vuna Vaka 1M Tiapa. ^



17 . Se la'i egase i luga :

—

[From it] a westerly wind rustles oi

18 . E agi ma ofaga i Manu'a.
It blows and nestles on Manua.

19 . Ai lau tali mua ua uga.

My first answer is ended.

20. . So'u fai tala ia Manu'a
Let me [now] tell the facts ('tale') I

21. I le Faletolu ma le Fiti-uta.

To Fale-tolu and Fiti-uta—

22. E te Aopo e, ma Asau.
You are a mixed travelling party

;

Tiga lou tala vavau

Notwithstanding your ancient tale

24. E te u'u mai ia te a'u

You will lay hold on me (».«., Mana'i

25. E te fai matua i Manu'a-
[For] your parents are in Manu'a—

26. I Fongo-olo-ula ma Malae-a- Vavau,
In Fonga-olo-ula and Malae-a-Vavan

27. Ma Sopoaga a le to'elau.

And Sopoanga of the trade-winds.

Such h
* the ancient Solo, but Tauanu'n of Man

legend-ktseper of Manu'a gave the following as

this Manu'a
; they t

He also stated that Fatu and Ele-ele were the first pair who came down

from heaven; that they alighted at the east end of the village of Tau at

a place called Malae-a-Vavau, a few minutes' walk from the teacher's

house there. They gave birth to a boy and a girl named Tiapa and

Yalu'a
; these went and peopled the island of Savai'i by giving birth to

a girl I'i and a boy Sava ; hence the name Savai'i. Another account

says that Fatu and Ele'ele were the parents of Fai-malie and Fai-tamai,

Vavau and Tele or Nu'u and Tele, Mamao and Laveai or Ilu, Valu'a and

Tiapa.



26. Fongo-olo-ula, ' face-of-the-red

CONTRIBUTIONS to a KNOWLEDGE of AUSTRALIAN
VEGETABLE EXUDATIONS. No. 1.

By J. H. Maiden, f.l.s., &c and H. G. Smith.

which we trust will he of vain-, either because the exudations are

entirely new to science, 1 or because, if their existence has already

been recorded, their composition has not been determined. The

notes are of various decrees of fullness : in some cases the sub-

stances promise to be of such interest, that we hope at some

future time to deal more fully with them.

Exudations Dealt With—Gums.

Bosistoa sapindiformis, F.v.M.; Rutacere.

Melicope neurococca, Beuth.j Rutacese.

Qeijera Muelleri, Benth.; Rutacere.

Pentaceras australis, Hook, f.; Rutaeere.

Capparis nohilis, F.v.M.; Capparidete.

Acacia Osivaldi, F.v.M.; Leguminos:e.

Acacia retinoides, Schlecht ; Leguminos;e.

Acacia Hakeri, Maiden ; Le,u i o



Mai.hni, K.v.M.; Lp-uii

Eneahtptnsh.nnaston.n, S,i,
:
var. mixrautha, Benth. : Myr

Eucahj,,hi* Plancltoniana, F.v.M., Myrtacese.

« Canniurjhainii, Hook.f.: Rut

Collected at Mullumbimby, Brunswick River, N. S. Wales.

wholly dissolve in water, although a lar^e percentage' "oes into

\es in a dilute alkaline solution, which becomes yellowish in

colour; this is precipitated as arabin. thus the insoluble portion

consists of metarabin. There is no difference in the physical

c aractenstics of this gum and those of the other Rutaceous gums
described in this paper. Resin is absent. The amount of this

gum at our disposal was not large, so that it was not possible to

make further inquiries respecting it.

Geijera Muelleri, Benth. (N.O. Rutacete).

"Axe-breaker.''
Collected at Lismore, N. S. Wales.

This gun. i8 in large tears of a light amber to light brownish
co our, transparent, with a very bright fracture. It is brittle,

and although somewhat tough, powders fairly well. The tine

powder, when placed in cold water, does not readily dissolve, nor

does much more go into solution on boiling. The aqueous solution,

when separated from the insoluble portion, has fairly adhesive

properties, although the viscosity is not very high.

The insoluble portion when treated with dilute soda solution

becomes yellowish and darkens slightly. On continued gentle

heating the whole slowly goes into solution. The soluble portion



The portion dissolvedbydil

when dissolved it chan «es intr

the alkaline solution b;v the at

when filtered off, wash* d with

and again precipitated byalcol

When this precipitate is lira!.-

in the usual way (abov.e descri

having the rhombic cllararter

solved in water is dex

considered as belongh Ig to t

soluble in water being metaral

This is precipitated fi

;

alcohol. This precipii

huric acid, treated

consisted of the carbonates of lime and magnesia, and a small

quantity of potassium; it also contained both sulphuric and phos-

phoric acids. The colour of the ash is white. It contains a small

percentage of albuminoids, as the presence of nitrogen was readily

detected by the ordinary method.

When heated with strong nitric acid a large quantity of mucic

acid is formed ; as much as 29 98 per cent, was obtained from this

specimen. The method followed in estimating the mucic acid in

these gums, is to treat about two grams, of the powdered gum with

about 8 cc. of nitric acid in a beaker, gently heating until a clear

solution is obtained. The heat is then slightly increased until

the greater portion of the acid is driven off; the remainder

becomes turbid. After standing some hours, to allow crystalliza-

tion to take place, about 5 cc. of nitric acid is added, the mucic

acid filtered off, washed with water, dried and weighed. The

titrate (with the washings) is evaporated down, again treated



with nitric acid and the process repeated. A small quantity o

nrocic acid is usually obtained in this second treatment.

The portion of the gum soluble in water gives only a sma

precipitate with ferric chloride, nor does it give any marke

reactions with mercuric chloride, stannous chloride, or with

saturated solution of borax.

Rutacepe, a Natural Order very few of whose genera have, up to

the present, been recorded as yielding gums. Commercially it

cannot be looked upon as a substitute for gum arabic or gums of

that class, as a large proportion is insoluble in cold water. The

large percentage of mucic acid formed is very remarkable.

Melicope neurococca, Benth. (N.O. Rutacerc).

Syn : (Bouchardatia neurococca, Baill.)

Collected at Lismore, N. S. Wales.

This gum is in large tears and globular masses of alight amber

colour, very bright and transparent looking. It is brittle and

breaks with a very bright conchoidal fracture. It much resembles

the gum from Geijera Muelleri, except that this sample is more

bright in appearance. It also behaves in the same way in water,

a portion only going into solution, while the remainder is soluble

when heated in a dilute soda solution. The precipitates of arabin

and the formation of arabinose, are produced exactly in the same

way as described under Geijera Muelleri.

Our sample contained 14-68 per cent, of moisture and 2-54 per

cent, of ash; this ash is white, and consists of the carbonates of

lime and magnesia, with sulphuric and phosphoric acids. Only a

slight trace of nitrogen was detected, indicating the almost entire

absence of albuminoids.

The yield of mucic acid in this gum was very large, no less than

42-48 per cent, being obtained. This is remarkably high. Ferric

chloride in the portion soluble in water gave no precipitate, and

only darkened the solution slightly. Other reagents gave no



Pentaceras australis, Hook. f. (N.O. Rutaceaj).

"Scrub Hickory."

Collected ;it Mullumbimby, Brunswick River, N. S. Wales.

The colour, appearance, and physical characteristics of this guru

almost exactly resemble the gum of Melicope (Bouchardatia)

neurococca, with the exception that the tears are slightly longer.

In water a portion only goes into solution, while the remainder

is soluble in dilute soda solution on heating. The solutions give

the arabin precipitates, with formation of arabinose when treated

with dilute sulphuric acid, as descril>ed already under Geijera

Muelkri. A soda solution when heated becomes quite dark. No
nitrogen was detected in two determinations.

The gum contains 11T2 per cent, of moisture, and only 1-73

stituents as that of Geijera Muelleri. Ferric chloride gives no

precipitate and only darkens the solution slightly. The other

usual reagents gave no marked reactions. The aqueous portion

possesses little adhesiveness. The yield of mucic acid is very

small, thus showing an important difference from the other gums
of the Rutacese here described.

These three gums belonging to the Rutaceae, viz., Geijera

Muelleri, Melicope (Bouchardatia) neurococca, and Pentaceras

australis, resemble each other in a marked manner, by their

solubility in water and soda, low ash, brittle nature, and bright

conchoidal fracture, the latter differing from the other two by not

containing albuminoids and giving only a very small quantity

Capparis nobilis, F.v.M. (N. 0. Capparide*).

"Wild Lemon."
Collected at Woodburn, Richmond River, N. S. Wr

ales.

Thls samp]e is in small particles, i

semi-transparent, and of a horny
*ater but swells up to an
Particles partly disintegrate



In dilute soda solution it does not dissolve, but partly forms a

niucikgcnous thick syrupy liq li i. which is precipitated by alcohol

ing, neither does the solution become yellow with alkali. This

precipitate when dissolved ly boiling in dilute hydrochloric acid

solution, is precipitated apparently as arabin by alcohol. The

hydrochloric acid, t'orming arabin, and is precipitated apparently

The amount of material at our disposal was too small to deter-

sulphunc acid, but the mode of formation, appearance, and

behaviour of the gum to reagents, indicate that it consists almost

treated. From the above it will be observed that this exudation

resembles in its properties the ^unis of the Australian Sterculiacese.

Acacia Oswaldi, F.v.M. (N. O. Leguininos;e).

" Miljee."

Collected at Nelyambo, Darling River, N. S. Wales.

This sample has all the appearance of ordinary commercial gum

arabic
; some of the pieces are colourless. In appearance, taste,

solubility and reactions with reagents, it differs in no respect from

perhaps deficient in adhesiveness and viscosity to the best gum

species of Acacia growing in the dry western portion of New

South Wales, which have great commercial possibilities, providing

they are obtained in sufficient quantities. It gave no precipitate

with ferric chloride, nor did it form a jelly with that reagent.

It became of a lemon colour when treated with dilute soda, it gave

no reaction with HgCU nor with borax solution. This sample

when examined contained moisture equal to 15-307 per cent, and

ash equal to 2-21 per cent



Sample from Victoria, kindly sent by Baron von Mueller.

This gum is in tears of an amber colour, transparent, bright

and somewhat brittle. It dissolves entirely in water, the solution

being slightly tinged with brown. It is fairly adhesive being of

good viscosity. It gives a slight precipitate with ferric chloride,

and slightly darkens to a lemon colour when heated with dilute

soda. It may be considered a promising specimen of the arabin

gums, unfortunately the specimen we have is too dark in colour

to be of first rate quality. The other tests, usual with a gum of

this class, were not carried out on account of the small amount
of material at our disposal, as a portion was required for permanent

display in the Gums Collection in the Technological Museum.

Acacia Jiakeri, Maiden (N.O. Leguminosaa).

Collected at Mullumbimby, N. S. Wales.

and transparent, dark amber coloured, very brittle and bright in

fracture. It is entirely and readily soluble in cold water, and is

in this respect one of the best of the coast Acacia gums of this

Colony; it is very adhesive and its comparative viscosity is high.

Unfortunately our samples darken much in aqueous solution.

e solution is slightly acid to litmus paper. Ferric chloride gives

a cream coloured solid mass exactly resembling in bulk and colour

tbat from A. Maideni, and it behaves in the same way as that

gum with a saturated solution of borax, mercuric chloride and
basic acefcate of lead. Both these gums belong to the arabin

broup, and if obtainable in quantity would be of some commercial
value. As far as our samples show at present, the gum of A.

-faideni has a better colour than that or A. Jiakeri, but it is

^ferior to it as t igards its adhesive properties. When
* dilute soda solution, the aqueous solution of the gum darkens

considerably. The ash of this gum is remarkable in that it con-

ms a lar8e proportion of manganese. It contains 15'2 per cent.

m^tUre and 3-6 per cent. ash.



Acacia Maideni, F.v.M. (N. O. Leguminosw).

" Broad-leaved Sally."

Collected at Woodburn, N. S. Wales.

Our sample of this gum is in small pieces of a light amber colour,

rather brittle, with very bright fracture, but without the dark

brown objectionable portions so common in the Acacia gums,

especially A. decurrens. When treated with cold water, almost

the whole of the gum slowly goes into solution, forming a very

pale coloured liquid which is very adhesive, of good body or having

a high viscosity. It is however, rather tedious to dissolve. The

solution is slightly acid to test paper. It forms a solid cream-

coloured jelly with ferric chloride, thus showing absence of tannin.

It does not thicken with borax solution, nor does it undergo any

change with mercuric chloride. It gives a precipitate with basic

acetate of lead. It gives a dense white precipitate with alcohol

in acid solutions. It slightly darkens to a canary colour when

water and 467 per cent, ash ; the ash consists principally of the

carbonates of lime and mi ', vrith sulphuric

acid, and only the merest trace of phosphoric acid. The ash con-

tains fusible salts and is difficult to incinerate, it contains only

a trace of manganese.

Albizzia pruiuoto.'. Fit-nth. (X. O. Leguminosa?).

Usually known as " Stinkwood."

Collected at Cumbulum, near Tintenbar, N. S. Wales.

admixed with woody matter. It is fairly transparent

with a bright fracture. It is only partly soluble in water, «w

soluble portion being arabin ; it forms a fairly adhesive liquid,

gives no precipitate with ferric chloride nor does it form a je y>

and only slightly darkens when heated with dilute soda.

insoluble portion is soluble in dilute alkalis, and is precipitat

as arabin on acidifying with acetic acid and adding alcohol.



Kinos or Astringent Exudations.

Eucalyptus hcemastoma, Sm., var. micrantha, Benth.

(N. O. Myrtaceae).

"White Gum," "Cabbage Gum," "Brittle Gum."

Collected at Bungawalbyn, Richmond River, N.S.W., July 1895.

This kino is freshly exuded for the most part. It belongs to

the ruby group of kinos, being practically identical with the kino

of the normal species described in the proceedings of the Linnean

Eucalyptus Planchoniana, F.v.M. (N. O. Myrtaceae).

F. M. Bailey, p.l.s., Colonial Botanist of Queensland, and is of

Queensland origin.

When received, this kino was rather dark in colour, evidently

through having been collected some time. It is in small pieces,

principally in portions of tears, breaks with a bright fracture, and

is shiny on the outside. It dissolves in alcohol to a clear liquid,

bright but dark, it is very tough and difficult to powder. It

belongs to the ruby group.

Our second sample collected on the Evans River, N. S. Wales,

is unfortunately also not a good sample for complete examination,

since it is old and much dried up, while phlobaphenes have

formed to a very large extent. From experiments independently

made it falls in the ruby group, being another addition to that

'airly large group of Eucalypts giving exudations that entirely

dissolve when fresh in both alcohol and water. We hope to obtain

a better specimen for further examination.

Schizomeria ovata, Don. (N.O. Saxifrage*).

Collected at Evans River, N. S. Wales.



This exudation has the appearance of kino. 1 When treated with

alcohol the greater portion of the tannic acid goes into solution.

This tannin gives a brownish green colour with ferric chloride,

when a fairly strong solution of the kino is tested, but on sufficient

dilution (in a very dilute aqueous solution), it gives a purple colour

material tested. The insoluble portion has the appearance of a

<*um, but is insoluble in water on heating until a small quantity

of dilute soda has been added. When the original substance is

treated with water the tannin dissolves, while the gum remains

insoluble, but much swollen. This insoluble portion is soluble in

dilute soda, and is precipitated on acidifying the solution, or on

the addition of alcohol. It is thus found to be metarabin. The

with that yielded by the Ceratopetalums2 and the exudations thus

confirm the affinities of these trees belonging to different genera

of the Saxifrageoe.

Gum Resins.

Medicosma Cunninghamii, Hook. (N. O. Rutacea:).

The tree is locally known as " Glue Gum."

Collected at Mullumbimby, N. S. Wales.

This is a red, brittle, resinous substance with a very bright

fracture, in small transparent pieces, and of a bright rather light,

ruby colour. It is very brittle and readily powders, the colour

1 A number of our Eucalyptus and other astringent exudations of

variable composition have been called "kinos," because of their resem-

blance, more or less strong, to the astringent exudation of PterocarpM

venient, and is used in these papers " without prejudice." It seems tou

quite unnecessary, at present, to coin another term for astringent exuda-

tions whose composition is not precisely identical with that of theorem*

kino ; we also look upon it as undesirable, until very many more

been examined, and before those who lay stress upon nomenclature o

2 Observations on the gums yielded by two species of Ceratopetalu*.-

Proc. Aust. Assoc. Adv. Sci., n., 381, (1890).



of the powder being a dark pink. Tt was apparently very liquid

when exuding, as the adherent wood and bark are varnished wit!

in this respect, and burns away almost without residue. \Y hei

treated with ether the resin slowly dissolves, forming a lemoi

coloured solution. The powder acts in a very peculiar manner i

ether, agglutinating itself at once into an elastic ball which ca;

orange coloured

The gummy portion, alter thoroughly washing with alcohol, is

much swollen and somewhat elastic. When dried until of con

stant weight it was found to amount to 20-02 per cent, of the

whole. The original substance in powder on being heated in an

probably moisture contained in the gummy portion, as no volatile

oil appeared to be present. The resin when evaporated to dry-

ness and heated till of constant weight equalled 77-2 per cent,

while the ash only amounted to -2 per cent., so that the proximate

constituents may be stated as

solution of the resin . in the interior portions.

the resin goes into i solution, forming a bri<

liquid, the residue inot agglutinating. Whei

removed and the re.-ddue dried, it powders rea

Gummy substance 1

Moisture, etc.

9956

The gummy portion contains some albuminoids, as indicated by

e Presence of nitrogen. The dried portion after separating
"

resin is not soluble in water on boiling in any degree

^dilute soda it becomes

when boiled

' Nation.

les brown, but only a small portion §

uble in dilute acids. From the abov



appears that this •' contained in this resin is

a body of some interest, and when sufficient of the exudation shall

have been obtained, it will be desirable for its composition and

constituents to be determined. For the present we are only able

to describe it as "gummy substance"?

The collector (Mr. W. Bauerlen) says that, when fresh, this

exudation is exceedingly sticky, hence the local name of the tree.

It is not abundant, but is widely diffused, and well known locally

because of its brilliant colour. It readily stains the fingers a

vermilion colour, and that, when dry, it reminded him of grass-

tree gum (Xanthorrhcea).

GEOLOGICAL LABORATORY NOTES—No. 1.

By J. Milne Curran.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, November 6, 1895.]

I.—On Selenium Associated with Gold and Bismuth,

from Mount Hope, N. S. Wales.

Some twelve months ago I received a box of gold bearing stone

from the Mount Allen Mine near Mount Hope, in this Colony.

The stone was packed loosely, and on opening the case, a peculiar

smell suggestive of selenium was easily detected. The same odour

could be produced at any time by shaking the stones together.

The material is being mined for gold, and is part of an auriferous

belt of slate, interbedded with Silurian slates to the north o

Mount Hope. The slate is of a rich red ale colour, and splits

readily into laminae, which correspond with, or are general y

parallel to the original bedding planes. Occasionally strings an^

knots of a harder clay-slate occur, not so bright in colour,
but

rather inclining to a chocolate brown. Through this last nodu es

developed. So far no sulphides hare



been detected in the stone, although there can be little doubt that

this oxidised lode-stuff has been derived from some form of pyrites.

The gold is noted as occurring in three ways.

1. In plates and patches spread out along the laminae of the

slate, appearing bright and burnished-like in lustre, but in thick-

ness hardly more than a mere film. 2. In specks and grains

associated with quartz. 3. In grains and irregular masses enclosed

completely in an aggregate of bismuth oxide and carbonate.

The selenium is irregularly distributed through the stone.

. portions richest in thi Heated in

a closed glass tube most of the stone gives a black sublimate with

the characteristic odour of volatilized selenium. When the

portions of the stone richer in selenium are so treated, the subli-

mate shows a red ring, inclining to crimson below the black.

Any samples of the stone when rubbed briskly together emit the

characteristic disagreeable smell suggestive of bisulphide of carbon.

The oxide and carbonate have evidently been derived from

some mineral not now determinable. It is probable that the

selenium and the bismuth existed as a selenide or a sulphide of

bismuth. This sulphide or selinide of bismuth was probably

auriferous, as in the case of the telluride of bismuth described by

Professor David and Mr. Mingaye. 1 As work is progressing at

the Mount Allen Mine we may hope for further information in

regard to this occurrence of selenium.

II—Ox a Graphitic Slate from Yalcogrin, N.S. Wales.

Graphitic slates crop out at a point about twelve miles north-

west of Yalcogrin Station. They are interstratified with slates

of Silurian age. These are again succeeded unconformably by

Devonian Sandstones and quartzites. The lustrous and polished

appearance of the slate would lead one believe that it contained a

Wgh percentage of graphite. It marks paper readily when

1 Records of the Geological Survey, N. S. Wales, Vol. I., PP- 26,29.
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III.—Analysis of Water from Wyamhto.

A remarkable feature in the Wyalong goldfield is the great

depth to which the prevailing rock, granite, is decomposed. Shafts

have been put down to a depth of one hundred and fifty to one

hundred and ninety feet through a granite decomposed in situ. A

tract of country of this description must absorb a large percentage

of the rainfall, with little chance of an outlet underground to

completely drain the saturated decomposed rock. IMr. Farant

Cox found a very considerable supply of water sufficient for a six

foot Huntingdon mill without making any impression on the

available supply. The water was highly mineralised, and as one

would expect, hold: -
• -'

.

A preliminary examination showed that the

2,000 grains of total so ids per gallon. A
duplicate was rmde by my former assistant

and myself.

Analysis of wate r from s aft at Cox's Hunting

Potash

Sulp. trioxide

Chlorine

Water of crystallis



achv^ from tin- Wiirrumbungle

nposed of a grey trachyte that in hand

specimens shows a mottled appearance. I naei uie uuui»wr
the rock shows an abundance of sanidine, and the mottling is due

Both at Timor and on the Canoblas I have seen sufficient to con-

vince me that these trachytes are older than the basalts and more

basic lavas that abound in those districts.

About half way up Timor the character of the trachyte changes.

The rock is there of a dull green colour with a shade of yellow.

Abundant needles of sanidine are seen glistening in the rock.

The microscope shows a decided flow structure, and a constitution

corresponding to a typical trachyte.

About ten miles to the north of Coonabarabran there is a hill

of a compact trachyte that breaks with a fracture not unlike

quartzite. Under the microscope the rock shows as composed



almost wholly of sanidine, so disposed as to be described as a pan-

idiomorphic sanidine trachyte. I exhibit micro-photographs of

the rock herewith. Some of the Canoblas rock resembles this

trachyte. On the western slopes of the Canoblas a wall of trachyte,

standing some fifty feet above the surface, can with difficulty be

distinguished from the same rocks at Coonabarabran.

Associated with the trachytes of Timor is a rock that I can

only describe as an enstatite-andesite. A rock similar to this

too is largeiy developed on the Canoblas. I am at present

engaged on an exhaustive examination, chemical and microscopical,

of the rocks mentioned herein, and take this opportunity to record

their occurrence, and exhibit characteristic photographs.

In addition to the rocks named, I exhibit a fine specimen of the

acidic lava known as rhyolite from the Canoblas. It is the first

example I have met of a rhyolite in situ amongst Tertiary rocks

in Australia. Rolled blocks of a somewhat similar rock are

found in the Tumberumba valley.

Ox the OCCURRENCE of ARTESIAN WATER in ROCKS

OTHER THAN CRETACEOUS.
By Edward F. Pittman, a.r.s.m., Government Geologist, N.S.W.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, December 4, 1895.]

In September last I had the honour to report, to the Hon. the

Minister for Mines, the discovery of paljeontological evidence

proving that artesian water occurs in rocks of greater age than

the Lower Cretaceous sediments, to which it had hitherto been

supposed to be confined, and the object of the present paper is to

place upon the records of this Society a brief account of the facts

referred to, together with some additional evidence gathered dur-



ing a recent trip through parts of Queensland arid New South

Wales.

The railway now in oDurse of construction be*veen Narrabri

and Moree passes over black-sc)il plains, on whi<3h there is no

permanent water supply which could be utilised :for the locomo-

tives, and it was an enqu iry by t lie Railway Comeaissioners as to

whether there were any prospect s of obtaining an;esian water at

Woolabrar, on Dobikin run. about midway betweeii Narrabri and

Moree, which led to my making an examination ol
;

this country.

The rocks penetrated by wells on . the Dobikin run were found to

consist of white and greyish sand stones, bluish-grey sandy shales,

brownish clays, and nodules of clay ironstone. A characteristic

feature of these sediments was that they crumbled or became

disintegrated freely on exposure to the atmosphere, owing no

doubt to the quantity of water contained in them. In these rocks

were found numerous plant impressions, amongst which Tamiop-

teris Daintreei, (McCoy), a fossil plant characteristic of the

Mesozoic coal measures of Victoria, the Clarence River series of

New South Wales, and the Ipswich coal measures of Queensland,

was readily recognizable. Another plant from this locality was

identified by Mr. W. S. Dun, Assistant Palaeontologist to the

Geol' c 1 S r ;y, as belonging to the genus Baiera.

Similar rocks were observed on the Terry-Hie-Hie run, about

twenty-five miles to the north-east, and still further north at an

old shaft known as Moloney's well, fourteen miles east of Moree,

5 again obtained. On arriving at

-« examination of the drillings showed that, in their lithological

characters, the rocks penetrated by the bore very strongly

"Ambled those met with at Dobikin and Terry-Hie-Hie, and a

subsequent examination of the contents of the core-box in Sydney,

eDabled me to detect Tceniopteris Daintreei in one of the few

8011(1
Pie<*s of rock which had been obtained by ' reaming,

5—the

»reater part of the drillings having been extracted in a fine

State of division, owing to the percussive action of the Canadian



bore, wh ich yields about three million gallonsi per day of artesian

water of very good quality, is not in the Lov er Cretaceous rocks

as was p ;>;>osed, but in rocks of t;he same age as the

Ipswich lif'is of (.Jueensland, the coal measuires of Victoria, and

the Claremce River coal measures of New Soiith Wales.

In sul •sequent ly examining the core-box ifrom the Coonamble

bore, I identified, in a solid piece of ' ream ings,' a specimen of

Tceniopteris Daintreei, and one of Thinnfei'dia odontopteroides,

Morris, imother fossil plant characteristic <>f the Hawkesbury
series, wi lich arc regarded as homotaxial with the Clarence series.

The Cooilamble bore yields a supply of abou t one million, eight-

hundred thousand gallons of artesian water per day.

On the 20th January, 1894, a paragraph appeared in the Daily

Telegrapli, stating that the Revd. J. M. Curran had furnished a

report to the .Minister for Works to the effecl

the rocks [>i> ro-d by the Coonamble bore we
Cretaceoiis. Enquiries recently made at the Works Department

elicited t he reply that no such written report had ever been

received from Mr. Curran, but I understand that our respected

President, Professor David, questioned Mr. Curran at the time,

as to his reasons for supposing these rocks to be Triassic, and his

reply was that although he had no definite paheontological proof

of the age of the rocks, his opinion was based upon their lithological

resemblance to those of the Dubbo district with which he was

familiar, and upon the occurrence of a number of indeterminable

plant remains, similar to those common in the Dubbo beds.

In 1891, Mr. Robert Etheridge, Junior, identified a specimen

of Tmiiopteris Daintreei from the Nyngan bore, and during the

present year, Mr. W. S. Dun recognized another specimen of the

same fossil plant in some rocks forwarded by Mr. W. L. R. Gipps,

from Terabile Creek, four and a half miles from the Castlereagh

River.

It is clear therefore that a large portion of the area hitherto

regarded as Lower Cretaceous, is in reality occupied by rocks of



nuch farther to the

reason that i\

by Pleistocem

I have recently returned from a trip through part of Queens-

land, and that portion of New South Wales lying to the north

and north-west of Inverell, the object of my visit being to trace

and map the eastern boundary of this newly discovered artesian-

water-bearing basin. I find that on the Dumaresq River (the

northern boundary of the Colony), it passes about fifteen miles to

the west of Texas, and I have, so far, traced it in a more or less

south-westerly direction to the neighbourhood of Wallangi i, the

dip of the beds being to the west or south-west. If this boundary

be assumed to continue so as to take in the Coonamble and

figan bores, it will easily be realized that a t considerable

addition must be made to the area of the New South Wales

artesian basin as hitherto shown on our geological map.

But if the discovery of artesian water in rocks of Triassic or

Jurassic age be a matter of importance to New South Wales, it

is, I think of still greater importance to the colony of Queensland.

Mr. R. L . Jack, the Government Geologist of that Colony, and

Ms assistant, Mr. A. Gibb-Maitland, were engaged, during the year

^94, in mapping the outcrop of the basal or intake beds of the

Wr Cretaceous basin of Queensland. They found these beds

to consist of very porous (bibulous) marine sandstones which Mr.

Jack has named the Blythesdale Braystone, and which he described

in detail in a very interesting paper read before the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science, at its Brisbane

meeting m January last.* Specimens of this Blythesdale Bray-



stone are exhibited on the table. The outcrop of this rock was

traced from near Texas to Roma, following a more or less north-

westerly course, but overlaid in places by the Desert Sandstone,

(Upper Cretaceous).

The most southerly portion of this outcrop is described by Mr.

Jack as differing somewhat from the typical Blythesdale Braystone

as seen on the Weir River, and at Roma and other places further

northward. The rock to the west of Texas is a gritty sandstone,

and it contains cementing material, which appears to be absent

from the typical Braystone ; the latter is also, as a rule, much

finer grained.

I have inspected the Braystone beds in the neighbourhood of

Roma and Blythesdale, and I have also seen the sandstones fifteen

mdes west of Texas, and am strongly of opinion that the latter

belong to freshwater beds of Triassic or Jurassic age—in other

words to the Ipswich measures and not to the marine beds of the

Lower Cretaceous (Blythesdale Braystones). I have, as already

stated, traced these gritty sandstones without any sign of a break

in their continuity, from the point fifteen miles west of Texas to

Wallangra, and from the spoil heap of a well, ninety feet deep,

twelve miles south-west of Yetman, I have obtained impressions

of the fossil plant Tceniopteris Daintreei. Samples of the sand-

stones from the west of Texas, and from the south of Yetman are

exhibited for comparison.

In his paper read before the Australasian Association for the

Advancement of Science, Mr. Jack describes the Blythesdale

Braystones as the intake beds of the Cretaceous basin, but he adds

that he strongly suspects they " may be reinforced by the agency

of strata geologically on a lower horizon." He goes on to say,

"Till lately the best information available led me to the belief

that the Trias-Jura formation, or Ipswich coal measures was suc-

ceeded conformably by the Lower Cretaceous or Rolling Downs

formation, but in the last trip I have seen unmistakable evidence

of an unconformability between them. It may be that the bibulous



lower members of the Cretaceous rest directly on sandy members

of the Ipswich coal measures which dip in the same direction. In

this case the sandstone beds above the Toowoomba basalts, and

the Murphy's Creek beds below, would feed the Blythesdale

Braystones, and still further tend to equalize the supply by mak-

ing good the loss entailed by the supposed connection of the latter

with the ocean."

Up to the present time, however, no bores in search of artesian

water have been put down in the Trias-Jura rocks of the Downs

to the north-east of the line of outcrop of the Blythesdale Bray-

stone. Two bores have been put down in the Ipswich coal

measures to the east of the Dividing Range, but neither of them

was very successful. The site of one of these bores was Eagle

Farm, near Brisbane racecourse, and here an artesian supply of

about eight thousand gallons of inferior water per day was

obtained. The other bore was at Laidley, fifty-one miles west of

Brisbane, and it did not result successfully, so far as obtaining an

artesian supply. It appears to me, however, that the positions of

both these bores were unfavourable. The coal measures at Eagle

Farm appear to be, to all intents and purposes, isolated from the

main body of the Ipswich coal measures which underlie the Downs;

for a large part of the city of Brisbane is built upon hills of

palteozoic schists, against which the coal measures thin out, and

which act as a barrier between those on the east, and those on

the west of Brisbane; the Laidley bore, also, does not appear to

be favourably situated, when its altitude and that of the intake

beds are taken into consideration.

With the country, however, to the west of Toowoomba, the

conditions appear to me to be very different. Murphy's Creek

railway station, to the east of Toowoomba, is 788 feet above sea

level, and from there up to the top of the Dividing Range near

Toowoomba, are seen, at elevations increasing up to about 2,000

feet, outcrops of sandstones of the Trias-Jura formation, with some

supposed interbedded lavas. Some of these sandstones, (samples

of which are exhibited) are very porous, and are therefore well



m water. Their flip is to

rying from l! to 20
J

, and

the rainfall over the area of their outcrop is high, being about

forty inches per annum. Continuing now along the western

railway line we find that there is a gradual fall in the surface of

the Downs between Toowoomba and Roma, which i- situated

altitude of Toowoomba rai et, that of Roma

is 978 feet. 1 The altitude of Gowrie Junction, only seven miles

west of Toowoomba is 1,577 feet, or only slightly more than that

is exhibited, outcrops.

It appears to me, therefore, that there is an area of country

having a width of about two hundred miles and lying to the east

of the outcrop of the Blythesdale Braystone, which, though

hitherto unprospected, possesses all the conditions which are

regarded as necessary to the occurrence of artesian water, and in

view of the recent discovery of a tine supply at Moree, in rocks

of the same age as the Ipswich coal measures, I am of opinion

that the probabilities of artesian water being obtained in large

quantities, to the east of the outcrop of the Blythesdale Braystone,

are very strong indeed.

I have already quoted from Mr. Jack's paper read before the

Brisbane meeting of the Australasian Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, in which he drew attention to the porous nature

of certain beds in the Trias-Jura formation, and to the probability

of the water absorbed by them reinforcing the artesian supplies

of the Lower Cretaceous formation. I not only concur in this

opinion but would even go so far as to suggest that the porous

strata of the Trias-Jura formation may constitute the chief storage

beds of the artesian water supply of Australia.

I am inclined to think that many of the successful bores in

both New South Wales and Queensland may have obtained their

1 Queensland Railways, Time Table.
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artesian water, not altogether in the Lower Cretaceous rocks, but

partly, and perhaps largely, in the underlying Ipswich coal

measures. Mr. Jack, in the interesting paper already quoted,

speaks of unmistakable evidence of an unconformability between

these two formations, and, in a sketch section, shows this uncon-

formability to be so strong as to interrupt the continuity of the

Trias-Jura formation ; but bearing in mind the very large area

which the Ipswich coal measures are known to occupy (with a

more or less westerly dip), in the eastern portions of New South

Wales and Queensland, and in view of the fact that at Leigh's

Creek, near Lake Eyre, in South Australia, coal bearing rocks

have been identified by Mr. R. Etheridge, Junr., as the probable

equivalents of the Ipswich coal measures, 1 I consider that there

are good reasons for believing that these Triassic or Jurassic coal

measures may be continuous under the Lower Cretaceous basin.

in both Queensland and New South Wales, is also a matter which

appears to bear upon the probability that, in many cases, sediments

which have been regarded as Lower Cretaceous may really belong

to the Ipswich coal measures. So far as I am aware the Rolling

Downs formation, in those localities where undoubted sections

have been examined, is essentially a marine deposit, and it appears

more probable, therefore, that the coal seams intersected in many
of the bores, belong to the Ipswich beds, which we know to be

coal bearing, than to the Lower Cretaceous beds.

In the interests of geology it is to be hoped that bores will soon

'^ put down with drills capable of extracting a solid core, which

would settle many of the vexed questions in connection with the

oology of our western districts.



NOTE ON THE ORIGIN OF MALACHITE.
(Observations made in an abandoned Copper Mine.)

By Edgar Hall.

V Prof. LlVERSIDGE, M.A., F.R.S., &C,)

portions of mineral lodes represent merely the ^

of the originals, and that the oxide, carbonate and sulphate

minerals contained therein have been formed by atmospherio

influences alone. Very few men of experience in the every day

working of mines now think those influences to have been abnormal

at any time. All the phenomena can be explained by the changes

which are still going on, and present atmospheric conditions are

ample to produce the weathering seen at the largest of mines.

Such being the case, abandoned mines offer an interesting field of

study to a mineralogist, as their workings expose large surfaces

to the action of air and water.

Numerous as are the abandoned mines of New South Wales,

the number available for examination and likely to yield valuable

information, is small. This is due to two reasons ;
one is, that

the mines have not been abandoned long enough, and the other,

that most of the mines are situated in the eastern coast ranges

where the rainfall is high, and consequently the mines get filled

with water to a point very near the surface. It is obvious that

a comparatively arid climate, or one where long periods of dry

weather alternate with intervals of heavy rainfall, is required to

produce large masses of oxidised ore bodies. Such a climate

obtains in our far western districts, and accounts for the large

bodies of oxidised ores found at Broken Hill, Cobar, and other

well known places.

In such a climate oxidation proceeds very rapidly. Iron pyrites

where occurring in large quantity will, in four or five years, pro-



duce such a plentiful crop of crystals of iron sulphate that the

so that the sound of one's footfall is muffled as one proceeds.

The writer had occasion, a short time ago, to visit the abandoned

workings of a copper mine, and the observations made there are

the subject of this note. The mine in question is situated at

Ginlambone, in the western part of the Colony, about one hundred

miles from the Darling. The ore occurs as a copper-bearing schist,

and where unaltered. is a bluish micaceous rock, carrying strings

and blebs of a pyrite poor in copper. Permanent water stands at

a depth of one hundred and eighty feet ; above this level the

rock is soft and weathered, and the copper occurs as azurite and

malachite, with a little oxide of copper. Copper glance is said to

have been found there in the early days.

The azurite and malachite occur mainly as nodules of varying

size
; these are not pure carbonate of copper, but are earthy, and

consist of portions of schist which have been saturated with the

, mineral. Malachite occurs also as narrow strings of pure carbonate

of the fibrous variety. It is to this I wish to draw particular

Between the surface and water-level a great deal of excavation

has been made in the schist, and these excavations can now be

examined in safety. Most of them have been standing so for

thirteen years past. The workings are very dry and crystals are

not very plentiful, but in one crosscut, where there appears to be

a drainage channel, the sides and roof are covered with particularly

fine and long crystals of sulphate of copper and sulphate of iron,

some of the crystals being an inch and a half long.

Further investigation shewed that the schist in the crosscut was

ful1 of crystals of copper sulphate. The crystals had formed in

the foliation planes of the schist, and were closely packed bundles

of very fine fibrous crystals, completely filling the fissure. In

m°st cases the crystals were at right angles to the sides of the

****> b^ in some cases the fibrous crystals had become curved



and had forced a layer of schist outwards into the drive. The

crystals were of a brilliant blue colour, and of course were very

brittle, but in other respects the resemblance to fibrous malachite

as seen in the schist at other places in the mine was complete.

The resemblance at once suggested the origin of fibrous mala-

chite, namely, that it is a pseudomorph after sulphate of copper.

The ordinary text-books of mineralogy seldom hint at the method

of formation of minerals, and in the case of malachite the writer

has so far been able to find only one explanation of its formation.

Frank Rutley1 suggests that the mineral "has in most cases

resulted from the percolation of water through copper-bearing

rocks, and the subsequent deposition of the dissolved carbonate

in fissures and cavities." This explanation seems improbable in

view of the insolubility of copper carbonate. Watt2 states that

the basic carbonate requires a pressure of four to six atmospheres

for solution in water containing carbonic acid, feuch pressures

are impossible under natural conditions at the short distance from

the surface within which malachite is found. The deposition from

solution also presupposes the formation of the carbonate from the

chalcopyrite which must have formed its starting point, and this

presents equal difficulties.

The production of sulphate of copper from cupreous pyrites is

the first and simplest result of oxidation, and from sulphate of

copper any soluble carbonate will, at ordinary temperatures and

pressures, produce a basic carbonate of the composition of mala-

chite. Verdigris, the product of slow oxidation of metallic copper

in moist air at ordinary temperatures, also has the composition of

malachite, but it is hardly likely that the alteration of cupreous

pyrites will follow that route.

Given the oxidation of cupreous pyrites by surface influences,

and the formation of fibrous crystals of sulphate of copper in

cavities of a lode during a prolonged period of dry weather, it is

easy to understand that during an ensuing period of wet weather,

1 Mineralogy, p. 211. 2 Dictionary of Chemistry, New Edition.
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the descent of waters from the surface charged with carbonic acid

and carbonate of lime, will change the sulphate crystals into

malachite; and that this alteration will proceed without change

of form is highly probable. That this has been the mode of for-

mation of the fibrous malachite in the cupriferous schists of

Girilambone the writer has no doubt whatever, and he believes

that the explanation will hold good for all occurrences of the

The following is suggested as the series of changes which have

produced the carbonates of copper :

—

I. A period of wet weather during which the rocks and ore

formations within surface influences become saturated with, and

II. A period of dry weather. At first the excess of water

drains off rapidly, leaving the rocks merely wet all through. As

the drying proceeds oxidation of the damp minerals goes on very

fast and sulphates are formed. The flow of water is insufficient

to carry these far, so they saturate part of the adjacent earthy

minerals, and also effloresce in cavities, particularly where there

is a current of air. Finally at the end of the dry period the sul-

phates will be left as such, forming quite dry mixtures with other

substances, and incrustations or crystals in cavities and fissures.

III. Another wet period arrives. At first the descending

water permeates slowly and is saturated with carbonic acid and

soluble carbonates, the slow soaking of which over the dry sulphates

increases, the CO a and soluble carbonates become less, but the

sulphates will have been already converted into carbonates, so

they are not dissolved. Finally the rocks become saturated with

^ater, the wet period passes away, and another cycle of change

commences.

Every cycle will add fresh layers of carbonate to the incrusta-

tions, and fresh crystals to the fibrous bundles in the cavities,

until at last solid masses of concretionary and fibrous crystalline

malachite result.
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[This paper was sent to me by the Rev. C. M. Hyde, d.d., ot

the Hawaiian Evangelical Association in Honolulu. It was

written by the late Rev. E. T. Doane, who was for many years a

missionary of the American Board of Congregational Foreign

Missions, not only in the Caroline Islands, but also in the Marshall

Islands. Referring as the notes do, to a portion of the Oceanic

world which is comparatively little known, they will probably be

found of some value. Mr. Doane's language has in a few instances

been abridged, but without in any way altering the views he has

set forth. My own additions are in every case inserted either

within square brackets or as foot-notes. Quotations from Alex-

ander's Hawaiian grammar are distinguished by inverted commas.]

§ 1. Introduction.

Ponape is one of the most important islands of the Micro***

Archipelago. It claims this eminence not in population or geo-



graphical position, for there are other islands mow

of greater commercial importance, but rather in

which is in vocables the fullest, and in grami

i populous and

the language,

aar the most

complrte.

Micronesia is situated in the eastern portion of the great

Malayan island realm, lying there as in a broad gateway through

which it has received the population which now covers its sunny

atolls and volcanic islands. It embraces three important groups

of islands, the Caroline, Marshall, and Gilbert, with not a few

widely separated coral islets. A fourth group, that of the

Ladrones, would be added had not its pure native population,

and so its language, been exterminated. The enumeration of

these different groups may suffice for a

i archipelago, yet if i needed, we may say 1

the whole is grouped between 2= S. lat. and 20° N. and 130' and

178"J E. long. Within these lines two important tongues are

represented : the one Polynesian which may be called the Poly-

nesio-Micronesian, and which finds its habitat mainly in the

Gilbert Group, taking in some atolls near the line, with perhaps

a preponderating influence in the volcanic islands of Yap, the.

Palaus and the Ladrones. The other may be called Malayo-

Micronesian, and is represented mainly by the dialects spoken in

the Marshall Group and the islands lying west of this, and

throughout the larger part of the Carolines, from Kusaie to Uoleai.

A paper prepared some time since treated of the relationship of

the Ponape to the Malay tongue. 1 In this paper it is proposed to

take the same Ponape dialect and note what are its relations to

the Polynesian tongue, and especially to that spoken by the

Hawaiian people. Probably the larger number of those to whom

this question may be put as to what is this relationship would

reply, Must none at all, or only that of the most nebulous sort.'

They would reply that in the migration of the people either from

east to west, or from west to east, there is no connection between

^e two languages. One is Polynesian, the other Micronesian,

i This has apparently been lost.



would be the conclusive answer. Let us see what other answer

can be found.

In this research we begin with the rulers of all language, the

sounds, or the characters rather by which those sounds are' set

forth. And here it may be remarked that all through this dis-

cussion the Hawaiian Grammar of Andrews and Hale's work on

the Polynesian tongue will be our authority. 1

§ 2. Sounds.

The Hawaiian Grammar gives us the characters representing

the pure sounds of the language when first reduced to writing,

and as further distinguished from characters afterwards intro-

duced to represent newer sounds brought in by a wider contact

with the civilized world. There are twelve of these characters in

all, seven for consonants and five for vowels. Those for the vowel

sounds are the common European a, e, i, o, u; those for the con-

sonants are the English h, k, I, m, n, p, w. The vowels are almost

uniform in their sounds, Mr. Hale remarking " the changes that

do take place are occasioned not by different shades of sounds m

the vowels themselves, but by the influences of the consonants.

Of the Ponape sounds and characters it may be said that the

vowels are far from possessing such uniformity. There are the

usual five long vowels, then as may short, then of the vowel o

there are three additional sounds, of a one, of e one. The con-

sonants, however, possess much the same sounds as exist in

Tabulated the two systems stand thus :—
Consonants. 11 Vowels.

Hawaii. Ponape. \\Hawaii. Ponape.
, ,

Labial v.
i a a (long) , &(ahort) * (as u »»**>

Dental 1. t, r, 1. I e e (long), e (short), e (as %n there)

Nasal!m n. m, n, ng. ! i I (long), I (short)

Guttural k. k ,00 (long), 6 (short), o (m or), (»»



On this table it is necessary to remark that Hawaiian h is h

aspirate. Ponape possesses no such character, but h lene is not

that occasionally the Hawaiian presses on it t dental, Kawai

becoming Tmvai, while Ponape softens k to ng, especially when

the guttural is preceded by its own letter. Thus rok ki is pro.

nounced rony ki. Hawaiian I often becomes r. There is no

change in Ponape. M and n hold their usual powers in both

tongues. 1 The labial p is also common to both, though p of Ponape

is often softened to m when p precedes itself. Thus kap pul (yam

soft) is pronounced kam pul. W in sound is common to both

languages, but in Ponape is unsatisfactorily represented by u.

J, i, r, find no place among the pure Hawaiian sounds, though

afterwards introduced. 2 In Ponape ng is manifest and common

;

but in Hawaiian has passed into «. 3

In the vowels there is a wider diversity between the two

tongues. This may be accounted for by the finer ear of the

Ponapean. His language is vocalic, but this fact is not a radical

break between the languages.

§ 3. Syllables.

In Hawaiian a syllable mav consist of a single letter or vowel,

the nasal m, represented in Ponape at first

"* "*" aaa now bv n This sound is (

P°nape has also the sound known as the Melanesian q (really k^ one of the elements obscured). It was written pw, mpw, noi



e, pron. he, she, it o, and u, a hill

In Hawaiian, again, a greater number of words is formed by

the union of a consonant and a single vowel ; as, ha, ka, li, me,

no, pu, wd> But this again is Ponape, thus, ka, la, ma, ta, ua,

pa, re, po. 2 The great majority of radical words consist of two

tli in Hawaiian and Ponapean.

Haw. po-no, good, i-no, bad, lo-a, long, etc.

The Hawaiian Grammar discusses the various ways in which

words are formed, some by doubling tin- rir.st syllable of the root,

others by doubling the second syllable. It shows also that a

numerous class of words are formed by repeating both syllables or

by reduplicating the root, thus :

pala, to paint, pala-pala laice, to carry, lawe-lawe

pulu, wet, pulu-pulu helu, to count, helu-helu.

This is also characteristic of Ponape.

koma, to punish, koma-koma (any, to run, tang-tang

monga, to eat, monga-monga pe, to fight, pe-pe.

We need not dwell further upon this point. The Hawaiian

Grammar, however, notices as "a peculiar trait" of the Hawaiian

language, that a majority of words can be used as nouns, adjec-

tives, verbs, or adverbs. This "peculiar trait" is also found m

the Ponape tongue, and the same is true of its parts of speech.

The tone syllable of most Hawaiian words is the penultimate.

To this there are a few exceptions. In some the tone falls on the

ultimate, in others on the ante-penultimate. Suffixed particles

possess great power in attracting towards them the accent. This

is also the simple law of the Ponape tongue in its accentuation.

i Four; a 1

"

•angle; with; to belong; trumpet;

what; flowers or fruit; hand; grass;



In almost the opening sentence on word making the Hawaiian

Grammar states, '-Every Hawaiian syllable ends in a vowel," and

further, " No Hawaiian without a special effort will attempt to

pronounce two consonants together," the one following the other.

As this is a very striking feature of the Polynesian tongue, is

there any feature in the Ponape corresponding to it ']

In the first place a large part of the two-syllable words in

pit, quick, pit-pit mat, soft, mat-mat

tik, small, tik-tik mot, to need, mot-mot.

Now for a Hawaiian to utter these words would be very difficult

i.e., to utter them as they stand, and so would it also be for a

Ponapean. But the language delights in soft sounds, and the

Ponapean delights in the legato. For him to say tik tik, mot-mot,

mat-mat, with the full hiatus between the syllables would be almost

impossible, and he never attempts it. But skilfully throwing out

a string piece, a stretcher, as it were, or euphonic vowel, as tikitik,

motomot, matamaf. h<- glides from point to point with the utmost

ease. Every Ponape word does not end in a vowel, as is seen in

some of those given above, but many Ponape words end in con-

sonants, which are largely semi-vowel, a great help to any vowel-

istic speaking people. From this we see how easy in a compara-

tive sense the Malayo-Micronesian dialects can be made to adapt

themselves to such organs of speech as the Hawaiian possesses,

and how near, too, the languages are in this abili

§5. « Emphatic.

The Hawaiian Grammar opens the subject of etymology by t

d,seri ption of the "0 emphatic." Its position in the sentence is

'que. Untranslateable as a particle, it is yet indispensable t(

> language. Thus :

Make o kahekili ma Oahu. Kahekili died at Oahu.

Holo aku la o Lono. Lono sailed away.

Alaila malu o Maui. Then Maui will be at peace.



This character without doubt is found in the Ponape dialect,

becoming not o emphatic, but o locative, an office not very dis-

may say to locate persons or things. Of a canoe it would be said,

if far away, war o, the canoe yonder in the distance. So of a

man ol o, so of some subject under discussion which has been

remarked about, then dropped, the thought o. As a locative, in

the plural it is suffixed to the root letter of the particle of plurality

kan, thus. k + o = ko or ako with prefixed vowel, and in use stands

thus : war aho, the canoes yonder, jop ako, the ships yonder, ran

ako, the days passed away.

In Ponape this particle often adds to its power of location and

becomes almost an adjective meaning ' same,' as war o ta, the

canoe yonder, the same one seen but a little while before ;
aramaj

o ta, the same person disappearing has reappeared ; lihau o ta, the

same cloth shown a little while since. Such are the offices to

which o locative is appointed in the Ponape dialect. Possessing

a little less or a little higher power than "o emphatic" in Hawaiian

no one would for a moment doubt but that the two are one and

the same particle. It was so recognised by the Rev. L. H. Gulick.
1

[The Hawaiian particle o is of course the same as the common

Polynesian ko, Samoan % used principally with absolute nomin-

ative cases of nouns in an assertive sense. The only Melanesian

language which employs it in this sense is the Fiji, but as a

demonstrative the word is very common throughout the Melanesian

region. Cf. Neugone, o re koe, the ship, a certain known ship J

ing yonder
; Tanna, nadi igo, that thing, in igo, that there ;

with

the Ponape examples above. Dr. Codrington2 gives ko, ka or o as

a demonstrative particle in the New Hebrides, Arago and Santo;

in Bank's Islands, Gaua, Vanualava, and Motlav. The Solomon

Islands Ulawa ho is probably the same. The Fiji has the particle



nasalized as nggc> (qo) equi valent to ' 'this,' ' or « here." In Mota

it appears as an article o tomun, the i

La Direc

nan.]

Closely allied to o emphi

particle is the word la. In Hawaiian'itt<

! but as an important

'a beautiful expletive"

accompanying a]

slight reference t

the accent.

:;:::;
lirectives. It is

' Its position ir i the

also to have "a

sentence changes

In Ponape the same particle meets

orthography but often in similar us:;;,:'"!i as in dissimilar,

though the latter

Ponape la seems

by no means negati\

often in its uses to b vlv .,«SS&-»
often has reference to locality, it largely affects the accent when

suffixed, but its more important use is as a directive, putting

things to the farthest extreme of time and space. It at times

seems to give to the verb a passive power ; thus, a me la, he is

dead, a o la, it is broken; but these passive sentences can easily

be referred to la as directive.

[The particle is of common use in the Polynesian dialects. In

Samoan la is " there," and ra is used in the same way in Raro-

tongan and Tahitian. In Nukuhivan na is used like the Hawaiian

la, and the Mangarevan ara is used both of place and time. In

the Melanesian languages la is used as a demonstrative, chiefly

relating to place, pointing to an object as this, or that, to a place

as here or there. The degree of nearness or remoteness indicated

varies in different languages, but the demonstrative character of

the word is plain. In the following table I give a summary of the

forms found.

1. Pointing near, ("this," or "here") la, lo, le.

2. Pointing far, ("that" or "there") la, lo, li.

3. Indefinite, la, lo, le, li.

Compounds with other particles—

1. Pointing near, ro-ne, ku-ri, ke-li.

2. Pointing far, ka-la, nia-la, ku-ra, re-k.



forms occur extend from the Loyalty

New Guinea and the Malay Region

la is not apparent as a demonstrative, but is probably found in

the Malagasy iry, that afar, ary, there.]

§ 7. Prepositions.

The prepositions of Hawaii and Ponape have much in common,

though in form they widely differ.

The Hawaiian are : a, o, ka, ko, na, no, i, ma, me, mai.

The Ponape are : en, ong, ni, iang, ki, pa, pan, ren, jong.

The Hawaiian Grammar refers to two classes of these particles,

the "simple" and the "compound." The "compounds" are the

simple prepositions joined to other words, generally denoting place,

and they may be regarded as "adverbs of place." The Ponape

also possesses compound forms, but in these the simple prepositions

suffix pronouns rather than adverbs, and they may be called pro-

nominal prepositions rather than adverbs of place.

The "simple prepositions" possess in both tongues the mere

office of "showing a connection and relation between other words.

There are three features to be especially noted as common to

the two languages.

1. The simple prepositions are used to decline the noun and

pronoun. The Hawaiian noun is spoken of as declined, but it is

not declined in the proper sense of the term, i.e., by possessing

terminals to denote its relation to other parts of speech, as m

Greek, Latin or German. There is nothing of this. But these

simple prepositions come in, or some of them, to denote the rela-

tion of the noun, whether in the genitive, or dative, or other cases.

As these are well marked by the preposition, the noun is spoken

of as declined, an expression proper enough if it be understood.

It has not been usual to speak of the Ponape noun as thus de-

clined. It has been described as possessing the three general

divisions, nominative, possessive, objective, but the last case was

made to include the dative, accusative and ablative. This form

of expressing the noun or pronoun arose from the fact that it is



,ry noun takes, as we have said, its

attached particles the preposition

i part, and gives the cases—the Hawaiian noun

possesses, the Genitive taking en, of, the Dative ong, to or for,

the Accusative ong, to, the Ablative ki or pan, meaning by, and

further taking iang, ren, denoting with.

If then the Ponape noun is arranged with the prepositions as

in Hawaiian, we shall have it much the same. And this, it will

make for it as those affecting the Hawaiian noun.

2. The second point to notice with regard to the simple prepo-

sitions or some of them is, that they possess the power of marking

a shade of difference among persons or things, a difference which

the native mind is ever disposed to make. The objects of nature,

persons and things, animate and inanimate, are often the subject

of the narrowest distinctions. The Ponape mind has gone still

further and made sharp distinctions in articles to be enumerated,

and appointed class particles to designate them. 1

In the Hawaiian the two prepositions a and o, while performing

their prepositional office, take a further duty, a will denote one

class of object, o another. As the grammar puts it " whatever

relates to instruction, learning, work, food (and it may be added,

children) requires a ; whatever relates to one's own passions, per-

son, residence, clothing, takes o."2

Passing to the Ponape noun we find the same method of mark-

ing the shades of difference, but different articles will be included.

1 This use of classiiicatory particles is found also in Melanesian lan-

guages. Cf. Codrinyt n, Mel. Lang, pp. 2-12, 305. In New Guinea also

the numerals are preceded by words showing the kind of thing counted.
2 Though called prepositions by Mr. Doane, these words may be shown

to be really nouns. Cf. Codrington, Mel. Lang. p. 132. They are the



What the Ha

would put int

3. The third point is the distinction inherent in the Hawaiian

prepositions ka and ko. Their office is to express the possessive

case, or that case expressed by the apostrophic '« in English, ho

ka hale, the house's or that which belongs to the house, kokekino,

the body's, or that which belongs to the body. 1

The Ponape impresses much the same law on the particle en,

using one particle rather than two. The first office of en is simply

prepositional, to denote the relation expressed by the preposition

of. But it has a larger use, to give forms or turns to the genitive,

similar to the ka and ko of the Hawaiian. It does not as dis-

tinctly denote the form of the apostrophic 's, but it does give

another meaning to the simple possessive. This will be more

distinctly seen in the examples of declension.

The singular noun with the prepositions will sufficiently illus-

trate the points under discussion.

Hawaiian

—

Ka hale, the house.

Nom. ka hale, the house.

p jo ka hale, a ka hale, of the house.^en
-

\ ko ka hnl,:, ko. ka hah>. the house's.

Hat. no ka hale, na ka hale, for the house.

a C
i ka hale, the house.

I
ma ka hale, at or to the house.

Voc, e ka hale, o the house.

I ka hale, from the I

.. ka hale.

{ e ka hale,

{ mai ka hale.

.
J me ka hale, with 1

)
uen. ol en, man ol.

{ Gen. en ol, na, a, of the man.
Dat. ong ol, for the man.
Ace. ong ol, ni ol, to or at the ma;

Voc. ol la, man o.

Abl. ren ol, iang ol, with the man.
Abl. pan ol, ki ol, jong ol, of or from the e



Looking at the Hawaiian noun as thus declined we see how

completely this is done by the prepositions, and notice that the

Ponape noun may be declined in the same way. We observe the

force of the preposition en, and its twofold use. The first simply

denotes of, as man of, while the second use, of the man ;
or the

man's denotes that which more particularly pertains to, or belongs

to the man. Here we get much that is analogous to the Hawaiian

ka, ko, yet as we have remarked, it does not denote simply and

solely the apostrophic '*. It may do so, but the idea is rather to

give a new form to the genitive. At times it seems to be required

by the peculiar state of the noun with its suffix or prefix, and

sometimes seems to be demanded to satisfy the ceremonial form

of address. But we need not remark further, the two forms exist

and hold much that is analogous to the Hawaiian ka and ko.

Then as to that other very peculiar and marked characteristic

of the two tongues, to denote "the shade of difference between

things " in the Ponape the law is as marked as in the Hawaiian,

but in the Ponape it is expressed by the two particles na, a,

personal pronouns, rather than prepositions. 1 Na equals a in

Hawaiian covering the possessive of certain things, while a in

Ponape also indicates the possessive and resembles in its shade

distinction the o of Hawaiian. These words will be further

referred to under pronouns.

§ 8. Nouns.

We cannot better present these than by following somewhat

closely the order of the Hawaiian Grammar.

1. The Hawaiian noun takes both the abstract and the concrete

state, so also does the Ponape, though in the latter the abstract

1 Since these words correspond to what Dr. Codrington has called

ationships and parts of the body, e.g.,

, ai, am, a, etc., it would be more correct to call them



pirap, theft

ka pono, the justice lamalam, purpose

ke kaumaha, the weight likak, grief

ha ino, the badness toto, weight

Concrete elemahule, an old man kirip, unmarried person

luwahine, an old woman peneinei, a married couple

halau, a long house tanipaj, a chief's house

oopa, a lame person pokolong, a cripple.

2. The Hawaiian noun is often formed by prefixing a syllable

to the " radical form." The syllables so used are, ma, na, po, ko,

malu, shade, mamalu, umbrella

hae, to break, nahaehae, rent, broken

ino, bad, poino, unfortunate. 1

Ponape observes the same rule but with different particles

:

pirap, to steal, li-pirap, a theif

.

jiatah, to teach, juun jiatah, a teacher. 2

porone, to send. >rau.-poron, a messenger.

The Ponape particles most generally used are li, jou, wan, a%,

ka, kan.

3. In Hawaiian person, number, gender, and case are not indi-

cated by any change in the noun itself. The same applies to

4. The singular, dual and plural numbers are distinguished in

both languages, but there is no change in the noun itself, particles

of peculiar form being used.

5. The signs of the Hawaiian dual and plural are, (excluding

numerals) na, man, poe, pae, puu.

2 The word jou is the Melanesian ta or tan, man. Cf. jou n paU

of teaching, with the New Guinea Motu, ahediba tauna, teaching i



In Ponape the particles are, a, ka an (or ke en), kan, kat, ka, ko.
1

Hawaiian na denotes indefinitely large numbers, poe is a sign

of plurality as indefinite, but is restricted to the set or company

of things under discussion, and is used more in reference to per-

sons and animals than to inanimate objects. Pae and puu have

much the same office of plurality as poe, but refer rather to col-

lections of things inanimate.

In Ponape, kaan (or keen) gives plurality, but with the special

idea of "repetition," "rows." Kan denotes plurality, any number

above duality. Kat refers to numbers equally as large, but they

must be things " at hand " in close proximity ;
the particle does

not notice the kind of thing, whether animate or inanimate. Ka

is much the same as kat, but refers to objects or persons at a little

further remove. Ko still expresses plurality large or small, above

the dual, but has no reference to persons, or things distant in

Tabulated the particles would stand thus :—

Hawaiian.

Ka, plurality indefinitely large.

Pae, plurality of objects under discussion and objects inanimate.

Puu, nearly the same as pae.

Poe, plurality, relating to things under discussion, excluding all

others, refers to animate objects.

Kaan (or keen), plurality, but things in rows; repetition.

Kan, plurality, all above duality.

Kit, plurality, but only of things at hand.

1 In Gulick's Ponape Grammar ka seems to be used as a noun of mul-

titude. Ka'n im a multitude or collection of houses, (Cf. Fiji Mi vaty a

not referred to separately, but is given as a demonstra-

te, all these or those. Ko is given as a pronoun and referred to a

2 In Mortlock Island kana is the usual sign of the plural. In Ebon,



Ea, plurality of things under discussion but a little more removeu.

Ko, plurality of things under discussion, far removed, but animate

The Hawaiian Grammar gives all the above particles as also

signs of the dual, adding to them the mau, as an expression to

denote a few.

The table shows how each language is governed by a common

law in expressing the dual or plural by particles.

6. Gender.—" There is nothing in Hawaiian to mark the genders

of nouns." The real difference, existing in animate beings is

denoted by words expressive of sex. This is denoted by the words

kerne, male, wahine, female. 1 The same rule applies to the Ponape,

the words used being ol, male, and U, female. In both languages

different words are use to designate the gender, as the words for

parents, children, animals or fowls.

There is much similarity in the use of the adjective.

1. The Adjective of Quality.

Hawaiian

—

He manawa loihi, a long time.

He papa makohikolu, 2 a thick board.

Ponape

—

Anjou uarai, a long time.

Par en tuka mejul,2 a thick board.

2. Adjective of Quantity.

Hawaiian—He makani oluolu, a pleasant breeze.

Ka la ino, the stormy day.

Ponape

—

Ang tik, a light breeze.

Ran katauin, a rainy day.

nd mejul are representatives ot a more^
olutolu, thick (pork), Maori, matotoru Eta

pi, mererolu, Mota, matoltol. All of these

prefix ma. Cf. also the Fiji tolo, the tmcK

part of the body or of a tree.



:!. Th- Adjective ot JN umber.

Hawaiian—Lehulehu na kanaka, numerous people.

Ponape—;i raiaaj ageter, many persons.

01 rick, twenty men.

The general law of the adjective of both tongues is, that it shall

iollow the noun qualified. It is exceptional when it does not.

In Hawaiian the numeral is allowed to precede the noun. This

is at times the case in the Ponape, though usually the numeral

follows the noun, thus :—

Hawaiian—Elta hah kula, four school houses.

Elima la papa ka oleo ana, five days perhaps

the discussion lasted.

Ponape-—Ran U»

school h„v

[n both 1

.ula, 1 to i

anguages ii particle prefixed to an adject

affirm the quality of the adj

he ino, it is bad ; wa loiho ke ala, long is the road.

In the Ponape this equally marked, but only one particle i

l In these we probably have the remains of forme:r verbal particles.

Cf. Wa with Banks Islam I a-e.—Mel. Lang. p. 276.

2 Gulick
i[Amer. Orien t. Soc. Journ., Vol. x., p. 30) regards this me as

rSS
the Polynesian mea, thing, substance any person or^
me*a», thing good [JTSLSS
ver, very little doubt but that it is the particle ma or me, wmcn

a thing is.--(Mel. Lang.
-

p. 169, 188). It seems possit

"It very commonly takes the

j condition in wmuu

almost entitling it
heightening the affirma

apposition with the nomin;

tive force of a sentence, and

to the tera
that did (it

)."
a

fTme£
e particle." e.g., kowa me wiata, you are.ine ""-

do such a one has come. In this affirmative use,

... ™™ in Melanesia as a



5. Comparison ofAdjectives.—The three degrees, positive, com-

parative, and superlative, common to all languages are here

expressed much in the same way, though by different agents.

Particles are used in both languages to form these degrees, the

two latter especially.

In Hawaiian the positive degree is the simple expressed subject,

long, short, white, black. There is nothing in the adjective to

express comparison, thus :

Hawaiian Positive, poko, short

Comparative, poko iki, short a little

poko ae, shorter (lit. short really)
1

poko iki ae, shorter still.

Superlative, poko loa, shortest, very short. 2

In Ponape the order is somewhat different, especially in the

comparative. The positive simply asserts the long or short, the

good or bad, the black or white condition of things under dis-

cussion. The comparative appropriates the preposition jong, from

to express its comparison, as, this is white from, or whiter than

that.3 The comparative as in Hawaiian is often expressed by

simply stating that one thing is different from another, as, this is

long, that is short ; this is good, that is bad. The superlative is

formed by suffixing the particle ia, and by taking a heavy accent.

Ponape Positive, mau, good.

Comparative, mau jong, better than (lit. good from)

puotjong, whiter than (lit. white from)

Superlative, mau ia, best of all, supremely good.

puotopuot ia, whitest of all.

3 the force o
,d,W

and forms a comparative.

2 Loa, really means long (of time a

This is the common Melanesian Method. Cf. Ex. in Codrington s

. Lang. Mota, o qoe wepoaran o gasuwe ; Maewo, New H

5a dan no. garivi ; Wango, Solomon Islands, bo raha bania iasu we, a pi?

g from a rat ; N . it is large from them.



[Mr. Doane has not discussed the use of maj in Ponape with

the superlative. This word intensifies the quality or number

expressed by the adjective, maj totoia, very numerous indeed,

majapueka, exceeding afraid. It is the same as the Duke of

York Islands and New Britain, mat and the Florida, Solomon

Island mata, and in these languages it is used as an intensive in

the same way. Duke of York liralira mat, very white, New
Britain I ququ mat, he rejoices very much. The word is probably

the common Oceanic mata, eye, face, front, also used as an adverb,

before.]

Part II.

^ 10. Numerals.

The numerals are distinguish, ,1 in both Ponape and Hawaii as

cardinal and ordinal. Hawaii also possesses distributive forms.

The first ten numbers stand thus :

' y
- wa atu ka iwa ka atu

10
- unii katongaul ka umi ka tongaul

In the formation of the ordinal, particles come into use which

are alike in form and office. In the Hawaiian it is the definite

article ka, in the Ponape the causative. In what we may call

tne "^ancy of things, both were no doubt one, but in the lapse

of ages and wide roaming of the people from the home land they

became possessed of different powers. One people has taken ka



efinite article, the other has appropriated 1

stantially the same in both languages, but the Ponape words for

four and nine, apong and atu are uncommon. These agree with

the Palau Islands awang, onnr/, four, and pff.pir, eteir, nine, which

The Hawaiian knhi by a regular change of t to k, and s to A, is

the common Polynesian /<!. which, though probably formed from

closely as the Ponape at. The change of t to k, and/ to h in

Hawaiian, and of t to j in Ponape show kohi and pjil, hiku nude}

to be the common tolu smdjitu.

The ordinals in Hawaiian appear to follow the ordinary Poly-

nesian rule and prefix the article as in Maori. (< told, terua, te loru,

Samoan 'o le lua, 'o le tolu. The Ponape ka prefixed though

identical in form with the causative prefix may not be really the

same. In Fiji and other Melanesian languages, and also in Malay,

the ordinal is formed by a prefix ka or he, e.g., Fiji karna second,

Efate and Nguna kerua second, kelima fifth, Malay kaduwa

second. In these languages ka is not the causative prefix and

hence the Ponape ka (and possibly the Hawaiian) may be of

similar origin to the Fiji ka. In Melanesia the causative prefix

usually forms a multiplicative numeral as in Banks' Islands

vaga-rua, twice, vaga-tol, thrice. This form is also found as'

ordinal in some parts of Melanesia, but usually with a substantive

termination. In Malagasy also the causative /aha forms an

ordinal /aha-roa, second. The Ponape ordinal ka moa shows the

word moa or mua, used in many languages of Oceania for "front,'

"before." Banks' Islands moai, first.]

The Hawaiian Grammar notes that " Formerly, in counting,

the Hawaiians, when they reached the number forty turned back

and commenced at one and counted another forty, and so on till

they laid aside ten forties ; these ten forties they called a lau,



tc. to express fifty,

Hawaiian enumers

400

= 4000

= 40000

= 400000 1

same method of fours

m, but though simpler

is order is followe

[forty. Thisord

= 80 + 40, i.e., 1

, Earotongan ran, also meaning

'i Marquesas The Hawaiian kin



§ 11. Pronoun

The personal pronouns in these tongu

koe (komu

•
> third

tongues
]

they irail they

personal pronoun the Hawaiian oe is Ponape hoe.

person in is bisected in Ponape but inta(

•ms in the dual and plural to

I the person addressed. All v

i pronouns are substantially the san
[The Ha

Polynesian languages. In the dm
an abbreviation of the numeral lua, two. Similarly'in the plural

kou, is an abbreviation of Jcolu, three, the common tolu.

The Ponape presents some differences which are worth noting.

cIuTk
^ a Meknesian rather than a Polynesian form. In the

ja and plural ki, i, may be regarded as demonstratives, and are

.

^'" l| -"\v m many Melanesian languages. 1 In the plural il

is an abbreviation of ejil, three. 2 The root forms compared in che
tUO !;ui ^'age.s are thus

2
Of. Simiiar abbrevh



-, Hawaiian au, oe, ia Plural Hawaiian

Ponape I, hoe, i. Ponape

the prepositions the first personal pronoun

The chief features in the plural and dual are the distinction

between the exclusive and inclusive' in the first person, but there

is no need to give here the full forms. The point to notice in the

declension of the pronoun is the distinction made in the use of the

genitive singular, and the agreement of the two languages. The

Ponape nai and ai of the first person, nom and am of the second,

na and a of the third, agree with the double forms of the Hawaiian

o'u, a'u, for first person, ou, au of the second, ona, ana of the third.

The use of these may be sufficiently illustrated by the Ponape nai

and ai for the first person singular genitive. These words are

both suffix and prefix, at least ai is emphatically so, thus nar ai,

dly a prefix , : 1 ,f

form that they carry the character „£ the Hawaiian prepositions

o and o, and indicate the " shade of difference between things"

^hich has been already spoken of (§ 7 Prepositions).

The Ponape a is the equivalent of the Hawaiian o, and stands

** the exponent of all possessions, goods, lands, boats, canoes,

krgely things with which to work, then relations, the brother,



ments of work, and also to things wl

two pronouns stand thus in wide contrast, and may he thus illus-

trated : Tn what may be called the " stone and shell age " of this

people, the possession of a piece of iron hoop was of more worth

than its weight in gold : and one getting possession of a knife, that

was a treasure indeed, at once addressed it us nni kapit, my knife,

but his wife at his side, a piece of property he could pick up at

any time or anywhere was addressed as ai pant, my wife.

We need not fa int, we only refer to it to

show how fully this idea of the different shade of things has

possessed the Ponape mind. It is as strong with him as with the

Hawaiian. I Jut while the Hawaiian lets the preposition bear the

the office of expressing the •shade of difference," the Ponapean

has passed h on to the personal pronoun.

We may perhaps say here all that is needed to be said on the

prefixed pronoun of the Hawaiian. It is simply the inferior

brought to the front, made to face about and take a new position;

heainao'u, the land of mine: he Jcapa o'u, the cloth of mine

become ko'u dina, my land ; ko'u kapa, my cloth.

Now as we have intimated above in the remarks on nai and ah

Ponape possesses the same oulet. sometimes a prefix, sometimes a

suffix. But the change cannot be so fully made as in the Hawaiian,

for certain articles are restricted to either the suffix or prefix, but

apart from this the idea is the same.

possessive pronoun, or rather the difference made in the pronoun

when used with certain nouns, though obscure in the Ponape and

Hawaiian may be clearly understood by reference to the Melanesian

languages. In these certain nouns are used with a pronoun suf-

fixed, others require a particular form of possessive word to be

used with them, and the latter can always be shown to consist ot



another noun with a suffixed pronoun. Thus taking examples

from Mota of Banks' Islands and from Fiji, we have :

1. Mota -k, Fiji rtggu, used as suffixed pronouns to names of

parts of the body and relationships: rjntu.-k, uhi-nggu, my head,

tama-k, tama-nggu, my father. The Ponape suffixed pronoun is

also used with the same kind of nouns: mong-ai, my head, jam-ai,

my father. So also other Micronesian languages : Gilbert Islands

atu-ku, tama-ku, Marshall Islands bor-a, jem-a. No examples of

2. In Mota 'my gam

as in the previous exan

"property," the literal c<

the Ponape n

, used with t:he S>une prone>uns suffixed

les. If no be t ranslated " thing " or

ist ruction is my-t hinir (a) garment, and

pit, my knit t" the sam< »form. The

n Ma

::
'X

y in fact of

s articles ke

aori and Ha m may be regarded as

ta and Fiji no or the Ponape na. The

in the Melanesi an, Micrcmesian and

a kuu kar

the 'u am

Polynesian tongues.

3. It is probable that the Ponape prefix possessive ai is distinct

from the suffix ai, and that the pronoun is really i. Cf. the pre-

positions rei, with me, ren, with him, pai, with me, pan, with

I- The Hawaiian verb as shown in the grammar is certainly

elaborate when compared witb that of Ponape. Possessing about

as many moods, the tenses are more numerous and fuller, so are

the causative forms. The passive voice is more perfect. Whether

we may call it "philosophical for a language to agglutinate to

^self so many particles to exolain the various shades of thought
» many particles to explain the various

needing to be expressed, when the same particles



use often exchange themselves one for the other, may be question-

able." But for the " philosophy of things we are not seeking."

As a first remark upon the verb we may say, in almost the open-

ing sentence of the Author of the Hawaiian Grammar, " in com-

parison with European languages ilm 1 1 awaiian verb has many

peculiarities. In every full sentence of these languages a verb is

necessary to complete the idea intended. No so in Hawaiian

;

some of the most common, clear, and strong affirmatives are fully

expressed without any verb." This feature is also characteristic

of the Ponape verb.

2. We will here group as far as we can all that is said in a

y way of the verb.

(1) The grammar states: In Hawaiian a verb is not necessary

to complete the idea. This, as stated above is true also of

the Ponape sentence.

(2) In Hawaiian there is no verb to express the idea of existence

or being. This is expressed by particles, and by the pro-

noun in the nominative or objective cases. Ponape has

the same use.

(3) There are no verbs in Hawaiian (and also in Ponape) to

affirm the quality of a substance, this being done by

adjectives, nouns or pronouns.

(4) The verbs 'to possess,' 'to have,' in the Hawaiian are want-

ing, equally so in Ponape.

(5) The verbs to express duty or obligation are wanting in

Hawaiian and also in Ponape.

(6) There are no variations of the Hawaiian verb to express

number or person, neither are there any in the Ponape.

In both languages the pronoun expresses these, and more

distinctly than the noun.

3. We here reach what may be called the " accidents of the

verb," and will now give the verb as affected by these. In the

three numbers, singular, dual, and plural, the paradigm is as



Hele, go. Tang, run.

Singular. Singular.

1st Person hele au, I went ngai tang, I ran

2nd Person hele oe, You went koe tang, You ran

3rd Person hele ia, He went « tang, he ran

Dual.

1st Pers. (incl.) hele kaua, we two went kita tang, we two ran

2nd Person hele olua, you two went koma tang, you two ran

3rd Person hele lana, they two went ira tang, they two ran

Plural.

1st Pers. (excl.) hele makou, we went kit tang, we ran

1st Pers. (inel.) hele kakou, we went kitail tang, we ran

2nd Person hele oukou, you went komail tang, you ran

3rd Person hele lakou, they went irail tang, they ran.

In this table we have the verb, simple, fixed and unvaried. In

the Hawaiian it is simply hele, to go, in Ponape, tang, to run.

There is not the least change in the verb, but person and number

are entirely indicated by the pronoun.

4. Hoods—In the Hawaiian there are four moods, Ponape

possesses five, thus :

Hawaiian—Indicative, subjunctive, infinitive, imperative.

Ponape—Indicative, potential, subjunctive, infinitive, imperative.

Tense—It is the same with tense as with person

there is no alteration of the verb which expresses this. Particles

must come in, and it may be remarked generally, that w len

particles are appointed to express the tense of the verb, there is

not a little uncertainty about the whole matter. However as in

both tongues the particles of time are used, they answer their

purpose very well.

6. The Hawaiian Grammar begins with the preterite tense, and

we follow the same order. There are five forms of this tense in

Hawaiian, but only three in Ponape. In illustrating this point

we will give the three Hawaiian corresponding to those of Ponape,

m the singular of each form.



First form of the preterite. The First form <

simple form of the verb. Simple form of

1. holo an, I. ran 1. I tang, I n

2. holo oe, you ran 2. ho tang, yo

3. holo ia, he ran 3. a tang, he l

Second form ; this form prefixes a Second form

to the verb, meaning " and when," fixes ap, meanii

thus:— better, " then
"

1 . a h a na au, and when I made 1. / ap uia, I then made

2. a liana oe, and when you made 2. ho ap iiia, you then made

3. a liana ia, and when he made 3. a ap uia, he then made

Fourth form; the verb prefixes ua. 1 Third form; this form uses the

particle er sufiixed, and denotes

is more often used as the perfect tense. " done, perfected, finished."

1. >(" huria au, I have concealed 1. luaer, I have brought

2. ua huna oe, you have concealed 2. ho ua er, you have brought

3. ua Luna ia, he has concealed 3. a ua er, he has brought

7. Future Tense—The Hawaiiaii possesses two forms of this

tense. The first prefixes e to the root, 2 the second has an additional

e suffixed, thus :

—

First Form. Second Form.

1. e lohe au, I will hear 1. e lohe e au, I shall have heard

2. e lohe oe, you will hear 2. e lohe e oe, you will have heard

3. e lohe ia, he will hear 3. e lohe e ia, he will have heard

Ponape also possesses two forms of this tense. The first is

denoted by the particle pan,3 " will," prefixed, the second by the

particle noh, meaning "shall, intend," or "about to."

First Form. Second Form.

1. I pan rang, I will hear 1. I noh ma, I shall or intend to do

1 This is the common kua of Polynesia, usually a perfect sign.

2 In Samoan, Maori, Tongan and Marquesan, e is both a present and

future particle. In Rarotongan and Tahitian it is usually future, but

)hear." Cf.Liiut



8. Present Tense—The present tense of the Hawaiian verb

differs so materially from the Ponape, that both are here omitted.

9. Subjunctive Mood—Particles are used to indicate this mood

in both languages, but the simpler use is found in Ponape.

10. Imperative Mood—The Hawaiian grammar shows two forms

of this mood, both indicated by particles. The first prefixes e to

the verb, thus : e nana oe, look you. The second form prefixes

mai, "do not," to the veil), thus : mai huli oe, do not you turn.

The Ponape also possesses two forms, the first prefixing en, the

second ter : e.g., en ngar, do you look, or simply, look
;

ter tang,

this mood is not infrequently of t

and can only be di tingui bed bj

is also true of the Ponape verl

particle e is prefixed to the root c

of the English infinitive.

§ 13. Participles.

1 These are marked in the Hawaiian. Certain particles are

used to designate them, called the present and preterite, e.g.,

« lawe ana, carrying ; i lawe ia, carried. The same idea is not

indicated in Ponape by a particle, but usually, the simple form of

the verb is used participially. The reduplicated form of the verb

gives a present participle, tang, to run, tangtang, running ;
alu,

to walk, alualu, walking.

The Hawaiian has a Gerund. "It takes the definite article

(ka) or a prefix pronoun "; ha lawe, the bearing, ka papa, the

forbidding. Ponape possesses a part of speech similar to this, or

it may be called a verbal noun. It prefixes, ka causative, and

suffixes a prepositional pronoun, thus: ka niaua pa-i, "the making

good of me."

ame form as the imperath

; sense of the passage. Tl

[n Hawa iian, however, t

e verb to indicate the " t<



2. Other Verbal expressions—(a) The Hawaiian possesses a

passive voice, formed by suffixing ia to the root of the verb.

Ponape also possesses a passive, which exists in two forms. The

first, and more regular, prefixes the preposition pa to the root.

The other form is made by suffixing certain particles to the root.

(6) The Hawaiian verb is reduplicated in the following ways

:

(1) First syllable only : lawe, to carry, lalaive.

(2) Both syllables ; lawelawe.

(3) Second syllable only : lawewe.

(4) First syllable is repeated three times : lalalawe. This

gives a frequentative sense, "to carry often."

The Ponape possesses some of these forms.

(1) The simple root is reduplicated: tang, to run, tangtang.

(2) First syllable only : naitik, to beget ; nainaitik.

(3) The root except the last letter: matang, to play, matar

matang.

(4) A syllable is inserted, similar in sound : inta, to say,

in(tin)ta.

The reduplicated forms while somewhat numerous in Ponape,

do not possess the power of the Hawaiian, to beget new forms of

conjugation, nor is the meaning of the word so materially changed.

The Hawaiian possesses a causative form, made by prefixing the

particle hoo : hoo-lawe, to cause to carry, hoola, to save, to make

live. Ponape has also a causative, formed by prefixing ka to the

verbal root, ka-maur, to make live, ka-mela, to kill, make dead.

[Though so dissimilar in form these two prefixes are probably

of identical origin. Hawaii is exceptional among the Polynesian

languages in having the form hoo for the causative. The prefix

is the same as the Marquesan haa, which by the elision of k and

substitution of h for /is thefaka of Tonga. 1

The pretix among the Melanesian languages takes similar vari-

ations. In Fiji it is vaka, in the New Hebrides, vaka or vaga,

liable ho is the represem f fa or fe is evident b;

i words in the Polynesian es: e.g., words for land

honua, hoku; Tongan fori A 1
' ,u; SsLmoa.nfanua,fetu
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in the Solomon Islands it is faga or ~haa. A very common

Melanesian form is fa, va, tea or ha, in the Loyalty Islands a or o.

Coming to the Micronesian languages we find the same prefix.

As in Melanesia it is simplified by the suppression of the guttural

so in Micronesia it is usually wanting in the labial. Hence the

Kusaie ok, Ponape kuk, Ebon and Gilbert Islands ha. This is

further weakened in the Mortlock Islands to a.]

§ 14. Verbal Directives.

" Verbs generally, in Hawaiian, are supposed to have a motion

or tendency in some direction. This motion or tendency is

expressed by several little words which follow as near after the

verb as the construction of the sentence will allow. The motion

is either towards the speaker or agent, orfrom him, up or down or

sideways, either to the right hand or left. Even those verbs

expressive of the most quiescent state, have this peculiarity. We

have something similar in the English phrases, drink up, drink

down, etc." This paragraph from the Hawaiian Grammar applies

also to Ponape.

Hawaiian Directives are

:

Ponape Directives are

:

Mai, hither, towards one To, towards one

Aku, from the speaker We, from one, a short distance

Iho, downwards La, from one, at the farthest

le, also means ' sideways ' or Ta, upwards

oblique motion. Ti, downwards.

[The Hawaiian directives are those common in Polynesia; mai,

**, ifo, ake. They are used also in most Melanesian languages,

he two last in the fuller forms of shoo and sake. In Micronesia

he Ponape directi ee t be 1 m ted to the Caroline Islands

anguages, Ebon has tok, hither, lok, thither. The Gilbert Islands

iave the Polynesian directives in the forms, mat, hither
;
rio,

lownwards, rake, upwards. The directive 'thither' is nako,

*'hich is commonly used as a verb 'go' in Melanesia. Cf. Fiji



The following table illustrates the use of the directives

:

Hawaiian

—

lawe au mai, I brought hither

lawe au aku, I took away

lawe au iho, I took down

lawe au ae, I took up.

Ponape

—

I ua to, I brought here, to the speaker

I ua ice, I carried from the speaker, a short distance

I ua la, I carried from the speaker, far off

I ua ti, I carried down

I ua ta, I brought up.

Our remarks on this subject will be few, because in the main

there is so much of unity. In the Hawaiian the subject is rarely

the first member of a sentence—a verb may and often does take

its place. On this point the divergency of the two tongues is

marked. In Ponape the noun is usually the first member, and

it is rare to see the verb in any other position than following its

subject. In all the minor parts of speech, the adjective following

the noun qualified, the adverb or directive its verb, the similarity

in both tongues is striking.

[The Ponape order is that common in Melanesia, except in

Fiji and a few other places. The Hawaiian is the usual Polynesian

§ 16. Comparative Vocabulary.

[In comparing these lists it must be remembered that in com-

mon Oceanic words : t is represented by j in Ponape, by k m

Hawaiian; a common/is dropped in Ponape, and is h in Hawaiian;

a common k is retained in Ponape, but is dropped in Hawaiian;

the common ng is retained in Ponape, but becomes n in Hawaiian.]

EWGUSH. PONAPE. HAWAIIAN.

Animal man imnu, bird. Common

Bag et elce



Common rnata

presses the rela-

tionship between

persons.)

Mili,oneoitheMar- mill

shall Islands

under which is

the abode of the

departed



Side (of precipice) p- 1

ama. Melanesian mm
umu. Common

mana Common.

ala. Common

ulun u Banks Is. and

Solomon Is. ulunga

ua. Common usa

poepoe

unali

Uku. Common Jttu

path a precipice

Hi. Common

Lnu. Common langi

hohu .
Common fetu

ku. Common tu

kani-kau. '

The Parable of the Sower.—Luke v:

Hawaiian. Po

i lulu hua 5. Joumot5. Sole a

e lulu iho i hana hua ; a i Una
lulu ana, helelei hehahi ma hapa

alanui ; a helnia iho la, a ua aiia

iho hi e na maim o ha lewa.

hailan al; ap t

6. A helelei iho la hehahi 6. A ahai mori ti pon P<»P>

maluna o ha pohaJcu ; a hupu ae a lao uoja ta, ap mongi ti f**

la, mae hohe iho la ia, no ha jota lamuilamuir.



•nupu karer; a karer

h Mafoioa, a hihia iho la la. kajokia la.

np.tr pan pith

u, Mi' juhmy

The TENSILE and COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS op

MAGNESIUM.

By S. H. Barraclough, b.e, m.m.e.

{Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, December 4, 1895.']

The amount of experimental data available regarding the physical

properties of magnesium is rather meagre, on which account the

results of the tests herewith described may be of interest since

there seems a possibility of the metal being in the future con-

siderably used for constructional purposes. The following extract

from an authoritative source will serve to indicate the most

hopeful view that may justifiably be taken of the extent and

nature of the future use of magnesium. 1 "Since the rolling of

magnesium does not offer the slightest difficulty even in such

forms as J I or angles, round or four cornered rods, or plates

°i 1 mm. thickness, and as pure magnesium is sufficiently resistant

to atmospheric influences, and can be polished and easily cleaned,

»t lends itself on account of its lightness and relative strength to

the construction of apparatus required to be made of metal and



also to be light

—

e.g., nautical, physic;il and astronomical instn

ments. The working of magnesium requires heat. At 450° C. i

can be rolled, pressed, worked, and brought into complicated form

Screws and threads can be made from magnesium and these ai

considerably sharper and more exact than those from aluminiun

Owing to its ch can also be used in the mam

facture of a variety of useful articles."

The present tests were made principally on rolled or dra^v

rods, nearly half an inch in diameter, together with a few co

'firmatory tests on specimens of the magnesian wire used I

illumination purposes before the now more usual "ribbon W

introduced.

ti:

tests an attempt was made to obtain an autograph*

diagram, but the apparatus ordinarily used for tha1

•ed unsuitable for such a material as magnesium.



It will thus be seen that the average tensile strength of the

magnesium rods is slightly over ten tons per square inch, with an

elastic limit of four tons per square inch. In the form of wire

the tensile strength of the metal is considerably higher, averaging

nearly sixteen tons per square inch. This is probably a parallel

case to the notable difference between the tensile strength of

ordinary steel rods and of steel wires. The average compressive

strength of the magnesium is about eighteen tons per square inch.

These figures differ slightly from those given as the result of a

series of tests made at theCharlottenburgh Mechanical Laboratory. 1

There ^the average tensile and compressive strengths were 23-2

and 27-2 kilogrammes per square mm., or about 14*7 and 17 3

tons per square inch respectively.

An interesting comparison may be made between the strength

as related to the density of magnesium on the one side and of

1 Journ. Soc. Cheni. Indus., Vol. vi., p. 730.



The form in which the

monly adopted.

Metal.

Hard Struck Steel

168 26,000 22,285 „

The figures for the aluminium .tncl the steel are taken from a

paper on "The materials of aeronautic Engineering," read by

Dr. Thurston at the Engineering Congress, Chicago, 1893.

Note on some PRODUCTS from the FRUIT of FITT0S-

PORUM UNDULATUM and from the LEAVES of the

PEPPER TREE (Schinus molle).

By R. Threlfall, m.a., Professor of Physics, University of Sydney.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, December 4, 1895.]

Pittosporum undulatum, so common in the bush around Sydney,

not only produces flowers of exquisite scent, but bears an abundant

crop of fruit. The fruit consists of slightly oval berries of about

one centimeter in diameter. During the month of May these

berries pass from a dark green to a bright orange hue, and in the

following month usually split longitudinally, displaying a mass of

dark coloured seeds or pips buried in a dark red mass of a pitch

like substance. If the fruit is gathered when j ust ripe the pitchy

mass is lighter in colour and I think rather more voluminous than

is afterwards the case. Long before the fruit is ripe the pericarp

and epidermis become more or less saturated with oil. The



epidermis is easily bruised by the fingers, and when this is done

a strong scent peculiar to the fruit at once becomes noticeable.

This odour resembles that of the rind of the tangerine orange, but

is easily distinguished from the latter. During May 1894, I was

struck with the great abundance of the fruit of J'ittosporum

undulatum, and determined to examine it in so far as my quite

inadequate know led u ! opportunity permitted.

On cutting sections of the outer rind and examining them under

the microscope, I expected to see globules of oil, but in this I was

disappointed, either from incompetence as an observer or for

some real reason which I do not understand, for subsequent

observation showed that oil exists in abundance in this part of

the fruit. Sections of the seeds showed a few globules of greenish

oil, but not many.

I then compressed the ripe fruit in a screw filter-press, and

from 500 grms. of fruit I obtained 70 cc. of a thick juice which

was brownish-yellow in colour, smelt strongly of the oil and

rapidly thickened on exposure to the air—or rather the surface

On extracting this juice with alcohol and evaporating on the

water bath, I obtained a fine green solution which had solidified by

the next day to a hard green resin. This resin has a most pleasant

smell, which so far as I know is quite peculiar to it, and which

appears when the resin is heated—in the cold it is without any

odour. During the evaporation of the alcohol the smell charac-

teristic of the fruit was strongly marked, but it disappeared

Awards the close of the operation, whence I inferred that the

odour of the fruit is probably due to the presence of an essential oil.

The juice also yields a watery extract, which when filtered and

dried gives a brown mass. This brown substance has the bitter

aromatic taste of the fruit. It was perfectly soluble in water and

gave a blue-black precipitate with ferrous sulphate.

!t was noticed that the seeds were not in any way crushed by

the filter-press, and after several attempts it was decided to

8eParate the seeds from the fruit, and to treat each part separately.



About three and a quarter kilos, of seeds surrounded by the

pitchy matter were gradually collected, and an attempt was made

to grind them in an iron mortar, hut they were too hard to yield

appreciably. Some of them therefore were pounded on an anvil

with a heavy hammer. Finally, in the hope of softening the seeds,

they were boiled in water for twelve hours, and afterwards a

current of steam was passed through the still in order to remove

any oil which might be removable by this process. The yield was

a minute quantity of ;i \ hite wax( .') \\ ith somewhat the same odour

as that of the resin previously described. This wax was rather

harder than tallow and is not perfectly soluble in alcohol. The

water distilled over with the wax had a smell of the fruit, though

this had degenerated to an unpleasant acrid odour.

The residue in the still consisting of the seeds and a trace of

wax together with the watery extract was filtered, and a portion

of the filtrate extracted with ether and with shale benzine. Both

these substances produced such a heavy precipitate that the

process was almost unmanageable. Neither ether nor benzine

extracted any measurable amount of anything.

The watery extract was evaporated to dryness and yielded a

brown mass which has not yet been further examined.

The seeds, when collected on a filter after undergoing the distil-

lation process, were white and slimy on the surface, as if the resin

had been partially decomposed. After stirring for an hour with

a considerable quantity of alcohol the slimy mass dissolved. The

alcoholic extract gave a mass of a dark reel resin or pitch which

has not yet been further examined except by heating. At first

it yielded a smell as of turkey rhubarb, then of benzoic acid and

finally an odour of the resin already referred to.

The seeds which had thus been freed from the pitch and soluble

constituents were very hard, and an attempt was made to break

them by compression in a mould on the testing machine. The

press measured seven by seven inches and stood a pressure ot

96,000 B>s. when it broke. The iron was greasy where the pressure



An alcoholic extract of the husks from which the pitchy matter

had been removed was prepared. This yielded an abundance of

the green resin already referred to. It is clear therefore that

both the characteristic resin and essential oil came from the peri-

carp and not from the seeds.

In order to obtain the essential oil of the pericarp some three

kilograms of husks were prepared. These husks were placed in a

copper still with about their own volume of water, and then

distilled by means of a current of steam led in to the apparatus,

the still itself being kept hot bv means of a moderate flame. An

As it was now clear that nothing was to '" gained by separating

the pericarp from the seeds, I proceeded to submit the whole

at a time. The greater part of the oil came over in the portions

of water first collected. As the process went on, the yield soon

grew to be so small as to be unremunerative, partly owing to the

slight solubility of the oil in water. The yield is about 180 cc. of

oil from 50 kilograms of fruit, which was the quantity operated

upon by me. It takes about two and a half hours to extract the

oil from each lot of fruit, starting with boiling water and passing

steam at a pressure of three or four pounds per square inch

through a half inch pipe into the still.

The oil obtained by distillation has at first a rather acrid odour,

tort this is possibly due to traces of the accompanying water, for

on drying by means of fused calcium chloride the odour quickly

improves, and in a few days becomes almost the same as that of

the bruised fruit.

On submitting the dried oil to fractionation the following results

w«re obtained. The oil began to boil at about 171° C, and



During the process it w as notiml that the oil'appeared to begin

to decompose slightly at about 200" C, this was also shown by

the distillate changing sensibly in its odour above this temperature.

The distillates below this temperature had sensibly the same odour

as the oil before it was distilled. The residue when burned

emitted the same odour as the green resin already referred to.

The density of the c 1 i leteiin 1 \t 1 C. by weighing a

bit of glass in it : the result was -848 (24).

The refractive index was measured by means of a hollow prism

and also by means of the refractometer as a check. The results

were /*D . 1-4742 at 26° C.

A*f . 1-4830 at 26° C.

The action of Pittosporum oil on polarised light was studied by

myself to some extent, and thoroughly by Mr. Pollock with the

assistance of Mr. Grant. The results of these observations is to

show that Pittosporum oil in the crude but dry state rotates the

plane of polarised sodium light in the same direction as cane

sugar and to the extent of + 79-850
3

per decimeter at 244
D
C.

I have to thank Professor Stuart for allowing us to use a

polarimeter belonging to the Medical School.

The leaves of the introduced Pepper Tree (Schinus molle) were

also examined with a view to discovering the source of the pungent

odour so noticeable when the leaves are bruised,

in steam I obtained 8-3 cubic centimetres of a thick oil from t



and a half kilos of the green leaves gathered in June. The oi

was slightly yellowish and nearly as thick as vaseline oil. It ha

a pungent resinous and bitter taste, and a very strong scent (

yet obtained, no steps have

From the very strong scent

>, it is not unlikely that the odour of the leaves

may be wholly owing to it.

NOTES ON ANTARCTIC ROCKS COLLECTED BY

MR. C. E. BORCHGREVINK.

By T. W. E. David, b.a., f.g.s., Professor of Geology ;
W. F.

Smeeth, m.a., b.e., Assoc, e.s.m., Lecturer in Metallurgy

and Demonstrator in Geology; and J. A. SCHOFIKLD,

F.c.s., Assoc, e.s.m., Demonstrator in Chemistry,

University of Sydney.

[With Plates XIII. -XV.]

[Read before the Royal Society o/N. S. Wales, August 7 and December i, 1895-1

Part I.

—

Introductory Notes about Antarctica.

(1) Introduction.—The region to which this paper refers is by

far the largest unexplored land area in the world, its area being

estimated by Dr. John Murray to be at least 4,000,000 square

miles, and therefore greater than that of Australia. Situated

between the volcanic zone of the Andes and the Taupo zone in

New Zealand, it supplies several links to that chain of fire which,

commencing at the north-western extremity of Antarctica, runs

around the earth along the Andes and the volcanoes of Central

America and Alaska, through the Aleutian Islands, Japan, the

Kurile Islands, and various islands of the Pacific, through north-



the Tonga Islands and New Zealand t

g in the volcanic zone of Victoria L

five active, and three dormant (.') volca

South Shetlands be included under this term), the highest known

peak, Mount Melbourne, attaining an altitude of about 15,000

feet.

(2) Summary of the History of Antarctic Exploration.—-Want

of access to the necessary literature precludes us from doing more

than traversing cursorily the records of a few of the chief Antarctic

Explorers. The honour of being the first man to discover the

Antarctic Continent probably belongs to Captain James Cook,

who in the year 1772 reached latitude 71
J

10' S., in longitude

106° 54' W., where he sighted the Great Tee Barrier, which forms

3 seaward boundary of Antarctica. Speak

Ross says1:—" I confidently believe with D'Urville

that the enormous mass of ice which bounded his view, when at

his extreme south latitude, was a range of mountainous land

In 1819 William Smith in the brig William discovered the

Archipelago of the South Shetlands, South of Cape Horn.

In 1820-23 Weddell visited the South Shetlands, including the

the active volcano Bridgman. Powell, the discoverer of the

South Orkneys, visited the volcanic island of Bridgman in 1822,

and found it to be at that time two hundred feet high. Weddell,

who visited it during the following year, estimates its height a

four hundred feet, and describes the island as being of sugarloaf

shape, whereas at the time of Powell's visit there was a crater on

the west side of the island. Possibly the crater had disappeared

at the time of the subsequent visit of Weddell, as he makes no

mention of it. Weddell penetrated to 74° S. in 1823, thus

attaining a higher latitude than Captain Cook, but he saw no

land anywhere in that neighbourhood.

i Voyage in the South Seas. By Sir James C. Ross. Vol. I., P-
276,



In 1831 Biscoe in the brig Tula di«,co\eiecl Fndorbj' Land.

In 1839 Balleny discovered Balleny's Island, a volcano 12,000 feet

high, and adjoining it the active (
.') volcano of Buckle Island. In

1839 the important French Expedition, under Dumont D'Urville

explored the South Shetlands. 1

Syenite, occurring in needle-like pinnacles, was found at Smith

Island, while this island as well as Livingstone, Greenwich,

Roberts, King Georg3 and Elephant Islands were proved to be

of primary schistose formation, traversed by intrusive igneous

rocks. The trend of these rocks was ascertained to be north-east

and south-west, dipping (?) at from 29' to 30°. Powell Islands

were discovered to belong to a somewhat similar formation, being

composed of phyllite-like talcites and quartzose talc rocks.

In the South Orkneys near Laurie Island the occurrence of a

greyish-white limestone is recorded, as well as that of phyllite-like

schists, their strike being north-north-west and south-south-east,

and their angle of dip over 60°.

The granites and syenites, of which the New South Orkney

Islands consist, were found to have contributed the greater

number of the erratics observed on the coast of Terra del Fuego.

given in the above work of the

jng the South Shetlands, known

as Deception Island. The basin of the crater is submerged, the

sea being sixty-seven feet deep at the centre of the basin, and

the latter being about five miles in width measured at sea level

:

the maximum diameter of the crater ring measured at sea-level

across its outer circumference is about eight miles, thus giving

an average width of about one and a half miles for the portion of

the crater rim above sea level. The crater is described as being

built up of alternate layers of ice and volcanic tuff. Fumaroles

^ere discovered to the number of at least one hundred and fifty,

1 Voyage au P61e Sud et dans l'Oceanie. Sur les corvettes V Astrolabe

«t La ZeUe, execute pendant les Annees 1837-40. Geologie, Mineralogie

6t Ge°graphie physique du Voyage, Vols, xxii.-xxih., Pans, 1848.



the temperature of the water flowing from some being 140° Fahr.

This expedition discovered Adelie Land. The mainland appeared

to be completely swathed in snow and ice, but nine small islands

off the mainland were found to be more or less free from ice, and

to consist of granite and gneiss, the folia of which strike in an

east and west direction.

In 1840 Commander Wilkes in the U.S.A. Corvette Vincenim

discovered Wilkes Land. In January 1841, Sir James Clarke

Ross made his memorable discovery of Victoria Land. With the

object of trying to find the South Magnetic Pole, as he had already

found the North Magnetic Pole, he forced his well fortified ships

through the heavy pack ice which he encountered in latitude

about 67° S., and longitude 174F E. It was a very formidable

pack. In four or five days, however, he forced his way through

it, and entered comparatively open water beyond, a great ocean

pool about six hundred miles in diameter. Bounding this on the

west was the magnificent chain of snow clad volcanoes of Victoria

Land. Ross traced the coast for five hundred miles southwards

until he encountered the Great Ice Barrier terminating seawards

in a sheer wall of ice, from one hundred and eighty to two hundred

feet high, through which, in Ross' words, "he could no more sail

his ships than he could sail them through the cliffs of Dover.

'

His dredgings showed that marine forms of animal life, especially

polyzoa, were abundant right up to the edge of the Great Ice

Barrier. Ross states (op. cit.) that on January 19th, 1841, when

off the coast of South Victoria, in latitude 72° 31' S., longitude

173° 39' E., "the dredge was put over in two hundred and seventy

fathoms water, and after trailing along the ground for some time

was hauled in. It was found to contain a block of grey granite,

composed of large crystals of quartz, mica and felspar, with

apparently a clean and recent fracture, as if lately broken off

from the main rock, and had probably been deposited by the

agency of an iceberg. McCormick, the surgeon of the Erebus,

frequently found fragments of granite in the stomachs of the

penguins/'



In 1874, H.M.S. Challenger visited the neighbourhood of the

supposed Termination Land of Wilkes, and drift fragments were

brought up by the dredge of granite, dioritic rocks, quartzites,

clay shales etc. Tetrasporecv were so abundant over wide areas

as to give the sea a peculiar green colour, and the sea swarmed

with diatoms. In 1883 1 the Talisman dredged from depths

mostly of between 4,000 to 5,000 metres, common granite, horn-

blendic granite, pegmatite, granulites rich in muscovite and

microcline, with two specimens respectively of diorite and diabase,

and numerous specimens of gneiss and hornblendic gneiss. The

gneisses were found to be more abundantly represented than the

volcanic rocks. The following minerals are recorded as having

been observed in the gneiss :—microcline, zircon, sphene, apatite,

rutile, garnet, tourmaline, biotite, muscovite, magnetite, epidote,

amphibole, pyroxene, diallage, and enstatite.

Amongst rocks probably of volcanic origin may be mentioned

seven specimens of augitic labradorite rocks, two of basalt, and

eight of andesites partly hornblendic, besides five specimens of

pumice, eight of basic scoria? more or less palagonitic, and ten

specimens of very basic tufFs. Amongst metamorphic rocks

dredged by the Talisman, may also be mentioned five specimens

of mica schists with tourmaline, microcline, sphene and epidote,

fifteen specimens of sericite and very epidotic quartz schists rich

in rutile, besides argillaceous schist with crystals of biotite and

garnet and numerous particles of graphite.

Amongst other rock specimens dredged were many representing

undoubted sedimentary rocks, e.g., sixteen of arkose very quartzose,

nineteen of sandstones, and sixty-three of limestone. Some of

the limestones are marble, some are oolitic, and thirty-one are

fossiliferous, the fossils consisting chiefly of indeterminable bivalve

shells. Some fragments of hard yellowish magnesian limestones

contain sections of Gyroporella, and are therefore very probably

Janvier - Ju j

lue and Levy—Comptes Eendu

en., pp. 793-795.



of Triassic Age. Three specimens are almost entirely foraminiferal

limestones of a markedly tertiary facies.

In 1893-94 the whaler Jason (Captain C. A. Larsen) visited

the north-western portion of Antarctica. The important discovery

was made by Dr. Donald, 1 of Lower Tertiary rocks with the fossil

shells Cucullcea, Natica, and Cytherea, in situ at Cape Seymour.

Fossil wood was also found imbedded in the Tertiary rocks at a

level of three hundred feet above the sea. A new active volcano,

named by Captain Larsen, Christensen Volcano, was discovered

in latitude 65° 5' S., longitude 58
a
40' W. On the sketch chart

accompanying Captain Larsen's paper, another active volcano,

Sarsee, 2
is shown, also Lindenberg Volcano [extinct (?)], and the

four Seal Islands, all of which are considered to be of volcanic

origin, if not dormant or extinct volcanoes.

We now come to the subject of the latest piece of Antarctic

Exploration accomplished by Mr. C. E. Borchgrevink in the

whaler Antarctic.

The following account is partly taken from the Standard of

2nd August, 1895, partly from notes kindly given us by Mr.

Borchgrevink :

—

The Antarctic was well fortified for ice work, her timbers being

nowhere less than three feet in thickness, and actually not less

than nine feet thick at the bows. She sailed from Melbourne on

the 20th September, 1894. Mr. H. J. Bull accompanied the

expedition as manager of the Antarctic Whaling Company, and

Mr. C. E. Borchgrevink finding that there was no room on board

for him in the capacity of scientific collector, pluckily engaged

himself as an ordinary seaman. The pack ice was sighted on the

7th December, and on the following day the Antarctic was in

latitude 58° 45' S., longitude 171° 30' E., and with vast streams

of ice driving all around. When the Antarctic entered the pack

ice the temperature of the air was 25° Fahr., and that of the water

1 J. Murray—Geogr. Journ. Vol. hi., No. 1, Jan. 1894, pp. 10, 11.



28° Fahr. Penguins were about in great numbers, and no

difficulty was experienced in killing some of them.

On the 14th December, in latitude 66° 44' S. and longitude

164° 0' E., as the Antarctic approached Balleny Island, the ice

floes greatly increased in size, and some of them were observed to

carry stones and earth. So thick and dangerous was the ice that

a vessel, dependent wholly upon sails, could not have existed, and

even with steam those on board ran very considerable risk, and

had one or two narrow escapes. They decided to run eastward,

following in the track of the Erebus and Terror. On Christmas

Eve they saw the midnight sun in latitude 66° 47' S. and longi-

tude 174" 8' E., and at midnight on the 31st December the sun

was again shining brightly.

Altogether they were thirty-eight days in working their way

through the pack ice, and then they got into a clear, smooth,

open expanse of sea. They steered straight for Cape Aclare in

Victoria Land, which they first sighted on Jan. 16. Mr. Borch-

grevink describes it as a square bluff of basaltic rock. The

i* }e t e of the air here was 32°, and of the water 30°, and

the sky was perfectly clear. Cape Adare rose to a height of 3,779

feet. Near Mount Sabine a peak was sighted clear of snow, con-

sidered to be a volcano recently in eruption.

On January 1 8th, they sighted Possession Island, where Sir

James Ross landed fifty-four years before and planted the British

flag. They found an immense quantity of penguins, and a large

portion of the island, which they judged to be about three hundred

and sixty acres in extent, was covered with a deep layer of guano.

Small plants were found there by Mr. Borchgrevink growing on

the rocks up to thirty feet above sea level. These have subse-

quently been identified as lichens.

On the 20th February they steamed still further southward,

ami ^ted a new cape which they named Cape Oscar, in honour

oi the King of Sweden and Norway, whose birthday it happened

t0 l^. On the 22nd they were in latitude 74° S., and no whales



being visible they decided to return northwards to Cape Adare,

where they landed, being the first human beings who had ever set

foot on that territory. Their landing place was a sort of peninsula,

which formed a complete breakwater for the inner bay, through

which they steered. Immense swarms of penguins were on the

cape, on which they nested as high up as 1,000 feet. Mr.

Borchgrevink and his party after landing, collected specimens of

the rock, and they also found some signs of vegetation, consisting

of lichens (?) like those met with by them at Possession Island.

Throughout the whole of their voyage they had a comparatively

high temperature, and they met with great numbers of sperm

whales. The minimum temperature which they encountered

within the Antarctic circle was 25° Fahr., and the maximum was

46°, while all through the ice pack it kept at 28°. The mean

temperature for January 1895 was 32-5° Fahr., and for February

30° Fahr.

While at Possession Island and Cape Adare Mr. Borchgrevink

collected specimens of the different varieties of rock obtainable at

those localities. Several of the specimens from Cape Adare are

in the form of waterworn pebbles, which were picked up by Mr.

Borchgrevink on the shores of that headland.

(3) Summary of Antarctic Geology.—The observations of the

Antarctic explorers mentioned above prove that (a) eruptive, (b)

sedimentary, and (c) metamorphic rocks are well represented m

Antarctica. If the (a) Eruptive rocks be divided into respectively

plutonic, and volcanic groups, we find that the former comprises

granite, pegmatite, granulites rich in microcline and muscovite,

syenite, diorite, diabase etc., and the latter pumice, andesites

partly hornblendic, augite-labradorite rocks (augite-andesites 1),

basalts, basic scoriae, palagonite tuffs.

(b) Sedimentary rocks—These comprise the Cuczdlcea rocks of

Cape Seymour, with fossil wood of Lower Tertiary Age, numerous

fragments of limestone, partly molluscan, partly foraminiferal, the

latter Tertiary, the former of doubtful geological age, some more



or less incoherent, some oolitic, some in the condition of marble.

Besides these are the fragments of hard yellowish magnesian

limestone with Gyroporella, probably Triassic, the Palaeozoic (?)

greyish-white limestones of the South Orkneys, fragments of

various sandstones, arkose, quartzites, and clay shales,

(c) Metamorphic rocks—These appear to be abundantly repre-

hornblendic, contt

zircon, microcline, sphene, apatite, rutile, tourmaline etc., mica-

schists with tourmaline, microcline, sphene and epidote ; sericite

quartz-schists, epidotic quartz-schists rich in rutile, argillaceous

schist with crystals of biotite and garnet, and numerous particles

of graphite, phyllite schists and talc schists.

With regard to the volcanic zone of Antarctica the following is

1. Balleny Island ...Dormant (?)
12,000 feet high.

2. Buckle Island ...Active (?)
Small.

3. Mount Sabine ...Extinct (?) 9,500 feet „

4. Cone observed by Borchgrevink near Mt.

Sabine apparently recently in eruption,

Active (?).

5. Mount Herschell ..Extinct ... ... 14,000 feet (?) „

6. Mount Melbourne ..Extinct(? large c ater).

7. Mount Erebus ..Active ... 12,367 feet (?) „

8- Mount Terror ..Extinct (?) ... ... 10,884 feet „

9- Mount Haddingto a Extinct (?) ... ... 7,050 feet ? ,

10. Cockburn Island ..Extinct (?) ... ... 2,750 feet „

U. Paulet Island ..Active 750 feet „

12. Etna Island ..Extinct (?) ... ... 1,300 feet „

13
- Bridgman Island ..Active cone ... 400 feet (?) „

** Apsland Island ..Extinct crater.

!3- Astrolabe Island ..Extinct crater ... 1,000 feet (?) „

Deception Island—Large partly submerged

crater with numerous fumaroles, dormant (?) 800 - 1,800 ft. ,

17
- Christensen Volcano Active Small.

18. Sarsee Volcano ... Active »



Lindenberg Volcano Extinct (?) Small

!-.__._ _, ,_

As regards the general distribution of these volcanoes, we may

here quote from a previous paper by one of us forming part of his

Presidential Address to the Linnean Society of New South Wales

for 1895, pp. 155 - 156 :—"The volcanoes of Victoria Land show

a tendency to linear arrangement. From Mount Sabine to Mount

Melbourne the trend is south-south-westerly. Mount Erebus and

Mount Terror lie almost due south of Mount Sabine. Further

north from Mount Sabine the great earth-fold, on the septum ot

which this chain of volcanoes is situated, probably bends a little

westwards, as shown partly by the surroundings, partly by the

position of Balleny's Island. North-west of Balleny's Island the

great fold trends perhaps to the knotting point between the Tas-

manian axis of folding, described in the address just referred to,

Zealand, the former perhaps -

Royal Company Island, and the latter through or near Auckland

Island and Macquarie Island. The knotting point would probably

be somewhere (approximately) near the intersection of the 60th

parallel of south latitude with the 150th meridian of longitude

east from Greenwich. It would thus join the line of extinct

volcanoes along East Australia on the west, and perhaps the

active volcanic zone of the North Island of New Zealand, or at

all events the fold which bounds that continent, on the east.

Traced in the opposite direction, the volcanic zone probably

runs through Seal Islands, the active volcanoes of Christen**

and Sarsee, and through Mount Haddington, an extinct volcano

in Trinity Land, to Paulet and Bridgman Islands, active volcanoes.

The volcanic zone bends easterly from here on account of the

easterly trend in the fold, which appears to make a loop towards

South Georgia before it swings back towards Cape Horn. That

there is a real easterly trend in the earth-fold at Trinity Land



and the South Shetlands is proved by the observations made by

the Astrolabe and Zelee expedition, which record a strike in a

north-north-east and south-south-west direction for the greyish-

white limestones and phyllite-schists at the South Orkneys.

Towards Cape Horn from near South Georgia the fold probably

trends west -north -westerly, then follows an approximately

meridional direction parallel with the chain of the Andes. It may

Land is on the east side of the fold, the Christensen-Bridgman

group are apparently on the opposite side. This may be clue to

the fact that at the latter locality the eastern slope of the fold is

steeper than the western, as seems probable from the presence of

the deep ocean abyss east of Graham's Land, as shown on Dr.

Murray's map. It is probable, therefore, that the volcanic chain

of Victoria Land will continue towards the South Pole, probably

bending somewhat to the eastward, and will thence change its

position to the fold on the other side of the Antarctic continent,

so as to run through the Christensen-Bridgman line of volcanoes.

more or less by snow and glaciers, will be found at the South
'

Pole."

The additional information as to the geology of Antarctica fur-

nished by the collections submitted to us by Mr. Borchgrevink

is detailed below :—

Part II—Petrology op the Rocks collected by Mr. C. E.

Borchgrevink from Cafe Adare, Victoria Land, and

from Possession Island.

A

—

Specimens from Cape Adare.

Garnetiferous-Granulitic-Aplite, (No. 4).

This rock is the only representative of the acid-group among
e sPeci <nens. In the mass it is a white, noncrystalline, aggre-

gate of quartz and felspar granules. Numerous small, well-

^vstallized red garnets are present, also numerous crystals of

Ck tourmaline. In section the granulitic texture is very
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marked, and the felspar granules are seen to consist largely of

microcline. The hatched twin lamella? are very irregular and

wavy and suggest that the rock has been under pressure. There

is a small amount of triclinic felspars which appears to lie between

albite and oligoclase. One section of the latter shows a remark-

able twin structure {Plate 13, fig. 1), the outline is rudely rec-

tangular and the grain is divided into four equal areas by lines

joining the middle points of the sides. Each area is finely lamellar,

and extinguishes simultaneously with the one diagonally opposite

to it. A possible explanation may be that it is a section approxi-

mately parallel to the macropinacoid (100) divided into two halves

according to the Carlsbad law, and again divided into two halves,

one of which is reversed on the other by turning round a normal

to 001, according to the Mannebach law. In addition to this

each of the four areas exhibit albite lamellation. Some of the

felspars show numerous fine parallel cavities probably of the nature

of solution planes.

The quartz grains have some liquid enclosures but not many,

'determined. Stray flakes of muscovite have been noticed.

Among the accessory minerals the garnets do not require

further notice. The tourmaline occurs in well shaped prisms the

pleochroism being pale pinkish-brown to very dark slaty-purple.

Included in the other minerals are numerous highly refracting

grains and prisms, all practically colourless. Some of these must

be referred to topaz, although the optical sign appears to oe

negative instead of positive, as is more usual. One piece in par-

ticular (Plate 13, figs. 2a, 26) has the outline of a cross section

of topaz and gives a good figure in convergent light. In this,

from the shape of the section, it can be seen that the optic axial

plane is the macropinacoid, and that the sign is negative while

the axial angle is somewhat smaller than usual. If this minera

is a topaz, it would appear that in addition to the change of sign,

the plane of the optic axes has taken a position at right angles to

the normal one. It is an interesting point in connexion with this,



that we have found, among some sections cut for stauroscopic

vestigation, a specimen ot topaz in which the optic axes make a

very small angle with each other (not more than a few degrees)

and that the .optical sign is negative. It may be that under

certain conditions topaz changes its

through zero the axes open out in a

former position with changed sign.

Besides some apatites and zircons there are some grains with

extremely strong double refraction. One of these, a small prism

showing pyramid faces at one end, gives colours ot trie sev

order in polarized light (Plate 13, fig- 3). The presence of some

prismatic cleavage lines render it probable that it is rutile.

There are a few tabular crystals of anatase, and some grains,

with somewhat lower double refraction and without cleavage, may

most probably be referred to cassiterite.

Trachyte, (Nos. 1 and 2).

Compact, greenish-grey in colour, somewhat fissile. Sp. gr. 249.

Analysis yielded the following composition :—

Si0 2
= 61-01

A1 3 3
= 16-62

Fe 3 3
= 3-55

FeO .= 2-81

MnO = -
55

CaO = 3-27

MgO = "OS

Na 3
= 5

'92

K B
= 5'22

Water (ignition) = M3

10014

Phosphoric acid and chlorine present in small quantities.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to be composed
principally

of sanidine microliter There is a small proportion of lath-shap

tnclinic microlites and of cryptocrystalline interstitial materia .



(Plate 14, fig. 1). The sanidines are apparently all tabular in

form, some slices showing nothing but tabular sections while

others yield only lath-shaped ones.

The ferro-magn. sian constituent is represented by an segirine

which is present in considerable quantity (probably nearly 25%

of the whole bulk). It exhibits brownish-green to bluish-green

pleochroism with a small extinction angle. It is uniformly dis-

tributed in minute angular patches moulded on the felspars with

here and there a tendency to an elongated prismatic habit. In

places it shows ophitic structure on a small scale. The only

porphyritic constituents are a few rounded grains of this same

segirine and a few large grains of magnetite.

As accessory constituents there are a number of minute flakes

of a brown biotite, some needles of apatite included in the felspars,

a few zircons and a little magnetite.

Glassy Augite Andesite (?) No. 11.

Greyish-black in the mass and has the appearance of a fine

grained andesite or basalt.

There are but few porphyritic constituents. Some corroded

fragments of felspar, apparently monoclinic, and some grains of a

pale augite with faint pleochroism—yellowish- to pinkish-brown.

There are one or two patches of magnetite (opacite) granules with

traces of brown hornblendic material remaining.

Next to these in point of size we have a sparsely scattered crop

of small lath-shaped felspars, the majority of which are siwpy

twinned, but a few show lamellar twinning and appear to

oligoclase. The base appears to be glassy, but is generally **

quite isotropic and gives the impression of being in a state

strain. It is quite colourless and in many places indefinite pl»

of felspar material seem to have partially developed.

This base is filled with very minute augite crystals. They

J
for the most part well formed crystals, with short prismatic m l

>

pale green in colour, and appear to have a small angle of extinc 1



They are too minute to be certain of pleochroism. In addition

to these there is much magnetite dust.

This rock ought perhaps to be classified as a trachytic andesite

owing to the number of apparently monoclinic felspars present.

The amount of glassy base present renders its nomenclature a

matter of uncertainty which can only be settled by chemical

analysis for which there has not been time up to the present.

Vesicular Andesite Glass, No. 13.

This is a highly vesicular fragment which on examination proves

to have many points in common with the glassy andesite No. 11,

and may well be considered as a portion of the same flow. The

porphyritic constituents are quite similar to those in No. 11, with

the exception that we have here some hornblendes preserved with

a ring of opacite granules round them, while in No. 11 the horn-

blende has practically completely disappeared. The lath-shaped

felspars are not so numerous, but are still for the most part simply

twinned. The base is faintly coloured and somewhat more glassy

while the incipient felspar plates are not noticed.

The minute augite crystals are perhaps quite as numerous as

in No. 11, but are even smaller while the magnetite and opacite

Basaltic Andesite (No. 6).

In the mass fine-grained, very dark grey in colour, with but

few porphyritic crystals. Sp. gr. 2-78.

In sections the ground mass is cryptocrystalline, and contains

a dust °f magnetite and minute augite granules. Above this m
the scale of crystallization is a crop of forked triclinic microliter

RWing extinction angles approximating to labradorite. There

are also many small square and rectangular sections of felspar,

1 '»-t of which show only simple twinning.

8ome large crystals of magnetite are present, and a number o

medium sized yellowish brown augites. One or two grains of

° 1Vlne were noticed enclosed in augite. There are also some



corroded crystals of a rich brown hornblende, which are sur-

rounded by a ring of magnetite (opacite) dust, which varies in

amount from a thin layer to a complete absorption of the

original mineral. {Plate 14, fig. 3.)

Olivine-Dolerite, No. 14.

This rock has suffered considerable alteration. The felspars

are lath-shaped, not much decomposed, but the broken and

irregular lamellae give evidence of considerable crushing. These

felspars have a tendency to aggregate into radial or fan-shaped

groups which might be considered as a poor attempt at ' centric'

or ' ocellar ' structure.

The augite is brown in colour, the depth increasing toward the

periphery of the grain. It occurs in irregular grains partly

moulded on the felspars, and giving rise in places to ophitic

structure. Most of it is fairly fresh, but in places it has been

converted into a felted mass of chlorite fibres, and possibly also

serpentine or other ferruginous silicates.

The olivine is in large grains, frequently with idiomorphic

contours. These have for the most part been converted into

serpentine, without separation of magnetite dust, but coloured m

patches by homogeneous aggregates of chlorite fibres.

Magnetite crystals are present, together with irregular masses

of secondary magnetite. Specular haematite seems to be present

also, the brilliant faces of the crystals being noticeable in reflected

light ; some of this is possibly micaceous ilmenite.

Numerous slender needles of apatite traverse all other con-

stituents, and there are needles of what appears to be an

actinolithic mineral also present.

Olivine Basalt (Nos. 3a, 36).

Compact, greyish-black with phenocrysts of augite, olivine,

and plagioclase. Sp. gr. 2 '92,

In section the rock is clear and fresh. The ground-mass fine

in texture and composed of plagioclase microlites, minute grams



of brownish-green augite moulded on the felspars, and magnetite

The porphyritic constituents are :—Plagioclase (chiefly labro-

dorite), some of the crystals being zoned and others appear to be

made up of patches of felspar of different composition, forming

a large lath-shaped section. Some of these patches have all the

appearance of sanidine. Augite, pale brown in section with

idiomorphic contours. Olivine, generally in rounded grains, occa-

sionally idiomorphic, and showing no alteration to speak of.

There are also some large grains of • magnetite. Some of these

have a coarsely arborescent structure, the spaces between the

branches being occupied by felspar and augite similar to the

ground-mass. This would seem to point to the constituents of

the ground-mass having started to crystallize before the grains of

magnetite had completely separated out. (Plate 14, fig. 2.)

Olivine Basalt, (No. 7).

This specimen is a vescicular pebble of a reddish-brown colour.

Sp. gr. 3 07.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of a fine-grained

ground-mass much stained with ferruginous decomposition pro-

ducts, and carrying numerous phenocrysts of augite, olivine and

magnetite. The scarcity of felspar is at once apparent, no crystals

of any appreciable size being present. The ground-mass however,

contains a considerable number of very small felspar microliter

These together with much very finely granular augite and

magnetite dust make up the ground-mass, little if any glass being

discernible.

At first the comparative scarcity of felspar would suggest that

the rock approached a limburgite in composition. The following

analysis shows that it must be retained in the basalt group :

Si0 2 = 45-1 :)

A1 3 = 18-13

Fe
2 3 = 12-94

Cab - 11-23



100-06

The percentage of A1„0 3 is high and implies the presence of

felspar, either actual or potential. As there is little glass present

it is probable that the augite, which is by far the most prevalent

constituent, is itself highly aluminous.

The porphyritic augites are frequently broken but not much

corroded. All exhibit shelly zoning, there being generally two

crystal has been fractured these shells continue round the fractured

edge, showing that they have formed subsequently to the breaking

of the original kernel. This kertiel is frequently twinned and is

greenish-yellow in colour. The angle c : c = 45°; this increases

in other outer shells up to 55° in the outermost. Zoning is

apparent in ordinary light, owing to the outer shell being of a

decided yellow colour, but whether this is due to change in com-

position or merely to staining is not clear, though the former is

probable, from the sharpness and uniformity of the coloured shell.

One crystal differs from the majority in having a well marked

shell with a greater angle of extinction than the kernel and out-

side this a thin shell having the same extinction as the kernel.

The olivine is all porphyritic, idiomorphic outlines being com-

mon. All the crystals exhibit a curious structure. They are

traversed by a dense rectangular network composed of strings of

magnetite grains which here and there show octahedral faces but

are less regular than skeleton crystals. {Plate 13, fig. 4.)

The main axes of these strings are apparently parallel to the

axes, a, and b, the shorter offsets being parallel to the vertical

axis. The olivine matrix is perfectly colourless and fresh, show- •

ing no decomposition and none of the usual irregular cracks. In



places there are thin films of what is probably micaceous haematite

making the olivine a brilliant transparent red.

In many of the crystals the enclosed iron oxides have been

attached and converted into opaque red haematite, so that the

whole crystal appears of an opaque red by reflected light. The

larger crystals of magnetite have suffered in the same way, and

the opaque red dust has spread over much of the ground-mass.

Limburgite (No. 9).

In the mass this rock is of a dark grey colour, compact with

minute irregular cavities, and shows phenocrysts of augite and

olivine. Sp. gr. 2-94.

It has very much the appearance of an ordinary olivine basalt.

On microscopic examination, however, felspar was found to be

entirely absent. Porphyritic auptes and olivines are abundant

;

they are clear and fresh, and show crystal boundaries. These

augites are yellowish to pinkish-brown in colour, generally zoned

and frequently twinned. Then we have a large crop of much

smaller augites with a few small olivines, and finally there is a

base of fine granular augite and greyish to brown intersertal glass

dusted over with granules of magnetite. (Plate 15, fig- 3.)

The colour of the glass varies in patches ; in places it seems

almost entirely absent, and elsewhere we find it in brown angular

patches filling the spaces between the second generation of augites.

This glass is perfectly isotropic, but contains a dust of dark

Particles. Throughout the mass there are little irregular cavities

which would appear to be contraction rifts consequent on crystal-

lization. Into these the augites of the second generation project

with very good crystal boundaries. These cavities are filled with

a colourless isotropic mineral with a few needle-like inclusions.

Tbs is most probably analcime. Treated micro-chemically with

Cl {t is decomposed, yielding a good crop of NaCl crystals and

gelatinous Si0
2 . The separated silica is richly stained by

^akite green .



As to the nomenclature of this specimen, its mineralogical con-

stitution practically entitles it to a place among the limburgites,

though it is undoubtedly more stony in texture than is usual with

these rocks.

A partial analysis gave the following results :

—

Si0
2 = 38-44%

A1 2 3 = 19-88

Fe 2 3 - 13-46

Some oxide of manganese is included with the alumina. This

shows that the rock is ultrabasic in composition. The high per-

centage of alumina is accounted for by the analcime which is

present in considerable quantity.

Limburgite, (No. 10).

This rock is not unlike No. 9 in general appearance, but its

texture is finer. Sp. gr. 2-91.

Under the microscope it is seen to be a highly glassy rock, the

glass being very free from crystallites and of a rich brownish-

yellow colour. Contained in the base are porphyritic augites and

olivines, and a second generation of smaller augites similar to

No. 9. Numerous small granules of magnetite are also present.

{Plate 15, fig. 4)

It is possible that this rock is but a more glassy portion of the

mass from which No. 9 has come, and that this glass holds

potentially the granular augitic base which is seen developed in

the latter rock.

A partial analysis, for comparison with No. 9, gave the follow-

ing :— Si0 2 = 38-99%

A1 2 3 = 1172

Fe 2 3 = 15-26

The percentage of alumina in this is much less than in So. ^

and probably represents more accurately the common magma, »

in this rock no analcime, so prevalent in the other, is observed.



Basic Tuff, (No. 8a, 86).

A hardened tuffaceous material, light-browi

ing numerous darker angular fragments. Under the microscope

is seen to be composed of numerous irregular fragments of various

basic volcanic glasses. These vary in colour from light to dark

brown, and are all amygdaloidal, the vescicles being filled or

partially filled with colourless isotropic material. Some of the

lighter fragments are almost pumiceous in texture, while a few

consist of almost compact dark brown glass.

All the fragments contain minute lath-shaped felspars with a

parallel arrangement in each piece, while the more glassy ones

contain trichites in addition. The matrix is comminuted material

of the same nature as the fragments, and contains a few large

angular pieces of felspar.

No. 8c is very similar to the foregoing but is more porous, the

vesicles being without amygdaloidal infillings.

Nos. 12 and 15 are fragments of scoriaceous lavas, some of

which approach pumice in character. They are probably of

intermediate composition, but have not been examined in

detail.

Mica Schist, (No. 5.)

A fine grained rock, consisting of quartz and dark brown mica,

with strongly marked schistose characters and easily fissile. In

thin actions the rock appears to be made up principally of clear

granules of quartz and flakes of biotite (Plate 14, fig- 4 )-
The

Wotite forms about 20% of the whole mass and is perfectly fresh

and Wrongly pleochroic. In addition to these constituents there

13 a STna11 amount of a white mica which appears to be muscovite.

There are also numerous small but beautifully formed prisms of

0wn tourmaline as well as zircon, apatite, magnetite, some

Pseudomorphs of pyrites in

r of the scapolite

r umurpns ot pyrites in oxide of iron, and a lew grama ^
^een spinel, probably pleonaste. Some felspar is also presen

and possibly r



The bulk analysis of the rock yielded the following results :-

SiO a ... =71-43%

A1 3 3 (P 3 5 ) =11-03

100-17

Phosphoric acid, chlorine and fluorine are present in small

quantities.

The percentage of lime is notably large and a partial analysis

of the biotite was made to see whether it contained any lime.

This yielded the following :—

Si0 3 =37-70%

A1 3 3 = 20-74

Fe 2 3 = 19-03

MnO = 2-03

MgO = 8-06

The iron present as FeO was not determined. It was found to

The above analysis shows that the mica, which has a decided

bronze lustre, lies between biotite and lepidomelane in composition.

It was also found to be uniaxial. The high percentage of MnO

is noteworthy and probably accounts for all the manganese found

in the bulk analysis of the rock. (We may mention incident^

that all the specimens of these Antarctic rocks which have so far

been submitted to analysis contain appreciable quantities of

manganese).

Lime being therefore excluded from the mica it became neces-

sary to search for it elsewhere. No trace of twinning, which
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would indicate a felspar, is to be found among the colourless

granules ; nevertheless some of them were found to be biaxial in

convergent polarized light. Further, in the neighbourhood of

joint planes, some of these granules are seen to be slightly decom-

posed, indicating that they are silicates and not quartz.

These silicates, from their resemblance to the quartz grains,

when not decomposed, may be either felspars or scapolites or both.

The fact that many of them are biaxial may reasonably be taken

as indicating felspar, not wit I si i i. ti ig the absence of twinning, for

the secondary felspars in schists are frequently untwinned and

much resemble quartz in thin sections. The question then arises

as to whether a member of the scapolite group is also present.

To try and settle this, a prolonged separation of the mineral con-

stituents was made. A few heavy minerals came clown first,

then the tourmaline ; close on this came the dark mica, and

immediately after it the muscovite. The bulk of the rock, which

now. consisted of colourless grains only, remained. For a long

time we tried to separate this into its different constituents but

miled, as they all floated or sank together. It followed therefore

that the quartz, felspar and other silicates, not only resembled

each other under the microscope but were also of equal density.

Separation by this method having failed, and the silicates being

but slightly attacked by acids, the isolation and identification of a

scapolite (if present) is not feasible. Nevertheless certain general

arguments render the presence of such a mineral very probable.

n tlle nrst place a felspar with the sp. gr. of quartz would have

a coniposition approaching that of oligoclase or andesine. In

su *--1
» a felspar the proportion of CaO does not exceed that of

NV>. and if we assumed that all the Na aO was present in

»wpar, this would account for only 2-1% of CaO, leaving a balance

counted for. We are therefore in need of a silicate

Whlch
'
under the microscope resembles quartz, has the same sp. gr.

as quartz, and in which thfl amount of CaO, or the proportion of

^OtoNa.O.isW
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Now certain members of the scapolite group are the only

minerals with which we are acquainted which entirely satisfy the

conditions, and on these grounds we think it highly probable that

such a mineral is present.

The question of the pre-metamorphic condition of a schist, such

as the present one, is of great interest, but unfortunately little

can be done towards its elucidation from mere hand specimens.

One or two suggestions may, however, be made. From the bulk

analysis this mica schist appears to have the composition of an

acid igneous rock so far as its more stable constituents (Si0 2
and

AloO 3 ) go. In other constituents there are important differences.

For example, the amount of CaO and of MgO is largely in excess

of, and the amount of alkalis falls far short of, that usual in acid

igneous rocks. Now this diminution of the alkalis and increase

of the alkaline earths is suggestive of denudation and sedimenta-

tion, and lends colour to the suggestion that this rock may be a

metamorphosed sediment.

Again the numerous tourmalines present indicate, probably,

thermal metamorphism under the influence of an highly heated

acid rock from which boric acid and fluorine might be derived.

(In the granulitic aplite No. 4, we have evidence of the presence

of such an igneous mass—containing much tourmaline—in the

district). One may therefore suggest with some probability that

this mica-schist has been previously a sedimentary rock which has

taken its present form under the influence of a neighbouring

mass of highly heated acid magma.

B.

—

Specimens from Possession Island.

Amygdaloidal Trachyte, (No. 9).

Grey in colour with numerous irregular cavities, many of which

are filled with yellowish and white materials. The texture is

uniform, giving in section a mass of small lath-shaped felspars

which appear to be sanidine and oligoclase. Between these there

is a fair amount of colourless glass containing magnetite and very

minute grains of highly-refracting greenish material, probably



The flow structure is distinct, and the cavities and amyg-

are irregularly elongated parallel to its direction. These

"it of a very irregular layer of brownish doubly-

refracting material which fuses easily and gelatinizes easily with

HC1 even in the cold, and is most probably natrolite.

The portions inside this layer are generally filled with colourless

sectors of material which exhibits faint anomalous double-refrac-

tion, and may probably be analcime. In some of the larger ones

the centre is occupied by calcite surrounded by analcime which is

again surrounded irregularly by natrolite. The natrolite exists

in minute fan-shaped aggregates.

Augite Andesite, (No. 12).

Rock brownish in colour, considerably decomposed and porous.

Small red grains indicate oxidation of magnetite crystals, and the

general brownish tone due to oxidation of magnetite dust. There

is not much actual staining of other constituents. Under the

microscope appears to be an andesite of fine texture.

The base consists of felspar microlites, a great number of

smaller prisms and grains of yellow augite and magnetite (mostly

converted to reddish oxides), and a fair amount of granular inter-

sertal glass, almost colourless and containing highly refracting

globulites. There are some porphyritic crystals of brownish augite

the outer shells of which are of a strong yellow colour similar to

that of the small augites in the base. This is probably due to

oxidation of the FeO. There are some dark patches in the base,

some with regular outlines, which may represent the debris of

another constituent, possibly a hornblende.

Basalt, (Nos. 1 and 2).

These are specimens of a fine, dark, compact basalt, with a few

Porphyritic crystals of black augite. Sp. gr. 2-82, 2-86.

&» section, fl0w structure is apparent from the parallel arrange-

me»t of the slAaii lath-shaped felspars. The texture is micro-

crystalline with a certain amount of intersertal glass of a brownish



colour. Numerous small brownish-red olivines are present as

well as minute crystals and grains of a pale augite, and much

magnetite dust. The glass contains numerous globulites and

microlites, but nothing of special interest.

Basalt, (Nos. 3 and 7.)

These specimens seem identical, save that No. 3 is slightly

vesicular, while No. 7 is fairly compact. Colour greyish-black.

Base glassy with patches of finely granular augite. Small lath-

shaped felspars abundant, also small brownish-red olivines. Por-

phyritic constituents scanty, consisting of one or two rich brown

hornblendes surrounded by a considerable resorption layer c

opacite granules mixed with granules of augitic J aterial ; and a

few fair sized grains of a greenish augite. These specimens bear

a strong resemblance to Nos. 1 and 2 in mineralogical constitution.

Basalt, (No. 5.)

Fine in texture with glassy base containing magnetite, minute

pale augite, felspar microliths, and some small olivines decompos-

ing into brownish-yellow serpentine. The usual small lath-shaped

felspars are present ; some porphyritic grains of pale augite, and

some pseudomorphs of hornblende in opacite and augite granules.

One of these represents a large crystal of hornblende, and some

of the original mineral remains. This is clear and fresh, and

shows a greenish-yellow to brown pleochrism (Plate 15, fiS- $
Near the centre of the pseudomorph a large patch of the rock

base is included. The constitution of this pseudomorph is peculiar.

There is an outer zone of opacite, and almost colourless augite

granules preserving the idiomorphic outline of the original horn-

blende. Inside this there is a zone of varying width formed of

fucoid-like growths standing at right-angles to the sides.
These

are dark brown in colour, translucent, and slightly pleochroic ($

and apparently traversed by strings of opacite granules. 1* a

probable that they consist of thin leaves of a brown oxide of *»•

Basalt, (No. 6).

Fine in texture, with glassy base nearly colourless and contain-

ing numerous globulites and grains of highly refracting materia

,



which is probably augite. Also magnetite dust, a large crop of

lath-shaped felspar microlites and many small brownish-red

olivines. Porphyritic constituents absent. There is, however, in

one of the sections a crystal of zoisite, about 0-75 mm. long by

0-5 mm. broad (Plate 15, fig. 2). This is perfectly colourless and

conspicuous by its very low double-refraction, high index of

refraction, and rhombic characters. The section is six-sided, show-

ing two prism faces and four pyramid faces. The cleavage

somewhat curved

rtical axis. In this

particular section the greater elasticity is parallel to the axis c.

There are some smaller sections of this mineral giving rhombic

and trapezoidal outlines.

Basalt, (No. 8).

This rock in the mass presents a curious foliated appearance.

It seems to be made up of little irregular ovoid lumps, about 5 mm.

by 2 to 3 mms., together with less regular fragments into which

it easily breaks up. The ovoid pieces all lie with their longer

axes parallel and a face at right angles to these axes was polished.

It was then seen that the ovoid lumps gave rise to dull round

spots fairly regularly distributed over this surface. They are of

softer material than the portions surrounding them, and form

centres from which irregular cracks radiate out through the sur-

rounding layers (Plate 13, fig. 8).

It would thus appear that the rock has split up into a number

of irregular ovoid lumps, the longer axes of which are all parallel,

that most of these have a kernel of softer material the outer

evelope being traversed by irregular radial cracks. We have not

*een anything exactly like this structure before, and no definite

Sanation has up to the present suggested itself. Doubtless

contraction on cooling together with lateral pressures and subse-

quent percolation of waters along the cracks to the kernels have

done their share in its formation. In thin sections the slice splits

UP into a number of rounded and polygonal pieces, but no dis-

tinction is observable between those forming the kernels and those
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forming the surrounding shells. The rock is a fine grained basalt

composed of a felted mass of felspar microlites with minute grains

of greenish augite, magnetite, and brownish-red olivines. The

presence of any glassy material is doubtful. The texture is very

fine and quite uniform, no phenocrysts having been met with.

All the basalts described so far bear a striking resemblance to

each other, both in general characters and in mineralogical con-

stitution. Their differences consist in the varying amount of

glassy base and slight changes of texture, some having a few por-

phyritic constituents, and some being vesicular.

The small brownish-red grains of olivine form a peculiar feature

common to all. Were it not for these olivines, the general

characters of these lavas, and the fact that most of the felspars

indicate a composition not lower in the series than labradorite,

would suggest that they should be placed among the basaltic

andesites. On the other hand the olivine is not present in suffici-

ent quantity to make them olivine-basalts. In the absence of

chemical analysis their exact classification is not ascertainable,

and we have therefore left them with the somewhat indefinite

designation of basalt.

Olivine Basalt, (No. 10).

A dark scoriaceous rock with numerous large olivines and

black crystals of augite. Under the microscope the ground-mass

is fine in texture, containing a number of very minute lath-shaped

felspars. With higher magnifying power the base is seen to be

glassy, slightly greenish-brown in colour, with numerous globulus

and highly refracting grains. Intermediate in size between these

and the felspars are numerous grains of pale brown augite, and

also of brownish-yellow olivine. These olivines have a granular

appearance. There are also many small magnetite grains.

Coming next to the porphyritic minerals we have :-L*rge

crystals of magnetite. Large rounded grains of olivine, which

are colourless but turning to a brownish-yellow along the cracks.

Finally, very large crystals of augite. These have idiomorphic



contours, are frequently simply twinned and slightly pleochroic.

The colour varies from a greenish-brown to a violet-brown in

different crystals and frequently in the same crystal. Sometimes

this change of colour takes the form of zoning, the kernels being

greenish and the outer shell violet, and sometimes the two colours

seem irregularly intergrown.

There are also a few corroded remnants of a brown hornblende.

The original hornblende crystals are in several instances repre-

sented by remarkable pseudomorphs, similar in many points to

those described in Basalt No. 5. There are, however, some

features present in these which render a separate description

desirable.

The ground-mass of these pseudomorphs consists %f granules

of almost colourless augite. These granules have in their

interstices or intergrown with them little specks of colourless

isotropic material, numerous elongated and branching patches

of dark brown to opaque material similar to the fucoid-like in-

clusions described in No. 5, and finally many prismatic and

granular pieces of brownish-yellow olivine similar to those in the

base of the rock. A small piece of the original brown horn-

blende may or may not remain in the centre.

The augite framework, which appears to be in irregular granules

owing to the number of these inclusions in it, is in reality optically

continuous. In one case it is twinned, one half of the pseudo-

worph extinguishing at a different angle from the other. As no

hornblende remains, it cannot be ascertained whether this twin-

ning occured in the original mineral. Further, it appears from

two of the pseudomorphs that this secondary augite has its plane

of symmetry coincident with that of the hornblende. In one of

these {Plate 13, fig. 5) which appears to be a section parallel to

01 0, the hornblende extinguishes at an angle of W with the

^rtical axis (shown by the prismatic cleavage), while the augite

extinguishes at 43° on the opposide of the vertical axis. In the

other case {Plate 13, fig. 6) we have a section approximately at

right angles to the vertical axis as shown by the shapely defined
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prismatic cleavages of the hornblende, and here the

and augite extinguish simultaneously.

The dark brown to opaque inclusions do not occur in the

original hornblende, but are confined to the surrounding altered

portion. They do not appear to have any very definite arrange-

ment, irregularly elongated and platy forms being common. On

the edges, and when in thin films, they are translucent and of a

dark brown colour. Associated with these are prisms and irregular

patches of brownish-yellow olivine ; and in some cases a layer of

this olivine appears to fringe some of the brown inclusions, and

one material seems even to pass gradually into the other (Plate i j

fig. 7.) It is a suggestion perhaps worth making that this dark

material is-a silicate of iron allied to ilvaite, which would resemble

a fayalite in which some of the iron was peroxidised. The trans-

ition from this to a ferrugineous olivine, or vice versa, is easily-

conceivable.

Nos. ]3S. 11 and 13 are fragments of basic scoria?, varying

l to red in colour. Some are very highly vesicular and

itermediate in cc•mposition. No. 11 is more compact

of the vesicles are lined with zeolitic material.

The collections submitted to us by Mr. Borchgrevink, in addi-

tion to proving the existence in Victoria Land of a group of

trachyte lavas containing soda-augites, and other interesting rocks

such as the ultra-basic limburgites and the mica-schist already

described, appear to us to strongly confirm the conclusion already

arrived at by Dr. Murray and several eminent biologists as to

the existence within the Antarctic Circle of an Antarctic Con-

tinent rather than an Antarctic Archipelago. The schistose and

granitic rocks collected by him at Cape Adare are distinctly of

continental origin, and imply a strong probability of the con-

tinuity of Victoria Land with Adelie Land.

In speaking of Mr. Borchgrevink's work we can but echo the

sentiments already expressed by Dr. Murray, that it is impossible
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of Plates.

PLATE XIII.

Fig. 1. Triply-twinned grain of felspar showing Carl

and Albite types. Two of the sectors are shown extinguished.

Fig. 2a. Basal section of topaz, showing usual position of optic axes,

the sign being positive.

Fig. 26. Section of topaz, in Granulitic Aplite, A. No. 4, showing

position of optic axes, the sign being negative.

Fig. 3. Prisms f rntile and anatase from Granulitic Aplite, A. No. 4.

Fig. 4. Crystal of olivine, from Olivine Basalt, A, No. 7, with inter-

grown meshwork of magnetite.

Figs. 5, 6. Pseudomorphs of hornblende composed of 8™™1&T a^
colourless isotropic material, brownish-yellow olivines, and darlc

to black inclusions. These latter may be oxides of iron or possi y

sincate allied to ilvaite. Some of the hornblende remains m eacn.

The augite granules are optically continuous and have the plane o

symmetry and vertical axis coincident with those of the horblende.

R«.7. A portion of Fig. 6 enlarged; the dotted grains represent

%• 8. Polished surface of basalt B. No. 8, at right angles to attaof

ovoid lumps. The softer kernels of these lumps represented by h b

spots, from which irregular cracks radiate through the surroundin



Fig. 1. Trachyte A. No. 1 and 2, com]

Fig. 2. Olivine Basalt A. No. 3a, 36, showing, near the ceatre, ai

arborescent grain of magnetite X 45.

Fig. 3. Basaltic Andesite A. No. 6, showing a large brown hornblend

surrounded by a layer of opacite granules X 30.

Fig. 4. Mica Schist A. No. o, section at right angles to plane o

Fig. 2. Basalt B. No. 6, showing crystal of zoisite X 20.

Fig. 3. Limburgite A. No. 9, showing miarolitic structure, the

being filled with analcime. The dotted crystals are olivine. T
is in dark brown angular patches or filled with fine granular aug

Fig. 4. Limburgite, A. No. 10, glassy base without the fine
{

augite of No. 9. This is studded with a second generation i

augites and a few olivines. Two large porphyritic augites are sho

Notes on the RAINFALL op the SOUTHERN RIVERINA

1872 to 1894.

By Hugh Charles Kiddle, F.R.Met. Soc.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, December 4, 1S95.]

In order to carry out an investigation of the rainfall of a large

tract of territory, two essential conditions must be complied with,

firstly, there must be a number of willing observers, well dis-

tributed throughout the district, and secondly, some one to under-

take the task of collecting and digesting the records thus made

available. I have undertaken the task of doing this for southern

Riverina, and in the pages which follow I have endeavoured to



make this an exhaustive enquiry into the rainfall of the district

lying between the Murray and the Murrumbidgee.

Out of one hundred and twenty-five stations herein discussed,

the Government Astronomer has furnished me with the particulars

of seventy-three stations ; for the remaining fifty-two I am indebted

to the proprietors of these stations who very kindly responded to

my request for copies of their records.

I.—Area under consideration.

(I.) The district which, for the purpose of this paper, is termed

the Southern Riverina, embraces all the area between the Murray

and Murrumbidgee Rivers, and extending as far east as the

meridian of 147° 30'. The locality to the eastward of that

meridian is termed the western slopes of the southern table-

land. The records of the town of Aibury, situated in the extreme

south-east of this area, have been omitted. The reason for doing

this is that the township is surrounded by hills, a fact, which, in

my opinion, considerably affects the rainfall. I mention this to

show that only stations which may be said to belong to the

Southern Riverina have been selected, and that the results are

not simply a large collection of statistics irrespective of locality.

As Aibury has a very long and valuable rainfall record, you might

be sure that there was a valid reason for omitting it. The area

of the district is approximately 19,700 square miles, or embracing

about twelve and a half millions of acres of the finest wool and

wheat growing lands of New South Wales. The length is about

two hundred and thirty miles, and average width about eighty-

four mile8 . The surface may be characterised as a generally

sloping plain falling from east to west. The altitudes on the

^t<rn wde are given thus for Wagga Wagga 615 feet, Aibury

o3 feet, the level at Deniliquin is 320 feet, while at Balranald

about 230 feet, being a fall of about two feet per mile for the first

Nerval and one foot per mile for the second.



(II.) Divisions.—The area has been divided into four sections,

the dividing lines being the meridians of longitude. They are

Section. From. To.

A
B
C

D

Junction of Kivers Murray tak°t?
and Murrumbidgee.

145 *"

145° E. 146° E.

146° E. 147° E.

147° E. 147° 30' E.

This method of division was selected as it was found to be

more workable than taking the square degree or other arbitrary

unit, and it also conformed to the geographical nature of the

district. The first three sections are essentially part of the

Southern Riverina, but Section D encroaches somewhat on the

southern tableland. For this reason only those stations situated

on the northern, central, and western sides were used for the

purpose of computing the Table No. 4.

(III.) The Tables numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, have been compiled

for each year by taking the sum of the available rain records for

each month in that year and dividing by the number of stations.

I may say that the stations are well distributed throughout each

section, so that the average for each year, although the result of

a constantly increasing number of stations, is a very true one.

One pleasing feature is the large number of stations represent-

ing Section A. I have obtained twenty-nine records for 1893 for

this section. In all sections where there are two or more reports

from the same place, either only one of them, or else the average

of the two has been counted in the mean. For instance Wagga

Wagga has two records, both dating from 1873. In such a case

I take the mean of the two records and call it one station. The

reason is obvious, for the results would otherwise probably be

misleading.

Table (1) gives monthly and annual results for all stations in

Section A. Table (2) same for Section B. Table (3) same for

Section C. Table (4) same for Section D.



Table I —Eesults of Monthly and Annual Eainfall, 1872 to 1894, for

Section A.—Balranald to Long. 145° E.
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TAB, B II .—Eesults of Monthly and
Section C—Longitude 146°

Annual Rainfall, 1872 to 18

E. to Longitude 147° B.
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Table IV.—Eesults of Monthly and Annual Eainfall, 1872 to 1894

Section D.—Longitude 147* E. to Longitude UTJOJ^.
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(IV.) Summary. 1 it dealing with a subject so uncertain as

rainfall, the most important feature to be discovered is its

periodicity. In fact I think that this is the only point of impor-

The question of periodicity has been dealt with by many writers,

and the number of different theories advanced is somewhat per-

plexing. There are periods of three, five, eleven, nineteen and

thirty-three years ; all of these have their supporters. In many

instances an agreement exists between one of these periods and

the figures representing the rainfall, and this agreement is im-

mediately set forth as a positive theory. As it is orthodox to

assume that rainfall is governed by certain laws, more or less

proven, argument on the matter is out of place in these notes.

Suffice it to say that I do not consider that the records of twenty-

three years which I have now set before you, show definitely any

periodicity, for the simple reason that T do not think the observa-

tions cover a sufficiently long series of years to actually prove

anything. I beg to draw your attention though to the fact that

the amounts of the annual totals coincide closely and conform to

the period set down as a nineteen year cycle. By taking the

monthly values I find that the period shows eighteen years

,
the dry period commencing October

nd lasting for four months is repeated in December 1892,

dry period of three months set in.

annual results agreeably conform to the nineteen year

3 shown by the following examples :— 1875, 1894, and the

«ws immediately preceding these years respectively. These

'at may be called all good years or years of a plentiful

'• Unfortunately our series for this district does not give

'Pportunity of comparing the recurrence of the dry years.

lnk I am correct in stating that the nineteen year period

ted with our Government Astronomer Mr. H. C. Russell,

I mention this to show the excellence of the authority I

" r
- applying the cycle to this discussion.



The periodicity may therefore be summed up as indicative of a

nineteen years. Taken alone this knowledge may prove of much

service to both the pastoralist and the agriculturalist, and if so,

one of the objects aimed at will have been accomplished. But

apart from the knowledge of the periodicity, these tables afford

the means of working out the relationship between the amount of

rainfall and the resulting crops. This may be effected by com-

paring the amount registered in any particular season, that is

from ploughing time to harvest of any particular year, with the

recorded average yield per acre of the crop under consideration.

For instance bushels per acre would be assumed in discussing

wheat crops, tons per acre if vines.

The tables are particularly useful in this respect, as by dividing

the period the crop is in the ground into sections, the most hene-

ficial amount of rainfall and opportune season for it to fall may

be discovered. A wheat crop for instance, may be divided into

(1) ploughing and sowing period, (2) growing period and, (<>)

ripening period. The fact that the same annual amount of rain-

fall will not necessarily produce the same result in the crops in

any two years is so apparent as to need no enlargement thereon.

In conclusion I may say that although the period of twenty-

three years is short from a meteorological point of view, t e

results deduced therefrom will I hope be found not altogether

unworthy of notice.

At some future period I hope to be in a position to place before

you not only the rainfall results of this district, but results of the

investigation of rainfall, pressure, temperature, winds, etc., com-

bined, and not only for this district but also for any other w

which it may be my lot to reside.

Finally, before I close my remarks, I must take the opportuni y

•of thanking all those gentlemen who have supplied me with cop

of their records; without their assistance this paper could not hat

been produced. I must also thank the Government Astronoaie ,



Mr. H. C. Russell, f.k.s., for his kindness in supplying nearly

two-thirds of the data to me, more especially for the year 1894,

for by his kind assistance in that direction I have been enabled

to bring the subject matter up to date, and thus render it more

inten sting, and 1 h >pe useful.

THE GREAT METEOR OF MAY 7th, 1895.

By H. C. Russell, b.a., c.m.g. f.r.s.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, July 3, 1895.]

From time to time we get reports of earthquakes on the w

plains, and various circumstances connected with them con

me that they, or at least some of them, result from ni<

^plosions, and I have at last obtained what seems to nit

dear and definite proof that what was accepted by a large n

of persons as an earthquake, was simply a vibration in the

caused by a terrific explosion overhead. Some of the ub.

indeed describe it as like the explosion of a magazine. Sturt wa
once startled at 3 o'cl<>ck in the clay (Feb. 7, 1829) when on th

Darling, by a great explosion " like the discharge of a heav-

Piece of ordnance five er six miles away," and in the early dayi

"89 (17 Jan.), all Sy,:lney was agitated by what was supposed t

,ie the explosion of a gun outside the heads, and everyone wh
c°uld get a horse or a gig went off to South Head with all speec

\°
"ee the shi

P. but i

looked for.

10 ship was in sight, anxiously as she wa

The source of the e

clearly point to the

umberZ persons undT^ZitLs wide

1 telegram from Mr. Thomas Cadell, who happened to 1



Bedooba Station, some sixty miles south of Cobar, and while

sitting at a table reading, distinctly heard the glasses rattle

together as a rumbling noise passed the house. Many others in

Kymagee and Gilgunnia had a similar experience. Later Mr.

Cadell got reports from the Cobar mailman that at the time he

had seen a great meteor pass over, and from Mr. Edgar who was

startled out of his sleep by the noise, and thought he saw the

moon falling; these reports pointed clearly to the cause of the

earthquake, and I wrote to the daily papers asking for informa-

tion. Thanks to many correspondents to whom I am indebted

for valuable reports, I have now been able to trace the meteor

over this colony so well that I think it ought to be placed upon

record. I have never before heard of such a magnificent meteor

in Australia, and it is not often that any part of the world is

visited by such a fine one. Unfortunately no one has referred its

path to the stars- if they had, it would give us more exact inform-

ation of its path in the heavens, and there are still some points to

clear up which the publication of what follows may bring out, at

least it will place upon record all that I have been able to learn

of this truly magnificent meteor, and show that at its explosion a

distinct tremor of the earth was experienced in the houses near.

No. 1, Nyngan—Mr. C. Maclean reports to Mr. Edwin Lowe

of Wilgar Downs, that he was camped at Nyngan with sheep, he

was on watch about 11 p.m., when a gigantic meteor passed over

head travelling about due south-west, the ball of fire was twice

the size of the moon and had a long train after it, travelled slowly

and Mas in sight for several minutes. At Wilgar Downs a

brilliant light was seen by Mr. Lowe junior after he had retired,

but at the time he did not know what it was.

No. 2, Nymagee.—Mr. G. Robinson was on the night of May

7, on his way from Nymagee to Gilgunnia, at a point marked

by a cross on the map. At the moment he was driving due

west, " when suddenly and without any warning a dazzling

patch of light about twenty feet in diameter appeared on

the ground just to the right of the horses' heads; the horses
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instantly shied from the light and turned 1

and we saw the meteor before us. The most beautiful sight

was the reflection of the light from the ground, it seemed at c

moment to burst off in all directions giving out magnify

colours ; I was surprised at its being confined to such a sni

space, a circle as just stated, not more than twenty feet in diameter.

Its brilliance was very remarkable and affected or rather dazzled

our eyes; this may account for the meteor not appearing so bright

to us afterwards. The ground where the light struck was bare

and dry, trees formed a good back ground for the light, but f

were some distance away, and the light lasted about eleven seconds.

When this brilliant light struck the ground, it seemed to ascend

from the ground again, splashing up over our heads and leaving

the spot in darkness : at the same moment I noticed a chain (

light dart from this spot, flying along the ground first south, then

it darted across our track, and immediately darted back east p<

lng back (

given out

expected
I

nj left shoulde]

that this light l

brilliant object high up behind me, an<

something when I turned my head sudde

as surprised to see the met



coming away from north-east; it was high up but falling

towards us
; at first the tail appeared about U° long and inclined

upwards, but as it passed by on the east side of us it seemed to

be 10° or 12° long; it changed colour at first, but I saw no sparks

in it. The object in front {i.e., the meteor) seemed to be 9f to

4° ahead of the flash or tail of smoke, this distance got greater

when close to us. When opposite to us the motion was too rapid

for such observations, although I could see the trail quite distinctly;

it looked like sheet lightning, and it disappeared when the meteor

was due south of us."

" As the meteor passed us the trees under it actually glittered

with its light, while east and west of the track the tree tops

appeared dark. The meteor passed to the east of us as just stated,

but almost over our heads from north-east to south-west. The

hissing noise as it passed was something like the flare noise of a

gas jet, but very much louder. The remarkable brilliance of the

light which dazzled our horses may have affected our eyes, and

this would account for the fact that the meteor itself did not

appear so bright. The tail looked like a tongue of flame gliding

along after a dark object two decrees in diameter, which seemed to

be enveloped in smoke." [Probably the meteor looked dark

because (1) they were looking at the back of it, and (2) the front

of the meteor would be the great point of heat and light in its

passage through the atmosphere.] " Subsequently he heard three

loud reports as if three heavy guns had been discharged almost at

the same moment and quite near them."

When they reached Gulgunnia the townspeople were found to

be in a state of alarm at what they thought was an earthquake.

They said the noise was like heavy thunder that rolled past from

the north-east. At Nymagee the noise of the explosion was so great

arthquake so severe that almost every person in tne

i alarmed.

passed, but his watch
ty minutes slow, for Mr. Caclell at Bedooba, six

ade the time 10 h. 50 m., and the three observe



No. 3, Bedooba.—Mr. Thomas Cadell^f Hillston, was at Bedooba

on May 7, and at 10-50 p.m. felt a very distinct earth tremor pass

the house from south-west to north-east, the noise lasted about

two minutes ; it very much resembled the noise made by an iron

tank being roiled rapidly over a rocky place, and he heard it

gradually dying out in the distance. He also distinctly heard the

glasses in the house rattling together and the kerosene lamp on

the table at which he was reading decidedly tilted and momen-

t 1 11 I p j t as the rumbling noise passed the house.

Mr. Edgar, who was camped about fifteen miles south-east from

Mount Hope, reported to Mr. Thomas Cadell that he was asleep

when the noise of the meteor awakened him, and looking up he

saw a bright body passing overhead, and for a moment he thought

it was the moon that was falling, it was so large. It had a tail

of smoke and flame apparently twenty yards long, and the light

it gave completely snuffed out the moon which was near the full.

The mail driver from Mount Hope northwards reported to Mr.

horizontally from north-east to south-west, and it disappeared

about 10-45 p.m.; about five minutes after the meteor passed he

heard a rumbling noise travelling from south-west to north-east,

and he thought the noise was made by the meteor exploding.

1 1 was driving m

for a fraction of a second tne m,-^

uth about 5° or 7° degrees above the

d about half the diameter of the full
appeared a

was certainl-
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large and brilliant was the meteor. The meteor seemed to travel

from north to west leaving a trail of light behind it for some time;

it appeared to descend to the ground at an angle of about 45\ It

was so brilliant that its light shining through the window blind

attracted attention, and it moved so slowly that there was time

to pull up the blind and see the meteor.

No. 6.—Mr. J. Smethurst of Wyalong, was walking towards

the south about 11 p.m. on May 7th, the moon being nearly full,

" when suddenly the bright moonlight was absorbed by a brilliant

light behind me; on turning round I saw a meteor about the same

diameter as the moon, it was due north of me then, and 15° or 20°

above the horizon. The meteor presented the usual train of light

towards the end of its path it grew gradually fainter and finally

went out without reaching the horizon." Mr. Hunter, a friend,

confirms these statements as to its brilliance, direction, and not

reaching the horizon, but thinks it was only a quarter the size of

the moon.

No. 7, Minto—Mr. T. P. Latta saw the meteor of May 7th at

10-50 p.m., it travelled at a great pace from north to west, it

seemed to disappear behind the Minto hills. The night was

beautifully clear, " when I saw a magnificent meteor, its head like

a ball of electric light and the tail seemed to give out prismatic

colours like a rainbow. The head seemed to be two thirds of the

diameter of the moon and the tail half the moon's diameter in

width, and its length ten or twelve ' times the diameter of the

moon. The tail of the meteor seemed to give out colours some-

thing like the flashing of a diamond in the sun; compared with al

the meteors I have seen before, this was a giant."

No. 8, Eookwood.—Mr. Richard Peek saw the meteor on May

alt-way up the b1 ilf-way up proi

i was very brilliant, like a ball of fire as large as the i

: had flames shooting out from it on all sides fully half t



I t lo g its course was marked by a trail like sparks of

fire, fully three degrees long ; it was in sight for fully half a

minute. Its light, like sunlight, made every other light pale,

only it looked like a ball of iron at a white heat. It left a trail

hree degrees ong and one degree wide.

travelled in a curve and very slowly.

No. 9, Rookwood—Mr. Bissett, Post Master, Rookwood. "Mr.

Peek called ray attention to the meteor, time 10-48 p.m. It was

a magnificent object, moving slowly, and remaining in sight twenty

to twenty-five seconds ; it was as large as the moon and as

brilliant as the electric light, I took the time from Mr. Morton,

whose watch was adjusted to railway time. Messrs. Peek, Morton,

and I were standing together and saw it, in all important points

we are agreed, except that our estimates of the time it was visible

differ a little, it lasted twenty to twenty-five seconds by my

No. 10, Rookwood.—Mr. Peter McGrath of Mary Street, Rook-

wood, on May 29th, in course of conversation said he saw the

meteor of May 7th; he did not look at a watch, but the trains ran

always within a minute of true time, and he took the time when

he saw the meteor to be 10-46 p.m., because one train left the

station at 10-39 p.m. and another at 10-52 p.m.. The meteor

seemed to come out of a cloud which was about 12°, above the

horizon, and immediately afterwards fire seemed to flash out of

it all round as if it exploded, and its size increased enormously.

From this explosion an intensely brilliant meteor seemed to shoot

°ut and go away to the south. When first seen it was over a

nil l which he believes to be Tomah, bearing W.N.W. The moon

Waa near the full and shining brightly, and he is sure the meteor

a to- the explosion w is three times the diameter of the moon.

Xo
- 11, Strathfield.—Mv. H. S. Thompson, Architect and

Surveyor, saw the meteor of May 7th. He was standing on the

Strathfield Railway Station and saw the meteor at 10-50 p.m., it

*as exceedingly brilliant ; it seemed to descend, then suddenly

€xPand in size and brilliance and shoot away more brilliant than
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before. The sudden increase in brilliance occurred apparently

over Mount Toinah, two or three degrees above the top of that

hill. The light was dazzling and cast strong shadows.

No. 12. Ashfielcl- Mr. Ernest A. Nichol, at Ashfield with

at first a bright yellow, then dull gold, and at N high it hurst out

into a brilliant whitish light like an explosion, but no sound was

heard, thence it was nearly parallel to the horizon. It appeared

to be due west when it went out. In the latter part of its course

it assumed a long fish-shape and emitted a dazzling light, like the

electric light ; head and tail together during this part of its course

had a form like an Indian club used for calisthenics, the handle

end flattened a little."

No. 13, Kiama.—Capt. H. H. Honey of Riversdale, had a fine

view of the meteor of May 7th, about 11 p.m. It was the most

brilliant meteor he had ever seen. At first it appeared as

large a \ enus but much more brilliant, and gradually grew

larger until it appeared about, twice the size of the moon, which

was shining brightly at the time: its track was towards south-

west by south, and its motion much slower than that of ordinary

meteors. He first saw it north-west 5° N., and the great explos-

ion took place exactly west-north west ; this was ascertained, first

by noting the exact place of observation, then the relation of the

apparent position of the meteor to certain trees on the neighbour-

ing hills, and then returning to the place and measuring the bear-

ings with an a bhe elevations by t he »a

means. When first seem at north-west 5° N. its elevation was

from 20° to 23°, say 21°, it was then following a slowly descend-

ing course, and after the explosion it seemed to descend i

rapidly and disappeared below tlle horizon at i i point ,

5° soul

west over a range of mountains 5!,000 feet high ,
with an elev;

of 4
J

as seen from Kiama. The meteor wa a of ei.tra-r.li

brilliance, so much so that although the moon ipas nearly full

shining b bhe shadows .=ast by the „
were «

distinct. At its greatest the m<jteor looked Uvice thesize°!



moon. "The most peculiar circumstance I noticed was that dur-

ing its flight its speed seeemed to be suddenly checked, and its

course changed considerably, and the meteor suddenly burst into

brilliance, lighting up the surrounding heavens in a scene of in-

describable grandeur. No word picture that I have ever seen

painted could adequately describe it. I have witnessed many

wonderful and beautiful views in the heavens, but the grandest

pales into insignificance when compared with this ;
the light was

so brilliant, yet not dazzling, and as if all th. most beiutiful

colours the mind can imagine, blended into an indescribable one,

which filled the whole heavens, from a point south-south-west to a

little north of west, the sight was such as I can never forget, I

was riding a somewhat spirited horse at the time and he suddenly

stood still and trembled. The peculiar light died out gradually,

but remained visible long after the meteor itself had disappeared.

I listened attentively for any sound and heard none until about

thirty minutes after I saw the explosion, and then heard a low

distant rumbling, which suddenly became louder as if heavy

artillery was heard at a distance." In reply to my question, he

was sure the explosion took place at a point (by compass) west-

north-west, and is quite sure that its altitude when first seen was

I and 23°.

No. L4_Mr. Waite who resides fourteen miles south of Condo-

le meteor, and distinctly heard a rumbling noise

eeing the meteor, and he thought the noise lasted

No. 15, SheUharbour.—Mr. Frank James of Shellharbour, and

two other persons, saw the meteor a few minutes before 11 p.m.

lt aPPeared near the horizon, between west and north-west an

h;i(l * bright tail of flame; it seemed to disappear behind the

Ulawarra Range of mountains.
Xo

- 16, Dine Dine.—Mr. H. C. Wade of Dine Dine Station,

8aw the meteor about 11 o'clock on May 7th. He heard very

lo^ noise much like thunder only much louder, which lasted for

a considerable number of seconds, and upon going outside to see
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what it was, he saw a very large body of fire which started in the

west and travelled right across the sky. The ball of fire seemed

to be about five diameters of the moon across, and as it travelled

it sent out long tongues of flame. The night was very clear and

no wind until after the meteor passed, when there were a few

strong puffs.

No. 17, Springwood.—Mr. Hector Rayner of Springwood was

riding a bicycle from the Valley towards Springwood on May Ttb

"when suddenly there was a brilliant light which made me think

the end of the world was come." When he looked up the meteor

was passing from north to west, but it seemed to fall and go behind

the hills before it reached the west ; it was moving slowly com-

pared with small meteors and its size did not diminish. When

about north-west it threw out lovely blue lights, and after it went

behind the hills the sky was perfectly red; it seemed to disappear

behind Mount Hay, which lies west-north-west from here. The

colours were like beautiful rocket colours which seemed to folio*

it as if it were a rocket. It appeared to be far larger than the sun.

No. 18, Cockringe.—Mr. George Cadell of Cockringe, M«**

was talking to a person in the road on 7th of May, a few minutes

after 1 1 p.m., they were both attracted by a brilliant light in the sty

and looking up saw an immense ball of fire shooting across the

sky from north to west; he said it was the most wonderful thing

he had ever witnessed, the light being so brilliant, he could ha«

read the smallest print. Mudgee is one hundred and ninety ntt*

east of the meteor's track.

No. 19, Sutherland.—Mr. E. Lewis of Sutherland saw

meteor of May 7th at 10-50 p.m. in the north-west. It *& rat *

low down and near the horizon and very brilliant while it h**

It gave off a number of sparks in the first part of its course

seemed to descend as a large mass of fire; he lost sight ot»

behind the mountains.

No. 20, Condobolin.—At Melrose Station, near Condobolin,^

11 p.m. May 7th, a large and brilliant meteor was seen by son'

dog-trappers on this station. A rumbling noise was heard.



No. 21, Murrumburrah.—At Murruniburrah, one of the most

southern points of observation, Mrs. Aiken states that on the night

of May 7th her sons were out shooting, and between 10 and 11 p:m.

were surprised to see what they took to be a great comet moving

No. 22, Wyalong.—Mr. H. J. Baylor of Wyalong saw the

meteor on May 7th; he was walking from Wyalong West to

Wyalong, i.e., towards the east, and at a few minutes after 11 p.m.

his attention was attracted by a bright light and a buzzing noise,

and turning to the left saw a ball of fire as large as a foot ball

approaching him from the north at a great rate, and leaving a

long train of sparks behind it. At first it appeared to be very

1'igli but falling, when it seemed to be within two hundred yards

it looked not more than fifty feet high, but its light died out before

No. 23, Terangan.—Mr. A. A. Maclnnes of Terangan Station.

1

•' >n the evening of May 7th I heard a loud report similar to the

explosion of a magazine, the noise came from a westerly direction."

No. 24, Cugong.—Kv. Hudson C. Shaw of Cugong, saw the

meteor at about 11 p.m., May 7, 1895. It seemed to rise from the

northern horizon and travel swiftly towards the west. Estimated

the time of passage as two minutes. The light was vivid, throw-

lr»? strong shadows of trees in the bright moonlight. Twenty

' be meteor, he heard a faint rumbling noise like

(li*tant thunder seemed to come from the north. (Meteor's track

r v miles away from Cugong.)

,,la .—A very brilliant meteor passed over Meryula

•Nation at about 10-30 p.m., May 7, 1895. It seemed to be quite

moon and was visible for a minute.

JJathurst.—Mv. Badgery of Lake Bathurst saw

** fine meteor of May 7th, about 10-50 p.m. It was seen first

j"
th« north, and it travelled thence slowly towards the west,

^ing a long trail of fire behind it which remained visible for
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As stated at the beginning of these notes, my chief obje

to show that earthquakes felt on our western plains were

times if not always caused by the explosion of large meteor

I think that the reports show clearly that in this instance;

explosion in the meteor was coincident with the earthquak

further that the explosion was seen to occur at a point di

over that part of the country where the earthquake was suffi<

severe to alarm some hundreds of people. Capt. Honey's oh

bearing of the explosion, places it almost exactly vcrticall

Mr. Robinson's buggy, (No. 2 report), and the time cai

noted by Mr. Cadell at Bedooba agrees within a minute i

of the times carefully noted at Rookwood, (Nos. 8, 9, 10.)

The explosion therefore took place immediately over the

at which the earthquake or tremor was most severely felt,

describee! as like the noise of heavy cannon close to, and

detail seems to me to point conclusively to the cause of the

quake as existing not in the earth but in the meteor. The I

ions in great thunderstorms often shake the earth ;
and exp

similar effects, and there can I think be no doubt that n

The object I had in view in collecting the facts of this i

is now completed, but there are other facts pointing to the

ordinar\ i ill u , md dimensions of this meteor, some or

ke to call

There are eleven estimates of the diameter of the m<

compared with the moon, which was shining brightly at t

near the mid-heavens, and only one and a-half days fr

moon. The estimates are admittedly rough, but they W

brilliance of it no doubt exaggerated the apparent diamefc

the collateral circumstances, as for instance, its casting ve

shadows of trees, etc., in bright moonlight, at a distance c



hundred and thirty miles, its effect upon the

Capt. Honey, and many other details, prove

been of magnificent proportions and brilliance.

large trees on the mountains near him, went back with an instru-

ment and measured the altitudes of these points, which show that

the elevation when first seen must have been one hundred and

and when last seen over the mountains thirty-tl ce n les, but

the probability is that it was then much farther away than three

hundred and twenty miles assmm cl in the computation, and that

therefore the third altitude is too small. I am aware that some

of the best authorities deem it improbable that a meteor can

become heated by the passage through the earth's atmosphere at

a greater altitude than one hundred miles, and I do not press this

observation as proof to the contrary, but I simply place it on record.

It is to be regretted that not one of the observers referred the

meteor's position to the stars. There are estimated angles of

elevation which support Capt. Honey, (No. 10), made it eighty-

four miles when first seen and sixty-two at explosion, and others,

which although only estimated still prove that it must have been

ow than the moon. All who s

TO, which seemed like an elect

"plosion and later the light see

ur«- See Nos. 2, 7, 10, 11, 15,

- could caf

The sketch map given between reports IS <

! ...lit s of the places from



THE CLIMATE OF LORD HOWE ISLAND.

By H. 0. Russell, b.a., c.m.g., f.r.s.

[Read before the Royal Society of N. S. Wales, October 2, 1895P\

In working up the temperature records of this colony for a map,

which I have made with a view of showing for each square degree

of the colony, the mean annual shade temperature, the tempera-

and the lowest shade temperature ever recorded there on any day,

I was very much struck by the mild climate of Lord Howe Island.

Its surrounding currents of tropical water coining down from the

north, no doubt keep the little island in a more equable climate

than I anticipated, and I have brought the facts before you

simply to place them on record, and to show by comparison with

the mainland the advantages Lord Howe possesses in its climate,

which may make it a sanatorium for those requiring a mild winter.

The records at Lord Howe Island extend over eight years.

I have put with it, for comparison, the records at Sydney and on

the New South Wales coast in the same latitude as Lord Howe

Tabular Statement of the Climates of Sydney, Lord Howe Island and

anjshade temperature
|

Average Monthly Temperatui



TYPES OF AUSTRALIAN WEATHER.

By Henry A. Hunt,

Second Meteorological Assistant, Sydney Observatory.

[With Forty Diagrams.]

Is continuation of the valuable work on Australian Meteorology

which the Hon. Ralph Abercromby initiated several years since,

by offering a money prize for the best essay on Southerly Bursters;

he has recently selected the phases of Australian Weather which

are treated in the following twenty studies of " Types of Austra-

lian Weather." Many of these appear to be peculiar to Australia,

and at the same time connected with Equatorial and other weather.

That they throw much new light upon the source of the greater

part of Australian rain, and show how these rain storms develop

out of ordinary weather conditions is certain ; at the same time

they form an important contribution to the study of weather in

the Southern Hemisphere generally. The work has been done

by Mr. H. A. Hunt, at Mr. Abercromby's expense, and Mr.

H- C. Russell, has edited the work.

As a general rule, weather is set fine when anticyclones move
rapidly, and in a straight line across Australia, i.e., at a rate

exceeding five hundred miles per day. And weather is unsettled

*hen they move slowly, and not in a straight line, i.e., in a zigzag

me
' specially if they show no appreciable forward motion for a

day or tw°- When anticyclones move in low latitudes the con-

ltl0ns favour dry weather, in high latitudes, wet weather,

*H*cially if they rest for a time south of South Australia.

g

AU the examples of weather phases which follow have been
*e ected from the Sydney Weather Charts, and illustrate each

/<T" 3^ °riginals weve carefully traced, and then reduced from

t0 tne Slze used in this essay by means of the camera.

Gd-Dec.4,1895.



Ordinary symbols have been used, except the circle half ft

for thunderstorms, and the straight line shading
;

parallel li

indicate the area of rainfall under one inch, crossed shading c

One of the best marked features of Australian weather is the

steady easterly progression of all the types, and the governing

type, that in fact about which all the other types seem to congre-

gate, is the anticyclone ; it has therefore been placed first in the

series, with three charts to show the progress made by a quick

moving one in forty-eight hours. The average daily progress of

anticyclones is four hundred miles per day, but the speed at times

rises to one thousand miles. 1

Investigation so far leaves no room to doubt that in these lati-

tudes a series of anticyclones surround the globe ;
the latitude of

the average one varies with the season, being farther south in

summer than in winter. The normal circulation about an anti-

cyclone brings southerly winds in front of them, and northerly

winds in the rear, hence our cold and our hot winds.

Chart No. 1 shows the position, on 15th August, 1893, of the

eastern half of an incoming anticyclone; it rests over Western

Australia, while the departing one is seen over the Tasman Sea;

between these is seen the usual A depression, which is of average

intensity, and a dormant tropical low pressure to the north. 1°

Chart No. 2 the anticyclone has moved nearly nine hundred miles

in the twenty-four hours, the centre being located near Fowlers

Bay, north of the Australian Bight ; the antarctic A
depression

is well across the Tasman Sea, while the tropical or monsoon

isobar depicted in the previous chart has apparently merged mw

the high pressure system, a curious and not unusual kink being

formed to the north-east of it, following the contour of the Gu

of Carpentaria. On Chart No. 3 the anticyclone is shown to

have moved a further seven hundred and fifty miles, or a total o

1 Eussell—Quarterly Journal E. M. S., Vol. xix., No. 85.



six hundred and fifty miles in forty-eight hours;

dip is still noticeable south of the Gulf, while
"e antarctic A depression has its centre to the east of New
'ealand.



The passage of this anticyclone was ai

nd is presented as portraying with a minimum m
he easterly motion of anticyclones over Australia

This type is undoubtedly the chief rain agent in the Australian

Continent. Monsoonal depressions or tongues may occur at any

time of the year, but particularly between the months of September

and April, and most frequently during January, February an

March. The readings of barometers in the depression seldom fab

very low, the grade from the surrounding areas to the centre of

the tongue ranging from one to three-tenths of an inch genera y,

the depression may intensify, that is the tongues between hig

pressures may protrude further south anywhere during their passage

across Australia, but show a preference to do so after they a

crossed central Australia, a fact which suggests that the heat

interior has at least some influence intheir development.

When and wherever the tongue is well defined, rain certainly

follows in its track, and thunderstorms as a wide spread an

simultaneous feature are never experienced without it.
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On April 18th and 19th, 1894 (Chart Nos. 4 and 5) occurred one

of the finest monsoonal rain storms on record, the area affected

being very extensive, embracing the whole of the eastern colonies,

Tasmania, and the greater part of South Australia. Many inches

—up to five and six—of rain were recorded on the north-east

coast of Queensland, and over the eastern half of the rain area

the country benefitted to the extent of over two inches generally

before the storm was over.

On this Chart No. 4 the monsoonal isobars, after passing the

ffiost southern part of the tongue, are shown sweeping round a

high pressure of considerable energy, situated over the Great

%ht. Following these isobars to the eastward, we find them

recurving over another high pressure of greater energy in the

Tasman Sea. On Chart No. 5, both anticyclones will be noticed to

have w°rked northward, and while so doing they have lost some-

What ln P^ssure, and the low pressure tongue has extended further

»*th and broadened
j at the tip, two cyclonic rain centres will be

obs<*ved to have formed.

T«e chart antecedent to 18th April presented the general

° aracteristics of Chart No. 1, except that the antarctic A depress-
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ion was a considerably less active feature, but on the other hand

the monsoonal clip was somewhat more pronounced, and possessed

two instead of one isobar. Following the 19th, the chart of 20th

revealed no sign of the monsoonal tongue, and the continent was

covered with a high pressure of very slight energy.

In Type No. 3 we have the development of a eye

out of a monsoonal depression. The seasonal peculiarity of this

phase of the tropical low pressure is similar to that in Type No. \

The cyclone seems to develop when the southern extension of the

monsoon is out of proportion to its width, and it becomes so

narrow at one part of it that the opposing winds which circulate

round it interfere, set up the cyclonic circulation, and it then

progresses eastward as a rain storm. (See Charts 6 and 7.)

These storms frequently develop in South-east Queensland,

and they are generally most severe there ; the quantity of J*"1

which sometimes comes with them is very remarkable, as in the

case of the phenomenal flood in Brisbane in 1893, which was t «

result of one of these storms.
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The example selected and shown in Charts 6 and 7 took place

on September 28th and 29th, 1892 ; on the 28th (Chart 6), it

appears that one of these storms had developed in the previous

twenty-four hours, at the southern end of a narrow tropical or

monsoonal tongue of low pressure. An anticyclone of good energy

lies to the east of it, with its isobars extending well to the north

and contracting the width of the tongue in the north ; another

anticyclone lies to the west, and this also seems to be pressing on

the narrow monsoonal tongue and helping to contract its diameter,

at the same time the energy in both high pressures is adding force

to the circulation of the wind, and so aiding in the development

of the cyclonic circulation. A modified \ depression exists to the

south-east of the Australian Bight, and there is another over New

I energy o„ .„

|°
tl0n has been rapid, and this probably accounts ir

°r the comparatively small area over which rain
ough, in this instance, over an inch of rain fell in



and eastern parts of New South Wales. The winds circulate

about the western isobars of this storm are rather stronger thai

usual in such cases. In the twenty-four hours both anticyclone

have lost a considerable portion of their energy, while that of th<

depression in New Zealand is about the same as on the previou

day.

l MONSOONAL I

These are somewhat similar to Type i

.

usually not so heavy, and the wind much more violent.

Chart No. 8 shows the development of one of these cyclones on

April 15th, 1889; in this case the monsoonal depression had

extended across Australia into the Australian Bight. The

development of one of these storms is heralded by the strong

easterly gales on the south-east coast of South Australia and

south coast of Victoria. The energy of wind circulation increases

over South Australia, and as the whole system moves bodily east-

ward from the Australian Bight to the mainland, the circulation
is

seen to be that of a fully developed cyclone of small area, wlth



diameter three to five hundred miles, formed out of the southern

part of the extensive monsoonal depression.

In Chart 8 a high pressure is shown over the south-western

part of Australia, and evidently encroaching on the moonsoonal

about central Australia.

TYPES

AUSTRALIAN WEATHER

.APRILS—
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In Chart 9, the western anticyclone has extended northwards

and has seriously contracted the diameter of the monsoonal low

pressure, thereby facilitating or helping to cut off and start the

cyclonic storm in the south ; which has now developed a much

steeper barometric grade and an energetic wind circulation, and

is moving eastward without extending the rain area.

Chart No. 10 shows comparatively little motion in the cyclone,

but it is considerably distorted, especially to the west, where the

anticyclone is compressing the isobars by its easterly progress and

in its endeavours to maintain its rate has overridden the cyclone

in the north. As will be seen by a glance at these three charts,

the rain resulting from this storm was most extensive and bene-

ficial, and the winds under its influences were strong.

TYPE V. CONDITIONS FAVORABLE FOE THUNDEEST(

Upon comparison of charts setting forth this type *

of cyclonic thunderstorms, they will be found very sin

main difference being the absence in this set of the eye

at the end of the monsoonal tongue. The chief feature i
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thunderstorms is the narrowness of the col1 and somewhat con-

gested state of isobars in the high pressures west and east of it,

resulting in opposing winds. Those of the tropical tongues are

hot and charged with moisture, while those of the A depressions

are strong and dry. This type is met with during the monsoonal

season. The rains resulting from this feature are not generally

heavy, and though thunderstorms may be experienced over exten-

sive areas of Queensland, New South Wales, and Northern

Territory, a number of them may occur without any ram falling.

Chart No. 11, January 17th, 1893, shows an extended and

narrow tongue lying between two relatively high pressures, a A

depression similarly situated also exists in the south, this col or

area of low pressure separating these two depressions is very

small, and opposing currents of wind are noted there as blowing

within close limits. Thunderstorms were occurring or had

occurred in Northern Territory generally, over a great part of

Queensland and in central parts of New South Wales, the rains

) not heavy, though

they fell

1 For explanation of this term see p.
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On Chart No. 12, the following day, though a few storms were

recorded, shows a great diminution in number. The col has

widened and the monsoonal tongue has lost to some extent its

thundery characteristics, having widened at the end. The

accompanying barometric systems show no motion since the

previous day, but the high pressures have intensified.

TYPE VI.—CYCLONIC THUNDERSTORMS.

This also, like the preceding one, is allied to the tropical low

pressures, but in this case a defined cyclonic circulation develops

in the lower extension of the tongue without the usual intensifi-

cation of grades. From this source the thunderstorms radiate in

easterly and southerly directions, and at times, as in the instance

presented, a vast area is affected.

Chart No. 13, December 12th, 1893. As on the previous set

the monsoonal tongue lies over much the same country, though

with its axis more east and west; the high pressure to the west is

very small, and the systems are somewhat fragmentary.



e following day, Chart No. 14, a cyclonic circulation has

m the end of the tongue, while the A depression over

on the 12th has moved eastward and nearly filled up, and

pressures have followed and intensified. The thunder-
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storms and rains were not so general as on the thunderstorm

type, but curiously, were recorded in an almost parallel area of

country, nearly three hundred miles wide by twelve hundred

long. Though great barometric changes have taken place, the

pressures remain about the same as on Chart No. 13.

This type is one of the best defined and reliable of the series

for forecasting purposes, because with them, good general rains

almost invariably come. They are the rear isobars of a departing

anticyclone, and the wind circulation from north and north-east

brings into the interior winds laden with tropical moisture to

meet in the west southerly winds laden with antarctic cold,

and therefore precipitating power. The sequence of rain is

rendered even more certain if rain be recorded in the north-east

before the isobars straighten, or in the a depression to the south.

The actual height of the barometers is not material, but the

greater the number of isobars in a given area, the more extensive

will be the rainfall ; the rain usually lasts three days. The rain

begins to fall north-west of New South Wales, spreads southwards,

then eastward, and finally northwards, crossing the mountains

near the Queensland boundary. A fine example of this type

occurred on 15th, 16th, and 17th October, 1894. (Charts 16, 1'-)

On the 15th, Chart 16, a departing anticyclone rests over

Tasman Sea, and its rear isobars are shown nrcning north and

south over central Australia ; another anticyclone is shown over

Western Australia and a A depression east of the Australian

Bight
; a trough of low pressure rests over Central Australia from

north to south. On this day the only indications of the pending

rain were found in the cloudy skies generally over South Australia,

western parts of New South Wales and Queensland, and a small

area of rain in South Australia.

In Chart 16, the straight isobars of Chart 15 have entirely

disappeared, but the rain has come over Central and South



Australia. Excepting the Gulf country and its central area, all

Queensland, all New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania had

rain. (See shading on Chart 1 6). For other instances of straight

isobars see Charts^, 27, and 28.



From time to time fully developed cyclonic storms appear on

the north-west and west coasts of Australia, and in the Australian

Bight, hut the absence of observing stations in the unoccupied

country which lies between the overland telegraph line and the

west coast of Australia, makes it impossible to trace them over

that part of the continent, but cyclones are well known on the

northern coast of "Western Australia, and their formation in the

tropics equally well known. There can therefore be no doubt

that when we find a cyclone on the western coast of Australia

or in the Australian Bight, that it is one which has come from

the north-west, and is in fact recurving to the east and south-east

l the

The one selected for Type 8 was picked up on the west coast ot

Australia in Latitude 28° on July 4th, 1892, (See Chart No. 17).

The winds were light, but the rain heavy along the coast ; an inert

anticyclone rested over South Australia, Victoria, and New

South Wales, where it was moving to the east and making room

for the approaching storm.
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Chart 18, July 5th, shows that the whole system has moved

rapidly, that the cyclone now with an elongated centre lying

north-west to south-east now rests over South Australia, strong

winds are rapidly developing, and the barometric grade about the
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generally and extended northwards almost t

On July 6th at 9 a.m. the weather chart presented the features

shown in Chart 19. The cyclone has intensified all round, and

has moved rapidly to the east, its centre is just entering

Bass' Straits ; very heavy gales from south-west are blowing

in the rear of the centre ; heavy rain is falling over Victoria and

extends over the greater part of New South Wales. All the winds

controlled by this storm were very heavy, and during the 6th

July, as the storm passed through Bass' Straits, extremely heavy

weather was experienced there. On July 7th it had filled up.

TYPE IX. TORNADOES.

These occur during the summer months, and are most frequent

in the western plains ; they are developed in hot weather and in

the low pressure known as a " Col " between two high pressures,

when there is not enough grade to control the winds and the heat-

j

ing power of the sun is great ; if to these there is added the pre-

sence of moisture from recent showers, we have all the conditions

for the formation of a tornado. The force of wind is often su-

ficient to break off growing trees, two and even three

diameter, and the reason there is so little damage to life and

property is not the want of power, but the sparse population an

Chart 20, March 20th, 1894. An extensive anticyclone h<*

south of Australia, giving way in its central parts to an extens

monsoonal dip. The isobars are generally uniform and of even

gradients, though a suspicious interval exists to the west o -

South Wales between the 30-0 and 29"9 curves. This is o

doubtedly the area in which the secondary developed. Lighfc n

were recorded in New South Wales and Victoria, but in Cen

Australia temperatures were high.

Chart 21, March 21st. A marvellous change has taken pi**

The area of high pressure on the previous day over the J-*3

Sea has lost two-tenths in pressure. The monsoonal dip s0 P



isobar
then haS retreated

'
and is n<>w °nly represented by one

0n the 20th
^^ the WeSt6rn Portion of the anticyclone existed

an *S '
an antarctic depression has protruded itself, and lastly

,ntlcyclone is entering Western Australia. Thu
6 an extensive col area exists between these four systems



for the generation of these storms. The winds are generally

blowing any way, and excepting those of the eastern high

pressure have apparently no circulating power.

These were the conditions at 9 a.m., but as the day advance!

the col area advanced with its arid heat, and this acting upon the

precipitated moisture of the previous two days, resulted in the

tornado which we are about to describe, and which occured at

Bourke on the morning of March 21st, being one of the most

terrific ever witnessed in that district. It struck the town at 10

o'clock, but could be seen approaching for some time from a

north-westerly direction. It only lasted six minutes, but durm<

that period thirty-nine points of rain fell, and several hundred

pounds' worth of damage was done to houses. Chimneys, veran-

dahs, trees, etc., suffered and general consternation prevailed.

Many narrow escapes occurred, as the cyclone came across

common from the direction of Fort Bourke. The theatre**

unroofed and a quantity of beams and iron was deposited in*

adjoining yard. Pleasure boats on the river were sunk, and J

steam-boat was considerably damaged by the falling of a lar?

A comparatively small number of these storms reach theco*

of Australia, and owing to the almost complete absence o

ing stations, New Caledonia excepted, and the small num

vessels passing their tracks, it is usually impossible t

course before they reach Australia, but there seems to t>e ou'—

to doubt that they are more or less spent tropical cycles-

reach Australia in the act of r

coast of Queensland between 1

north and south ; only one has been traced from 1

and then recurving there to south-east. It reached thec^
the neighbourhood of Brisbane in January 1893,

passe
i ^

r the mountains, gradually curving to south past M« b

)bo, thence curving wwterlv it. Wt, the mainland

)eilb LlUjJiA^ ~,

ng. The majority re**

es 20° and 26°; some fart

, , ..^Koitfttstinl**

Dubbo, thence curving easterly it left the r

35° S. Its course was marked by violent cyclonic wind and "
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:on reported 4*76" rain. It has not been possible to present

as an example, because one of the days was a Sunday when
»- few observations are recorded.

l.s a rule these north-east cyclones recurve at the coast line.

rts 22 and 23 show the weather conditions on March 10th

On March 10th there was a sudden fall of pressure on the c

I Queensland, about latitude 24° (Chart 22), and an acces

au 'L sea which clearly heralded the coming storm. This

tensified on March 11th, (Chart 23) by a further fall of

"ths of an inch, and three more isobars of the cyclone were
011 the coast south to south-east

;
gales prevailed in its

•urhood with very heavy rains.

arch 12th, (Chart 24) the anticyclone had retreated to
fea and, and the cyclone travelled to the south along the
ltensifying as it came. The barometer curve at Brisbane
actl

y of the cyclone type and dropped to 29-5. In the
n Part of Queensland and northern of New South Wales
^therly to easterly gales were experienced. On the 13th
"m h*d disappeared to the eastward.



The south-east gale here referred to is peculiar to the east c<

of Australia, and it has been responsible for the most mewon



wrecks on this coast. For the most part these gales appear to be

partially spent cyclones, which come in from north-east or east,

they begin to recurve to thedown the i

The warning of their coming is usually very short ; it consists

of a sudden increase in the sea on some northern part of the coast

with wind from east to south, and falling barometers, while the

high pressure over Victoria and South Australia becomes inten-

sified and progresses into the Tasman Sea. The south-east circula-

tion about this anticyclone increases in force with the increasing

barometric grade, and also by the wind circulation about the

cyclone, and the effect of the two causes acting together is to

produce a most serious gale. Rarely, these storms originate in

a monsoonal depression somewhere over South Australia, which

travelling eastward intensifies on the east coast. Heavy rain is

a marked feature of these storms, but it is confined to the coast,

and rarely if ever extends inland.

The storm selected to illustrate this type was a very severe one,

and began on September 23rd, 1 892, about 6 p.m. The barometric

conditions antecedent to it are shown in Chart 25 ; the main
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features being the bend in the high pressure isobars, and the

dormant low pressure off the coast of Queensland.

At 9 a.m. on this day there was nothing in the local weather

conditions which would lead one to anticipate the gale that

eventuated, the winds being generally light, and at Sydney only

a light breeze was blowing from the South-south-west ; but at 3

p.m. an unusual fall took place in the barometers to the north-east

of New South Wales, and the winds there were freshening gener-

ally. On preparing a chart at this hour we found the depression

was intensifying and had a cyclonic tendency ; at 6 p.m. m

Sydney the wind, which had been blowing from the south-east

and gradually increasing in velocity, reached the force of a gale,

a thick driving rain began to fall, which continued with little inter-

mission until daybreak next day, when over 2" were registered,

and an extensive area around the metropolis benefitted to the

extent of an inch and upwards ; the barometer at this hour also

began to fall rapidly and steadily, until at 5 a.m. on the 24th it

read 29-203, and the wind had reached in one squall, lasting only

a few seconds, the extraordinary rate of one hundred and twenty

miles per hour, the mean rate of the gale being thirty-two mile3
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At 9 a.m. on the 24th, (Chart 26) the cyclone was still in an

active state, but it had passed to the south of Sydney and was

receding from the coast; the barometerswere rising rapidly on shore,

and before noon a light northerly wind was blowing. On the 25th

September, the day following the gale, the weather everywhere

was generally fine, while all that remained of the energetic high

and low pressure systems were parallel isobars lying over the

southern areas of Australia with very shallow gradients. This

gale was very destructive and did much damage to property in

Sydney; in some instances houses were unroofed, and the wind

and sea on the coast were very heavy.

TYPE XII.—DEVELOPMENT OF A CYCLONE FROM A A DEPRESSION.

The distinction between a a depression and a monsoonal low

pressure is not by any means well defined, and it is possible that

this should be taken as a variation of Type 3; there are however,

marked differences, not only in the shape of the isobars, but also

m the wind; and the most decided distinction is perhaps the

easterly wind circulating round the southern part of the monsoonal

low
Pressure and the northerly and southerly winds about the A 5

b^ in some cases, as in the one selected, the wind circulation is

N'xed, northerly, southerly and easterly winds being present, and

se from their want of energy tend to throw the forecaster off

s
8B*W. The season is, however, some guide, as these storms

are most frequent from September to April.

eir sphere of influence is very extensive, as may be noted in

b shows rain over half Australia as the apparent

of this storm. Most of these storms take a direct easterly

South Wales and Victoria or through Bass'
' ! :uts

- At times they move to north-east, the Polar winds being

ttd this feature intensifies all the storm and rain
C0D Ul0ns

- The winds in all these storms are violent, and in

*** very
destructive.

^The one selected for illustration appeared first on 27th May,

At 9 a.m. on that day, a dormant and irregular



existed over the Australian Bight, the winds were

moderate northerly and southerly, as usual in such conditions,

there were a few light easterly winds. Isobars were close over

eastern Victoria, but there was nothing which seemed to indicate

the violent cyclone that developed during that day over southern

parts of South Australia and south-west of New South Wales.

(See Charts 27 and 28.) This storm formed in the rear of a very

substantial anticyclone, then over the Tasman Sea, and it should

be noted that it did not act as a secondary and travel round the

southern and eastern parts of the high pressure, but it moved

towards the northern side of it and against its circulation, thus

proving its own Polar impulse and energy, and giving rise to very

strong gales and steep barometric grades with great fall of

temperatures; these conditions produced extremely heavy and

wide spread rains, not only within the storm isobars, but over the

whole of the eastern half of Australia. We have no means of

tracing the rain to the west of the overland telegraph line, because

there are no observing stations there.

May 28th was unfortunately a Sunday, and we have no obser-

vations for that day, but on the 29th the cyclone is seen in fa



strength covering the southern colonies of South Australia and

Victoria, and the greater part of New South Wales; its isobars

are unusually symmetrical and its rain influence the most exten-

sive we have on record. During the 29th and 30th rain continued

to fall over considerable areas, although on the 30th the depression

fiUed up and the storm was displaced by the high pressure coming
°n from the west.

-«° » inter anticyclone (See
^n the Summer one, and its

longer, while its latitude is

hence the circulation on its soul
Hffects the mainland of Australi
Adjust as the trade w

Chart 36) is much nore extensive

grades are steeper and circulation

further north, often up to 30° S.J

hern side, unlike the Summer one,

a and gives us our westerly winds,

•them circulation by

west winds of the southern

sveather systems northwards,

Wing force thereto, so the brav
**n follow the general move of th
ld thus add force to the westerly circulation of the anticyclone,

greater dimensions increase the size of the a depression,

'
much that it no longer has the sharply defined change from
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notherly to southerly winds, but from north-west to south-west

winds ; all these conditions combine to strengthen the westerly

circulation, until at times they seem to be like the brave west

winds of the roaring forties.

On the east coast they extend further north than they do inland,

and at times include Brisbane within their influence. When

very strong the anticyclone is elongated and the southern isobars

are flattened. (See Chart 30). They are very cold and dry,

having all the raw feeling of the easterly winds of England, and

have been known to last for several weeks without intermission;

they are the most persistent winds during our winter. In heavy

westerly winds the cold is very severe in Bass' Straits, between

the south coast of Victoria and Tasmania, rain, hail, and sleet being

very common. It is almost needless to say that on land they

bring very little rain, and they rapidly dry up the soil. The

severe drought of 1895 was largely due to the persistent westerly

winds which rapidly dried up the occasional rains; this feature

becomes intensified if instead of coming from due west they bloT

from north-west.
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bo the charts of the westerly gale selected for

11 be seen in Chart 29, that this storm began on

September 3rd, 1895; on that day an elongated anticyclone lay

over Western Australia, a flattened and extensive A over New

South Wales and Tasman Sea, and the winds generally displayed

great energy, as might be expected from the close isobars, and

unusually low barometers over Tasmania ; light rain was falling

on the coasts of South Australia and Victoria.

On September 4th, Chart 30, the anticyclone is more elongated

and the \ flattened until its isobars are nearly horizontal, and

heavy westerly gales swept all the south-eastern part of Australia

and all Tasmania. On the 3rd the wind at Sydney at noon for a

short time reached a velocity of seventy-eight miles per hour. On

the 4th the wind was less gusty, but its average velocity was quite

as strong as it was on the 3rd.

7 burster is a well known feature c

> well marked i

ling in meteorology t



istics are so obtrusive that they cannot be overlooked, and they

are welcomed as the most pleasant relief after the high tempera-

tures and oppressive northerly winds which precede them. They

come in the late spring, all summer, and part of autumn, but as

a rule, in order to get a strong southerly an antecedent excessively

hot day or days must be experienced. The duration of a southerly

burster may be anything from two hours to ten days, but it is not

to be understood that the term burster is applied to the whole

period or duration of the southerly wind. What is called a

burster is the squall or sudden and violent change of wind direc-

tion, and the violent rush or " burst " which marks the advent of

this wind. We need not go into all the characteristics; these will

be found in the Abercromby Prize Essay on this subject.
1 It is

there explained that the south wind comes in front of an approach-

ing anticyclone, and that it is felt from West to Eastern Australia,

but it is only on the eastern coast, where, aided by the smaller

friction of the ocean and the shelter which the mountains afford

from other winds, that the southerly becomes more vigorous and

rushes northwards in a squall, which happens so suddenly and

with such force, that at times ships drag their anchors in Sydney

It is not definitely made out yet that these storms are ever

" line storms " in the sense that the change of wind comes as the

dip in the isobars passes over each place in success

are many facts which suggest that such is the fact in s

Our present purpose is to describe a "burster"'

Australian weather. The essential feature of

A ;
in Chart 31 such a depression is shewn existing o

and Tasmania, with its axis lying from north-north-west to south-

south-east. An anticyclone of good energy for this time of the

year exists to the west, and hot northerly winds occupy northern

Australia; these are the elements for the good burster that

followed. As a general rule, 2 the position and character of two

Journal Royal Society, N. S. Wales, Vol. xxviii.
2 Moving Anticyclones—Quarterly Journal Roy. Met. Soc, Vol. X*



systems as shown would bring the burster to the coast of

New South Wales within twenty-four hours; in this case it took

thirteen hours.

November 16th, light to fresh north-east winds were blowing
°n e COast at 9 a.m., while in the front of the high pressure
strong south-west winds were blowing. In Chart 32, the southerly
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is shown in full force in front of the anticyclone, which by the

way has lost none of its energy since the previous day; the

depression is well off the coast and on its way to New Zealand.

This burster reached a velocity of forty-nine miles per hour, and

lasted thirty-five hours.

This is a somewhat uncommon but nevertheless well 1

type of weather on the coast about Sydney. Its <

are a very strong and persistent north-east gale, continuing day

days and nights, and it ends with the advent of a southerly

burster. Its cause is found in an extensive col, the rear of one

anticyclone being at rest over this coast, while another lies over the

Australian Bight. If the grade is rather steep and the system

at rest for several days, then the north-east wind persists with

force proportionated to the grade, until the whole system moves

forward
; the southerly winds in the front of the approaching high

pressure then displace the north-easter and the storm is over.

There have been nples of this type !

weather

charts have been printed here. Chart 33 shows the necessary

forms of isobars, but the grade is not steep enough for a gale.



In this type the wind blows with considerable force in a d

tion directly opposed to that which the isobars would lead i

expect. For instance in No. 34, it will be seen tha

high pressure rests over the east coast, and the isobars are com-

paratively close together. The normal circulation with these

isobars would be fresh north to north-west winds, when, as a

matter of fact, strong southerly winds were blowing as far as

Sydney with a velocity of thirty miles per hour. Such conditions
are rather troublesome in forecasting ; fortunately they do not
come often, and the fact is not confined to southerly winds. The
general direction of the coast line is northerly bearing east a little,

a range of mountains from two to four thousand feet high
runs nearly paralled to it, and this local formation has a very
important effect on the circulation of the wind ; as in Chart 34

seems to have more effect than the isobars, and probably the
grade was rapidly intensifying and had not been long enough in
existence to fully control the windg It seems probablej so far as

i been studied, that we should find that when the
s contrary to isobars, it does so because of some impulse

r grade had time to control the circulation.
given to it before t



One of the most marked features of weather in Australia is the

regular easterly motion of it in all seasons of the year, added to

this the anticyclones—the controlling element in our weather-

change with the sun, so that the latitude they follow in their

easterly progress is further south in summer than in winter.
1 The

summer latitude is about 40° south. They are less extensive in

summer than in winter, and do not so completely control our

weather as they do in winter, for their southern position leaves

room for the southerly extension of monsoonal low pressures,

which make a great deal of our weather; but the anticyclone

makes the change from hot northerly to cool southerly winds, the

bursters of the €
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During the

J are in s

nly their a i equal to Australia, and
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marks their centres, and the rains come chiefly from the low

pressures between each pair of anticyclones, and the strong

westerly gales are but part of the circulation about these high

pressures. (See Charts 29 and 30.)

The one selected for illustration occupied the whole of Australia

on June 4th, 1895, Chart 36. Its form was remarkably sym-
metrical, and in the central area the barometers read 30-6, which
is somewhat unusual, hence the circulation is active, and in

northern Australia where the trade wind adds force, it is very

) of these great anticyclo
strong. Under the

-'•'.(Iitly
depression, but is

pcteristic to be placed by itself as a type or rather

ence to Cha !°
baric Peculiarity, as may be seen by refer-

h 'ad tothe'Tsh

3
'

and 38
' ^ that therG iS a flat t0p °r S(luare

and regular
**
°

A ' ^ usual form °* which is a sharp

il the weatheT^
6

' "^ ^ marked feature of this is that under
^ 1S reiuarkably squally and charged with thunder



and hail storms, and deluges of rain. This type is not peculiar to

any season of the year, and the country they affect is usually

south of Lat. 30°. The particular square headed A depression

under discussion occurred in July, 1891. Its effects were wide-

spread and its life persistent, and its peculiarity in a more or less

distinctive form was maintained during its passage over six degrees

of longitude, and its effects most severe in Victoria.

In Chart 37, July 8th, 1891, the square headed A is shown

South Australia. The gradients about it excepting

those o

to strong. Following it is a high pressure of decided energy, and

preceding it to the east an anticyclone of little or no character;

on the previous day rain fell over greater part of the southern

seaboard and in Tasmania.

3, July 9th, the depression has become m
but has lost energy. The relative powers of th
remains the same, winds were generally lighter,
covered a much wider area than on the previous <

s orm moved to the east its characteristic weather w£



i type of weather that does not often visit Australia
Ut lts severity makes it noteworthy for the winds and weathe
*hich come with it are very destructive, and the cold severe, i

might almost be called

^ort and often difficu

*here we have no out stations.

The storm under consideration began to aflect the south coast

l899

UStra]ia
'

makIng the Winds fresh t0 Str°ng °n June 2l3t
'

' (Chart 39), yet the season (winter) and the general conditions

.

Qted t0 westerly winds, and said nothing definite of the storm
5 telegraphed on the morning of June 22nd, (Chart 40).

ra were then seen to be four-tenths lower in Tasmania

fQrio^

ey Were on the 2 1st, and the wind had increased to a

a&d°the

Saleal°nS the S°Uth C°aSt °f S°Uth Australia and Victoria
>

the w "

d

arS indicate a very steep grade commensurate with

^atl^r
SWe alS

° ^ Windr°sein PlaC€

and fcl ^

a at
'
ln westerii Victoria, buildings

lrees Mown dow, was it there that the storm i



In South Australia and New South Wales the wind did a great

deal of damage without reaching the intensity it had in Victoria.

The isobars show a retreat of the anticyclone and a tilting of the

major axis, and a very remarkable increase in the number of

isobars on the south coasts of South Australia, Victoria, and
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Tasmania. It looks as if the low pressure had retreated and its

western parts forced their way north. What probably did take

place was that a storm centre south of the Australian Bight and

indicated by the northerly winds in Chart 39, had in the interval

surged northwards on to the west coast of Victoria, bringing with

it all its antarctic energy and severe cold. This view is sup-

ported by the fact that there was in the twenty-four hours but

little change in the New Zealand isobars, and further by the

upward tilting of the eastern part of the anticyclone caused by
the northing of the antarctic storm, and lastly by the blizzard-

like cold which was so marked a feature of this storm.

I—Moving Anticyclones, Charts 1, 2, 3.

II.—Monsoonal Rain Storm, Charts 4, 5.

EL—Development of a Cyclonic Storm in Low .

from a Monsoonal Depression, Charts 6, 7.

IV.—Development of a Cyclonic Storm in High Latitudes

from a Monsoonal Depression, Charts 8, 9, 10.

^
—Conditions favourable for Thunderstorms, Charts 11, 12.

VL—Cyclonic Thunderstorms, Charts 13, 14.

".-Vertical and nearly straight Isobars, Charts 15, 16.
IL—Cyclones from North-West, Charts 17, 18, 19.

IX.-Cyclones from North-East, Charts 20, 21, 22.
X—Tornadoes, Charts 23, 24.

Xl.-South-East Gales, Charts 25, 26.

•—Development of Cyclones from a \ Depression, Charts

Kteriy Winds, Charts 29, 30.
XIII..

X
^; Southerly Bursters, Charts 31, 32.

XVi*I
B
!

aCk North -Easter, Chart 33.

XYn"?
UldS BlowinS Against Isobars, Chart 34.

^'Vlll'Iv
miUer Anticyclone>

Chart 35.

XIV
1Ut6r Anticyclone, Chart 36.

xx
'^ V

' iU;ue Headed A Depression, Charts 37, 3*

Advent of an Antarctic Storm, Charts 39, <



PROCEEDINGS

ROYAL SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH VALES.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 1895.

Annual General Meeting.

Prof. R. Threlfall, m.a., President, in the Chair.

Fifty-three members and nine visitors were present.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmei

The following Financial Statement for the year ending 31i

March, 1895, was presented by the Hon. Treasurer, and adopted :-

GENERAL ACCOUNT.
Receipts.

Subscriptions
<J^°e

Guineas -

Urates' ;;;

Entrance Pees and Compositions
Parliamentary Grant on Subscriptions'
Bent of Hall ..

Assistant Secretary
Books and Periodicals
Bookbinding



1 attendance at Meetings

Total Payments 1140 17 4

Transfer to Building and Investment Fund... 106 14

Balance on 31st March, 1895 50 10 U

£1298 2 3

BUILDING AND INVESTMENT FUND.

Receipts. £ s
-
d-

Transfer from General Account 106 14
.

Interest on Fixed Deposit 50 15 8

Amount of Fund on 1st April, 1894 1128106

£1286 1

CLAEKE MEMORIAL FUND.
Receipts.

t on Fixed Deposit
t of Fund on 1st April, 1894 ...

deposit in Government Savings Bank ...

Deposit in Savings Bank of New South Wales



ABEECEOMBY :

Award for Prize Essay on " Southerly Bursters
"

Illustrations for Ditto

Fixed Deposit in Union Bank

Audited, P. N.

H. O. WALKEE.
Sydney, 19th April, 1895.

H. G. A. WRIGHT, Honorary Treasu

W. H. WEBB, Assistant Secretary.

Messrs. Henry Deane and Josiah Mullens were appoin

Scrutineers for the election of officers and members of Counci

The following gentlemen were duly elected ordinary meml*18

f the Society :



read for the second

Committee-men of the different Sections were

Chairman—Dr. W. H. Goode, M.A.

Secretaries—Dr. G. E. Eennie, b.a. and Dr. C. J. Martin, B.Sc.

Committee—Dr. P. Sydney Jones, Dr. Cecil Purser, Dr. Alfred Shewen,
Hon. Dr. H. N. MacLaurin, m.l.c, m.a.

Three Meetings were held, viz.—June 21st, August lGth, and October 18th,

Chairman—B. C. Simpson, M.

Secretary—T. H. Houghton,
Troasurer—J. W. Grimshaw,

past Chairmen, ex officio Members of Committee for three years :

Cecil W. Darley, M. Inst. C.E., H. Deane, M.A., M. lust, C.E., and
B-B. P-Hickson,M.IuSt.C.E.

Meetings held on the Third Wednesday in each month, at 8 p.m.

The President called attention to the footnote on the Prize

3 'Oculars, to the effect that papers submitted would be
n only on the condition that, if awarded a prize, they would

COrne an,ena°le to Rule XXVIa. of the Society.

hafL
alS

° ann0Unced that ^e Clarke Memorial Medal for 1895

mTnt
^^^ t0 Mr

-

R°hert L°gan Jack
'

F -G - S
"
&C

-'
G°Vern"

Junr f
,

e°l0gi8t °f Queensland, and to Mr. Robert Etheridge,
nr

-> Government Paleontologist, Department of Mines, Sydney.

His ap ^
edal

.

Was then Presented to Mr. Etheridge, who expressed
la ion of the honour conferred upon him.

ie lowing letters were received acknowledging the award :



3rd December, 1894.

The Hon. Secretaries, Royal Society of N.S. Wales, Sydney.

Gentlemen—Your announcement, (dated 14th ult.), that the Council

i the Clarke

l for which I was entirely

unprepared.

This mark of appreciation of my part in the study of the geological

history of Australia is peculiarly grateful to my feelings, both on account

of the authority from which it emanates and of the connection of my

name with that of the revered geologist in whose memory the distinction

was founded
; and, permit me to say that if anything could heighten the

pleasure with which I receive the announcement, it is the fact that my

colleague and friend Mr. Robert Etheridge Junior, is to share the honour

ks to the Council, be good enough

3 prized not merely as a recognition

past service, but as an encouragement to renewed effort during t

remainder of my career.

" Alladale," Old Canterbury Road, Petersham,

Sydney, 16th November, 1894.

Dear Mr. Maiden,-I beg to acknowledge your letter of November 14,

informing me that the Council of the Royal Society had been pleased to

award me a "Clarke Memorial Medal."
Will you be kind enough to convey to the Council my most sincere

thanks for the honour conferred, the more pleasing to me, as it was quite

^expected. You may assure the Council that this recognition of my

humble efforts towards the elucidation of a most fascinating study-

Australian Palaeontology-will still further tend towards enlivening *J

future investigations in that direction.

I am very faithfully yours,

R. ETHERIDGE.
To J. H. Maiden, Esq., Hon. Secretary, Royal Society, N. S. Wales.

Eighty-seven volumes, four hundred and twenty-seven pa*

twenty-nine reports, twenty-three pamphlets, and seven hydro-

graphic charts received as donations since the last meeting *ere

laid upon the table and acknowledged.
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Prof. Threlfall, m.a., then read his address.

A vote of thanks was passed to the retiring President, and

Prof. T. W. E. David, b.a., f.g.s., was installed as President for

Prof. David thanked the members for the honour conferred

WEDNESDA Y, JUNE 5, 1895.

Charles Moore, F.L.s.,Vice President, in the Chair.

Thirty members and two visitors were present.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

The certificates of two new candidates were read for the third

time, of five for the second time, and of two for the first time.

The following gentlemen were duly elected ordinary members

°f the Society :_

Boultbee, J. W., Superintendent of Public Watering Places.

Frackelton, Rev. W. S., M.Sc, b.d. ;
Randwick.

Fifty-four volumes, three hundred and seventy-eight parts, six-

teen reports, ninety-nine pamphlets, and two hydrographic charts

reived as donations since the last meeting were laid upon the

tal>le and acknowledged.

IV' foilowing papers were read :

"Aeronautical Work," by Lawrence Hargrave.
" A contribution to the chemistry of Myrtaceous Kinos," by

J
- H. Maiden, f.l.s., &c, and Henry G. Smith.

" Noteontwo alteration products derived from the mineral

Dyscrasite and argentiferous Galena, found in the Broken

Hill Consols Mine," by E. F. Pittman, a.r.s.m.

"The cubic parabola as applied to the easing of circular curves

on Railway Lines," by C. J. Merfield, (Communicated by

G
- H. Knibbs, lb.)

iIr
- Pittman exhibited specimeTof the two mineral substances

ho*i*g in places the action of the two solvents referred to in his
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paper, namely :

—" Alteration product after Dyscrasite, compo-

sition chiefly chloride of silver and antimoniate of silver." A

small area of the polished surface has been etched by means of

strong ammonia. The chloride of silver has thus been removed,

leaving the antimoniate of silver in relief. "Alteration product

after argentiferous Galena, composition chiefly sulphate of lead

and sulphide of silver, in variable proportions." One side of the

small polished piece has been etched by means of a solution of

acetate of ammonia. The sulphate of lead has thus been removed

leaving the sulphide of silver in relief. He also exhibited a

specimen from the White Cliffs near Wilcannia. It consisted of

a water-worn boulder of Devonian sandstone (containing typical

Devonian fossils), found in the Upper Cretaceous rocks at the opal

mines. One half of the boulder had been subjected to the action

of thermal silicious waters, with the result that that part of the

stone had been completely vitrified, and the fossils had been con-

verted into precious opal.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 1895.

Prof. T. W. E. David, b.a., f.g.s., President, in the Chair.

Thirty members and one visitor were present.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

The certificates of five new candidates were read for the third

time, and of three for the first time.

The following gentlemen were duly elected ordinary members

of the Society :

Barraclough, S. H, B.E., m.m.e.
; Glebe Point.

Bensusan, A. J., a.r.s.m., f.c.s.; Burwood.
Jacob, A. F., A.M.I.C.E.; DulwichHill.
Nicholls, W. H. ; Gosford.
Van de Velde, Clement, c.e.; Sydney.

The President made the following an
1. The death of the Rt. Hon. Prof. Hu.^,

e ected an Honorary Member of the Society
was awarded the Clarke Medal in 1880.
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2. That the Council recommend the election of the following

gentlemen as Honorary Members of the Society, viz.:—

Prof. Robert Wilhelm Bunsen, For. Mem. r.s. ; Heidelberg.

Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, f.r.s., Parkstone, Dorset.

The election was carried unanimously.

3. That a course of two or three Lectures in connection with the

Clarke Memorial would probably be given by Prof. T. W. E.

David, b.a., f.g.s., and Mr. E. F. Pittman, a.r.s.m., Govern*

ment Geologist, in September or November next.

4. That the Society's Bronze Medal and Prize of £25 had been

awarded to Charles James Martin, b.So. m.b. Lond., m.r.c.s.

Eng., for paper upon "The physiological action of the venom
or the Australian black snake, Pseudechis porphyriacus."

The medal and cheque were then presented to Dr. Martin.

Nine volumes, one hundred and sixty-one parts, six reports,
°ur pamphlets, and one hydrographic chart, received as donations
since the last meeting were laid upon the table and acknowledged.

The following papers were read :—
• "°n the great Meteor of May 7th," by H. C. Russell, b.a.,

Some remarks were made by Dr. Martin, Prof. David, and
the Author.

>e history, theory, and determination of the viscosity of

water by the efflux method," by G. H. Knibbs, l.s.

Some remarks were made by Mr. J. A. Pollock and the
Author.

*'
"
0n the physiological action of the venom of the Australian
bl*ck snake Pseudechis porphyriacus," by Dr. C. J. Martin,

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7, 1895.

'• E. David, ]

Twenty-ei
ght members x

Prof T.W. E . DAVID)B>A
_5FiG>s _ jPresi



The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed,

s of three candidates were read for the second

Seventy-three volumes, one hundred and eighty-two parts, eight

reports and ten pamphlets received as donations since the last

meeting were laid upon the table and acknowledged.

The following papers were read :

—

1. "Some Folk-songs and Myths from Samoa," by Dr. Johs

Fraser, b.a.

Some remarks were made by the Rev. Dr. W. Wyatt Gill

and the Chairman.

2. " Rocks of Victoria Land and Possession Island," collected by

Mr. C. E. Borchgrevink, with "Notes on the Geology of

Antarctica," by Prof. T. W. E. David, b.a., f.g.s., and W. F-

3. " Considerations on the surviving refugees, in Austral LaDds,

of ancient Antarctic life," by C. Hedley, f.l.s.

The discussion on the above papers was postponed to the next

meeting.

Exhibits :

1. Photographs showing the crystalline structure of gold ingots,

by Prof. Liversidge, m.a., f.r.s.

Exhibits to accompany the papers by Prof. Dav; :

W. F. Smeeth.

3. Photographs of scenes of geological interest in N. S. Wales,

taken and prepared for the stereoscope by His Honour Judge

4. Comic portrait of himself in pen and ink by Prof. Huxley,

also water-colour painting of an island in the Torres Straits /

the same.—Exhibited by Mr. C. Hedley.

1VEDXEXDA Y, SEPTEMBER 4, 1895.

Prof. T. W. E. David, b.a. f.g.s. President, in the Chair.



The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

The certificates of three new candidates were read for the third

The following gentlemen were duly elected ordinary members
of the Society :—

Ross, Colin John, B.sc, b.e., a.m.i.c.e.; Sydney.

Ross, Herbert E. ; Sydney.

Ward, James Wenman ; Sydney.

The Chairman made the following announcements, viz :—
1. That the Society would shortly be connected with the Tele-

phone Exchange.

2. That members using the Library could, if they wished, be

supplied with a cup of tea, &c., price 6d.

3- That the Society had purchased fourteen feet of land adjoining

their present premises.

live volumes, sixty-three parts, three reports, four pamphlets,
pd eighteen hydrographic charts, received as donations since the
«t meeting were laid upon the table and acknowledged.

The following papers were read :-
• "Contributions to a knowledge of Australian vegetable exuda-

tl0ns
'
No

- V by J. H. Maiden, f.l.s. &c, and H. G. Smith.

- questions were asked by the President, to which Mr.
1 replied.Maidei .

- "Icebergs in the Southern Ocean," by H. C. Russell, b.a.,

Mr. P. N. Trebeck, and the President took part.

stieraJ

VALTSR
^' GALE

'
f' r-as

-' said he had listened with con-

doubt
PleaSUre t0 Mr

-
Russell

'

s PaPer-
There could be no

ft fek
l great value of a more complete knowledge of the

3 of the ice encountered by vessels proceed-

extfcQt and
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ing both to and from Australia. He perceived that Mr. Russell

made no reference to black or discoloured ice, such as was recorded

in large quantities in 1892 and 1893. The barque by which he

had travelled encountered twenty-three ice-masses of this character.

The majority were of small extent, and resembled whales' backs,

but several were true bergs. One measured upwards of three

miles in length, with a maximum height out of water of about

eighty feet. The colour was dark brown or black, and it had

occurred to him that this colouring might throw some light upon

the genesis of the icebergs usually met with in running down the

easting. Whatever theory might be advanced to account for the

colouration of the smaller masses, there was little doubt in his

mind that the true bergs appeared black from the presence of

matter ejected during the long continued action of an antarctic

volcano. The observation of an uncommon berg, such as the one

referred to, by officers of vessels in different latitudes, would

certainly be of more than ordinary value in connection with the

rates of drift and melting, since the identification would be more

easy than usual. He regretted to think that even the extensn

records Mr. Russell had had the good fortune to receive coul

hardly be regarded as sufficient for definite conclusions relatin8

to this important subject; owing to the lack of approximate,

simultaneous observations in different latitudes. This w*5

exemplified in his own experience during a recent voyage to L

His vessel's track lay between 50° and 51° south latitude, and no

ice was seen in March. Bergs were reported, however, du b

the same month by a vessel whose track lay 3° to the northwar •

Either report alone might have led to an incorrect conclusion,

it was to be hoped that shipmasters would report negative -M"

ence, in order that the author might form as complete a theory

The discussion upon the papers by Prof. T. W. B. I ,lV1
' ; -

k.u.s., and W. F. Smeeth, m.a., a.r.s.m., and by C. Hedley, f-^

read at the previous meeting were further postponed to
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1895.

Prof. T. W. E. David, b.a., f.g.s., President, in the Chair.

Forty-one members and two visitors were present.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

Forty volumes, one hundred and six parts, fifteen reports, six-

teen pamphlets and one l.ydrographic chart, received as donations

since the last meeting were laid upon the table and acknowledged.

The following papers were read :

—

1. " On the amount of gold and silver in sea-water," by Prof.

J. "The removal of silver and gold from sea-wat

metal sheathing," by Prof. Liversidge, m.a., f.i

Some remarks were made by the President.

er by Muntz

3- "Notes on equable

H. C. Russell, b.a

temperatures, Lord Howe Island,' ' by

Some remarks were made by Mr. Garment, 1

Russell replied.

:o which Mr.

Mr. C. Hedley gave an outline of the paper res

l"e «th August, viz.:—"Considerations on the survi

Austral lands of ancient Antarctic life."

id by hii

iving ref;;::

subject was discussed at some length by the President.

Mr
- Hussell exhibited (and afterwards presented to the Society)

,

3raPh °f a flash of lightning two miles long, taken at the

J'dney Observatory on the 16th September.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1895.

Prof T W. E. David, b.a., f.g.s., President, in the Chair.

0rty-two members and nine visitors were present.

"Mnotea of the preoeding meeting were read and confirmed.

e *e volUmeSi one hundred and fourteen parts, nine reports,

P lets, two hydrographic charts and one astronomic-
-
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chart, received as donations since the last meeting were laid on

the table and acknowledged.

A letter was received from Prof. R. W. Bdnsen, For.Mem.B.a,

Heidelberg, acknowledging his election as an Honorary member.

The President read a circular stating that steps were being

taken in London, to found a National Memorial to the late Right

Hon. T. H. Huxley, and announced that if any of the members

or general public were desirous of contributing to this object, the

Hon. Treasurer (Dr. Wright), would be happy to receive and

transmit their subscriptions.

The following papers were read :

—

1. " On some New South Wales and other Minerals, (Note No. 7)"

by Prof. LlVERSIDGE, M.A., F.R.S., &C.

2. " On a natural deposit of Aluminium succinate in the timber

of Grevillea robusta" by J. H. Maiden, f.l.s. <fcc, and H.

Some remarks were made by Mr. Hamlet, Prof. Liversidge,

the President and Mr. Maiden.

3 " The extinct volcanoes of the Warrumbungle Mountains," by

His Honor Judge Docker, m.a., and Prof. T. W. E. David,

b.a., p.g.s. Lantern views were shown, described, and formed

the basis of interesting observations on the geology of the

4. "Geological Laboratory Notes, (Note No. 1)," by the Re*

J. Milne Curran.

Some remarks were made by the President.

The oil of Pittosporum undulatum by Prof. Threlfall.

Selenium bearing stone, trachyte, <fcc. by Rev. J..M. Ccbba*

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1895.

Prof. T. W. E. David, b.a., f.g.s,, President, in the Chair.

Forty-nine members and two visitors were present.



The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

The certificate of one new candidate was read for the first time.

Thirty-seven volumes, one hundred and fifteen parts, eleven

reports, forty-five pamphlets, nineteen meteorological charts and

four hydrographic charts, received as donations since the last

meeting were laid upon the table and acknowledged.

Mr. Maiden gave notice that at the next Annual General

Meeting, he intended to move that the whole of the last paragraph

of Rule XIV. be omitted, viz.:—"At the meeting held in July,

and at all subsequent meetings for the year, a list of the names of

all those members who are in arrears with their annual subscrip-

tions shall be suspended in the Rooms of the Society. Members

shall in such cases be informed that their names have been thus

posted."

It was resolved that Messrs. P. N. Trebeck and J. W.
McCutcheon be appointed Auditors for the current year.

The following papers were read :—
!• "On the assimilation of gold by fungoid growths," by Prof.

LlVERSIDGE, M.A., P.R.S.

Some remarks were made by Messrs. J. W. McCutcheon,

W. D. Campbell, and the President.

• "The origin of malachite ; observations made in an abandoned

copper mine " by Edgar Hall, this paper was communicated

and read by Prof. Liversidge.

Some remarks were made by Messrs. W. M. Hamlet, W. D.

Campbell, and Prof. Liversidge.

3
- "Notes on the geology of Antarctica (Part 2)" by Prof. T. W.

E
- David, B.A., f.g.s., W. F. Smeeth, m.a., a.r.s.m., and

J
- A. SCHOPIELD, F.C.S., A.R.S.M.

This paper was read by Mr. Smeeth, and some remarks were

ma^e by the President.

"

"°a the occurrence of Artesian water in rocks other than the

Cretaceous," by E. F. Pittman, a.r.s.m.



Some remarks were made by the President.

"The tensile and compressive strengths of Magnesium," by

S. H. Barraclough, b.e., m.m.e.

Some remarks were made by Prof. Threlfall and the President.

'On the products from the fruit of Pittosporum undulatum

and Schinus molle," by Prof. Threlfall, m.a.

" Types of Australian Weather," by H. A. Hunt. This paper

was prepared as an essay under the Abercromby Prize Fund

and was read by Mr. H. C. Russell.

"Rainfall of Southern Riverina 1874 - 94," by H. C. Kiddle,

f.e. Met. soc. This paper was also read by Mr. Russell.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECTIONS.
(IN ABSTRACT.)

ENGINEERING SECTION.
At the preliminary meeting held on April 17th, the following

officers were elected for the 1895 Session :—Chairman : Mr. B. &

Simpson, M.inst.c.E. Hon. Secretary: Mr. T. H. HoughtoS,

Assoc, m. inst, c.E., m. inSt. Mech. e. Hon. Treasurer : Mr. J- ^
Grimshaw,

.Mech.E. Committee Messrs J

MAITLAND, L.S., C. 0. BURGE, M. Inst. C.E., W. F. HOW, M.Inst.v-

Wh.Sc, J. M. SMAIL, M.Inst.C.E., T. R. FlRTH, M. Inst. C.E., *ld *

The ex officio members of the Committee being Messrs. C.

Barley, m. mst. c.e., H. Deane, m.a., m. inst. c.e., R. R. P. Hicw*-



Messrs. Haycroft and Smith the Auditors appointed by the

meeting, reported that there was a balance of £16 8s. 7d. in the

hands of the Hon. Treasurer to the credit of the printing fund.

Monthly meeting held May 15, 1895.

Mr. B. C. Simpson, in the Chair.

Thirty-live members and visitors present.

The Chairman delivered an inaugural address.

Mr. H. Deane then read a paper on " Some recent Engineering

Developments in England and America."

Monthly meeting held June 19, 1895.

Mr. B. C. Simpson in the Chair.

Twenty-seven members and visitors present.

Messrs. Cowdery, Selfe, Grimshaw, and Simpson asked Mr.

Deane for information in connection with his paper "Some recent

Engineering Developments in England and America," which the

author supplied.

The discussion on Mr. W. S. de Lisle Roberts' paper "Recent

Researches in the Testing of Cement," and Mr. W. M. Hamlet's

paper "The interpretation of Cement Analyses " was opened by

Mr. J. Davis and continued by Messrs. Richards, Haycroft, Deane,

and Grimshaw, and adjourned to the next meeting.

Monthly meeting held July 17, 1895.

Mr. B. C. Simpson, in the Chair.

Twenty-eight members and visitors present.

Mr. C. 0. Burge read a paper on " The Preparation of Engineer-

ing

Specifications and General Conditions for large Works," the

Hussion was postponed until the next meeting.

The discussion on Messrs. Roberts' and Hamlet's papers on

ement Testing was resumed by Dr. McDonagh, and continued by

CSSrs
- Henson, Mingaye, Davis, Try, Farr, Dixon, Allan, Sinip-

80n
'
and Hamlet.



Monthly meeting held August 21, 1895.

Mr. B. C. Simpson, in the Chair.

Twenty-three members and visitors present.

Mr. W. S. de Lisle Roberts replied to the discussion of his

paper on " Recent Researches in the Testing of Cement."

The discussion of Mr. C. O. Burge's paper " The Preparation

of Engineering Specifications and General Conditions for large

Works," was opened by Mr. How, and continued by Messrs.

Grimshaw, Farr, Shaw, and Allan, and adjourned to the next

meeting.

Monthly meeting held September 18, 1895.

Mr. H. Deane, in the Chair.

Twenty-nine members and visitors present.

Mr. P. Allan read a paper on " Timber Bridges," the discuss-

ion was postponed to a future meeting.

The discussion of Mr. C. 0. Burge's paper " The Preparation

of Engineering Specifications and General Conditions for large

Works," was resumed by Mr. Smail, and continued by Messrs.

Mansfield, Rowe, Haycroft, Selfe, Barraclough, and Deane, and

replied to by the author.

Monthly meeting held October 16, 1895.

Mr. B. C. Simpson, in the Chair.

Twenty-three members and visitors present.

A paper communicated by Mr. T. E. Burrows entitled « Fascine

Work as carried out by the Public Works Department in Ne*

South Wales," was read by Mr. Grimshaw, and the discussion

postponed to a future meeting.

Mr. J. M. Smail read a paper entitled " Notes on the under-

draining of the Filter Beds at the Botany Sewage Farm."

Monthly meeting held November 20, 1895.

Mr. B. C. Simpson, in the Chair.



The discussion of Mr. P. Allan's paper "Timber Bridges" was

opened by Mr. Deane and continued by Messrs. Burge, Smail,

Barraclough, Statham, and Simpson, and replied to by the author.

Monthly meeting held December 18, 1895.

Mr. B. C. Simpson, in the Chair.

Twenty-two members and visitors were present.

The discussion of Mr. Burrow's paper "Fascine Work as

carried out by the Public Works Department in New South

Wales," was opened by Mr. Darley, and continued by Messrs.

Smail, Deane,, Grimshaw, Allan, and Simpson, and replied to by

the author.

During the Session the Section visited, by invitation, the Ocean

Street Cable Tram Power House, Messrs. Anthony Hordern's

Hydraulic and Electric Light Plant, the Botany Sewage Farm,

and the Rosehill and Dural Railway.

Subscriptions to the printing fund have been received amount-

ing to £21 Os. 6d., and £5 by sale of papers.

MEDICAL SECTION.

At the provisional meeting of the Medical Section held on

Vil 19th, 1895, the following officers were elected :-Chairman:

Br
- W, H. Goode, si. a. Committee : Hon. Dr. MacLaurin, m.lc,

Drs
' Sydney Jones, Shewen, and Purser. Secretaries: Drs.

G
'

El Re^ie and C. J. Martin.

Tt was decided to hold only three meetings during the year.

The Committee were instructed to revise the Rules of the

Section.

Special General Meeting.

a

A Vcial General meeting was held on June 21st, at 8 p.m.,

a wnich the draft of the rules as revised by the Committee was

^^ to, and ordered to be forwarded to the Council for their
aPproval.



General Meeting.

i June 21st, at 815 p.m.

Dr. MacDonald Gill, exhibited a case of sporadic cretinism

and also one of myxoedema.

Dr. Rennie exhibited two cases of myxoedema which had been

under treatment with thyroid tabloids.

The Hon. Secretary exhibited for Dr. Scot Skirving, two cases

of Friedreich's disease. These patients were examined by the

members and afterwards discussed.

Dr. Milford read some notes on the treatment of diphtheria

with Resorcin.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Megginson, Crago, Neill,

Sydney Jones, and McDonagh. The remaining business was

postponed.

Second General Meeting.

The second general meeting was held August 16th. Dr. W.

H. Goode in the Chair.

Dr. J. A. Dick read some notes on a case of Malignant Disease

of the Lung and exhibited the specimen, and also some micro-

scopical sections of the growth.

Dr. Rennie read a paper on " Death after Head Injuries,'

which was criticised by Prof. Anderson Stuart, Drs. McDonagh,

Chisholm, and Angel Money.

Dr. R. L. Faithfull read a paper on "Significance of Albu-

minuria more especially as regarded by medical examiners for

Life Insurance." Remarks were made on the subject by Drs.

Sydney Jones, Angel Money, and Rennie.

Dr. C. J. Martin exhibited a simple and efficient method of

drying serum and maintaining it sterile during the process.

The Secretaries were instructed to write a letter expressing
the

sympathy of the members of the Section with Mrs. L. R. Huxtable

on the death of her husband.



Third General Me

Dr. Macdonald Gill exhibited a case of sporadic cretinism,

and also one of Raynard's disease.

Dr. Jamieson exhibited an infant suffering from congenital

syphilis and tumour in the sterno-mastoid.

Prof. Anderson Stuart gave a demonstration of his new form

of artificial larynx, and exhibited the patient with the larynx

Dr. Milford exhibited two cases of old injury to the skull.

Dr. Jamieson read a paper on some cases illustrating the effects



ADDITIONS

LIBRARY OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF ]

(The Names of the Donors are in Italics.)

TRANSACTIONS, JOURNALS, REPORTS, &c.

Aberdeen—University. Calendar for the year 1895-96. The University

Adelaide—Government Geologist. Report on Northern Ter-

ritory Explorations by H. T. L. Bro™, *-*»£„
fi„M

Royal Society of South i
' 1888447 VoTra.,'Ptoti.,Jufy 18957

' ' The Society

Albany—New York State Library. Annual Reports (73rd - 76th)

of the Regents, 1890-93. Annual Reports (45th, 46th,

and 47th) of the Regents of the New York State

Museum for 1891, 1892, 1893. Annual Reports (105th -

107th) of the Regents of the University of the State ot

Museum, Vol. i., Nos.'l - 6, 1887-88 ; Vol. n., Nos. 7
-

10, 1889-90, Vol. in., Nos. 11-13, 1893-95. State

Library Bulletin, Legislation, Nos. 4 and 5, 1894-95.

Additions No. 2, Nov. 1894. Bibliography No. 1, May,

1895.
Them

TEED
Welinu' • e islagen

der Zittingen, 1893-94 Jaarboek voor 1893. The A***

Nederlandsche Maatschappij ter bevordering van Nijverheid.

Wekelijksche Courant de Nijverheid, Jahrgang u, Nos.

39-52, 1893; Jahrgang n., Nos. 1-52, 1894; J£br-

gang in., Nos. 1 - 13, 1895. ^ Ass0C

Auckland—Auckland Institute and Museum. Annual Report

for 1894-95. ne if*

Ballarat- School of Mines and Industries. Calendar for 1895

with Annual Report for 1894. 1 Ae ^
Batavia—Department van Onderwijs, Erediensten Nijverheid.

Pithecanthropus Erectus eine MenschenaehnlicM
' ^

uebergangs form aus Java von Eug. Dubois, 1894. The ^«F*

Koninklijke Natuurkundige Vereeniging in Nederl-Indie.

Natuurkundig Tijdschrift, Deel liv. Boekwerfcen, ^
1893-94. Naamlijst der Leden op 1 Mei 1895. im

Baltimore—Johns Hopkins University. American Journal of

Mathem;.- 392 ; Vol. xv., Nos. 1

4, 1893
5 Vol. xvi., Nos. 1 - 3, 1894. American Chemical

Journal, Vol. xiv., No. 8, 1892; Vol. xv., Nos. l-«.

1893; Vol. xvi., Nos. 1 - 6, 1894. American Journal w



Baltimore—continued.

Philology, Vol. xin., No. 4. 1892 ; Vol. xiv., Nos. 1-4,

1893; Vol. xv., No. 1, 1894. Circulars, Vol. xn., Nos. 104,

115-118, 1893-95; Vol. xiv., Nos. 119, 120, 1895.

Studies in B al Science, Vol. x., No.

12, 1892 ; Vol. xi., Nos. 1 - 12, 1893 ; Vol. xn., Nos.

1-7, 1894.. Studies from the Biological Laboratory,

Vol. v., Nos. 2-4, 1893. The University

Bbbgen—Bergens Museums. Aarbog for 1893. The Museum

Bebkeley—University of California. Bulletin of the Dept-

ment of Geology, Vol. i., Nos. 5-9, pp. 161 - 300, 1894-

1895. The University

Berlin—Centralbureau der Internationalen Erdmessung. Ver-
handlungen der 1894 zu Innsbruck. The Bureau

Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde. Verhandlungen, Band xxi.,

Nos. 7-10, 1894; Band xxn., Nos. 1-3, 1895. Zeit-

schrift, Band xxix., 3-6, 1894; Band xxx., No. 1,

1895. Bemerkungen viber das Kliina von Jaluit-Nach
Dr. Steinbach. The Society

Koniglich <; Feier des hundertjah-
rigen Geburt I dee Direktors, 1893

1894. Bemerkungen zu der Schrift. The Institute

Koniglich Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften.
Sitzungsber: 393, with Index and
Title, &c. ; Nos. 1 - 53, 1894 ; Nos- 1 - 38, 1895. The Academy

Koniglich Preussische Meteorologische Instituts. Bericht
iiber die l lisse der

Gewitter-Beobachtungen im Jahre, 1891. Ergebnisse
der Beobachtungen an den Stationen n. und in.,

Ordnung im Jahre, 1894, Heft 1 and 2 ; 1895, Heft 1.

Beene—Department de 1' Interieur de la Confederation Suisse.

Graphische Darstellung der Schweizerischen hydro-

metrischen, Beobachtungen, Bl. i. - xvi., 1894. Tableau
graphique des temperatures de 1' air et des hauteurs
„w«i„ ™ , „^ , m^, i.;lue des

i., 1894.

The Department

smingham—Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical
Society. Proceedings, Vol. ix., Part 1, Session 1894. The Society

Birmingham and Midland Institute. Report of the Council
for 1894. Results of Examinations and Award of Prizes

1894. Programme for Session 1895-96. The Institute

logNa k. Accademia delle Scienze dell'Istituto. Memorie,
Ser. 5, Tomo in., 1892. The Academy

NS
~"^rturhistoriacnen Vereins der Preussischen Rheinlande,

Westfalens und des Reg -Bezirks Osnabriick. Verhand-
lZgm

i
Ĵ ^ng Li., Folge 5, Band xi., Halfte 1, 1894

;

F°lge 6, Band i., Halfte 2, 1894. rfte Society

)8T0N-American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Proceed-
ings, New Ser. Vol. xx., Whole Ser. Vol. xxvni., 1892
J893 ; Vol. xxi., Whole Ser. Vol. xxix., 1893-94. The Academy



Geology of the Boston Basin by W. O. Crosby, Vol iv .

Parts i. and ii., 1893-94.. Th
emen—Meteorologische Station I. Ordnung. Ergebnisse der

Moteuiolo^ischen Beobachtungen, Jahrgang v.,1894. The
Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein. Abhandlungen, Band

xiii
, Heft 2; Band xv., Heft 1, 1895. Th

Department of Mines. Bulletin of the Geological Survey,

Government Geologist. Annual Progress Eeport of the
Geological Survey for I 3

<

. Report
on the Leichhardt Gold Field and other Mining Centres
in the Cloncurry District by W. H. Bands. Government Geologist

Government Meteorologist. Table of Eainfall during Oct.
- Dec 1893, Jan. - Dec. 1894. Meteorological Eecord-
ClimatoL ,._ ,,e> 1893> Jan._ Dec .

1894. Meteorological Synopsis, Nov. - Dec, 1893, Jan.
- Dec. 1894, Jan. - April, 1895. Government Meteorologist

Hydraulic Engineer. Eeport on Water Supply by J. B.
Henderson, m. inst. c.E , 1894. The Engineer

Natural History Society of Queensland. Transactions, Vol.
I., 1892-3-4. Tfce Society

Queensland Acclimatisation Society. Transactions, Vol. i.,

Eoyal Geographical Society of Australa
and Transactions of the Queensland Branch,
Session 1894-95.

Eoyal Society of Queensland. Proceedings, Vol. xi.,

• Part 3, L„_ „.
of Members, 30 April, 1894.

Bkookville Ind-Indiana Academy of Science. Proceedings.
1»92, 1893. j^g A

BBUNN-Naturforschende Verein. Verhandlungen, Bandxxxi.,

xi 189?
Meteorologischen Commission, Vol.

BEussELs-Commissions Eoyales d'Art et d'Archeologie. Bul-
ietin, Annee xxvn. - xxxn., 1888 - 1893. Th* Com

BrcHAREST-Institutul Meteorologic al Eomaniei. Annale,

1894
VU

" VI"" AniU 1891 "92
- Buletinul, July- Dec.

Buenos Aires

•,Cuadern<



Caen—Acaderui.- K 1 >-Lettres.
Memoires, 1894 et Tables Decennales 1884.-1893 incl.

The Academy
Calcutta—Asiatic Society of Bengal. Proceedings, Nos. 7 - 10,

1894, Nos. 1-6, 1895. Journal, N.S. Vol. lxi., Part i.,

.Extra Number is<v>
: V -,1. lxiii., Part i., Nos. 3 and 4,

Part ii., Nos. 2-4, mm Vol. lxiv., Part i., No. 1,

Part ii., Nos. 1 and 2, 1895. The Society

Geological Survey of India. Records, Vol. xxvm., Parts i.

-iii., 1895. The Director

Philosophical Society.

., 1889-92.

:hicago Academy of Sciences, Bulletin, Vol. i., Nos.
10, 1883-86

; Vol. ii., No. 1, 1891. The Academy
olumbian Museum, Pub. 1, Vol. I., No. 1, 1894. The Museum
iete Scientifique du Chili. Actes, Tome n., Liv. 4,
B

;
Tome m., Liv. 4, 5, 1893 ; Tome iv., Liv. 2-4,

'4- The Society

4,

"TAssociation Geodesique Internationale Commiss-
de la Norvege. Resultate der im Sommer 1894 in
n sudlichsten Theile Norwegens ausgefiihrten Pen-
^-i.*ungea von E Schidt

WsiteRoyaledeNorve,
Meteorologischen Institute fur ls91 Beskrivelse afm Rskke Norske Bergarteraf Dr. Th. Kjerulf, 1892.



Christiania—continued.

Videnskabs-Selskabets. Forhandlinger, Nos. :

e Royale des Antiquaires dujNord. Memoires,

Nouvelle Serie, 1893.

Cordoba—Academia Nacional de Ciencias. Boletin, Tomo xn.,

Entrega 2-4, 1891-92 ; Tomo xin., Entrega 1-4, 1892-3;

Tomo xiv., Entrega 1-2, 1894. The Academy

Cracow—Academie des Sciences. Bulletin International, Nos.

8 - 10, 1894 ; Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 5, 1895.

Denver—Colorado Scientific Society. Proceedings, Vol. iv.,

1891-92-93 ii zed form

associated with gold, by Dr. R. Pearce, 1 April, 1895.

. examinal 1895. The Recent His-

tory and Present Status of Chemistry by Prof. C. S.

Palmer. The Determination of Bismuth in Refined

Lead and in Lead Bullion by L. G. Eakins. Notes on

thePrecipi in Cyanide

Solutions by means of zinc, No. 1 The non-existence of

Cyanide at i<ms by N- Anderson.

The Volcani E,.,ek ,.,f Alum Hill, Boulder County,

Colorado, bv C. Irvin- Andrews. Vein Structure in

the Enterprise Mine ' y T. A. Kickard. Ore Deposits

of Camp i - ,.unty, Utah, by R. C
Hills, 1894 oa Cripple

Creek, by F. C. Knight, 1894. Notes on the Geology of

the Western Slope •
Kange m

Costillo Co., Colo., by E. C. and P. H. van Diest, 1894.

The Costilla Meteorite by R. C. Hills, 1895. The Som

Des Moines—Iowa Geological Survey. Annual Report (1st)

for 1892, Vol. i., Coal Deposits of Iowa by C. R. Keye
Jh0 Surrey

Dijon—Academie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres. Memoires,

Serie 4, Tome it., Annees 1893, 1894.
TheAcaaw

Dresden—K. Silch. Statistische Bureaus. Zeitschrift, Jahr-

gang xxxix., Heft 1-4, 1893 ; Jahrgang xl., Heft 1 - ^
Vereins fur Erdkunde. Jahresbericht, Band xxiv., 1894. The Socxdi

Dublin—Royal Irish Academy. " Cunningham Memoirs," No.

10, 1894. Proceedings, 3 Ser., Vol. in., No. 3, 1894.

Transactions, Vol. xxx., Parts 13, 14, 1894. The Ac#M

Edinburgh—Botanical Society of Edinburgh. Transactions ^
Vol. vii., Part



Edinburgh—continued.

Royal Physical Society. Proceedings, Session 1893-94. The
Eoyal Scottish Geographic il Society. Siritth Geographical

ad Index; Vol.xi.,
1 - 1, - 9, 1S93. Accessions to the Library, Nov. 1,

Papers in Vols. vm. - x. inch

Scottish M ii >ceedings, Session 1893-4..

Florence— S< , . Bullettino della Sezione

i Etnologia. Archivi
use. -1, ISji

; \ ol. xxv., F;i.-e. 1, 1895.

LOOl. Journal of the TJ. I

rtjRT a/m.—Senckenbergische

urforschende Gesellschaft. Berichte,

aical College. ' The Geelong Naturalist,'

rheWombat,Yol.i.,No.l,
The College

l—Institut National Genevois. Bulletin, Tome :

w—University. Calendar for t

3^—Konigliche Gesellschaft
Nachrichten, Math-phys. Classe, Nos. 3, 4, 1894, Nos.
1> 2, 1895. The Society

!J

?T"£?lonial Museum - Bulletin, March, July, 1895.

aoff, Aflever-
in= l

> [Extra Bulletin, 1894]

.

The Museum
S

1894
e

9
y-

er
'

Archive3
'
S6rie 2

'
VoL Iv

-' Parts m
>
iv ->

iete Hollandaise des Sciences. Archives Neerlandaises,

3-5, 1894-5 ; Tome xxix., Liv. 1 - 3, 1895. The Society
LLE ^S~^. Leopold-Carol. Deutsche Akademie der Natur-

torscher. Nova Acta, Vol. lvii.-lxii., 1892-1894.
^epertorium, Band i., [Acta, Band i.- x., Nova Acta
£ancl i. -vm.] Leop 1802-93.
f.atalo^<] ..

t,(Biindii.,l)lW>3j

thefur
1

'" Bibii°"

S^ipaxN^' xr

Tht Academy
' ;\ -," N ™S'" ti Proceedings«w

.
Iransactioas, Second Series, Vol. i., Part iii.,

Ha*b
1892-93. The Institute

BUR^-Deutsche Seewarte. Archiv, Jahrgang xvii., 1894,
-^rgebmsse der Meteorologischen Beobachtungen, Jahr-

KK-Dec. 4, 1895



Hamburg—continued.

gan<* xvi., 1893. Jahres-Bericht liber Thatigkeit der

Deutschen Seewarte, xvn., fur das Jahr 1894. Katalog

der Bibliothek der Deutschen Seewarte Nachtrag i., 1894.

Resultate Meteorologischer Beobachtungen von Deut-

schen und UMllMndisrhrii S.-lntV.Mi fur KiiignidtVld'T

des Nor. I; Quadrat 78] No. xiv.,

1894 .
The Observatory

Geographische Gesellschaft. Mittheilungen, Heft 2, 1891-08.

Naturhistorische Museum. Mitteilungen, Jahrgang x. (

Halfte 2, 1892 ; Jahrgang xi., 1893. The Mum*

Naturwissenschaftliche Verein. Abbandlungen aus dea

Gebiete der Naturwissenschaften, Band xni., 1895.

Verhandlungen, Folge in., Heft 2, 1894. Ihe Socuiy

Vereins fur naturwissenschaftliche Unter-haltung. Ver-

handlungen, Band vni., 1891 - 1893.

Hamilton—Hamilton Association. Journal and Proceedings,

No. 10, Session 1893-94. The Assocvxlm

Heidelberg— N i-cher Vereins. Ver-

handlungen, N.F. Band v., Heft 3, 1894.

Hklsingfobs—Societe des Sciences de Findlande. Acta, Tomus
."

t - oti, 1*94-95. Ofv.-rsi-t.

?ar, Vol.Forhandlingar,
Meteorologiques

No. 958, Nov. 30, 1895.
»•«—

-

Hoboken N. J.—Stevens Institute of Technology. Ann
"f , , ltlltt

Catalogue, 1894-95.
The l%

Jalapa—Observatorio Meteorologico Central del Estado de Vera

Cj^ Mrfto. J«. Peb.,Ma,,and *«>~*«g%^„
Jena—Medicinisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft. Jen-

aische Zei1 [ "VIH -

N.F. Band xxi., Heft. 4; Band xxix., N.F. Band xxii..

Heft. 1, 2, 1894.
lM

Kkw—Royal Gardens. Hooker's Icones Plantarum.
Series, Vol. iv., Parts ii. - iv., 1894-95. The Benthatn

KiNGSTON-Institute of Jamaica. Journal, Vol. n., No. 1, 18£
Jamaica in 1895—A Handbook of Information for ^° rB5tiiW
tending settlers and others.

JM

Knin—Societe Archeologique Croate. Starohrvatska Prosvjeta. _,

God. i., Br. 1-3, 1895.
T

Lansing. Mich.—Michigan Mining .School. Reports of the ^
Director for 1890-1892.

*



Society Vaudoise (

Vol. xxx., Nos. 1

aal, Vol. vii., No,

*'iciences Natui
10,1894; Vol.

Great Britaii

1894.

elles. Bulletin

, No. 117,

The Society

Ireland.

ilosophical and Liter;

i) for 1894-95.
^Society. Annual Report

ire College. Annual Eeport (20th) 1893-4. The College

taugliche Sactasische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.
rkate aber die Verhamllun^en, math-phys. classe,
ft 2, 3, 1894 ; Heft. 1 and 4, 1895. The Society

s fur Erdkunde. Mitteilungen, 1894. Wissenschaft-
he Veroffentlichungen, Band n. „
iete Geologique de Belgique. Annales, Tome xx.,
v. 3, 1892-93 ; Tome xxi., Liv. 3, 1893-94 ; Tome xxn.,
r. 1, 1894-95.

Royale des Sciences. Mcmoires, Serie 2, Tome

ck—Geological Survey of Arkansas. Annual Eeport
• 1891 Vol ii., for 1892 Vol. n. The Survey

anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland.

Geological Society. Quarterly Journal, Vol. l., No. 200,
1894; Vol. li., No. 20:5. is;/:, List ,,i Fellows, &c,
Hov. 1 ]h«.M. <;..,,l,,-i l

. a i Literature added to the
Society s Library during the half year ended Dec. 1894. The Society

" --laiMl and Agricultural Society of Scotland. Trans-
actions, Fifth Series, Vol. vn., 1895.

Kafiristan and its People by G. S. Robertson,

and Ireland. Pro-
L'arts Land ii., 1894. Register, 1894-1895,

The Institute

Civi] Engineers. Minutes of Proceedings,
xxn., IS9I--0-,, Farts i. - iv. Charter. By-

Irr /'
an LlSt °f Members . Sept- 6,1895. The Institution

f Index of Papers in Journal 1869 - 1894.

The!

Journal, Botany, Vol. xxx., Nos. 209,

'lows, 1894-95.

ological Office. Meteorological Observations at Sta-

of th m Second Order for the year 1890. Report

th» -L

Met«orological Council to the Royal Society for
e year ending 31 March, 1894. The
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"M^ ' .'•>' W

:
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'

Journal, 3 Ser. Vol. xxv., Nos. 1266-1317, 1894-95; i

Ser. Vol. i., Nos. 13.19 - 1321, 1895. Calendar 1895.

Physical Society of London. Proceedings, Vol. xiii., Parts

i. - x., Nos. 5

1

fficers and Mem-
bers, April 2, 1895.

Quekett Microscop Ser. 2., Vol. v., No.

Eoyal Agrictl -land. Jonrn
Series, i L894; Vol. vi.,

iii., 1895.

Eoyal Astronomical Soci

No. 9, 1894; Vol. lv., Nos. 1-8, 1894-95.

Eoyal College of Physic

Eoyal Historical Society. Trs

tution of Great Britain. P

,

Part ii., No. 88, March 1895.
Eoyal Meteorological Society. Quarterly Journal,

"<

"'^°Ul
The Society

'

Parts v., vi., Nos.

102, 103, 1891 ; Parts ii'., iv.. N-,s. 105, 107, 1895.

Eoyal Society. !• Memoirs, Vol. vn.,

Parts i. un ,
.

nsaetl.ns. \ ol.

clxxxv.. Par;. Bj 1894. Proceed-

ngs, Vol L\r ,,, [ , LS91-95 L^t of Fellows, 30

,94, 1895. MeteL.iv>-

logical Eecord, Vol

Nos.:
1895.

Sanitary Institute. Journal. Vol xv., Parts i .
- I r.,

Vol. xvi., Parts i., ii., 1895. The X

South Kensington Museum. Calendar for 1895. Catalogues

of Percy Collection of Metallurgy; Science Library;

Machinery, Models, &c, Part i. ; Special Loan Collec-

tion of s
i :. Report upon action

of Light on Water Colours. Eeport upon Analysis ot

Oriental Metal Work, &c.by Prof. W. C. Eoberts-Austen ^^
Society of London. Proceedings, Parts iii-. iv ->

1894 ; Parts i., ii., 1895. Transactions, Vol. xiii., Pa'J^^



Luxekbottbg—L'lr st t it J yal G md-Ducal. Publications,

lues, Tome
xxiii., 1894. The institute

MADEAS-Government Observatory. Madras Meridian Circle
Observations, Vol. vni., 1883 - 1887. Errata, Vols. i.
~ VI - The Observatory

Madison Wis.-Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and
1 tt In ton , Vol. ix., Parts i.,ii., 1892-93. TheAcademy

Manchester—Conchological Society. Journal, Vol. vni., Nos.
i-4,1895. The Society

Mau,i,..ter Geological Society. Transactions, Vol. xxiii.,

Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. Memoirs
and Proceedings, 4 Series, Vol. vni., Nos. 3, 4, 1893-94;

MABBUKfr-Konigliche Universitats - Bibliothek. Inaugural
Addresses (73) 15 August, 1893-94. The University

G< ell haft ir Beforderung der gesammten Naturwissen-
schaften. Sitzungsbenchte, Jahrgang 1893. The Society

MAESEULES-Facuite- des Sciences de Marseille. Annales, Tome
ataire 1893 ; Tome iv., Fasc. 1-3,

94. Sur 1' Existence et la propagation des oscillations
eiectro-magnetiques dans 1' air, par M. A. Perot. The Faculty

Institut Botani ologique Colonial.

The Institute

VSXE—Australasian, Journal of Pharmacy, Vol. ix., Nos.
«K> - 108, 1894

; Vol. x., Nos. 109 - 119, 1895. The Publishers

oken Hill Proprietary Co. Ld. Eeports and Statements

M» ^Ut for Half Years endinS 30 Nov
-
1894 and 31

^ay i89 . j,fee Secretary

partment of Mines. Annual Eeport of the Secretary for

^ne
l-

1894j
- Report on the loss of gold in the

reduction of auriferous veinstone in Victoria, by H.

C^i^i?-K - F "G - S- 1895
-

EeP°rts on ^ v-ictorian

^

^oal plelds, Nos. 3 and 4
: by James Stirling. The Depart ,ncnt

>ld Naturalists' Club of Victoria. The Victorian Naturalist,

iso-' Nos
- 7 ~ 12> 1894-95; Vol. xn„ Nos. 1 - 5, 7,

8y°- The Club
bhc Library, Museums, and National Gallery of Victoria,

talogue of the specimens in the Indus-
.

'

' :x...:-: .".'
._;

Woods of Tropical

1895."



Transactions of the Victorian
liwt.tiit.s Vol. i„ Sessions 1854-55. Trans

ictoria, Vol. i., 1855. Trans-
actions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria

" " 3. Vol. vii., 1894. Trans-

Minneapolis—Geological and Natural History Survey of Min-
nesota. First Report of the State Zoologist, Zoological
Series, Vol. i., 1892. The Survey

Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences. Occasional Papers,
Vol. i., No. 1, 1894. The Academy

Mirpield—Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic Society. Pro-
ceedings, New Series, Vol. xn., Parts 4 and 5, 1894. The Society

MoDBNA-Regia Accademia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Memorie, '

bene n., Vol. ix., 1893. Opere inviate alia R. Accademia
1892, 1893. The Academy

Montevideo—Societe Meteorologique de V Uruguay. Resume
des Observations Pluvi ndant la
saison d" etc de V annee 1895 Jan- - Mar The SocW

Montpellier—Academie des Sciences et Lettres. Memories,

1894°
2

'
TOme X

"
N°S

'
3 and 4

'
1893

;

T°me "" N°' h
Academy

MoNTREAL-Natural History Society of Montreal. The Cana- .

dian Record of Science, Vol. v., No. 8, 1893. The 8* I

Royal Society of Canada. Proceedings and Transactions,
Vol. xn., 1894, and General Index? Vols. I. - xn.

Moscow-Observatoire Meteorologique de TUniversite Imperial
de Moscow. Meteor,, I

. . u., Feb.,
March, 1895. The ObstrtaW

Societe Imperiale des'Naturalistes. Bulletin, N.S. Vol. Tin., . ..„
Nos. 2-4, is;:. t

. Vol _ lXi Xos _ 1? 2) 1895 _
lhe Soc*1

MuLHotrsE-Societe Industrielle .

lxiv., Oct. - Dec, 1894

;

Programme des Prix, 29 S



-Bayerische Botanische Gesellschaft, Berichte,

ademie der Wissenschaftei
han.Uun-. sse, Band xvm.
3, 1895. Sitzungsberichte, Band xxiii., Heft S

Trimestre 1, 1805. Ti

LE8-Societa Eeale di Napoli. Eendieonto dell' Aecademia
delle Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche, Ser. 2, Vol. vin..
Fasc. 8 - 12, 1894 ; Ser. 3, Vol. i., Fase. 1 - 7, 1895.

Zoologische Station zu Neapel. Mittheilungen, Band xi.

Heft 3, 1894. Th

North of England Institute of Mining
Engineers. Eeport of the Proceedings of the Flaineless
Explosives Committee, Parts i., ii., Air and Combustible
Gases by A. C. Kayll. Transactions, Vol, xliv., Part i.

- iv., 1894-95. The Institute

ew Haven—Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Transactions, Vol. ix., Part ii., 1895. The Academy

*°*K -American Chemical Society. Journal, Vol. xvi.,
AM. 10 - 12, 1894

5
Vol. xvn., Nos. 1 - 10, 1895. The Society

3 an <* 4, I ': . ,i! xxvn.', Nos. 'C ii.,

1895.

American Institute of Mining Engineers. Transactions,
vol. xxiv., 1894. The Institute

American Museum of Natural History. Bulletin, Vol. i.,

1881-86; Vol. ii., > Vol. vi.,
isy*. Arm ^lent &c, for the year
1893. The Museum

New York Academy of Sciences. Annals, Vol. vin., Nos.
* ~ 12, 1894-95

; Indexes to Vols. vi. and vn. The Academy
New York Microscopical Society. Journal, Vol. x., No. 4,

1894
; Vol. xi., Nos. 1-3, 1895. The Society

AwA--Geological Survey of Canada. Annual Eeport, New
aenes

. Vol. vi., 1892-93. The Survey
XFOED--R

adcliffe Libra Catalogue of Books added during

„ .
1894. The Trustees

ObsenTue Observatory. Catalogue
Epoch 1890 by E. J. Stone, m.a,

-Academie des Sciences de l'lnsti



Comptoir Geologique de Pas-

Tome ix., pp. 505-012, 1S92; Tome x., Fasc. 2, 1

Exposition
|

- Aetualites I

logiques (2 • The Editor

Ecole d' Anthropologie de Paris. Eevue Mensuelle, Annee
iv., Nos. 9 Bulletin, t-Sept.
1895.

Ecole Rationale des Min rae de F
: I

1

ranee

et en Alger nee 1893.

Ecole Polytechnique. Journal, Cahier 63, 64, 1893-94. The Director

Iensuelle d' Histoire

Naturelle, 3 Ser. Anne - r. Annee
25, Nos. 288 -300, 1894-95. The Editor

L' Observatoire de Paris. Eapport A
1894. r

Museum d' Histoire Naturelle. Bulletin, Nos. 1-3, 189i

i

tevuedeV A-nmautique, Tome v., 1892; Tome vi., Liv

Serie 10, Turn- i.,

; Ser. 10, Tome n., Nos. 1 - 27, 1S95.

Societe d' _ Encouragement pour 1' Industrie Nationale.

Societe Entomologique de Prance. Bulletin, Vol. lxii., 1893.

Societe Franchise de Mineralogie. Bulletin, Tomexvn., Nos.

7, S, 1894 ; Tome xvin., Nos. 1 - 6, 1895.

' de Physique. Bulletin Bimensuel, Nos.

60-52,1894; mees, Ann 6e 1894

Fasc. 3, 4; 1895, Fasc. 1.

Soou to de GSographie. Bulletin, Ser. 7, Tome xv., Tnmestre
2-4. IS!'-!.; Tome xvr., Tnmestre 1, 2, 1895. Comptes
Rendus, Nos. 15 - 19, ISO I N I 3, 7 - 12, 1895.

le de France. Bulletin, Serie3, Tome xxi.,

No. 6, 1893; Tome xxn., No. 6-9, 1894; Tome xxni.,

Nos. 1 - 3, 1895. Compte-Rendu des Seances, 3 Ser..

Tome xxn., Nos. 14 - 18, 1894.

Lue de France. Bulletin, Tome xix., 1884.

n-zance—Eojal Geological Society of Cornwall. Transactions,
Vol. xe., Part ix., 1894. Laws and Rules.

iladelphia—Academy of Natural Sciences. Proceedings,
Parts ii. and iii.,1898 ; Parts i. - iii., 1894 ; Part i., 180*

j
American Entomological Society. Transactions, Vol. xx^.logical Society. Trans

t; Vol. xxn., Nos. 1. 2,



Kranklin In titnte. Journal, Vol.

Wagner Free Institute of Science. Transactions, Vol. in.,

Zoological Society. Annual Eeport (23rd) of the Board of
Directors, April 25, 181*5. The i

Pisa—Societa Toscana di Scienze KTaturali. Atti, Processi Ver-
bal!, Vol. ix., pp. 133 - 242, 1894-95.

Plymouth—Plymouth. Institution and Devon and Cornwall
-YitniMl Ul; ,-y S.x:icty. Annual Report a

actions, Vol. xi., Partiv., 1893-94.

Port Louis-Royal Alfred Observatory. Results of Meteoro-
logical Observations taken during the year ]

"

Potsdam—K.Preuss. Geodatisches Institutes. Astronomisch-
che Arbeiten I. Ordnung. Telegraphische

Langenbestimmungen iu 1890, 1891, und 1893. Unter-
suchungv: r.-ndenUniversalpegel
zu Swinei Prof. A.
Weetphal, imung der
hohenlage der Kordsee-Inseln Helgoland Neuwerk und
Wangeroog sowie des Leuchtturmes auf Roter Sand
uher den festlands funkten Cuxhaven und Schillig.
4° Berlin, 1895. The Institute

Prague—Konigl.
Jahresberi

and 1893 ;
philos-

and 189"

.aide Rio de Janeir

«t*r, N.Y.—Geological Society of America. Bulletin,
Vols. iv. -vi., 1893- 1 Fellows for
!894. The Society

-Accademia Pontificia de Nuovi Lincei. Atti, compilati

Jlinistero dei Lavori Pubblici. Giornale del Genio C
Anno xxxii., Fasc. 8 - 12, 1894 ; Anno xxxm., F
-6.1895. Minister of Public lm

R. Accademia dei Lincei. Atti, Serie 5, Rendiconti, Vc
*asc. 6-12, Semestre 2, 1S94; Vol. tv., Fas..-. 1

Semestre 1, 1S1..-,
: V, 1. v.. Fas,-. !

Rendiconto dell adunanza solenne del 9 Giugno 189

[

Geologieo d5

Italia. Bollettino, Vol.

i- '',':..':: •
.



, Seri _.

Lick Observatory. Publications of the Lick
of the University of California, Vol. n.,

7., 1895. The Observatory

^ersity. Calendar for the year 1895-96. The Senate

. Louis—Academy of Science of St. Louis. Transactions,
Vol. vi., Nos. 9 - 16, 1893-94. The Academy

Missouri Botanical Garden. Annual Report (5th) 1894. The Director

. Petersburg—Academie Imperiale des Sciences. Bulletin,
N.S., Vol. iv. (xxxvi.) Xos. 1.2, 1S93-9I-; Serie 5, Tome
I., Nos. 1-4, 1891 , T. -men.. Nos. 1 - 1, IS'.l.j. Mi'inoires,

Serie 7, Tome xxxix., Part ii., 1893; Tome xli.. Nos.
2-9, 1893 ; Tome xlii., Nos. 1 - 12, 1894. The Academy

Comita Geologique—Institut des Mines. Bulletins, Tome
xii., Nos. 8-9, 1893; Tome xin., Nos. 1-9, 1894 and
Supplement; Tome xiv., Nos. 1-5, 1895. Memoires,
Tome vin., Nos. 2, 3 ; Tome ix., Nos. 3, 4 ; Tome x.,

No. 3, Tome xiv., Nos. 1, 3, 1895. The Committee

Verhand-
lungen, Ser. 2, Band xxxi., 1894. The Society

lem—American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Proceedings, Vol. xlii., lv.'3, Mudi=,..n Meeting; Vol.
xliii., 1894, Brooklyn Meeting. The Association

California State Mining
State Mineralogist

(

Sept. 15, 1894.

San Salvador—Observatori

The Observatory

Scranton, Pa.—The Colliery Engineer Co. The Colliery Engineer
and M, tal Mln, r, V, ,1. x\ ., y, , s . :; _ i: >, i S94-95 ; Vol. xvi.,

.

Nos. 1-3, 1895. The Proprietors

Somerville, Mass.—Tufts College. Tufts College Studies, Nos.
1,2,3,1894.

h
The College

Stranger—Museum. Aarsberetning for 1893. The Museum

STOCKHOLM-Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens. Hand-
nngar, Bandet xxv., Haftet 2, 1892. Bihang, Bandet
six., Afd. 1-4, 1894. Lefnadsteckningar, Band in.,
Hitt.'2, lVit. ot\w>ut, \,.l ir, iv. i Accessions-
katalog, 8, 9, 1893-94. Om Sveriges zoologiska hafs-
station Kristineberg af Hjalmar Theel. The Academy

Stbassburg, i. e.—Centralstelle des Meteorologischen Landes-
aienstes in Elsass-Lot I t t Meteoro-
logischen Beobachtungen im Eeichsland Elsass-Loth-
ruigen im Jahre 1893. The Director



ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY. 587

Stuttgart—Konigliches Statistische Landesauit. Wiirttem-
bergische, Heft 1 - 3. 1894. The ' Landesamt

'

Vereins fur Vaterliindische Naturkunde in Wiirttemberg.
Jahreshefte, Band l., Jahrgang 1894. The Society

Sydney—Australian Museum. Report of the Trustees for the
year 1894. Records, Vol. ii., No. 6, 1895. The Trustees

vi., Parts i. - x., 1895. Annual Eeport for 1894. Memoirs
of the Geological Survey of N. S. Wales—Palaeontology
Nob. n. ll. Records of the Geological Survey of N. S.

Wales, Vol ;,. Notes on the Com-
mercial Timbers of N. S. Wales by J. H. Maiden, f.l.s. &c.
The Flowering Plants and Ferns of N. S. Wales, Part L,

by J. H. Maiden, f.l.s., &c. and W. S. Campbell. The Department

Department of Public Instruction. Report of the Minister
of Public Instruction, 1894. Technical Education
Branch, Calendar 1895. The New South Wales Educa-
tional Gazette, Vol. iv., Nos. 6 -12 ; Vol. v., Nos. 1 - 6,

1894-95.

Engineering Association of New South Wales. Minutes of
Proceedings, Vol. vm., 1893. The Association

Government Printer. The Statutes of New South Wales
(Public and Private) passed during the Session of 1894
1895. The Government Printer

Government Statistician. Statistical Register for 1893 and
! (complete), and Parts vi., viii.-xi. ; for

1894 and p
Survey of New South Wales,
Seven Colonies of Australash

Institution of Surveyors, New South Wales
Vol. vm., Nos. 11 and 12, 1894 : Vol.

Series, Vol. x., Parts i., ii., 1895. Abstract of Proceed-
ings, Nov. 1894 ; March - Sept., Nov., 1895. The Society

New South Wales Board of Health. Antitoxic Serum for
the cure of Diphtheria, 1895. Coast Hospital, Little
Bay, Report for 1894. Dairies Supervision Act, Report
on adimn is1

1 894. Leprosy in New
south Wales, Anpendix to Report for 1894. Mainten-
ance of Sick Paupers, Report on Vote for 1894. Typhoid
5 ever m Sydney and Suburbs from 1876 to 1894 (inclus-
ive). Vaccination, Report for 1894. Vessels arriving at
and leaving ports of New South Wales, Returns respect-
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TIMBER BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION IN NEW SOUTH
WALES.

By Percy Allan, Assoc. M.inst.c.E.

[With Plates 1 - 8.]

[Bead before the Engineering Section of the Royal Society of N. S. Wales,

September 18, 1895.]

The necessity for the economical designing of timber bridges in

the Colony of New South Wales, may be gauged from the fact,

that in the last ten years some 680 timber structures have been

erected at a cost of £634,000, so that any economy in a type

design means a very large saving in the annual expenditure of

the Colony.

For many years Plate i, was the type of truss for 65 feet,

75 feet, 90 feet, and 100 feet spans. The defects in this design may

he briefly summarised—weakness in suspension rods, no means of

taking up slackness in braces, caused by shrinkage of timbers,
,

and tendency of top chord to incline inwards owing to want of

lateral stiffness.

Although this type of truss has for many years carried the

traffic without accident, yet in view of the increase in settlement

and the greater risk of the structures being subjected to heavier

loads, it was thought desirable in 1886 to adopt the design shown

in Plate 2 for 65 feet, 75 feet, and 90 feet spans.

These structures were designed for a distributed live load of

8i 2)8. per square foot of roadway and a traction engine weighing

] 6 tons, on a 10' 4" wheel base having 9£ tons on the leading

The improvements in these trusses are the increased sectional

area of suspension rods, the providing of means of taking up

8lackness in braces, increased lateral stiffness imparted to truss



by splaying principals, the introduction of iron in lieu of timber

side braces, the more general use of sawn timber free from heart,

and the more effective splicing of chord.

In 1893 to replace the 1886 type of truss bridges, Mr. Hickson,

M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works for New South Wales,

approved of the author's designs for new standard type of truss

bridges for 70 feet and 90 feet spans, Plate 3. The 90 feet

span is designed for a traction engine of 16 tons and a distributed

live load of 18-8 cwts. per foot run, or *l\ cwts. per lineal foot

more than for the 90 feet truss bridge previously in use.

The truss is divided into nine panels of 10 feet with a depth of

13 feet measured between centres of triangulations, and carries a

15 feet carriageway and two 5 feet footways.

The timber generally employed is tallowwood for the planking

and ironbark for the stringers, floor beams and trusses, the timber

in trusses being cut free of heart j but in many districts the local

planking and stringers.

The flat decks in the old type of bridges, resulted in water lying

in pools on the surface of the planks, more especially in the

centre of the roadway, where the wear is greatest ; 3 inch scupper

pipes along kerb line, even if not choked up, are therefore of little

vide against this a canib

deck is provided in the new type of bridge, permitting of the quick

escape of water through the large gratings at ends of spans.

Unlike previous designs, 4 inch transverse planking spiked to

longitudinal stringers has been adopted, thus permitting of shorter

lengths being obtained at a cheaper rate and of their being replaced

with less trouble than diagonal planking.

Longitudinal stringers varying from lOf" by 5" to 9" by 6 (to

give camber in deck), pitched 3 feet apart, are bolted to the floor

beams, in lieu of the intermediate floor beams used in all previous

designs, effecting a saving in cost, and permitting of the concen-



TIMBER BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION IN N.S.W. III.

tratin" of the loads at the apices ; thereby relieving the bottom

chords of secondary stress.

In all the old types of trusses, the suspension rods passed through

the floor beams, and as the braces were also butted against the

floor beams, the renewal of these timbers was rendered practically

out of the question.

In the later design, Plate 3, the floor beams 15" by 12"

spaced 10 feet apart are placed between the suspension rods,

admitting of easy renewal, and at the same time saving the

expense of boring large holes through floor beams for the passage

of suspension rods.

With a view to renewals, the horizontal thrust from the braces

is taken up by means of castings, having lugs U" deep let into

the chords, and where two lugs are necessary it will be noticed

that the deeper lug is at the back of the casting, so as to distribute

the thrust over a larger area and reduce the risk of failure by

shearing between the lugs.

The advantage in using castings in lieu of a number of timbers

bolted together to form butting blocks for the braces, is the doing

away with to a great extent of one of the most troublesome

questions in connection with timber bridge work, viz., the lodge-

ment of water. No matter how carefully the timbers may be

bolted together and painted, water will, after a short time, find

its way between the surfaces with its accompanying ill effects; again,

in the endeavour to get a close joint along the exposed surface

the butting surfaces will oftentimes be made slightly concave, in

such cases when the water does penetrate—there being no escape

^the evil will be intensified.

The batter braces, which consist of two 14" by 6|" timbers

bowed and stiffened with hardwood distance pieces have been

substituted for principals ;
thus reducing the horizontal thrust

to such an extent as to permit of the introduction of castings

P Heu of the large timber butting blocks, with the heavy bolts,

Piously necessary.



In most of the American Howe trusses counterbraces are

introduced, with a view of stiffening laterally the main braces,

however the braces in the truss under consideration are compara-

tively short, and as columns require no lateral stiffening ;
counters

in the end bays are therefore not provided.

As all the braces in the truss are at the same angle, any

shrinkage in the timbers can be taken up by means of the

suspension rods ; the iron wedges in the 1886 design are therefore

not arranged for in this later type of truss.

The main braces are formed each of two timbers 8" by 4£"

bowed to prevent warping and twisting and connected together

with bolts and hardwood distance pieces, all the timbers being

connected to the cast-iron shoes at the top and botton with f"

bolts.

Formerly it was the practice to have the top chord in one

piece 16" by 14" by 42' long, which having to be bored for the

suspension rods, rendered renewal very costly, if not impracticable.

As one of the objects in designing a new type of truss was to

permit of renewals, a chord, consisting of two timbers 14" by 6 J"

bowed and stiffened with hardwood distance pieces was adopted,

thus securing better timber and giving greater stiffness as a

The side braces adopted in previous trusses being a source of

inconvenience when footways had to be provided, the author

decided to design this chord as a column with a varying load,

unsupported in a lateral direction ; none of the text books however,

consulted by the author treated of such a case.

The stress in the top chord of a 90 feet span ranges from 69-3

tons in the centre to 27 -7 2 tons in the end bay.

As the maximum stress extends only over a length of 10 feet

of the chord, it would be obviously incorrect to take this stress on

a column the total length of top chord, nor could it be assumed

that this maximum stress was acting only on a column 10 feet



The author therefore has dealt with the case in what he submits,

is a practical way of looking at the question.

Starting with the end bay there is a stress of 27-72 tons which

extendsfor the whole length of the chord (70 feet). Taking the least

diameter, the ratio of length to least diameter is 48 to 1 and the

ultimate buckling strength of a timber column of this proportion,

being 2-36 tons per square inch, the area required on the point of

buckling would be 11-74 inches, whilst at the ends of the column

the area required, when on the point of failure by direct crushing

would be 5-87 inches.

]
Setting up these ordinates and plotting in as a parabola, the

I area shown on diagram, Plate 4, is obtained j
in the second

1 bay the stress is 48-51 tons extending for a length of 50 feet

-but as part of this stress (27-72 tons), has already been

provided for, it leaves only 20-79 tons to be dealt with
;

taking the ratio of length to diameter this gives a column

of the proportion of 36 to 1, requiring an area of 6-77 square

inches when the column is on the point of buckling at the centre,

and an area of 4-4 square inches when on the point of failing by

direct chrushing at the ends, the required additional area being

shown on the diagram, Plate 4.

In the third Lay there is a stress of 02-37 tons extending over

]
» distance of 30 feet, 48-51 tons of this stress has already been

dealt with, leaving only 13-86 tons to be provided for, proceeding

as before, 'the area" shown in green is arrived at ;
in the middle bay

the stress is 69-3 tons extending over 10 feet of which 62-37 tons

has been provided for, leaving 6"93 tons to be arranged for.

The whole of the varying stresses having now been dealt with

the heavy dotted black line, represents the total area required

*hen the column would be on the point of failing.

The actual net area of timber provided is 156-16 square inches,

?^e 4 and as the maximum area required at the centre is only

23'6 quaro inches the column has a factor of safety of 6-6

gainst buckling, irrespective of the stiffness imparted by the

i paying of the feet of braces.



The bottom chords of the 1886 type of trusses for 90 feet spans

14" by 18" were built up of four 14" by 4i" Hitches, planed on all

surfaces to ensure good butting, the whole being drawn up with

| inch bolts. This is a costly and undesirable design of chord,

offering as it does, after a few years, an entrance for water

between the flitches, causing decay, which is especially serious on

account of the design of truss being such that the bottom chord

cannot be renewed, thus necessitating in some cases the replacing

of the whole structure, which under other circumstances—with a

few new flitches—might have lasted for several years longer.

Again, some of the flitches are 53' 6" long and, having to

be free of heart and sapwood, are difficult to obtain, and this

oftentimes occasioned delay in the erection of the structures, the

simple-minded sawmill proprietor supplying all the short and

profitable sizes in the bridge, and then pleading inability to

supply the more costly flitches.

The bending stress in the bottom chord of the new truss having

been eliminated by the omission of intermediate floor beams, only

a direct stress has to be provided for, resulting in a considerable

reduction in the sectional area of the bottom chord, which consists

only of two flitches 12" by 5" placed 6 inches apart, thus being

always accessible to the brush, and permitting of the renewal of

these important members ; again, the longest flitch is only 36 feet,

a length easily procurable.

Perhaps the most important connection in a timber truss is

the bottom chord joint.

Plate 5, fig. 1, shows the cover adopted for the very old types

of truss, which can at a glance be seen to be of little assistance

in making up the loss of section caused by the joint in the chord.

Plate 5, fig. 2, shows the cover used in the 1886 type of

truss
; this is a much superior connection, but is expensive and

difficult to fit.

Plate 5, fig. 3, shows the cover adopted for the new type of



As the two flitches in the bottom chord are independent of one

another, the whole stress in each flitch has to be taken by the

two 12" by yV" wrought-iron plates placed on either side of the

beam ; on each of these plates four wrought-iron strips 12" deep

by If" wide by 1" deep are rivetted ; these strips are let tightly

into the timber and are designed to take up the whole of the

stress, and as the stress in each flitch is 31 -18 tons and there are

four strips giving a total bearing area of 48 square inches, the

crushing strain is only -65 tons per square inch, thus giving a

Following American practice, the bolts passing through cover

plates are not in any way relied upon, being simply provided to

keep the plates up to their work, however as the bolts had to be

provided the author determined to obtain the benefit of them, and

arranged for the bolts to be turned and passed through drilled

holes in the plates.

The above joint has also met with the approval of the Engineer-

in-Chief for Railways and has been adopted for some of the

proposed bridges on the Narrabri-Moree hi

the later American railway bridges i

despite the fact of it being necessary in some of these pine

bridges to arrange for fitting in, eight strips in each plate,

instead of four as shown in Plate 5.

With this joint, requiring as it does only a straight cut, no

difficulty is found in obtaining an almost perfect bearing with

ironbark timber, and so far in the 146 joints in the bridges

already erected in this Colony, no trouble has been found in

effectively making this

The suspension rods, which in the author's design of truss have

a minimum diameter of 2" and If respectively, are placed on

either side of floor beams, and pass through the space between the

^ords, thus saving the boring of holes through chords and floor



beams, and permitting of easy removal in connection with the

system to he adopted in renewing chords.

One of the features of the new type of truss is, that any member

can be renewed without staging from below, a matter of import-

ance when deep gorges or fast running streams have to be crossed.

Briefly stated, the top and bottom chords being in two pieces, the

suspension rods are removed and re-arranged so as to throw the

whole weight on one flitch ; there being no strain on the remaining

flitch, any member of the top and bottom chord can be replaced

with sound timber ; and by slacking the suspension rods and

inserting temporary struts, any of the braces can be renewed,

whilst the renewal of the cross girders is obviously a simple matter.

In the superstructure of one of the new 90 feet spans carrying

a 15 feet deck, there is 500 cubic feet less timber than in the

1886 type of truss, which, in conjunction with the greater ease

in framing together (notably in the bottom chord, where no

fitting is required) the fewer bolt holes to be bored and the short

lengths of timber employed, effects a saving of over £100 in each

90 feet span.

The economy is more marked when it is considered that the

old trusses were designed to carry a 15 feet carriageway, whereas

the new trusses are designed to carry two 5 feet footways in

addition to a 15 feet carriageway. Thus it will be seen that the

later design of truss bridge offers greater facilities for traffic at a

much reduced cost.

The piers carrying truss bridges vary in accord with local cir-

cumstances
; one of the heavy type is that shown in Plate 6,

consisting of nine vertical piles 12" by 12" arranged in groups of

four under heels of trusses, also one short vertical pile upstream

and two short vertical piles downstream, carrying up and down-

stream struts. The pier is stayed with wales and braces 12" by

6" and internal compression struts 12" by 12" seated on hardwood

chocks secured to piles with bolts, the chocks being set end on to

do away with shrinkage, the previous system of seating butting



blocks on the wales not being satisfactory, the blocks shrinking

away from the struts, resulting in a slackness in the bracing.

At Glennies Creek, near Singleton, the superstructure of one

of the 90 feet spans cost, erected in position, £450, whilst in the

same bridge a pier of the design above described 28 feet 4 inches

high from bottom waling to capwales, driven about 16 feet to

rock, cost £200. The timber for this bridge was brought from

Cape Hawke to Newcastle by sea 61 miles, thence forward by

train to Singleton 49 miles, thence by road 9 miles, or a total

carriage of 119 miles.

Late in the year 1892, it was decided to erect a new bridge

over the Murrumbidgee River at Wagga Wagga. Designs were

submitted for a light iron lattice girder bridge, carrying a timber

deck resting on iron cross girders, but the amount available being

insufficient, the author's design for a timber truss bridge was

decided upon, and a contract for construction let to Mr. S. Stokes

on 4th October, 1893, at shedule rates, totalling £12,604.

As this bridge is now nearing completion, and, reckoned by

the floor space per span (3,165 square feet) is by far the largest

timber structure yet attempted in the Colony, a short description

may be of interest —The bridge consists of six timber trusses,

resting on iron cylinder piers and concrete abutments, forming

three spans each of 110' 3" centres, also nine approach spans each

of 35 feet. The trusses stand 27' 1" apart, centre to centre, and

are connected by a top and bottom system of lateral bracing,

angle and portal brackets being introduced in the top system.

Each truss contains seven panels of 15' 9" and being 21.fa***

between centres of triangulations enables ful1 P™™10" ^^
made for a loaded wool waggon, which i

The truss spans are designed to carry a

1-2 tons per foot run, or a concentrated load of 16 tons.

The carriageway is 24' 4" whilst one 4' 6" footway is arranged

for, so that the requirements of the wool^^^^
a wool waggon measuring 11' 6" when loaded and

empty.



The wind pressure allowed for is 561bs. per square foot, on the

exposed surfaces of kerbs, stringers, and ends of planking, and on

twice the area of the handrails, ends of girders, top and bottom

chords, braces and verticals, the whole being taken as an uniform

moving load.

Whilst the author is aware that on the occasion of the

Dandenong gale, September, 1876, the wind is recorded at the

Sydney Observatory to have attained a velocity of 153 miles per

hour, equal to a pressure of 1151bs per square foot, yet the author

considers there would be no justification for assuming that such

a phenomenal pressure would extend over such a large area as

that occupied by such a bridge as that under consideration, and

in support of this opinion, points to the existing structures

throughout the Colony, few if any of which would be now standing

if ever subjected to anything approaching even the pressure

allowed for in the Wagga Wagga bridge.

The minimum factor of safety adopted for timber in the trusses

is 7 for the stresses due to combined dead and live loads.

Although this factor may appear to be somewhat liberal, yet it

must be borne in mind that the ultimate strength of ironbark has

been taken from tests made on small specimens of picked timber,

and that a reduction in strength is only to be anticipated in

large scantlings, again the flitches being sawn, the grain will run

more or less across the line of the sticks, and as defects in timber

are so liable to escape even the most severe inspection, it is

necessary, in the opinion of the author to make a liberal allowance

to cover such contingencies.

The floor system adopted in this bridge presents some novel

features, which, so far as the author is aware, have not previously

been adopted in any structure in any part of the world. (See

Plate 7). The main points kept in view were :—
1st. The necessity of having a camber in deck to permit of the

quick escape of water.

2nd. The desirability of having a lower lateral system of

wmdbracing, so arranged that the triangulation lines of the



windbracing and the triangu Ot Th.

would intersect at a common point in the bottom chord.

3rd. The distribution of the load, so as to get each pair of the

floor beams to act as one.

4th. The necessity of concentrating the loads at the apices, as,

with the Section employed, two 14" by 7" timbers, no additional

stress was permissable in the bottom chords.

The deck adopted consists of 4" tranverse planking spiked to

12" by 6" longitudinal stringers, seated on the lower lateral struts.

The lower lateral strut is 12" wide by 8" deep at centre, adzed

down on top surface to 6 inches at ends (to give camber in deck),

the centre line of strut being placed in the same plane as the

centre line of the bottom chord. The ends of the lateral strut

are secured to bottom chords by wrought-iron brackets, and to

these brackets are attached the diagonal tie rods, the centre lines

of which, if produced, the

chord; the triangu lines of the wii

ntersecting at a common point and avoiding all Denaing

The lateral struts are tightly dapped one inch over nine 12" by

V sawn packing blocks 2' 5" long, resting on the floor beams.

These blocks not only pack the lateral struts up to the same

>lane as the centre line of chord, but what is of just as much

mportance, equally distribute the whole load over the pair of

loor beams.

With a panel length of 15' 9" and a span ot 27 teet tne

resulting load is so great as to necessitate the use of two floor

beams, each 14" wide by 16" deep, spaced one inch apart (to

permit of a current of air and avoid boring for stringer bolts)

and connected together with 11 f bolts passing through one inch

cast-iron distance washers.

3 the overall width of these two floor 1

practicable, without fouling the braces i

* them on the upper edge of the chord. They

As the overall width of these two floor oeam, - -

^practicable, without fouling the braces^^J**



suspended from the chords by sixteen beam hangers If inches

diameter passing on either side of the flitches of chords.

The author is of opinion that for timber railway bridges of

large span, the floor system above described offers some advantages,

inasmuch as shock from trains would be reduced by the lateral

strut and distributing blocks acting as a cushion ; whilst the beam

hangers being so short a large allowance could economically be

made for dynamic action, which action would be materially

lessened by the time the main suspension rods were reached.

In connection with the construction of timber bridges, the

financial aspect of the question is of the utmost importance.

Like all engineers, the author would prefer (if economy had not

to be considered) to construct metal bridges, but in a new Colony

where the trend of the traffic is likely to be diverted by many

circumstances, difficult, if not impossible, to anticipate, it would

seem preferable in such localities to construct timber structures

with a small capital outlay, rather than spend large sums on

works of a more permanent character.

For many years there has been a disinclination in this Colony

to build other than permanent traffic bridges out of loan funds,

yet as harbour works and railway works, in which timber struc-

tures, sleepers, fencing, etc., represent no inconsiderable portion,

are built out of loan funds, the author submits there is no reason

why traffic bridges should not also be constructed out of borrowed

capital, provided it can be shown, first, that they are more

economical not only in prime cost but in annual charge, and

secondly, that provision be made for their renewal or repayment

It may be urged in these days of cheap steel, that it is against

the practice of other parts of the world to construct timber

bridges, but in what other country could be found timber with a

tensile strength of 8 tons per square inch, a crushing strength of

4| tons per square inch, and a shearing strength along the grain

of 1 ton per square inch
; or bridges totally unprotected from the



weather with a life approaching anything like, amongst others,

the following:—
Bridge over Cox's River, at Glenroy 28 years old.

Bridge over Bell River 32 years old.

Bridge over Macquarie River, at Dubbo 32 years old.

Bridge over Murrumbidgee River, at Wagga ...33 years old.

Bridge over Duck River, at Parramatta .... ...34 years old.

Bridge over Cudgegong River, at Rylstone 34 years old.

Bridge at Berrima 30 years old.

Bridge over Murray River, at Albury 36 years old.

The first metal bridge in the world, is said to have been erected

over the Severn at Colebrook Dale in 1779, this bridge consists

of a cast-iron arch of 100 feet span, the structure being thus 116

Wrought-iron and steel bridges are however of a much later date,

and the fixing of the life of such structures, is to a great extent

only a matter of conjecture; in connection with this matter

Waddell says, " There is no reason why a well-designed iron

highway bridge—when properly cared for—should not last for

ever." " Under loads which are light and slowly moving com-

pared with those of railway bridges, the iron cannot possibly wear

out, and when properly protected from the weather cannot rust."

The author therefore to make everything favorable to the metal

bridge in a comparison of its cost, with that of a timber bridge,

has assumed the life of the former as infinity ;
whilst the timber

bridge has been taken at only 25 years—a life—it is only reason-

able to expect will be much exceeded, with the better type of

structure, the more careful inspection of timber, and the greater

care in erection that now obtains.

The whole of the timber for the Wagga Wagga bridge was

brought from the Northern Rivers to Darling Harbour, about

150 miles by sea, thence by railway to Wagga Wagga 310 miles,

or a total carriage of 460 miles.

The contract cost for one timber truss span at Wagga Wagga

^ £1,300 and the estimated cost of one span of the iron lattice



girder design, complete on bearings was £2,800 (Colonial manu-

facture). Now, to compare the relative cost of these two bridges

on the basis, that the planking in each bridge will require renewal

every 12*- years, the remaining timberwork every 25 years and

that the ironwork is everlasting, it is necessary to ascertain how

much per annum it will take to keep these bridges " trafficable"

for ever, in other words to ascertain how much per annum it will

cost in each case for interest on the prime cost, tarring, painting,

removal of old material and renewing of each portion as it wears

Having obtained the annual charge for each bridge, the difference

ANNUAL CHAEGE FOE IRON DESIGN.

'

|;;
life

£ 2SU0 Total annual charge ... J6190

Planking...

floor-beams
and re-
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Inflnin
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I charge £1 m o '



Thus it will be seen that there is a saving of £50 per annum

in favour of the timber bridge, which has at 4 per cent, interest,

a capital value of £1,250. See Plate 8.

The author has also designed timber trusses for spans of 130

feet and 153 feet. The latter truss altogether differs from the

Wagga Wagga bridge, four flitches instead of two being placed

in the top and bottom chords, and as for purposes of renewal

a larger sectional area is provided than is actually required for

direct tension, the floor beams can in this case be seated directly

on the upper edge of the bottom chord.

The flitches of chords being spaced only three inches apart

whilst allowing of a free current of air, and room for painting,

permits of the adoption of channel iron gib-plates for suspension

rods in lieu of the heavy forgings used at Wagga Wagga, whilst

the castings are, from the same cause, much lightened.

Again, in the lower lateral system diagonal timbers and trans-

economical than the diagonal tie rods used at Wagga Wagga.

In conclusion the author desires to record his acknowledgments

to Mr. Hickson, m.i.C.e , for his courtesy in lending models, plans,

and photographs to illustrate the several works mentioned in the

foregoing paper.

Discussion

Mr. Deane said that in a design for a timber bridge, in the

first place there was the proportioning of the amount of material

in the trusses, and beams to the strain to which they were sub-

jected. That of course should be made as near to theory as

possible, although it was hardly possible to strain right up to

theory. The different parts should be capable of separate erec-

tion, and ought to be put together in a proper manner, for

instance, the trusses should be stayed, and should be capable of

erection separately ; they should be complete in themselves, and

braced together before any attempt is made to put on the plat-



form of the bridge. After the trusses are erected then the

platform should be added. The old practice used to be on the

interlacing principle, leading to something like a Chinese puzzle,

and very difficult to deal with in case of renewal. Another point

to be considered was the replacement of the separate pieces of

the truss, one or other might decay, and they ought to be so

fixed that these particular pieces could be easily taken out, and

what was of great importance, was the construction of the joints,

so that there should be no lodging of water in them, and that

they could be examined, and attended to when necessary. With

regard to the comparison of the cost of the bridge, the illustration

of which the speaker exhibited, with that of Mr. Allan's, the

conditions were different, as his was intended for road traffic, and

the other for railway purposes. In the road bridge one of the

largest items of expense was decking, which the railway bridge

was made very much narrower, but having to carry heavier loads

was much stronger.

Mr. Bubge—He intended to refer to-night only to the author's

comparison between the ultimate cost of timber as against iron

or steel in bridge construction. With regard to the cost of the

two kinds of structures, a comparison of which was shewn in

the table exhibited, the quotation for iron was for colonial manu-

facture. It might be the view of some people that it was a wise

thing to pay something extra in order to encourage manufacture

in the Colony, but the extra amount so given was given for that

purpose only, and it should not be added to the actual cost of the

bridge. Moreover, there was no doubt that Mr. Allan had

proved his case, without thus surcharging the ironwork with

regard to the preference of the timber over the iron bridge, but

if we came to smaller bridges the difference between the per-

manent design and the temporary one was not so great. In

preparing railway estimates he had made the following calcula-

tions, which illustrated these views :

Comparison of timber as against permanent bridge work-
assuming no repairs to latter, and in the former about one-fifth,



that is the more exposed parts, required renewal in 11 years, and

that the whole had to b 3 rebuilt in 22 years—£100 is provided.

The permanent work is assumed to cost £100

The timber work one-half, viz 50

Balance remaining, should the timber bridge be

built £50

Of this balance £7 is placed at compound interest at 4% pro-

ducing in 11 years £11, with which about one-fifth of the bridge

is renewed—£13 remains which, at sam3 interest in 22 years,

becomes £102. The whole bridge is now rebuilt for £50, leaving

balance of £52 by which the renewal fund is more than kept up.

The depreciation is therefore about 4|% per annum on the actual

capital expended.

If, therefore, the permanent work costs not more than twice

the timber work, it should be preferred from a financial point of

view, independently of the objection, in railway work, to renewal

as interfering with traffic. This is about the proportion of cost

of small openings at 3ft. to 4ft. between concrete or brickwork

and timber.

Mr. Smail said—one thing he noticed in the new design, was

that any member of the truss could be renewed without staging

below, while with the old style of bridge when this was being

done a temporary one had frequently to be built. The speaker

mentioned that in 1876 he erected a bridge of the 1866 design,

in which the very best timber procurable was used. It occurred

to him then that from the way the bridge was designed, if any

part had to be renewed, practically a new bridge had to be built.

He thought it would be far better to build small bridges,

culverts, &c, with stone or concrete.

Mr. Barraclough said there was one point he would like to

refer to, and it was the method shewn in one of the diagrams of

treating the top member as a long column, and he would like to

know if Mr. Allan had compared the method which he had

employed with the theory of long columns, as the variable load

2-Sept. 18, .1895.



XVIII. DISCUSSION.

on the column in question would make the matter a very complex

affair.

Mr. Statham remarked that there were a great many points in

favour of Mr. Allan's design in comparison with the old ones.

It was a great defect that so many timbers were in contact in

the chord, the damp got into the joints and caused great damage,

which practically meant the renewal of the chord, and when the

chord was done the bridge was practically done, but in this new

design there were a great many improvements. The new method

of making up the top chord of smaller scantlings utilised the best

part of the timber. Such bridges as these should last 30 years

which was the life of the best ones.

Mr. Simpson—One thing that struck him was the comparison

of prices. It was not a fair thing to compare colonial iron work

with timber work, because the former is not of the cheapest kind.

He assumed that the price of timber work included the painting,

at 4s. per cubic foot, and that of the iron was at 23s. per ton,

erected. Then taking Mr. Allan's margin of safety, he found

that for the 90ft. span the price of steel work was 7s. per foot of

the top chord, as against 3s. for timber, so that these comparative

prices were in favour of timber. Personally, he would prefer to

deal with a steel or iron structure. As regards the extra prices

and renewals, a certain proportion of this timber work had to be

renewed in a few years, and it seemed the renewal prices had

been calculated upon the same basis as for the original, which

was quite incorrect. A timber bridge requires constant inspec-

tion, which would add greatly to the cost, and for these reasons

he thought he would prefer larger works to be of steel instead

Mr. Burge, in explanation, said that the Chairman had

remarked upon the cost of renewals being taken as the same as

the original provision of the timber, but Mr. Allan had provided

for the extra cost. He had put down the cost of the renewal of

planking at £220 as against £180 original cost, and of the rest

£950 as against £630. As to his own (Mr. Burge's) comparison,



he had made no extra allowance in the railway bridge, and for a

very good reason. The material for the original bridge had

frequently to bear long road cartage, but the train brought the

renewal mentioned to the spot at a very low rate.

Mr. Allan, in replying, said that the exhibiting by Mr. Deane

of the plans of the truss bridges to be erected on the Narrabri-

Moree railway line, clearly showed how economically Australian

hardwoods could be utilised for railway structures. Mr. Burge,

whilst agreeing that in any case a saving in favour of the

timber bridge at Wagga Wagga had been shown, thought the

timber structure should have been compared with an imported

metal bridge. He could not follow Mr. Burge in this, the iron-

work in the timber bridge costing £490 was not only manufactured

but rolled in the Colony, the iron bridge was also stipulated

to be manufactured in the Colony, therefore the estimated

actual cost to the country, irrespective of colonial rate of wage,

duty, or other similar contributing causes was, Mr. Allan held,

the only basis on which a comparison could be made. He

could not with confidence make any remarks on Mr. Burge's

comparison, as to the relative financial results of small concrete

and timber railway culverts, without looking into the question.

The experiences of Mr. Smail as to the difficulty of renewing tim-

ber in the old type of trusses agreed with his conclusions. The

complex character of the theoretical investigation of the strength

of a column, carrying different loads throughout its length,

remarked upon by Mr. Barraclough, was the reason of reference

being made to the case in the hope that information might be

given by some of the members on the question. The Author's

practical method of treating the subject was based on actual

experiment as to the buckling strength of ironbark columns of

different ratios of length to diameter.

Mr. Statham's opinion that the using of flitch pieces permitted

of matured timber being utilised, thereby ensuring cheap supply

and increased durability, is of considerable importance, the

benefit of which has been recognised in the new type of trusses.



The Chairman was in accord with popular opinion, that in the

long run a steel bridge was cheaper than a timber structure,

but the Author pointed out that this popular opinion only held

good when pine or other soft wood with a short life was used, in

lieu of the much more durable Australian hardwood, and that the

Chairman did not support his opinion with the necessary tabulated

statement, similar to that submitted by the Author, shewing the

comparative cost of interest, renewals, and maintenance of a

steel and timber structure. As previously reasoned, Mr. Allan

considered it would have been incorrect to compare the Wagga

Wagga timber bridge with an iron bridge based on imported

prices, but even supposing it possible that by importing the iron

bridge the cost could have been reduced by £1,000, there would

still be a saving of £10 per annum in annual charge, equal to a

capital value at 4% of £250 per span in favour of the timber

structure. As the decks in each bridge were similar, the incon-

venience to traffic during renewals would be common to both

designs, whilst the timber truss members could at the end of

twenty-five years (if then decayed) be renewed without interrup-

ting traffic.

FASCINE WORK as CARRIED OUT by the PUBLIC

WORKS DEPARTMENT in NEW SOUTH WALES.

By T. E. Burrows, l.s.

(Communicated by J. W. Grimshaw, m. Inst. C.E.)

[With Plates 9, 10.]

[Read before the Engnuemuj N, ./;,,„ ,,,'//,, /,',,,/„[ Society of N. S. Wales,

The history of embankments for river training purposes in New

South Wales, in which the use of fascines of Ti-tree, or similar

scrub form part, commenced as far as the author is aware only



ten years back ; but the principle of using fascines of a bushy-

nature- to bind clay or soil together, has been availed of in many

and various instances, either for rough mining dams, or to form

upon which roads or light tram lines might be carried

npy ground.

Indeed the first fascine work with which the author was con-

nected, was the construction of a temporary dam of fascines and

untempercd clay, at a breakaway in the town dam (on western

end) at Parramatta about 1880 ; and owing to the force of the

water, the river being in flood at the time, it can safely be asserted

that only through the use of fascines, for binding the clay, and

easing off the power of the stream, the work of repair to the main

dam would have been much more expensive than was actually

the case.

Fascine work was introduced when Mr. E. O. Moriarty was

head of the Harbours and Rivers Department, but the greater

portion was carried c n-Chief, Mr. C. W.

Darley.

The credit of the introduction of this class of work into New

South Wales is due to Mr. Alfred Williams, M.inst.c.K., under

whom the author had considerable experience, and as Mr. Williams

had the advantage of employing this description of river bank

protection in England, at the river Severn; where the range of

tide is considerably more than our six feet, he saw to what advan.

tage such work could be put, in the proper alignment of our rivers

with their unsightly, useless, and muddy Mangrove flats
;
where

the use of stone embankments would prove too costly to allow of

the work being undertaken ; especially in such places were soft

bottoms are met with, as the entrance to the Long Cove Canal at

Leichhardt.

Two notable descriptions of fascine work, have been constructed

under the supervision of officers in the Public Works Department,

and these the author will designate as " Fascine J

and " Fascine Wall."



Fascine Embankments.

embankment work has been carried out in the following

localities, and a a approximate statement of the exten of each is

also given-

District of Sydney.

Cook's River... 520 chains 14 feet 9 feet reclamation
\

Shea's Creek 1 130 „ 14 „ 9 „ do. &.canal Ul 3 acres

Muddy Creek 125 „ 14 „ 9 „ do. „ 1

Leichhardt ... 153 „ 12 „ 9 ,, reclamation 81 acres

Callan Park . .

.

12 m 12 „ 9 „ 5 „

Ilomebush Bay 21° » 12 „ 9 „ 201 „

Duck River ... 18 „ 12 „ 9 -11 „

Tarban Creek 16 » 12 » 9 »

Newcastle District.

Horseshoe Bend 13 chains 50 feet 30 feet protection of river

Belmore Bridge 17 „ 20 „ 30 „

Hawkesbury District.

Sackville Reach 1 chain 8x16 feet

Grafton District.

Public School, 7 chains, 10 x 12 feet, protection of river 1

Great Marlow Embankment, 60 chains of combination 1

part earthwork only; protection of river bank,

Moruya District.

Moruya River, left incomplete and damaged by floods, l<

58 chains, by U feet by 9 feet; for training wall purposes.

Of the larger works two may be practically called com]

that at Iron Cove, Callan Park, and also the one at Long C

the areas between original high water mark and the preset,

height of three feet above high water mark by the sand-p



The embankment on the western side of the Long Cove Canal
has been one of the most difficult of any of these works to deal

with, owing to the soft bottom met with in places, which in no
case developed when the bank was being constructed, but when
the tilling was being placed behind.

The weight of filling being greater than the weight of an equal

bulk of bank, pressed the soft mud out from beneath the bank
into the canal. Section herewith showing the fascine work only
slightly disturbed, yet a considerable cavity at back with a cor-

responding rise in front.

To curb this subsidence of the filling, piling along the toe of the

bank has been resorted to, and only one subsidence has since been
reported, which is attributable to the piles being of insufficient

length to reach beyond the liquid mud underlying the bank,

although twenty-six feet long.

In one instance at the mouth of the canal, ballast was tried,

but after 3,500 tons of stone had been deposited over an area
of 444 square yards, the ballast was still sinking, at the same
time displacing the mud as shown by an upheaval in the canal

The following is a detailed description of the method of con-

struction of fascine embankment
; after the alignment has been

done, and the author can state from severe personal experience,
that the setting out of the work is no trifle, when over your knees
in mud and still sinking, you are uncertain whether to tell the
chainman to come and pull you out, or go on with his distances.

A trench 18 feet wide is made to a depth of 1 foot below low
water mark, spring tides, and then the first layer of fascine is laid
for a length of about 50 feet with the bushy ends out, bearing in
mind that the next layer has to bond over them. A layer of mud
9" to V deep is then deposited on the fascines, and the work
carried up in a similar manner until the requisite height is reached,
attention being given to breaking bond with the fascines, by using
long or short bundles as required.



^ shrinkage of the fascines usually takes place under the weight
:he mud, and during the first twelve months amounts to 12" or

,
and this shrinkage is made up with silt or other good surface

terial obtainable.

'he first cost of fascine embankment work—at the section

m—is under 3/- per cubic yard, incl >f backing with silt

an average width of 3'; and when the fact that such small

be allowed for, and. a very small expenditure for

maintenance, the embankment may be considered a cheap training
wall with a life of over twenty years. Some of this work con-

structed at Cook's River, nearly ten years ago, bearing out the

y of thi

When a scout-

unavoidable,

with fascines, as shown in Section "A"; that is, with a liner or

stretcher fascine staked down along the face of each layer of silt.

Embankment work of this nature, has been considered as

specially liable to damage from fire ; but the experience of the

author is against this theory, and where the bank has a good top
layer of mud, and the fascines are kept to high water spring tides

level, it is almost impossible to seriously damage the work by fire.

Timber shoots or box drains are used to relieve the banks while

.rly stages, from the water pressure caused by falling

tides : the shoots being fitted unged flap, wh
outward only

;
and where large areas are dealt with, or consider-

able back water has to be released, a self-acting sluice door is

used for the same purpose.

In concluding the remarks on embankment work it may be
mentioned that where the banks have been constructed by truck-
ing the material for the work ahead, over that recently constructed
behind, greater consolidation and security are gained at a very
slight additional cost. The Great Marlow Embankment was a
combination of earthwork with a fascine face, where height of

bank exceeded 5' and was constructed for protection of river banks
from erosion (section herewith).
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Fascine Wall Work.

This class of work differs materially from that already described,

as this is a thin wall or fence which acts the part of a screen, pre-

venting the silt or similar material deposited at the back of same
in a liquified condition, from obtaining access again to the river

channel. This work has been constructed at the Myall River,

and was carried out by Mr. H. D. Walsh, M. inst. C.B., under Mr.

Darley's instructions, and has been very successful

.

It is formed by driving a row of piles, from 6" to 8" diameter—

of either turpentine or ti-tree with the bark left on—battered

slightly inwards, and 3' apart, and driven 8' or 10' into the

ground. By using a 1 2" x 1 2" ironbark ram and steam driving

plant on punt, as many as 50 piles could be driven per day, but

the author may here remark that where sand is met with, by

using a steam pump the piles could be put in much faster and

more batter given if required.

Continuous ropes were then formed of pliable ti-tree—from 10
f

to 15' bushes—and as the rope was formed on the punt, it was

bound by 14 gauge wire every 18", and then woven between the

piles, and well pressed into place.

It was found necessary to place a small bank of stones, shells,

or other suitable material, outside of this fence, to keep out the

" Teredo," which are very plentiful in this river.

Plan and sections herewith marked, "B."

Discussion.

Mr. Darley, said, there was nothing very novel about the use

of fascine work; it was a very old class of work, but had only been

introduced into this Colony during the last ten years ; it had

been used for enclosing reclamations, training banks, and

strengthening river banks, for which latter work it had proved

exceedingly satisfactory. The banks of the Mississippi River are

protected by endless fascine mattrasses of about 20 ft. wide, laid

on the surface, and then loaded with stone. Experience here



proved to him that it would be worse than useless to use fascine

for training banks of channels again. The work at M rnva was

an utter failure, the fascines were laid on a sand bottom, and

when the very first flood took place the sand scoured away and

the whole bank floated out to sea, this was anticipated by the

then Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. Morinrty, who reported strongly

he use of fascine for such a purpose. The work of this

class at Long Cove has not been the success it might have been,

piles had lately been driven in, and he believed that they are

being pressed forward. He thought that in many cases it would

have been cheaper, and moi-e economical to carry out the work

with stone, for when the water in front deepens, the stone will run

down and check the scour ; this is very noticeable at Newcastle,

where there is a dyke of a mile and a half in length. This dyke

was laid out by the speaker, the construction being commenced

at low water, there is now over twenty feet of water close beside

it. The stone does not sink with the sand, but as the scour takes

place the stone runs down off the face of the dyke and so

checks further erosion, and it is a simple matter to make good

the loose stone again till the full depth is reached. In this

country where in the majority of cases, our coastal harbours have

sandy bottoms, fascine work would be quite useless. In the

case of some rivers, say the Hunter, some excellent work has been

done with fascines, and ic has been found a very etlb -five protec-

tion against flood, but there it is made of layers of fascine and

stone, loaded and coated with stone.

Mr. Deane, said the first cost of work was put down as being

under three shillings per cubic yard, but he was uiuu-r the impres-

know from Mr. Darley, where fascine work came cheaper than

Mr. Darley said in reply to Mr. Deane's question, "in what way

fascine work came cheaper than stone"? that stone would be very

costly to make large dykes of. In our river banks the introduction

of the fascine and stones proved itself very effective, where you



have stone only it is very apt to slip forward, owing to excessive

weight on the toe when a scour takes place in the river. A
mixture of fascine, clay, and stone will stand a heavy rush of

water, and has proved to be very successful, it is light, and does

not put too much weight on the toe of the bank, that is speaking

of a bank of forty to fifty feet in height, alternate layers of stone

and fascines have proved very successful. When commencing

work at the Tweed River, great pressure was brought to bear to

have fascine work introduced, this was not done, as he pointed

out what must happen if this class of work were adopted, it would

be sure to scour away. It ended that he carried out the work

cheaper than any work of a similar kind in the Colony, certainly

lasting, and cheap work. Formerly there were ten to twelve

inches of water, but now there is a depth of over fourteen feet,

and in cases of that sort stone is the proper thing to use. In cases

like Cook's River where stone is scarce and would have been very

costly, fascine work was suitable, but if the channel is to be

deepened eventually the banks must be faced with stone to make

them permanent.

Mr. Grimshaw agreed with Mr, Darley's remarks, but did not

consider that the author had written the paper with any view of

making a comparison between stone and fascine work, or mis-

but simply with a view of describing where and how fascine

work was being used by the Public Works Department of

this Colony. Some of the failures mentioned wei

to the fact that fascine is used on mud flats, or where the bottom

is very soft and difficult to deal with. He had no doubt what-

ever, that for a first class work stone should be used, but in

many cases it was quite out of the question on account of the

expense, although stone ballast is much cheaper now than it

was. Most of the fascine banks had stood very well indeed,

though in places where washed by the salt water they could not

get any protection from vegetation, which forms a great protection



in fresh water. The slips described by the author have given a

great deal of trouble, the slip at Long Cove occurred in spite of

piles having been driven twenty feet into the mud, they invariably

occurred when the dredges were filling in at the back of the bank,

and at low tide. It was the weight at the back of the bank that

pushed the mud through and underneath the bank, and the same
occurred in a lesser degree in stone dykes. In the case of the

Moruya work, mud and silt in the ends of the fascine dyke were
washed away by sea waves, leaving the bushes only ; and no
doubt stone should have been used. Still in his opinion the work
was started from the wrong end, it should have been commenced
at the shore or upstream end, instead of which it was com-
menced at the sea end. When the flood came down the river it

got at the back of the dyke and washed a great portion of it away.
In swampy country, such as Cook's River, an immense amount
of stone would have been absorbed as there is no saying to what
depth it would have sunk in the soft mud. In the case of Eozelle

Bay it sank over eight feet, and in Long Cove it disappeared

altogether. There was no more expense in keeping the fascine

work in good order than was experienced with the sides of an
ordinary river, when once the reclamation was complete. He
was quite of opinion that the facing of fascine banks should be

of stone, if possible, and where there was a rocky or hard bottom
stone should be used entirely.

Mr. P. Allan said, where you have to dredge a channel to a

considerable depth, it is inadvisable to use anything but stone, as

he believed it to be very doubtful whether successful work could

otherwise be done.

Mr. Simpson said that he quite agreed with the remark that

more is sometimes to be learned from failure than from success,

3 it has been pointed out by members there are cases in which
fascine work would be quite mappropriai

fascine work should undoubtedly be adopted.

Mr. Burrows in reply, stated, that the primary reason of this

paper was to give information, as to the purposes for which fascine
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work is used in New South Wales, and not for any comparison

with stone embankments. For if stone can be used, from an

economical point of view it should be. In the case of Long Cove,

at one point stone was used with no success, as it was found that

the stones kept sinking. Piles were afterwards used, and were put

down to a depth of forty-seven feet, the last strata was softer than

the upper crust, so that the building of a stone dyke at a one to

one slope section, would cost infinitely more than the fascine work.

The slips occurred through using the bank as a dam, a purpose

for which it was never intended, large lakes of water were formed

behind them by the use of sand pumps. This water would have

at least a six feet head at low tide. Mr. Grimshaw pointed out

in the case of the Moruya work, and he agreed with him, that it

was started at the wrong place, and that it had not only the

ordinary run of the tide but when a flood came there was nothing

to protect it from the scour, consequently the water got both back

and front of it, and gave it no chance whatever. The dykes of

Holland are constructed largely of mud, and only faced with

mattrasses of something similar in character to ti-tree
;
weighted

with stone or rip-rap, certainly they have much flatter slopes,

which are necessary on account of their abutting on the open

sea. An instance of the cost of stone in a finished dyke is Rozelle

Bay, this is six feet wide on top, with a one to one slope on both

sides, the bottom is fairly soft, the stone used was tipped over the

ends of the bank, and the cost of stone here compared to fascine

work, allowing for a subsidence of the latter of three feet, would

be about two to one. He found that the stones had displaced

the silt to a depth of from something like ten to fifteen feet,

the average being eleven feet for a length of 1,650 feet of dyke.

Fascines sometimes give a very ragged appearance to a bank,

and the cost of facing up is about fifteen shillings per rod, but

when a bank will stand about five years without having anything

done to it, this extra payment for maintenance is very inconsider-

able. The percentage of shrinkage is about 15% on the section

of the bank during the first twelve months.
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CHANGES AND PRESENTATIONS.
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.
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